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PREFACE. 

SECTION I. 

ON THE “HOMER” OF B.c. 450. 

Tue “Tale of Troy,” as it was treated by Pindar and the Tragic 

poets,—that is, during the fifth century before the Christian 

era,—was widely different from, and much more comprehensive 

than, the two great epic poems which have survived to our time. 

The narratives contained in the Ihad and the Odyssey are, in 

fact, but fragmentary portions of the story ; and that the whole 

story was current at the time of their composition, is sufficiently 

manifest from the numerous allusions to it which they zneiden- 

tally contain’. That an Iliad and an Odyssey existed in some 

form, if not the present form, in the time of Herodotus, we know 

by his explicit mention of and quotation from them. Still, by 

far the greater part of the dramatized 7roica is, unquestionably, 

taken from other sources than the Iliad and the Odyssey. The 

Agamemnon of Aeschylus, for instance, which was written earlier 

than the history of Herodotus, clearly does not follow our 

“ Homer,” but other epics on the Zrotca quite distinct from it. 

And, to my mind, the same is as clearly the case with the 

Choephoroe, though the story of Agamemnon, Clytemnestra, 

and. Orestes, is pretty fully given in different parts of the 

Odyssey. The fact, that the Iliad and Odyssey were little used 

by the Tragics, is well known, and is remarked by Aristotle in 

1 Examples are given in p. x of the Preface to vol. i. of the School Edition. 
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the Poetics, chap. xxiii. But we must consider the supposed 

reasons of this, and not fear to face the conclusions to which the 

argument leads us. 

It is generally held that the Tragies preferred to take their 

themes from certain later, inferior, and merely supplementary 

poems, rather than from the Ilad and the Odyssey, either be- 

cause they found the incidents of the former more fit for their 

purpose, or because they hesitated to trench on ground which 

they regarded as almost consecrated by the unique genius of 

the Divine Homer. 

I do not believe that reasons so weak as the above ever pre- 

vailed so long or so widely on any other literary question ; though 

that, perhaps, is saying a good deal. If such touching and ex- 

quisite scenes as the parting of Hector and Andromache, or the 

lament of Andromache over the body of her husband, or the 

converse of Ulysses with Calypso, had been known to the Tragies, 

they would hardly have passed them over in silence, and. confined 

themselves to a mere repetition of other hackneyed details. My 

position is, that what Pindar and the Tragics so largely and un- 

reservedly borrowed, must have been found in thezr Homer,—the 

only Homer they knew. And further, I contend that they had 

it from the paywdsoi of their day, not from any written copies. 

It was simply a ballad literature, doubtless of very various dates 

and authorship, though these were literary questions which they 

knew and cared nothing about;—all epics about Troy (and, 

apparently, about Thebes too) were by them attributed to the 

convenient name of Homer, including the Hymns which are 

called “ Homeric” unsuspectingly by Thucydides, as they are, 

traditionally, to this day’. 

Those who believe in the comparatively late story, that Peisis- 

tratus, or his son Hipparchus, introduced into Attica the poems 

of Homer, and assume, without a particle of evidence, that it 

was the same “Homer” which we have now, are called upon 

seriously to consider if it is conceivable that the Attic Tragic 

? Even Aristotle speaks of Homer, without any apparent suspicion, as the author 
of the Margites, Eth. N. vi. cap. vii. 
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writers of the very next century should so studiously have avoided 

the Homer so introduced to them®. Rather, we should argue, 

that if Peisistratus really did promote at Athens the study of 

any Homer at all, it must have been the same Homer whose 

poems were so soon afterwards so largely used on the Attic stage. 

Again, if Peisistratus introduced any Homer at all, it would cer- 

tainly be what in his time had the greatest reputation as the 

most genuine work of the poet. I think this an argument of 

very great weight, and I hope the reader will pause to consider 

it well before he proceeds with the evidence. 

Those who disparage what they consider the minor and later 

poems (commonly known as the Cyclics), and assert that they 

“never attained to an equal or competing fame, and have long 

ago perished*,” are also called upon to show what literary fame 

means, if forming the theme and the stock of both Lyric and 

Tragic writers for more than a century of the best period of 

Grecian genius and art be not fame; while the Iliad and the 

Odyssey are barely alluded to at all, or, at least, but slightly and 

obscurely, till the comparatively late age of Plato. 

Mr. Gladstone says*:—“ At the dawn of trustworthy tradition 

we find these poems holding a position of honour and authority 

among the Greeks, for which, with respect to works professedly 

secular, history affords no parallel.” This remark begs the 

question in dispute, whether “ Homer” with the ancients meant 

only, or indeed at all, the Iliad and the Odyssey as we have 

them. 

I think it certain, and I contend that it can be shown con- 

clusively, that the pictures on the ear/y Greek vases we possess, 

and the subjects of the numerous Tragedies on Trojan persons 

3 It is rather curious that in the latest play that has come down to us (the Iphi- 
genia in Aulis), we find, in the long opening chorus (164—300), some allusions to 

the Second Book of the Iliad, mixed up with other Homerica from totally different 
sources. This is about the only passage in all the tragedies where we can identify 

our Homer. 

* «Juventus Mundi,” p. 11. This seems the opinion of Mure, Miiller, Grote, and 

indeed of all the critics and historians. 

5 «Juventus Mundi,” p. 12. 
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and events, represented by the titles of the lost plays’, followed 

quite different legends of the Zroica from those given in our 

Homeric texts. 

The opinion I formerly expressed, that a written literature (I 

do not say writing) was unknown to the Greeks till the time of 

Herodotus, I still retain, and with the more confidence, because 

the question has since been gone into very fully by Mr. Fennell, 

in a most valuable paper published in the Transactions of the 

Cambridge Philosophical Society’; and I think he has shown 

that there really is no evidence whatever of Greek writers before 

that time; the Aoyor7ro.oi being, in all probability, composers of 

anecdotes for ora? recitation, and quite distinct from the oyo- 

ypador of Plato’s time. 

Now, if there really were no written works before the time of 

Herodotus, then I shall still think that the preservation of such 

long poems as the Iliad and the Odyssey for 400 years in their 

original integrity,—or, indeed, in any shape approaching to 1t,—- 

was virtually and practically ¢mpossible*. And, if the subject- 

6 See my Paper “On the Late Date ot the Iliad and Odyssey,” in Camb. Phil. 

Soc. Trans. vol. xi. pt. ii. 

7 Vol. xi. pt. iii. I am compelled therefore to differ totally from Mr. Hayman, 

who (Preface to the Odyssey, p. xiv) has no difficulty in believing that a written 

text of Homer existed in the time of Solon, and that “the habit from which a 

written text was first formed,” grew up at Athens in the seventh and eighth century 

B.c. Why, it was with difficulty they could write one or two names at all legibly 
(they are frequently positively illegible) on vases very much later than that! 

Kven Mr. Grote says (vol. ii. p. 137, ed. 12mo.):—“ Readers there were none, at 
least until the century preceding Sclon and Peisistratus: from that time forward 

they gradually increased both in number and influence.” Again (p. 144):—“ The 
first positive ground which authorizes us to presume the existence of a MS. of 

Homer, is the famous ordinance of Solon with regard to the rhapsodies at the 

Panathenaea.” Dr. Smith also says (Class. Dict. art. Pisistratus) :—“It is to Pisis- 
tratus that we owe the first written text of the whole of the poems of Homer, 

which without his care would most likely now exist only in a few disjointed frag- 

ments.” Again (art. Homerus):—< From the time of Pisistratus the Greeks had 

a written Homer,’ a regular text, which was the source and foundation of all 

subsequent editions.” One asks in vain, Where are the proofs of these assertions ? 

Certainly Wolf, though he held the opinion, has utterly failed to prove it. 

8 See Preface to vol. i. p.ix. This statement has been objected to by the Re- 
viewers; but I still hold it with confidence, on a full consideration of all the con- 

ditions of the case. It is not a question of human memory retaining a certain 
number of verses, but of the impossibility of their being handed down for centuries 
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matter of very old poems was first reduced to writing, and put 

into a form and dialect intelligible to the Greeks of the period 

(about B.c. 450, or even somewhat later), they probably would 

represent, in the main,—a certain archaic, or pseudo-archaic, 

character being retained or imparted,—the Ionic dialect of the 

day, viz. that of Herodotus. And this is, precisely, what is 

found, on careful analysis, to be the case. Archaic forms are 

retained (in some instances, as I hope to show, singularly mis- 

applied, because misunderstood), but the bulk of the Homeric 

language is the ordinary Ionic of B.c. 450°. 

The story of the Zrozca, then, which was current among the 

Attic and Dorie, i.e. the European Greeks of B.c. 450, was nearly 

as follows’ :— . 

The city of Troy was built for Laomedon, the father of Priam, 

by Apollo and Poseidon, who were doomed to mortal servitude 

on earth’. In this work they invited the aid of Aeacus, as it 

was destined to be taken in a part built by mortal hands*. The 

newly-built city was invaded and captured by Hercules, Tela- 

mon, and Peleus*, on the plea that Hercules had been defrauded 

by Laomedon of the promised reward of a stud of immortal 

horses, for rescuing from imminent destruction that king’s 

daughter, Hesione*®. Laomedon was killed by the hand of Tela- 

mon, who slew also the nation of the Meropes’. 

unaltered, amid the infinitely varying legends of the Zrotea, which we know posi- 

tively to have existed, and even to have been much more popular. 

9 J have shown this at considerable length in the paper read before the Cambridge 

Philosophical Society, and published in the Transactions (vol. xi. part ii., which 
can now be obtained of any bookseller by those interested in the question). 

1 T have compiled the tale in its chief bearings from Pindar and the Tragics. 
Vor the sake of brevity some minor details are knowingly omitted. Occasional 
references are given to later writers, by way of showing how long the traditions 

remained of the legends vulgarly comprised in the term Post-Homerica, but which, 

according to my view, were at least as often Pre-Homerica in respect of our 

existing texts. 
2 Pind. Ol. viii. 31. Eur. Andr. 1010. Troad. 5. -Alluded to in II. vii. 452; 

xxi. 443. 

3 Pind. Ol. viii. 33. 

4 Eur. Andr. 796. 
5 Pind. Nem.iv. 25. Eur. Troad.796. Alluded to in Il. xiv. 250, and xy. 18 seqq. 

6 Pind. Nem. iii. 36. Isth. v.31. This is possibly the origin of the difficult 

combination in Homer, pepdrwy avOpérwr. 
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King Priam had a son born to him from Hecuba, or, as some 

said, from a daughter of Cisses or Cisseus. The mother, when 

pregnant, dreamed that she gave birth to a torch, or firebrand ; 

whereat Cassandra, the inspired daughter of Priam, advised that 

the infant (Paris), when born, should be exposed and left to 

die’. 

Helen was the daughter of Tyndareus and Leda, though tra- 

dition said that Leda, courted by Zeus in the shape of a swan, 

had produced an egg from which Helen was hatched*. Hence 

she was of divine beauty; and though wooed by many suitors, her 

father, Tyndareus, refused to give her to any of them, unless they 

all entered into a solemn compact to jom in avenging the bride 

if any outrage should be offered®. She ultimately married Mene- 

laus, king of Sparta, and brother of Agamemnon’. He, a good 

easy man, and having confidence in woman’s virtue, went abroad, 

leaving his house and wife unguarded*. In due time a handsome 

guest arrives, even the Prince Paris from Troy. His graceful 

person, and the splendour of his barbaric dress, captivate the 

fickle Helen’; and he, violating the solemn rights of hospitality, 

earried her back with him to Troy, with a large portion of her 

wealth*. 

Previously to this event, the young Paris, called also, by a 

Greek name, Alexandros’, had been forewarned of the distin- 

7 Kur. Iph. Aul. 1285—1290. Andr. 298. Troad. 922. Compare Virg. Aen. 
vii. 820. Cic. de Div. i. 21, § 42, and § 67. 

8 Eur. Hel. 258. This story had some variations, which it is not necessary here 

to give in detail. It may have arisen, like the legend of the ivory shoulder of Pelops, 
from the advent of a white-skinned princess among a swarthy or olive-complexioned 
people. See a curious painting from Pompeii, in “ Real Museo Borbonico,” vol. i. 

pl. xxiv., where Leda holds in her hand a zest, containing diminutive figures of 

Helen, Castor, and Pollux. Helen’s sister Clytemnestra married Tantalus, who was 

killed by Agamemnon, when he made her his wife (Iph. Aul. 1150). 

9 Eur. Iph. Aul. 58. Thucyd. i. 9. 

1 After the death of Paris she married Deiphobus (Troad. 960), and from this 

and her many suitors (Apollodor. iii. 9) she is called roAvdywp and a@upiverkys (Aesch. 
Ag. 62. 686). 

2 Hur. Andr. 593. 
3 Eur. Iph. Aul.73. Troad. 992. 

4 Aesch. Ag. 400. 742. Eur. Orest. 1662. Alluded to in I]. iii. 70; xiii. 626, 

and elsewhere. 
5 So Neoptolemus was also named Pyrrhus. 
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guished marriage that awaited him. Three goddesses, Hera, 

Cypris, and Pallas, disputing among themselves which should 

carry off the palm for personal beauty, agreed to refer the matter 

to the arbitration of a herdsman on Mount Ida*. The person 

selected was Paris, then keeper of the royal herds. By the 

promise of procuring him the most beautiful of wives, Cypris 

prevailed over her competitors, and obtained the verdict in her 

favour’. 

The young Prince at once resolves to go in quest of his pro- 

mised bride, and prepares a fleet, with which he sails to Hellas, 

the country of fair women®. In this adventure he touches first, 

on his return, at the island of Cranie, off Attica, and afterwards 

at Sidon, and other places’. Search for them was long made in 

vain!; and when at last her arrival at Troy amidst the joy and 

admiration of a thoughtless and light-hearted people* became 

known, an embassy was sent from Hellas to make a formal 

demand for her surrender, the envoys being Ulysses and Mene- 

laus, who were entertained in the house of the Trojan Antenor’. 

This failing, the Suitors, agreeably to their oaths, make pre- 

parations to invade Troy. 

The fleet of a thousand ships is assembled at Aulis under the 

command of Agamemnon, the son of Atreus, and his brother 

Menelaus, who seem to have been joint-kings of Argos and 

Sparta united*. At Aulis the army is long detained by contrary 

6 Eur. Iph. Aul. 1300. Andr. 275. Hee. 644. Troad. 924. Hel. 23. The 

famous “ Judgment of Paris” was, like the marriage of Thetis with Peleus, one of 

the most frequent subjects of ancient art. It is most unreasonable to suppose that 

this celebrity could have arisen from a slight and merely casual mention of the 

circumstance in the Iliad, xxiv. 29. 

7 Eur. Hel. 885. 
8 KaAAryivaica. These ships are the vijes apxécaxo: of Il. v.63. See Eur. Hel. 

230. Hee. 630. Plat. Phaedr. p. 248, a. 

9 J]. vi. 290; iii. 445. Herod. ii. 116. 

1 Aesch. Ag. 695. Herod. ix. 73. 
2 Aesch. Ag. 737. 
@ Herod. ii. 118. This was the subject of a play of Sophocles, the “EAévms 

amalrnots. See Hor. Epist. i. 2. 9. The event is alluded to in Il. iii. 205; 

vii. 350. 
4 Aesch. Ag. 43. 109. 602. Thucyd.i.10. Eur. Iph. Aul. 81. Hel. 392—395. 

Agamemnon was specially king of Mycenae, Diomede of Argos (Eur. Orest. 898). 
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winds®. To appease the goddess Artemis, whom Agamemnon 

had offended’, Agamemnon consecrates to her a statue or tem- 

ple’, and is ultimately induced, by the orders of Calchas the 

seer, and by the impatience of a mutinous crew, to sacrifice his 

own daughter Iphigenia. An omen had occurred partly favour- 

able, partly the reverse*, which was interpreted to portend the 

ultimate capture of Troy. To carry out his dreadful purpose, 

which he believes to be the will of heaven, Agamemnon sends 

for his daughter, who is accordingly escorted to Aulis by her 

mother Clytemnestra, under the plea of betrothing her to Achil- 

les’, the handsome young chief of the neighbouring country of 

Phthiotis. 

Achilles was the only son’ of Peleus and the sea-goddess 

Thetis. Zeus and Poseidon had been rivals in claiming her 

hand; but warned by Themis that a son born of her by either of 

them would prove more powerful than the sire’, they consented 

to allow her to wed with a mortal man, and even honoured the 

marriage with their presence, together with Apollo and the 

Muses*; and the event was famed in song over every land and 

in every language*. The condition, however, of the marriage 

was, that the son, though brave, handsome, and glorious before 

all other mortals, should die in war, and cause his mother a great 

erief. The bridegroom selected was Peleus, the son of Aeacus, 

who, though he had slain his brother Phocus’, had led an irre- 

proachable life’, and was the most chaste and virtuous among 

5 Aesch. Ag. 188. Soph. Phil. 531. Eur. Iph. Aul. 88. Iph. Taur. 370. 
6 Soph. El. 566. 
7 Theognis 11,12. Pausanias (i. 43. 1) says this was at Megara. 
8 Aesch. Ag. 116. Alluded to in II. ii. 305 seqq. 
9 Eur. El. 1020. Iph. Aul. 117, &e. 
1 Pind. Pyth. iii. 100. Compare I]. xxiv. 540. 

? Aesch. Prom. 921. Pind. Isth. vii. 30 seqq. We may probably interpret this 

story of a rival claim between Hellenes and Phoenicians for the command of the 
sea. Hence also the legend of the tribute paid to Minos, put a stop to by Theseus. 
See “ Juventus Mundi,” p. 222. 

3 Pind. Nem. v. 238. Eur. Iph. Aul. 1041. Alluded to in Il. xxiv. 62. 
4 Pind. Pyth. v. 24. 
5 Hur. Andr. 687. 

6 Pind. Isth. vii. 38. Arist. Nub. 1067. The scene of the marriage was Mount 
Pelion (Eur. Andr. 1278. Iph. Aul. 705). 
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mortals. The gods made Peleus a present of a suit of armour 

manufactured by Hephaestus’; but the winning of the bride was 

left to his own devices. She had the power of transforming her- 

self into any shape, and so it was with the greatest difficulty® 

that he at last secured her for the embraces which she as a 

goddess shunned’. At Phthia in Thessaly they lived in retire- 

ment'; their young son Achilles was given into the hands of 

Chiron to educate. This hero, whom some represent as a Cen- 

taur, others as a just and benevolent kind of hermit, was a 

friend and neighbour of Peleus*. By him Achilles was trained 

in the chase, the manly exercises, the precepts of duty and piety, 

as well as in the arts of music and healing’. While under 

Chiron’s instructions, the Nereids brought to him arms made by 

Hephaestus*,—apparently the same which his father Peleus had 

possessed. When old enough to go to war, Achilles was sent by 

his anxious sire to the court of Lycomedes, in the island of 

Seyros’. There he became the father of Pyrrhus, or Neopto- 

lemus®. He was found there, disguised as a woman, by Odys- 

seus, who wasshimself averse from joining the expedition’, and by 

him conducted to the war, Menoetius permitting his son Patro- 

clus to accompany him. This was the origin of the famous 

“friendship” between the heroes; albeit Aeschylus represents it 

7 Eur. El. 442. Poseidon gave him horses of divine breed (Rhes. 188). Compare 
Il. xv. 381; xvii. 195. 

8 éyxovnt), Pind. Nem. iii. 36. 
9 Eur. Iph. Aul. 1086 seqq. Pind. wé sup. This too was a very frequent subject 

of ancient art. It is that on the famous Barberini or Portland Vase in the British 
Museum, and also on a very fine vase rather recently discovered at Camirus, in 

Rhodes, and engraved in the “ Journal of Fine Art.” See also Millingen, “Ancient 
Unedited Monuments,” pl. x. The transformations of Proteus in Od. iv. seem 

another version of the legend. 

1 Kur. Andr, 19. 

2 Pind. Nem. iv. 60. Isth. vii. 41. 
3 Pind. Nem. iii. 113. Pyth. vi. 23. Eur. Iph. Aul. 709. 
4 Eur. El. 442. Iph. Aul. 1071, where they are spoken of as a present from 

Thetis; but the context shows they could not be those in II. xviii. 
5 Bur. Andr. 210. Alluded to in Il. xix. 332. This also was a favourite subject 

in Greek art, as was also the education of Achilles by Chiron. 

6 Soph. Phil. 243. Hur. Andr. 14. 

7 ovx Exmy Erde (Aesch. Ag. 841. Soph. Phil. 1025). 
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as of a somewhat more tender description®. At Troy, Patroclus 

displayed signal valour in supporting Achilles against an attack 

of Telephus on the Grecian ships; and from that time forth he 

was appointed to the staff of Achilles’. 

The incidents during the siege of Troy are numerous, and 

some few of them are alluded to in our Iliad, e.g. the capture of 

the horses of Rhesus by Ulysses and Diomede’; Hector accepts a 

challenge from Ajax*; Thersites gives trouble to the generals 

by his freedom in speech’; Nestor becomes famous for his elo- 

quence*; Hector attempts to burn the Grecian fleet, but is re- 

pelled by Ajax®, and leaps over the trench into the Grecian 

camp®. Achilles slays the Aethiopian Memnon’, Telephus, and 

Hector®, and drags the “ving body of Priam’s son tied to his car’. 

Nestor, when attacked by Memnon, one of his horses having 

been wounded by Paris, is with difficulty saved by his own son 

Antilochus, who perishes in the attempt’. The body of Hector 

is redeemed by Priam from Achilles by a ransom’. Achilles 

himself, who was not destined to capture Troy*, was shot with 

8 Aesch. Frag. Myrmid. 141, Herm. See Plat. Symp. p. 180, 4. The phrase 

in Soph. Phil. 434, Marpoxaos, ds cov matpds jy 7a plATata, is ambiguous, and may 

fairly be taken on the good side, though 74 plATa® ‘Apuodiov has the amorous sense 

in Ar. Ach. 1098. 
9 Pind. Ol. ix. 70—80. The gratitude of Patroclus seems to have been shown in 

some special manner (Ol. xi. 19). 

1 Eur. Rhes. 797. 
Pind. Nem. ii. 14, Soph. Aj. 1283, compared with Il. vii. 183, and xiv. 4.02. 

Soph. Phil. 442, compared with Il. ii. 212 seqq. 

Ar. Nub. 1057. 
Soph. Aj. 1277, compared with Il. xv. 419, and xvi. 123. 

Soph. Aj. 1279, compared with II. xii. 463. These few coincidences—even 
though in details they differ—have induced a too hasty conclusion that the Tragies 
knew of and took them from our Iliad, into which (in my view of the matter) they 

are only worked up from the older epics. 

7 Pind. Nem. vi. 54. The fight of Achilles and Telephus is seen on a vase (Mil- 

lingen, pl. xxii.). 
8 Pind. Isth, iv. 40; vii. 50—56. 

9 Soph. Ajac. 1031. Eur. Andr. 108. 399. 

1 Pind. Pyth. vi. 32. Soph. Phil. 425. Compare Il. viii. 90 with Od. iv. 187, 
where the incident is barely mentioned. 

2 Aeschylus, @piyes or“Extopos Avtpa. We know that this differed in some 

material points from the scene in Il. xxiv. 

3 Pind. Ol. viii. 45. 

a an Fe OS ON 
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an arrow by Paris*, to the great erief of the Danai. The Muses 

themselves attended to do honour to his tomb®. After his death 

he was worshipped as a da/uwy in an island on the Euxine, 

where his ghost was believed still to take pleasure in the chase’. 

Ajax had performed prodigies of valour in rescuing his corpse’. 

Polyxena, the daughter of Hecuba, was sacrificed at his tomb’. 

The death of Achilles was attributed to Phoebus’; and his son 

Neoptolemus made a journey to Delphi to demand satisfaction 

of the god, though-he afterwards repented of, and apologized 

for, his impious petition’. Paris was himself slain by the son of 

Achilles’. 

The capture of the city of Troy was effected after a ten years’ 

siege*® by a stratagem. A wooden horse was constructed, and 

the interior was filled with armed men. The Trojans were de- 

luded into the notion that it was an offering to Athene, and 

received it in their capital with shouts of festive joy*. Ulysses 

had previously entered the town as a spy, dressed in the garb of 

a refugee who had been ill-treated in the Grecian camp’. He 

was recognized by Helen, but was safely sent out by Hecuba, to 

whom she had communicated the discovery’. It was not des- 

tined however—so Helenus, the seer, had predicted’—that Troy 

should be taken without the aid of the divine arrows of Hercules, 

4 Eur. Hee. 387. Andr. 655. 
5 Pind. Isth. vii. 58. Compare Od. xxiv. 60. 

§ It was called ZLeuce (Kur. Andr. 1262, Iph. Taur. 436), otherwise ’AxfAAetos 

dpduos. See Pind. Nem. iv. 49. It was by request of his mother Thetis that Zeus 

conferred on him this honour, ére) Znvds jrop Arrais €rewre (Ol. ii. 80). Compare 
Il. i. 524. Plat. Symp. p. 179, §. 

7 Pind. Nem. viii. 30. 

8 Eur. Hee. 521 seqq. Troad. 40. Soph. Phil. 335. 

9 Like that of Patroclus in Il. xvi. 788. 
1 Hur. Andr. 53. 
2 Soph. Phil. 1426. 

3 Aesch. Ag. 40. 504. Hur. Hel. 114. 

4 Eur. Troad. 520. Ar. Av. 1128. Aesch. Ag. 825. Alluded to in Od. viii. 493. 
Compare Virg. Aen. ii. 15 seqq. 

5 Eur. Rhes. 504. 710. Hee. 240. Ar. Vesp. 351. This is perhaps the origin 
of the story of Sinon in Virg. Aen. ii. 57, unless that also was taken directly from 
the ancient T’roica. 

6 Hee, 243—249. Compare Od. iv. 245—255. 277 seqq. 
7 Soph. Phil. 606. 
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which were in the possession of Philoctetes, who had sailed in 

command of his own fleet®, but had been put ashore by the 

Greeks at Lemnos, suffering from a gangrene caused by the 

bite of a snake at Chrysa. Neoptolemus and Ulysses are accord- 

ingly despatched to the lonely island to fetch him, and succeed 

in securing the bow and arrows by a stratagem’. The Pergamos 

or citadel of Troy was razed, and the whole city burned’. The 

Grecian ships returned laden with spoils from the temples, with 

many captives, among whom were Helen’, Hecuba, the queen- 

mother, Cassandra her daughter, and Andromache the spouse of 

Hector*, their infant son Astyanax having been killed at Troy 

by being thrown from the ramparts*. Priam himself was slain 

at the altar of his own palace by the hand of Neoptolemus’. 

Hecuba, whose griefs in the loss of all her children appear to 

have been proverbial’, and whose son Polydorus was treacherously 

slain by his guardian Polymestor, lived to a great age, and was 

said to have been turned into a dog, and buried under the tumu- 

lus known as Kuvos Sfua’. 

But a Nemesis awaited the impious victors, who among other 

misdeeds had allowed Ajax to drag Cassandra from the asylum of 

Pallas in the Trojan acropolis*®, and had even carried off the Pal- 

ladium itself®. A storm arose near Euboea, which caused the 

loss of many of the heavily-laden ships’. The capture of Troy 

8 Thuc.i.10. See Il. ii. 718. 
9 Soph. Phil. 925. Pind. Pyth. i. 52. 
1 Pind. Pyth. v.84. Aesch. Ag. 820. Eur. Troad. 60. 1262. Hee. 910. Com- 

pare Il. xx. 316. 

2 Kur. Tro. 35. 
3 Hur. Hec. 937. Andr. 12. Troad. 18.37. Aesch. Ag. 955. Alluded to in Il. 

xxiv. 732. 
4 Eur. Andr. 10. Troad. 1135. Compare Il. xxii. 63; xxiv. 735. 
5 Troad. 17. Compare Virg. Aen. 11.550. See the vase-painting in Wordsworth’s 

“Greece,” p. 59, and another in “ Museo Borbonico,” vol. xiv. pl. xxi. 

6 At least they were probably included in the 7jpwikd rep) Mplauyov, mentioned by 
Aristotle in Eth. N. i. The play of the Troades turns largely on her woes. 

7 Eur. Hee. 1265. 1273. 
8 Hur. Troad. 70. See a beautiful vase-painting of this scene in Wordsworth’s 

“ Greece,” p. 58, and another in Millingen, pl. xxviii. 

9 Rhes. 502. 

1 «Bt natat exuviis Graecia pressa suis” (Propert. v. 1. 116). 
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had been effected in autumn’, at a season when a voyage across 

the Aegean was known to be dangerous. A violent storm® 

arose; and when the fleet was off the headland of Caphareus, in 

Buboea, a false beacon-light had purposely been held up by 

Nauplius*, whose son Palamedes had been killed at Troy through 

the treachery of Ulysses*. Many of the ships were lost, but 

Menelaus escaped, and after being tossed about for seven years 

off Malea, at length returned safely to Nauplia*. Previously to 

this he had been cast ashore in Egypt with the pseudo-Helen, 

where he discovered his real wife, and eventually escaped with 

her from the court of Proteus’. This story makes the real 

Helen never to have been at Troy at all, but only her e’éwdov, 

her wraith or double, the real wife of Menelaus having been car- 

ried off by Hermes*; and this tale, attributed to Stesichorus, is 

the subject of the Helena of Euripides. A further variation was, 

that Helen was given to Menelaus as a captive, to kill or bring 

away as he pleased; and that his resolve to kill her was softened 

and averted by an uxorious weakness’. 

Agamemnon had returned in triumph before the arrival of his 

brother, and his return had been watched by scouts, and beacon- 

lights arranged by Clytemnestra and Aegisthus' to announce the 

capture of Troy. Greeted with pretended joy by his wife, who 

during the king’s absence had become the paramour of Aegisthus, 

he is slain while bathing by a blow from an axe, and with him, 

2 Guo) TAeiddwy Stow (Aesch. Ag. 826). 

3 Aesch. Ag. 650. Eur. Troad. 88. Hel. 130. Thue. iv. 120. 
4 «Nauplius ultores sub noctem porrigit ignes’ (Propert. ut sup.). ‘Ultor Ca- 

phareus’ (Virg. Aen. xi. 260). See Kur. Troad. 90. Hel. 767, 7a NavmAiov 7 
EvBouxd muproAnpmata (ibid. 1180). 

5 He had been once imprisoned, but escaped by a device alluded to in Ar. Thesm. 

781. ‘See Plat. Resp. vii. p. 522, p. Eur. Orest. 433. 
6 Hur. Orest. 242. Hel. 405.776. Aesch. Ag. 674. 
7 Hur. Hel. 412. 1526 seqq., and El. 1280. 
s Eur. Hel. 44. 1670. 
9 Eur. Tro. 873. Andr. 630. Ar. Lysist. 155. See Millingen, Plate xxxii. On 

a vase engraved in Millin (vol. ii. pl. xxvii.), Menelaus is seen seizing Helen as she 

flies to the protection of a statue. 

1 Aesch. Ag. Prol. Cf. Od. i. 36; xi. 410. From this perhaps the later story 

was derived, that of the suitors watching the return of Telemachus (Od. xvi. 365). 

a 
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the captive and concubine Cassandra’. Aegisthus, who had 

participated in the deed, thereupon assumed the sovereignty of 

Mycene (Aesch. Ag. 1639; Soph. El. 267). Between Aegisthus 

and Agamemnon there had long been a feud, for Atreus had 

entertained Thyestes, the father of Aegisthus, at a cannibal feast 

on the flesh of his own children*®. The young Orestes was 

rescued from the slaughter by his nurse Arsinoe*, and sent to be 

educated by Strophius in Phocis. He afterwards returns to his 

house, accompanied by his friend Pylades, the son of Strophius, 

and obtaining entrance to the palace by the pretence of bringing 

the tidings of his own death, he slays his mother at the urgent 

command of Apollo to avenge the death of his father’. This 

was the fulfilment of a dream sent to Clytemnestra, that she had 

given birth to a serpent’. The deed is no sooner done than he 

is seized with madness, and wanders forth, pursued by furies, 

first to Delphi, then to Tauri (in the Crimea’), where he dis- 

covers his long-lost sister Iphigenia, who had been miraculously 

rescued from the sacrifice at Aulis, and made a priestess of 

Diana. Aided by her, he escapes to Greece with the image of 

the goddess, which was duly consecrated at Brauron in Attica, 

where Iphigenia was to continue her priestess*. At Argos 

Orestes is tried for the murder of his mother by the people, at 

the instigation of Tyndareus, her father, and is condemned with 

his sister Electra to die by stoning’. He escapes however by a 

daring device, by which he gets Helen into his power, and holds 

2 Aesch. Ag. passim. Soph. El. 97. Eur. El. 157. Hee. 1277. Pind. Pyth. 

xi. 86. Compare Od. xi. 422, and ili. 303, &e. 

3 Aesch. Ag. 1590. At this feast, and portents relating to it, the very elements 

are said to have stood aghast (Eur. El. 720. Orest. 1002). The story of Aerope, 

mother of Agamemnon, and her misdoings, is touched upon in Soph. Ajac. 1295. 

4 Pind. Pyth. xi. 17. According to Eur. El. 16, by a yepatbs tpopeds marpéds. 

5 Aesch. Cho., Soph., and Eur. El. passim. The event had been predicted by 

Cassandra (Ag. 1282). 

6 Aesch. Cho. 527. Stesichorus, Frag. 42, ed. Bergk. In Soph. El. 410, the 

account of the dream is varied. 

7 Aesch. Cho. 1036. Eum. 40. Iph. Taur. 942. Orest.38. <A very fine paint- 

ing of this subject is given, from an early vase, in Millin’s “ Monumens Antiques 

Inédits,” vol. i. p. 263, pl. xxix. 

8 Hur. Iph. Taur. 1463. 

9 Eur. Orest. 945. 
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her as a hostage for his own life. Before this he had been tried 

and acquitted before the Areopagus at Athens, or, as others 

called it, a court of Ares, instituted for his trial for the murder of 

Halirrhothius*. There, by the testimony of Apollo in person, 

and the casting-vote of Pallas, he is acquitted, and reinstated in 

his full rights as an Argive citizen, after formal expiation from 

the guilt of blood’. 

After the capture of Troy, the sons of Antenor, who had en- 

tertained the Greek envoys, as before mentioned, returned with 

Helen, according to Pindar’s account’, and died at Cyrene. This 

remarkable legend seems connected with that which made Helen 

take refuge in the court of the Egyptian king Proteus, and 

Menelaus to have been buried at Canopus*. The return of 

Amphilochus is mentioned Thue. iv. 120; Herod. vii. 90. 

After the death of Achilles, a contest had arisen between the 

Greek chiefs for the divine arms of Achilles. Ajax, the son of 

Telamon, being worsted in the adjudication by his rival Ulysses, 

turns mad, makes havoe among the herds, under the idea that 

he was wreaking his vengeance on the Atridae®, and finally com- 

mits suicide. After leaving Troy, Ulysses lone wandered over 

unknown seas, and met with many strange adventures with the 

Cyclops, the sorceress Circe, and the perils of Charybdis. He 

even descended into Hades, and on at last returning to his home, 

found his faithful wife solicited by suitors who were consuming 

his property’. 

The adventures of Orestes’, and the constant affection of his 

sister Electra and his friend Pylades, and their heroic and dis- 

1 Aesch. Eum. passim. Eur. Iph. Taur. 945. Orest. 1651. Electr. 1260. 
2 Kum. 451. 757. Iph. Taur. 966. 
3 Pyth. v. 84. 

4 Eur. Hel. passim. Herod. ii. 

Sophocles, Ajax, passim. Eur. Hel. 96. Alluded to in Od. xi. 545. 
6 Kd ev dduoisr pupla (Tro. 443). This single episode is the subject of the 

Odyssey, which appears to be a poem more completely and uniformly re-written (so 

to say) than the Iliad, into which long passages from other poems seem to have 
been fitted. Very many verses of the Odyssey are found also in the Iliad. The 

virtue of Penelope, but not the suitors, is alluded to in Orest.590. Ar. Thesm. 550. 
7 Bur. Orest. 32, 33. 
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interested co-operation in avenging the death of Agamemnon, 

formed a very important part of the ancient Tale of Troy. Not 

less than three, or even four, of the extant tragedies (we might 

say six)—the Choephoroe, the Electra both of Sophocles and 

Euripides, and the Orestes, themselves closely associated with 

the Eumenides and the Iphigenia in Tauris are devoted spe- 

cially to that theme, and it was a favourite subject with the con- 

temporary vase-painters. In fact, the events subsequent to the 

capture of Troy seem to have been more celebrated than those 

antecedent to it. Orestes, on returning to Argos to offer a lock 

of his hair at the tomb of his father, recognizes and makes him- 

self known to Electra, who is living ill-treated and unmarried in 

the house of her mother. In the Electra of Euripides she is re- 

presented as married to a countryman of Mycenae, that no hope 

may remain of a royal progeny from her*. 

Hermione’, the only daughter of Helen and Menelaus, had 

married Neoptolemus, the son of Achilles. Having no children 

by her, he took to wife the captive Andromache, whose former 

husband had been slain by Achilles. By her he had issue; and 

the jealousy arising between these two women forms the subject 

of the Andromache of Euripides. Ultimately, by the intrigues 

of Orestes, who had wished to marry his cousin Hermione’, 

Neoptolemus was slain by the people of Delphi*. Menelaus 

basely endeavours to kill Molossus, the son of Neoptolemus, and 

Andromache, but they are rescued by the aged, though still 

vigorous Peleus®. Andromache afterwards marries Helenus, 

and her son by Neoptolemus perpetuated the race of Aeacus 

in the kingdom of Epirus*. Pylades marries Electra’, the 

sister of his friend. Menelaus is transferred as a hero to the 

8 Eur. El. 35. 267. 
9 Kur. Andr. 898. 
1 Andr. 1001. In Orest. 1654, Apollo foretells that Orestes, and not Neoptolemus, 

shall marry her. 
2 Andr. 1150. Orest. 1656. Pind. Nem. vii. 42. Compare Virg. Aen. iii. 330. 

3 Andr, 555. 
4 Andr. 1245. 
5 Orest. 1658. Electr. 1284. 
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Isles of the Blest®. Orestes founds the city of Oresteum in 

Arcadia’. 

If the above sketch of the Tale of Troy, which has been taken 

strictly from positive authorities of B.c. 500 to 400, were in- 

creased by all the adjuncts supplied by late writers, such as 

Pausanias, Apollodorus, Q. Smyrnaeus, Tzetzes, and the Roman 

poets, not to mention the very large number (about sixty) of 

lost tragedies on the Zroica, it is manifest that the narrative, 

already long enough, would assume almost formidable propor- 

tions. There is great probability that even the later accounts 

(being traditional) are not really less genuine; but I was un- 

willing to weaken my proofs of what the ancient “ Homer” was, 

by introducing what may have been interpolations and additions 

subsequent to the Tragic age. What I have shown is, I think, 

undeniable,—that the Iliad and the Odyssey, though they do 

occasionally touch slightly on some of the above incidents as 

events well known at the time, could not possibly have been the 

origin or basis of them; nor could they, as definite and primary 

parts of the story, have been expansions, so to say, of mere 

Homeric hints. In fine, I contend that our two epic poems were 

of necessity put together a/ter, because in great measure from, 

the large mass of ballad literature which Pindar and the Tragics 

know of in their entirety. 

The explanation then of a difficulty which has puzzled and 

misled literary men in all ages appears to be simply this. The 

Iliad and the Odyssey, the first that emerged from the mass in a 

written form, had gained (and justly) in Plato’s time such de- 

served popularity, that the name of Homer—even Homer the 

Divine—was retained specially for them. No one doubts (for it 

is easy of proof) that Plato’s Homer was (at least for the most 

part) the same as ours. Though completely eclipsed, however, 

the really older, but supposed “non-Homeric” epics were not 

easily to be extinguished. They also gradually assumed the 

forms of coherent written poems; and names were readily found 

6 Eur. Hel. 1677. Od. iv. 563. 7 Eur. El. 1275. 
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both as distinctive titles and for the authors of them,—rhapsodists 

of note being probably still remembered by those who had made 

the different parts of the Troica their special study. Thus we 

explain the existence of such traditional poems,—falsely supposed 

to be merely supplements of our Homer,—as the dethiopis and 

‘INiov mépots of Arctinus, the Little Iliad of Lesches, the Cypria 

of Stasinus, the Néorou of Agias, &e. All these, I am confident, 

were written epitomes of different parts of a story, which, in the 

times of oral recitation, formed one general and undistinguished 

whole, and as such was used quite indiscriminately by Pindar 

and the Tragics. 

We now sce how futile is the objection, so often raised and so 

tenaciously adhered to,—that if cur Iliad and Odyssey are mere 

epitomes, or late compilations, it is incredible that all mention 

should have perished of the genuine Homer,—the supposed 

“ Homer” of Solon, Peisistratus, and Lycurgus ! 

Eventually the principal poems on Troy were so edited, and 

perhaps re-arranged, as to form a continuous narrative from 

beginning to end. Thus arose the literary edition of the “Cy- 

clus®*,”’ which included, and doubtless gave a merited precedence 

to the Iliad and the Odyssey. 

Besides the very wide difference in the general narrative be- 

tween our Homer and the “ Homer” followed by the Tragics, 

the representation of particular characters differs as widely as 

possible. In our Homer the characters are nearly always hu- 

manized, and placed in a pleasing, if not an amiable hght. It is 

not so in the Tragedies. Menelaus is cruel, treacherous, base, 

uxorious, often cowardly’. Helen is a Fury, a she-devil, a good- 

' for-nothing and unprincipled adulteress. Patroclus, to say the 

8 «The Alexandrine literati, about the second century before the Christian era, 

arranged the multitude of old epic poets into a series founded on the supposed order 

of time in the events narrated—beginning with the intermarriage of Uranus and 
Gaea, and the Theogony—and concluding with the death of Odysseus by the hands 

of his son Telegonus. This collection passed by the name of the Epic Cycle, and 

the poets, whose compositions were embodied in it, were termed Cyclic poets” 

(Grote, vol. ii. p. 123). He thinks Zenodotus of Ephesus may have been the 

compiler. 

9 See, e.g. Eur. Andr. 616. 
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least, is no better than he should be. Ulysses is always cun- 

ningly fraudulent, unscrupulous, and cruel. He is the “ objec- 

tionable character” of Tragedy. And here, with respect to Helen 

at least, a curious reflection presents itself. Why is she repre- 

sented every where in the Iliad and the Odyssey in so charming, 

and penitent, and amiable a light? We know from Plato’ the 

story about Homer and Stesichorus being both struck blind for 

abusing Helen, — dia tHv “EX€évns kaxnyopiav. Stesichorus, it was 

said, regained his sight by singing his famous Palinodia (ov« 

EBns év vnuot, &e.”), while the former, the “great bard” himself, 

remained blind. Assuredly, nothing said about Helen in our 

Homer deserved such an infliction. She is treated, so to say, in 

the most marked manner, evphemistically. Is not this a fair 

ground of presumption, that our Iliad is a post-Stesichorean com- 

pilation®, in which the earlier, i.e. the Tragic conception of 

Helen was intentionally modified and re-written in conformity 

with the superstition then prevalent? The Stesichorean inven- 

tion of the eidwrov of Helen might have suggested the eidwrov 

of Aeneas (Il. v. 449). 

The Iliad, then, is the modernized form possibly of one, more 

probably of several earlier epics, which underwent in pre-historic 

ages a great many successive changes, interpolations, and re- 

modellings. There is no difficulty in accepting the statement of 

Herodotus, that an Iliad existed in his time, i. e. about B.c. 440, 

though not perhaps the same as ours, even if in a written form 

at all. In fact, he speaks of it insuch a way as to intimate that 

it contained what our text does not, the wanderings of Paris in 

earrying off Helen. Many subsequent recensions and additions 

Phaedr. p. 243, A. 

Plato, ut sup. 

Stesichorus, it is well known, is said to have made his peace, by representing 
the Helen who went to Troy a mere wraith, or unreal being (Hur. Hel. 33. El. 

1281). We can only explain the legend of the blindness by supposing that, in some 
mythology, Helen was a goddess, probably a representative of Aphrodite. The older 

feeling, so to say, now and then breaks out in the Iliad, in such expressions as 

pryedavijs “EAévns (xix. 325), dep eueto Kuvds Kkakounxdvov, dxpvoécans (vi. 344). 

In Eur. Orest. 1635, the deification of Helen is announced by Apollo; ef. ibid. 1684. 

She was united with her brothers Castor and Pollux as a saving goddess of the sea. 

eo wo = 
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brought the original poem to the state in which we have it 

now, viz. nearly as it left the hands of the Alexandrine critics. 

For it is quite certain that differences from our text existed even 

in the time of Plato and Aristotle. How far the Alexandrines 

themselves acted ignorantly, and even fraudulently, is a grave 

and extremely interesting question. I shall show that a con- 

siderable number of words do exist in our Homer which were 

familiar to writers of their time, and have but scant pretensions 

to be genuine archaic terms. 

The Ihad im its present state seems to me to be aptly com- 

pared to a stained glass window composed from a quantity of 

old materials, more or less detached, and of different dates, but 

re-arranged and filled in with modern gilazier’s work, so as to 

form a harmonious whole, by some cunning artist who had an 

eye for unity of design, harmony of colour, and a general 

antique effect. When first put into a written shape, the Iliad 

was of necessity collected from the mouths of rhapsodists. Like 

the traditional composition of the Septuagint, it came from 

many, and was supplemented from many sources,—theogonies, 

iepot Aoyor, tales about the loves and quarrels of gods, about 

Hercules and Dionysus, the exploits of old Achaean chiefs, or of 

legendary heroes such as Ajax and Diomede, ballads about 

Thebes, the loves and adventures of Paris and Helen, the fleet 

and sacrifice at Aulis, the supernatural building of Troy*, &e. 

All these, I maintain, were worked into a dramatic and har- 

monious narrative by one hand, who used, in the main, the 

dialect and vocabulary that was flourishing in Asia in the 

time of Herodotus. 

In fine, the Ihad bears a close analogy, in its finally perfect 

form, to the plays of Shakespeare and the tales of Chaucer, both 

of whom worked up old materials with a master hand, and in 

both cases, as with Homer, the old materials have been long 

forgotten, eclipsed, and superseded by the new. 

The demand for a written “ Homer” was ebviously a demand 

* See Curtius, Hist. Gr. i. p. 183—135. 
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for something that would not exceed the limits of a transcriber’s 

time and skill, or a reader’s attention and interest. An epitome 

of epies so very long as the Zroica must necessarily have been, 

and comprising’ so vast a field of adventure, was an imperative 

want in the “reading age.” We must remember, too, that only 

in a written form could such a poem as the Iliad have a con- 

tinuous dramatic interest. The rhapsodes, who had but human 

lungs, could merely recite parts, and must have trusted to ex- 

citing the interest of their hearers by the adventures of indi- 

vidual chiefs. 

But we are sure that national vanity would incline to the side 

of a great antiquity. We may be sure that the rhapsodes, who 

first gave in their contributions to the literary compiler, strenu- 

ously asserted their genuineness! Herodotus, whose dates seem 

generally shot from a rather long bow, could hardly venture to 

put “Homer” less than four centuries before himself. Traditions 

of other poets than Homer seem to have lingered on even in 

? had come to mean the Iliad and the ages when “ Homer’ 

Odyssey. Thus Thucydides (i. 12) speaks of of madawot tov 

TONTOV, Oia TOS ToNTas,—Plato” of wupia Tov Tadaidy epya, 

—Aristotle® of ta aparxa epi Ipiayov,—without any mention 

of an Iliad, or even a Homer, as their source. 

In spite then of all that has been objected by essayists and 

reviewers, and even of some ridicule that has been thrown on my 

theory of the comparatively late authorship or compilation of 

our Homeric texts, I still remain sincerely and honestly con- 

vineed of its general truth’. Apart from the vague assertion of 

Herodotus, about the “four centuries earlier than himself,’—a 

date which brings us back to absolutely unhistoric times,—I am 

unable to find a particle of evidence to show that our texts are 

older, at the very outside, than the time of Pindar. They are 

5 Phaedr. p. 245, a. 

O 1a Nee We 
7 Mr. Hayman may be assured that I have read and well pondered his long and 

interesting article on this subject in the “ Contemporary Review,” No. 9 (Sept. 

1869). Mr. Cox has done full justice to my views in his admirable and very learned 

work on “ Aryan Mythology.” 
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not quoted till then, very rarely till much later; and the works 

of Greek art, so far as I know, completely ignore them, though 

subjects from the Zroica are by no means uncommon on the 

early vases. Archaisms and digammas are very easily copied 

and forged. It is an undoubted fact that even the Greek vase- 

makers often feigned® archaic writing and forms of armour or 

dress. An archaic character as to details of fighting and domes- 

tic life is also very easily either borrowed or assumed; and so 

also as to customs, e.g. making the ox, and not coined money, 

the standard of value. Ignorance of geography,—or rather the 

very circumscribed knowledge of it,—is not so wonderful as some 

think, even if real. Aeschylus was fully as ignorant as Homer. 

But the truth is, the vague and legendary treatment of it in the 

Odyssey was quite essential to the plan of the poem. The ab- 

sence, or supposed absence, of all mention of so-called “ post- 

Homeric” facts or traditions in the history of European Greece, 

e.g. to the “return of the Heraclidae” and the Dorie conquest, 

is not at all strange in a poet who lived in Asia Minor. It is 

less strange than if an English writer in a medieval poem should 

happen to make no allusion to our William I. Yet even this 

would certainly in no degree surprise us. Nevertheless Mr. 

Hayman says (“Contemp. Rev.” p. 55), “The omission of the 

Dorian name among the confederate Greek host is, to me, in- 

explicable on the theory of a late Homer.” For my part, I do 

not see why we should expect it in a purely Ionic poet. 

But it is the evidence of lateness in language which I hold, 

above all other arguments (valid as they seem), to be the most 

plainly zrefragable. To suppose for an instant that hundreds of 

such words as atmatew, toate, atraitifew, Kpotanrivev, Kedn- 

Tigew, peToxratey, manmavew, togalerOar, ounyvpicacOat, are 

archaic, is to outrage the science of Greek. But if we give up 

this class of words (which are countless) as modernisms, 1. e. of 

the Greek of the age of Pericles, or later, we must virtually 

resign all claim to the great antiquity of the poems themselves 

8 This is admitted by Millingen, pp. 21. 29. 93. 

———— 
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in their present form, and fall back on the theory which I have 

contended for,—that our Homer was made up from the ever- 

varying episodes and ineidents of the early ballads as recited by 

the rhapsodes, at a time when a written literature first came into 

demand and use, and which I still contend was not earlier than 

the middle of the fifth century B.c. 

I venture to think that I have, to a considerable extent, 

cleared up the celebrated “ Mystery of the authorship of the 

Homeric poems.” I can find nothing unsound, improbable, or 

inconsistent with patent facts in the views given above. At the 

same time, I am well aware how easy it is to be led away by 

a theory. “Scholars engaged in special researches are too will- 

ing to acquiesce in evidence, particularly if that evidence has 

been discovered by their own efforts, and comes before them with 

all the charms of novelty’.” Still I think my views will, at 

least in part, find acceptance with many. The only thing we do 

not know (and which it does not very much concern us to know) 

is the name of the poet or rhapsode (be he one or more) who first 

collected our poems from oral recitation, and put them in a 

written form. That the mark of one hand, and the hand of a 

man of extraordinary genius, is impressed upon them, I fully 

concede, and have never for a moment doubted or denied. He 

had boundless materials at command, and he used them with 

the most consummate skill. 

SECTION II. 

ON THE USE OF ALEXANDRINE OR LATE EPIC WORDS. 

Those who read the Ilad and the Odyssey in undoubting faith, 

are at least not predisposed to notice the fact, that a number 

of words occur, in themselves of a remarkable and exceptional 

kind, and usually as adva& efpnuéva in our texts, but which are 

also used by, if they are not familiar to, the Alexandrine poets. 

9 Max Miiller, “ Chips from a German Workshop,” vol. i. p. 198. 
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Of course there is a ready answer for those who have not thought 

much on the subject, nor made a very special study: of the un- 

doubtedly genuine archaic words and inflexions in comparison 

with these, and who moreover are not particularly conversant 

with Theocritus, Callimachus, and Apollonius Rhodius. They 

will rest content in the obvious conclusion, that these later poets 

simply adopted certain words from Homer. On the other hand, 

our great uncertainty as to the doings of the dvacxevacrat, the 

good faith and honesty of the Alexandrine critics, and the 

precise extent to which they tampered with the Homeric text, 

added to the generally important fact, that 1t was by Alexandrine 

heads and hands that our Homeric texts were first critically 

edited’, should make us cautious in denying: that a considerable 

number of words belonging to the latest, 1.e. the post-Platonic 

epic dialect, may have been foisted into the older compositions, 

whether by fraud or ignorance is immaterial to the argument. 

For my own part, I may state that I am entirely convinced that 

such is really the case, and that to an extent which I sometimes 

hesitate fully to contemplate. For it is almost too startling to 

find more and graver reasons constantly “cropping up,” for sup- 

posing that the so-called Homer of B.c. 850 was really supple- 

mented rather largely from the brains of men who lived B.c. 250, 

or even yet later! I have thought 1t mght however to state my 

own misgivings plainly and boldly, especially as this is a branch 

of Homeric criticism which is wholly new. Nor should these 

investigations be considered as a wearisome and restless cavilling, 

the result of “a craze” (as one of my reviewers courteously calls 

it), but as at least suggestive, as clearing the road towards Truth, 

and therefore:as deserving of consideration, even from those who 

conclude that the suspicion rests on no firm ground. 

The advocates of the genuineness of our Homer are fond of 

appealing to the reality of certain MSS. copies occasionally 

mentioned by the Scholiasts*, and which were used, or pretended 

1 We have no reason for supposing that the exddcers or diop@dceis, attributed to 

Antimachus or Aristotle, were in any sense critical. 

2 See Wolf, Proleg. § 39. 
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to be used, by the Alexandrine critics. These were known as 

the Chian, the Argive, the Marseillaise, the common or popular 

one, ai é« wodewv, &e. They are mentioned by none but the 

Schohiasts, and that both rarely and vaguely. Wolf, it is evi- 

dent, has not the slightest belief in their real authority ; and he 

justly ridicules the story*, duly recorded in the very orthodox 

Preface of Mr. Trollope (p. xxvi), of Peisistratus, or his son 

Epparchus, collecting and collating MSS. copies. They may, 

no doubt, have been portions of the Iliad, transcripts from the 

first written copy, possibly about the age of Herodotus; though 

that is giving them a credit more than seems to be their due. 

As for the dcacxevactai, Wolf admits* that we do not know who 

they were, but supposes them to have assisted in putting the 

Homeric epics into shape after the time of Peisistratus. Pro- 

bably they were, more or less, representatives of the old Homerids, 

or privileged rhapsodes, men of genius, perhaps, but without 

critical judgment, and whom we may reasonably suppose to have 

been sometimes bewildered by the enormous amount and variety 

of the then current ballads on the Troica. It was impossible, 

from the very fact of the paramount authority which we know, 

from the Tragics, that the “Cyclic” subjects enjoyed, that they 

should have been kept wholly distinct in those ages from other 

more ancient, more genuine, and yet less popular ballads, the 

Iliad and the Odyssey. The supposition is, in the highest 

degree, absurd. Wolf has every thing in his favour when he 

says plainly’, that, “till the time of the Ptolemies, the Greeks 

had no settled text of Homer at all.” 

What I argue, then, is, that this Alexandrine recension® was 

not really a conscientious collation of ancient MSS., and a 

separation of the genuine from the spurious, but a patching up 

and supplementing from the verse-dialect of the age to a con- 

3 Proleg. § 33. 

4 Proleg. § 34. 

5 Proleg. § 34. 

6 The Scholiasts themselves admit, in many places, that the Alexandrines, and 

especially Zenodotus, did tamper with the text they had; e.g. Schol. Ven. on xvi. 
666 ; xviii. 207 ; xix. 77; xx. 30. 
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siderable extent. Of course they would conceal this, and 

attempt to throw a veil of sacred antiquity over hundreds of 

verses which antiquity itself wholly ignores, even in such bril- 

lant episodes as the “Arms of Achilles” in the eighteenth 

Book’. 

To show this, it will be necessary to give some examples of a 

large and remarkable class of Homeric words which bear the 

strongest impress of vewrepicuos. They read like importations 

into the old epic vocabulary from other dialects, Alexandrine, 

Macedonian, or those of Magna Graecia; and they are generally 

characterized by an obscurity of etymon (origin or root) that 1s 

less often found even in the older words. 

If any moderately good Greek scholar were asked if such 

aorists as yipato from yaipw, oato from Hoouat, Onxato from 

TiOnpt, wnvato from paivecOar, belonged to the same genuine 

ancient dialect to which déypevos, éedpévos, haivopernpt, ovpa- 

voOt, &e., evidently pertain, or to a much later one, there could 

hardly be a doubt of his prompt answer, even though he might 

express some surprise, when he was told that all these forms 

alike occurred in our Homer. Again, he would think such a 

participle as yoyupmévos from aicyvyw*, more resembled ézr- 

TeOuppévos from tudw (Plat. Phaedr. p. 230, a), or @Euppévos 

from of0vw, a participle used by the grammarians. He would 

not indeed be surprised at reading in an Alexandrine poet*,— 

ovK @yvw D O71 Kimpis ew avépt jhvato Bora. 

Or in Apollonius (iv. 55, and 1627) ,— 

ecidovoa bed emexnpato Mhvy. 

xnpavTo de Ouudy iw7. 

7 The popular notion, that the “Shield of Hercules,” falsely attributed to 

Hesiod, was borrowed from Iliad xviii., I do not think tenable. Both, I believe, 
were taken from an older and common source, in not very early times. 

8 J]. xviii. 108. 

2 Theoer. xx. 34. 

ee 
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But he may well be struck with finding, in a poet generally 

supposed to have lived six centuries earlier, such lines as,— 

7T@ Se yur?) Mpolrov emenhvaro, dt ~Avteia). 

Or,— 

&s epduny, 6 dé SexTo Kal Exmey, oato DF aivos®. 

In I. 1. 106, we read,— 
MdvT. KaK@y, ov mw TOTE fLoL TO KpTYyvOY eiTas. 

. 

Here we have not only the Attic use of the article, and a gross 

violation of the digamma in eizras, but the strange word xpryyvor, 

“usitatum” by quite which occurs only here in Homer, but was 

late poets. In the Anthology (vil. 284, 3) we have dro peév 

ovdev Kpyyvov, evpynaets O oatéa Kal orrodinv. Tbid. (v. 58, 1), 

Nye épws, Topets poe TO KpHyvov. The Lexicon, however, cites 

one instance of its use from Hippocrates; and it occurs in Plat. 

(Alcib. i. chap. vili.), tcavov dé cot Texpnpiov, OTL ovK erricTaVTaL 
> \ / / / , , 

ovde KpHyvot OvdadTKAAOL Elo TOUTMD. 

Once also in Homer we find a word of equally uncertain 

origin®, but meaning ‘a wet meadow.’ II. iv 483 (repeated 

nearly in xv. 631),— 

i) pd 7 ev ciawevh EXeos meydAo.o TepiKy. 

This word again was familiar to the Alexandrine poets, e.¢. 

Theocritus (xxv. 16),— 

AEiua@ves Oar€eOovory brdSpoco: ciameval re. 

Callimachus (Hymn. in Dian. 193) ,— 

 ® bré wey Aaoinaw bw dppiot Kpimrero viun, 
GAASTE B elaperfjow. 

Apollonius Rhodius (ii. 316) ,— 

ciapevnot 0 ev toweTa mdea etmov. 

The strange word vérodes (Od. iv. 404), in the sense of < off- 

spring,’ epotes, is used not only by Theocritus and Callimachus, 

1 J]. vi. 160. 

2 Od. ix. 353. Xnpato occurs Il. xiv. 270. The Alexandrines used such forms 

as bWacOa, ctpacba, EWarbat, kéacOa, Ke. 

3 See Lexil. p. 325. 
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but by Nicander and in the Anthology. That pjdea dwros (Od. 

vi. 129; péfea, Hes. Opp. 512), is vir? media, seems more than 

probable. 

The very obscure adverb 7), ‘like as,’ occurring in I]. i. 144 

and xiv. 499, has been made the subject of a long Excursus (xxv.) 

by Spitzner*, who shows that the grammarians themselves 

admitted the word was vedtepov, and a usage of Antimachus and 

Callimachus. The very word in combination (xiv. 499), cédeav, 

supposed to be ‘a poppy-head,’ he finds used in Nicander and 

Lycophron, in the more general sense of ‘ head.’ 

Another adverb of a somewhat strange form occurs only in I. 

xxiv. 163, 

6 ® ev wécooucr yepards, 
> \ > / / 

evTuTas EV XAalyn KEKAAUEMEVOS, 

which is explained to mean ‘so as to show or bring out the 

form,’ TU7os,—a term possibly borrowed from statuary. This is 

used twice by Apoll. Rhod. ’, 

evTumas ev AEXEEToL KaAUpauevos, 

and 

eyTUMTaS EVKNAWS EiAULEVOL. 

It also occurs in Quintus Smyrnaeus (v. 530). 

Such a verb as ajOeccov, ‘they were unused,’ bears on its 

very front the impress of a xawvov koppa. It occurs once in I. 

x. 493, where the horses of Rhesus are said to have avoided to 

tread on the dead, ajOeccov yap ér avtov. It is also found 

twice in Apollonius °, 

XElpes yap anlecay npemeovoat, 

and 

GAN Er’ &nbéooovra Sins. 

The same may be said of ovdody, in Il. xiv. 142, 

GAN 0 mev ds amdAotTo, Beds O€ E TLpAdoeLe. 

Now ovddos is a word found in Lycophron, Apollonius, Oppian, 

and the Anthology, and seems clearly of the later dialect. 

4 See also Lexil. p. 531 seqq. 5 3. 262; i. 861. 
6 i, 1171, and iv. 38. 
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Such a noun as éptpor, i.e. hépetpov, feretrum, oecurring 11. 

Xvi. 236, is probably a late one; the dictionaries cite its use by 

Polybius only. 

It would be easy to add a very long list of words, which, on 

careful investigation, will be found, in all probability, to be 

characteristic of the later poets, and to have crept ito our 

Homeric texts. Of course, unthinking persons will loudly as- 

severate the contrary, that they are genuine Homeric words 

copied by imitators. I shall give however a few, and remain 

content if any will take the same pains in exploring the history 

of others of the like kind. 

Of nouns, I may mention teépea, ‘ stars,’ pwpiapos and ynpa- 

pos (Liycophr., Apoll., Nicand.), aprowrpos, apvoryeros (Oppian, 

Nic.), dpAaoroyv (Herod. and Apoll.), wéXa (‘Theocr.), érucKd- 

viov (Theocr., Anthol.), rpupvepein, axpwpein (mapwpeia Strabo) 

péroecOar (Callim., Nic.), adntos (Nic.), cuvouua or Kuvapuia 

(LXX.), @pova (Nic., Lycoph.), npiov (Apoll., Callim., Nic.), 

corny (Nic.), caradpor (Anthol.), wroydyKceva (cuvayxeca Theo- 

phrast., Polyb.) mpooa@mata (Opp.), ayoords (Apoll., Theoer., 

Anth.), docantnp (Apoll.), BonGoos and ésrioupos (Theocr., Call., 

Apoll.), EUNa Kaykava (Theocr., Lye.), Naveavin or EvKavin 

(Apoll., Opp.), Povydios (Boveatos Theocr., Nic.) AvKaBas 

(Apoll., Anth.), Bov8pwaris (Call., Opp.), tc@usov (Hippocr., 

Nie.) , éyxcov (Hermippus), av@epedy (Euphorio). 

Of adjectives, the following are examples: @vfaxwvos, wopoevra, 

apedaves, Tpahepos, atiAmvos, PvENALS, VEoyiAos, aavdndros, 

vnyatéos, dkunvos, wodoBpos: of verbs, KAoToTrEvEW, Eldnow, abe- 

pice, mpoléovew (proponunt), wapnrade, aveveixato, opnpety 

(‘to meet,’ Od. vi. 468) : of adverbs, wéoda, éritndes, wetéreta, 

Katevavtiov: of idioms, the use in adjuration pa) wypaiver (IL. 

xv. 42), im imprecation, a) Teyynoapevos (Od. iv. 684; xi. 618). 

Many of the above forms are admitted by Spitzner to be Alex- 

andrine. We may add, that the remarkable idiom in II. xiv. 

fin., 

ov ydp of Tis Suowos emiomeo Oa Tooly Hey 
avipav Tpecodytwv, ite Te Leds ev pdBov ipon, 

b 
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viz. of a subjunctive, i.e. future, following a past tense, is 

essentially and characteristically Hellenistic, and is particularly 

common in the New Testament, e.g. 8. Matth. viii. 34, (doves 

avTov Tapexarecav, OTrws meTa3n x«.T.A. Hence it may be 

doubted if such subjunctives after past verbs as ox Xxiil. 

191, den xxiv. 581, devon ib. 672, have rightly been altered by 

conjecture into optatives. Of such words as évéwa, ‘inward 

parts, Il. xxin. 806, juov and jwata from tdvae ‘to throw’ 

(ibid. 886. 891), déerov for Secpov, as if from déw, in Il. x. 

466, axndécat Tuvos, ibid. xiv. 427, eipew, ‘to speak,’ mpoBacns, 

‘ property in cattle, Od. 11. 75, it is difficult to hazard any opinion. 

They read very like inventions of pseudo-epic composers. 

I may here add a remark, which I think is not without weight. 

The very large number of medical and anatomical words occurring 

in our Homer, e. g. such lines as I]. v. 305, 

7@ Badev Aivelao kat ioxtov, vba Te wnpds 
ioxin evorpeperat, KoTVAnY dé TE uly KaA€oUTLY, 

or xiv. 465, 

Tov p eBadeyv Kepadns Te Kal adxevos ev TvVEWXUG 
f > U > 2 ue / velatoy GoTpayadoy, and D a&upw Képoe TEVOYTE, 

compared with xin. 546. 651, xxii. 324, or such terms as mpo- 

Tunots, ‘the pit of the stomach’ (xi. 424), point to the age of 

Hippocrates, a contemporary of Herodotus, when first the art of 

~ medicine was systematized on any thing like scientific principles. 

SECTION III. 

ON PSEUDO-ARCHAIC WORDS AND INFLEXIONS IN OUR HOMERIC 

TEXT. 

Tam satisfied that what I have called a‘ pseudo-archaie’ charac- 

ter extensively pervades the Homer that has come down to us. 

It is this prevalence of apparently early forms and inflexions that 

has, not unnaturally, been so long regarded as a proof of actual 

antiquity. It requires a careful observation, and a kind of tact 

that can only be acquired by much thought and long familiarity, 

to distinguish the really antique from the spurious and imitative ; 
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for both these elements, according to my sense, enter largely into 

the composition of our poems. 

It is admitted that a great deal of anomaly and inconsistency, 

not to say of confusion and obscurity, occurs in the use of 

Homeric words. Buttmann’s Lexilogus turns in a great degree 

on this very subject ; and probably it would not have been written 

unless such difficulties had existed. He felt that there were 

anomalies of meaning and form in many Homeric words; but it 

never seems to have occurred to him to doubt the genuineness of 

them. Consequently, such moustra as ayyedins and ayyedéw’ for 

diyryedos and ayyédrew, evTe for nite, vids Eos for filii sui, though 

they sorely perplexed him, did not shake his confidence in the 

genuine integrity of our text. On this subject I am, of course, 

compelled to write briefly, and therefore very imperfectly, though 

it really is one on the thorough and impartial investigation of 

which the great literary question of the genuineness or spurious- 

ness of the Iliad and Odyssey, as professed works of an almost 

primitive antiquity, must finally stand or fall*. And if the 

statement should at first sight appear absurd and presumptuous, 

that the Greeks did not understand their own language, and that 

we of the present day can show that they did not, let it be 

remembered, or rather, repeated here, that comparative philology 

and the laws of language are a science which it is certain they 

did not possess’. Nothing in fact is more natural than the 

affectation of an archaic style, and nothing more reasonable than 

to expect that, however skilfully done, it will involve some 

7 Ti. xiii. 252; xv. 640; xix. 120. Hymn. Dem. 53. 

8 I may here remark, that the practice of conjecturally restoring archaisms against 

all the MSS., may in fact be falsifying history, by obliterating the proofs of real 

vewtepicuds. Thus, in Bekker’s text (which, as on the whole the best, has been 

adopted in this edition), we have many of these changes made, generally to suit the 

laws of the digamma, e: g. ele Febv weyadhtopa Ouudy for eime mpds dy K.T.A., av TI- 

peplCer for icopepiCer, @uudy Te Fexdorov for kal Oupdy Exdorou, BAdwpas pe, Fexadepye, 

for @BAaWds w, Exdepye, xxii. 15, BUw wor EmedOe, Fidw tiva Fépya réruxta, for 

dw mot ErecOor, daw btw Epya TéTUKTOA, and numerous other instances. 
9 Mr. Gladstone says (“ Juventus Mundi,” p. 19) that, if such difference as I have 

asserted in the (style of the Homeric) language really exists, it is “ surprising that 

it was not perceived by the Greeks of the classic period, who must surely be allowed 
to have known their own tongue.” 

b 2 
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errors’. How many at the present day could write a poem in 

the style of Chaucer or Gower, without the risk of being con- 

victed of error in the use or misapplication of some of their now 

obsolete words? Nor can we allege that a fraud of this kind 

was alien to the character of the Greeks, especially to those 

Homerists whose object was to make their own versions bear all 

the impress of a remote antiquity. The Greeks too were ex- 

tremely credulous, and in the literary age they were notoriously 

fraudulent. Herodotus gives some inscriptions in Ionic Greek, 

evidently not much earlier than his own age, which he gravely 

refers to the time of Oedipus the son of Laius, and Laius the son 

of Labdacus’. Plato does not seem to doubt that the ship 

(Pewpis) which in his time carried offerings to Delos, was the 

very identical craft in which Theseus carried to Minos in Crete 

the tribute of fourteen youths*®. Again, the whole history of 

Greek literature teems with such frauds. Spurious works have 

been attributed to Herodotus, Hesiod, Plato, Demosthenes, 

Anacreon, Simonides, Phalaris, Orpheus, Theocritus, and not a 

few others. Even to “ Homer” such poems as the “ Margites ” 

and the “ Battle of the Frogs and Mice” have (as all allow, 

without the remotest probability) been ascribed. Yet to the 

Iliad and the Odyssey, which have been handed down from 

sources totally unknown, a deference is paid, which makes it 

heresy to utter a word against their absolute genuineness. 

The points to which I desire briefly to direct attention are the 

uses and forms of certain words, of which the compiler of our texts 

appears to have mistaken the true import *, or which he has coined 

on a false analogy. 

1 We cannot say that such strange words as apay ‘to touch,’ dpay ‘to weave,’ 

adpeiv ‘to foam,’ or such inflexions as 5€xatTa, émaxato, obvecOe, Sid0vva1, Tolc- 
decou, KV0e = Expuwe, are wrong ; but they are sufficiently peculiar to be liable to 

the suspicion of pseudo-archaism. 

2 Lib. v. 59. 
3 Phaedo, p. 58, A. 

4 The doubt, or hesitating use, of words between two senses is perhaps to be so 

explained; e.g. avtidw both as a present and a future, ioxavay ‘to hold’ and ‘ to 

desire, Aékto ‘he lay down’ and ‘he counted’ (Od. iv. 451—453), docec@a ‘to 
bode’ (daca) and ‘to foresee’ (¢caor). These would naturally result from disputed 
interpretations of older epics. 
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Out of many examples that might be given, I will select the 

following fifteen, adding a brief discussion on each :— 

l. eicato, elcaro. 

. €dXoas. 

. Béopac. 

émaXto. 

avéralpe. 

. €90S. 

TEA OS. 
/ 

TEepnaoeTal. 
5 > fe 

ETE, NUTE. 

— xépna and m)ées. 

11. otedro. 

= = VE TrOoES. 

. MEyaKHTNS. 

14. ayyerms. 

— is) 

15. wréppopos. 

1. There were four distinct uses of the medial aorists evcaro, 

elcaro, and it is not surprising (on my theory) that these should 

be sometimes confused. The first is from a root 6 (sad, sed), 

the origin of ‘%@, and means ‘to settle or set down’ a thing or 

person. So in Od. xiv. 295, és AuBunv pw et vos ééooaro 

movrotropoto. Apoll. Rhod. iv. 188, wpduvy 8 éveeicato Kovpny 

avOéuevos. Herod. 1. 66, Td 5é AvKo’pyw TeXeuTHTAaYTL (pov 

elcapevot céBovtat peyadws’. The second is from a root fd 

(vid), whence we have eiodwevos Karyavte déuas, I. xiii. 45, 

often éevadpevos (€F), as xx. 82, TO pu €ercapevos Tpocédy Auos 

vios AroA\Xov. Thirdly, from a root Feo (ves-tio), as Il. x. 23, 

audi & érevta Sadhowov ééocato dépua déovtos. Ib. xiv. 178, 

audi & ap aBpoctov éavoy écal, and 383, éscavto Trepl ypol 

vopota yadkov. We have ciato ‘ they were clothed, Il. xviii. 

596, and efato ‘they sat,’ 2b. iii. 149, éooev, ‘he put on,’ 2d. 

xvill. 451, €caca, ‘setting down,’ Od. x. 361, and éccau ‘to 

5 In Thue. iii. 58, @volas ras marpious [Tay cicauévwy (Ecapévwv) Kal KTiodvTwr | 

apaipnoecde, I have no doubt that the words in [ ] are a mere gloss on ratplous. 

The aorist €oda@a: does not seem elsewhere used by the Attics. 
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place, Pind. Pyth. iv. 273. Fourthly, from a root t, without 

aspirate or digamma, eipt, co or ibo. Whether such an aorist as 

elaato from éévae can be considered really archaic, and not rather 

Alexandrine, is not now the question. I wish to direct attention 

to a very curious anomaly in its use, and to account for it. In II. 

xiii. 191, aN ov 17 ypoos eicato, and 7b. 90, peta peTevoamevos, 

it is used correctly enough. But when we get to a digammated 

form, it is from a confusion, by late compilers, with the other 

aorists. Thus, Il. iv. 138, dvampo dé Fetcato Kal THs: xi. 358, 

601 of KataeioaTo yains: xv. 544, T@ ev eevcacOny (ibant). The 

fact is, in some ambiguous passages they did not know whether 

to refer the word to root ¢ or root fd. Thus, xiv. 8, adtap éyou 

éOav Taya Feisouar és Tepito, some took eicopar for etps, 

others for douar, yyeoouat, and construed éhOwv és mepiw7ripy, 

just as in xxi. 335, eloowae €€ adodev vader dpoovea OvedXav, 

where both yvecouae and tropevcouar were given as explanations. 

The same remark applies to aypovs émveicopwas in Od. xv. 504. 

Il. xx. 454, viv ad tods adXovs Errieicopar, Ov KE KLYELO. 

Thus we can see how eicato tbat, wrongly became Felcato in 

the hands of compilers. Conversely, cay (Feo) is wrongly used 

without the F in Il. xix. 393. 

2. The word édcas occurs in a passage of the Odyssey, v. 182, 

vija Sony apynt. Kepavyg 

Zevs éA\oas exéacce, 

‘Zeus struck and split the ship with his bolt.” In I]. 1. 409, we 

have aud’ dda Féroar Ayauods, and the active aorist, ‘to hem 

in,’ is used in many other passages, in its undoubtedly genuine 

sense. Buttmann labours (but unsuccessfully) to show, Lexil. p. 

255—259, that €dcae from eidezvy meant ‘to force, drive before 

one, strike.’ There is a variant é\acas, and he observes, “ It is 

difficult to conceive how this €XAcas, in a sense unknown to it 

elsewhere, has found its way into that one verse instead of the 

usual word,” i.e. édacas. Not at all difficult, we may reply, 

when we begin to see how many Homeric words are wrongly 

used through the mistake of the com iler as to the real meaning 
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of terms long obsolete. The poet meant €Adcas, but affected an 

archaic word which he fancied was a synonym. 

3. From a root Buf, vivere, we have an archaic future PBéouat, 

or Belouas, vivam, like véouat, redibo. In the later Latinity, 

bixit and bissit are found in inscriptions for varit. We have this 

word in I]. xvi. 852, 
o¥ Ony ovd avtds Snpdy Ben, GAAG Tar HS 

dyxe wapéornkev Odvaros kat moipa KpaTain. 

And in xxii. 431, 
TEKVOY, eye Seid} TL vv Belouat, aiva Tabovoa ; 

From the intransitive aorist of Baivw, EBnv, root Ba, we have an 

equally legitimate form in Il. vi. 113, dfp’ dv éyw Belw tpoti 

"Idwov. This is lengthened from Béw, Att. Bo, like oreiowev for 

otamev. The similarity of the forms here also induced a con- 

fusion in compilers or dvacxevactai. For in Il. xv. 194, 

T@ pa kal ov Tr Ards Beouat ppeory, 

where the recusant Poseidon declares he will not go or proceed 

according to the will of Zeus, but will act independently, it is 

clear that Bijcowas is meant, and accordingly the Lexicographers 

give Béouat as an epic future of Baivw. The Scholiasts felt the 

difficulty, and waver between Bi@sopat and aroPjcouat, while 

Hesychius has Bety Sjoes, Bi@cets, Boon, Topevon.—Pelopat, 

mopevoouat, Sijcowat.—Pelomev, topevdapev, Sjcwopev. The last 

gloss is by some referred to Il. x. 97, where there is no am- 

biguity, 
dedp’ és Tovs piaAakas kataBelouer, dppa Dapev. 

It is evident that dnpov Bén was supposed to mean ‘ you shall not 

long walk on earth.’ 

4, Between mddArXeoOar and épdddeoOat there was a confusion 

so frequent and so perplexing, that Spitzner has devoted an 

Excursus (xvi. vol. i. sect. iii. p. liti—lxi) to the discussion of 

these forms. His essay is so complete, that it is only necessary 

here to remark, that the epic aorists éraX70, insiluit, I. xii. 643, 

and éraxto, xv. 645, concussus est, were often so intermixed, that 

the only fair inference is, that the dvuacxevacrat had no clear idea 

to which of these totally different verbs, aAeoOau or addecbat, 
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they belonged. It will be sufficient here to give a very few out 

of many examples: thus, in I]. xi. 94, 
ro by & tnmwv KaremdApevos aytlos €oTN, 

and xix. 351, 
} 8 dprn cixvia rayurrépuy: Avryupave 

Ovpavod exxatémadto SV aidépos, 

one cannot doubt that a\XecOat, compounded with cara and ért, 

gives the most appropriate sense; yet, as é€xxate7radro would be 

the true accent, the latter word is awkwardly referred to “an 

epic syncopated aorist for catemadAeTo” (Liddell and Scott). In 

Il. viii. 85, where a stricken horse suddenly rears up, we read 

adynoas 8 avemadTo. 

And in xx. 424, @s5 i8, @s avérranto, the Scholiasts and Hesy- 

chius explain it by av7XarTo, while it is clear from xxii. 692, 

as F 60 5rd ppixds Bopéw avamddAdreTat ixOds, 

&s mAnyels averaaTo, 

that this form really belongs to avamrddXeobar. In truth, the 

aorist waAunv, wadTo (Il. xv. 645), is probably a mere fiction, 

resulting from the above confusion. 

5. Homer very often uses avsévae in the sense of ‘allowing to 

act, as pwéyas 5€ ce Oupos avyxe, Il. vil. 25, and even of per-. 

suading or urging to act. (Hesych. avijxa: adjxa, avéreica.) 

Thus, U1. nu. 275, 

ov Ony wy TdAW adTIS avjGeEL Buds ayhvwp 

veikele BaciAjas. 

The usual plural of the indicative aorist 1s avetcayv, shortened 

to dvecay in xxi. 537, 

aS pal’, of 8 tverdy Te TUAGS Kal GmOoay oxjas. 

There is also a future, though perhaps of questionable antiquity, — 

avéoet for avnoe, in Od. xviii. 265. There was likewise an 

aorist etoa, and a participle écas (i%w), ‘to set down.’ Thus, 

Il. iv. 392, 
dw tip’ avepxomev@ mukiwdy Adxov cioay &yovTes. 

Od. xiv. 280, 

es dippov 5€ w eoas ayev otkade Saxpuxéoyra. 

From this latter word, we read in II. xiii. 657, 

és dippov & avéoavres &yov mpot)”IAtov iphy. 
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So far, so good; avécatme and avéoas might, no doubt, be 

inflected from a compound of i, but certainly not from avinue, 

the aorist of which is avjKca, not avetoa’, and the participle not 

avécas, but aves. Yet in Il. xiv. 208, it is nearly certain that 

the meaning intended was that of avinus, 

ei Kelvw eméeror Taparmemibovca plroy Kip 
eis evviy avec dumOjvar pirdtntt. 

For the sense is, not ‘ put them on the bed, but ‘incite them to 

marriage to be united in love. And so Hesych., avéoayu ava- 

Te(TAlll, KAL TApOpEnoaLwe. 

6. No one, who has read Buttmann’s long dissertation (Lexil. 

p- 246—253) on the forms éfjos, éjos, éoto, in such common com- 

binations as avdpos €éfjos, vids Eos and éoto, can come to any other 

conclusion, than that the variations between vids éjos, from éds 

or Avs, ‘brave,’ ‘spirited,’ and vids éoto, ‘his own son,’ gave rise 

to the monstrum éfos, resulting from a confusion between the 

two. Indeed, Buttmann himself virtually concedes this point. 

7. The word 7éAcos is used in two very different senses in two 

passages of the Iliad. In xiii. 707, it is said of a plough, that it 

Tewer O€ TE TEATOV Apovpns, 

where the word is (in sense at least) identical with our ‘ tilth,’ 

and where it cannot possibly mean tédos, ‘the end.’ Schol. 70 

Bd0os, i) TO mépas Ths yhs, Sep réuver To dpotpov. From 

ignorance of the real meaning of an obsolete word, and from 

its fancied resemblance to tTéAos (with which it can have no 

possible connexion), the compiler in Il. xviii. 544 wrote 

ot & émdre oTpebaytes tkolaro TéeAcov apovpns, 

where the sense, of necessity, is TéXos, ‘the end of the field.’ 

The grammarians explained it, very absurdly, as a form of téXos 

with a pleonasm of the o. It is rather curious, that the Alexan- 

drine Callimachus used réXOos (which is still more like our 

‘tilth,? and probably was an ancient variant of a genuine form 

tércos) also for TéXos, but in the sense of a ‘toll,’ or ‘debt’ 

6 Such words as &peots, mpdeois, tiveois, &e., might be cited in favour of an aorist 

cioa from ijut. Its use, however, in the oblique moods seems without authority. 
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(Hesych. ypéos), doubtless misled by the Homeric passages. 

Thus, téX@os amrautyowv éxatov Boas, Hym. in Dem. 78, and 

TENS Oferropevov, Lav. Pall. 106. 

8. The forms répavras and wedyjceras are referred to paiva and 

to dévw. The former is probably rightly so; for it may be (at 

least) the singular of the passive perfect of daive (I]. 11. 122), and 

also the plural of wégarat, occisus est, as Il. v. 531, 

aidouevwy 8 avdpGy mAcoves odor He TEPayTat. 

The passive future of dévm is used in I]. xiii. 829, 

ey 5€ od Toto Tepijgem, at Ke TAAdTONS 

pcivat eudy Sdpu pwaxpov. 

Il. xv. 140, 

} wépar’, 2 Kad €reita mephoerat. 

But it is impossible that this future can be legitimately inflected 

from dawe, and so stand for davijcouar. Yet we find it dis- 

tinctly so used in I]. xvi. 155, 

Tpoln 5€ mepyjaerat aimvs bAcOpos. 

With which compare 7d7d. 244, 

juty © adr avadatverat aids bAcOpos. 

Hesychius, wedycetar davepotroimoetat. There can be little 

doubt that the double use of wéhavrac led to the error. 

9. Buttmann, Lexil. p. 315 seqq., remarks that ede, ‘ when,’ 

and vTe, ‘as,’ are quite distinct words. The latter word is used 

as a dissyllable in I]. xix. 386, 

7G 8 nite wrepa ylyver’, teipe 5& momeva Aadv. 

Here there is a variant, admitted by the best editors, edre. In 

Il. iui. 10, we have 
evr wpeos Kopuphar Nétos karéxXevev oulxAny, 

—Os tpa Tay bd Toco) Kovicados dpyuT’ GeAATS. 

Buttmann, in both, adopts the very questionable form dre. 

The probability is, that this also was an erroneous use, as also 

nite for 4 in IL. iv. 277, 

MeAavTepoy HUTE Thao. 

Od. xvi. 216, 
adiwedrepor not’ (vulg. #% 7’) olwvol. 
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10. A very remarkable instance of mistaken analogy is yépna 

for yetpova in II. iv. 400, 
GAAG TY viby 

yelvato cio xépna waxy, ayoph 5€7° aucivw. 

And similarly od t+ yépna wratpos éoto in Od. xiv. 177. In Il. i. 

80, 
Kpeloowy yap Bacirevs, OTe XdoeTaL avd) XEpnt, 

and Od. xv. 324, 

oid Te Tots ayaboior mapadpdwor xEpneEs, 

the word is rightly used, and in its proper signification, from 

xepevs, ‘a handicraftsman,’ an inferior, Bavavoos. The compilers 

thought it meant yeipoves, and invented a theory of syncope for 

xepelova. Precisely similar is the misuse of wAées (the plural of 

Tris, plenus, compare Lat. plebs) for wAéoves in II. xi. 395, 

oiwvol 5¢ mep) mA€es HE Yuvaires. 

Probably from a misapprehension of an older verse in I]. ii. 129, 

Thooov eye bnut TAEaS Eupevar vias "Axalov. 

11. The words otedtat, oredTo, in many passages (e. @. II. il. 

597, 11. 83) mean ‘the pledging, or engaging to do an act’.’ 

But in Od. xi. 584, it is said of Tantalus, standing in a lake up 

to his chin, 
oredto be Supdwy, mice & ovK elyev EAEoOaL. 

It is almost impossible to doubt that the author of this intended 

to express €o7n. Hesychius indeed tries to evade the difficulty 

by a far-fetched interpretation, cata dudvovay iotato Kat Siwpifero, 

% OveBEBaLovTo. 

12. The word vérrodes in Od. iv. 404, 

PGkat vérodes KaARS GAoavbyns, 

appears to be used spuriously, i.e. in a misapprehended archaic 

sense. The old word vérovus, if genuine at all, must have meant 

‘footless *,’ and thus vérrodes may have been a descriptive epithet 

for poxar, ‘the footless ones,’ in respect of their ‘flippers.? In 

7 Mr. Peile (Introduct. to Etymol. p. 43) thinks the verb meant ‘to be steadfast.’ 

In point of usage, however, orevra: differs widely from €ornke. 

8 Some refer it to véos and y7x@, or vfjxw and mods, but with no probability. 
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the Alexandrine age, possibly through the dialect of Magna 

Graecia, and from the accidental resemblance of the word to 

nepotes, it came to signify ‘descendants.’ So Theocr. xvii. 25, 

abdvato. 5& KaAevyTaL, Eo) vérodes yeyawTes. 

Apoll. Rhod. iv. 1744, 
ceiut 8 és avyas 

jeAtov wetdémicbe, TeEots vemddecow Erolun. 

We can hardly doubt that the Homeric verse was intended to 

mean ‘seals, the brood of the beautiful salt sea.’ But the addition 

of dwxau perverted the true and original use, and thus vézodes 

assumed the more appropriate force of a noun. It should have 

been, ‘the footless ones of the brine, just as fish were called 

édXorres, ‘ the scaly,’ and the cuttle-fish avooteos, ‘the boneless 

one.’ 

13. The word peyaxytns, as Buttmann has shown (Lexil. p. 

381), probably meant ‘of great capacity,’ from a root «yt, KuT, 

analogous to cap, cav. Hence in II. viii. 222, 
aT 8 em ’Odvaocjos weyakhtet vni wedatvyn, 

it may well mean ‘a ship with a large hold.’ But in xxi. 22, 

as & trd deAdivos meyaxnteos txOves %AXAor 
pevyovTes TiuTAGTL mvXOUS Atmevos Evdpmou, 

it is difficult not to suppose that the poet was describing a por- 

poise or shark as a “éya xhros, ‘huge sea-fish.? Buttmann gives 

to it the sense of ‘frequenting the vast abysses of the sea,’ and 

it might, of course, mean either this, or ‘having a capacious 

maw.’ So in Od. in. 158, 

eordperev Se Oeds peyaktrea méyTov, 

the probability is that the sea ‘teeming with huge monsters’ 

was really meant. Hesychius was in doubt. He explains it by 

peyarws KoiAny, 1) weya Onpiov, 1) wéya KATO. 

14. On the word ayyedins I need not say much, after Butt- 

mann’s elaborate discussion of it in Lexil. p. 11 seqq. Suffice it 

to say, that I believe 6 dyyedims to be an entirely spurious and 

coined word. The dvacxevacrai found such verses as II. iii. 205, 

it may be, 
Hon yap kal Sevpd mor’ HAvoe dios Odvaceds 

ced ever” ayyertns, 
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and xiil. 252, 

HE Tev ayyeAtns pet ew Hrvoes, 

and not seeing that the genitive of ayyedin was really meant, 

introduced a masculine nominative, as in xv. 639, 

os Evpuc@jjos &vaktos 

ayyeAlns otxverre Bly “Hparaneln. 

15. The phrase t7rép popor, like twép aicav, merely meant 

“over and beyond the ordinary lot of man.’ As in the later 

Attic, rapa Noyov, ava oyor, passed into new forms of nouns, as 

in TroNvs 6 Tapddoyos &e., TO dvadoyov in Aristotle, so U7éppopov 

was taken for an adjective, and changed into v7répyopa, in II. ii. 

155, 

ev0a kev ’Apyetorow brepuopa vooros éTbxOn. 

Such forms as e/ny for fouwe mn xv. 82, dein in xix. 209, also for 

tot, yépupar eepypévat, ‘artificial mounds,’ in v. 89, eixe for ecxos 

my in Il. xviii. 520°, dyyeréw in xix. 120, dies for edfwxes (in the 

best copies) in xx. 251, and many others, are, in my opinion, 

equally unauthentic forms, introduced by compilers or editors 

in very late ages. Itis very remarkable, that ei = toe occurs 

in a verse now found in Hesiod (Opp. 617), combined with an 

avowedly Alexandrian word, 7Ae@v, ‘a year. I have given 

instances enough, I may hope, to encourage further investiga- 

tion, if not to shake the confidence in our Homeric texts even of 

those who are most determined to believe in the “ genuine anti- 

quity ” of the Ihad and the Odyssey. Nor can I understand 

how Mr. Grote is justified in asserting’ that “every thing in 

the two great Homeric poems, both in substance and in language, 

belongs to an age two or three centuries earlier than Peisistratus.” 

A confusion appears also to have existed between tpamfvat, 

the aorist of tpé7@, and taprrfjvat, the aorist of tép7@. Thus, in 

I]. iit. 441, GAN’ aye 5%) PirOrnTe Tpatreiouev edynbévte, and xiv. 

314, var & ay &v dirornts tTpareiouev evvnOévre, the sense 

appears to be tapra@pyev. But in Od. viii. 292, dedpo dirn, 

9 It seems a desperate remedy to interpret this mdpeie, as if from efesw ‘to 

yield.’ Compare the Attic 7xew, Ar. Av. 1298. 
1 Vol. ii. p. 161 (ed. 12mo). 
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AéxTpovde TpaTrelouev evvnOEvTes, it is equally clear that AéxTpovde 

tpatréc@at was in the mind of the poet. 

The later books of the Odyssey especially contain many words 

and forms which seem zmitative rather than genuine archaisms. 

Such are, terevyjo@at in the sense of @mdicPar (xxi. 104), 

Aawr, apparently for AawBavov, in X1x. 229, ayvecacKe (xxii. 

95), advoKcave (xxii. 330), mpoBrAw@oKew (xxi. 239), éypyaoes (ib. 

33), Tpwer = TiTpacket (ib. 293), wayeovpevor (xxiv. 113), dvowar 

= AvTroves (xx. 195), the imperative o’rae (xxii. 356), wuyol- 

tatos (xxi. 146), katavrnow = Katavtixpvd (xx. 387), evwrradias 

(xxi. 194), yedoerar (xvii. 17). A very singular word is 

pouvynot, xxi. 111, ‘delays, ‘excuses.’ Lexicographers refer it 

to the root of munus, moenio, &e., but it may be questioned if it 

was not coined from a false notion that auvvew mvolved a 

privative, and signified azpofacictws Bonfeiv. A list of words 

might easily be added from the earlier books of the Odyssey, 

which bear the character of strangeness, and invite a philological 

investigation. ~The following are examples: @ypav, Bntdpyor, 

puryatecOar, Sedanka, Kevéuev and Kéwv, PéBaxtar, éBiwcao pe, 

Eepos, elpepov, eipos, wéTaccan, EGowaa, Déwwoe, Euéuntor, épvabat, 

edevnoev, AdawTds, OeroTredov, AnOdavew (transitive), émicKva- 

caito. It is very hard to believe that any of these are ancient 

forms. 

It is not tended to give any dogmatic or even decided 

opinion on the spuriousness of these and many similar Homeric 

forms, but merely to invite attention to a phenomenon of the 

Homeric language, and to offer an explanation of it which goes 

very far in accounting for, on the theory of late composition, the 

apparent anomaly of very old words being mixed up with those 

of the more recent dialects. A great vocabulary of the old epic 

language would be preserved by the rhapsodists, but extensively 

corrupted, interpolated, and imitated by impostors and pretenders 

to the art at the period of the dawn of written literature, and the 

decline of the genuine epic inspiration. Why should they not 

have done that which all admit the later Alexandrine poets did, 

Apollonius, Callimachus, &c., and Quintus Smyrnaeus ? 
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SECTION IV. 

THE EVIDENCE OF THE GREEK VASES, AND THE DETAILS OF 

HOMERIC ARMOUR. 

It is undeniable, that if the Iliad and the Odyssey be really as 

ancient as they profess to be, and especially if they always main- 

tained, as is so often and so confidently asserted, a clear pre- 

cedence and superiority over other minor and supplementary 

epics, we should expect to find Homeric scenes (i.e. the same 

as in our texts) represented on the earliest of the Greek vases. 

For even if the Tragics really preferred to follow the “ Cycles,” 

as containing matter more adapted for the drama, or for some 

other reason, it does not follow that the Greek artists, to 

whom effective groups were the chief object, would feel them- 

selves bound by any such preference. On the contrary, if they 

painted 7roica at all, we should expect that their designs would 

follow the scenes and the descriptions in the poems we have 

been taught to attribute to Homer, as the older and greater poet. 

We are singularly fortunate in the preservation of an enormous 

number of the finest works of Greek art in the painted vases 

obtained (chiefly) from ancient tombs. The collection m the 

British Museum alone is stupendous, and would well furnish 

matter for a year’s study at least, to say nothing of the vast 

accumulations at Naples, Paris, and many other of the principal 

European Museums. Very many are also accessible in modern 

publications. 

Now, the date of the earlier vases which contain figures or. 

groups, though not perhaps written words, may fairly be assigned 

to B.c. 600; and from B.c. 400 downwards they are extremely 

numerous, and give us the fullest details of the armour, the atti- 

tudes, dresses, war-chariots, games, &c. of the heroes of old, not 

unfrequently with the addition of their several names. Very 

valuable aid is also afforded by the sculptures from the Theseum 

and the Parthenon and the temples at Aegina and Phigalea, 

all of the best period of Greek art. Of course, if the composition 
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of our Homeric epics is as late as I suppose, there will be a 

general agreement between all’ these monuments of antiquity, 

that is to say, between the poems, the paintings, and the sculp- 

tures. But poems at least four, if not five centuries older cannot 

be expected to show any such agreement, unless we adopt the 

absurd supposition, that human progress was absolutely arrested, 

and every thing remained the same, during that long: period. 

The question, then, is a momentous one; and by the reply to 

it must stand or fall the truth of my theory: Do the earlier 

vases represent groups and scenes, connected with the Troica, 

taken from our Homer? So far as I have been yet able to 

ascertain, they assuredly do not”: itis only on the later vases that 

our Homer begins to appear, precisely as it is only in Plato, or 

very little before his time, that definite quotations from our text 

are to be found. 

A fae-simile of an early pinaw in the British Museum, dating, 

perhaps, B.c. 500 (but not, to judge by the writing, earlier, 

though it is classed among the “later archaic” specimens), is 

given in the present volume. It is of the highest interest, 

because it represents a scene either taken from, or at least 

occurring in, the Iliad as we have it. It is the conflict between 

Hector and Menelaus over the body of Euphorbus in the 17th 

Book. Some apparent discrepancies from the Homeric descrip- 

tion I have pointed out in the notes; still, the scene is sub- 

stantially the same, and the evidence of identity must go for what 

it is worth. Either our text, in that part of the poem, existed 

at that period, or this was one of the episodes from the Zroica 

adapted and worked in by the Ionic bard who put together the 

2 Of course, I do not speak dogmatically, for it is impossible for any one, even if 

he has leisure and opportunities at command, to have examined all the archaic 
vases. I rather hazard the remark as a challenge, in hopes that more information 

on this point may reach me. I have, however, either in collections or in engravings, 

looked at many hundreds of Greek vases with especial view to establishing this 
important piece of evidence. It certainly is a fact of great interest in itself, 

that the scenes from our Homer are nearly confined to gems, cameos, and bas- 

reliefs of Jate art, such as the vignettes given in Heyne’s edition, and the series 

of about ten subjects from the Iliad, engraved at the beginning of Vol. iii. of 
Winckelmann’s “ Monumens inédits de l Antiquité.” 
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Iliad in its earliest distinct shape. On the other hand, there 

is an early (i.e. later archaic) Aydria m the same collection, 

representing Hector standing by his car, Kebriones in it, and 

Glaucus on one side. The three names are inscribed in ancient 

letters. No such combination occurs in our Iliad. <A con- 

siderable part of the vases of the middle period represent non- 

Homerie Trojan scenes, such as the contest of Memnon with 

Achilles *, of Achilles with Troilus or Penthesilea, the marriage 

of Peleus and Thetis, the judgment of Paris, the visit of Electra 

to the tomb of her father, Ajax and Palamedes playing at dice, 

Achilles at Scyros, &c. The large majority of the really early 

vases are not Homeric at all, but represent Hercules, Athena, 

Theseus, the Amazons, battles of the gods and the giants, 

Bacchus, Castor and Pollux, warriors on horseback or in cars, 

hunting scenes, &c. It is not uncommon to eall a scene ‘ the 

departure of Hector’ without a particle of evidence that this 

was really meant. 

To form any approximate judgement of what Greek armour 

was likely to be B.c. 850 or 900, it will be necessary to consider 

the descriptions of poets who lived B.c. 700 to 500, such as 

Archilochus, Aleman, Tyrtaeus. By the analogy of human pro- 

gress, it ought to be found, of course, that in these later times 

the armour was more complex and elaborate than in the earlier 

era. If the contrary can be shown, that the Homeric accounts 

exhibit even greater elaboration, then the evidence is for the 

comparative lateness of our texts. 

Generally speaking, it will be found that the early Greek 

omits wore little beyond shield, lance, helm, and greaves. A 

loose surcoat or yeT@v, or mantle, 7op7ramua, or a cincture round 

the waist, supplies the dress*. The sword and the breastplate 

3 This probably forms the subject of a fine vase engraved in Millingen (“ Ancient 

unedited Monuments,” Pl. iv.). Though the characters are inscribed AyiAeus 
and Exrop, as the scene (fighting over a prostrate warrior) is ‘ non-Homeric,” 

Millingen thinks, and not without reason, that EKTOP is a mistake, or alteration, 

for MEMNON. The warrior on the ground he supposes to be Antilochus. 
4 Several of the figures on the western pediment of the temple at Aegina are 

perfectly naked, and have only helm, shield, and spear. It is thought, however, 

that they were originally finished with bronze plating. 
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begin to appear on rather early vases, but they are not very 

common. The @#pné, I think, is not mentioned in the Odyssey, 

nor in Pindar ; the sword (Eidos or acyavoyv) is named a few times 

in Pindar. It is very frequent in the vases of the middle period, 

or about the age of Pericles. 

In Alcaeus (frag. 15, Bergk) there is a passage of much 

interest and importance ; here the woven @wpné is mentioned, the 

casque, with crest, the greaves, broad knife (o7a@n), and aproned 

belt. 

Mappaipe: d¢ weyas Sduos XaAKe maca S ~Apn kexdounra oreya 
Aapmpaiow kuvlaiot, KaTTay AcdKOL KaTUMEpOeV tmmot Adar 

vevoir, kepada avopav aydAuata, XaAklat OE TagodAats 

KpUm@To.oW mepikelwevar Aaumpal kvdudes, Upkos iaxvpw BéAevs, 

Odparés Te veot Alvw Kolidat Te Kat’ aomdes BeBATmevat’ 

map 5€ xaAKlOiKar omdbat, map SE Couata wéAAG Kal KUTaTTLOES *, 

In frag. 33 of the same poet we have a sword mentioned as 

having’ a hilt of ivory and gold, édhefavtivav X\aBav Eideos ypuco- 

dérav. Compare rou ypvoeos, Il. x1. 29. 

In Tyrtaeus, frag. xi. 23 —26, the principal arms of the owAitns 

are thus described, viz. shield, spear, crested helm, sword. 

Eenpods Te KY}Mas TE KaTw Kal oTEépya Kad uous 

aomidos evpelns yaoTp) KadAubdwevos, 

dekiteph & ev xeipt TwacceTw WBpmov eyxos, 

KivelTw Se Adpoy Sewoy bTEep Kepadgs. 

Epdwy F WBpimwa epya didacKecOw mworeulCery, 
end extos BeAéwy Eotatw aomld exwv, 

GAAG Tis eyyds tay abtorxeddy eyxeEt maKpa 
i) Elper oda wy Shiov avdp EAEeTH. 

ka) 1dda map Tod) Oels Kal er aomldos aomld epeloas, 
ey 5 Adov TE Adhw Kal KUVEenY KUVEN, 

Kal oTépvoy oTépym meTANMEVOS aVSP) MaxEeTOw, 
) Elpeos nadmny 7) Sépu maxpdy éAay. 

The Homeric armature is not very different, but seems more 

varied and complex, especially in the details of the head-gear. It 

may be described as consisting of the following parts :— 

1. Greaves, cvnpides, of tin or latten (Il. xxi. 592), casing the 

front of the lege from the ankle to the knee, and fastened across 

the calf behind. They were fitted with évvogpvpea of silver (ui. 

331), which some interpret ‘clasps, but Hesychius ta xadvr- 

5 «tmacots is the short frock, probably like the Homeric puirpy, covering the 
upper part of the thighs. 
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TovTa Ta opupa, concave plates to protect the ankle-bone on each 

side. The greaves seem to have been put on first; then came ° 

2. The cuirass or breastplate’, @wpn& It was composed of 

two bulging plates, yvada, xv. 530, xix. 361, enclosing the back 

and front *, and evidently made of metal kept bright (@®pnKes 

AaMTpPOV YavowvTEs, VEoTuNKTOL, YaN«eot (Kill. 265. 342. 372). 

They were fastened together by 

3. The Swornp, a belt or girdle, buckled in front, and variously 

ornamented, or covered with patterns, aavaionos (Il. iv. 186). 

Underneath this (d7réevep@e, idid.), and hanging below it, was 

4, The €@wa, a kind of cincture or flap, of which no particular 

description exists, and ) 

5. witpy (Il. iv. 187), an apron, an appendage designed to 

protect the front part of the thighs, and therefore plated or 

made of mail (tiv yadkjes kapov avopes, ibid.). It 1s seen on 

the vases’, both in front and behind, and is sometimes chequered 

or otherwise ornamented. It thus furnished, with the Goua, a 

double covering to the lower part of the loins’. 

6. oaxos or doris, also called Bods and puvos, from being made 

of folds of leather, covered with metal, and having one or more 

raised bosses (o#@ando/)*. It was very large and stout, wéya Te 

otBapov te, and is often described as averting the blow of a 

8 Kynutdas wer mp@ta—devrepov av OHpyxa, Il. iii. 330—332 ke. 

7 The breastplate is occasionally represented on vases, either hanging up, or 

carried behind the warrior. It is of a most extraordinary shape, and often has two 

large holes, possibly meant to represent arm-holes (Ar, Pac. 1232), though in an 

impossible position. It is a curved plate (something like a hump-backed tortoise), 

and has a heavy border or brim above and below, nearly meeting in or inclining to 

arectangle. Probably the earliest kind of corslet or cuirass was of leather or 

quilted stuff. Such, perhaps, is that shown in the frontispiece. The earliest 

metallic breastplate was a bulging bronze casing for the chest, worn only in front, 

and leaving the back exposed. ‘This view best accords with the peculiar form of 
breastplate represented on the earlier vases; and it would follow as a fair inference, 

that the Homeric dirAdos Adp7é really belongs to a later period. 

8 Tl. iv. 132, 60: (worijpos oxijes xp¥oetor odvexov, Kad SimAdos ivtero Odpnt. 

® As in the Frontispiece, and in Pl. xx. and xl. in Millingen’s work (middle 

period). See also a good engraving of Greek warriors in p. 72 of Dr. Smith’s 
« Students’ History of Greece. 

1 yelarov es kevedva, 001 (wvvicKkero pitpny. It is very well seen below the 

(@ua in the figure of a warrior discovered near Marathon, engraved in p. 43 of 

Wordsworth’s “ Greece” (ed. 5). 
2 Not less than twenty bosses adorned the shield of Agamemnon, II. xi. 34. 

e 2 
os 
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javelin, though sometimes it is partially or wholly pierced. It 

was suspended from the shoulder by the teXaywev, in such a way 

that it could be thrown back on the shoulders*. It was circular, 

and reached from the neck to the ankles*, the outer rim being 

called avtvé. It was held by the arm being passed under two 

metallic bars called kavoves’. The hand probably grasped a loop, 

fixed to the under margin, the wopra& or éyavov,—terms not 

used in Homer, but often represented on vases and sculptures °. 

Some shields had a kind of leather flap, XNavojuoy (Il. xii. 426), 

which fluttered like the aegis, and was hence called ‘winged ’ 

(wrepoev). It seems of the age of Herodotus, who mentions it 

in lib. vii. 91. It is represented in p. 15 of Wordsworth’s 

“ Greece,” and Pl. xix., Millingen. 

7. The spear, éyxos, was properly the thrusting-lance, though 

it is sometimes confounded with dopv, the javelin. It is described 

in Il. vi. 319 as eleven cubits long, or considerably more than 

twice the height of the tallest warrior. This however seems un- 

real, and it is not borne out either by probability or by ancient 

art. It is sometimes called doAvyooKuor, ‘ casting a long shadow.’ 

It had a head of bronze (I. iv. 503), secured by a ring (7ropK7s, 

vi. 320) to the neck of the shaft (cavAos, xii. 162), and a spike 

or point (cavpwrnp, x. 133) by which it could be planted erect. 

This (the butt-end) was called ovpiayos (xii. 443) and yarxoyro- 

xls, XXi1. 225. From having a spike or point at each end 7, the 

spear was called audeyvov (xii. 147). When not in use, it was 

kept erect in the house in a ring or foot-stand (cvpuy£, Soupo- 

doxn, Il. xix. 387. Od. 1. 128). The Evordv is sometimes men- 

tioned, and éalled yad«npes (iv. 469, xi. 260), and it is not 

3 See ll. v. 796; xi. 592. 

4 Tl. vi. 117; xv. 646; xvi. 803. One may suspect that this was the oblong 

shield sometimes, though rather rarely, seen in ancient art. In the vases, the 
circular shield reaches from the neck to about the knee, or a little above it. 

5 J. viii. 193. It is shown in the Frontispiece, and in Pl. iv. and xxv., Millingen, 
and Pl. iii. in vol. i. of “Monuments Céramographiques.” But these cavdves 
belong also to a much later armature, as is clear from Ar. Thesm. 825. 

6 It is well seen on the temple at Aegina (Wordsworth, “ Greece,” p. 46, 
Plate iii.). 

7 The cavpwrhp is well shown on a vase engraved in Millin, vol. ii. Pl. viii. 
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certain if this was merely the spear-shaft (Aastile), or a kind 

of hand-spike (xv. 675) *. 

The éyxos is expressly distinguished in xvi. 140 from the 

8. Dart or javelin, dopv, aiyavén (xvi. 589). Of these the 

warrior sometimes held two (iii. 18, xi. 43). It had a heavy 

head, like the Roman pi/um, and was hurled with great force, 

sometimes smashing or piercing the adversary’s shield. Pallas is 

seen in the act of poising it on the well-known Athenian prize- 

vase*®. Sometimes it stuck fast in the shield, sometimes it 

missed and stuck in the ground beyond. The long lance seems 

also occasionally to have been thrown. In the Aeginetan sculp- 

tures the ddpu seems about six feet long, and is held, when flung, 

near to the handle end. 

9. The sword, E/fos, dacyavor, aop, with its seabbard, covAeor, 

is often mentioned ', sometimes with studs and filigree-work on 

the hilt and scabbard, which were of silver and ivory, Od. vui. 

404. It was hung from the shoulders by a strap or suspender, 

aop7np (Il. xi. 31), TeXapev (xiv. 495), and so worn that it pro- 

jected behind, almost or quite horizontally across the waist”. A 

short knife, wayarpa, sometimes accompanied it (ili. 272). So 

far as we know, the sword is not represented in works of the 

earliest art. 

10. The bow (roov or Bios, with quiver, dapérpn—the arma- 

ture of the yudos, though it is strangely mixed up with that of 

the owAi7ys in Il. ui. 17) is not unfrequently mentioned. 

Teucer and Pandarus, and Paris in vill. $1], are noted for their 

skill in archery. The bow, like that of Teucer in viii. 266, has 

sometimes the double or reflex curve, wadivtova toEa. In iv. 

115, that of Pandarus is made of the horns of an ibex, the pair’ 

being probably connected at their bases. The curved ends were 

myyxes, the string was vedpov, probably what we call ‘cat-gut’ 

8 Hence it is a naval weapon, joined in lengths, and described, probably hyper- 

bolically, as thirty feet long. 

® Engraved in Wordsworth’s Greece, p. 32, and Mr., Hayman’s Odyssey, vol. i. 

1 Tl. x. 484; vii. 303 ; xi. 30, Ke. 

2 So on a Bacchic Amphora of early date, from Vulci, in the Leake collection at 

Cambridge. See also Millingen, Pl. ix. From Il. xiv. 404 we learn that the shield- 
strap and sword-strap crossed on the breast. 
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or sinew. The arrow was a reed, ddva€, xi. 584, and the head 

was barbed with dyxo., iv. 151, or had three cutting sides, 

TplyA@XS, V. 393, sometimes poisoned (Od. i. 262), and was 

fastened on by a sinew, vetvpor, iv. 151. Or the shaft was made of 

wood, «7Xov, and had grooves at the lower end (yAudides, iv. 122), 

for the insertion of the feathering *. Whether slings are alluded 

to in Homer is rather uncertain; see Il. xin. 600. 716. In 

the latter passage, as worsted could hardly make a bow-string, 

evaTpeped olos awWT@ seems more reasonably interpreted of the 

sling. Some suppose a thick woollen jerkin to be meant. I do 

not remember seeing’ any representation of a sling on any Greek 

vase. 

11. The helmet forms a very important and conspicuous fea- 

ture in the Homeric accounts. It is variously described, and 

in some of the details it is not easy to identify it with the ordi- 

nary vase-paintings. The bronze helm had several names, as 

well as many epithets. The ordinary term is xopus, sometimes 

amyrnE and kuvén. The xuvén was properly a close-fitting leather 

cap,—a kind of foraging cap, perhaps,—but occasionally was 

protected by bronze plates, and had bronze cheek-pieces (often 

shown on the vases), whence it was yaAx«npns and yadKorrapnos. 

It was fastened under the chin by a strap, oyeds or (mas (iii. 

371). By far the most common helmet on coins and vases of 

the middle period is the avA@7is tpupadeva (v. 182), a metallic 

helm with eye-holes and projecting nose-piece. The aperture 

was called avXos, xvi. 297. When worn in battle, it enclosed 

the whole face, and came down in a peak below the chin. But 

it could be thrown quite back, so as to expose.the whole 

countenance, and thus it resembled in some degree the ‘vizor’ 

of the medieval armour. ‘Two or three of these ancient helms, 

found in Magna Graecia, are to be seen in the British Museum. 

It is very well represented in p. 50 of Wordsworth’s “ Greece *.” 

3 arepwras yAvopldas, Eur. Orest. 274. It is usually interpreted of the notch at the 

bottom of the arrow. The plural might be explained, if there was a double notch, 

cross-wise. 

4 So also Pl. viii. and ix. in vol. i. of * Monuments Céramographiques,” where it 
is seen thrown back ; and PI. iv. in Millingen. 
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The Addos, or crest, on the vases, is nearly always raised on a 

stem, and towers to a very considerable height above the head of 

the wearer, sometimes falling in a very long and fantastically 

waving ‘tail’ behind. The whole crest, from its curvature 

towards the front, has something the shape of the modern bill- 

hook, which countrymen use for trimming hedges. Hence the 

epithets (w7rovpis and immodaceca. It was sometimes dyed red, 

poivixe paewvos, I. xv. 538. What the dados was, and still more, 

what is meant by tetpadandos or tetpabarnpos, and audifaros’, 

it is not easy to make out from the existing monuments of 

ancient art. That they were not crests, but an affixed patch 

or plate, seems probable both from the root (compare dad-axpos, 

dadneos, and our 4a/d), and from their being called Naprpot 

faror (xiii. 132). The xdpvOos daros of iii. 362 suggests some 

prominent part. On the later vases we occasionally® see two small 

pointed plates projecting, like pricked-up dogs’ ears, from the 

helmet over the temple on each side. These perhaps were so 

contrived as to fold or turn down, so as to cover the ears. One 

feels, however, some misgiving that the tetpadddnpos is a still 

later kind of casque ’. 

12. a&ivn, the battle-axe. This is mentioned in I]. xii. 612, 

xv. 711, where it is combined with védexus, 

dk€o 5%) meAeKEToL Kal akivnot waXoTO. 

That a cutting edge, and not a mere hammer or martel is 

meant, may be inferred from oféo1, though it is uncertain 

whether this refers only to meAéxeoot. The battle-axe is well 

° See Il. v. 743; xi. 41; xii. 384. In xvi. 106, pddAapa is a synonym of 
paAot. 

6 Millingen, Pl. xxi. xxii. xl. Mon. Céram., PI. Ixxvii. Ixxxv. Real Museo Bor- 

bonico, vol. iv. Tab. 5, and vol. xiv. Tab. 48. 

7 Buttmann, who discusses this word at great length in the Lewilogus, but 
evidently with no knowledge of the vase-paintings, concludes that it was the 

same as k@vos, ‘a curved elevation on the top of the helmet, in which was inserted 

the plume, and which at the same time by its hardness and firmness furnished an 

additional defence against the blow of an enemy” (p. 523). On the title-page of 

Bekker’s edition of the Hiad {s an engraving of a casque, not of early character, 

with a figured ornamentation on the side, which may represent the aupipadros 

xuvén. But more probably the two projecting ear-pieces are meant. 
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represented in a vase in Millingen’s series, but not of the early 

character *. 

The Homeric car does not differ materially, if at all, from those 

so familiar to us of the age of Pericles. On vases and sculp- 

tures cars form one of the very commonest of subjects. They were 

of wood, sometimes ornamented with metal plates, very low and 

hght, seldom reaching higher than the horse’s belly, and such that 

a man could lift them’. 'The wheels generally have four spokes 

on the earlier and middle vases. It seems an indication of late- 

ness that the wheel of the Homeric car has eight, with iron axle 

and wheel-tire, éricowrtpa’. HKlsewhere (v. 838) the axle is of 

oak or beech, dyyvos. We cannot doubt that the genuine 

early car was much simpler. There is an engraving of one 

(from Millingen) at p. 98 of Mr. Hayman’s Odyssey, in which 

the framing of the wheels is formed by a diameter and two cross- 

bars. This is said to be a really archaic example. 

Behind the car ° were two loops or handles, avruyes. They were 

made of bent wood or sticks (1. xxi. 38), and perhaps the car itself 

was often of wicker-work, like our “ basket-carriages.” These 

served at once as handles on stepping into the car behind, and 

for tying or hanging the reins, to be handy to the sv.0yos. 

Both the driver and the fighting-man (7rapaBarys) stood erect, 

though the driver is usually represented as leaning or bending 

considerably forward. On some vases a short upright pole is 

represented in front, probably to hold by in driving fast over 

rough ground. The driver carried a xévtpov or goad, at the 

end of a long rod*, and also a whip, paotis, paotté, iuas. The 

car was drawn by two horses harnessed to the pole, puyos, by 

8 Pl. xix. Here it is borne by an Amazon. It is also shown in PI. xl., but 
neither of these are of the archaic period. 

9 iWéo’ delpas, Il. x. 505. 

1 Tl. vy. 723. All the cars sculptured on the frieze of the Parthenon have wheels 

of four spokes. One only, in the Phigalean marbles, has siz. The ‘ eight spokes’ 

in the car of Hera may be an hyperbole of divine art. 

2 The &rvé is almost universally, but wrongly, explained the ‘ front rail,’ or ‘rail 

round the car.’ It is true that the ayrvé is not unfrequently continued to the front 

of the car in vases of early date. But a front rail occurs mostly in the later ex- 
amples, e.g. the fresco-paintings at Pompeii. 

3 Hence the steeds are cevtpnvexées, ‘reached by a long goad,’ Il. v. 752. 
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the yoke, and either one or two side or trace-horses, apyopot. All 

these are frequently, and often most artistically, represented on the 

vases. The somewhat complex details of the Homeric yoke may 

be seen from the notes on I]. xxiv. 266. The wheel-part, duaéa, 

seems to have been separable from the diéppos*, and to have 

sometimes had a wicker body or basket (zeipuvOa, Il. xxiv. 267, 

uTeptepinv, Od. vi. 70) substituted, when-it was not used for 

the purposes of war or racing. In the more peaceful appliances, 

it was drawn by mules, when it was called éyos or amyvy. 

That the details of the Homeric armour so closely resemble 

those on the vases of the time of the Persian war, and even 

later, in the time of Pericles, has not unnaturally been a source 

of perplexity to the few who have really looked into the question, 

and had no idea that in fact they were nearly contemporary. Hence 

the most perverse judgments have been formed on the subject of 

ancient art; and it has been supposed, in defiance of all that we 

know of the necessary laws of progress in civilized communities, 

that the military art was for four or five centuries absolutely 

stationary. Thus; “ Homer is very particular in enumerating 

the various details of armour and equipments for war. The 

construction of these always continued the same, and each part 

can be recognized upon the ancient figures, although the works 

of art which exhibit them are of a much later period °.” 

The above remarks, I am painfully conscious, will seem to 

some presumptuous, to some imperfect and inconclusive, to 

others tedious, and a waste of time on a subject of no real im- 

portance. The truth is, a few suggestive pages can only be given, 

where a volume would be required for the full discussion of topics 

so varied, so obscure, and so difficult. But many will ask, What 

is the use of raising doubts which can never be fully and finally 

settled, or of calling in question opinions which have so long met 

with all but universal acceptance? I must therefore take refuge 

4 Tl. v. 722. Hence Aristoph. Nub. 31, rpeis uvat dipploxov kat tpoxoty 

*Auuvig. 

5 Kssay on the Characteristics of Greek Art, by George Scharf, F.S.A. (Words- 

worth’s “ Greece,” p. 15, ed. 5.) 
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in the words of Mr. Grote®: “ No classical scholar can be easy 

without some opinion respecting the authorship of these immortal 

poems. And the more defective the evidence we possess, the 

more essential it is that all that evidence should be marshalled 

in the clearest order, and its bearing upon the points in contro- 

versy distinctly understood beforehand.” 

6 Vol. ii. p. 164. 
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I HAVE added the various readings of four books of the Iliad, two 

of which, the 20th and 22nd, are contained in a MS. in the Public 

_Iibrary at Cambridge, hitherto, so far as I know, uncollated. It is 

marked Ff. 4, 47, and is a small quarto on paper, of saec. XV. con- 

taining (1) Hexameter Greek verses Karwvos ‘Pwyaiov, being a version 

of Cato’s Institutes; (2) Tpyyoplov tod Oeoddyou rept dpyav. (3) 

yvOpar povdotixo Kata orotxetov éx Suapdpwv momtav. (4) Iliad xx. 

and xxil., with a few marginal scholia and interlinear glosses. (5) 

By a different and earlier hand (of saec. XIV.) the Cassandra of 

Lycophron with numerous scholia,—the commentary of Tzetzes, 

I believe. (5) By the same hand as the last, a short grammatical 

treatise mepi kAiovos TOV ivocovAAGBwv apoeviKV dvowaTwv* 

The portion of this MS. which contains the Homer is accurately 

written, and from a very good copy. The collations of this and 

that next to be described have been very carefully made along with 

the edition of Spitzner, and with a comparison throughout of 

the variae lectiones given in that work. I believe the accuracy of 

my collation may be depended upon. I think that, as several new 

and important readings are found in these MSS., the giving them 

here at length will not be thought altogether useless. To the 

twenty-third and twenty-fourth books I have given the readings of 

a MS. also of the fifteenth century, preserved in the library of 

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. ‘This also, though late, is a very 

excellent and carefully written codex, in most cases giving the most 

approved readings where other copies differ, and rarely showing 

either mistakes or corrections, though in a few places the readings 
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have been altered, and generally by a later hand from inferior copies. 

It occasionally agrees with the Harleian; but I am unable to find 

a close coincidence between this and any other copy hitherto col- 

lated. 

This MS. is a large thick folio on paper. “ Continet pag. 1068” is 

written on the first page of the text, above a circular ornament or 

medallion about the size of a crown piece, on which, in a blue ground, 

is written in gold letters @LEOAQPOS. This is surrounded by a 

fillet tied with a ribband. At the end of the volume are two similar 

patterns, one with a head of Homer, not badly coloured as a minia- 

ture, and the other with a figure of Pallas armed, also very well 

drawn, and painted in the late Italian style. The odpyjpov éeritaduov 

is twice written, 

evOdde thy ipay Kebadhy Kara yaia KaAUTTEL, 

avipay ipdwy koouytopa, Oetov bunpor. 

After the Iliad, which is entire, with scholia, xiv. Books of Quin- 

tus Calaber (Smyrnaeus), without scholia, are added by the same 

hand, and next to it the whole of the Odyssey, with many marginal 

scholia, which, as in the Iliad, are written by a different and very 

neat hand. 

In the first page is the following note written by the hand of 

Archbishop Parker, who presented this and so many MSS. to the 

library of Corpus Christi College. 

“ Hic liber Theodori repertus in monasterio divi Augustini Can- 

tuariensis post dissolutionem et quasi proiectus inter laceras chartas 

illius cenobii, quem cumulum chartarum scrutatus quidam_pistor 

quondam ejusdem cenobii invenit et domum portavit, monachis et 

aliis idem cenobium inhabitantibus aut fugatis aut inde recedentibus ; 

sed tandem foeliciter in manus Matthaei Cantuariensis episcopi hic 

liber devenit. Et reponendum vult vel in communi _bibliotheca 

Academie Cantabrigie, vel in fideli custodia magistri collegii qui pro 

tempore fuerit Corporis Christi et sanctae Mariae ibidem.” 

Immediately below is added, in another handwriting, 

“ Manus commentarii greci est Theodori archiepiscopi. Quam diu 

hic liber scriptus fuit antequam Theodorus romam pervenerit, nescitur.” 

To have mistaken the date of this MS. by nearly a thousand years 

is certainly rather a grave error. At the top of the same page, the 

Archbishop has written ; 
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“Dominus Hutus Copicts. 

“Theodorus natus tharso cilicie ordinatus a vitaliano pp. archi- 

presul dorovernensis ecclesie anno dominicae incarnationis sexcentesimo 

sexagesimo octavo vil kal. april. dominica et sedit annos xxi. menses 

tres dies viginti sex, Egberto rege Cantuariorum et oswino north- 

ammbrorum regibus. Annos natus Ixvi Romae Monachus. 

Marruarus CAanrvar.” 

Underneath, in the same hand, is a short account of Theodore’s 

life. It is clear that the good archbishop concluded that the Theo- 

dorus of the title-page was his predecessor in the see. 

BOOK XX. (Bibl. Publ. Cant. Ff. 4, 47). 

2 mpdewo vie and akdpnrot _ 114 Kcartéouca—eeure 
4, Oéuisi Kedevore | 115 rocewWdov 

9 mreioea 116 jperépnow 
12 roinoer cidvinat | 126 raOnoi 

13 evoceiyOav 129 Ocdv ek, mevoerar duds 
15 ile | 180 An 
16 air —éxadeooas | 133 map’ ék vdov 
18 d<dne 135 jyev 

25 Onn | 138 dpynot 

139 axynrei—eiaor 

143 avaykn ide 

28 dpavtes 

29 aivac 

31 eyetpe | 147 adéato 

35 evi ppeci—kexasat | 153 Kadeiaro 

42 réws—exvdavov | 155 KéXeve 
A9 Gre prev | 156 éNdaprero 

53 Oeav em Kad\tkodovy | 1658 dpidius—avépe 

56 eBpovtnce 163 éyey 
57 évepOe—erivake 165 pepdacow 
59 modvridakos 169 yiverar—kpadin 
62 vrepbe | 174 ayirdja 

63 evoceix Pov | 180 immoddpouot 
64, davein | 183 ict 

74 dvdpes O€ Te TKapavdpov 184 7) vv ti rou 

77 padwora ye | 187 dBnoa 
84, imioxeo | 188 7) ov péurn 

86 mpoceéeure 190 pererporrariveo 

91 jperépnot | 193 Anidas 

92 Ntpynacov | 195 & eptverOa 
95 70° exehevev 213 Sanpevas 

100 deAOgpev 225 vroxioodpevat 

101 retvere—ov pe pada pea 228 al & dre dy 

105 Kai dé oé act 
107 duds €68 | 

231 dpvpovos 
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243 

250 

255 

256 

259 
260 

263 

266 

272 

273 

274 

276 

277 
278 
282 

288 

294, 

306 

dll 

312 

313 

325 

329 

338 

339 

344, 

357 

359 
363 

365 

367 

368 

371 

APPENDIX. 

d yap ® ox apiotos 373 devpav 

omotov kK eimnaba 374 tpdeo. trav 8 dyvd.s 

€Ted TE Kal OUVKi 379 edvcato 
drorpewets 383 drpuvtidny 
jAaoe Xa\keov eyxos, gpepdadéw | 389 drpuvreidn—éxmdayhérar’ 
akoky 390 évdadé 
peta S ehevoeo Oar 393 ooo’ exadue 
70. Umoeikew 401 dicocovra 

X@A\keov eyyos 405 yavvirar dé rots 
axihXevs 406 épiyovra 
mavroce ‘tony 409 pera ravot 

dud mpo 410 méddeoci ye 
nike 417 dudexadue 

averyxe 418 mpori ot & 

Kado’ dyos xvTo! 421 kappa ot 

om. pev 422 ayidAnjos 

Karewoi 423 doyi ikedos 

x Onpe A426 rerijevoy 
i) Kev piv epvooa 7H Kev €aono 437 seu 

abest 450 éptcaro 
ToNEls @Mooaper 452 eEavicw 

& éméooevev 453 é€ote 
petabwpnocovro 454 pov & aAXovus TPOwv 

dvr’ axtddAjos modepiCew Ade pa- | 456 eave 
xeo Oa 458 Kaxydvu 

& qrevra A464 ciras €b 
ee 467 ob yap Tt 

Tis G\Nos—eEevapiEor® 469 Nicoer Oat 
op@pat 471 éverdAnoe—ooo exadie 

Téccovs avOparovs 480 aiypr yadkeln 
Téconsd A86 ev vndvi 
avtios €\On A489 KixnxOnoav 

aro § iver’ wr 492 mavrn ré 

ey emeerot 495 CevEer 

eTretn 502 éenic@rper. 
SN 

Tov eyo 

BOOK XXII. (Bibl. Cant. Ff. 4, 47). 

m™AEWS 
7) vv Tou oUTE pedAdet 

devp’ ehuac Ons 

axiddevs 

opbadpotce 

dorpact 

29 Kadéovot 

30 

36 

40 

42, 

AA, 

co > , - 

oy eott 
, 

ElOTHKEL 
> A 

€Tr€Lt) 
BJA 

edovrat 

€Onke 

1 Confirming Bentley’s correction Kad 8 ayAvs xvTO0. 
2 This suggests a variant ov ydp kev o€ TLs GAAos A, efevapicor, 



45 

48 

49 

51 

53 

54, 

55 

57 

59 

62 

73 

78 

80 

84, 

85 

86 

93 

103 

105 

iL 

117 

118 

126 

128 

134 

143 

144, 

146 

147 

150 

151 

153 

157 

160 

164 

165 

166 

170 

183 

185 

190 

191 

195 

3 , 

emi 

TEKE 

peTa oTparov 

ovojakAvuTOoS 
Oup@ Te Kai 

Aaotot & 

ax Ani 

Tpeac kal Tpwiar 

mpos O€ pe 

eAkvGeioar 

cpavein 

emevle 

averxe 
I ¢ 

idov rexvov 

TOUTOU 
> (eae 9 , 5 6) 

ov GET eywye KNavTOp EV 

pevnot 

TretOopnv 

Tpwtadas 
> , , 

domida katabei@par 
dpa tv 
= P 
6a cate—kekeve 

vuv €oTw 

adAnAouee 

ikeXos 

1eTATO 

TeLyos UO 

Umexkatapaénrov 

evOao€é Te 

yiverat 
SCre 

Tpoppeet 

é€aot 
~ ey 

TH pa 

ylverat 

kararebver@tos 
- , 

mreptounOnrny 
\ ‘ , a 3 

Geol dé mavres OpwvTo 
-” he 

Erripnpt’ exnev 

Tpirroyeveta—ov vv TOL 
A , + , 

py O€ T epwec 

dua te Bnooac 

elrep TE 
em mupyous 

APPENDIX 

196 

197 

202 

205 

207 

218 

219 

226 

235 

237 
250 

252 

259 

261 

270 

273 

279 
280 

285 
290 

297 

393 

309 

310 

312 

313 

316 

317 

319 

321 

325 

336 

339 
347 

351 

306 

357 
358 

361 

363 

364, 

374 

380 

3 The spot indicates a doubt about the accent of w. 
4 Gl. rpoAapBavwv, which refers to mapadOas. 
5 There appears to be a colon after ev (sic), but it is hardly visible to the naked eye, 

6 un me ta by the first hand, as it seems 

be read uy p’ €a. 

; lxili 

€l Twos oi—Bedeecoi 

mapaotas 4 

imeEepiye 

Aaoict & 

apotro 

Oniaaavre 

€oTi— aye M. pr. ape ex correct. 
éNire 

ppeow 

pevovat 

mA€ws 
avnke 

dxatoiot 

a\aore 

ov To. ecO 

289 amrepyradov 

axided 

€k dwds ef 7dns® 
Gieve 

apdapapte 
Oavarov © éxadheooay 

eipvatau 

etal 

apta¢ov—)ayodv 

axiddeds 

Kahiwe 

xpvoeva 

dotpact 

iy ayiddevs 
orn 

Aevkavins 

eXkicova’ (EAkvowo m. pr. 

pa we eta ® : i 
ATOTELVO{LEVOV 

cavTov—avoyet 

yivookov 

ev0obi Ovpds 
pn Ti ToL 

Kahiwe 

avOpotnta 

TeOvetata 

ever pnoe 
epOeakev 

The correction by a later hand is uncertain: it may 
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382 Odpa ké Ti 

383 Katadelyyouvct 

386 akXavoTos 

388 (wotot perel@ 

390 KaxeiOe 

393 npapeba 

400 paoriéev & edaav 

402, riumdavto—kovinat 

403 dtcpevéeroi 
408 dipwke S eheewa 

410 aoei 
All cpnxorro (x ex corr.) 
412 podus 

418 icoop avépa 
420 rotos dé 

422 €6nke 

426 oede 

430 tpwnot & 
431 aiva rabotca 

432 amorebveratos 

BOOK XXIII. (MS. 

26 éxaorot 
27 Avovro dé pavuxas 
37 mapremiOovres 
38 ifov 

Al aro 
A8 GAN frou viv oTvyepyh 
65 uxn 

72 kai €iSoda 
74 avras 
76 viocopa 

APPENDIX. 

| 444 
| 450 
| 458 

43.4 

441 

442 

463 

469 

470 

472 € 
473 
482 

483 
484, 

487 

488 

| 489 
_ 490 
| 495 
| 497 

79 dapperaxe (yp. apéxave supra 
script.) 
€l 

83. reOnpevar® 
84 as erpadny rep 

97 apduBadovtes 

102 cupmaraynoev 
108 tdipepov 

112 KAtcewv 

as om. 
/ 

pappapenv—erracce 

margini adscript. 7 
exvooTnaavTt 
ore epya 

evi TANOUi pev’ avdpav 
TanTyvar 

~1 A 

Te 10€ 
- 4 

xpion 
eova 
or > 
adts noav 

p om. 
> 4 - 

ev wevbet 

avuT@s 
(ig 

puyn 
iN , 

aiel TOUTW ye 

amTroupic.covow 
, - 

tiOnoi 

edinv. —edinve 
A > , - 

XEpoi—ovetOlouwt 

Corp. Christ. Cant.) 

tay, 
118 

126 

127 
129 

135 

136 

147 
153 

157 
159 

164 

170 

180 
186 

191 

192 

197 

198 

ToAvmtOdKov 
fh 

TAaValKeL 
- A > Lol 

nO€ ot avT@ 

mapakau.Badov 
Kedevoe 

karaelvvoy 
, 

oxede 
> , , 

Tap avrogu 
€ , 

Upipepov 

pev €ore 

Tad’ aucirovno oped 
oO 

c , ExaTopTreOov 
ev © é€ridet 

Se 
TETENETMEVA WOTFEP 

xplev 
oKndn 
KaleTo 

mupn preyeOoiaro vexpdov 

€ooevETO 

7 About twenty verses, from this place to the end, are added in the margin by the same hand, 
each with + prefixed. Apparently the writer found his paper running short. 

Here (as in 203) the accent is rightly given, but would be difficult to print. 
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199 peer’ ctyyehos 

203 arcaens 
204 eimé re 

219 €xov 

220 adpvocdpevos (6 in rasura, ut 
videtur) 

227 ovre peta 
229 oikevde 

240 dvayweckortes 
244 eyo 
251 én 

255 mpoBadXovto 
262 inmevoi 

264 dt kal etkooiperpov 
274, et pev ody 
280 obevos 

284 tol & 
286 immoici re 4 
287 dyepbev 
292 tmeEdooey (a in litura duarum 

litt.) 
296 dyx.oorddns 
303 midnyevees 

308 TO Ke ve.—ypeay 
323 éyyv6i (i m. sec. in rasura) 
304 eyyptas 
341 ré Tpacns 

345 mapéedOor 
348 rérpadev 
390 eure 

351 péurros, m. pr. 
355 Sovpixduros 
361 pepvéwro dpdpou 

362 tmrowoe 

369 rn 8 edarnpes 
370 €oray 
387 of O€ of 
391 Koréovea BeBnKee 
396 OpvrixOn 

397 daxpyddw 

399 €dEdpevos m pr. 
407 pr dé AimnoOov 
408 pr dé oaiv 

418 emdpaperny 
420 arév 

429 €davve 

440 remvicOa 

Ixv 

444, bOicovrat 
vata 

(ut videtur).—yov~ 

447 éridpapernv 
454, poimé 
462 mp@rov 

463 ote 

465 odd€ duvacdn 
467 xara 0 dppara 

472 immoSapoto vids 
473 évemortrev 
A75 Siwvrat 

AG7 exdépxerat 
479 mapa yap dpetvoves 
480 adre gage mapotrepor 
481 BeBnke 

483 veixes dpiote 

485 Sdevpo viv 

486 toropa 

490 yiver’ 
491 ef py dxideds avictato 
494 peEor 

500 pdotiys S 

501 mpnocortes 
504 émrpéxev (c in € mutata) 
505 yiver’ 
510 ovd€éuarnoer (sic) 

512 ddxev & 

513 €dvev immous 
518 dxerdu 
531 ixurros 
540 Kal vu Kev of 
550 mpéBara: cial 

554 6s ke O€Anow 

560 dapaka 

561 & wepixedpa 

562 a&vov 
564, évetxe 

565 deest 
568 yxepot 

570 ’Avridoy’, mpoabev 
572 ro m. pr., ut videtur 
574 auorepav Sixacare, pn 
581 f O€ucs 
583 xepow exe 

586 rov & ad Avridoxos 
eraTnoetas, apap Kat TOL 

605 Bedrepov 



altos 
622 érdvcca 
623 erevow 
624 6 dé degaro 
627 ovdé tu 
642 nridyeve: 6 & dpa 

648 ads p’ det 
652 vnderadao 
655 adpyrny yr (quattuor ult. litt. in 

rasura) 

662 depecba 

669 muypq 

670 7 ovx Gus 
678 pnkiocréws 

683 sapaxapBadev 

691 etotnKeww 
693 Oiv’ évii—kodp exadowev 

697 Barov@ 

698 pera odhiow 

700 xara tpira 
704, pécov 
705 tiov 
707 dpvil? 

710 pécov 

721 evxvnpidas dyauovs 

BOOK XXIV. (MS. 

1 (A)vro! 

eoKiovar 

pe or bo 

oO Dacia kat (v am. sec.) 
A 

14 dppact 

19 dar édeaipwy a diversa manu 
addita videntur. 

20 Kadimret 

24, Srpiveckov (@ fortasse ex correct.) 

25 énvdavev 
30 Huno i 
33 o¥ vi ror vppiy 

35 TeV voV 

APPENDIX. 

; - - 

734 ef py dyideds dviotaro Kalkatépixe 
735 épi¢ecOov 

oc 

743 duddves 

751 Rows Oje €Onke 

757 peracro.xel: 
761 xetpt ravioon 
762 map’ éx pirov 
787 mace 

792 éepwWdjoacba—ayirer 
805 béjow 

810 mapabjoopat kduoinow 
814 dugorepar 
821 Kipe 
829 rov 8 dyay’ 
840 mavras 

848 modvroiroto 
853 Wapudbns 

854 Once odds: 

856 Kuinvde hepécba 

864 In margine additus ab alia manu. 
865 peynpe S€ of 9 

874 trai vepewr ero 
+ 891 Fuaocw 

894 éOédeus 

Corp. Christ. Cant.) 

38 Krepioavay 

39 Bovdeobe em” dpyyewv 
45 yivera 

48 ddupdpevos pebénke 
58 yivaikare 

63 Sait 

70 Kvicons ré 

71 ovd¢ wn éori 
74 res 

75 ddpa TH eta 
79 éreorevaynoe 
85 ewedre 

86 Péicbas evi Tpoin 
88 dpaeo 

9 This conjecture of Heyne and Bothe, for the vulg. wéynpe yap oi, is now first confirmed by 

a MS. 

1 The initial A is omitted, for subsequently filling in with an ornamental letter. 
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90 timte p éxeivos 
101 ev xerpi 
107 ev om. 
108 ayrje 
109 arpiveorxov 
113 yoy’ aravrev 
118 119 ordine inverso 
122 év & apa rovye 
126 xadélero 
129 ovde ri 
131 Bain m. pr., ef et € superscriptis 
132 mapéotnke 

136 Kop@viow, 

139 dpo.ro 
147 dyidni—ra Kev 
150 76 kal 
152 jar) dé bis 
161 dpudixabjpevor 
165 Katreynoato xepow ejor 
166 7d¢e 
170 2\aBe 

171 pi de 
174 bs ced 
175 ce KéNevoev 
177 oitov 
179 dpaéav.—bé kai 
194 7)Ge 
204 doris 
208 kdalopev 

212 jap 
218 karepixake 
228 dvéewyev 
234 Opnkes 
238 reo’ aicxpotoiy eviorey 

241 yr otver@ dre Kpovidns.—édaxe 

244 reOveraros 
252 éexédeve 
253 ai & 
256 rov © 
263 dpakay ehordicare 
267 mpwrorayn 
268 7peov 
269 6ppadderr 
274 éyvapapay 

277 & om.—evrectoupyovs: 
281 tWnroioi 

285 xpvolo 
287 «vxe oikad? 

Ixvil 

290 evyeo 

293 kal of eb Kpatos (of et 311) 
315 reAXetwraroy : 

316 popdvov 

320 dv dareos 

322 6 yepav, Eearov 

324 mpd bev pev 
328 ws eis Oavardv ye 

339 Hune v. sequitur 346, qui suo 
loco in margine ab alia manu 
repetitur. és Tpoiny utroque 

loco. 

340 mwéduAa 

342 78 és 
343 paBdov 

359 péercoot 

369 éerapivacba 

370. Kakov: 
v 

373 moradé y (uv a sec. m.superscripta) 
A 

387 e&eoror 

397 €&epu.—eor 
398 aomep ov de 

400 ray peta maddopevos 

401 rediov bis, altero punctis notato 
403. otye 

Al7 davetn 

418 Bevis 

419 éponecs 

422 énos 
424, ynOnoe S 

426 déavaro.s y 

427 €xovtes 
428 émepynoavro 

429 add aye 67) Kai Tdd¢€ 

434 neXn—ayir7Jos 
436 px Te poe KaKoy 

437 kal Kev k\uTOv 

445 dmvov dpovce (ov in rasura a m. 
sec.) 

455 peyadn 

463 eicouar (nimirum ex v. praeced- 
repetitum) 

473 amavevOev 
484 addou- adAndovs be 
486 ceto 

492 rpoinbev podrdvra 



Ixvill 

502 

507 

514 

526 
528 

529 

547 
550 

553 

564, 

563 

564 

APPENDIX. 

Avogopevos 690 rotor & 

vpipepov 696 €hov ‘ 
mpamridos 699 kacavdpy tkedAy 
axvupévous 703 K@xvoe T dip? 

direpos 5€ édwy 707 avré@. ecivi mode ex correct. 
kappatas oon Prima m., ut videtur, aire? 
TOE evi TTOAEL 
€70$ 717 ayayoun 

HI) BE Tras 721 Opjvev e&dpyovr 
keiTae 723 thot 8 

yiwerke 725 dvep 

Oeds oe tis Hye (6s ce in rasura | 726 mais b€ re 
am. sec. Prima, ut videtur, | 731 ai dy rou 

Oca Tis rye). | 736 & ru On mou 

ov yap Kev 740 +r kat oe ( tribus punctis sub- 

cbudakous notato, et oe in rasura) 

TE Kal aAKipos 741 dppyrov 

npeEov 743 Nexewv ek 
eUyntov TE 745 pepynpny 
ion 748 modd supra ascriptum et postea 
apos obliteratum. 
col © dy eyo 756 avéotnoe Sé juey 
prima litera in tad)oy erasa 757 éeponets 
pideov 758 eikehos 
Brepapoiciv 759 dyavotot Behecow.—karamrepver 
avdots ev xdpTovoe kuAwWoovpevos | 760 dpwve 

Aevkavins ; 764 @peAX aroréaba 
SP) XC. ‘ > AY a / é 

: 2 0 ne eras 765 Tbe etxoo Toy 

emerOnot 768 éviomrot 
yevouto 784 pévrot dyiveov 
axtdred 790. abest 
daivuré Te 793 xactyynrot érapot Te 
delon 796 pradakoiot 

elag” 798 peyadouce 

kev Coov 799 €xevay 

yvoin | 802 drayerpapevor 
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N. 

> A ‘ 

Zevs & eel ovv Todds te Kat “Extopa vyvot méhaccer, 
‘\ , 

TOUS pev €a Tapa THOL TOVOY T exeev Kal GLCUY 
, Sree: \ 4, , 54 , vodepews, avTOs dé Taw TpETEV COTTE PaEa, 

voogow ed immotoav Opnkav Kafopapevos aiav 
Mvoav 7 ayxepayov Kal ayavav ‘Immnpodkyev 5 

The Thirteenth Book was anciently 
inscribed Mdyn ém) tats vavol. It is a 
long book, and not, perhaps, one of the 
best, the action being taken up entirely 
with fighting scenes. Matters are now 
rapidly coming to a crisis ; either Achilles 
must assist, or the Greeks must leave the 
Troad ; for the capture and destruction 
of the whole fleet is now imminent. The 
principal hero is Idomeneus, as Book v. 
gives the exploits of Diomede, xv. of Ajax, 
and xvi. and xvii. those of Patroclus and 
Menelaus respectively. The latter part 
seems unduly expanded, and has several 
passages which it is difficult to regard as 
really archaic. 

1—9. The Trojans having, by the 
valour of Hector, broken into the navai 
camp of the Greeks, Zeus, conformably 
to his usual character of dispenser of fate 
rather than of partisan, withdraws his 
eyes from the fight, desiring that it 
should proceed without divine interference 
on either side. So far he had rather 
favoured the Trojans, xii. 255, though 
he retained some sympathy with the 
Greeks, inf. 348. 

1. ody, in accordance with the events 
just before narrated.—kal “Extopa, men- 
tioned separately, as the Scholiasts ob- 
serve, since it was to Hector in par- 
ticular that Zeus had given glory, xii. 
437.—Tobs wev, the combatants on both 
sides, probably. 

VOL. I. 

3. wdAw Tpémev, i.e. he looked the 
other way. Cf. xxi. 415. Aesch. Ag. 
777, moadwtpédrots buuaot Avrovca. He 
turned his face from Ida towards the 
north, to regard with satisfaction a just 
Scythian race, as if wearied with the 
Trojan bloodshedding. — vécdu, apart, 
away from the Troad, to the N.W., 
across the Hellespont towards Thracia 
and Moesia, for the people south of the 
Danube are the Muao) here meant. 

5. ayavev, which some of the ancient 
commentators took for the proper name, 
seems to be but an epithet,—almost a 
common-place, éc@A@y, ayalav. The 
Inmnmodyot, ‘milkers of mares,’ were a 
Scythian or Sarmatian (Cossack) tribe, 
of which Virgil says that ‘lac concretum 
cum sanguine potat equino,’ Georg. iii. 
463. Martial, Lib. Spectac. 3. 4, « Venit 
et epoto Sarmata eeaus aes So Hero- 
dotus describes the Massagetae, i. 216, 
as yadaktoréta. The same writer, in 
LVeynzos speaks of a Seythian race, the 

Argippaei (a word that seems pure 
Greek, ‘swift on horseback’) as living 
on mallee and what is very remarkable, 
he speaks of both them and their neigh- 
bours the Issedones as being just, dikarot, 
and thence appealed to as arbiters in dis- 
putes, Tas diapupas diaipeovres. In iv. 
93, the Getaé are similarly described as 
Opnixwy edvtes dvdpendrat ot kal Sikad- 
rato. So Tacitus says of the Germans, 

B 



bo IAIAAOZ N. (XL. 

yhaxtopaywr, “ABiwv te, Sixaordtwv avOpadrev. 
3 is > 5 , 4 , y+ 24 

és Tpoinv & ov maprav er Tpérev 6oce hacwa: 
> S 7 a5 if 2) Sk a ‘ td 

ov yap 0 y alavdtwr Tw éédreto Ov Kata Oupov 
> re > x , > / x A 

eMOovT’ 7) Tpwecow apnéenev  Aavaotoww. 
BIQ>) 9 / Ss / 5) , 

ovo ahazooKoTinv ELVE KPEl@v evooly Dov 10 

Kal yap 6 Javpdlwv joto mTOhEuov TE payyV TE 
vod em akpoTaTns KopuPys Yapov vynéoons 

, yy \ 5 , lol \ y+ 

Opnikins: evOev yap épaiveto Tava pev “Idn, 
7 ‘ 7, /, ‘\ “ > los 

daivero S€ IIpidjo.o 7odus Kai ves “Ayatav. 
ev? ap O y €€ adds eleT tov, e€alpe 5 "Ayatovs 15 

\ / \ si “~ > / 

Tpwotv Sapvapevous, Au dé Kparepas eveeooa. 
> , b) 5 » , , 

avtika 6 €€ dpeos KateByoeto TautahderTos, 
QX A , , > yy A A Y 

KpaLTVa Toot TpoPiBas: TpeweE d ovpea paKkpa Kal VAY 

toocow ur abavatroict Ilocevdawvos tovrTos. 

ch. 19, ‘plus ibi boni mores valent, quam 
alibi bonae leges.?, Some Nomad herds- 
men of the northern steppes seem to be 
meant; the geography, of course, must 
be regarded as quite indefinite. The 
epithet dicaidraro: indicates the hospi- 
tality and general good faith for which 
wandering tribes are often distinguished. 
Of the Adz in particular nothing can be 
determined. Ifa Greek word at all, it may 
indicate a clan who did not use bows, Biol, 
though the Scythians generally were é7- 
Boros Tétovoww e&npTumeévor, Aesch. Prom. 
711. Orarace &vev Bias, or &vev Biou, i, e. 
otrov, may be described, who lived almost 
solely on the produce of their herds. The 
coagulated curd-like stuff called Kymaec 
(the koumiss of the Tartars), made from 
the milk of cows or goats, still used in 
Constantinople (Fellowes, “Travels in 

Lycia,” p. 71), may have been known to 
the ancient Scythians. See on this subject 
Mr. Gladstone’s “ Studies,” &e., ii. p. 183 
and 403. Inthe Prom. Solut. (frag. 206 
Herm., 184 Dind.) the poet spoke of 57 nor 
evaikdratoy [| Bporay | amdytwy al pido- 
tevétatov, TaBiovs, and the Schol. Ven. 
on the present passage observes rovrous 
AicxtaAos TaBlovs pnotv.—For yAakto- 
pdywy compare yAdyos and mepryAacyis. 
The compound seems to imply the eating 
of concrete rather than the drinking of 
liquid. Perhaps the notion of gentleness 
and peace attached to a race who used a 
bloodless diet. 

8. Amero (FeAm.), viz. after the in- 
junction that the gods should remain 
neutral, viii. 10. 

9. This verse occurred viii. 11. 
10—31. Poseidon, however, is on the 

alert to assist the Greeks; and no sooner 
has Zeus ceased from his watch, than he 
yokes his steeds and drives over the sea 
from Samos to Troy. A highly poetic 
description. 

10. ovd5é. But not so Poseidon, i.e. 
as Zeus had supposed. eque tamen hoc 
non vidit Neptunus, Heyne. See a simi- 
lar verse, x. 515.—@avud(wy, more than 
Aedmevos, “demirans et indignabundus 
quod Achivos victos videret,” Doeder- 
lein.—Sduov Opnixins, Samothrace, an 
island with a lofty central mountain. 

13. ev ydp. The yap explains why 
he was there at the time. 

15. &@ ap. <‘Thither he had gone 
forth from the sea and sat down.’ Schol. 
Ede. Mp@Tov eimety Ste exadioev, €10 oTws 
bre Oewper Thy uadxnv.—Tpwoly, avtT) Tod 
tr Tpawy, Schol. Ven. 

17. waimaddecs, an ancient word, appa- 
rently from a reduplicated root, meaning 
‘rough and rocky,’ salebrosus (Hesych. 
tpaxvs). It is applied to a road in 
xii. 168, with which compare Svcodo7ai- 

mados in Aesch. Eum. 387, and Od. x. 
97, okomiy és marmaddecoay avedOav. 
As maimédn is ‘ fine flour,’ the adjective 
may mean ‘covered (as it were dusted) 
over with small broken stones.’ 
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20. tpls dpékato, Tpla modaéy dpéyuata 
érovnoaro. He took three strides, and at 
the fourth reached his destination, which 
was not now the Troad, but Aegae in 
Achaia or Euboea (more probably the 
latter ; see on viii. 203), where he kept 
his car. <A grotto, perhaps, or temple in 
a bay, was consecrated to his worship. 
If he was, as Mr. Gladstone contends, a 
Phoenician god, these may have been 
Phoenician settlements. See Pind. Nem. 
v. 37. In this expression, and in Pind. 
Pyth. ili. 43, Bdwart & év rpdtw Kixov 
maids’ eK vexpov apracey (AmdAAwy), We 
have, if not the origin, at least early ex- 
amples of the notion of walking in ‘“‘seven- 
league boots.”—For réxuwp, see vii. 30. 
Lexil. p. 501. 

23—26. ‘These four verses occurred 
viii. 41—44. 

27. Uradrc, ‘sported, eoripta rar 
éxaipev, Schol. Ven. The word is used 
intransitively in Hes. Opp. 131, mats 
mapa pnrept Kedvy eTpepeT? aTddrAwy. 
Compare Propert. v. 6. 61, ‘Prosequitur 
cantu Triton, omnesque marinae Plause- 
runt cirea libera signa deae.’—ir airod, 

B 
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oo €> OTPATOV WYET Aya.ov. 

viz. Tod Oeov, not dSippov, which some 
supply. The description is extremely 
fine; the waters stand apart, like a wall 
on each side, to give the chariot a way 
over the sea; and they do so joyously, 
yn0octvn, in welcome to their lord, while 
the sea-monsters play and sport as he 
passes along. The dactylic metre of the 
next lines expresses the rapid and easy 
motion. 

31. edoKxapPuor, Schol. Ven. edxlynrot, 
Taxets. Compare roAvcokapOuos, ‘agile,’ 
ii. 814. 

32—38. Arrived at a submarine sta- 
tion off the mouth of the Hellespont, 
Poseidon unyokes and leaves there his 
steeds, and proceeds on foot to the Gre- 
cian camp. 

33. Spitzner compares xxiv. 78. 
36. médas. The horses were not tied 

to the manger, but fastened by the foot, 
in the manner still used for cavalry- 
horses in camp. The Schol. carefully 
notes the two conditions of a good tie, 
viz. that it should neither be broken 
nor come undone,—apphktous, aAd’Tous. 
Cf. inf. 360. 
2 
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39—58. The Trojans receive a sudden 
check in their exultation by the arrival 
of Poseidon, who encourages the two 

Ajaces to make a vigorous resistance. 
41. &Bpowo. They were advancing 

stealthily, without making either noise 
or shouting, with the hope of coming 
suddenly upon the ships and taking pos- 
session of them.—avdiaxo., for aFFiaxor, 
a combination of the & privative and the 
digamma, of a guttural root yach, Germ. 
Jjauch. See oni. 458. Heyne and Trol- 
lope wrongly take it for &yav idyovres, 
Hesyehius rightly for &vev Bojjs, alaxor. 
In ili. 2, Tp@es wev KAayyh 7 evormR 7 
Yoav, but the circumstances are here dif- 
ferent.—ap avtdépi, avrod, adverbially, 

as in xxiii. 640. Al. rap’ abrd61, which 
is merely a variant in the local suffix. 

44. €A@wv, as soon as he had left the 
sea. This line might be spared, for at 
yv. 38 Poseidon had already reached the 
camp.—eioduevos, sc. éavrdv. Cf. ii. 791. 

46. Atayre. See xii. 265. 
47. wév te, wev rot, ‘do you at all 

events save the Achaean host by being 
mindful of valour and not of chill flight.’ 
—oadoere, like cawoeuevar inf. 96, 
olcere, ili. 103, &éeTe, ib. 105, and meAdo- 

geTov, x. 442, are epic aorists. Heyne 
wrongly took this for a future: “vos 
soli Achivos eripere potestis, si fortiter 
pugnabitis.” 

49. &%An, ‘elsewhere,’ viz. in any other 
place than where Hector is now fighting. 
—tmepr., see xii. 468.—etovo.v, Kabe- 
Eovow, ‘ will restrain,’ keep in check. 

52. aivétatoy, adverbially used, as 
Doederlein observes. 

53. & ye, demonstrative, oiros. In 6 
Avoowdns we have the Attic use of the 
article. Similarly in viii. 299 Hector is 
called ktwy Avoonthp.—Ads mdis, an 
ironical allusion to Hector’s vaunting 
manner: he talks and acts as if he 
thought he were a son of Zeus. 

55. spa, like ope in 47, is emphatic: 
‘may you two be inspired by some god,’ 
lit. *‘O that some god may put it in the 
hearts of you two,’ &e.—ade, obtws as 
vov bmouevere, Schol. Vict. Mr. Glad- 
stone remarks (Juventus Mundi, p. 196) 
that Poseidon does not place himself 
openly and by name in opposition to 
Zeus ; and he compares inf. 68, where 

the Otlean Ajax recognizes in the pre- 
tended Calchas ‘some one of the gods’ 
of Olympus, 

i 
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57. T@ ke «.7.A. * Then, indeed, how- 
ever eager he may be, you might force 

him to retire from the swift ships, aye, 
even if the Olympian sire himself is rous- 
ing him for the fight.’ The last words 
are said with bitterness, and refer to the 
spite of Poseidon against Zeus, sup. 16.— 
The active sense of ep#ecv in this passage 
is remarkable, and seems more hke the 
Alexandrine than the genuine epic use. 
So Theocr. xxiv. 100, a, Kai épwhoas 
eAepavtiwov @xETO Sidpor, i.e. ‘having 
left his chair” Ibid. xiii. 74, otverev 
hpénoe Tpiaxovtddvyov ’Apyd. Callim. 
Hymn. in Del. 133, eize, ka jpdnoe 
péyay pdov. 

59—75. Poseidon inspires the Ajaces 
with new strength by a stroke of his 
wand, and retires from the scene. Con- 
scious of new vigour, they recognize a 
god under the guise of Calchas, sup. 45. 

59. oxnmavig, oxnmtpw. Cf. xxiv. 
247.—Kekomws, memAnyws, as Circe tried 
to bewitch Ulysses péBSq memAnyvia, Od. 
x. 319. Antimachus, the Schol. Ven. 
informs us, read kexorwy, the redupli- 
cated aorist. The staff was the badge of 
soothsayers (cf. 45) and heralds, imply- 
ing dignity and authority.—-yvta «.7.A., 
a verse applied to Diomede in v. 122. 
Cf. xxiii. 772. 

62. dpro, the epic aorist, surgere solet. 
—aiylAumos, see on ix. 15.—ap@els, soar- 

ing from a spiry peak to give chase-to, 
i.e. by darting down upon another bird 
over the plain. Even so, adds the poet, 
did Poseidon rush off to the robs dmGev, 
or hindermost Greeks, inf. 88.—a7d Tor, 
viz. from the Ajaces. He wished, says 
the Schol. Vict., to be recognized by 
them in order to give them encourage- 
ment. 

66. rotv. Of these two the son of 
Oileus perceived first that it was a god 
that had addressed them. 

68. emef. There is a sufficient apodosis 
in ver. 73, ‘As some god, not a man, 

urges us to fight, I feel in my own heart 
also a disposition to do this,’ viz. as 
described sup. 60. 

70. Ocompémos. See on i. 85.—%yua, 
gressus, not vestigia. This is clear from 
adding kyvnudwy. His way of walking 
seemed to be divine, not human, as he 
retired, Other recorded readings were 
WOuara and txuara. Doederlein construes 
petémia0e moday &e., and takes Yyvia in 
the negative sense, i.e. that there were 
no footsteps at all left on the ground, 

because, as a god, he would walk rather 

in air, as in xiv. 285, axpotary 5 wodav 
tro aeleto bAn, viz. of “Hpa and“ Yzvos. 
His objection to the common rendering 
(which is clearly the natural one) is that 
“nec enim crura figunt vestigia.” 
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72. mep, i.e. even when they assume a 
mortal shape. 

75. mddes kal xetpes. Cf. sup. 61. 
76—80. The other Ajax replies, that 

he feels the same energy himself. 
79. €xsovua, ‘I move nimbly,’ the per- 

fect, as é€oovuny is the epic aorist, of 
cevw, root oeF or cof.—pevoiway, whence 
pevotveov (Lonice) in xii. 59, mpobumeto Oar. 
—ral oios, ‘even unsupported.’ 

82. xapun, 7H uaxn, Schol.Ven. Rather, 
onovdn TH mepl waxnv, the war-spirit 
infused into them, sup. 60.—yn6dcuvo1, 
cf. vii. 122. 

83—124. Poseidon (still in the form 
of Calchas) goes to the other Greeks, who 
were now resting, and stirs them to the 
fight with bitter reproaches. 

83. rovs bmiev. It may be doubted 
if this means the Greeks who were fur- 

thermost from the invading Trojans, and 
were in the rear of the fight, and so 
nearest to the ships, or if we should con- 
strue dmiBev Gpoev robs (rovTous) of K.7.A., 
‘he roused to action, or sent back to the 
fray, those who were resting. 

85. Gua te k.7.A. They were not only 
tired with fighting, but they were demo- 
ralized by the sight of the enemy break- 
ing into the camp; and thus they were 
weeping from despair of their safety. 

87. See sup. 50. 
90. weteroduevos, Schol. wereAOdv.— 

peta, viz. Sore Beds. Heyne and others 
construe peta Srpuve, against the natural 
order of the words. The notion is, that 
he reached them in a stride or two, as 
sup. 20. 

91. Ajitov—Tnvérewr. See ii. 494. 
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95. aids, ‘shame on you, Argives, 
who are young and born to fight.’ Heyne 
supplies éotw, h.e. aideicbe, pudorem 
servate. **Vis to you that I look to save 
our ships by doing battle ’—For Koupol, 

‘the fighting class,’ or men of good birth, 
see iv. 316. 

97. juets, emphatic: ‘if you shall prove 
remiss in the deadly (or dismal) fight,’ 
i.e. in the fight because it is distressful 
and slaughterous, ‘then indeed the day 
has now appeared for your defeat by the 
Trojans.’—efSerai, Schol. Ven. avepdvn. 

101. Tpa@as «.7.A. Scil. BapBdpous em 
‘EAAnViKas, as the Schol. supplies. There 
is an affectation of surprise in the remark, 
which is made as if by Calchas. 

102. puCakw7s, ‘timid, ‘shy ;’ a re- 
markable word, by no means of archaic 
character, and found only in this pas- 
sage. 

103. @dwy, wild dogs, or jackals. See 
xl. 474.—71a, the food, provision, via- 
ticum. Schol. 1a Bpduata re ev 656. 
This word, which is not uncommon in 
the Odyssey, occurs here only in the 
Iliad. Thesis made long by the pecu- 
liar property of that letter which has 

See iv. 135. 
inter- 

> 

often been pointed out. 
104. jAdoKovca, * shunning 

course with others,’ ‘going about alone. 
See ii. 470. Schol. Vict. ekaAtvovca 
dia SetAlay Kal ev Ev) Témw Sidyovoa, fi) 
emmuryyvuevat Tots &AAOLS.—EeTl, EmegTt, 
‘there is no spirit of fight in them.’ Cf. 
sup. 82. 

106. 7Baidv. See on ii. 379. 

107. éxas méAvos. Venturing far from 
their city even to our naval camp. This 
verse occurred v. 791.—7yeudvos, Aga- 
memnon.—aAa@ay, viz. Achilles and the 
Myrmidons, who hold aloof from the war 

through their dispute with the general. 
110. vna@v. The general construction 

is dudvey tii Tr. Cf. xvi. 522, 0 8 od 
ob matdds Gudver, and xy. 731. In xviii. 
171, TlarpékaAov erduvvoy seems different, 
the em giving more the sense of ém- 
Bondety, and there isa var. lect. MatpdéKAw. 
The implied sense appears to be dard ynav 
OY Max duevor Tep) vNnav. 

111. ei kad «.7.A. ‘If ever so truly 
Agamemnon is in fault, for having puta 
slight on Achilles, yet we at all events 
ought not to be remiss in the war.’ 
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113. amatimav, ‘to dishonour,’ is only 
found here, and strictly speaking is con- 
trary to analogy. We have arntimacuervn 
in Aesch. Hum. 95. Doederlein well 
compares amnueAnuevoy, Herod. iii. 129. 
He thinks the ad involves the notion of 
rejection and contempt. But none of 
these forms seem to belong to the archaic 
Greek. 

115. aredpmeba, ‘let us heal or amend 
our errors, and the sooner the better’ 
(Saccov). The object is left indefinite, 
and variously supplied, tiv auéAciayv, 7d 
eAdtTwua, TO auaptnua (Scholl.), juas 
avtovs, Doed., ppévas, Trollope.—axeoral, 
‘curable. We, as eoAo}, he says, ought 
to make amends for our mistakes, and 
to act better. Mr. Grote (vol. i. p. 557) 
appears to refer this to Achilles, and he 
observes that it is inconsistent with ix. 
496; but this seems an oversight. Cf. 
xv. 203, orpemral wey Te ppéves EcOAGr. 

116. kadd. Besides the question of 
interest, it is not even honourable, &e. 

118. paxnoaiuny. So v. 875, col 
mavres paxduecba.  ‘ Inferiori viribus 
homini, caloni, gregario, equidem haud 
indignatus essem, si eum remissum pug- 
nando viderem; at vobis (scil. qui satis 
validi et fortes estis) vel maxime suc- 
censeo animo meo.” Heyne. Or perhaps, 
* For my part, I would not care to quarrel 
(i, e. argue) with a man who was remiss 
in fighting because he was a coward; 

but with you I am vexed in my very 
heart.’-—Avypds, detAds, as inf. 237. Od. 
xvill. 107, ‘a poltroon,’ ‘a poor low- 
spirited churl.’ 

120. & mémoves, ‘Ye soft ones!’ See 
on ii. 235.—pe?(ov, ‘greater than even 
that you have done. Or, with Doeder- 

lein, ‘greater than if you fought for a 
chief who deserves it so little as Aga- 
memnon.’ 

122. véueowv. Nearly a synonym of 
aid@. See xv. 211. A ‘just feeling of 
anger’ is the proper sense of the word. 
Thus ‘be ashamed of yourselves,’ and 
‘be vexed at yourselves,’ amount to 
much the same. The Schol. explains it, 
Thy TE KOW)Y aicxvYnY kal Thy e& GAwY 
Tpocywouevny weupiv. And so Doed. “ in- 
famiam aliunde imminentem.” 

124. uwarpoy dx7ja. The long bar, sera, 
poxAds. See xii. 121. 

125—135. Encouraged by the exhorta- 
tions of Poseidon, the Greeks form in 
dense ranks around the Ajaces, and await 
the attack of the Trojans. This passage 
is said by Plutarch to have been recited 
by Homer in his contest with Hesiod. 
Mr. Trollope speaks of the “tradition” 
with more respect than it deserves. 

125. keAcvtidwy. See on xii. 265. 
127. dvdcato, pavaAous HyhoauTto. See 

iv. 539; xvii. 398. The combination of 
ay Kev (ava and kata) is remarkable, 
and is noticed by the Schol. Ven. An 
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ol ‘yap apioTou 

Kpw0értes Tpaas Te kat “Exrtopa Stov €uuvor, 
dpaéavtes Sdpv Sovpt, odkos odkel TpoPedipvy. 130 
> ‘\ Y OF: > 47Q>, / 4 > te > > , 

aomis ap aomid epee, KOpus KOpur, avépa O avyp* 
Yavov 6 tmmdoKopot Kopules haprpotor padovow 

4 a Ney. , > / VevovT@V? WS TUKVOL EheaTacav adAyHAOLTOW. 
~ Ete I , lA > SS Lo} 

EVYXEa 3) €TTUO DO OVTO Opacerawy QA7TO XELP av 

ceidpev ot 0 ifds dpoveov, pepacav S€ payer Oar. 135 
Tpaes 5€ mpovtupay aoddE€es, Foxe O ap “Extwp 

> ‘ , > / a > ‘ fs 

GVTLKPU PELAWS, OAOOLTPOXOS WS ATO TETPYNS, 

OV TE KATA TOTEPAVHS TOTAMOS KEYLAPPOOS WaN, 

obyious correction would be ov7’ &p Kev 
“Apns.—Aaogados, not from gods, ‘sa- 
viour of the people,’ but from the root 
oeF, cevev, evelperv, as in Sopvocdos. 

130. mpodeAdurm. A very obscure 
epithet. See on ix. 541; x. 15. It is 
here explained ‘overlapping,’ Schol. 
Vict. adAAemaAAHA®. Perhaps the figure 
is from foundation-stones thrown for- 
ward (mpoBAjjTes, xii. 259), and overlay- 
ing each other. The shields were im- 
bricated, as it were, mAw@nddv. This 
form of cuvaomiouds is said to have been 
the origin of the close fighting of the 
Macedonian phalanx. As a military 
manceuvre, it seems more to suit a later 
than an earlier age. 

131—133. These lines occur also in 
xvi. 215—217. 

132. pddot appear to be the ridges or 
the projecting plates in the helmets, 
which were so closely packed that they 
touched each other. Rich (Comp. Dict. 
Antiq., p. 313) explains it to mean, that 
one pdAos on the same helm touched 
another ¢@dAos. But the true meaning 
is clear from the next line. 

134. emticcovto. Again an obscure 
word. Doederlein thinks it means ‘ were 
doubled,’ hyperbolically for ‘were bent,’ 
viz. by their own weight and length. 
Arnold, ‘they met in the air, and de- 
viated from their line’  Schol. Min. 
eis TO avTd ouriyero Kal éxdumreTo 
Kpadawdueva. Hesych. expadatvovto. Ra- 
ther, perhaps, ‘were interlaced,’ ‘were 
made to overlap,’ or cross each other, so 
that the blades seemed one, while the 
handles were separate. 

135. iébs ppdveov, ‘thought only of 

going forward.’ Cf. xii. 124, 77 pf’ idds 
ppovewy trmous exe. 

136—154. The Trojans, led by Hector, 
rush impetuously to the attack, but are 
stopped by the dense ranks of the Greeks, 
as a boulder-stone from a mountain stops 
on the level plain. Hector boastfully 
presumes on the victory. 

136. mpovtupay, started forward, mpo- 
evjAacay Schol. See xv. 306, where 
the same verse occurs. Like mpoxdrre:y, 
‘to strike down all that opposes in front,’ 
seems the primary sense.—aytikpv pe- 
Maws, see xxl. 284, 

137. ddoolrpoxos, a huge crushing 
stone, ‘a roller-of-destruction,’? Buttm. 
Lexil. p. 481, who seems rightly to prefer 
the derivation from 6Aods to that from 
8Aos, in respect of which some write 
6Aootrpoxos, and so Spitzner; but the 
Schol. Ven. prefers the derivation from 
6dods, which became 6Aoids through the 
digamma, 6AoFés. See on i. 342, and 
ii. 6. Liddell and Scott (Lex. in v.) 
dismiss almost with contempt this de- 
rivation, which however appears more 
natural than that from efAew, volvere. 

138. kata orepdyns, down from the 
margin, brink, or beetling brow of the 
river.—éxpata, the hold, or fastening, 
xii. 260; xiv. 410.—davaidéos, huge, re- 
lentless, viz. in its destructive effects. 
Cf. Adas avaidys, Od. xi. 598, where the 
dactylic verse, expressive of the rapid 
motion, may be compared with 142 inf. 
Virgil has finely rendered this simile, 
Aen. xii. 684 seqq. There is a nearly 
parallel passage in Hes. Scut. 374 seqq., 
and again in 437 seqq. 
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peas AOTETH op Bpw dvavo€éos EXMAaTa TETPNS" 
ee 23. , , / Bef pi i€ 59. > aA 
vse 6 avabpadakwv TETETAL, KTUTTEEL d€ & bm avrov 140 

thy 6 8 aadadéws Oéer Ewrredov, Ews tkyTat 
> / / > ¥y , > 7 / 

isomedov: Tote 8 ov Tu KUAIWOETAaL ET OUVUMEVOS TEP. 
aA 4 yY \ =) / , , 

os Extwp ews pev QITELNEL Pexpt Jatacons 

péa duekedoec Oar Khicias Kal vyas “Ayarov 
KTeivwv" ad OTE O17) TUKIAS eveKUpaE PahayEL, 
OTH pa par eyypyspbeis. 

145 
a Da) , @ > A 

OL O avTtot vies Ayxavov 
4 / tA Ney, 5 , 

voocortes Eiheciv Te Kai €yyerw apduyvoirw 
> yea , A \ , ‘ , @oav aro opetwvr 6 5€ yaoodpevos TEhELLyOn. 
Y \ , , , 
YUOEV Oe Svat pvc tov, Tpweror VEVOevos. 

“ Tpaes Kat AVKLOL Kat Adpdavo. ayKy.axntat, 150 
> 

TOPHEVveET . + \ SN , > s 
OV TOL Snpov Ee OXHTOvTW Ayaiot, 

\ / ‘\ , > \ > ie 

Kat waa Tupyndov od€as abtovs aptvvarTes, 
> eet yy. , ec =) A > > , 

aX Olw, YaOOoVTaL UT EYXEOS, EL ETEOV ME 
> A 5y) yee 7A vd 17d 39 

apae Yeav wpioTos, epiySouTos moo. Hpys. 
a aN ¥ , \ \ epee, 
WS ELT WV WTPUVE PEVvos KAL Oupov EKAOTOU. 

AnipoBos 8 €v rotor péya ppovéwy €BeBr Ker 

IIpiapidns, mpooberv S eyev dorida mdvtoe etony, 

Koupa Toot mpoBiBas Kal vracTiowa mpoTodilwy. 

Mnp.ovys 8 avtoto tit¥aKeTo Soupl pace, 

141. dopadréws, without stoppage, 
without a check.—€ws, pronounced cios, 
as in i. 193. 

142. eootmevos is accented as an epic 
aorist participle, not éoouuevos, as from 
écoumat sup. 79. See sup. 57. The 
first syllable, therefore, would seem to 
be the preposition. 

143. clws mév, Téws, rE MEV, ‘for some 
time.’—amefAer, ‘vauntingly declared,’ 
even as the stone threatens to go much 
further, till its momentum is spent on 

the level.—péa, a monosyllable, as not 
unfrequently. See Hes. Opp. 5. Inf. 
xvii. 461, 462; xx. 101. 263. 

146. ayrio, viz. as they had rallied, 
sup. 95. 

147. aupiyvoirw. Seei. 607. Doeder- 
lein explains it to mean a kind of pole- 
axe, with a point to stab as well as a 
blade to cut. 

148. This line occurred iv. 535 and 
v. 626, and the next in viii. 227, and 

elsewhere. 
152. mupynddv x.T.A. See xii. 43. 
153. im @yxeos, either ‘from under 

my lance,’ i. e. before it, or ‘ through the 

force’ of it ; or SiwKdwevor, €Aavydmevor, 
may be supplied.—ei eredy, if really, as 
I believe. Cf. xii. 255. 

155—168. Deiphobus, son of Priam, 
makes a daring advance, and is struck 
on the shield, but not hurt, by the 
javelin of Meriones, who then retires. 

158. tmracmidia, ‘advancing under 
cover of his shield.’ ‘Moving one foot 
before the other, so as to be completely 
protected by the shield.” Trollope. 
Schol. Ven., i7d thy aomtda npewa Kar 
eipvOuws Batvwv, ) itd Thy dowida Tovs 
mwodas Tels, TovTeTTL TWEpiKAAUTTWY av- 
Tovs TH aowld. KaTa Thy Topelay. Cf. 
inf. 806, 807; xvi. 609. Pind. Nem. 
ix. 34, Xpoulw btraomi(wy, ‘attending on 
Chromius in the fight, under the close 
shelter of his shield.’ 
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XN 4 s9Q39 = =°3 , > > / if OY 

Kat Barev, ovd addpapte, kat aomida mavtoo eionv 

Tavpelnv. 
ev Kavh@ édyy Sodtyov Sdpv. 

Ts 8 ov Te Sunrtacev, adAda TOAD TplY 

aomida Taupeinv oye amd €o, detoe SE Oupo 
eyxos Mypidvao Saidpovos. 
x» ¢ , > »~” > , 4 > + Le. 

aay Erdpwv és EOvos eydleTo, yooaTo 0 alvas 
> Vd , Nig a , dppotepor, vikns TE Kat eyxeos, 0 Evvéaker. 
Bn & té&var apa te KNicias Kal vas “Ayarov 

> , / , 4 e 4 , 

oladpevos Sdpu pakpov, 6 ot Kuoinds hédeuTTO. 
ec Se | , \ ey: > , 

ot O adhou papvavto, Bon 8 aaBeaotos dpHpe.. 
Tedkpos 5€ mpOTos Tedapwvios avopa Katékta, 
+ > / oh , (A IpBprov atypnryv, tohvinaov Meévropos vidv. 
vate d€ IIjdavov mp ede vias “Ayaar, 
Kovpyv S€ IIpidporo vdbnv eye, Mydeorxaornv: 

> ‘\ > \ la , yy > , avTap emet Aavawy vées HAvOov appiehio oat, 
ap eis “Ihuov 7AOe, werémperre 5€ Tpdecow, 

161 

AnidoBos dé 

> ‘ 4 >’ ¢ 

avTap 0 yY Npws 
165 

170 

175 
a \ \ , aA , , > , 

VOLE be TAP ITprapo Oo Oe pu TLEV LOA TEKEOOLY. 

, ) eX na cuts » » « A 
Tov p vlos Tehapa@vos UT ovVaTOS EyxXEL WaKP@ 

4&9 > i, A a >? say. 4 Y 

wwe, ex 0 eaoTace eyyos’ 0 8 ait erecev pEehin ws, 
NT Opeos Kopudy exalev Tepipavopevoio 
XAAK@ Tapvouevyn Tépeva xOovi PvANa TEAAT OY. 180 

as Tévev, aut Sé ot Bpadyxe Tedxea TroLKiha YadKO. 
Tevxpos 8 wpynOn pepaws ard Tevxea SvTaL 

162. ev kavag, ‘at the neck,’ viz. the 
end next the iron head. See xvii. 607. 

163. amd €o. Before (157) he had held 
it simply in front; now he holds it out 
at arm’s length, in a somewhat timid 
manner, lest the next javelin should 
pierce through it, and reach him. 

165. xa@oaTo, ‘he was vexed.’ The 
Scholiasts explain it by cuvexv@n, eAv- 
a70n.—vikns, the victory which was 
denied him. 

168. Sdépuv pwaxpdv. This was the 6o- 
Aixdoniov €yxos, or long lance, as dis- 
tinct from the short javelin. Of the 
latter the hoplite usually carried two. 
Both are frequently represented on very 
ancient Greek vases. But ddpv and 
éyxos are often used as synonyms for 
either. See inf. 256. 260. 296. 

169—205. The conflict now rages. 

Teucer slays Imbrius with his spear, 
but is hindered from spoiling the body 
by Hector, who aims at him, but kills 
Amphimachus instead. Hector in turn 
is met by Ajax. The Greeks recover 
the body of Amphimachus, and de- 
capitate that of Imbrius. 

172. Tihdaov. Schol. Vict. brd thy 

“ldnv médAts mpds OnBnv, of Se, mpds 
Kaplay. tTwes d€ Thy avThy TH Tnddow. 

175. &p. Schol. Vict. madAw amd 
IIndacov Aev eis “IAvov: Hdn yap BA- 
Aote HAGev eis Tpolay dia Toy ydwov.— 
map Tpidum, at the palace of Priam. 
The regard in which Priam held him is 
added to show the greatness of the loss 
which Teucer inflicted on the Trojans. 

179. €xabey x.7.A. Cf. Od. v. 476, ev 
Tepipaivouev@, in a clear open space. 
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Y 2) se , 5 , \ “A 

Extowp 8 oppnbertos axovtice Sovpt dacwa. 
3 A \ y > ‘\ ] / 4, »~ 

ad’ 6 pev avta lOwy HrEVaToO xadKEoV EyyxosS 

tuT06v. 6 8 ’Apdipayov Kredrou vi’ "Axtopiavos 185 
/ / / ‘ lal , i vicodopevoy TOhELOVOE KaTAa OTHOOsS Bade Sovpt. 

Sovmnoev S€ TeaaV, apaBnoe Sé TEVYE em adTO. 
4 > c 4 / , > “~ 

Exrwp 8 wpynOn xopv0a kpotadois apaputav 
XQ 5 , , > / 

Kpatos abapragar weyahyropos “Apudysdy oto: 
Aias 8 oppnbértos dpéEato Soupi dacwa 190 
se > > A X ” tal +d a 
Extopos. add’ ov 7 ypods Eloato, Tas 8 apa yak 

opEepdaew Kexdup’> 6 8 ap aamidos déupaddv ovrta, 
aoe O€ pry cOEvEi peyado. a de , Cm) , 

O € XA000T OTLOOW 

an > , x > » , > te 

VEKPWV ap.poTepwr, Tous O e€eiputoav Ayavot. 

“Audiwayov pev apa XTrylos dibs te Meveo Oevs, 195 
5 AX 3 , / Q X b>] lol 

apxot AOnvaiwr, KOMLO GV [LETA \aov Ayavor, 

"IpBprov avr Aiavre, pewadte Yovpidos adxkns. 
7 3 , rn 7 , 
WS TE Ov arya NéeovTeE KUVWV U7O KapYapooovTav 

ec / , 5 ‘ ¢ / if 

aptatavtTe pépytov ava pata TuKVa, 

vpov VTEep yains mEeTa yappndrnow €xorTe, 200 
y € XX € (ol ud , ” , 

@s pa TOV vipou ExovTe OVW AlavTE KOpvaTa 

TEVXER TVAHTYD. Kepadny & amadns amd deupns. 

KOWeV "Odd dys, KEXO@pLEVOS "Apdyrdyoo, 

184, 185. 6 wev, Teucer; 6 5, Hector. 
—Kredrov, see on ii. 621; xi. 750.— 

vioodmevoy K.T.A., pugnam ingredientem, 
Spitzner. So méAeyos is often a synonym 
of waxn. - 

191. o8 xpods efoato must mean 
‘reached not to the skin,’ ov« étuxe. 
The Scholiasts explain 8:7A@c, da rod 
xXpods emopevOn, and some took xpdos as 
the uncontracted nominative for xpws, 
and efcato in the sense of epdvn (xxiv. 
319). Cf. iv. 188, 5:4 mpd Se eYoato Kab 
THs. In xi. 358, kataeloato yalns per- 
haps means, ‘came against the earth,’ 
j.e. struck it. For the genitive, com- 
pare mpooixecOa, epicéoOa Tivds, a fre- 
quent idiom.—7Gs, «.7.A., i.e. “Exrwp 
way TO T@ma exeKkdAuTTO. 

192. dupadrdsy, the central boss. This 
word seems compounded of 6u8 or dum 

(Lat. wmbo, Ang]. hump) and perhaps also 
of pad, dum—gadr, meaning literally, ‘a 
projecting patch.’ 

193. 6 dé, Hector. 

198. S00 A€ovre. The simile of two 
lions,—male and female, we may sup- 
pose,—hunting together is said not to 
be true to nature; hence Zenodotus would 
read dv’ alive, which would give a goat 
separately to each lion, and so spoil 
the comparison. The Scholiasts well 
compare two verses of Aeschylus (frag. 
30 Dind.), eiAcov 8 &vw Avknddy, 
ore SimAdor Avior veBpdy Hépovow aud 
MacxdAas. — tWod «x.7.A., after the 
fashion of the feline race, which do not 
drag, but carry their prey lifted high 
in their mouths. 

201. kopvor& may perhaps mean 
‘gigantic.? See on iv. 457. 

202. ovAnrny, éovAaérny. The im- 
perfect means ‘ proceeded to spoil.’ The 
Schol. Min. fancied it was a shortened 
form for ésvAnodrny.—The casting of 
the head at Hector’s feet was intended 
to show the vengeful feelings of the 
Greeks towards that hero. Imbrius had 
married a half-sister of Hector, sup. 173. 
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HKe O€ pw odaipndov EhiEdpevos Su opthov. 
yg wn , 

‘Extope de mpomra pole TOOOV TETEV EV KOVINTW. bo So Cnr 

Kal TOTE 67) TEpt KHpa Tloceddwy €xohaOy 
viwvoto TET OVTOS ev aivy SyLoTHTL, 

A 3) 32 , , \ lal > lal 

By & tévat mapa Te KNicias Kat Vyas “Ayatov 
> , , , \ 45) ay, étpuvéwy Aavaovs, Tpdecar dé KydE ETEVYEV. 
"[dopeveds 8° apa ot SovpikduTds avteBodncer, 210 
> , Ua: , 4 e , > , 

EPpXOPEVOS Tap ETALpPOV, O Ol VEOV EK TONELOLO 

nrOe kar’ iyvinv BeBXynpevos d€€t yahka. 
N Ne es A » a Q> > A. £) , 

TOV LEV ETALPOL EVELKAY, O 5 LyNTpPotls ETLTELAAS 
¥ > , » N , , 
yuev es KMLoLnY" ETL yap TOAEMOLO EVOLVA 
> , 
QaQVTLAGQV. 

N X , / 2 , 
TOV de Tpoaepn KPel@v evoaly av, bo _ a 

elodpevos Ployynv “Avdpaipovos vit Odavrt, 
os Tacy IIhevpavi Kal alTewn Kakdvdavi 

A a 

Aitwdotow avacce, feds & &s Tiero Sypo. 

204. opaipnddy, Sikny opatpas, 7d Se 
Eis otTws* hKe 5é ww OV duldov cpaipn- 
ddv, avaTpepas Thy XEipa mpos TO evTOVvOY 
THs BoAnjs. Rather, as in xii. 408, and 
467, it means emortpadels, ‘turning 
himself round to,’ i.e. ‘towards.? And 
so Doederlein, ‘“ circumacto corpore, ad 
Trojanos conversus.” 

206—220. Poseidon, angry at the 
death of Amphimachus, assumes the 
form of Thoas, the son of Andraemon, 
and incites Idomeneus to fight against 
the Trojans. 

207. viwvoto, his grandson. Kréatos 
yap Moced@vos, Schol. Vict. See xi. 
751. His putative father was Actor. 

209. érpuvéwy. One of the many 
Tonie futures in —éw, on which see on 

iv. 411. 
211. épxduevos. Idomeneus was com- 

ing from the tent of some comrade 
(who is not named, but probably was 
Meriones, since inf. 249 he is called by 
him piAta? éraipwy) to his own tent, 
és kAtolny, to fetch his armour. Schol. 
Vict. jiev’ SmAtovpevos SnAovdrti TiWEs 
dé €s KAioinv Tov Eralpov’ of Be, es hy 
tev KAtoinv. The vulgate reading was 
€x KAtoins, and so Heyne, which would 

mean, out of the tent of the éraipos. 
This makes the context quite plain: 
Idomeneus, when he met Poseidon, was 
coming out of the tent of a friend, 

who had been carried thither, wounded, 
by his comrades ; and Idomeneus, eager 
to return to the fight, had instructed 
the leach to take good care of him, and so 

was just leaving him. But then the best 
copies, the authority of the Scholiasts, 
and ver. 240 inf., support és «Alyy. 
That Meriones meets Idomeneus inf. 
246 no longer disabled from his wound, 

is not, as Doederlein contends, any diffi- 

culty, since his (Meriones’) hurt might 
have been bound up by the intpof. But 
from 250 he justly infers that Mériones 
was wounded after Idomeneus had left 
his tent, and that the latter was ignorant 
of it. According to this view, 6 6¢ in 
213 means Meriones himself, not Ido- 
meneus, and the antithesis is between 
tov mev, Meriones, 213, and ody 6e¢, 
Idomeneus, 215. If, however, €ratpov 
means some one other than Meriones, 
6 6€ may refer to Idomeneus, who, after 
giving orders to the surgeons about. his 
friend, was going away into his own 
tent. 

212. kat’ iyviny, Schol. 7d dmiow Tov 
yovaros wépos. It is called n@Any in 
xxiii. 726. Theocr. xxvi. 17, ew tyvinv 
eptoacal. 

216. eloduevos. See sup. 45.— Oars, 
see ii. 638—640.—TlAevpavr is the dative 
of place; he ‘ruled over Aetolians in 
every part of Pleuron.’ 
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“°Tdopueved Kpntav Bovdynddpe, mov Tou amevdat 
» NN \ b) , a > la 53 

olyovTat, Tas Tpwow a7mrelNEOV ULES Ayavov ; 

Tov 8 avr Idopeveds Kpnrav ayds avtiov nuda 
6c ® , » Seas A > »” Y + 

@ Ooar, OU TLS aAvy”p VUV iy QlTLOS, OOO OV EY WYyE 

7 7 x > , / 

yiyvooKke TavtTes yap emirtdpela TTohepilew. 
OUTE TLVA O€OS LO-YEL AKHPLOV, OUVTE TLS OKVM 
Elkay avoveTat TOELOV KakKOV" GANG TOV OVTWS 295 

peédXeu Ox) didov eivar Vreppever Kpoviorr, 
4 3 , 3 : ¥ > 7Q> 9 4 

vevoipvous amohéabar am “Apyeos evOad’ *Ayatovs. 
b) nN , \ X N , , am 
GAA Odav, Kal yap Td mapos pevedjwos Haba, 
> , \ , 7 ° , »¥ 
oTpvvets S€ Kal addov, Ou peHevTa tdyat 
T@ VU iT ATOAN Ke\eve TE PwTL EKAOTH.” D VOV MYT amodyye, KeEvE @ . ho (gs) i=) 

Tov © HpeiBer ereita Tloceddwv evooiybwv 
ce  ] 8 las »\ aw >. \ » 4 
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220. ametAcov. To what particular 
occasion (if indeed to any special one) 
this refers, is uncertain. See Mure, 
Hist. Lit. i. p. 297. 

221 —230. Idomeneus replies to thesup- 
posed Thoas, 1. e. to Poseidon, that valour 
is not wanting on the part of the Greeks, 
though the fates seem against them; and 
he entreats Thoas to exhort the others. 

222. atrios, viz. of our apparent, 
though not real, remissness. 

224. axnpiov, ‘heartless; cf. v. 812. 
—avivera, detrectat, declinat; so in 
Vii. 217, GAN ov mws ETL Elxev bToTpETaL 
oud’ avadiva. “ Metaphora a jumentis 
detrectantibusjugum traducta,”’ Spitzner. 
(So virtually Hesychius, but his gloss is 
corrupt.) 

227. vwviuvovs, a form of avwytmous, 
like diduuvos for diduuos. See on xii. 70; 
xiv. 70. 

228. pevedhios, Schol. -wévwy Tovds 
Snlovs. See xii. 207.—61, ob, i.e. mov 
ay. Al. dre. Cf. iv. 516. 

231—238. Poseidon deprecates further 
inactivity, and tells Idomeneus to arm 
in haste, and follow him. 

233. avi, évOade. —wéAmrnOpa, see 
xvii. 255; xviii. 179.—éw juati THOSE, 
‘for (or on) this present day.’ Cf. x. 
48, avip eva Tooodde wéeppep em Huate 
pentioacba. 

235. Gua, i.e. Nuas cvvauporéepovs.— 
dpedds 71, Of any avail, any account. 

237. ocuupepty (Hesych. cuppopnrt, 
cvvak7T?) is a verbal adjective more re- 
sembling the late Alexandrine than the 
old epic dialect. One can hardly doubt 
that the distich is of comparatively late 
origin. The Schol. Ven. says that Ze- 
nodotus read cuueptds 5€ Bin. —‘kal 
MdAa Avypey, ‘however cowardly.’ See 
sup. 119. Mr. Newman well renders 
these lines, “‘Consorted valour tells for 
much ; yea, e’en of sorry fighters; But 

thou and I are trained, eke against the 
brave to quit us.” Doederlein: “ Etiam 
imbellium hominum vis, in unum collata, 
aliqua tamen vis est; jam vero nos ne 
sumus quidem ex imbellium numero.’ 
According to this, the sense is dper) 
méAet apeTy Kal ev Setdots, dy pdvov 
aunpept 7. Or, as Mr. Trollope sug- 
gests, méAe. Opedds TL, 
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239—253. Idomeneus arms himself in 
his tent, and in returning is met by 
Meriones at a little distance from it. 
He inquires from the latter the reason 
why he left the fight. 

239. See xvi. 726. 
240. kAicinv. See sup. 213.—yé7o, 

eiAeTo, see on Vill. 43. 
242. aorepowy. See on xi. 66. 184. 

The quick pace (@¢ovros, 245) and the 
flashing brightness of the armour are the 
points of comparison. 

244. apl(nrot, apldnro.. 
318. 

247. jet. Meriones (sup. 168) was 
going to his tent (see inf. on 256) to 
get a lance to replace the one he had 
broken. 

249. MéAov vie. See x. 269. Schol. 
ev €vi otix Kal ris cuyyevelas Kai THs 
icxvos kal THs piAtas avTdy bréuvnoer. 

252. ayyeAlns, sc. xdpiv, ‘to bring 
me some news.’ Many of the old com- 
mentators took this for the nominative ; 
but see on iii. 206. The accusative, 

See on ii. 

ayyeAlnv, may have been the genuine 
form. See iv. 384; xi. 140; xv. 174. 

254—294. A long conversation ensues 
between Idomeneus and Meriones, in 
which each asserts his own, and his con- 
fidence in his companion’s valour. As 
an episode, perhaps for the relief and 
change of the narrative, this may be 
compared to the colloquy of -Diomede 
and Glaucus, vi. 119 seqq. 

256. ef tr A€AecmTa. He here speaks 
more doubtfully about the matter than 
above, 168. The to: may also stand for 
got, Which makes it uncertain whether 

Meriones was going to his own tent for 
a spear, or to that of Idomeneus, to 
borrow one; and on this again depends 
the interpretation of eyybs kAioins sup. 
247. The Schol. Vict. gives both ex- 
planations, and it is difficult to decide 
between them. The former seems the 
more probable from 268 inf. 

257. kareatauev. ‘The Schol. Ven. 
says that some read karéata péev, to 
avoid the close coneurrence of singular 
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and plural, in defence of which, however, 
he well quotes Eur. Ion 391, cwAvduerba 
uh wadetvy & BovAouat. 

260. Sotpata 8. “Nay, spears (if 
you want them) you will find in any 
number (‘from one to twenty,’ we should 
say) standing in my tent against the 
sunny front.” — évyéma, usually applied 
to a palace, is here said of a general’s 
tent, in which case the epithet is pro- 
bably a mere common-place. See on 
vill. 485. Some of the commentators 
construed it with dovpara, ‘all shining 
as they were.’ For raupavdwy (there is no 
verb raupavay), see v. 4.—dneis, ix. 418. 

262. amoaivuuot, <1 am in the habit 
of taking from those I have slain.— 
ovk Otw, ‘1 have no idea of,’ ‘I never 
think of sucha thing’ This is a singular 
use for ov S5o0x@, or ov Soxe? mor. Per- 
haps we should read moAeuléev, ‘I do 
not expect ever to fight otherwise than 
in close contest ;? and so I keep the arms 

of a hoplite ready at hand. 
265. yavéwyres. See xix. 359, kd- 

pubes Aaumpdy yavdwou. Aeschylus uses 
yavos in this sense, of bright armour, 

Ag. 562. 
268. od cyx<cddy, i.e. my tent is too 

far off for me now to fetch arms from 
thence, and therefore I borrow one from 
a friend, viz. Idomeneus. 

269. AceAaopEevory, emAhopova. Cf. xvi. 
776, Aedacuevos immocvvawy. This is 
proudly said, as if Idomeneus had claimed 
credit for a bravery peculiarly his own. 

270. ava pdxyny, sc. emistpwpmpevos, 
émorxduevos, as I go to and fro in the 
fight, I take my stand ever in the front, 
i.e. when a stand is to be made.—dépa- 
pnta, which might be regarded either 
as a reduplicated epic aorist, or from a 
present dpdépw (like redixw, Ke.), which 
occurs in xvi. 633, is most probably an 
Tonic perfect passive, though these forms 
are rare. In Plato, Theaet. p. 200, C, we 
have €womep &y KextiTa, for KexTNMEevos 
%. Cf. Od. xix. 377, émel wor dpmperat 
€vd00 Ouuds. 

273. Andw. A play on AcdAacuEevory 
sup.—oe& avrdy, that you yourself well 
know what I am, viz. as being your 
squire and attendant. Mr. Trollope 
thinks that to this relation between the 
two warriors, who were in a manner 

rivals, is due the long and not very 
appropriate dialogue between them in 
this place. ‘“ Meriones inferred from 
the expression of Idomeneus in 263, 
that his friend suspected his courage. 
This insinuation, he answers, he, of all 
others, had the least occasion to throw 
out, since they had usually fought side 
by side.” 
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275. AévyeoOa, Siaréyecba, ‘to talk 
about,’ as inf. 292, ii. 435, and fre- 
quently. In the next verse Ac-yoluecba 
is, ‘if we were being chosen (or counted 
out, apiOuoiueda, Schol. Ven.) for an 
ambuscade,’—a service always regarded 
as the most dangerous; see i. 227. 
Gladstone, “ Studies,” iii. p. 93 and 106. 
The apodosis is at ver. 287. 

278. €v0a, siquidem ibi apparet qui 
ignavus, qui fortis sit. Doederlem takes 
it as a demonstrative, not a relative ; 
and one way seems about as good as the 
other. 

279. GAdAvdis BAA, i. e. he turns first 
pale, then flushed &e. Cf. xii. 461. 

280. joOa, supply dote. So MeoOat 
és Adxoy xvili. 522. His mind is not 
sufficiently under control,—he has not 
presence of mind,—to sit quiet, but he 
kneels first on one leg, then on the 
other. Schol. Ven. wetakadiCer em dap- 
potépouvs médas. Such a compound as 
peroxAd¢e (Hesych. yovari¢e:) can have 
little claims to a high antiquity. Others 
have remarked that éredav in 285 be- 
longs to the Greek of a late period. The 
passage is however a fine one, and pro- 
bably very true to nature. 

282. mardooe intransitive, just as we 

VOL. Il. 

290 

say ‘beats.’ Cf. vii. 216, “Exropi 7 aire 
Oupds ev) othbeoot maTaccev. 

285. mp@rov. Doederlein thinks this 
is masculine, in the sense of ‘his first 
ambuseade.’? The more natural sense is, 
‘when first he takes his station among 
them.’ 

286. tadx.07a. All his anxiety is cen- 
tred on the danger being soon encoun- 
tered.—piyhmevat, mpoculkat Tots mode- 
lots. 

287. dvorro, supply tis. Doederlein 
compares for the ellipse xxii. 199. 

288. Bacto, the epic aorist, whence 
BAjoOau and BAfuevos. The second per- 
son is used (where we might have ex- 
pected BAe?ro in continuing the descrip- 
tion of the brave man) in respect of 
tevy in the line before.—tu7elys, viz. by 
a near thrust or blow, opposed to Bacto, 
by a javelin. 

289. és avxéva would seem a better 
reading than ey avxéu. 

290. avridoesev, scil. Td BéAOs, seems 
to take the construction of &vTa TUxoL, 
“it would hit breast or belly in front, as 
you pressed on (or hied) to have your 
say with the foremost in the fight,’ viz. 
to attack the enemy, which is spoken of 
as a converse or conversation with them, 

Cc 
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“‘ festiva proeliandi significatio,” Doeder- 
lein, who would render ayridoetev fruatur 
pascendo, as avtidav Ttavpwy Od. i. 25. 

292. Aeyducda, cf. 275. This verse 
occurs again xx. 244. 

293. treppidAws, Kal bmrepBoAry, ‘ ex- 
cessively.’ 

294. KAolnvde, scil. euhy. 
267, 268. 
295—310. Meriones and Idomeneus 

go forth armed, and are compared to 
Ares, the war-god of Thrace, and his 
attendant Rout (¢é8os). Meriones asks 
his companion at what point he proposes 
to re-enter the fight. 

297. jeunaws, intent on fighting ; 
having conceived a great concern and 
desire for the fight; moAAjy povrida 
maxns €xwv, Schol. 

298. wérerow. Spitzner compares vi. 
86, arap ob méAwSe weTepxeo. 

299. @dBos, as elsewhere Aciuos, and 
in Ar. Pac. 255 Kvdomds, is the mythical 
companion and child of Ares, since war 
produces terror. See Hes. Scut. 144. 
Virgil imitates this in a very fine pas- 
sage, Aen. xii. 331 seqq. 

301. Opi«ns, traditionally the native 
country of Ares, Mavortia terra.— 
*Egupovs meta, to visit, or join, the 
people of Ephyra,—worshippers, per- 

See sup. 

haps, of that god, as many northern 
races, e.g. the Scythians, were. Either 
Crannon in Thessaly or Ephyra in Thes- 
protia seems meant. ‘The Phlegyes are 
said to have been a piratical race in the 
neighbourhood of Daulis and Thebes, 
living at Gortyna. 

303. €xAvov. The Ephyreans and 
Phlegyans are represented as appealing 
to Ares for aid in a quarrel, but Ares 
and Terror only hear one side, and give 
the victory to that party. Schol. Vict. 
eknyetrat Thy ETEpadAKéea viKnv.—ETEpolot, 
see vii. 26. Doederlein explains it, ‘they 
hear neither of them, but give the vic- 
tory to the other party,’ viz. the Thra- 
cians; and he thinks this is added to 
show the unrelenting spirit of the two 
warriors. Yet it may be questioned if 
ovK ExAvoy aupoTtepwy can be the same 
aS ovdeTEepwy ExAvov. 

306. Tov kal, a variant of the common 
formula toy wey ererta. The Schol. Ven. 
says the ancient critics held rat to be 
mepicods, superfluous. Doederlein con- 
strues kal mpdtepos, against the natural 
order. 

307. Deucalus, as the father of Ido- 
meneus, is another form of Deucalion, 
inf. 451; xvii. 608.—For the interroga- 
tive 7’ &p, see i. 7. 
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308. em) deidpw. Perhaps for en 
detov, scil. iwv, ‘towards the right ;’ 
although the ancient commentators, with 
whom Spitzner seems inclined to agree, 
regarded this as equivalent to the more 
common én) deéd. The Scholiasts un- 
derstood toy émdétov duidov. See Mr. 
Hayman, Appendix to the Odyssey, p. xxix. 

310. Sevec@a. ‘Since I expect that 
nowhere are the long-haired Achaeans 
so deficient in the war (as in that part).’ 
Schol. Vict. ovSauov evdcets tocotroy 
oluat Tov BonOnodvrwy ecivat Tovs Ayxat- 
ovs, doov emt TO apictepd. Mr. Trollope, 
who says that all the commentators have 
mistaken the meaning of the passage, 
explains it, “Since I expect that the 
Greeks will nowhere be in want of war; 
i.e. engage where we will, we shall have 

fighting enough.” This takes no account 
of oftw, in which the difficulty chiefly 
lies. Perhaps it means, ‘as things now 
are. Yet Mr. Trollope rightly adds, 
“The true sense of the passage is sup- 
ported by the reply of Idomeneus, who 
shows that all parts are not equally in 
want of assistance; but, though there 
would be enough to do in every direc- 
tion, still the left wing was in more 
immediate need of support. 4 

311—327. Idomeneus replies, that the 
ships are sufficiently protected by the 
Ajaces and Teucer from the assault of 
Hector, and he therefore would rejoin 
the fight on the left, where aid is most 
needed. 

C 

315. Spitzner places a comma at 
€Adwot, and construes écovpmevov todé- 
foto = feuevov. He rightly rejects the 
interpretation of Buttmann, Lexil. p. 28, 
who regards moA€uoio as a genitive of 
place. ‘Not much better, perhaps, is 
Doederlein’s explanation, which is given 
by more than one of the Scholiasts, that 
€Adwot ToA€uov Means ameAdoovot. In 
Od. iv. 733, we have ral eoodpevds mep 
6500, without ambiguity, though inf. 
630 “Apyos may depend on oxHoecde as 
well as on éeootuevor. It is perhaps 
equally good to take éAavvew adnv To€- 
lov, as in xix. 423, and any éAday Kard- 
TnTos in Od. v. 290, as a formula taking 
the genitive from the sense of doa, ‘ to 
satiate with.’ Mr. Trollope’s explana- 
tion (from Heyne) is unsatisfactory, of 
py éAdwot, Kal erovmevor, eis “On ToAE- 
woo. The phrase is a difficult one, and 
it was one that greatly perplexed the 
ancient commentators, some of whom 
read of wiv &dnv edoovoer or adowsr, i.e. 
Kopécovct. 

316. ef kal seems a probable emenda- 
tion of Bentley’s. 

317. The Doric form (as it is called) 
of the future does not occur elsewhere 
in Homer, but is found in Hes. Opp. 
503.—kelvwv, emphatic ; ‘they will not 

easily be beaten * &e. 
319. bre wh = et ph, nist Jupiter ipse 

ignem injecerit, i.e. unless indeed the 
ships are set on fire by a thunderbolt. 

2 
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324. oS &) x.7.A. ‘Nay, not even 
to Achilles the slayer of men would he 
(Ajax) give place, at least in the stand- 
up fight, though in speed of foot there is 
no contending with him,’ viz. Achilles. 

326. veaw de. This is a difficult verse, 
and the commentators say but little 
about it, ancient or modern. Mr. New- 
man renders it, ‘‘ Keep we to leftward of 
the host; but it is not a resolve or ex- 
hortation common to the two, but a 
command of Idomeneus to Meriones (cf. 
328); and this makes vai, either as a 
genitive or a dative, very obscure. ‘ To 
our left of the army’ seems put for ‘ to 
the army on our left.’ The Schol. Vict. 
takes it in this sense, viv keira: avt) Tod 
Hua er apiorepa. Heyne, “tende mihi 
ad laevam castrorum.” Mr. Trollope pro- 
poses éxew, “nostrum est ad laevam 
castrorum tendere.” <A further difficulty 
is in €xe, which is usually applied to 
driving horses, but is here interpreted 
mopevov, Babd.iCe, Schol. Ven. 2. Doeder- 
lein takes €yxe to mean émexe Thy Baow. 
It does not appear that Idomeneus and 
Meriones were in a car; if they were, 
there would not be a third as driver, to 
whom éxe could be addressed.—The 
next verse is nearly identical with xii. 
328. 

329. 7, viz. 65, sc. én dpiorepd. 
Construe 7px’ wer, 7 MW averyel, SC. 
i€vat. 

330—344. The Trojans seeing the ap- 
proach of the two warriors rush in a 
body to attack them. The conflict is 
compared to the meeting of clouds of 
dust in the air on a dry summer’s day. 
The flashing brightness of the armour 
was dazzling to behold, and none could 
regard such a fight without horror. 

333. iorato. Here at least this verb 
has no sibilant or digamma-sound at the 
beginning.—dudy, ‘like,’ * equal;’ Schol. 
isoBapés* A€yer 5¢ Tay Tep) “ldomevéa 
Tpéwy. But téy seems rather to refer 
to the combatants on each side, and 
éuoy may mean that the fight seemed 
one, and not as if proceeding from two 
parties. Cf. iv. 437, ov yap mavtwy ev 
buds Opdos, ov& Ya yijpus, and the similar 
line inf. 354. 

334. &eAAa, blasts, or currents of air, 
are set in motion by whistling winds, 
according to the poet’s conception. The 
intransitive use of omépxew is perhaps 
unique, at least in early Greek. 

336. ioraow. So in ii. 150, today & 
bmevepe Kovin torat’ detpomevn. Schol. 
Ven. 2, 7) cuumedpuppevoy aitav elkace 
TH bmd Tov dveuwv mcyelon KdveEt. 
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339. eppiéev, * hurtled,? as Aesch. 
Suppl. 607, xepol Setiwvtpors eppitev 
aidip. —&uepdev, ‘dimmed,’ as the smoke 
is said ducpdev, i.e. duavpovy, bright 
armour, in Od. xix. 18. 

342. veoounKtwy, newly cleaned, or 
furbished. This word does not seem 
archaic; nor does it occur again in any 
early writer.—@pacurdpdios, “qui animo 
obdurato caesorum misericordia nihil 
movetur, sed hominum strage laetatur,” 
Spitzner. The Scholiasts notice the use 
of ef for jv. 

345—360. The parts respectively 
taken in the fight by Zeus and Poseidon 
are commented on. Zeus gives glory to 
the Trojans, in order to bring about 
the final triumph of Achilles, but with- 
out really desiring the destruction of the 
Greeks ; Poseidon assists the Argives be- 
cause he is vexed at the policy of Zeus. 
He does not however openly interfere 
with the councils of his elder and wiser 
brother. 

345. dupts, Schol. Lips. kexwpiopevws. 
The sense is, that by their diversity of 
sentiment the two gods caused all this 
destruction to mortal heroes ; and so the 
responsibility of it is laid on them.— 
érevxerov, like Siékeroy in x. 364, in 
the ordinary dialect would be éerevxérny. 
There was a variant reredxerov, a re- 

duplicated aorist. 
348. kvdaiywy, to do honour to Achilles 

by making his interference necessary to 
save the Greeks.—ov6dé, GAN od, ‘not 
that he desired’? &e. The verse aAA& 
@éri k.7.A. seems a repetition, and it 
was rejected by the ancient critics. 

351. meteAOov, ‘coming amongst 
them.’ The Schol. construes wereAdeov 
*Apyelous. The ‘stealthy rising’ from 
the sea is not well mentioned here; the 
god had come forth sup. 38, and since 
then had been going about among the 
Greeks in human form, sup. 45. 216. 
Doederlein joins épdduve wer erA Oey AdOpn, 
“clam et sub Achivi alicujus persona,” 
by which the above difficulty is in some 
measure removed. Poseidon is still avdp) 
€o1xws, inf. 857. So also Heyne: “ Nep- 
tunus, qui eo consilio e mari emerserat, 

opdbuvey "Axaiobs: AdOpn, et ver. 357 
AdOpn aiey eyepe.’—HxOeTo, like most 
verbs implying mental emotion, takes an 
accusative of the object. Cf. v. 361, 
Alny axOouae EAxos. The Schol. Vict. 
quotes a verse of Eupolis, #5) yap 
*Aplaotapxov otparnyoivT &xOoum. But 
the Schol. Ven. takes the order of the 
words thus: ’Apyelous 8 apdéduve Tpwoly 
dauvauevous, making #xOero yap pa a 
parenthesis. See Buttm. Lexil. p. 465. 

353. Occurred above, 16. 
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355. mpdtepos yeydver. See xix. 218. 
To the elder birth and consequent supe- 
riority of Zeus in shrewdness is attri- 
buted the hesitation of the inferior god 
to assist the Greeks openly, viz. lest he 
should be overmatched. To Zeus, as the 
author of causation, Plato attributes the 
same mental superiority, Phileb. p. 30, 
D, ovkovy ey wey TH Tod Aids epeis pioer 

Baoituchy wey wuxhy Baordikdy 5€ voovy 
eyyiverOat Sia THy THs aitias Sivayuy.— 
aupadinv, cf. vii. 196. The root is daF, 
as in gaivw. Compare aupaddy and 
avapavodv. 

357. eyeipe, supply adtov’s és mdAe- 
ov. 

358—360. mefpap, an archaic form of 
mépas, whence the more frequent plural 
metpata, like efdata from cidap &e. Mr. 
Newman renders this, “So they alter- 
nate both ways hauled the cable tough 
and stubborn, Of strife and war all 

levelling, which many knees un- 
stringeth.” Dr. Donaldson (New Crat. 
§ 174, p. 325, ed. 3) remarks on this 
use of émaAAdooey, implying alternation 
or interchange, and renders it “alter- 
nating the rope of war, pulling it now 
to one side, now to the other, fighting 
with various success ;” and he compares 
xi. 3836, @v0a ogi kata iow waxny era- 
vuooe Kpoviwy. A somewhat different 
rendering is given in Arnold’s edition, 
“having interlaced the ends of the fight, 
they stretched them indissolubly on both 
sides ;”’ but this is not very intelligi- 
ble. Mr. Trollope gives the order of 
the words thus: éeretdvuccay auporépors 
metpap €pidos, emadAdtayTes. rom sup. 
37 we might fairly infer that the tying 

of a knot is meant, by overlapping the 
two ends; compare the use of mrvoce- 
ca sup. 134. The Scholiasts refer ro} 
dé to Zeus and Poseidon; but Doeder- 
lein, less correctly, perhaps, understands 
it of the contending parties, and sup- 
poses there is an allusion to the game 
(we call it “French and English”) in 
which two parties try to tug each other 
across a line by a rope. This would very 
well suit &ppnktov, and advtoy would 
then mean, that neither party could dis- 
engage themselves from the struggle. 

361—882. Idomeneus makes a sudden 
spring upon the Trojans and_ slays 
Othryoneus, who was engaged to Priam’s 
daughter Cassandra. He utters bitter 
taunts over the body, in reference to his 
vain pledges to drive away the Argives. 

361. wecaimdAos, half grey, grizzled, 
i.e. past the middle age. Cf. inf. 512. 
The word occurs here only, and seems 
properly to mean ‘grey half-way,’ viz. 
towards complete canities. In Plato, 
Parmen. p. 127, B, Parmenides is de- 
scribed as opddpa woAdids mepl éTy pa- 
Atora mevTe Kal EtfKovTa. 

363. @&dov edyta, “ EH Cabesio qui 
aderat,” Spitzner, after Bergler, and the 
Schol. evévra kal rapdvta. Mr. Trollope 
and Doederlein refer it to the man’s 
being engaged to Priam’s daughter, and 
therefore being then an inmate of Priam’s 
palace. The truth perhaps is, that the 
phrase was borrowed by an interpolator 
from xy. 438, where it has a consistent 

and simple meaning.—The site of Ca- 
besus is variously given by the Schol., as 
in Thrace, Lycia, the Hellespont, and 
elsewhere.—eTa KA€os, see Xi. 227. 
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366. dyvdedvoy, without offering bridal 
gifts (to the parents, perhaps). This 
word is compounded, like avdeAmtos, of 
the full form of the privative a, viz. ava 
(equivalent to our wn in unlike, &c.), and 
the digammated Fedvoy, FeAwouat. 

367. aéxovtas, Bin, ‘willy nilly,’ as 
our old phrase is. The sense is, that le 
offered his services in war in place of a 
dower. Similarly Propert. v. 4, ‘dos 
tibi non humilis prodita Roma venit.’ 
Others compare the promise of David in 
1 Kings xviii. 25, to slay 100 Philistines 
in order to win Saul’s daughter. 

368. iméoxero, ‘in reference to the 
same word above; Priam on his part 
promised his daughter’s hand. The 
Schol. Vict. supplies povedwy airdy, as 
if the sense were, that Priam secretly 
wished to be rid of him.—mé@joas, in 
compliance with his own engagements. 
So Doederlein explains it. Others, 
‘trusting to the king’s promises.’ 
«Erectus spe Cassandrae sibi pactae,” 
Heyne. Compare Bapefa yep) mofhoas, 
‘following the impulse of his own heavy 
hand.’ 

371. bY BiBdvra, as he was in the act 
of taking a high and haughty step, viz. 
confident in his own vaunted prowess. 

The Schol. seems hardly correct, as 
Meyadoppovotytos avtod mepl Tov 00- 
pakos.—Tuxwv, supply avtov.—ijpKece, 
sc. dAcOpov. See Lexil. p. 543. 

374. aivifoua, I regard you as a sub- 
ject of alvos, i.e. €mawv@ oe. The word, 
which can hardly be regarded as an 
archaic form, occurs also in Od. viii. 487. 

377. Kat Ké To. x.7.A. An instance of 
that banter so common in Homer as 
directed against a fallen foe. ‘Come 
now, we too will make you the like offer, 
and we will perform it too,—if wth us 
(instead of fighting against us) you will 
sack Troy.’ 

381. é€mev, “ quasi tractus pedibus 
sponte sequatur,’ Doederlein. — cuvé- 
eda (curévar), that we may make 
the compact, ovvOqjKas momoducba, 
Hesych. and Schol. Ven. Cf. xxii. 
261.—écdvwral, Kkndeotal, mevOepol, lit. 
‘portioners ;? but the sense must here 
be, ‘those who for a given dower hand 
over to a suitor a child for marriage.’ 

382—401. Idomeneus in dragging off 
the corpse is confronted by Asius. He 
aims at, but is slain by the Grecian 
hero. The charioteer, too much alarmed 
to escape, is transfixed by the lance of 
Antilochus, 
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384. 7a de, to the deceased, Othryo- 
neus; see xvi. 751.—7e(ds, on foot, 
supported by his chariot close behind, 
as was the custom. Cf. inf. 536. Here 
the timidity of Asius is ridiculed, who 
had the horses so close that they breathed 
upon and down his shoulders. (Schol. 
Ven. 2, and Lips.) 

388. avOepeava, the under part of the 
chin, i. 501; v. 293. 

389—393. These lines are repeated 
in xvi. 482 seqq. The huge stature of 
Asius (xii. 186, wéyav ~Aovor) is figured 
by the fall of a lofty and vigorous tree, 
Bawéph. Cf. Od. xxiv. 234, 57d BAwOphy 
byxvnv. — axepwis, AevKn, the white 
poplar. 

391. eférapov, excindunt, iii. 61; iv. 
486.—vhiov, Sdpuv or EvAov, timber for 
ships.— vejkeot, Schol. veakovyTois, 
“newly-whetted.’ 

392. mpdo@ trmwv, viz. in which he 
had vainly placed his confidence 

(Schol.). 
393. BeBpvxms, ‘ gnashing his teeth,’ 

or perhaps, ‘roaring with pain,’ as xvii. 
264, BéBpvxev péya Kiua mot) fpdor. 
Soph. Trach. 805, Bpvxomevoy omacpoiot. 
See Lexil. p. 204. 

394. mAnyn. Spitzmer compares xvi. 
403, €« yap mAnyn pévas, and xviii. 
225, nvioxo: & ExmAnyev. 

395. érdAuynoev. He had not the pre- 
sence of mind to get away at once from 
the enemy and drive off, but he was 
stupified and bewildered, and so met his 
fate. 

398. See sup. 372. 
occurred v. 585. 

402—416. Deiphobus, eager to avenge 
the fall of Asius, aims his lance at Ido- 
meneus, who crouches in safety behind 
his shield. A Greek chief, however, 
Hypsenor, is slain, and Deiphobus vaunts 
over his success. 

The next verse 
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407. Siwerhv, ‘made circular with 
layers of hide and brass.’ Shortly put, 
as Doederlein remarks, for moinr}y ab 
diwwwthv, and he well compares Od. xix. 
56, KAwolyv—dwwthy edAépayt: kar 
apyvpw.— kavdveoot, ‘cross-bars;? see 
on viii. 193. 

408. edAn, ‘he crouched,’ ‘ drew him- 
self up,’ se collegit. From etAeww, part. 
dAels, like €dAwy and GAovs. See Buttm. 
Lexil. p. 257, and on xxii. 12. 

409. kappadéov, ‘harsh and dry,’ viz. 
as the spear grated (émérpexe) over a 
dry material. See xii. 166; inf. 441, 
atov ticev. Schol. tod yap Séparos 
TANYIY pev ov moinoavTos, Siadpaudyros 
d&, t&xpws (scite) Toy Wdpov Tis aomidos 
eumuenoaro. Mr. Newman’s version is good, 
*‘Snug under covert here he crouched, 
the while the flying danger Passed 
over, but the buckler jarred with harsh 
and hollow tinkle.” — @peta does not 
seem a word of the genuine old epic. 
We have epidpéfar in Ar. Thesm. 
657. 

412. See xvii. 349. That he was not 
killed at once appears from 423, if with 
Spitzner we read orevdyovra, and not 
orevdxovre, with Aristarchus. 

414. aire, ‘now in turn Asius is 
avenged.’ Mr. Trollope gives 038 &ri7os, 
on Blomfield’s correction.—é&ritos, ati- 
Bepyntos. Here again is banter, as sup. 
381.—rvAdprao, see viii. 367. 

417—454. The stricken Hypsenor is 
rescued by Antilochus, and carried off 
to the ships. Idomeneus is fired with a 
desire to slay some Trojan in return, and 
kills Aleathoiis, the son-in-law of An- 
chises. He then vauntingly challenges 
Deiphobus to the fight. 

419. éralpov, viz. Hypsenor. Grief 
did not so overcome him as to hinder 
him from protecting his fallen friend. 
The next four lines occur also in viii. 
331—334,—a book that more than any 
other is made up of repeated verses.— 
For kadtwat, praetendere, see v. 315. 
506. 
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eV MEYapw TATAY yap oundiKinv EKeKacTO 
, ee A 8 > \ 4 » , KaANEL Kat Eepyotow ioe dpeot TovveKa Kal LW 
las XN g 

ype avnp opiatos evi Tpoty edpein. 
\ s,m ¢ +3 ~ , ) , Tov TOO wT “Idoperje Tloceddwv eddpaccev 

OédEas ooce haewa, Tédnoe SE Haida yvia 
ouTe yap e€oTiow puyéew SvvaT ovT adéacOat, 

GN ws TE OTHAHY 7 SéVSpeor viiTEeTHrOV 
atpéwas €otadta oTHVos pécov ovrace Sovpi 
4 > , en - ec 3 \ Leo) npos Idopeveds, pn&ev S€é of audi yutava 

4 Ly ¢€ , 5 \ X\ ¥ » 

yahkKeov, OS OU poo ev a0 KPOOS NPKEL odeOpov" 440 

67) TOTE Y' avVoV duce EpeKdpevos Trept Sovptl. 
Sovmnoey d€ Tecor, Odpy o év Kpadin érem7Hyet, 
9 

424. fero, émeOiwet.—vuKtl «k.T7.A., 
Schol. avr rod avaipjouw. This is a 
very unusual expression, though we 
often have roy 5€ oxdtos doce KdAvWev 
&e. 

426. Sovmjoat, vexpos meceiv. The 
Schol. compares xxiii. 679, Sedoumdros 
Oidimdda0 es Tapor. 

427. vidv. The accusative depends on 
eSduaccer inf. 434, though the subject is 

changed from Idomeneus to Poseidon. 
430. whtnp. The Schol. records her 

ee °"Epi@mis.— ek Karo, “ surpassed.’ 
Cf. ii. 5380; xiv. 124.— — peor, © intelli- 
gence, as 1. 115, ov Beas ouUTE puiy our’ 

&p ppevas, Schol.—épyoirw, epiovpyia. 
433. 6 tpioros, the Attic use of the 

article. 
435. 0é€Atas, having bewitched, be- 

euiled, so that he did not see his enemy 
coming. Cf. xii, 254, adrap ’Axadv 
OéAye voov. Schol. Vict. wetaBarov rijs 
dtuwmias: torato yap aklyntos ovx bpar. 
—paewa, as inf. 616, doe aiwardevta. 

437. orfdy, the pillar on a tumulus. 

 p& ol adomaipovoa Kat ovptayov meheurlev 

Cf. xvii. 434, aan bore orhdAn pever 
éumeduv k.7T.A., and see on xi. 371. The 
comma usually placed after syurérnAoy 
has been removed, the sense being arpe- 
bas éotadTa bore OTHANY K.T.A. 

439. audi, on him,’ viz. with which 
he was clad. ‘ Utrobique, in pectore 
atque in tergo; nam totum transver- 
berabat Alcathoi corpus ac thoracem.” 
Doederlein. 

440. jpket, arcebat; see vi. 16. This 
sense establishes the radical identity of 
aprew and arceo, though the Latin verb 

retained only the older sense, while the 
Greek took the cognate sense of ‘ suffi- 
ciency.’ Buttmann discusses this ques- 
tion not very satisfactorily in Lexil. p. 
544. 

441. aiov, see sup. 409.—épeikdmevos, 
viz. xit@y, being torn into tatters round 
the place where the spear entered. See 
xvii. 295, Jipure  immoddcenm Kdpus mp 
dovpds awn. 

443. medeuCev. The violent palpita- 
tion of the heart made even the spear- 
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éyyeos: evOa & emer’ abies pévos OBpyos “Apys. 
5) \ >» > , \ 27 
Idopeveds 5 exmaryhov emEVEATO, PakKpov avoas. 445 

> » x >  AniboB’, } apa Sy Tu eloKopev a€ov evar 
n ¥ 9 

Tpets EVOS avtt wepaabar ; eel OV TEP EVXEAL OUTS, 

Sarnove . 
b} ~ N SN > , yY x. 3 A 

GNAG KAL AUTOS EVAVTLOV LOTAT €ELELO, 

dppa iy otos Zyvos yovos evdad ixava, 
a ” , , / pie 
os mpatov Mivwa texe Kpynty emiovpov 

Mivas 8 ad téxe?” vidv apvpova AevKadiova, 
> » 

Aeveadiov 8 éué tikte Tok€oe avopecow avakta 
, > 3 , lal ae) 4 A ¥ 

Kpyrn év edpein: viv S evOdde vies Everxav 
, ~ \ \ Ney, , 99 

OOl TE KAKOV KAL TATPlL KAL ahdouwe Tpwecow. 

as dato: AnidoBos dé Sudvdiya pepprypréer, 
¥ , , ¢ , , 

Twa Tov Tpowv éerapioaaito peyabvpav 
ays dvaywopyoas, 7) TELpHoaLTO Kal olos. 
a 2 GC , , , > ade O€ of Ppovéovts Sodacato Képd.or etvat, 

la) >. > he 

Byvat ew Aivetav. 
(-) 23: SN \ , > , OL. 

eoTaoT’ alet yap IIpiapw errepyvre Oly, 

end to quiver; a poetical hyperbole.-— 
alec wevos, relaxed, or made to cease, 
the force of the spear. See xvi. 618; 
xvii. 529. 

446. 4 Tt k.7.A., banter again: lite- 
rally, ‘do we think it at all like, so as to 
be an equivalent, that three have been 
slain in place of one?’ Mr. Trollope 
renders it, “Do I conjecture rightly, 
that three deaths, instead of one, are a 
just compensation?” Schol. dpa toov 
opetAouey oToxaeaOar Td Tpets ave Evds 
mepovedobat, 7) SHAoy dTt peiCoy Kab 
tpimAdoioyv; There was a variant 
étoxouey, arising from ignorance of the 
digamma, FeFicxowev. The three are 
Othryoneus (363), Asius (387), Alcathotis 
(428), in place of Hypsenor (411). Doe- 
derlein maintains that éforouey must 
stand for the subjunctive, or we must 
remove the question at mepdcda; 
“ alioquin contraria existit sententia.” 
But c#xea otrws refers to 414—416, 
and éme) implies an ellipse; (‘which I 
remind you of,) since’ &c. The simple 
sense is, ‘ Deiphobus, you need not boast, 

for I have slain three Trojans to your 
one Grecian.’ The Schol. Ven. tells us 
that Aristarchus read otrtws, Zenodotus 
avTws. 

Tov oO 

450 

455 

Sy, re Qe 
VOTATOV EVpEV OpLNOV 

460 

450. émlovpov, a guardian or ruler 
(otpos). A word, one may suspect, of 
the Alexandrine rather than the early 
epic dialect. Cf. Theocr. xxv. 1, purav 
émtoupos apotpevs. Apoll. Rhod. i. 87, 
Oixadins emlovpoi, arnvéos Evpvrov vies, 
and 7b. iii. 1179. We have however tév 
emioupos in Od. xiii. 405. 

451. AevkaAtwva. See sup. 307. Glad- 
stone, “Studies,” vol. i. p. 109. Those 
who believe in Homeric “history” spe- 
culate on the identity of this Minos with 
the great Cretan legislator.—roAéoo, 
moAAois. Cf. Od. xix. 172, Kpftn ts 
yar ~or1,—ev & &vOpwmror modAol amer- 
péoio.. 

455 —467. Deiphobus hesitates whe- 
ther to accept the challenge alone, or to 
invite the aid of some comrade. He 
decides on the latter, and seeks the aid 
of Aeneas, 

456. érapicoatto, sibi comitem adjun- 
geret. See xxiv. 335, avdp) éraiplooa, 
i.e. Eratpoy elvat. 

457. meipjoato, try his strength on 
Tdomeneus. 

458. Sodcoato, edofe. A common 
Homeric verse. See xxiii. 339.—éem), 
feta, in quest of Aeneas. 

460. €oradra, ‘standing idle.’—eémepu7- 
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OVVEK ap €o O\ov EOVTA [LET avdpaoww OU TL TLEO KEV. 

ayyov 6 taTdpevos erea TTEPOEVTA TPOTNVOA. 
“ Aveta Tpdwv Bovrnpope, viv oe para ypy 
yapBpo dprvvewevar, et Tép TL OE KNSOS ikdvel. 
ad’ errev, “Alkaldw érapvvomer, 0s OE TApos TEP 465 

‘ .N cA 8 ld » Aa 7 

yapBpos eav eOpee Sdpous Eve TUTOdy EdvTa: 
Tov dé rou Idopeveds Sovpixhutos e&evdpieev.”’ 

A , nA > »¥ \ bys. tA » 

as dato, TO 8 apa Oupov evi atHPecow opwwer, 
By 5é per *Idoperna péya mTohepo10 peundds. 
GN ovk “[dopevna PdBos \aBe THrAVYeETOV as, 470 

GAN ewev’ WS OTE TLS TUS OVpeaW Akl TeETOLOGs, 

Os TE mevEL KOMOTUPTOV ETTEPKSjLEVOV TODY aVOpPaV 
xdpw év oioTr@, pptacer dé Te vOTOV UrepHer: 
dpbaya S dpa ot tupt A\dprreTov: avTap dSovTas 
Onye, adéEacbar pepaws Kivas Hd Kai avdpas. 475 

os pevev “[dopeveds Sovpikdutds, odd vrexapet, 

vie, he kept up a feeling of resentment 
against Priam. See on vii. 230.—per’ 
avdpaoiv, as the Schol. Ven. observes, 
may be construed indifferently with 
ecbAdy edyta or with avipdow. Schol. 
Lips. 8: todro émeuhviey Aivelg, didTe 
mapa Tov TOV MaYTEWY TKoVTEY WS METH 
Thy GAwow Tis Tpolas weAAa Alvetas 
«tloat wéAW, Kal OTL ouvHpynoev Adrckav- 
dpw cis apmayhy Ths “EAévns. From the 
allusion in xi. 58, Aivefay ds Tpwol Oeds 
&s tleto Shue, it must be inferred that a 
party in the state, viz. the Dardani, re- 
garded Aeneas as the lawful heir, and 
the family of Priam as an intruder. 
Compare xx. 307. We may accept the 
legend for what it is worth, without 
assenting to Pope’s dictum, quoted by 
Mr. Trollope, that the passage is “ purely 
historical.” 

464. yauBp¢, your brother-in-law, or 
step-brother, Alcathoiis, who had mar- 

ried the eldest sister of Aeneas, sup. 429, 
and so may be supposed to have known 
Aeneas as a mere boy, éti tutOdv édyta, 
—rjjdos, family claims, or ties; hence, 
also, concern for his death. 

465. émapdvouev, for the aorist sub- 
junctive éemautvepey. There were vari- 
ants érauvyeuey and eramivat. 

468—486. Aeneas complies with the 
request, and advances against Idome- 
neus, who however stands his ground as 

a wild boar awaits the hunters, and 
summons five of his most trusty com- 
panions to his aid. 

469. mroA€uoto peundws, ‘full of zeal 
for the fight,’ whereas he had before 
been standing idle, 460. Deiphobus, as 
a son of Priam, had no right to expect 
the aid of one with whom he had an 
hereditary feud; but the relationship 
between Aeneas and the deceased pre- 
vailed over that consideration. 

470. tnAvyerov, like one born last, or 
of aged parents, and therefore weakly, 
or more pampered than others would be. 
‘A spoilt child,’ Buttm. Lexil. p. 512. 
See on ili. 175; v. 153. 

471. @s bte gis. This is one of those 
grand similes from animal life so com- 
mon in Homer and so remarkable for 
their exact knowledge and observation. 
The Schol. Vict. remarks, that the com- 
parison with the boar suits a man some- 
what elderly (sup. 361) better than that 
with a fiery lion would have done. 

472. koAocuproy, the train of hunters ; 
more literally, ‘the rabble rout.’ 

475. 75 kal. He is prepared to de- 
fend himself against both dogs and men, 
trusting to his terrible and deadly tusk, 
GAK) memoOcs, 471.~—Ohyet, cf. xi. 416, 
Onjywv AevKdy OddyTAa peTX yvauTTHor 
yevuoow. 
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Aivetay émidvta Bonfdov: ave & Eraipous, 
"Ackddadpov tT ecopav Adapyna te Anitupov Te 
Mypwovnv te Kat “AvTiNoxor, 

TOUS OY ETOTPUVaV ETEA TTEPOEVTA Tpoonvoa. 
6c PS) nw aN t/ >) + 3. a 

EVTE, PiAOL, Kal M OLW APUVETE. 

PYoTwMpas auTHs. 
480 

delota © aivas 
> , > ld 4 , 74 ¥. 

Aiveiav émidvta Tddas TAYXUY, OS MOL ETELT LY, 
Os Maa KapTEpOS EOTL WAYy EVL POTAaS EvaipeLV” 

N bed 4 ¥ y , > \ / Kat 0 ever nBys avOos, 6 TE KpaTos eaTl péyLoToV. 
el yap oundikin ye yevotwefa Tad emt Ovpa, 485 

a wf Id SEN , , , SEN , Le) aia kev ne hépoito peya Kpatos ne hepoiwnv. 
aA A > e ey es , 4 \ Q »” 

as eal’, ot & apa mavtes eva ppeot Ovpov exovtes 
TANTlOL EaTHTAV, TAKE Wolo KAlVaYTES. 
Aiveias 5 éerépwlev éxéxero ots erdpowrw, 
AnipoBov TE Hepw T evopav Kat “Ayyvopa Stor, 490 

Ol ol ap 7 nyepoves Tpdiev era" avTap ETELT A. 

Naot erovl’, ws et TE weTa KTiAOV EaTETO MHA 
la cb) , , ey, , v4 

miuouev eK BoTavns: yavuTat 0 apa Te Ppéva Tony. 

477. BonOdov, as the Schol. Vict. re- 
marks, is nowhere used by Homer in the 
sense of ovupaxov, which is rather an 
Alexandrine use, as Theoer. xxii. 23. In 
Xvii. 481 BonOdov &pua occurs (where see 
the note), and in Pind. Nem. vii. 33, 
where Boaddwy (if the genitive be adopted, 
and not Boa#dov) appears to mean 7pdwr. 
Here the most obvious sense is certainly 
cvpuaxov, and the same question sug- 
gests itself as on émlovpos sup. 450, 
respecting the possibility of Alexandrine 
interpolations. 

478. "Apapija k.t.A. See ix. 53. 
482. rei, erépxetat, in the pre- 

sent sense usual in Homer. 
484. ijBns tv00s. Idomeneus himself 

was wegaimdAios, sup. 361. Cf. inf. 
512. ; 

485. dundrucin, for duhrAices, ‘of the 
same age with Aeneas.’ Zenodotus read 
éundrtrinv, others dunAcin, as appears 
from the note of Schol. Vict., tivés kai 
xwpls tov t. In truth, either seems a 
better reading than the nominative. 
See however Spitzner’s note, who com- 

pares Od. iii. 49. 364.—76x emt bune, 
‘with (or beside) this courage.’ The 
Schol. Ven. well compares Od. xvi. 99, 
ei yap eyav ottw véos einv TOS em 

Ouue. 
486. éporro x.7.A., ‘quickly either 

he should win a great victory, or I 
would win it. That is, ‘the contest 
would not long remain undecided.’ Cf. 
Xvili. 308, oTjooua, % Ke pépnor pméeya 
Kparos, 7} Ke pepolunv. 

487-495. His friends flock to aid 
Idomeneus; and Aeneas on his part 
takes courage when he sees himself 
similarly supported. 

488. This verse occurred xi. 593. The 
cuvacmioumos or close packing of the 
men is described, where each shield rests 
on the back of him next in front. 

490. Deiphobus, who at 463 had sum- 
moned Aeneas, is now in turn called 
upon by him; which the Schol. inter- 
prets as a reproach for his backward- 
ness.—oi Gua, ‘together with himself.’ 
They were leaders, and as a consequence 
(€reira) the people followed them as a 
flock of sheep follows the ram. For 
KTiXos see ili. 196.—Bordvys, ‘the pas- 
ture. The Schol. Ven. wrongly explains 
it by pera thy Béoknow.—midueva, the 
future; the ¢ is here long, as in the Attic. 
—~rydvutat, the shepherd is pleased at the 
sight, viz. at the long and orderly row. 
Cf. viii. 555, yeyn0e 5€ Te ppeva momuqy. 
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as Aweia Oupos evi o77 Perot yeynbe, 
€ y' A 4 > , (ye fos a “A 

WS LOE haw €Ovos ETLOTOMEVOV EOL avuTM. 495 

ot 0 apd "Adkaldw abtooyxedov wppynOnoav 
pakpotor Evototou wept oTHGeror Sé yadkds 
opepoadéov Kovd Bile TitveKOpMEevav KaP op.rov 
a&h\jhov. dvo 0 avdpes apruot e€oxyov dddwr, 

: ¥ 
Aivetas Te Kat Idopeveds, atddavrou “Apnt, 500 
y 2. 9 / , / ie Las 

uevT aAynAwY Tapectv ypoa vyrer yak. 
, “ 3 =) Lat 

Aiveias 5€ patos dkdovticev “Idopevyos* 
> > A \ =/ IQN 5) , , » 
GAN 6 pev avra idav Hrevato yd\kKeov €yxos, 
aixpy 0 Aiveiao kpadawopervn Kata yains 
=f > b] Ae KE) ON ia) SLSEN XN »” 
@NET , ETEL P AALOV oT iBapys ATO YKELPOS OPOVGEV. 505 
> ‘\ > »¥ > , ip , , 

Idopeveds 8 apa Oivopaov Bare yaotépa péconp, 
en \ ‘ 7 8 ‘\ S yy l4 

pnge dé Odpykos yvador, dua 8 evrepa yadkos 
y+ ] aA 8 > 7? \ aN la 5) A 

npve* 00 & Kovinat TEecwV Ee yatay dyooTe. 
> \ o 3 A / PS) / Y 

Idopeveds & ék pév véxvos Sodiydokvov eyxos 
> U4 3 1O ¥3) oye + PS) , , i? Kr 

€oTmacaT, ovd ap eT ada OvvyHTAaTO TEevVYER Kaha 510 
» > la 2) , Ss ie 

apouv apeheobar éretyero yap Beheeoow. 

ov yap eT EuTeda yvia TOd@Y HY dppnOertt, 
Y > F 9 9 wn > eX , yO N07 

ouT ap éemarEar pe édv Bédos ov7T ddéacBau 

A495. émiomdopuevor, ‘that attended him,’ 
the epic aorist, and slightly different in 
sense from epemduevoy, ‘following him.’ 
The sense appears to be, that Aeneas was 
proud of the number of his adherents, 
including some of the sons of Priam, to 
whom personally he was hostile.— €o?, for 
Foi. 

496—525. They fight over the body 
of Alcathoiis, but especially Aeneas and 
Idomeneus meet in deadly fray. The 
latter, in slowly retiring, is aimed at 
by Deiphobus, who misses him, but 
strikes Ascalaphus, a son of Poseidon. 

496. avtocxeddy. Schol. Ven. as 
oxédnv Kalovordadny aywviovmevor. * But 
now the comrades of Aleathoiis rushed 
to close conflict in the fray.—£évoroist, 
hastilibus. Schol. Aclret dépaci. 

499. €oxov, adverbially, prae aliis. 
Compare ix. 641. 

502. mp@tos. Not for mpdrepos, ultro, 
but in the sense of apxduevos Tijs 
MAXNS. 

504. kara yalns. The context shows 

the meaning to be ‘into the earth ;’ 
literally, perhaps, ‘down towards the 
earth.? Compare iii. 217, kata x@ovds 
dupatra mhtas, and xi. 358, 86: of Kkara- 
eloato yatns. 

508. Sijouce, ‘let out through the 
wound,’ effudit. Cf. iv. 526, ék 8 &pa 
masa. xvvTO xamal xoAddes. Od. xix. 
450, moAAdy BE Binpvoe capKds dddvTt. 
So Doederlein. But Siaptooew might 
here mean ‘to drain away the blood 
through the wound.’ 

512. od yap «.7.A. § For his lower limbs 
had not now the firm tread (to support 
him) either in rushing at his foe after 
(discharging) his javelin, nor in avoiding 
(his attack).’ He was too old either to 
assault or to retreat with sufficient 
speed. Cf. 485. Doederlein seems to be 
right in explaining pel’ édby BéAos thus, 
and not, as usual, of secovering the wea- 
pon, which in fact had been done at 510. 
In the Schol. Vict. 67: werd 7d AaBetv 
To Wrov eyxos ovK Iv ad’Te eykAtvat, we 
should read werd 7d Baretv k.7.A. 
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Ane Nos) , \ De ak \ Sy 
TO pa Kal ev oTAdin pev dpvveTo vy ees map, 
tTpéaoa & ovKeTe piudha 7ddes Pépov Ex TOhepoLo. 515 
tov d€ Bddnv amudvtos dkovtice Sovpt hace 
A , 3 Se , ey» , > \ wh 
nipoBos o7 yap ov Exev KOTOV EMpEVvES ALEL. 

9 e . , , 
adN’ 6 ye kat 760 dpaptev, 6d “AoKkdhadov Bade doupt, 

en > ? » ». te) oe / ~ 

viov évuahiouo du’ apov 8 oBpipov eyxos 
»” A beg) , A 4 “a > la = exxev' 6 0 ev Kovinot TETOV EhE Yalay AyooT@. 520 
SINS , , , + cf ovd dpa To TL TétvaTO BpinTvos OBpimos Apys 

vios €oto TETOVTOS EVL KpaTEepH VOMWy, 
3 Sie, +), it Ae) ef > , e AS /, , 

ahh’ oy ap axp@o Ohvptr@ v7d ypucéoiot véperow 
o an y 

hoto, Avs Bovlynow éehpevos, eva wep addow 

aldvato. Jeot Hoav eepyopmevor TOELOLO. 525 
ol 0 apd “Aokalddy aitooyedov wppnOynoar. 

AnidoBos pev am ’Ackarddov THANKA haewy 
nptace, Mypidvys S€ ow atddavtos “Apne 
Soupt Bpayiova tupev emddpevos, ex 0 apa yeEupds 
avromis Tpupdhera yapat BouBynoe Tecovoa. 

514. t@ fa x.t.A. ‘For this reason 
he was able in the pitched battle to ward 
off from himself pitiless fate, but more 
than that (od«ér) his feet would not 
do, in carrying him nimbly off to escape 
from the fight.—rpéoom, date puyety 
ex moA€uov. For this use of the word 
the Schol. compares v. 256, tpeiy w ovis 
eg TlaAAas *AOhyn. 

517. éxev xétov. The Schol. Vict. 
says that according to Ibycus and Si- 
monides, Deiphobus and Idomeneus were 
rival lovers of Helen; and according to 
the common legend she had been the 
wife of Deiphobus, whence Aeschylus 
calls her woAvdywp, Agam. 62. But the 
Schol. adds that the ill-feeling was 
rather d:a& tovs meodvTas, Viz. On ac- 
count of the greater number slain by 
Idomeneus. Doederlein explains 57 yap 
K.T.A., “gam ante quam ipsi occurrerat, 
ob Idomenei famam.” 

518. «al tére, on this occasion as well 
as before, viz. at 404.— AckdAapoy, see 
xv. 112. 

520. eoxev, dieoxev or ebeoxev. 
521—526. These verses read very like 

an addition. Bpijmvos, ‘strong-voiced,’ 
is only found here, and it is difficult to 
defend it by analogy. It seems com- 
pounded of Bp: and jrtbw, but Doeder- 

530 

lein will have it to be a shortened form 
of Bapujmos. The ignorance of a god 
respecting human affairs was criticized 
by the old commentators, but explained 
on the ground of the 7d av@pwroeides of 
the Homeric gods. Besides, Ares, as 
Mr. Gladstone has pointed out, is a very 
stupid god. 

522. vios. The genitive perhaps de- 
pends on tt, ‘he had not yet heard 
any thing about his son’s (Ascalaphus’) 
fall.’ 

524. eeAmévos, ‘kept close,’ rexrAcrrpeé- 
vos, Schol. Lips. See viii. 11, sup. 9, 
and for the perfect of eYAw, xxiv. 662, 
oicba yap ws Kata toru eéAueba. Both 
etAcw and épye were digammated 
words. 

526—539. Deiphobus is wounded by 
Meriones in despoiling the corpse, but 
is rescued by his own brother Polites, 
and borne away to the city in a chariot. 

526. Compare sup. 496. 
528. iiprace. The Schol. remarks on 

this word, different from the oxvAevery 
of the Greek party, who habitually de- 
spoiled the dead. Here, he says, Dei- 
phobus éomep kAowH Kéxpntat. 

530. avA@ms. See on vy. 182; xi. 353. 
The word @éuBnoe implies, and indeed 
imitates, a metallic ring as the helm fell. 
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Mnpwovns 8 e€adtis emadpevos, aiyumids ws, 
e€épuoe mpupvoto Bpaxiovos dBpiov eyxos, 

ab &° éErdpwv eis EOvos eyalero. Tov 6€ IoXirns 
\ A 

AUTOKAGLYVNTOS, TEPL MWETTOW YELPE TITHVAS, 
e€nyev Toemoto Svonyéos, Opp tke” tous 
> la y oy. , 3 X\ , 

@kéas, ot ol oma payys HOE TTOEL0L0 
EoTacay Hvioxov TE Kal appata TouKiN’ EyovTes* 
ol Tov ye TpoTt aotu depov Bapéa oTevdyorTa, 
TELPOMEVOV KATA O ala vEeovTaTOU EppEE XELPOS. 

ot 6 adXot papvavto, Bon o aaBeoros dpupet. 540 

ev? Aivéas "Adapna Kadnropidny éropovaas 
awov TU’, et of TeTpappevor, d€éi Soup: 
3 / See la , De NX 2" 3. ‘\ (id 

exhivOn S érépwoe kapn, emt 8’ aomis EahOn 
Kal Kopus, aut O€ ot Oavatos yvTo Ovpopatarys. 
"Avtidoyos 5€ Oowva petactpepUevta Soxevoras cr ay or 

ovTae ematéas, ao O€ PréBa Tacav exepoer, 
4 > LN a 

HT ava vara 

532. mpuuvoto, Schol. &kpov, Tod tpds 
Tov @uov. Cf. inf. 705. 

533. TloAirns, a son of Priam, ii. 791 ; 
and so brother of Deiphobus.—tirhyvas, 
telvas, throwing his arms round his 
waist. Schol. Lips. #youv aykcadirdpevos. 
—xetpe, “ambas manus, ita ut portanti 
similior esset quam ducenti,” Doed. 

536. of dmc. See sup. 385. 
539. veovtdrov. See xviii. 

Teipdmevoy, cf. v. 352. 
540—559. The fight over the corpse 

of Ascalaphus continues. Aeneas slays 
Aphareus, and Théon falls to Antilochus, 
who is prevented by the Trojans from 
despoiling him, but is protected by 
Poseidon from receiving any hurt. 

541. Aivéas, a dissyllable, compared 
by Herodianus with ‘Epuéas. Schol. 
Ven. 2. 

543. érépwoe. Not ‘on one side,’ but 
‘in the other direction,’ i. e. backwards, 
as the blow was received in front. So 
Doederlein, who compares xiv. 18, ot7’ 
dpa te mpokvAlvdera ovd EéeTrépwoe. — 
éap0n. This form occurs only here 
and in the similar passage xiv. 419. 
The ancients seem generally to have 
referred it to émw or é€mopar; but the 
more tenable opinion is, that it is a 

536.— 

, X by aD) He , 
béovca SvapTrepes QUNKEV LKQVEL® 

resolved form of augment for HpOn, 
like édhwney, edyn, eypiaie: éeato, &e., 
although @rrew is not one of the re- 
gularly digammated verbs. Mr. Trol- 
lope’s explanation accords with this view, 
“by tmesis, and Lonicé for epnpén, 
from éparrw, to annex.” Hesychius has 
eapon exaupdn €BAdBy. Tyrannion (ap. 
Schol. Ven.) explained it oiovel cuvnpén 
avT@. Can this have been a spurious 
form, introduced by an imitator or 
compiler, as if a synonym of éedyn? 
Buttmann (Lexil. p. 242 seqq.) has 
a long discussion on the word, and 
Spitzner also in Excursus xxiv., but 
neither with very satisfactory results. 
The sense seems to be, ‘as to it (viz. 
the head) were fastened both the shield 
and the helm.’ The weight of the shield, 
borne on the neck and shoulder by the 
TeAauwy, tended to draw the head back- 
wards. Doederlein refers kat rdpus to 
exAtv6n, making the intermediate words 
parenthetical. 

544. Ovpmopaorys. Hesych. dvuopOdpos: 
patoa yap Td pbetpar cal piéar. See xvi. 
414 and 591. 

546. @A€Ba, the jugular vein, which 
extends aleng the back from the 
liver. 
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Avtihoyos & émdpovce, kal alvuTo TEVYE aT WpLwY 550 

Tmamtaivev: Tpaes dé TEPLOTAOOV ad\ofev adios 
~ / > ‘ / > Nv , 

ovtalov OQKOS €upu TavatoXor, ovoe Svvavto 
ad > 4 , , , lal 

Elow ETLypaibar TEpeva ypoa VEL Kako 

“AvTiW6you: Tépi yap pa Tlove.dawv evoo ly Pav 

Néoropos viov epvto Kat év mod\X\otor Bé\Neoow. P Pp 
ma 

555 
> XN , > » , > 3) ‘ > > 4, 

ov pnv yap ToT avev Sniwv HV, NAA KaT aUTOUS 
a3 5 4 Cs 2 ¥ 3 > 4 > \ 4\ 3 24 

oTpwpat* oVvd€ ot eyyxos Ey ATpEeuas, GANA ad’ alet 
, Sue , \ Nee? 

O €LOMLEVOV €NEALKTO* TLTVO KETO de ppect Haw 

n Tev akovTiagaL He TXEdoV SppNnOjvat. 
GNX ov ANP’ Addpavta Titvade Kdpevos KAP Gpirov 560 

"Aciadny, 0 ol ovTa péecov OaKos O€éL YaNK@ NY; fe Ss X f 
> 7 ¢ , > , ld e€ > , 

eyyulev oppybeis: amevnvacer O€ ot aiyuyy 
Kvavoyatta IIocewddwv Bidto.o peyypas. 

550. atvuto, elsewhere (iv. 531) an 
epic aorist, seems here the imperfect. 

553. emypavar, to graze the skin 
within or behind the shield. Compare 
iv. 139. 

555. é€v moddAotot. Schol. Vict. rad 
év Tails GAAais maxals’ ov yap viv Bar- 
Aetat, GAA’ ovtdera. Cf. 552. But 
the more natural sense is, ‘even amidst 
a storm of darts.’—-ép., either in the 
intensive sense, mepiooas, or briefly for 
mepiBalywv, mepiemwy. He protected him 
all round, that no darts might hurt him 
from any direction. 

556—559. wv, viz. Antilochus. It 
seems not improbable that these four 
lines, perhaps including even the pre- 
ceding couplet, were added by a rhapso- 
dist or interpolator. The use of t- 
tuoKkeTo, ‘he aimed,’ i.e. ‘desired,’ is 
peculiar to this passage ; and the phrase 
&vev dyiwy eivat, ‘to have no enemies to 
contend with,’ is a strange one. We 

can hardly attribute to ayvev the sense 
of aplaorac0at moAculwy, though the con- 
text points to it.—éx’ atpéuas, scil. jy, 
or (with Doederlein) qguiete tenebat has- 
tam suam.— é€déeAikto, ‘was made to 

quiver by shaking it,’ cpadaivduevoy. This 
too is an unwonted sense of éAiooew. 

560 — 575. Antilochus is at last 
wounded by Adamas, but only slightly, 

VOL. II. 

through the intervention of Poseidon. 
In retreating, Adamas is himself slain 
by Meriones. 

560. ’Adauavta. This hero was men- 
tioned at xii. 140, and occurs inf. 759 
and 771. He is introduced here in a 
passage remarkable for words @mak Ae- 
youeva (as dmevnvodv, TK@Aos, iAAdoLY), 
and for the idiom meyalpew tivi tivos, 
which has a rather doubtful parallel in 
iv. 54, tdwy o¥ Tor eye mpoc® totrauat 
ovdé peyaipw. As for amevfivwoe, it is 
formed from auevnvbs, ‘ weak,’ ‘ power- 

less,’ on the analogy of atid, from 
urimos, aictdéw, from a&ioros. 

563. weynpas. Poseidon allowed the 
shield to be hit, but not the life to be 
taken; thus conceding rather the ap- 
pearance than the reality of a victory. 
Buttmann (Lexil. p. 408) follows Heyne 
in supplying éyxe1, not’Adduavri. “ The 
god deprives the spear of its force, i.e. 
refuses to permit it to take away the 
life of Antilochus.’ Mr. Trollope ren- 
ders it, ‘anxious for his life,’ supplying 
évexa. Lord Derby is more correct: 
* But dark-hair’d Neptune grudged the 
hero’s life.” Heyne, “ avertens eam a vita 
Antilochi, h.e. vetans ne eum Adamas 

vita privaret.” Doederlein prefers to 
supply ’Adduavtt. It is almost a matter 
of indifference. Schol. Lips. p@ovjcas 

D 
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aus 6 ETAPWV ES eOvos exaleTo Kp adeeivav. 
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Mnp.ovns & amvTa PETAOTOLEVOS Bare Soupt 
> / ‘\ Nv 3 aA Y id 

aidoiwy Te weonyv Kat dudadod, evOa pahvora 
, 7Y 5) Q . lal an 

ylyvet Apys adeyewvos duCupotort Bpototow. 
¥ ¢ » » a \ , \ , 
ev0a Ou eVXOS enn ev" 10) de OTOLLEVOS TEpPt Soupi 570 
4 5) pe Y la / > y+ , » 

nomaip ws ore Bods, TOV 7 ovpert BovKddou avdpes 
3 / > > yA , la »” 

iAtaow ovk €Hédovta Bin Syoavtes ayovow. 
i ead , , ¥ , , 
@s 6 TuTEls HoTape pivevOa wep, ov TL wadha Oy», 
+ (2-6) ‘\ ~ > , De) 4 b] 7. 

odpa ol ek ypods Eyxos aveomdcat eyyvlev éhOav 

npos Mnpidrys: Tov d€ oKdTOS OoTE KAUWeD. 575 

Animvpov & “Edevos Eidet oxeddv Nace Koponv 
Opnikiw peyddo, amd S€ Tpvpdheav apater. 

n pev atotA\ayyxOeioa yapat Téoe, Kat Tis Ayavov 

-Adduavtt my Tov Blov *AyTiAdxXou apeAn- 
Ta’ 7) Pbovioas “AdduavT: tov Blov Kal 
Toinoas avtoy avapebjvar. The Schol. 
Vict. adds, peyalpey 5& Td Ooveiy 
Sadaplyior A€yovst. 

564. 7d péev. Part of it, the point, 
broke off as readily as the charred end 
of a stick or cudgel, while the other part 
fell on the ground. Schol. Ven. oi yap 
&yporkot &rotvvovres TA EVAG TUpakTOUOL 
To) a&xpov, — xpavta d€ aiTe avi 
aixujs. This is the ambustus torris 
and the usta sudes of the Roman poets. 
The comparison, é0Te oK@dAos, lies in 
the hardness yet brittleness of the burnt 
stick, which penetrates a little way, and 

then breaks off. Schol. ered ody kat 7d 
ddpu ov aopddpa thy Siva evepydy 
elxev, Zuewe, pnaly, em) tocotdTo SieAOdv 
écov kal ox@Aos wepovijcat Sivara. Mr. 
Trollope renders it “a part of it, as long 
as a peasant’s stake;” but this should 
rather have been écoy than éore. 

566. éxa¢ero, scil. Adamas. 
567. wetaondéuevos, overtaking. 

xvii. 190, wool kpait@votor petaoTey. 
570. omduevos. See xii. 395, d 5¢é 

omdpevos méce Sovp) mpnvhs. He fol- 
lowed the course of the spear, i.e. was 

carried along or propelled by it, and 
being impaled on it (wept) he struggled 
like an ox unable to free itself from the 
withies with which it is tied. ‘ Adamas 
fugiens a tergo transverberatus Anti- 

Cf. 

lochi hasta pronus concidit, itaque hastam 
et ipsam prorsus ruentem sequitur.” 
Doederlein. Mr. ‘Trollope renders it 
“falling forward,” comparing Aen. xii. 
301, ‘ super ipse secutus,’ which however 
merely means ‘following up the blow.’ 
The use of wep) may be compared with 
that sup. 554. Cf. viii. 86, oby & tamous 
etapake KuAWSduevos Tepl XaAK@. Spitz- 
ner construes mep) Soup) jomaipe. 

572. iAAdow, bands of withy, or osier. 
Schol. rots é& iuavray ocyxowwlos. As 
from eZAew, ‘to twist or screw into a 
rope,’ it takes the digamma, and in sound 
as nearly resembles our ‘ willow’ as oicdn 
does our ‘osier” From the context, it 
seems probable that the tying a young 
wild bull for the purpose of taming it is 
described. Otherwise there is difficulty in 
uyovow. The sense seems to be, ‘they 
lead it away after having tied it fast 
with willow-bands,’ either to subdue it 
by restraint, or to prevent mischief. 

573. jjomape. Compare Od. xxii. 473, 
Homatpoy b¢ wédecou plyuvOd wep, o¥ TL 
ada dyv. 

576. kdpony, the temple, or side of the 
head. The ‘Thracian’ sword seems to 
resemble the ‘ two-handed’ sword of the 
middle ages; but the weapon does not, 
as far as we know, occur at all on the 
earlier Greek vases. 

578. amomAayx@eioa, driven to a dis- 
tance by the violence of the blow. For 
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HAPVALEVaV [ETA TOTTL KUVALVOOLEVHV EKO[LLTCEV® 
Tov O€ Kat ddOarpav epeBevvr) vdE exduwev. 580 

"Atpeldnv 5 ayos etre, Bony ayabov Mevédaov 
Bn & éeratendyoas “Edéevw npawr avatu, 

o€d Sdpu Kpaddwr 46 dé Té€ou THYUY avehKer. 
eee 1 3 

THO 
, A \ »” 7 9 , 

ap dpaptydoyv 6 prev eyyet d€vdevTe 
y Dies / a 373 \ a > (e) 

leT akovTiaaal, 0 0 amd veupnd dLoTo. on o oO 

/ MS »¥ N ta / + a 

IIpiapidyns pev ereita kata otnOos Badev io 
4 4 > \ biwmee, 4 ‘ 

Odpynkos yvahov, amd S emtato TiKpos bLoTds. 
iy NG Ae SS SS 4 , 4 > b) 4 

@s 8 OT ao TAaTEos TIVOdW peyalynv Kat awn 

OpdcKkwcw Kvapotr pmedavdypoes 7 epéBwou 
Tvoun Vio AuyupyH Kat \uKNTHPOS Epwy, 590 
aA > ‘\ 7, i) (AD @s amd Odpnkos Meveddov kvdahijr010 
Tohov atroThayyOets Exas ETTATO TLKPdS OLO-TOS. 
“Arpeldns & apa yetpa, Bony dyads Mevé)daos, 
Thy Barev 4 p exe THkov evEoor. ev 8 apa T6Ew 
3 A \ ‘\ > fA / ¥ 

avTiKpvS Sud YELPdOS EAHjhaTO yaAKEOV Eeyyos. 595 

auf S erdpwy eis eOvos eydlero Knp adecivwr, 
Xelpa Tapakpeuaoas: TOO ededKeTo pethwov eyyxos. 

TpupdAe see on ili. 371.—xkat Tis, some 
one, perhaps,’ the act as well as the per- 
son being left indefinite, 75é€ws mdvu 
kal agioriatws, says the Schol. Vict.— 
exdutooev, see ii. 875; ili. 378. 

581—600. Menelaus is enraged at the 
death of Deipyrus, and attacks Helenus. 
The latter lets fly an arrow without effect, 
and is wounded in the bow-hand by the 
lance of Menelaus. 

582. éerame:Anoas, ‘after uttering 
threats against him,’ i.e. after first 
using words, and following them up by 
immediate action. This is an Attic com- 
pound, e.g. Soph. Antig. 408, and hardly 
a form of the archaic period. Doederlein 
would read BH & em ameiAjoas.—tdéov 
mixvv, the curved handle of the bow. 

534. duapthdnv, eodem impetu. So 
_ Bekker and Doederlein with Aristarchus. 
Spitzner, Heyne, Trollope prefer duap- 
tnTnv, the dual verb.—otudevTi, see v. 
50.—amb veupfpy, viii. 309. So below 
in 588, the suflix @uw gives to the genitive 
a locative meaning. 

588—590. The process of winnowing 
peas and beans, or rather, of knocking 

D 

them out of the dry pods by shaking and 
tossing them on a_winnowing-shovel, 
seems here described. Schol. Ven. rrvov 
dé eoTw ev & TA HAONUEVA YevyhuaTa. 
avaBdAdovor xXwpi(ovres. Schol. Lips. 
Aéyer Ste Kal Pwpadréos Cora 6 Aikuov 
mpos TO avaBddrAAcww avTa, Tov avEeuov 
éxwv auvepydv. ‘The effect of the wind 
(wvoim) and the jerk or effort of the 
winnower (éepw) are combined in a 
manner not very easy to understand, 
since the heavy pods would hardly be 
blown away like light chaff. The point 
of the comparison lies in the distance 
and the suddenness of the recoil.—Ackun- 
Thp is only found here ; avdpay AucusvTwr 
in v. 500. 

594. 4, ‘in which he held the bow.’ 
If 7H BdAev were read, it would mean 
‘where,’ as in xii. 389, 7 We yupvwbevra 
Bpaxtova. There was another reading, 

rejected by Aristarchus, # ff Exe tékov. 
The hand was struck as it grasped the 
bow, and the lance went through the 
hand and entered the wood, where it 
stuck so fast that it was dragged along 
in the retreat. 

2 
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Arpetdns péev dpapte, Tapat O€ ot éerpameT eyxos, 
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ouTacerv, ovdE SuaTpo SvvyTaTO yahkov Ehacoau 
¥ ‘\ / > id 4, Sela: A 

eayele yap oaKos evpv, kateKhaaOy O evi KavA@ 

pRiitde 

600 

605 

4 aA \ Nae : / SN 2 , 

eyxos’ oO de ppect NOL Xapyn Kal €€ATETO ViKHD. 

"Atpeldys € epvacdpevos Eidos apyupdoy ov 610 
> Y , 
GAT émt Ievcavdpw: 6 8 va aamidos ethero Kahyv 

a€ivyny evyakor, eave audi TEKKO 

pakp@ evé€aTto aya d addjhov edptxovTo. 

598. epvw, as nearly always, takes the 
digamma. 

599. evotpéd@ Spitzner, against Aris- 
tarchus. This would rather mean ‘easily 
turned round,’ while evarpedijs is ‘ well 
twisted,’ in which sense it often occurs. 
The strings of the sling, made of worsted 
threads, not the sling itself, are meant, 
as the Schol. points out. But it is by 
no means clear that the sling is men- 
tioned in the Iliad; and ~ cdevdovn 
perhaps merely means ‘a bandage,’ as 
Doederlein explains it, who refers e«v- 
atpepes to the softness and flexibility of 
the material, and supposes that the 
attendant carried such bandages, to be 
ready at need. For oids adr see on ix. . 
661. The attendant or squire is said to 
hold the sling for the use of his master ; 
whence it may be inferred that the Aol 
used it as well as the bow. See inf. 716. 

601—689. Peisander attacks Menelaus, 
whose shield is struck. The combatants 
close, and Peisander knocks off his ad- 

versary’s crest with a battle-axe, but is 
slain and despoiled with bitter taunts 
by Menelaus. 

604. This verse is cited by Aristoph. 
Pac. 1273. 

607. ode, GAA’ ov.—diampd, ‘further 
through.’ 

608. é€rxeGe. Schol. Lips. éréoxe thy 

Spey Tod Sépatos. The Schol. Vict. re- 
cords a variant éoxeTo.—Kavdg, the 
socket. 

611. tw domidos. He drew forth 
from under his shield a fair axe of bronze, 
set on a haft of olive-wood. The agivn is 
mentioned only here and in xy. 711. 
There is a representation of it on a vase 
from Nola, but not of very early date, in 
Millingen, Anc. Mon. Pl. xix. It has a 
cutting edge on one side of the handle, 
and a point or spike on the other. The 
olive-handle of a méAexus is mentioned 
Od. v. 236, ore:Aciby mepixadA€s eAdivoy, 
ed evopnpés. It was the custom to carry 
some weapon of offence under and con- 
cealed by the shield. Hence <Aesch. 
Theb. 624, rap’ adomidos yuurwIev apracat 
ddpv. Mr. Newman renders it “he, 
beneath his buckler crouching, wielded a 
shining axe of brass, with haft of olive 
timber.” But the Schol. Lips. rightly 
explains thy tmd Tijv aorlda KpuTTomerny, 
Epepeyv yap Tpds TO kaTacxXloat TAS Vavs. 
—meAéxkw, for weAeKy, like kuvoKémaddos 
&e., or perhaps for meAekiw, the z being 
sounded like our y. z 

613. Gua é«.7.A., at the same moment 
they hit each other, €rvxov. The Schol. 
Ven. 2 wrongly supplies card. The 
idiom is more common in Attie Greek ; 
see on Aesch. Cho. 1022, ré&m yap otitis 
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Eewiov, os TE TOT Vp Siadbeépoer TOA aim, 
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Ol MeV KOUpLO(nY Gdoyov Kal KTHMaTa TOMA 
‘\ »¥ > > , > \ /, > > lad 

pars olverO avayovrtes, eet pui€ece rap’ avrn 
vov avT ev vyvoly peveaiveTe TOVTOTOpPOLoW 
mvp ddoov Badéew, rear 8 jpwas ’Axatovs. 

mhuatwv mpootéerat. Cf. Hes. Opp. 468, 
Bods vétwv epixntat. 

614. gddov. See on x. 258. 
615. 6 Se, Menelaus (struck) Peisander 

as he came up on the forehead. 
617. aiatréevta. For the neuter see 

sup. 435. The old reading seems gene- 
rally to have been aiuardevre. 

618. i6vé6y. See ii. 266; xii. 205. 
‘He fell doubled up,’ we should say 
in familiar phrase. Schol. cuverdupOn 
eml TévoyTa. 

620 seqq. The banter uttered over 
a fallen foe has often been noticed, e.g. 
sup. 446.—otrw ye, ‘in this way, at all 
events (viz. by being slain), you -will 
leave, i.e. desist from attacking, the 
ships of the Danai.’—axdpnro:, ‘insatiate 
bawlers,’ ‘a phrase of contempt, like cara) 
kives below, where the feminine denotes 
the unmanly character of barbarians. 

622. émidevets, sc. dvtes, i.e. Seduevor. 
Or, if a full stop be placed at durjs, 
‘with Heyne, Spitzner, and Doederlein, 

we-may supply éore, or lastly, construe 
dAAns- wey ABByns ovK emideveis (dyTes), 
viv abre weveaivetek.t.A. (inf.628). But 
it seems better, with Spitzner, to regard 

wey in 622 as answered by viv aire in 
628, than with Doederlein to coutrast 
mev with G@AAd mob in 630. The sense 
is, as the Schol. Ven. gives it, rots eis eueé 
duly mempayuevois BAAO mev ovdev evdeEr 

TeY aicxpov,—‘In general insult and 
contumely towards me you have not 
been wanting, nor have you shown any 
regard to the anger of Zebs Zeivios, who 
will yet punish you for carrying away 
my wife; and now again you are eager 
to throw fire on our ships.’ The Schol. 
Ven. however supplies éouev with ém- 
Severs, ‘we have not been deficient in 
insults heaped upon us.’ Lord Derby 
construes émideveis with AciWere, ‘* Thus 
shall ye all, insatiate of the fight, Proud 
Trojans, from before our ships depart, 
Nor lack your share of insult and of 
wrong, Such as on me, vile hounds, ye 
cast erewhile.” 

625. Siapbepore: seems shortened from 
diapepeoer, the so-called Attic future 
diapbep® being formed by the non-pro- 
nunciation of the o. 

626. ktnwata. See on ili. 72.—dava- 
yovtes, ‘taking back with you ;’ see iii. 
48; vi. 292. Od. i. 123.—pay, injuria, 
ultro, i.e. without just cause or provoca- 
tion.—ovyeoGe and p:AgecOe are imperfect 
tenses, * You went off with her after you 
had been entertained at her house,’ 
thereby aggravating the crime by violat- 
ing the laws of hospitality. Schol. Min. 
érel pidoppoatyns Kal ~evias ervXeETE. 
Aesch. Ag. 390; ofos kat Mdpis eddy eis 
ddmov Toy *Atperdav Hoxuve ~eviay Tpdre- 
(ay KNomator yuvaicds. 
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630. of, i.e. mov. ‘But now, me- 
thinks, you will be stopped, even though 
eager for the war” Bekker, by a comma 
after mep, makes the genitive depend 
on oxijoecbe. But cf. sup. 315, kat 
e€govmevov TOAEuOLO. 

632. céo 8 «.7.A. ‘And yet itis from 
thee that all these things do come. He 
suppresses, as the Schol. observes, the re- 
proachful words ob & avdnros 700 apa. 
Doederlein places ina parenthesis 7 Té ce 
—réAovTai, and construes Zed marep, 
otov 6) xapicea. He objects (needlessly) 
to oioy in the sense of dt: rotoy. Mr. 
Trollope also explains it by 871 ro.odror, 
‘ein as much as.” (Rather, ‘in such a 
way you are gratifying,’ &c.) But the 
Schol. Lips. more correctly regards it as 
an exclamation, ott 5€ peta Oavpmaros 
kal péubews. ‘How you are favouring 
those insolent men, the Trojans!’ 
xv. 287, oiov 8 att’ eéavTis avéorn, 
Kijpas aAvéas, Extwp. 

635. duottov. Doederlein is perhaps 
right in taking this epithet not as a 

Cf. 

common-place, but with a special mean- 
ing. ‘They cannot be satisfied with the 
war, even though hitherto it has been 
equal, and they have not gained the least 
advantage over the foe.’ 

638. e& poy civar (tur), like the 
familiar é& gpoy e€vto, ‘to put off, or 
resign, the desire’ of something. 

640. The position of the article and 
the order of the words show that aiua- 
tTéevra is a quasi-predicate, ‘he stripped 
from the body the arms, all bloody as 
they were. Cf. Thue. ili. 22, ppuxtol re 
jpovto es Tas OnBas modrA€uo, ‘lights 
were held up towards Thebes to indicate 
a movement on the part of the enemy.’ 

643—659. Menelaus has scarcely re- 
tired back to the ranks before he is 
attacked by another Trojan. He fails in 
the attempt, and in retreating is wounded 
in the pelvis with an arrow by Meriones, 
and carried into Troy by his companions 
to die. 

649. éravpn, ‘should touch,’ viz. with 
a javelin. See xi. 391; xxiii. 340. 
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650. amidvtos, the genitive after %, 
like rofevew tTiwods, &e. 

652. kata Kdorw. The arrow took 
its course by the bladder, and passed out 
under the bone, i.e. going through the 
middle of the pelvis. 

653. kaTravd., ‘sitting down there,’ 
KkabeCsuevos a’tov.— Hate sxdanet, like a 
writhing worm with its length extended 
on the earth. 

657. avéoayres, ‘having set him upon 
a chariot-seat.2 From cioa, not (as 
Arnold teaches) from fut. The form 
seems late, and to have been confused 
with similar forms supposed to come 
from Yn, as if avetoay were the third 
person of dveica (a first instead of a 
second aorist), and the participle of it 
avéoas. Hesychius rightly explains avé- 
cavres by avakabloavtes. In the Homeric 
Hymn to Apollo we have éray rabeowouy 
ayeva, and inf. xiv. 209, eis evvhy aveé- 

~gayut, where see the note, and also on 

xiv. 178. Apollonius Rhodius, the Schol. 
Ven. tells us, read ava0évres, but he adds 
that the lines 658, 659 were rejected as 
spurious, on the ground that in v. 576 
we read of the death of Pylaemenes the 
leader of the Paphlagonians, and that the 
distich might have been made up from a 
misconception of the meaning of 644. 
Some again read wera & od opr ‘marhp kle, 
while some contended that there were 
two heroes of the same name. ‘To this 

last theory of duwvuuta, improbable as it 
is, Spitzner gives his assent, therein fol- 
lowing Aristarchus. The real explana- 
tion must be sought in the composite 
nature of the poem as we have it. See 
Wolf, Prolegg. p. 80. 

659. mow, ‘satisfaction.? Schol. Ven. 
eel ovx 6 TaTip Tiyuwpel avTe, GAN 6 
*Arctavipos xademhvas brep Tov avnpynue- 
vou Evxnvopa toy Kopty@.ov avaipe? (inf. 
663.671). The meaning of oi is either 
a money-payment, or the exacting of 
blood for blood. See xviii. 498. Here 
there was but an indirect wow, viz. by 
another Trojan slaying another Grecian, 
But it was not true that no such satis- 
faction was paid, if immediately after- 
wards Paris slays Euchenor in revenge. 

660—672. Paris, enraged at his friend’s 
fall, slays a son of the Corinthian seer 
Polyidus. 

661. Eetvos ydp. For he, the slain, had 
often been his host, and entertained him 
among many native Paphlagonians. 

664. ayabds, of noble birth. The 
Schol- Lips.. refers the epithet to the 
bravery shown by both father and son in 
seeking a fate that was foreseen.—Ko- 
p.v060, see ii. 570. The story of Polyidus 
was one of those adapted to the Attic 
stage, and in some of the early epies it 
was connected with the tale of the Epi- 
goni. 
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668. The ‘double fate’ predicted by 
Polyidus is compared by the Schol. Ven. 
to that of which Achilles was forewarned 
by Thetis, ix. 411. The four verses 665— 
669 are quoted by Lucian, vol. iii. p. 419, 
ed. Jacobitz.—@icba, the epic aorist. 

669. 7¢, ‘for which reason,’ viz. as 
apprised of his fate.—@wiv, either the 
fine imposed for refusal to serve (Schol. 
Min. thy Gnulav: Aéyes S€ Td Tis oTpa- 
telas [aotpatetas| emi(nuoyv), or the 
penalty naturally attaching to it, viz. the 
charge of cowardice. Schol. Ven. viv 
Thy weupyw. Mr. Trollope and Doeder- 
lein take the former view ; cf. xxiii. 297. 
Od. ii. 192, col 5&, yépov, Owhy éemOh- 
coucy, hv kK ev Oud Tlywy aoXAGAANS. 
« Apparet hinc, jam tum cogi potuisse 
homines ad militiam, et fuisse multam 
Tis aotpatelas.” Heyne. 

673—722. The tale now reverts to 
Hector, who at the end of Book xii. had 
forced his way into the naval camp of the 
Greeks. Hermann (quoted by Spitzner) 
was of opinion that this part of the book 
closely followed ver, 344 sup., and that 
all the intervening matter was interpo- 
lated. With at least equal probability it 
might be said that from 685 seqq. was 
adapted from a separate ballad. Of the 
partial successes of the Greeks Hector 
had as yet heard nothing ; the action he 
now takes is described 748 seqq. The dis- 
position of the Grecian forces within the 
camp is somewhat minutely described. 

673. déuas, ‘like unto.’ See xi. 596. 

675. nav ew apiorepd. It may fairly 
be doubted if in expressions like this me- 
trical convenience was not the first con- 
sideration with the poet, and whether he 

really had any definite plan conceived in 
his mind, in respect of the locality of 
cer tain actions. Schol. Lips. é7’ apiorepa 
TOU “EkTopos, ov TOU oTpatou- el yap én’ 

apiorepors eoTly 1 TUAN oe is elo nAGev, 

autémTns ay éyévero. Whether the di- 
rection is taken by one looking towards 
the sea, or, as Doederlein thinks, towards 

the city, or, as Heyne says, “ sinistra 
navium dicta est ex Achivorum aestima- 
tione; illa ad Simoentem spectabat,”’ 
it is very difficult to determine. 

676. taxa & by, in the sense of tows 
&v, is perhaps a later phrase. The mean- 
ing is, that if Hector had not been made 
aware of the danger, the Achaeans might 
perhaps (or might soon) have proved vie- 
torious. See Mr. Gladstone, “ Studies,” 
vol. i. p. 411, and vol. iii. p. 352.—voios, 
Schol. Lips. @vtl tod peta tocabrns 
mpoduuias, 

678. mpbs 5€ over. This clause is 
obscure. Mr. Newman construes guvvev 
a0eve., ‘with his own strength endowed 
them.’ It seems better to _join pos 
obevet, with Schol. Lips., od ray 7d Epyov 
av Tov Beod, are mpos TH avtav obever 
kal avtbs émeKovper’ Sndo? Bk bre ded. 
Tats mpoOuulas cuuBddAAeTar Td Oezov. 
The sense will thus be, ‘in addition to 
the strength with which he inspired them, 
he assisted them in person,’ 
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679. Exev, ‘he was staying,’ or holding 
on. Cf. xii. 438, ddr’ exov bore TadAavTa 
yuvh xepvitis aAndyjs. Or HaAavve, ‘he 
was driving.’—éoadto, €aope, xii. 462. 

681. TpwreciAdov. See on ii. 698. 
These were perhaps among the &kpat vijes, 
or end-ships, xv. 653, as Protesilaus was 
said to have first leaped on Trojan land. 
—elpupeval, see iv. 248.—éiv’ ed’, i. 350. 
—tmepbev, above, or on the land side. 
Here the rampart enclosing the ship was 
lowest, 51d kal 7 bwéepBacis Tots BapBapors 
duvaty yeyovev. Schol. Ven. 

684. (axpneis, Schol. Ven. Atay ém- 
Bapotytes, ‘very pressing.’ See on xii. 
347. Mr. Newman well renders the sense, 
“here the wall was lowest builded, For 
that here chiefly men and steeds were 
staunch and wight for battle.” The ram- 
part, in fact, was weakest where the ca- 
valry were strongest, i.e. had the best 
ground for action in defending the fleet. 
The tro: are those of the Greeks; the 
Schol. Lips. thinks it ambiguous which 
side is meant. Mr. Trollope observes 
that the Trojan chariots had been left 
behind, xii. 80; and yet that inf. 749, 
Hector is said to leap from his car. 

~ 685. *Idoves EAkexitwves are mentioned 
in the lines from the Homeric Hymn to 
Apollo quoted in Thucyd. iii. 104. To 
the long garb of the archaic form is op- 
posed the petpia ec6}s first adopted by 
the Laconians, Thuc.i. 6. The Athenians 
are supposed to be meant. Mr. Glad- 
stone (Juventus Mundi, p. 81) remarks 
that the epithet does not elsewhere occur 
in Iliad or Odyssey, and that it “clearly 
has more or less of disparaging effect, 
since such an habiliment is ill-suited for 
military purposes.” On the choice of 

troops to oppose Hector he observes (p. 
80), “The same spirit of nationality, 
which prevents Homer from allowing any 
eminent Greek chieftain to be slain or 
wounded in fair conflict with the Trojans, 

apparently leads him in this place to 
select (perhaps with the exception of the 
Epeians) some of the less distinguished 
portions of the army to resist the Trojans, 
cn an occasion when the resistance is to 
be ineffectual.”—paidiudeyres, an epithet 
not elsewhere found in Homer. The 
Scholiasts say, that some interpreted it 
in reference to the bright armour, others 
as a synonym of galdiuor. The Schol. 
Ven. distinguishes the Phthians, led by 
Protesilaus, from the Phthiotae, led by 
Achilles ; but Spitzner and Heyne doubt 
the distinction. 

687. omovd7, udyis. See on xi. 561.— 
éxov, Kateixoy “Extopa. The sense is, 
‘strongly as the position was defended 
by the Grecian forces of various peoples, 
they could scarcely keep Hector from 
making a dash at theships.” For éatc- 
get Tivds see V. 263. 

689. of wey. ‘They (the Ionians) 
picked troops of the Athenians (among 
them Menestheus was commander, at- 
tended by his staff),—while the Epeians 
were led by Meges.’ Doederlein remarks 
that of 5€ "Eeol, rev Hpyxe Méyns, should 
have followed. For these heroes see sup. 
195 ; ii. 627 ; v.69. 72. Mr. Trollope ren- 
ders mpodeAeymévor ‘stationed in front.’ 
This is somewhat confirmed by mpd &6/wv 
below ; where however it seems better, 
with Doederlein, to supply mpoéoracar. 
This use of mpd is very peculiar, but it 
occurs below at 699. Compare Theocr. 
xiii. 17, of 8 atte dpiorjes ovvémovro, 
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7. As for the genitive ’Eme:@y, it de- 

pends either on the same preposition, or 
on 7pxe implied. 

694—697. 'These four verses occur be- 
low, xv. 835 seqq.—yvwrby,‘a brother,’ or 

more generally, a kinsman. See iii. 174: 

—Ep.mios, the daughter of Pheres 
(Schol. Vict.). 

698. rod, a clear instance of the Attic 
article.—@vaakidao, see ii. 705. 

700. vatuw, ‘at the ships,’ a true lo- 
cative. Spitzner however takes it for 
the genitive, as in ii. 794, and xv. 731, 
where &uvve ve@y occurs.—o? wév, Medon 
and Podarces, sup. 693. 

703. otvore, ‘ dark-faced,’ or with head 
and neck darker than the rest of the body, 
a peculiarity of some oxen.—anxKrTdv &po- 
Tpov, compacted, artificially put together. 
See on Hes. Opp. 4383, and compare x. 
$58, Od. xiii. 31. 

705. mpuuvois, the roots of the horns, 
as mpuuvds Bpaxlwy, sup. 582, is the 
shoulder. Schol. Lips. tots mapa thy odpra. 

706. uyby olov. The yoke alone keeps 
them apart, i.e. prevents them from com- 
ing close side to side, which their efforts 
in pulling would have a tendency to effect. 
—ieuevw, TiTalvowevw, Moving eagerly 
forward over the furrow.—@Aka, proba- 

bly for FdoAka, transposed from FdAoka, 
as avAaka is another variation in the posi- 
tion of the F, viz. &FAoka, like ev«naAos 
for FéxnAos.— Téuel, viz. TO Cvydy or 7d 
&potpoy. The form téue for réuver 
occurs only in this place, and does not 
appear sound. The verse indeed is un- 
necessary, and may have been made up 
from xviii. 544. Hesychius does not 
recognize it, though a most diligent 
collector and exponent of Homeric forms. 
Hermann proposed téun, depending on 
éore sup., Wolf and Doederlein reye?, 
while Spitzner proposes to read &potpov 
for dpoipns.—rtérgov, Hesych. répas, kat 
7 8uoia. The Schol. Lips. explains it by 
Bados or mépas, and the Schol. Ven. says 
it is the same as TéAos by inserting the 
o. This statement is repeated on xviii. 
544, where the context requires that it 
should mean TéAos, and where it is, per- 
haps, used in a mistaken sense by one 
who thought to employ an archaic word. 
For in the very next verse of that pas- 
sage, the violation of the digamma in 
MeAtndéos otvov goes far to deprive it of 
all claim to a great antiquity. It is clear 
the grammarians did not know what to 
make of it. Probably it is connected 
with A.-S. 27 and ¢ilian, and our tilth; 
for TéAGew and TéAGos are recognized by 
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Hesychius, and o and @ are convertible, 
as in ovds for Geos. See xviii. 544. The 
common explanation, finem arvi for 
arvum usque ad finem (Doederlein) is very 
far-fetched and improbable. The Schoi. 
Ven. was nearer the truth when he com- 
pared the form of the word with xépaos. 

708. dda, for war’ eyyts, by a sin- 
gular ellipse, or rather, perhaps, by a 
singular use of mapBeBaws for mAnotos. 

709. Gan Hrot. The two Ajaces are 
compared to two oxen working together; 
only, it is added—perhaps rather feebly 
—that the son of Telamon had many 
followers, who could relieve him of his 
shield, while the Locrian Ajax was not 
so supported, because his men were Aol 

and not émAtrat.—€rapo, in apposition, 
€as companions in arms.’ 

712. ovd5é, GAN ov, as frequently.— 
uluve, their courage failed them in the 
close fight, conserta pugna. 

714. xépv0as—oipa, viz. the armature 
of hoplites. 

716. ois aét@, sheep’s wool, perhaps 
for slings. See sup. 599. Doederlein ex- 
plains it vestimenta lanea, in which case 
evotpepe will mean hadili, < flexible.’ 

717. €re:ra, ‘ thenceforth,’ after their 
arrival. Here also the sentiment seems 
feeble, and it is difficult to feel any con- 

fidence in the antiquity of the whole 
passage. 

719. o? ev, the followers of Ajax son 
of Telamon. Schol. Ven. of Sadauivior 
OnAovétt.—ovv vtec, i. e. aS SwATTAaL. 

721. of 5e, the Locrian WAot. 
722. ocvvexdAdveov, conturbabant. The 

avy has the same force as in cvyxeiv, 
cuvtapdcoew. ‘The meaning is, that the 
wiAot of the other Ajax, though not so 
prominent in the fight, did not less ser- 
vice to the Grecian cause. 

723—747. Pulydamas, who so often 
acts the part of prudent adviser to the 
rash and headstrong Hector, here warns 

him of the danger of his position, and 
advises him to call off the Trojans for 
further deliberation. He reminds him, 
as the Schol. observes, of the suggestion 

before made, xii. 216, uy Youey Aavaotor 
paxnoduevor wep) vndv.—This speech is 
obscure and difficult. The general pur- 
port seems to be as follows: ‘ Hector, 
you are too proud of your own merits, 
and give too little credit to others. But 
one man may be superior in counsel, if 
another is braver in war. Good sense is 
a virtue of which many reap the benefit. 
My advice is this: as the war rages 
round you, and you are but poorly sup- 
ported by your friends, retire from the 
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fight on the fair plea of calling a council. 
Then we will consider whether to attack 
the ships, or to retire while we may. 
But I am in fear that, as Achilles is yet 
reserving his strength, we shall meet 
with a terrible reprisal for our successes 
of yesterday.’ 

725. ele, for mpocetme, as frequently. 
—aunxavos, difficult to persuade to fol- 
low advice. Schol. Lips. a«tynros, 7 
amapauvOntos, Tots BovAomevois ve TelOew 
aunxaviay mapéxwy.  mapappntoio. 6é, 
Tapnyopntikois Adyous, TapapvOjuacw, 
troOjKcas. This verbal must here have 
an active sense, ‘arguments capable of 
talking one over to a particular view.’ 
It is passive in ix. 526. 

728. mepilduevar YAAwy, to have intel- 
ligence beyond others. For the next line 
compare iy. 320, GAA” od mws Gua mavta, 
Oeol Sdcay avOpdroiw. 

730. The Schol. Ven. acutely remarks 
that the speaker puts Hector’s military 
prowess first, and his own merits as a 
councillor second. 

731. “ Compare Od. i. 159. 421; xviii. 
303. In this place there is every reason to 
suspect an interpolation.” Mr. Trollope. 
For the combination of several verses be- 
ginning with the same word, see sup. i. 
436—439. 

733. emavplokovrat, derive advantage 
from, GmoAavovow, Schol. Buttmann, 
Lexil. p. 149, observes that this is the 

only Homeric passage where the verb has 
the above sense, the usual one in Attic. 

734. modéas, h.e. moAAovs.—éodwoe, 
viz. 6 vovv €xwv, implied in vdov éa adv. 
—x’ adtds, probably for cad ards, ‘and 
none know it (viz. the value of sense) 
better than himself.’ Schol. Wen. Aéyer 
dé Ott maAAoY THY BAAwY Siéyvw Thy ek 
TOU Tpayuatos @peAciay Kal owrnplay. 
Spitzner (vol. i. § 3, p. xxxviii) thinks 
the elided «ai inadmissible in Homer, 
and understands kev avéyvw, ‘is likely to 
know it.’ Hermann would read udAiora 
d€ 7 avrds avéyyw.—The precise mean- 
ing of avéyvw is obscure. Perhaps, as in 
Hes. Opp. 293, otros pty mavdpioros, ds 
avTG mavtTa vonon, the poet meant, that 
good sense of itself sees best what ought 
to be done. Heyne renders it, “ fruetum 
prudentiae habet praecipue ipse, agendo 
scilicet omnia prudenter.” 

736—740. yap—aaAr. As the fight 
rages round you, and some of your fol- 
lowers are at a distance, others are fight- 
ing against odds, it will be best for you 
to retire for a while and to hold a council 
with the chiefs. 

736. orépavos, Schol. Lips. 6 xvicdos. 
737. ewe x.7.A. Schol. Vict. ag? of 

KkateBnoav To Tetxos. Lit. “by way of 
the wall,’ as sup. 652. Mr. Newman, ~ 
“sithence they passed the rampart.” 

738. apeotaow. Here we have the 
ordinary Attic form of the perfect.—obv 
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Tevxeo is obscure. He seems to mean 
that some, who ought to have been sup- 
porting their chief as heavily-armed 
men, are standing aloof, or rather per- 

haps, are engaged at some distance off. 
740. apiotous. Tovs apiotéas, Schol. 

Ven.—Bovahy x.7.r., cf. ii. 282, wiGor 
akovocay Kal emippaccalato Bovdny. 
Translate, ‘Then after that we can 

well consider our whole plan, whether 
we should fall at once on the many- 
benched ships,—if perchance the god 
should be willing to give us the victory, 
—or our next step (€re:ta) should be to 
retire from the ships while yet un- 
harmed.’ The real feeling of Pulydamas, 
says the Schol., is in favour of the latter 
alternative, only he dares not propose it 
so openly, fearing that Hector will reject 
it. Doederlein takes év@ey as if for év- 

"Gévde épudmevor, < we can counsel whether 
thence (viz. on leaving the place where 
the meeting is held) we should fall on 
the ships,’ &e. 

745. deldw wh «.7.A. ‘I fear lest the 
Achaeans should weigh out to us in 
recompense the debt incurred from them 
yesterday,’ viz. when we made such 
havoe in our attack. “Ne quasi ad 
libram appensum hesternum debitum 
reddant,” Spitzmer. Schol. Ven. (7) 
XOCivdy xpetos TE tow cTAOUG amroKaTa- 
oThowol, TOVTETTL MH 0 Huets CAdBomev 
x0es viK@vTes, ohucpoy ciompdtwow. 

“AAws: pentws Thy XPeowhy Artav amo- 
décovew juiy ot “EAAnves dorep crabua 
SeSaveucdtes. 

746. avhp, viz. Achilles.—aros, see vi. 
203.—oxhoecOat, see ix. 655. 

748—753. Hector assents to the pro- 
posal of Pulydamas, whom he bids to 
summon the chiefs, while he himself de- 
parts for a short time to give instructions 
to those absent (sup. 738), viz. to come 
at once to the council. Cf. 757. 

748. This and the next verse occurred 
xii. 80. 

752. avtidw. For aytidow, as cpeudw, 
daudwouyr, vi. 368; vil.83.—xkeice, ‘yonder,’ 
pointing tosomespot. Doederlein wrongly 
joins Ketoe moA€uoro, and perversely ex- 
plains the whole passage. For the geni- 
tive see on vii. 158. So xx. 125, ravtes 
® OvAdvuroio KathAOouey avtidwyTes 
Thode waxns. See Lexil. p. 142.—ércv- 
coum, the Attic Hf», ‘I will return.’ — 
émiteiAw, ‘ when I have instructed them 
well. It is not clear to what this refers. 
Perhaps to the summons for a council, 

as Heyne explains it. In what follows, 
no special mention is made of any orders 
given by Hector, who inf. 802 is seen 
leading his men to renew the fight, not 
drawing them off; and he intimates this 
in the words avtidw modAgcuoio. Doeder- 
lein felt the difficulty: ‘Non potuit 
idem simul illie proeliari, simulque statim 
hue redire.” 
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754—773. Hector starts at once to 
speak with the chiefs, and finds among 
others his brother Paris, whom he severely 
chides. Compare iii. 38. 

754. dpet vipdevtt. The comparison, 
according to Schol. Lips., implies the 
stature and 7d dklynroy of the man. 
Perhaps his white plume is also alluded 
to. Virgil appears to imitate this not 
very appropriate simile, Aen. xii. 701, 
*Quantus Athos aut—nivali Vertice se 
attollens pater Apenninus ad auras.’ 
Mr. Newman thinks the poet wrote 
Opvéw OvovT1, ‘a raging bird,’—and this 
(improbable as it is) would well suit both 
KekAnyws and méreTo. 

756. a&yamhvopa. Schol. Vict. 6 mapa- 
okevalwy Kal Tovs ayadvdpovs ardpetovs 
yiver@at. Schol. Lips. roy 61a Thy oirelay 
av5pelay ayarmuevov. * Kindly-souled,’ 
Mr. Newman. We have Evpupédwy aya- 
ahvewp in viii. 114. It isan obscure word, 
and possibly may have descended from a 
digammated form of ayhvwp, ayaFhvep. 
—émeooevoyto, hastened to him that they 

might remain for a while inactive under 
his charge. Cf. 751. 

757. avdhjv. The command sup. 753. 
761. avdAzOpos isa remarkable variant, 

in respect of the ictus, for avmA€Opos. 
It occurs only in this passage. 

764. ovtTduevor, a medial aorist, like 
KkTdmevos. It is so used in the phrase 
kat ovTamevny wreiAyy, xiv. 518, which 
involves a repetition of the same root. 

765. ém apiorepad. Mr. Gladstone 
discusses the meaning of this phrase, 
*« Studies,” vol. ili. pp. 852—354. 

769. This verse occurs in iii, 89; in 
fact, the present passage reads very much 
like a repetition, or at least an imitation, 
of the other. 

772. viv, viz. on the death or injury 
of these men.—o@s, a kind of oxymoron, 
like aopadhs kivSuvos. There is a vul- 
garism not unlike this, ‘You are safe to 
perish,’ i.e. sure.—aimvs, complete: the 
notion involved being ‘fall from a height,’ 
like &pdyv amoAAvva. The same phrase 
oceurs Od. xxii. 28, as Spitzner observes. 
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774—787. Paris gives a gentle reply, 
and expresses his readiness to join the 
council or continue the fight. 

776. &Adore wore, ‘on some other occa- 
sion rather than the present I am likely 
to retire from the fight.” He means, 
‘there is no time at which I have so 
little thought of leaving the contest as at 
present.’ Compare xvii. 422. This view 
makes the émel following consistent. 
Doederlein refers it to avatrioy, making 
an awkward parenthesis of the inter- 
vening words. Mr. Trollope supplies an 
ellipse: “ At other times, perhaps, I have 
acted weakly; (but not uow;) since,” «e. 

778. paxnv yeas. Schol. Lips. 
Hipeua edeyxet Ott exeivos altios (viz. 
Oavdrov avTay) avayKkaoas evTadda edrdety, 
— dbutdéoev, ‘we have been fighting with ;” 
kata tAas cuuBadAomev avTots, id. 

782. rerumpéevw. Sup. 529 and 594. 
786. devqoecba, the digammated 

future of déoua1.—ral éootuevor, ‘how- 

ever eager one may be.’ 
788—820. Hector is appeased by his 

brother’s reply, and the two go together 
to encourage and support the other 
Trojan chiefs in the fight. Hector is 
boldly confronted by Ajax, who foretells 
his defeat by Achilles. 

788. This verse occurred vii. 120. 
789. Either #jev must mean ‘had been,’ 

or the Polydamas here mentioned cannot 
be the same as sup. 751. 

792. via, not vie, is the full form. 
Morys and his father Hippotion are both 
slain by Meriones, xiv. 514. ‘“ Nec de- 
sunt similia aliorum exempla, velut Asium 
patrem Acamas filius comitatur, xii. 140, 
Pylaemenen Harpalion paullo antea 643 
seqq.’ Spitzner. 

793. amorBol, ‘as a relief,’ did5oxor. 
Schol. Ven. of e& auoiBijs kal evadAakéws 
maparyeyoveTes cuumaxjoat tots Tpwoly 
ayTt TeV mpdtEpoy TuVEpyovyTwY avTOtS 
TOALTOV. 
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795—799. These are very fine verses, 
in which both sound and metre are ina 
manner descriptive; and, as usual in 
Homer, the observation of nature is at 

once close and accurate. Aristotle, Rhet. 
iii. cap. 11, cites 799 as an instance of 
the poet’s art of imparting a kind of 
vitality, or actual motion, to inanimate 
objects.—aéAAn, a sudden gust which 
descends, as it were, upon the earth, and 

then, moving on like a cyclone, falls upon 
the sea, tossing up the water and blow- 
ing off the tops of the crested waves, 
which are thus called kupta.—qadnpiav, 
like keAevtiav, sup. 125, from the root 
gaa, ‘bald,’ means ‘to be in a state of 

whiteness,’ or foam, ‘at the top.’—ev 6€ 
Te, supply ylyverat, ‘and on it arise 
many waves roaring with foam on the 
surging sea, swept off short in their 
whitened tops, some in front, others fol- 
lowing close behind.’ 

806. mporodiGwy. See sup. 158. * Put- 
ting one foot leisurely before the other ’ 

is the explanation of the Schol. Perhaps 
‘stalking in front’ is rather the sense 
here. But these may well be adapted 
verses from 158, 159. 

808. obyxel, eemAnacE, eTdpacce. 
809. BiBac@wy. Philoxenus, ap. Schol. 

Ven., regarded this form as strengthened 
from BiBa0w, like cixka@w &e., and the 
dental sound 7@ might have passed eu- 
phonically into the aspirate. Compare 
dmgis, Cempupios, cxUmmos, &c. A similar 
form is alo@wy, xvi. 468, where see the 
note. 

810. SeSicceat, ‘try to scare.’ See 
iv. 184.—paxns «.7.A. The Schol. Vict. 
compares vil. 287, where Hector says, 
avTap eyay ed olda udxas avdporracias 
Te.—paorryt, see xii. 37. Aesch. Ag. 
625, dimAn edotry: THy”Apns pret. The 
metaphor seems borrowed from slaves. 

814. &pap, at once, straightway, 
without delay.  Schol. Ven. pgdiws, 
who says that some construed apap 
AMUVELY. 
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dae. arap Tpdav Kopéers KUvas 95 olwvovs 
“A ) lal 

Onu@ Kal odpKerot, TeTwY ET VyVTW Ayaov.” 

815. # Ke «.7.A. ‘ Methinks it is more 
likely that your finely-built city will be 
taken and ravaged by our hands long 
before that.’ Cf. v. 489. 

817. émmdre, éahvixa, the time is at 
hand when you shall pray that your horses 
will carry you quickly out of the fight. 
This seems to allude to Hector’s being 
caught in the chase round the city by 
Achilles. But the Schol. Lips. says, ob 
TpomavTeveTat, AAAG oTOXa ETAL’ Hrkovce 
yap kal "AxtAAé€ws (ix. 654) aut 5€ Tar 
THU KALoly “Extopa kal meua@ta uaxns 
TXNTETOat iw. 
821—832. The words of Ajax are 

confirmed by an omen. Hector retorts, 
that Ajax himself will assuredly fall, if 
he should dare to come within the range 
of his spear. 

22. taxe properly takes the F.— 
Odpouvos, formed like micuvos. See xvi. 
70. 

824. auaproemés, ‘blunderer in words.’ 
See iii. 215.—Bovydie, ‘churlish lout,’ 
‘bumpkin.’ Theocritus has Boveate in 

the same sense (x. 1), and so Eustathius 
would read here. The precise meaning 
is not very clear. Doederlein connects it 

WV Olina LE 

with yalwy, ‘boasting.’ The word occurs 
in Od. xviii. 79, viv wey hr’ ens, Bov- 
yaie, phte yevowo. The Schol. cites its 
use in Nicander; and this is one of the 
words in Homer which are not free from 
some suspicions of an Alexandrine coin- 
age. Spitzner, however, contends that 
Bovydios and Bovraios are quite distinct. 
If the former word be really ancient, it 
may be a combination of two primitive 
names for Earth. For “in the oldest 
languages of the Indo-Germanic family 
the names of the Cow or Ox and Earth 
are commutable” (Varronianus, p. 4, 
ed. 2). 
825—828. This passage is nearly the 

same as vill. 588—541. 
829. tadacons. So éradAacoas = &tAns 

in xvil, 166. Seexv. 164. For repjoea, 
see xvii. 164. 

831. kopées. The future, like pevéw, 
yauew, mopavvew, &c. See on iii. 411.— 
aap K.T.A., ‘but, when slain, you shall 
not be buried. So Doederlein, who ob- 
serves that this differs from the con- 
tinuative d¢. — AetpidevTa, ironically, 

‘that lily-skin,’ i.e. tender asthe petal 
of a lily. 

E 
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Néotopa 8 ov« ehabev iayy mivovta mep euTrns, 

ad’ “Aokdnmiddnv erea TTEpOEVTA Tpoonvoa. 
“ bpaleo, dte Mayaor, mas €atat Ta8€ epya* 

peilav dy Tapa vnvaot Bor Padrepav ailnar. 
XN \ Q 4 n ¥ => 

ahha ov pev vov mive Kabyjpevos atfora oivor, 5 
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QvTap EYQ@V €\av TAKA ELOOMAL ES TEPLOT NV. 

@s Elm@v aaKos Ethe TeTVYpEVOV Vios EotLo, 
, / a 

Ketevov ev K\Loin, OparvpySEos immoddpovo, 10 

1. This is a lively, interesting, and 
highly poetical book, anciently inscribed 
Aws aman, because Hera beguiles Zeus 
in amorous slumber, while Poseidon ac- 
tively assists the Greeks in making a 
great slaughter of the Trojans. Those 
who refer all Homeric myths to Indian 
or Aryan legends, will readily recognize 
in the personification of Sleep, and the 
withdrawal of the supreme god from the 
action, the elemental phenomena of sun- 
Set, of night, and of the brightness of 
day hidden in a veil of clouds. 

1—26. Machaon, when wounded by 
Paris, had been borne off the field in 
Nestor’s car, xi. 512, to the tent where 
the fair captive Hecamede had attended 
to him, ib. 624. The two heroes had 
then sat down toa social cup, ib. 642. 
Nestor now leaves his guest for a time, 
that he may go and see how the Greeks 
fare in the contest that has been raging 
at some distance (inf. 30) from the ships. 
He finds them flying in terror, and con- 

siders what course he should pursue. 
The iaxy} meant is that at xiii. 834.— 
mivovta mep, though engaged at the time 

E 

in social converse over his wine. The 
moral is, says the Schol. Ven., that not 
even the pleasures of the table prevent 
the good warrior from attending to his 
duty. 

3. ppa¢eo, observe, notice, what will 
be the issue of this fight. Cf. inf. 61. 

4. wel(wy, sc. ylyverat. The cry for 
aid (8oy) from our stalwart. fighting 
men becomes every moment greater at 
the ships. Cf. iii. 26, ef wep &v adroy 
cevwvTar Taxées TE KUYES Oadrepol T° 
aifnot. Schol. Lips. ard tev véwy Ere 
kal OadAdVTwY PuT@Y TapElANTTal 7 MET A- 
popd. 

8. és mepiwryy, to aplace where I can 
take a survey. Hesych. mepiwrh. Témos 
bWnrds, Oey ort TepiokoTATa” aKpo- 
pera. It is so used, xxiii. 451. Od. x. 
146.—elooua, ibo. The Schol. Vict. 
wrongly explains dPoua 7) yvdocouc, for 
the order of the words is against this. 
Hesychius gives both meanings, for 
which compare viii. 5382 with xxi. 335. 
The aorist efoaro, cicdmevos is more 
frequent. On the F, see Preface, § 3. 

9. retuypévoy. Schol. Ven. ebtuxtov. 
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11. domida matpds. Nestor’s shield 
was of special beauty, viii. 191. The 
father and the son seem to have ex- 
changed shields by mistake; or perhaps 
Nestor had lent his own to his son 
for the occasion. Schol. Lips. taxa 
yoty itoxwpav THs maxns 6 Néotwp 
Thy Kpeltrova aonlda TH viG KaTeE- 
Aimev. Mr. Trollope takes the former 
view. : 

13. or & éextds. As soon as he came 
out of the tent, he stood, viz. without 
going to a mepiw7m), sup. 8. 

15. épépirto. A reduplicated pluper- 
fect of épeirw, like nphpeiro, from 
epeldw, Ke. See inf. 55. 

16. &s bre x.7t.A. As the sea frets, 
and is ruffled before a coming storm, 
as if hesitating in which direction to 
roll its swelling waves, so was the mind 
of Nestor divided between this or that 
course of action. A fine simile: on which 
see Mure, Hist. Lit. vol. ii.p. 33. Schol. 
Ven. elwOe 5&, dbtav apxhv AauBavn 
Kkwhuatos % OddAacca, medaviCew* 81d 
perapéper emt Tovs Kata Wuxhy pe- 
pyvaevrTas Kal Tapacocouevous. Kal drt 
Kwop@ Ayer TE Addvw Kal jpndemw 
KaxAdGovTe Kal amoTredovvTL AXTV" MN- 
dérw yap aveuov evKpivovs byTos, TO Koma 
jpewet. Lord Derby :— 
«“ As heaves the darkling sea with silent 

swell, 
Expectant of the boisterous gales’ 

approach ; 
Nor onward either way is pour’d its 

flood, 

Until it feel th’ impelling blast from 
heaven ; 

So stood th’ old man, his mind per- 
plex’d with doubt.” 

But sexpiuevoy ovpoy “is some decisive 
wafting breeze ” (Mr. Newman). “Certum 
aliquem et a ceteris distinctum ventum,” 
Doed. The edxpiées atpar of Hesiod, 
Opp. 670. Cf. x. 417, ob Tis Kepner 
(sc. puAakh) pretat otpatdy ovde ovu- 
Adooet. Pind. Nem. vi. 1, év avdpav, 
ev Oedy yévos,—bueipyet O€ TATA KEKpMEVa. 
divauis. Theognis 381, ovdé te rexpimeé- 
vov mpos Saiuovds Eat Bpototow. 

17. dccdmevov, ‘expecting,’ and as it 
were in suspense as to what wind will 
ultimately blow. Some render it ‘ fore- 
showing’ (Schol. Min. mpocdexduevoy 4 
mpoonmatvov); but the poet seems to 
attribute to the element itselfa kind of 
conscious restlessness preceding a storm. 

18. airs, lit. “just so,’ i.e. without 
any decided result or effect.—érépace, 
‘backwards.’ See xiii. 543. 

20. bai(duevos, divided, wavering be- 
tween two schemes. See ix. 8. Doeder- 
lein, who thinks that by aoppdpy (16) 
the gloom of anxiety as well as the 
agitation of doubt is implied, says on 
this verse, “‘ épuaive dubitationem, dai(6- 
mevos dolorem Nestoris denotat.”? A 
simpler sense is, ‘was made anxious by 
being divided in his mind in respect of 
two ways of action.” Cf. xvi. 435, 5x04 
5€ wor Kpadin weuove ppeoly dpuatvoyTt. 

23. dodacaro. See xxiii. 339. 
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avyahos vnas xaddew, oTeivovtTo O€ Naot: 

24. o? Sé€. For they, viz. the com- 
batants to whom he was proposing to 
go, were slaying each other in fighting. 
Cf. 60—62. Schol. Ven. todro0 de éern- 
yaye mpos Td 7) weB” Burov Yor Aavady. 
—Ad«e, an aorist from a root Aak, Ank 
(lacero, aks), representing the sound 
made by rending or tearing. 

27—51. Nestor resolves to find Aga- 
memnon, in order that he may consult 
with him. That chief is met returning 
from the ships with Diomede and Ulysses, 
to see the state of affairs; for they had 
retired to the fleet wounded. Agamem- 
non’s alarm is not less than Nestor’s, 
and he thinks the whole army has deserted 
him for his quarrel with Achilles. 

28. map vndv. Schol. Ven. amd tay 
mpos Oaracoay em) Tas ev TE Telxer. See 
xi. 660, 661. 

29. ‘ Diomedes vulneratus a Paride, 
xi. 369—400. Ulysses a Soco, xi. 434 
sq., 488. Agamemnon a Coone, 273 sq.” 
Heyue. 

= 30. mwoAddv ydp. The particle ex- 
plains the reason why they were going 
from their tents, close to the shore, 
where they had been attending to their 
wounds, to see how the fight was pro- 
ceeding (dWeloyres, inf. 37), viz. because 
they could neither hear nor see without 
getting nearer. — eipvato, eipvyto, had 
been drawn up. See i. 350; xv. 656.— 
medlovde, high and dry on the land. 
“Eas naves, quae primae ad Troadis 

oram pervenerant, in terram traxerant 
easque muro a tergo munierant Achivi. 
Fecerant id ut reliqua classis juxta litus 
anchoras jacere posset neque justo arec- 
tius condensaretur; nam numerosiores 
erant naves quam ut ora quamvis inter 

duo promontoria, Rhoeteum et Sigeum, 
extensa universam excipere posset clas- 
sem.” Doederlein. 

32. em mpvuvnow, ‘at the sterns;’ 
for the prows of Greek galleys always 
faced the sea. See xviii. 76. Hence 
Virgil’s ‘litora curvae praetexunt pup- 
pes,’ Aen. vi. 4. A naval camp, i.e. a 

fence and rampart, was thrown round 

on the land side, so as to include all the 
ships between it and the sea. If we 
suppose this to have been done at first, 
it will explain the allusion in Thucyd. 
i. 11, ererdy SE agicduevor maxn expa- 
THhoav, —OSjAov 6, Td yap Epuua TE 
oTpatomedy ovn by ereixloavTo, K.T.A. 
The rampart described in vii. 436 was 
perhaps an after-thought, and a secondary 
work. 

34. aiyiadds, the sea-strand. Wide as 
this was, it was unable to hold, or con- 
tain, all the ships, and the people (the 
various allied forces) were pressed for 
room; for this reason then they had 
drawn up the ships mpéxpoooa, in rows 
one behind and higher than the other, 
so as to form a sort of ascending series ; 
or perhaps, side by side, but so as to 
present different degrees of distance from 
the sea-line. See the note on xii. 258, 
Kpdaoas mev mUpywy épvov. Mr. Blakes- 
ley, on Herod. vii. 188, mpdéxpocoa 
épuéovto es mévtoy, derives the word 
from mpd and képon, ‘head foremost,’ 
and renders it ‘head out seaward.’ The 
notion of gradation, however, evidently 
attaches to the word, as in Herod. ii. 
125. Schol. Ven. tas KAmannddy ve- 
vewAknuevas éTépas mpd Erepwv, waTeE 
Oearpoeides patvecdar Td vedAKtoy, — 
xadeeiv, the aorist of xavddvw. 
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36. ordua, the bay or entrance enclosed 
between the two headlands, Sigeum and 
Rhoeteum. See Gell, Troad, p. 29. “ Ut 
in Od. v. 44], fluvii ostium o7déua nun- 
cupavit, ita maris oram, in terram por- 
rectam, 7idvos ordua appellat poeta.” 
Spitzner. 

37. of ye, sup. 29.—detovres, ‘de- 
sirous to see. The genitive seems to 
depend on the notion implied by the 
desiderative, emtBuxouvTes avT Hs (udxX7S), 
idety avuthv. — eperdduevor, supporting 

themselves by their spears, i. e. as having 

been lately wounded.—a@péu, in close 
company ; or perhaps, surrounded by a 
staff. The picture is more vivid than if 
they came up as stragglers to view the 
fight.—axvuto, not for themselves, but 
for their friends hard pressed in the 
conflict (Schol. Lips.). 

45. mote. See viii. 181. 526.—p2 
mplv—mply, see on vil. 481. 

49. nal %AAo. He supposes, or pre- 
tends to suppose, that Nestor also has 

left the fight and deserted the Grecian 
cause, through some personal ili-feeling 
against him, such as that entertained by 
Achilles. 

51. tpuurjot, the hinder ships, viz. 
those drawn up first on land, and there- 
hi the same as mpérnot. 

52—63. Nestor thinks the state of 
affairs very threatening, but advises that 
they should consult what had best be 
done, and not return at once to the 
fight. 

53. Tatra, the threats of Hector.— 
ETotua, see ix. 425.— AAs, i. e. TEKTH- 
vaito &AAa mapa tavta. The sense is, 
‘these evils, which you fear, are not 
merely in prospect, but are already 
wrought upon us, and Zeus himself could 
not make them otherwise,’ because a 
thing done cannot be undone. Schol. 
Ven. 2, pnol be bri TadTa mey oUTwSs ws 
e€xeivos AmelAnoey Ecral, kal ovk dy Tapa 
TavTa Toinoetev 6 Zevs. 

55. Kkatephpimev, the reduplicated ac- 
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tive aorist in the usual intransitive sense. 
See sup, 15.—eiAap, see vii. 437. 

62. vdos, intelligence, civeois. Nestor 
thinks that counsel and advice may 
effect something, though wounded chiefs 
can do little in fighting. It is difficult 
to have any faith in the antiquity of this 
passage. Spitzner remarks that ém7o- 
Tépwhev occurs nowhere else in Homer. 

~The allusion to vovs, as an agent, seems 
to indicate the philosophical views of a 
later age; and oxomaew, though found 
in x. 40, Od. x. 260, can hardly be a 
word of really ancient epic use. 

64—81. Agamemnon rejoins, that as 
the ramparts have not afforded the ex- 
pected protection to the fleet, and as the 
gods seem adverse to the Grecian cause, 
they had best launch the galleys nearest 
the sea, and moor them in deep water, 
with a view to their leaving the Troad 
at night. (This expedient is a mere re- 
petition of that in ii. 139; and ver. 69 is 
even identical with ii. 116.) 

66. éxpaiove. Buttmann regards this 
as an aorist, Doederlein as the imperfect. 

ayxu Gahacons 75 

See Lexil. p. 542, and on vii. 144, 80° &p’ 
ov Koptyn oi bAcOpoy xpaicue o1dnpeln. 
Inf. xv. 32. There may have been two 
forms of the present, xpalouw and xpaio- 
péw, like kipw and kupéw, atvw and aivéw 
&e., but neither of them occurs. 

67. €dmovro de, ‘though they ex- 
pected in their hearts that it would 
prove’ &e. 

69. This verse occurred (besides ii. 
116) in ix. 23, and the next one xii. 70; 
xili. 227. 

71. 7dea, I knew it, viz. that the 
Greeks would perish, when before Zeus 
zealously assisted them; i.e. I did not 
believe their triumph would be for long. 
Now I know it, when he gives these 
Trojans all the glory.—xvddve., cf. xx. 42. 
The Schol. Ven. compares oidaver vdov, 
ix. 554. 

75. mp@rat. Viewed from the sea, and 
regarded as most ready to be launched, 
the ‘first ships’ mean those which 
arrived last, and are nearest the water- 
line. In another sense, those which 

arrived first and were drawn up highest 
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are mp@rTa vijes, as in xv. 654.—It is to 
be observed, that this is the third time 
Agamemnon counsels flight; see on ix. 
17. 27. 

77. t\, perhaps by ropes tied from 
the upper part, or bulwarks, to stones 
thrown out on each side to steady the 
ship, called edvai. If év pweredpw, ‘on 
the high sea,’ is meant, there would be 
difficulty in embarking the troops at 
night. The Schol. Lips. however com- 
pares Od. iv. 785, bWov 8 ev vorlw thy 7 
Spuioav. Doederlein explains the pas- 
sage very differently. He takes mparau 
vijes for those highest on land, construes 
eAkwuev wyxt Oaracons, i.e. date civat, 
and thinks ty em edydwy means ‘ on the 
high and dry strand, fixed to stones em- 
bedded in the earth,’ comparing i. 485, 
bWov em Wauabors. 

78. vv&é aBpdtn, ‘divine night.’ See 
Lexil. p. 83.—iv Kal rH x.7.A., ‘if per- 
chance even so, viz. by means that may 

seem to some dishonourable, the Trojans, 
thinking the Greeks are going, should 
suspend the fight.’ Virg. Aen. ii. 25, 
‘Nos abiisse rati et vento petiisse My- 
cenas.” 

79. amdoas, Gua maoas, cunctas; dif- 
ferent, as Doederlein well observes, from 
macas in 76. 

80. véueois, see ili. 156. There can 

be no objection made to our escaping 
from ill, even though stealthily and by 
night. Schol. Lips. kairo: ye ayevves 
jv To vuntds domep Spameredoa Thy 
axnv. The next verse is hardly wanted, 
but in some degree it explains away the 
veweois. ‘Better it is by flying from it 
to escape evil, than to be overtaken and 
caught by it.’ 

82—102. Ulysses (sup. 29) gives an 
indignant reply to the proposal of the 
chief. He will not hear of giving up 
Troy, now on the eve of capture, and 
wonders that any chief of sense and 
authority can use such language. 

85. onuatvew, onudytwp elvat, ‘I would 
you had been the ruler of some other 
army, and that asorry one.’ See xvi. 172. 

87. dppa «.7.A. Schol. Vict. ds Exa- 
oros juov p0aph. This is said with bit- 
terness, and with invidiousness against 
the general-in-chief. 

88. o¥rtw 6), viz. in this base and 
stealthy way. 

91. dv o¥ Kev «.7.A. * Which no man 
who knew in his heart how to speak 
sagely would take in his mouth at all, 
to utter it Note the phrase ayer@a 
dia ordua, which Doederlein explains ex 
pectore per os educat; Schol. Ven. dv 
ovX ETEpos elrol. 
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96—102. This passage is quoted by 
Plato, Legg. iv. p. 706 fin., with the 
variants éeAdSouévorot in 98 and moA€uou 
in 100, and oi’ ayopevers in 102. He 
cites the verses as an instance of rovnpa 
€6m, which ought not to be inculcated, 
and adds, jv d5€ mov todto Kal map’ 
‘Ounhpov AaBeiv, Sti Td emiTHdevpa jy 7d 
To.ovToV ov KaAdv. ~OdvcceEd’s yap avTa 
Aodope? Thy "Ayaueuvova, Tav ~Axadv 
TéTe bmd Tov Tpdwy KaTEeXoMEevav TH 
mdxn, KeAevovTa Tas vats eis THY OddaT- 
tay nadernet, 6 5€ yaderalye: TE aVTG 
Kal A€yet, “Os KéAcar—ayopevers. Tad’ 
obv eylyvwoKe Kal éxetvos, OT: KaKdoy ev 
Oadattn Tpinpets SrAltais TapecT@oat 
paxouévos’ Kal A€ovtes by e€Adous 
eGicberey pevyery TowovTos eect XpH-_ 
pevot. Plato therefore regarded the 
viciousness of the advice as consisting 
in the temptation which the ships would 
offer the Greeks for escape, and for re- 
laxing their efforts to conquer. 

96. ovveotadtos, ouvveore@tos, i. e, 
ka0iorapevov, now that the war is in 
progress, or has fairly set in, as we say ; 
or, perhaps, when the battle is being 
closely fought. 

98. eveTa, a verbal not elsewhere oc- 
curring in Homer; ‘that what the 
Trojans pray for may be realized,— 
though they are already victorious, and 
might well be content,’—viz. the igno- 

minious retreat of the Greeks. 
99. emippern, emiBpion, may descend 

upon us like a weighted scale. 
100. sxnoovow, sustinebunt ; they 

will not bear the brunt of the battle 
alone, when the ships are being launched, 
but will look off in another direction, 
i. e. will cast their eyes homeward, and 
will retire from the fight. Schol. Lips. 
mepiBAeWouct kal rronOnoovTat, Snrovdtt 
mepl thy KaboAKhy yevduevor. On the 
Ionic future in éw, like onuavéw, @av- 
favéw, see on iil. 411. 

102. év@a «.7.A. ‘Then, perchance, 
thy counsel will be found injurious.’ The 
future is equivalent to the subjunctive, 
and that to 6nAjoato &y.—idpxape, 
Schol. Lips. caraxeptoue? yap Thy BovAty 
@s ov Batre? apud(ovoar. 

103—108. Agamemnon replies with 
dignity and calmness, ‘ You have greatly 
touched my feelings by your bitter re- 
buke. Zam not the man to order the 
Greeks to launch their ships if they do 
not like it. (The advice may not per- 
haps be the best possible:) but under 
the circumstances (viv) show me the 
man who shall advise better; I should 
be only too glad to meet him.’ 

104. Kadlkeo, Kabhyw. With an ac- 
cusative, as in Od. i. 342 eel we 
MdAoTa Kabiketo mevOos KAacToY. 
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109—132. Diomede next volunteers 
to give advice, and prefaces his remarks 
by some account of his descent, that his 
birth and position may be weighed 
against his youth. In fact, he is here 
introduced in a new character, as a 
counsellor. The Arouydeos apiorein in 
Book v. was probably a distinct ballad. 
And this account, in which allusion is 
made to Tydeus and Adrastus, perhaps 
anciently pertained rather to the The- 
baica than to the Troica; unless we 
regard it as an integral portion of the 
Achaean folk-lore which is largely worked 
up into the Iliad. See iv. 376. 

110. warevew does not occur again in 
Homer, though it is used by Pindar. 
With the formula eyyis avip Spitzner 
compares Theocr. xxii. 69, tls yap, éTw 
xetpas Kal euovs cuvepelow ivavras; A. 
eyyus opas. 

111. aydonobe, if you do not view my 
offer invidiously, or with dislike. —veo- 
TaTos, see ix. 54. 

119. vdo@n (vatw), came to dwell at 
Argos.— mAayxels, a euphemism for 
gevywy. Schol. Min. a@morAavnéels ral 
extecwov THs mwatpldos dia Thy uy. 
The Schol. Ven. gives the story on the 

\ N / 2.39) , 23) , 

Ta O€ péddeT akoveuer, ei eTEdV TEP. 125 

authority of Pherecydes. Tydeus had 
slain the sons of Agrius for expelling 
Oeneus in his old age from the sove- 
reignty. He had then fled to Argos, 
where he obtained the rites of expiation 
from Adrastus, and married his daughter 
Deipyle. Doederlein thinks this a post- 
Homeric legend, and that mdAayx@els 
merely means that he wandered forth 
as an adventurer, and came to Argos,— 
‘an emigrant,’ we should say. 

123. audls, Schol. Vict. xwpls trav 
apouvpav. But it may mean, ‘round the 
estate,’-—‘ arbustis felicibus obsita cir- 
cum,’ Lucret. v. 1378. 

124. kéxaoro, he surpassed. See ii.530. 
125. 7a 5€ x.7.A. This forms a kind 

of aposiopesis: ‘But all this you are 
likely to hear about (from others), whe- 
ther it is true,’ sc. 0 Aéyw. Cf. sup. 69. 
Schol. Ven. avtl tov éoikate aknkoevat. 
Again, Tatra 5€ tuds elds eidévar axnko- 
éras ei GAnO}H Aéyw. Others, as Schol. 
Lips., took wéAAete for euéAAete. “< Ha 
num vere dicam fama audivisse vos 
arbitror ; nam akovew saepe sensu per- 
fecti legitur,’’ Doederlein. Spitzner 
reads «i éredy ye, from a var. lect. as 
eredy ye, comparing vill. 423; xii. 217. 
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127. mepacuévoy, when delivered and 
made known. The Attic writers say 
youny amopatvecOa in this sense. So 
Adyos apxatos pavels, Soph. Trach. 1. 

128. Zouev, twuev. This advice glanced 
at the opposite opinion of Nestor sup. 62, 
méAcuov 8 ovK Supe KeActw Advpevat. 
But avdyxn modifies it: ‘Let us go, 
because we must; but when there, we 
will encourage others by our presence, 
rather than engage, when disabled, in 
the fight.’ — odrduevoi, Diomede being 
one of the wounded, sup. 28.— éxyd- 
pveOa, ‘let us ourselves abstain from 
the conflict, (remaining) out of the 
reach of javelins and arrows, lest per- 
chance one should carry off wound upon 
wound, but encourage by our example, 
and send into the fight others, who 
hitherto, indulging their temper, have 
stood aloof and do not fight. He 
alludes, probably, to Achilles. — For 
éxeo0a: in the sense of améxeoOa see 
li. 98, ef mor aiTHs oxotato. But it 
might mean, ‘let us take part in’ the 
fight, viz. without actually joining it. 

132. jjpa pépovtes. See on i. 572. 
133—152. The advice of Diomede is fol- 

lowed, and the chiefs return to the fight. 

, 

Jeol pakapes KoTéovow, 

Poseidon, in the guise of an aged man, 
offers words of encouragement to Aga- 
memnon, and with a loud shout rallies 
the Greeks and scares the adversary. 

135. GAaocKotinv. See x. 515.—per’ 
avrovs, in quest of them, to overtake 
them. 

140. yn@ety is rare in the present tense. 
Aeschylus has yn@ovcn ppev), Cho. 772. 

142. GA K.7.A. ‘Well! may he perish 
e’en so,’ i.e. by his folly, ‘and may the 
god strike him with a pest.’ This use 
of @s is to be distinguished from that in 
Od. i. 47, @s aarddolTO Kal BAAos, utinam 
pereat &c. Cf. inf. xviii. 107, &s epis 
éx Te Oe@y ek 7 avOpaHmwy amdédAo01TO.— 
oipaAdeecey, lit. ‘cripple him.’ The word 
oceurs only in this passage, and the 
Schol. Ven. does not hesitate to say it 
pertains to a more modern dialect (7 
Aekis vewrépwv). Hesychius explains it 
by apaviceev, uwunoeev. The analogies 
of the word the student will find in 
Liddell and Scott’s Lexicon.  Apoll. 
Rhod. i. 104 uses the adjective odAds 
as a synonym of rnpds. It is probably a 
word of the later Greek, and therefore 
due to interpolators in this passage. 

143. of mw. You have not yet incurred 
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the anger of the gods (though you have 
that of Achilles). 

147. mediow, er wedfov, in the direc- 
tion of the plain.—The next two lines 
occurred v. 860, 861. If the passage 
be really ancient, €Fiaxov would be the 
truer reading. The verb seems here an 
aorist.— pida Evyayeuy, ii. 381. 

151. éxdotw. This word also properly 
takes the initial F. But the passage is 
perhaps made up from xi. 11. 

153—192. Hera, seeing the aid ren- 
dered by Poseidon to the Greeks, to 
whom he was usually adverse, conceives 
the desire of engaging Zeus for a time in 
dalliance with herself, that the successes 

of the Grecian army may receive no 
check. Her real policy (see xv. 14) was 
to get Hector wounded, and so withdraw 
him from the contest. ‘The description 
of the toilette of the goddess forms one 
of the most remarkable and celebrated 

Sy] 

descriptions in the Iliad. 
158, 154. ordoa «.7.A., ‘stood and 

looked out of Olympus from a_ peak.’ 
Here it is clear that the actual mountain 
is meant. The goddess is on Olympus, 
Zeus on Ida. See the fine account of her 
flight thither, inf. 225 seqq. 

155. mouryvovta. See i. 600.—daépa, 
‘brother-in-law ;? she had wedded her 
own brother Zeus, who was also brother 
of Poseidon. 

160. efardpoiro. 
occurred ix. 376. 

162. Schol. Vict. évrévacav’ Koonnoa- 
gay. Kal em) Kipxns (Od. xii. 18), 7A0 
evtuvawevn. The € without F is very 
suspicious; in fact, we virtually have 
here the reflexive éavr}y of a later dialect. 
Ch xvii. 551s 

164. Arapdy, ‘warm,’ ‘snug.’ Cf. Od. 
v. 268, ovpov 5€ mpoénkey amhmovd Te 
Arapév Te. 

This medial aorist 
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167. erjpoer (root ap, as in dpapioxw, 
hipape, &e.), he had closed, fitted close ; 
emhpeioev, ) epnpuocerv, Schol. Ven. This 
active aorist does not elsewhere occur.— 
kAnidt, ‘with a fastening,’ i.e. bolt of 
some kind, or, like our locks, not visible 
from without.—rtiy de, by a kind- of 
poetical attraction to KAnid:. It should 
rather have been tas 6€. (Mr. Trollope 
admits Tas 8 on the conjecture of Heyne.) 

171. Al éAaiw. See on x. 577 ; xviii. 
350.—€5ave, another of the amai Acyd- 
peva in this remarkable passage. Hesych. 
édavdv evades’ 750° Aitév. Probably 
from the root «Fad, «Fed, sweet, though 
Buttmann would derive it from eds. The 
termination may be compared with 77re- 
davds, pryedavds, and (as Schol. Ven. 
well adds) with mi@avds and ixavds. Mr. 
Trollope, supposing from Hesychius (in 
edava) that the word meant ‘eatable,’ 
reads éedav@. But fragrant oils or un- 
guents are not Bpdoima, though pdpuara 
may be.—te@vapevov, ‘which had been 
perfumed for her,’ or made up with 
scent. The earliest mention, perhaps, 
of ptpov, the unguentum of the Romans. 
(See Luecret. ii. 847 seqq. for a curious 
account of its preparation.) As the 
ancients had no alcohol, which is made 
the vehicle and solvent of our modern 
scents, they used oil boiled with fragrant 
essences. 

173. kal Kiwupevowo, ‘though only 
stirred.’—€umns, even though the open- 
ing and the stirring took place within a 

closed room.—es yatay x.7.A.,1.¢. as far as 
earth downwards and the sky upwards, 
from the summit of Olympus. 

178. €avdy. See on ili. 385, where the 
word is shown to come from the same 
root as the verb with which it is here 
joined, Feo, ves-tis, with the adjectival 
termination in -avds. In this case 
ménAos must be understood. The mascu- 
line nominative occurs only in xxi. 507, 
duBpdc.os éavds.—€caTo, a suspected and 
probably pseudo-archaic form, €ocato or 
ééooato being elsewhere found. Have 
we not here a confusion with a totally 
different aorist, Ecacbar (1(w, eioa), Od. 
xiv. 295, Herod. i. 66 ?—A@fjvn, here 
mentioned as the goddess of art, especially 
the female art of embroidery.—éétvce 
(root &eF, shave), ‘had woven smooth 
and fine. Hence tvorls was a garment 
of fine cloth with the nap clipped close 
or smoothed down. Schol. Ven. éAéaver, 
dm) wetapopas tTav kbAwY.—daoKhoaca, 
Hesych. per’ éemipedrcias tphvaca. The 
exact sense is rather doubtful. It may 
mean ‘adorning it with patterns,’ or 
‘after carding and dressing the wool,’ as 
Hokew eipia Kkada@ in ili. 387; or lastly, 
as Mr. Newman appears to understand 
it, ‘for practice.’ He renders it, “ Which 

for the Queen of heaven Athene as a 
sampler wrought.” In this sense we 
may compare kepkidos weAéras Ar. Ran. 
1316, exdidayua cepxidos Kur. Ion 1419. 
—rl0n, viz. as she wove it. 
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180. évet#o1, brooches or clasps (év1- 
évat).—kat& or70os, according to the 
older forms of art, like the Gorgon-head 
on the breast of Minerva. Schol. Ven. 
ovUX ws Huets KaTa Thy KaTaKAEda TOU 
&uov. The art of the jeweller is un- 
doubtedly ancient, and in the Homeric 
passages generally, e.g. xvill. 401, may 
reasonably be regarded as Phenician. 
Compare Od. xv. 460. 

182. €puara, ‘ear-rings,’ from an 
aspirated and sibilant root, Fep, oFep 
(cipeiv, serere, sermo, &c.), explained and 
illustrated more fully on i. 486 and iv. 
116. The primary notion is ‘to set in a 
row,’ as gems in pieces of jewellery. So 
HAEKTpoiow eepto, Od. xv. 460.—AoBoio, 
the lobes or flaps of the ear, which were 
e’tpnra, ‘skilfully pierced.’ Photius, 
AoBds: +d &Kpoy Tod wrTlov. Hesych. 
AoBot Kupiws Tay Btwy Ta kaTw. Doeder- 
lein strangely explains éutphroio ‘ bene 
tritis, ideaque teretibus, pumicis ope vel 
simili corporis comendi arte.” 

183. tpiyAnva, of three drops, or 
sparkling stones.—opdevta, Hesych. 
feta TOAAOD KaudTov memovnueva. Schol. 
Ven. wemovnuéva TH KaTacKeuy, amd Tov 
Hopijcat, 6 éote Kkaxorabjaa (!). The 

ancients did not know what to make of 
this word, which probably contains the 
same root as marmor, mapuatpew, Ke. 
See New Cratylus, p. 687. Doederlein 
shows that it was an Alexandrine word, 
used more than once by Nicander. This 
verse occurs also in Od. xviii. 298. 

184. kpndé€urvw, a kind of cap, or head- 
dress, enclosing the hair, something like 
the calantica of the Romans. The Schol. 
Lips. explains it by xepadodeculw.— 
vnyarew, ‘newly-made,’ perhaps (as the 
Schol. Lips. suggests) for vejryatos. See 
on ii, 42. So amepeiouos for dareipéoios, 
aexyjAtos for aeméAtos, and the Attic 
@paki@ for axpia. 

187. @nkaro. See x. 31. 
193—213. Aphrodite consents to the 

request of Hera, to impart to her every 

grace to captivate Zeus. But the real 
object of the queen of the gods is con- 
cealed; she pretends she is going to 
reconcile certain quarrels and jealousies 
between the ‘Titanian powers, and to 
induce them to return to love. 

196. teteAcouevov. If it is a thing 
that has been done, and so can be done 
again. This line occurs also xviii. 427. 
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198. ov, as in every case where it is 
expressed, gives emphasis to the person. 
Here, however, it is not very marked; 
but it implies that the goddess has a 
singular or special power of doing this. 
Compare Eur. Alcest. 980, where the 
person addressed is ’"Avdyxn,—kal roy év 
XadvPors daudcers ov Bia ctSapov.—dapra, 
tibi subigis ; the middle voice of Sauvar, 
which occurs in the active xvi. 103. 
The contraction from déuvaca, like dvva, 
éniotg, &c., would require a different 
accentuation. 

201. This verse is cited by Plato, 
Theaetet. p. 152, E, where a mystical 
interpretation is given, probably to sati- 
rize a certain school who found in Homer 
the source of all knowledge and philo- 
sophy. The passage is more remarkable 
for containing allusions to the wars of 
the old Titanic powers, as described in 
some ancient Theogony. . “ Debuit in 
carminibus istis theologicis et cosmogo- 
nicis narratum esse et hoc, fuisse ali- 
quando discidia inter Oceanum et Tethyn; 
quod nunc poeta ingeniose alio respectu 
memorat: quo sensu vero illud ab anti- 
quioribus traditum, et quibus de caussis 
jurgium illud natum fuerit, cum antiqua 
carmina perierint, nunc ignoramus.” 
Heyne. Sexual separation, secubitus, 
was traditionally one of the evils of the 
old world, till “Epws was engendered 

among them. See Plat. Symp. p. 197. 
The legend here alluded to makes Hera 
to have been concealed in the recesses 
of Harth when Zeus expelled Cronus, and 
drove him into penal servitude with the 
Titans.—Tethys here seems to be TY, 
as Schol. Ven. explains it. The time 
alluded to is that when Cronus devoured 
his own offspring. 

203. ‘Pefas. Compare the formula 
mntpddev Sedeyuevn, Aesch. Cho. 750. 
Ar. Ach, 478. 

209. dvéocam. See on xiii. 657. 
Doederlein seems rightly to refer it to 
cicat, not to imu, though to the latter 
belong &veoay in xxi. 537, avéoe: in Od. 
xviii. 265. Thus avetoa eis evvhy will 
mean ‘to set on (restore to) the marriage 
bed,’ and éum@jvac will denote the end, 
‘to unite in love.’ It cannot be denied that 
the common Homeric sense of ayv7jKa, i. e. 
éreioa (see v. 422), gives an equally good 
sense; and it is a grave question whe- 
ther the author of the passage did not 
confuse the two meanings. Hesych. 
dvécayu' avameloaime kal mapopunoaim. 
—duwbjvat, a word drat eipnuevor. 
Hesych. eis dudvoway €Adeiv. Schol. Ven. 
7) bpwOjvat ovK oti dmowwOFvat, GAN 
budoe €dOciy piAdtntTt. Compare the 
phrase éubv A€xos cicavaBalvery, vill. 291. 

213. Tov aplarov. Note the Attic use 
of the article. The Schol. Ven, says this 
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line was rejected, on the ground that 
the favour ought to have been granted 
to Hera for her own sake, not for that 
of Zeus. She may give it, however, as a 

token of respect to the queen of the gods. 
214—223. Aphrodite presents to Hera 

her cestus, a bodice or girdle inspiring 
love. The latter accepts and deposits 
it in her bosom, or (as Heyne explains 
it) puts it on, as an article of dress. 

214. keordv, connected with kevrety 
and Kévoa (xxiii. 337), pierced (laced or 
embroidered). Schol. Ven. 2, (wor7jpa 
oUTw Kadvvmevoy amd TOU moAUKEeVTNTOY 
avTov eivat Tats papats. Compare HkeoTos, 
vi. 94, moAvKeotos iuas, ili. 371. The 
word afterwards became a substantive, 
and the cestus of Venus was celebrated 
in art; see Martial, Ep. vi. 13, where 
the present passage is thus alluded to: 
“Ut Martis revocetur amor summique 
Tonantis, A te Juno petat ceston et 
ipsa Venus.’ Hesych. keotdy iudyvta: toy 
moiklAov tudyra, 7) xiT@va trotkihoy — 
kal 6 Siakekevtnucvos xitav. In the 
earlier sense, as here, it was a bodice or 
otpéqiov, perhaps cross-laced from holes 
on each side where it met on the bosom. 
Hence its peculiar charms were supposed 
to be derived. In later art, it became 

a magic belt. 
216. éapiords, ‘dalliance,’ love-talk. 

See on vi. 516.—dpdacts, * persuasion,’ 
the power of ‘ talking over,’ as mapeurety, 
mapremibeiy, &c. Probably the true 
reading in Soph. Trach. 662, ras mei@ovs 
mayxploTw mappdcer cuyKpabels (vulg. 
ém) mpopacer Onpds).—This verse is cited 

(apparently from memory) by Aristotle, 
Eth. Nic. vii. 6, as an illustration of 
émOuula, passion.— For the repetition 
of év with several nouns, compare v. 740 ; 
xviii. 483. The @eAkrjpia are thus com- 
bined in Plaut. Pseud. i. 1. 64, ‘amores 
mores consuetudines Jocus ludus sermo 
suavis saviatio.’ 

219. 77 viv, ‘ take this now.’ See on 
xxiii. 618.—xd6AT@, viz. to transfuse into 
you new charms and graces. So in 
compliment to Berenice, wife and sister 
of Ptolemy Soter, Theocritus says, xvii. 

37, that Aphrodite kéAmoy és evadn 
padivas eceudiaro xetpas. Alcaeus, frag. 
62, Bergk, xéAm@ o edékavT &yvat 
Xdpites, Kpivot. Doederlein forces the 
sense of éyxar0eo to mean ‘put it round 
your waist, and show it to Zeus.” The 
influence of the belt, however, was secret 

and magic, viz. so as to inspire love to- 
wards the possessor of it.—@ €vi k.7.A., 
i.e. in this belt all your wishes are con- 
tained ; all is wrought that you ask for. 

221. véer@a:, in the future sense, as 
XVill. 186, 700€ev yap veduci.—&mpyKTor, 
Schol. od« Eon &rpartos ob mpoduus. 

224—241. Possessed of the magic 
charm from Aphrodite, Hera hastens 
from Olympus to Ida, and meeting 
Sleep, she enlists him by the promise 
of a reward to enthral Zeus for a while 
in the profoundest repose. 

226. Cf. Od. v. 50, Mepiny & émiBas 
|Epus | e& aidépos éumece révtw. cevaT’ 
emer’ em) Koma «.7.A. Sup. vi. 505, 

evar ere ava &oTv.—inmoTéAwyr, cf. 
xiii. 4. 
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228. kopuas, in apposition ; ‘keeping 
only to the highest peaks, and not touch- 
ing lower earth.’—em) mévrtor, ‘over the 
seaf Cf. xiii. 27. 

230. OdavTos. 
xvi. 311. 

231. “Yrvm. Compare Hes. Theog. 
756, 8 brvov meta xepol (€xovea), 
kaclyyntov Pavaroio. 

234. 4 wév. Another reading is «i 
pev. The sense is, ‘as formerly you used 
to hear my request, so now also comply.’ 
—idéw, efoouar xdpiv, “I shall feel grati- 
tude.’ A remarkable, if not unique, use 
of idetv, for which Spitzner gives «idéw, 
which the Schol. Ven. says was the 
common reading. The distinction be- 
tween eidéva:, ‘to know,’ and ideiv, ‘to 
see,” eidfjow (i. 546) and idfow (Theoer. 
lii. 37), is always well marked, though the 
root is the same; and eidévar ydpiv, * to 
be conscious of a feeling of gratitude,’ is 
the received formula. Hesych. ido: 
yréoouo. Is it then an Ionic future in 
-éw, like yauew, wevew? For kev with 
the subjunctive, in the sense of the Attic 

VOL. II, 

See xxiii. 745, and on 

optative, see i. 137. 
238. @pévov. Schol. Lips. kad@s Opdvov 

bmioxveitar wv yap Tov “Tmvov, kar 
Tpos avanavow memolnrat. 

240. acxnoas. See sup.179. Perhaps 
Tevier T aonnoas, md Te K.T.A. Od. x. 
366, Opdvov—imd S€ Opivus wooly ev. 
The notion is, that the attitude shall be 
assumed which is most comfortable to a 
feaster. 

242—262. Sleep replies to Hera that 
he fears the anger of Zeus, if he should 

comply with her request. And he cites 
a case in which the wrath of the god 
was shown against him when Zeus was 
set to sleep that Hera might persecute 
Hercules on his return from ravaging 
Troy.—This story, if not taken from cer- 
tain fepol Adyor, or mysteries, presup- 
poses ballads on the expedition of Her- 
cules and Telamon against Troy. It is 
again alluded to, and somewhat more in 
detail, xv. 18 seqq. Pindar mentions it 
several times, e.g. Nem. iv. 25. Isthm. 
v. 31. 

246. ’Qkeavod. Aesch. Prom. 138, 70d 

F 
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pevuati.yeveois k.T.A., cf. sup. 201. 

248. dre wh, <i wy, nist ipso jubente. 
249. kal Ado, in another matter, viz. 

that following.—ezlyvocev, warned, in- 
structed me. Schol. Lips. 757 yap me 
kal els &AAO eraldevoey 7 oO) TpdoTakis. 
The aorist, perhaps, of the rare verb 
muvvoKw, which occurs in Aesch. Pers. 
830. Hesych. enivucer eowppduoer. 
The intransitive amvtooev is found in 
the Odyssey, and inf. xv. 10. Doeder- 
lein takes &AAo as a secondary accusative 
to the verb, ‘Your orders before now 
have taught me another course,’ viz. to 
obey Zeus rather than you; which is 
nearly the view of Schol. Lips. Heyne 
gives kal &AAoTe F em. ep. 

250. «eivos expresses a sense of dislike, 
as Hera was hostile to Hercules. Cf. v. 
604, kad viv of mapa Ketvos ~Apns, BpoTr@ 
avdp) eoicds. 

252. eye wey, viz. ool mecoBeis. I, in 
obedience to your behests, had lulled to 
sleep the mind of Zeus.—éAcéa, exoiunoa, 
a rare use of the active voice. Cf. xxiv. 
635, A€tov viv we TaxLo TA, SioTpepes. 

265 

253. of, against Hercules. 
255. Kéwvde. This verse occurs xv. 

28. The story is briefly alluded to by 
Apollodorus, vii. § 1, mAéovros 5€ ard 
Tpolas ‘HpakaA€ous, “Hpa xademovs ereuwe 
XEavas ep ols ayavaxThoas Leds, éxpé- 
pacev avtiy ef OAvumov. TpooémAc: 5é 
‘HpakaAjjs TH K@* Kal voutoavres adrdoy 
oi Kgot Anotpikdy yew orddov, Bar- 
Aovtes AlOos mpoomActy exddrvov. ‘O dé 
Biacdwevos Thy vinta etre, kal Tov Baot- 
Aéa Etpimvdoy, “Actumadalas maida Kal 
Tloveid@vos, exrewe.—voog. pldwy, i.e. 
after losing his companions by ship- 
wreck. 

258. &sorov. Had he found me, he 
would have hurled me from heaven into 
the sea to perdition. Cf. Od. i. 235. 242. 
Aesch. Eum. 565, éAer &kAavoros aloros. 

263—269. Failing in the attempt to 
gain over Sleep, Hera now raises her 
terms, and offers one of the Charites as 
a bride. 

265. 7} pis «.7.A. You do not surely 
suppose that Zeus would resent a trick 
done to the Trojans, about whom he is 
well-nigh indifferent, as he did the wrong 
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done to his own son? Schol. Lips. od 
yap duolws Kwhoec0a Toy Ala én) tors 
Tpwol karwbetow, &s brtp Tov idtov maLdds 
é€xadémnve.—Ziy, see vill. 206. 

267. Whatever be meant by ‘ younger’ 
Graces, it is clear that the triple Graces, 
known as early as the time of Pindar 
(Pyth. xii.), are distinct persons, or be- 
long to a distinct mythology. See Glad- 
stone, ‘‘ Studies,” vol. ii. p. 163. In 
xvill. 882, a Charis is represented as the 
spouse of Hephaestus. 

270—276. Sleep accepts the proffered 
terms, but requires that they should be 
sanctioned by a solemn oath. 

270. xhparo. It is very difficult to 
believe that such a form as this (the 
medial aorist of yafpw) is archaic. Like 
joaro from Hdec0a (Od. ix. 353), ujvaro 
from patver@a, it seems to partake of 
the character of the later Alexandrine. 
On the other hand, @fKaTo is a form used 
by Herodotus and Pindar. But xfparo 
and émx7ijpato seem essentially late and 
almost debased forms. They are used 
by Apoll. Rhod. iv. 55 and 1628. 

271. adarov, ‘inviolable,’ not to be 
hurt or offended by &rn, reckless or in- 
fatuate folly. Some take this to be a 

FE 

verbal from adw, with the a privative 
prefixed, as in &amros, adoxeros. Butt- 
mann has a long, but not satisfactory 
discussion of this word in the Lexilogus. 
As a7 was aFdrn (avara in Pindar), the 
original short aa is contracted into a, 
and a second @ is inserted after the con- 
traction, as in duaay for duav, 7Bdwoa 
for 78aca, &e. The initial ¢ (= dvd) is 
simply privative. In the Odyssey, xxi. 
91, and xxii. 5, &%eO@Aos aaddros seems to 
mean ‘ not to be lightly set aside.’ Here 
the a@ is retained short because there is 
no contraction, but the digamma is pro- 
nounced double, dv—dF Fatos. 

275. h wey. See i. 77.—ééAdouat, em- 
Oud, i.e. €FeASoum. Cf. xiii. 638. 

277—299. Hera having given the re- 
quired oath proceeds with Sleep to Lectum 
(a name formed in reference to Aé€xos, 
AééacOar), on the roots of Mount Ida, 
where Sleep bides his time, in the form 
of a bird perched on a fir-tree, while 
Hera goes to captivate Zeus by her 
charms on the top of the Gargarus. 

279. brotaptapious. See vy. 898; viii. 
479; xv. 225. 

281. ta, the twain, viz. Hera and 
Sleep.—Ajurvov, ef. sup. 230. 
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Aextov, 001 mpatov durérnv aha: TH 8 ert yépoov 
ld td , \ wn Y vA 4 

Byrnv, axpotarn 5é€ Todav Uro celeTo Udy. 285 
9 , >» 

ev?’ “Yrvos pev enewve TAPOS Avos dace idéoAat, 
> > 4, 3 \ ia aA 7 55 ¥ 

els ehaTyny avaBas TepysyKetov, H TOT ev “1dy 
paxpotatyn mepuura du jépos aidép’ tkaver: 
¥ — ® >» , > s 
ev’ not olovow TeTUKATPEVOS ElhaTiVOLOLY, 
»” tay I 4 4 </P 5) + opvs Avyupy evadtyKvos, Hv T Ev Operow 290 

xarkida KukhyoKovar Ooi, avdpes dé Kvpuvdw. 
“Hpy S€ Kpaimvas tpooeBHoeTo Tapyapov axpov 
"Idns vimdyjsr te dé vehehyyepera Zevs. 
as O€ 107, @s pw Epos TuKWas hpevas audexadvier, 
e Ld a , > , , 

OLOV OTE TPWTOV TEP €pioryeo Ony purorntt, 295 

eis evyny hoitwvTe didtous \jOovTe ToKHaSs. 
la > > “ , »¥ > »¥ se) Ee) , 

oTn © avTns mpotrapo.le, emos T epat Ex T OvOpaler. 
y A A > 5c By 

“"Hpn, Tn peavia kat Ovdvptrov 760° ikavecs ; 
9 > > , Ae ed ~ 3S , 33 

l7777 Ol ) OV TAPEaCl KAL APHATA, TWV K é7Bains. 

tov S€ dohodpovéovaa mpoonvoa TéTVLa “Hp 

284. Schol. Lips. gor: 5€ pépos “15ns 
7d Aextov,—a@voudobn Sé ex Tov ey a’Ta 
katakAOjvat Ala kal “Hpav. 

286. mdpos x.7.A. Schol. Lips. ply 
%n Tos opPadrpods Tod Ards, brws mi) 
mpd Tov déovTos avToy Komlon. 

288. 5° 7épos, ‘through the lower air 
into the bright sky.’ It is said that in 
this place only the poet uses 7p not for 
‘mist’? but for ‘air. The former may 
however be meant, if we interpret it of 
the low ground-mist that often hovers 
over forests; and according to Gell, the 
Troad is naturally a misty region. 

291. xyoadnlda—Kvucvdww. It is of course 
vain to attach any English nomenclature 
to these words. ‘Ihe bird meant is com- 
monly thouglt to be an owl. Heyne 
cites Arist. Hist. An. ix. 12, 7 XadAnkls 
OAryaKis mev spatvetat’ olket yap dpn’ 
KUuivdw SE KaAovoWw ~Iwves avTnyv. ‘The 
expression is a curious one, and can 
only be plausibly explained on the sup- 
position of two distinct terms coexisting 
for one and the same object, but derived 
from two different languages, one of 
them probably Pelasgic. That people 
are called 870: in x. 429. See ‘ New Cra- 
tylus,’ p. 188. Plato, Cratyl. p. 392, a. 
Phaedrus, p. 252, B. Goettling on 
Hes. Theog. 831. Gladstone, Juventus 

300 

Mundi, p: 76. Also sup. i. 404; ii. 814. 
That the @eo! here meant were deified 
mortals, held in awe or honour in long 
pre-historic times, is also probable. 

292. Tapyapov. See viii. 48. 
294-296. These can hardly be very 

early verses. The digamma is violated 
in the common reading @s & Zev (Bekker. 
ws 5¢ Fd’), and the idiom &s—ds is rather 
Alexandrine and Theocritean, as even 
the Schol. Lips. remarks. See however 
inf. xx. 424. 

296. Andovtre. The marriage of Zeus 
and Hera was considered to have been a 
secret one. Hence the proverb in Theo- 
crit. xv. 64, mdyta yuvaikes toavtt, Kal 
@s Zevs aydyed’ “Hpay. For Plato’s re- 
ference to this passage, see on 342 inf. 

298. 7d8 ixdvers. Acie Td dpos, Schol. 
Lips., who compares Od. i. 409, 74 édv 
avTod Xpeios eeAdduevos TOD ikavers ; 
Rather, perhaps, ‘have you made this 
coming on your part.’—T@v Kk émBains, 
viz. in making a long journey. He says 
this, the Schol. observes, wishing her to 
stay, while she avows that she has every 
thing ready. 

300—311. Hera craftily pretends that 
she is on a journey to a distant part, and 
cannot now stay to dally with her lord. 
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cy 9 , , , , 
Epxomar dwoueryn tohuddpBov TeEipara yains, 

*Akeavov te, Oeav yéveow, Kai pntépa TnOvv, 

ol p ev odotor Sdpotow ev Tpéhov HO atitadXor, 
‘ SY 39 , / sy: 2, be v4 

Tovs elu oouery, Kat op axpiTa veiKea vows 
non yap Synpov ypovov addAydov aéxovTat 305 

> A ‘\ / > ‘\ , + A 

evvns Kal piioTyTos, Emel yOAOs EuTrev€e Dupe. 

immo. © év mpupvwpein TorTiOakos “dys 
e A 3 4 > »¥ SZ , Nee: / 

ETA , Ol f OLDOVOLY ETL TPAPEPYV TE Kal VYpHV. 
lol A an 4 A > > , Qo ¢ , 

vov O€ wed ElveKa devpo Kat Ovdvptrov TOO ikava, 
, , , 4 ” A 

PN TOS pou METETELTA YOAWTEAL, EL KE TLWTN 310 

olyapat tpos Saya Baluppoov ‘“Axeavoio.” 
THv © arapeBopnevos tpoaedy vehednyepera Zevs 

““"Hpn, Ketoe pev €oTe Kal VoTEpov SppnOjvat, 
A > ¥y 9 > , , > 4 

vor d ay év dirdrnte tpareiopev evvyberte 
> , , roe ae, a » 2QA , 

Ov Y2%p T7@ TOTE fina OE Beas €pos ovoe YUValLkKos 315 
0 XN SN Pe ‘ 25 , 

vpov evi oTHOecor TEpiTpoXuleis EOdpaccev 

[odd 6dr Hpacdpnv *TEvovins addxouo, 
n Téke Ilepifoov Oeddw pyjotwp atadavtov 

301—306. These verses were said sup. 
200—207 by Hera to Aphrodite. Zeno- 
dotus, according to Schol. Ven., rejected 
them here, as out of place if repeated to 
Zeus. The criticism however seems un- 
sound, since Hera is affecting an interest 
indeed in evv} kat @iAdtys, but not as 
between herself and Zeus, thus purposely 
leaving the advances to be made by him. 
“Hpa teAcla, Juno pronuba, was the 
patroness of marriage. 

308. iypi), for ‘sea,’ is used also in x. 
27. Od. v. 45. Inf. xxiv. 341. Spitzner 
compares Apoll. Rhod. ii. 544, auvdis d¢ 
KéAevbos byph Te Tpapeph T tvSaddAAcTa. 
See on xvi. 34. From tpépetv, ‘to co- 
agulate,’ tpapepds meant ‘ compact,’ 
mnyyés. It is used of a well-fed fish, 
Theocr. xxi. 44, 

310. xoAdoeat. See xv. 18, for the 
treatment suffered by Hera on a similar 
occasion. 

312—328. Zeus addresses his spouse 
in amorous terms, and assures her that 
she is more admired by him than any of 
his former loves. 

314. ev piAdtntt. There is some con- 
fusion between tpamrjva: és giAdrnta 
and edynOjjvat ev piAdtntt. See the note 

on iil. 441. Spitzner, with Heyne, refers 
tpatelouey to Téprw, not to Tpérw. 

315. ob ydp mw x.7.A. Nothing can 
be clearer than that the catalogue of the 
amours of Zeus, if it be of genuine an- 
tiquity, presupposes, and indeed was 
borrowed from, earlier ballads which 
treated of the subjects very fully. It is 
quite evident that we have here a mere 
epitome, and the story of each fair maid 
is assumed to be known in detail to the 
hearers. The student may consult Glad- 
stone, ‘ Studies,” vol. ii. p. 237, and 
vol. iii. p. 346. The whole passage how- 
ever (317—327) was rejected by the 
Alexandrine critics, as the Schol. Ven. 
expressly says; and even Spitzner, who 
generally leans to the side of genuine- 
ness, includes these eleven lines within 
brackets. It is likely that these old 
legends were held in favour by the later 
poets who affected the ancient lore. So 
Theoer. viii. 59, 6 marep, & Zed, od udvos 
hpaaany? Kal rv yuvatkopiaas. 

317. *lktovins dAdxoto. Dia, the daugh- 
ter of Deioneus. by a singular inversion 
of the legend, Ixion was said to have 
been enamoured of Hera, Pind. Pyth. ii, 
33.—TleiplOoov, see il. 741, 
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ovo ote Tep Aavdys Katdtodvpov Axpioorys, 
A , lal , 5 / b) las 

Y TEKE ITepona TAVT@MV d.pLoeiKeTov avdpov 320 

ovd ote Doivikos Kovpyns THAEK)ELTOLO, 
c 

» Téxe pou Mivov te Kal avtibeov “PaddpavOur 

ove ore TEP SepéAns ovd “Adkpyvys evi OnBy, 
Y-e3 re 

he Hpakhja Kpatepodpova yeivato matda: 
7 O€ Atovucov Seedy Téxe, xappa Bpototcw" 
ovd ore AnpyTpos KadduTAOKdpLoLO avaooNs, 
ovo OmdTe AnTods EpiKvdeos, oVdE TED avT|s, | 
as o€o viv Epapat Kat LE ‘yAUKUS (wepos atpel.”’ 

XN \ , , /, gy Tov dé Sorofpovéova'a mpoonvsa 7oTvLa “Hpy 
| lal lal ¥ 

“aivotate Kpovidn, motov Tov pubor €eures. 330 
el vov ev dirdryte Aidaieas evvyOnvar 
¥ > al XN \ , y 

Idys év kopudjot, Ta S€ TpoTépavtar aravta, 
TOS K €0l El TLS VOL Oe@y alevyeveTawv 

evoovt aOpnoete, Oeotor Sé Tact peTeNOdy 
, > x > 4 X\ a la , 

Teppadot ; OUK QV ceyw VE TEOV TPOs dopa VEOLLYV 335 

e€ ens dvoTaca, veecanTov O€ KEV etn. 
GAN’ ei Oy p eO€dets Kai Tor hiov emeTo Supa, 
¥ , , ip ey ¥ 

€otw Tor Odhapos, Tov Tot didos vids eTevEev 

“Hoaoros, tuxwas S€ Ovpas ctabmotow éemnpoer 
¥» —> » , STP ¥ St 
ev LOMEV KELOVTES, EEL VU TOL €VvaoeV €vv?). 340 

TV oO ataperBopevos Tpocéepy vedhednyepera Zevs 
““Hpy, pyre Oeav 76 ye Seidule pte Tw’ avdpav 

320. Hes. Theog. 548, *Iameriovldn, 
mdvTwy apidelkeT avdKTwr. 

821. Solvixos xovpns. Kuropa, daugh- 
ter of the Phoenician Cadmus. 

829—340. Hera affects coyness, and 
thinks they had better retire to the 
chamber prepared for them by Hephaes- 
tus. 

3381. ei viv «.7.A. The Scholiasts are 
somewhat perplexed as to the construc- 
tion of the following sentence. The 
meaning would be quite clear in Latin: 
quod tu nunc in summo monte dormire 
vis (is vero totus patet); quid, si quis 
nos caelestium viderit consopitos ? — 
mask éo1, lit. Show would it be?’ For 
this form of the verb, see ix. 142, yap- 
Bpds Kv pot €ot.—redpddo., a redupli- 

cated epic aorist, root ppad (ppacw). See 
x. 127. 

336. veuecontdv. For this formula 
of deprecating reproach Spitzner com- 
pares ill. 410; xxiv. 463. 

339. éeniipoev. See sup. 167.—kelovres, 
Hesych. koimnOnodwevor. See on xak- 
xelovrTes, i. 606.—ebadev, ‘pleases,’ the 
digammated aor. 2 of avdavw. See xvii. 
647. 

341— 353. Zeus, deat to the proposal 
for delay, leads his spouse at once to an 
Elysian bed of flowers, where he falls into 
a deep repose. 

342. ro ye 5el510. Compare the very 
similar verse, v. 827. Plato, Resp. iii. p. 
390, B, Ti S€ ;—SoKe? cor emit Hdevoy civat 
—Ala, kabevddvtav tay HAAwY bev TE 
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oveobau Totdv Tor yw véedos audikalvpo 
XY pvaeov. 

a 99 

ov Te Kal O€vTatov TéeTar dos eicopaac bar. 

Ovo av vou diadpakor "Héduds TEP, 

345 
> “a aA , 

7) pa, Kal ayKas emapTtTe Kpdovov mats nv TapaKoitw. 
A See ~~ \ ~ 4 f , 

Tolct © vTd yOwv dia dvev veoOnr€a Tony, 
hotov & épajevta idé kpoKov HS vaxwov 

\ ‘\ ‘4 A b) SN \ e , > + TUKVOV Kat Mahakdy, Os ao YHovds UOT EEepyev. 
To eve heEdo Ony, evi dé vepéd\nv EacavTo 350 

i \ , \ Sie :3: U4 ¥ Kahn ypuoeinuy otiimvat & anémumtov €epoa. 
® a \ 2 , 4 ‘\ > \ , » 

WS O MEV ATPEMAS EvOE TAT) P ava Tapyapo akpo, 

UTVO Kal PiroTnTe O is, eve © AyKAaS GKOLTLW UTVO Kal ProTyTL Capes, EX yKas : 

Bn Sé Oéew ert vias “Aya@v ndupos “Lrvos, 
ayyedinv épéwv yainoy@ elvootyato. 355 
b) lal Je , » fp , 

ayXou 5 LOTAMEVOS ETEA TTEPOEVTA Tpoonvod. 

“ mpoppev vov Aavaotar, IIoveiOaov, emdpuve, 
7 A »” - IZ + > »~ Y 

kai ow KvdOos orale pivurOa ep, Op ETL EvdEL 
ZF 7, > ‘\ b) Ours x r x ‘\ oe aN ‘ 

€US, €7TEL aAvuTw cyw pa QKOV TEpt K@ILO KO va 

"Hpyn & év diddornrte maphradev edvynOnvar.” 360 
e > \ aA \ + Cy of \ mer , 

@sS ElT@V O ev WET ETL KNUTA PUA av0 paar, 
As > ¥ w“~ . nw 5 4 a 

TOV © ETL pPadXdov avyKkey apuvewevat Aavaoiow. 

kal dvOpdmwv Kal pdvos eypnyopws & 
é€BovAcioaro, ToUTwy TavTwY padiws ém- 
AavOavduevoy bia Thy TOY appodialwy em- 
Ouulay, kal obTws extAayevta iddévTa TIV 
“Hpay, SoTe und cis TH Swudtioy bere 
e€AGeiv, GAN avTod Bovdduevoy xaual 
tuyytyvecOat, kal A€yovta 2s otTws bd 
emiduutas ExeTat, ws ov bre Td TpaToy 
epoltwy mpos aGAATAous, piAous AjPovTe 
ToKjas ; (sup. 296.) 

343. For xad’mrety in the sense of 
praetendere, see vy. 315. 

345. elcopdacba, ‘ keenest for seeing.’ 
Pind. Nem. x. 63, kelvou yap émxOoviwy 
mavtwy yeveT okUTaTOY bua. 

347. Compare v. 777, totow 8 auBpo- 
oinv Suders avéretAc veweoOu. ‘These 
lines are as beautiful as the image is 
refined and poetical.—éepyev, “ molli 
hyacinthi copia cubantes a dura Idae 
humo quasi sublimes  separabantur.” 
Doederlein. Prop. iv. 12, 36, ‘altaque 
nativo creverat herba toro.’ 

351. oriAmval, from oTfABw, as Tepmvds, 
isxvds, O@admvds (Schol.). The word is 
Gat cipnucvoy in our Homer, and pro- 

bably really belongs to a much later dia- 
lect. The sense is, that glossy dew-drops 
fell from the mist which enwrapped 
Zeus and Hera, and refreshed with the 

moisture the verdure on which they 
reclined. Zenodotus read éewémimtov. 

354—375. Sleep is now despatched to 
summon Poseidon, who appears among 
the Grecian host, and exhorts them to 
make a stand against Hector. (Gene- 
rally, as one of the builders of Troy, 
Poseidon favoured the Trojan side.) 

357. mpéppwv, zealously and openly, 
not, as hitherto (sup. 136), in the guise 
of an old man. 

360. fmape is an epic aorist from 
anapioxw. Cf. Od. xiv. 488. It is, as 
Spitzner remarks, an Alexandrine word. 
Here it means @0cAke, mapemeice. 

361. 0 ev, viz. “Yrvos.— pin avOpa- 
TWY, Viz. KATAKOLUhowWY avTovsS, ATaV 
Ocovs.—Tdy 5&, viz. Poseidon.—avjKer, 
Schol. Lips. avérewwey 7) mapmpuncer. 
See on v. 422.—é€r: paAdov, construe 
with auvveuevat, to aid them yet more 

than before,’ 
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avtixka & év mpw@to.or péya tpolopar éxéhevoev. 
6c? a \ 5 \ > Ai Y , 

Apyéto.t, Kal On auTe peOleuev Extope vikny 

TIpiaptdy, iva vnas EAN Kat KUOOS apnras ; 365 

GAN 6 pev ovTw dyot Kal evyeTat ovvEeK “Aythevs 

vynvow emi yadupnot pever KEXONWMEVOS HTOP* 
re > »” / \ ¥ v ¢€ » 

Keivou © ov TL Ainv Toby EaoeTat, EL KEV OL addoL 
€ a > , > > 4 >] 4 Heels OTpvVOpEH apvvewev ahAydoLrow. 
G\N aye’, ws av eyw eita, Tedpela TavTes. 370 
> / LA yy op oY ae) \ uA 

domioes Ooo aL AplaTat evi OTPATM HOE MEeyLoTaL 
¢€ , ‘ \ tf 2, 

eEooapevol, Keparas O€ TavalOnow Kopvlecow, 
, / ‘\ / cy 2 > ¢€ / 

KpuWavTes, YEpolv TE TA prakpoTaT eyyxe EdoOVTES, 
7 Jee a0 aN e 4 2Q> » , 
Lower? avTap eyav nynoopat, ovd ETL pywt 

"Extopa IIpiapidyv pevéew para mep pepaata.” 375 
“aA / > > x 4, 4 - if , ¥ 

[ds 5€ kK avnp pevéyappos, exer 0 dXiyov odKos Ope, 
, \ , a @ > 9 , , , - 

xelpov hart dota, 6 8 ev domid: peilore dvTw.| 
as ehal’, ot & dpa Tov para pev K\vov HOE TiMorTO. 
‘\ > > ‘\ ial > / > , / 

Tovs © avtot Bacidyjes ExdopEOV OUTAPEVOL TEP, 
Tvdetdns Odvcets Te kal Atpeldns “Ayapéeuvav. 380 

> 2 >) b} \ , 3 , -  ) »” 

[otyopevot ® emt mavtas Apyla TEVXE aprerBov. 
> ‘\ 4 5 SN »” 4 sy , A 

éoOha prev Eo OOs EOUVE, XEpyna. Oe YElpove dda Ker. | 

avTap €TEL EDO AVTO TEpt x pot vopoma yahKov, 
, Ci ay: > 5 A / 5 / 

Bav p wevr jpye 3) apa ou Tlocetdawv evoo ly bar, 

364. Kal 5) (vulgo xa) 8), ‘and do we 
then again cede the victory to Hector, 
that he may capture our ships P?—ped- 
fewer, ‘resign,’ ‘allow to pass to another 
through our remissness.’ Elsewhere 
maptevat.—iva, “cum ironia ; quasi pravo 
consilio facerent id quod wt superati 
faciebant.” Doed. 

366. 0 wéev. And yet he, Hector, de- 
clares and boasts that it will be so, viz. 
that he will prevail. 

868. Ketvov d€ x.7.A. * Yet, after all, 
we shall not miss 47m so much, provided 
only we who remain be encouraged to 
assist each other. Cf. vii. 420, *Apyetor 
& érépwhev—wrptvoyto vekus T ayeuer. 

372. mavaiBos isa word arat eipnuevoy. 
In the next verse we have the Attic use 
of the article in Ta paxpétara. Even 
€coac8a aorida seems a strange variant 
from the familiar phrase revxea diva. 

378—401. The Greeks cheerfully obey 

the command of Poseidon, who leads 
them to the fight clad in the best 
armour. The noise of the conflict is 
compared to the roaring of the sea, the 
wind, and of fire. 

379. o’tduevor. See sup. 28. 
381. a&e:Bov, they made an exchange 

of their armour, viz. giving their own to 
those about to fight, and taking from 
them the inferior arms in return. 
Schol. Lips. totto mowtow, brws Ta 
acparéotepa exovTes of &pioto Kiwdv- 
vevowey mpodvuws.—xepna (generally, but 
wrongly, taken for xepelova) is the ac- 
cusative of xépns. See on i. 80. 

384. jjpxe .7.A. See xv. 8. The 
‘flaming sword’ of the god reminds one 
of a not unfrequent Scriptural image.— 
7@, it is not allowed to men to come in 
contact with it in the fight, but fear of 
it keeps them aloof. Some, with Doeder- 
lein, understand 7@ of the god himself. 
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385 

ELKENOV GOTEPOTY’ TH O OV Geuts €aTt pLynVvat poTy T¢ id peeyy 
a , , > , »” 

év Sat Mevyaken, ahha d€0s LOX avet avdpas. 
lal > Y 

Tpaas 8 adl érépwbev éexdopee hatdipos “Exrwp. 
64 pa TOT alvoTaTny epida TTOAELOLO TAvUT Gay 
Kvavoxaira IToceddwy Kai patduos “Extwp, 

"Apyetovow apryav. > a \ , aA 3 

H To. oO pev Tpwecow 6 6 

390 

exo Oy O€ Oahacoa moti khiclas TE véas TE 
"Apyetwv: ot d€ Evricav peyaddw ahadyto. 

ovte Jatao v ) Boaa ott xépaov acons Kipa TOToV Boag XEpror, 
/ b) tp aA , ) la 

movtolev opvupevov TVvoLn Bopéw adeyewvy, 395 
¥ \ / 4 /, > 4 

OUTE TUPOS TODIDOS YE TrENEL Bpopos atGop€voro 

»” > , 9 > » , Y 
ovpeos ev Byaoys, OTE T WpETO KaLeev UND, 

y»¥> » , ‘\ ‘\ e / 
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892. éxAvoOy, the meaning is, that 
Poseidon raised an earthquake-wave 
close to the Argive camp, either as a 
portent at the event, or (Schol. Lips.) to 
increase the sound made by the advance 
of the Greeks. The verses following, to 
401, though fine, seem exaggerated and 
laboured, and more in the style of the 
later epic writers. 

393. 0? 5€. Doederlein refers this to the 
Trojans only, as it was the Grecian custom 
to advance in silence, iii. 8. The @wyn of 
both, inf. 400, he thinks was heard after 
the tight; but this is perhaps fanciful. 

396. mupds Bpduos. See xvii. 739.— 
@pero, an epic aorist. Cf. xii. 279, dre 
T pero untiéera Leds veipeuev. 

402—439. Hector strikes Ajax with 
his lance, but without hurting him. 

Ajax throws a huge stone, and Hector 
falls. The Greeks run up to despoil 
him, but are kept at bay by Hector’s 
friends. He is at last carried off in a 
car to the banks of the Xanthus, where 
he recovers from his swoon. 

403. éme) x.7.A., at the moment when 
he had turned to face him. (Pindar, 
Nem. ii. 14, év Tpwla wey Extwp Atayros 
&kovgev, a passage which is interpreted 
of a conflict between Ajax and Hector.) 

404. S0w rTeAauave. A remarkable 
passage on the Homeric armature. The 
sword was not appended to a belt round 
the waist, but to a strap over the shoul- 
der, probably crossing that sustaining 
the shield, so that the javelin hit the 
point of intersection. 

408. See xiii. 565. 
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410. €xmara, the holders or sup- 
porters, elsewhere called €puara, viz. 
stones put in a row under the ship to 
keep it erect. See on i. 486. Hes. Opp. 
624, via © em jrelpov eptom, mukdoar 
Te AlOo.ot mavTobev. Mr. Hayman (Ap- 
pendix to vol. i. of the Odyssey, p. exiv) 
is needlessly perplexed at the phrase, 
which he inclines to render ‘ballast.’ 
A number of loose stones may be sup- 
posed to have been lying about, brought 
together for propping the galleys on the 
land, but only partially used for that 
purpose. The Schol. Lips. well explains 
the word by epelouata mpds Td mh evOa 
kal €v0a KAlvecOa. Heyne, doubting 
whether the fight was as yet so close to 
the galleys, interprets “ saxa magna, ex 
eo genere quae navibus subiici pote- 
rant.” 

412. BeBAjKkew was the reading of 
Zenodotus and Aristophanes, as the 
Schol. Ven. records. Compare joxey, 
iii. 8388; aveyew, v. 899.—&vtvyos, the 
rim of the shield. 

413. orpduBov. He gave a rotatory 
motion to Hector as he struck him, 

like the spinning of a top. (Heyne 
thinks it means ‘a quoit.’) Schol. Ven. 
as pouBov mwepipepy A€yer SE Thy Kadov- 
pevoy BéuBnra (1. BéuBura, cf. Ar. Vesp. 
1517). Sixnv otv orpduBov eémolnoerv 
avtoy oTpepecbat, opddpws mAnias. Cf. 
xi. 147, dAuov & &s ~aoeve kvdAivderOa 
5 dutAov.— @Spaue, viz. Hector. “ Jactu 
ita ille Hectora impulit, ut velut turbo 
in orbem cireumageretur.” Doed. 

416, 417. This distich seems, to say 
the least, unnecessary. 

419. éyxos. This was one of the dvo 
dovpe commonly carried by a heavy- 
armed soldier. One of them had been 
discharged at Ajax, sup. 403.—édpéy, 
see on xili. 543. 

422. épvec@au, to drag him away for 
themselves; a form of the future. See 
on ix. 248. 

424. ovTdoar cominus, Badeiy eminus 
Serire. 

427. €5, €0, i.e. avrov, as eev = 
avTns ini. 114. Cf. xv. 165. The form 
akndecey seems very doubtful. We have 
Kndw, Kndéow, Kndeuwy, &e.; but the 
neuter form with « privative should be 
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l vowp 455 

440 
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aknoderv, and the aorist akhdno’, which 
appears indeed to have been one ancient 
reading, another being aendécar’ (Schol. 
Ven.). Perhaps, like écay for 7jcav, we 
must regard it as a metrical shortening 
of the 7, if the form be really a genuine 
one. Compare amuwtacev, xv. 10. In 
xxiii. 70 we have ak«hders, but this ad- 
mits of either accent. 

433. ftoy, the epic aorist of tw, analo- 
gous to oicety and atety. 

434. 5ivhnevtos. See ii. ad fin. This 
distich occurs also xxi. 1, 2.—7ékero, 
Viz. as diirer 7) moTapdy, supplied by rain, 
xvi. 174.—7éAacay «.7.A., ef. xv. 9, 10; 
v. 697. 

437. em) yotva. A short expression 

for ‘rising to his knees and so sitting 
backwards.’ 

438. mwAjjTo, he approached, i.e. sank 
to the ground. So inf. 468.—édduva, 
see sup. 199. 

440—457. Elated by the departure 
of Hector from the fight (which was 
the plan Hera had intended to carry 
out while Zeus was asleep), the Argives 

renew the conflict. Ajax and Polydamas 
each wound their man. 

443. d€vdevTi, dte?, cf. v. 50.—vnls, a 
Naiad ; ef. vi. 22. 

448. obvayoy k.7.A. 
764. 

452. ayoor@, the flat of the hand. 
Cf. xi. 425. 

See ii. 881; xvi. 
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454. abre, ‘in its turn,’ i.e. in re- 
quital for the wound dealt by Ajax. 
‘I do not think’ (he says, with the 
banter usual over a stricken foe) ‘ that 
the dart has sprung in vain from the 
stalwart hand of Panthus’ magnanimous 
son,’ i.e. from my hand. ‘Some Argive 
has received it in his flesh, and methinks 
it will serve him to lean upon in his 
descent to the abode of Hades.’ Cf. sup. 
38. 

458 —474. Polydamas narrowly escapes 
death from the lance of Ajax, who how- 

ever strikes down Archelochus, and 

boasts that he has slain as good a man 
as the Grecian Prothoénor. 

460. This seems a rather weak verse ; 
but it may have been intended to mark 
the distinction from the Ajax sup. 442. 
The preceding distich occurred xiii. 417, 
418, with ’AvriAdx@ for Atay, 

463. Aixpipls aitas, by starting nimbly 
aside. This phrase is used in Od. xix. 
451 of the side-attack of a wild boar.— 
Kduloe, SC. xpol, as sup. 456. 

465. cuveoxu@, ovvoxy, the juncture 
of the head with the spine. This form 
of the word is very ditficult to explain, 
without the aid of the digamma, which 
seems to have no place in é€yw. We 
may compare the forms éyxpua, oxmua, 
6xud(w. Doederlein briefly remarks, 
“quo jure e interpositum sit, non 
liquet.” 

468. mAjvro, sup. 488. He seems to 
mean that the body remained for a 
moment in a standing position, with the 
head struck off by the lance. But the 
account is physically impossible. 

472. kaos etSetat. Note the absence 
of the F. 

474. abr@, ipsi. 
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475—485. Acamas, a brother of the 
slain, wounds Promachus as he was 

dragging away the body, and utters 
bitter taunts against the Greeks. 

475. ed Yiyveonwy, he knew well who 
he was, but pretended that he was not 
certain. 

477. aupit—BeBads. See xvii. 4.— 
Kkaovyvjt, “Archelocho; nam Acamas 
quoque ex Antenoris filiis erat, 11. 823 ; 
xi. 60.”’ Doed.—% 5é, viz. Promachus. 

479. iduwpor. See on iv. 242. Mr. 
Gladstone (Juventus Mundi, p. 58) ren- 
ders it ‘ braggarts,’ ‘loud talkers.’ And 
here the context shows the sense to be 
‘vain clamourers.’—ov @nv k.7.A., ‘ Not, 
assuredly, to us alone shall there be toil 
and woe, but you too some day shall 
even thus be slain. Mark ye, how your 
Promachus sleeps in death, slain by my 
lance! that the price due to me for my 
brother (Archelochus) may not long be 
unpaid. The form &riros occurs xiii. 
414. The « is here made long by the 
double sounding of the dental, &ritTO0s, 
as the first syllable of ardéA\wy in Hes. 
Opp. 131. Doederlein compares modv- 
Titov édyra in an oracle ap. Herod. v. 92. 
Heyne gives & &tiros. 

484. 7@ kal «.7.A. ‘That is why a 
man would pray to leave a brother be- 
hind him in his house, to avert from him 
(i.e. from his corpse) ill-treatment in 
war.’ Tor this sense of apy, contumelia, 
cf. xl, 334, Goris of aphy éerdpoo 
d@muvvat. <Aristarchus appears to have 
read *Apews.— The xe belongs to edxerat, 
and gives the sense of evxorro &y. So 
mavtas 8 ovKk by eye pvAncouca ovd 
dvoujnvw, ii. 488.  Doederlein renders 
the passage very differently : ‘* huic pro- 
pinquum etiam domi relictum esse qui 
caedem ejus ulciscatur, multi praedi- 
canto.”—yvwrby, see ili. 174. 

486—505. The Grecians are stung by 
the taunts of Acamas, who is attacked 
by Peneleos without effect. Ilioneus 
however is slain, and Peneleos makes a 
mocking appeal to his companions to 
convey the tidings to his parents. 

488. apundn (em) “Axduavtos, 1. e. 
awpétato, tero emt. Cf. iv. 335.—épwiy, 
the attack, lit. the ‘spear-reach ;’ see iil. 
62.—ovracev, not €Badrev, because the 
spear was held in the hand, and not 
thrown.— IInveAéwo, see iv. 327. 

492. wovvov. The fact of his being an 
only son, and his wealth and prosperity, 
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Alas pa mpatos Tehapoévios “Ypr.ov ova 
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are intended to add pathos to his death. 
Schol. Lips. 

495. ivlov (with the sibilant digamma, 
perhaps our word sinew), the tendon be- 
hind the neck. See on v. 73. 

499. oh, i.e. domep. See on ii. 144, 
KivHOn 8 ayoph oy KUuaTa pakpd Oaddo- 
ons. Schol. Ven. cédeua eoriv 7 Keparr 
Tis phkwvos. gavracer 5€ H ew akp@ 
Tov déparos eumenapucvyn Kepary Thy emt 
Kava@ kddeav. He adds, that this use 
of py is late, of the age of Antimachus 
and Callimachus; and that Aristarchus 
rejected ver. 500 as spurious, taking $7 for 
@n, and so Spitzner has edited. As the 
text stands, the sense is that Peneleos 
lifted up on his spear’s point the head of 
Tlioneus, as one would lift up the seed- 
vessel of a poppy. 

503. ovdé yap x.7.A. Spitzner well 

515 

compares Od. xii. 42, rd 8 of ti yury 
kal vam TéKVa olKkade vooTHoayT: Tap- 
loratat ovst ydvuyrat.—yavbooerat, 
padpe mpoownw Seterat. 

506—522. The Trojans are scared by 
the lifting of the ghastly head, and turn 
to flight in confusion. The poet attri- 
butes this to the aid of Poseidon (sup. 
355. 362). The book ends with an ac- 
count of the Trojans slain by Ajax and 
other Grecian chiefs. 

508. €omete viv «.7.A. See on il. 484. 
—avipdypia, a word Gat cipnu€vor, ‘the 
spoils of slain men.’ The Schol. Ven. 
compares (wdypia, Bod-ypia, morxorypia 
(Od. vill. 332). 

510. €xAwe. See v. 37. 
514. Médpuy «.7.A. See xiii. 792, 

whence it appears that both father and 
son are here meant. 
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516. ’Arpeldns. In xvii. 24, Menelaus 
boasts that Hyperenor, son of Pantbus, 
escaped with his life, though he adds 
circumstances that do not fall in with 
this, or any other passage in our text. 

518. wTeiAnv. See xvii. 86. 
521. emoméoat, consequi, ‘to over- 

take ;? a singular use. Doederlein thinks 
it governs the genitive ; but this is better 
taken absolutely.—tpeoodytwy, Schol. 
Ven. ob Adye: SerodyTwv, GAAA uydv- 

twv. He compares xiii. 515, tpécca 8 
ovKeTt pluda mddes péepov ex moA€uo1o.— 
dpon will hardly stand, since all subjunc- 
tives are future and contingent in sense. 
The imperfect jev requires the optative, 
dpoa. Compare xv. 23. Perhaps we may 
supply an ellipse, tpeocdvtwy, (éomep 
Tpéovow) bre x.T.A. A variant of good 
authority is époev, and this is the read- 
ing of Heyne. 
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This book was inscribed MaAlwtis mapa 
T@Y vewy, in reference to ver. 69. It 
describes the turn which fortune at first 
takes in favour of the Trojans, and their 
final repulse from the fleet through the 
valour of Ajax, whose exploits are here 
specially described, like those of Idome- 
neus in the thirteenth. Heyne remarks, 
“Liber est inter praestantiores, ger- 
manam virtutem Martiam spirans, et 
Hectorem Aiacemque collocans in con- 
spicuo virtutis cum laude exerendae 
loco.” 

1—33. The Trojans having been put 
to flight, Zeus awakes from his slumbers 
(xiv. 352), and sees the rout, with 
Poseidon assisting the Grecians. He 
charges Hera with deceit, and reminds 

her how severely she was punished on a 
former occasion. 

_ 1, 2. This distich occurred in viii. 
343, 344. The event referred to is the 
retreat of the Trojans from the Grecian 

camp at the end of the last book,—a 
reaction from their successes on first 
entering, xii. fin. 

3. of pev, the Trojans, who, panic- 
stricken, halted under cover of their 
chariots, outside of the rampart. — 
épntvovto, cf. ii. 99, omovdy 8 Eero 
Aads, epntudey 5 Kal’ Edpas. — imal 
Selous, see x. 376. Theocr. xxiv. 60, 
Enpov brat Seluus akpaxodoyv “IpikAja. 
But Heyne and Bekker give iz. 

7. rovs mev «.T.A. See xiv. 14.— 
Toce:dawva, ib. 384. 

9. “Exropa, xiv. 435—437.—&oOuart, 
inf. 241. — amivvoowv, senseless, in a 
swoon. Od. v. 342, doxéeis 5€ wor ovK 
amyviocev.  Hesych. amvitws e%xov, 
ov swppovav. By strict analogy, it 
should be a@mvutety. In xiy. 249, we 
have the transitive aorist miuvdoa from 
myvokw. Compare achdew, xiv. 427,— 
euewy, cf. xiv. 437.—apaupératos, Ajax, 
xiv. 410. 
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13. Seva, adverbially, like forva 
tuens. ‘ With direful scowling glance,” 
Mr. Newman. 

14. 4} pada 54. It is doubtful whe- 
ther these words refer to the epithet or 
the verb. In the former case, it is a 
short expression for 4 mada Kkakdtexvos 
jv SddA0s 6 mavoas x.7.A. Clearly the 
Schol. Lips. is wrong in construing war’ 
aunxave. Cf. x. 167, ob & auhxavds 
€oot, yepaé, and xvi. 29. Schol. Ven. 
mpos hy ovk eo7t unxaviocacbat. — ods 
SdAos, viz. xiv. 300, Ke. 

15. epdByce, es gpuyny erpeve (not 
poBepovs ereinae, Schol. Vict.). 

16. aire, “iterum, ut ante ad punien- 
dam fraudem ad Herculem perdendum 
inventam,” Heyne.—zpérn, Schol. Ven. 
Tpotépa tay “EAAnvwy. mply tovTous, 
onal, amoAatoat kal eravpacba THs o7s 
SoArétnros. Prius etiam quam _ ipsi 
Achivi, quorum gratia peccavisti,” Doe- 
derlein.—The formula ov« oi8 ei, like 
nescio an, is the assertion of a_pro- 
bability : ‘ Possibly you will yourself be 
the first to suffer the consequences.’ 
(Mr. Trollope explains it, ‘I have a 
great mind that you shall reap the 
fruits of your conduct.’) Schol. Lips. 
bmep oldev axpiBOs, dota (er.—eratpyat, 
properly, ‘draw on (or over) yourself;’ 
see i. 410, a amadytes exatpwvta Ba- 
ciAjos. Buttmann, Lexil. p. 149. 

18. kpéuw, for éxpéuaco, imperfect of 
kpevauat, like Saudwou, vi. 368, and 
Kpeudw for kpeudow, vii. 83. The con- 
traction is not likely to be archaic, but 
probably pertains to the era of He- 
rodotus.—The legend itself, as its very 

VOL. Il. 

ene 0 ovd as Oupor avin 

barbarism shows, belongs, like the story 
about Hephaestus in i. 590, to the 
earlier epics, from which it has been 
adapted to the present context. The 
genuineness of it has been questioned ; 
according to Schol. Ven., Zenodotus re- 
jected the whole story of the xcéAacis 
Ths “Hpas. It forms a sequel to the 
legend in xiv. 249 seqq. Hercules, on 
returning from the expedition to Troy, 
was cast away by a storm on the island 
of Cos. In the later epics, e.g. the 
poem called the Néoro:, the return of 
the Greeks and the shipwrecks off Euboea 
may have been suggested by this in- 
cident, as well as that of Ulysses in 
Od. v. Most of the early commentators 
assigned to it a mystical interpretation, 
in reference to elemental phenomena; 
an explanation not unsuited to a modern 
opinion, that the Homeric poems were, 
in their remote origin, “solar”? epics.— 
&cmovas «.7T.A. The method employed 
was probably a torture of slaves, or 
recusant captives. 

21. hAdoreov. See xii. 163, kar 
a@Aaothoas eros nba. Hesych. éyare- 
ma.wov, ede.voTabouvy. “Sensus mixtus ex 
indignatione et miseratione,’’? Heyne. 

23. tetrayéyv. See i. 591, five odds 
TetTayov amd Bndov Oeoreciow. The 
allusion in particular is to Hephaestus. 
—ixnrai,ause of the praesens historicum 
which is here awkward, since subjunc- 
tives are future, and the primary verb is 
past. See on xiv. 522. On the other 
hand, the optative does not properly take 
the &y, in the sense of wsque dum venisset. 

24, @vudv, a secondary accusative, the 

G 
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sense virtually being éravoé we Oupod. 
There was another reading @upuds, re- 
jected by Aristarchus. The sense is, 
‘not even so did the enduring grief for 
divine Hercules give me rest in my mind’ 
(or anger). The Schol. Vict. compares 
xxi. 122, of © ateiAhy aiw dmrorArxun- 
covTat.—a(nxys, adiexjs. See iv. 435, 
and xvii. 741. 

26. giv Bopén, Schol. Lips. &yAov, 
métepoy “Hpa kal Bopéas avemeioay Tas 
OvéAAas, ) “Hpa Gua Boppd kal tas 
OvéAAas Ereicev. &uewvov 5€ Td SevTEpor. 
Spitzner notices the ambiguity, and 
agrees with the Schol. in preferring 
the latter, comparing ili. 439; x. 290. 
A third way, and perhaps a better, would 
be to construe Toy ob méupas oby Bopén, 
i.e. kat’ odpov.—Kédwvbe, see xiv. 255. 

29. puoduny. The short v is without 
precedent, and contrary to analogy; in 
modern composition we should call it a 
false quantity. On one theory indeed 
it can be satisfactorily explained,—that 
of late compilation, when erroneous no- 
tions about the ancient epic forms pre- 
vailed. It was easy to confound fuw 
with épvw, which are two forms of the 
same word. An unsatisfactory attempt 
to get over the difficulty has been made 
by reading efpycdunv. See Buttmann, 

Lex. p. 307, and the notes on vi. 403 ; 
x. 258.—avnyayor, ‘brought him back 
home.’ So the word is used by Pindar, 
Pyth. v. 3. Aesch. Cho. 131, and once 
or twice in the Odyssey.—a0Ajcarta, a 
clear allusion to the ‘labours of Her- 
cules.’ 

31. adtis, ‘a second time,’ the uvhun 
being a recalling of the ré00s.—xpaloun, 
the aorist, used as in xiv. 66, Tetxos ® 
ovk €xpaiome TETVYMEVOY. 

33. hy éeulyns, viz. xiv. 353. The 
Schol. Ven. says that neither Zenodotus 
nor Aristophanes recognized this verse, 
and that perhaps itis repittés. Spitzner 
remarks that it is recognized by Plu- 
tarch, De aud. Poet. vi. 70. 

34—46. Hera denies all complicity 
with the defeat of the Trojans, and 
promises allegiance to Zeus for the 
future. 

386—38. These three verses occur Od. 
vy. 184 seqq. Compare Hes. Theog. 775. 
Sup. ii. 755; xiv. 271. 

40. kovptd:ov. See on i. 114. 
Al. wh mnuatve. An Attic idiom, 

and probably not really an early one. 
See on x. 330. It may have been mo- 
dified, for the sake of strong positive 
affirmation, from the infinitive, of which 
we have examples in xix. 261; xxi. 374. 
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Compare ix. 133. Hera here asserts on 
oath that it was not with her knowledge 
and consent that Poseidon assisted the 
Greeks. See xiv. 355. Hither this was 
false, or, as Mr. Trollope supposes, Sleep 
informed Poseidon of the repose of Zeus 
without any suggestion from Hera. 

45. kal Kelyvm. The ral qualifies, not 
the pronoun, but the verb; or rather, 
the whole clause. ‘So far from advising 
him against you, I would even recom- 
mend him to follow your guidance in all 
things.” See ix. 417, kal-8 &y Trois 
&AAoww eyo rapapv9noaluny otkad aro- 
mAclew.—Th wey «.7.A.  Spitzner com- 
pares Hes. Opp. 208, tH ® cis, jo dy 
eye tep tryw. 
47—77. Zeus is pacified by the as- 

surances of his spouse, whom he sends 
to summon Iris and Apollo, that they 
may at once convey to Poseidon an 
order to desist, and may impart new 
vigour to Hector; thus his counsels to 
do honour to Achilles shall be brought 
to an issue. 

49. ci wev 8) «.7.A. * Well, certainly, 
if you henceforth were to take your seat 
among the gods like-minded with me, 
then soon would Poseidon, however 
much he may wish it otherwise, alter 
his views to your heart and mine,’ i.e. 

to suit our inclination. (The meaning 
is, that he could not resist or rebel 
against the united counsels of all the 
gods in Olympus.) 

58. ta @. Here, as in x. 256, 7d & 
€dy mapa vn A€AeiwTO, we have the Attic 
use of the article-—The passage follow- 
ing, from 56 to 77, in which the poet 
makes Zeus unfold his counsels to Hera, 
and in doing so, anticipate the whole 
plot of the drama, was regarded as 
spurious by Zenodotus and Aristophanes 
(the former commencing with ver. 63). 
Aristarehus retained it, but with some 
doubts, as appears from the Schol. Ven., 
for he objected to the epithet of Achilles 
mToAtmopov in 77. Heyne shared in the 
doubt of the Alexandrines ; Mr. Trollope, 
who is committed to the ‘ orthodox” 
view, pronounces the passage “absolutely 
necessary,” but gives no better reason 
than that “it is only by the promise 
contained in this speech that Jano would 
have been induced to perform her errand 
to Iris and Apollo.’ The arguments 
for and against are discussed at length 
and with great learning in Spitzner’s 
note. His conclusion is, ‘Si haec omnia 
consideraveris, et orationem longius esse 
productam, quam Jovis ira et impa- 
tientia ferre videatur, et immisceri quae- 

Go 
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dam nova et inaudita concedamus ne- 
cesse erit.” He prefers, however, on 
the whole, to follow Aristarchus in 
accepting the passage. One of the ob- 
jections, noted by the Schol. Ven., is 
that Patroclus was not sent to the fight 
by Achilles (65), but himself entreated 
Achilles to be sent. (See however xvi. 
126.) Nor did the Greeks actually fall 
on the ships of Achilles. 

60. AcAdéy, transitively, as in ii. 600; 
xxii. 343, ‘may cause him to forget.’ 

64. dvorhjoe. Used differently from 
i. 191, and in the Attic sense of ‘ rouse 
to action,’ as in x. 176. 

66. 7IAfov. For the « made long, as in 
?AokAnmiov li. 731, see on i. 205. Mr. 
Trollope admits the ‘ready emendation 
of Dr. Maltby,” "IAfogi, but wrongly as- 
serts that *IAlou “ destroys the metre.” 

69. maAtwiw. See xii. 71. Here the 
word is not quite correctly used; for, as 
Spitzner observes, “ poetae non fugam 
significat, sed de iis dicitur qui antea 
victores a victis repelluntur.” (Schol. 

Ven. on 56; ob AéyeTat oUTws WAGs Tap’ 
avTe 7) puyn, GAA” OTay ex weTaBoAgs ot 
mpdtepoy pevyovTes Sibkwot.) 

71. “IAtoy aim. In this passage only 
the name is used in the neuter.—fovaAas 
k.T.A., Viz. by the device of the wooden 
horse. This is one of the passages evi- 
dently posterior to the epics (“ Cyclics” 
in which that story was narrated. Cf. 
Od. viii. 492. 

72. ovr &p. Perhaps ot7” by, mabw 
being the epic subjunctive equivalent to 
a future or optative. 

73. evddde, ‘here at Troy,’ viz. where 
Ida is, on which they are conversing. 

75. «apntt. A contraction not else- 
where found for kapjati. But xdpynros 
occurs Od. vi. 230.—@éris k.7.A., see 
1. 524. The sense is, ‘before I have 
brought the affairs of the Greeks to such 
a pass, that only Achilles can save them.’ 

78—91. Hera, quick as thought, in 
obedience to Zeus, flies to Olympus to 
the assembled gods. Themis inquires the 
object of her mission, 
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80. @s & «.7.A. On this “ very curious 
simile,’ as Mr. Gladstone calls it, see his 

“Studies,” &c., vol. i. p. 3388; ii. 26. 
Also Mure, Hist. Gr. Lit. vol. ii. p. 34. 
Heyne compares Hymn. in Apoll. 448, 
and in Mere. 43, also Apoll. Rhod. ii. 
541, &s bre tis matpnbey drAducvos— 
opwitépous evince Sduous, &uvdis SE Ké- 
AevOos byph Te Tpapeph Tt ivddrAeTaL, 
tiddoTe F UAH Fea TWoppipwy emimaleTat 
6p0arpmoiot. Spitzner, who denies that 
Any is a legitimate form of the first per- 
son imperfect of eiul, and that ‘hic eram 
vel illic” is a correct formula, gives e{ 
(Aristarchus e?yv), and renders the pas- 
sage thus: “utquando mens viri cele- 
riter evolat, qui multis terris peragratis 
animo acuto cogitet: hic iverim vel 
illic ? et multa revolverit secum.” But 
we have #nv erat in xi. 808 (formed on 
the analogy of 7Béw, auaay, &e.), and 
the analogy of the Attic shows that jv 
will stand for either the first or the third 
person. Doederlein also prefers env, in 

the sense ‘ which way should I go?’ To 
this passage the gloss of Hesychius, 
etnu’ mopevouat, refers. Healso has nv: 
iv, Runv, alluding, perhaps, to xi. 807. 
But Doederlein strangely renders pe- 
vownnot (so Aristarchus; mevownoee 

Spitzner) ‘ multa itineri necessaria pro- 
curat vel praeparat.” The sense seems 
simply to be ‘ anxiously considers.’ 

83. as kpaity@s. The Schol. Ven. 
thinks the simile “ made up” (cvyKerrar) 
from Od. vii. 386, T@v vées @KEtat ws Et 
TTEepoyv HE vonua. 

86. dSexavéwyto, nomaCovto. See on 
iv. 4. The root is dex, dix, ‘to point,’ 
rather than dex, ‘to receive.’ (Doederlein 
however maintains the contrary doctrine, 
and there are points of contact between 
the two senses, as the roots dex, dex, 

seem identical.) Cf. ix. 671. 
87. } dex.7.A. Callim. Hymn. Demet. 

62, & & AAws pév €ace—Bapbv & ara- 
pmetWar’ &vakra.— O€urort, ‘at the hands 
of Themis.’ See on ii. 186. 

90. druCouwévy, ‘one who is fleeing in 
alarm,’ or ‘who has met with a rebuff.’ 
This was from the threat of Zeus in 
31. 

92—112. Hera promises to tell the 
whole tale to the assembled gods; and 
she breaks out into a peevish complaint 
of the violence and unfairness of her 
spouse. 

94. ofos x.7.A. Cf. xvili. 262, ofos 
exelvov Ouuds brépBios, ovK ebeAhoer 
pluvery ev medio. 
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“Aokdhados, Tov dyna dv Eupevar d8pysos “Apys.” 

98. kexapnoeuev. The Venetian Scho- 
liasts, in giving an active sense to this 
verb, and making the subject of it Zeus, 
appear to have followed a variant found 
in two copies, ov5é€ € gnur. Doederlein 
takes the same view, comparing AcAaxetv. 
So also Mr. Newman; “ will he to all give 
joy alike.” Schol. xapomoinoew. Itseems 
better, with Spitzner, to regard it as in- 
transitive.—e? wep Tis k.7.A., ‘if there be 
any one who now takes part in the feast 
with pleasure,’ i. e. ‘for he will not do so 

long. For e%rep = ef kal, see on iv. 160. 
There seems irony in &pxe, ver. 95, by 
which Themis is ordered to prepare the 
banquet, as if Hera felt a malicious plea- 
sure in throwing a gloom over it by her 
complaints. Cf. ix. 69, “Arpeiin, ob wey 
upxe. 

101. &x@yoav. Schol. 7xOécOncar, 
mapa To &xOos. Cf. i. 570, bxOnoav 
dva Sua Ards Oo Ovdpaviwves. — yé- 
Aacoey xelAcow. Schol. Ven. odtos 6 
yeAws Sapddvios kadcirai, Stay Tis wh ex 
diabeoews kad Kploews yeAd. kal Tov” Apn 
dé broummrvjcKe: Tov viod oBovca, iv’ 
avTby admoathon Tis TaY Tpdwy cumpa- 
xlas kal Tovs HAAOUS Beors. “ While she 
urges upon the gods the folly of disobe- 
dience, she is secretly inciting them to 
disobey ; and by condoling with Mars on 

the death of his son, she works his fiery 
temper into open rebellion.” Trollope.— 
idv@n, ‘was pleased,’ lit. ‘was warmed;’ 
Schok Sexv0n, exwv7j8y,—a metaphor 
from softening wax before the fire.— 
mac, construe with pernvda. 

104. weveatvouer,irascimur ; al. épidat- 
vouev.—% rt k.7.A., ‘1 suppose forsooth 
we still have a mind to get near him, and 
so to stop him either by persuasion or by 
force! Why, there he sits alone in his 
glory, and cares nought for us, nor con- 
siders us at all.’ 

108. diakpiddv &pioros, as noticed on 
xii. 103, is one of the remarkable expres- 
sions common to Homer and Herodotus 
(lib. iv. 58).—7@ x.7.A., ‘therefore take 
ye (and make the best of) whatever 
harm he may send to you severally.’ 
Schol. avéxerbe. SiddoKe: 5& oréepyerv 
Thy Oelay Sioiknow. There is irony how- 
ever in the advice. 

110. 75 yap «.7.A. ‘Indeed, I ex- 
pect that already a calamity has come to 
pass (i.e. through the anger of Zeus) to 
Ares, if not to others’ (ye). For the 
death of Ascalaphus see xiil. 518.—%v, 
eavtov Schol. Lips., who compares Od. 
1, 215, warnp mév TE mE yor TOU Eumevat, 
avTap éywye Ovx oid. 
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113—141. Ares (who, as elsewhere 
remarked, is a rather stupid god) de- 
clares his intention of at once going to 
avenge his son’s death by attacking the 
Greeks. Heis met however and forcibly 
disarmed by the sage goddess Athena, 
who shows him the dire consequences of 
such an act of disobedience. 

114. katamphvecot. See on xvi. 792. 
—The common reading 8 émos is a vio- 
lation of the digamma. ‘The Schol. 
Ven. records a variant d¢ mpoon’da.— 
veueonoete, plovionte, ‘grudge me 
not,’ ‘blame me not,’ for avenging the 
slaughter of my son. — e% ep, ‘even 
though,’ sup. 99. Compare vy. 886, where 
Ares says, in the same rebellious spirit, 
he TE Ke Onpdy avtov mhuat emacxoy ev 
aivnow verddecow. 

119. Actuos and édBos are the attend- 
ants or (xiii. 299) sons of Ares, as Kvdor- 
fos is feigned to be in Ar. Pac. 255. 

124. Alwe 8¢. Doederlein takes this 

clause parenthetically, to avoid the tere- 
pov mpdétepov, ‘for she had left the seat 
whereon she had been sitting.’ 

125. képuv@’ eiAero. Mr. Gladstone 
(“ Studies,” vol. ii. p. 227) remarks on 
the superior authority here claimed by 
Pallas over Ares, who is little more, he 
says, than a brute god of violence and 
strength. Spitzner remarks, ‘ Versus 
dactylici Minervam festinantem egregie 
depingunt.” Possibly the interposed 

~spondees in 126 represent the setting 
down of the heavy lance. 

128. Ae, connected with 7ALAL0s, ‘fool- 
ish” In Od. ii. 243 we have ¢pévas 
hAcée.—diepOopas, intransitive, ‘you are 
crazed. Eur. Med. 349, aidovmevos 5¢ 
TOAAG 5) StepOopa. (Ibid. 226 the transi- 
tive d:€p0apka occurs.) 

132. avamrdhoas, ‘having filled up the 
measure of. See iv. 170; viii. 34. 353. 
Herod. v. 5. Apoll. Rhod. iv. 15, TATOY 

avaTAHCELY KAKOTNTA. 
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136. kvdo.unowv, transitively, as xi. 
324. 

138. éjos, which Spitzner and others 
write éjos, from évs or 7s, ‘brave,’ 
seems to represent the possessive tut 
(sup. 112). Zenodotus preferred €ovo. 
See on i. 393, and Buttm. Lex. p. 247. 
It is very probable that this is one of 
the erroneous usages introduced by a 
late compiler (d:acKevacris) who mis- 
understood the ancient epic word. 

140. émeita. The allusion probably is 
to Hector’s death, or perhaps to Sar- 
pedon.—fic@a, the infinitive of the epic 
aorist épuTo, like 5éxOa, bpOu, POioPa. 
(Buttmann, Lex. p. 309, says it is a syn- 
copated present for pirecOa, and so the 
Schol. Vict.) ‘It is hard,’ she urges, 
‘for us gods to rescue and protect in 
war the race and offspring of a@// mortal 
men,’ i.e. though we may do so in some 
special cases. 

142—167. Hera, as commanded above 
(55), goes to summon Apollo and Iris to 

Ida. They appear before Zevés without 
delay, and receive from him his com- 
mands,—Iris, to bid Poseidon cease from 
the fight, Apollo (inf. 221) to give new 
strength and vigour to Hector. (By 
these means the balance of the conflict is 
once more restored.) 

144. werdyyedros, internuncia, a more 
general epithet of Iris than a&yyedos, 
which relates to special messages, ii. '786. 
The compound occurs again xxiii. 199. 
But some preferred pér’ tyyedos. 

148. épde.v, supply «éAowat, not KéAeTat. 
The Alexandrine critics rejected this con- 
cluding distich, on the ground that the 
goddess was not likely to exhort her 
hearers to obey Zeus in a course which 
she herself would disapprove. It may be 
objected that the single verse 146 would 
seem somewhat curt and rude. 

153. é€orepadvwro, ‘a filmy fragrance 
was thrown round,’ lit. was made to 
hang over him as a wreath. See on 
xi. 36. 
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155. Vulgo cpa, ‘with them,’ the da- 
tive after €xoAdcato. This form of the 
pronoun is nearly confined to the second 
person ; see iv. 286. 341; viii. 402; but 
in the latter case it takes the circumflex. 
Bekker adopts the correction of Heyne. 
The notion is, that as these two gods 
had obeyed the summons at once, Zeus 
did not show the resentment to them 
which he did to Hera and Poseidon. 
Schol. Lips. adpynros uewe ba ri 
TaXEiay a’Tay mapovolay. 

159. Wevddyyedos, as Spitzner remarks, 
does not again occur in Homer. 

162. ovK« émumeloera: may be regarded 
as a synonym of evayTidoetat.—adoynoet, 
GpeAjoel, Katappovjce:, must be distin- 
guished from dAéyew, dAdeyivew, and 
dAeylCew, precisely as negligentem esse 
is the reverse of diligentem esse. This 
too is Gat elpnuévoy in Homer, and is 
one of the Ionic words of Herodotus, 

i. 144, Ke.—uh od tardoon, an non 
ausurus sit; or, videat an sustinere 
possit. An aorist of TAjm, as if through 
TtTaddw, tAdw. The Schol. Ven. records 
a variant @eAjon. See xiii. 829. 

165. ed, adtod, xiv. 427.— yeveFf k.7.A., 
cf. ix. 161, dccov yeve} mpoyevéotepos 
eVxouat elvat. Hes. Theog. 457, where 
see the present editor’s note, comparing 
sup. iv. 59, xiii. 354.—ovK b0eral, see v. 
403. The sense here is unusual, ov« 

emit pepeTat, ov ppovtTiCet.—icov pacbat, 
see i. 187. But this distich was rejected 
by the Alexandrines, as adapted from 
182, 183 inf. 

168—183. Iris flies, swift as hail 
through the cold air, to convey to Po- 
seidon the order from Zeus. 

170. mrj7at, the-subjunctive of the 
epic aorist.—aiépnyevijs is ¢ born of cold,’ 
aidpnyeverns (Od. v. 296) ‘producing 
cold.’ 
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179. kai Keivos, ‘then he too on his 
part threatened,’ &e. 

184—199. Poseidon is indignant at 
the command, and claims equality with 
Zeus as one of three brothers. 

185. ayabds. See i. 181. 275.—dép- 
omAov, sc. €mros, an arrogant word. See 

on xvii. 170. Lexil. p. 520.—Kadéte:, si 
cohibiturus est, ‘if he thinks to restrain 
me.’ 

187. ‘Péa is a monosyllable, as else- 
where the adverb péa, Hes. Opp. 5; inf, 
Xvil. 461; xx. 263, &c. There was a 
variant ovs téxe ‘Pein, which is Iwvind- 
tepov. The triple division here alluded 
to is said to have been the Tpias or 
Trinity of the Platonists and Neopla- 
tonists. See Plat. Gorg. p. 523, A. 

189. €xacros here has no digamma, as 
inf. 288. Perhaps we should read 6e- 
dacro. As may be expected, these doc- 
trines found a mystical interpretation 
with some, who attributed physical, i. e. 

elemental, or theological meanings to 
the words. According to one view, Zeus 
was 6 dioiKk@y Ta mavTa Adyos. 

191. maddAopéevwy, ‘when we were 
drawing lots.’ Cf. xxiv. 400. A similar 
tradition is recorded Pind, Ol. vii. 55, 

bre xOdva SatéovTo Zevs Te Ka) abavaror. 
Here however Poseidon pretends that 
the earth was not assigned to any one 
god, but was left open to all. “ Dicit 
haec Neptunus cum irrisione arrogantiae 
fraternae, qua terrae omnibus communis 
imperium solus affectet.”  Spitzner.— 
Olympus, as the Scholiasts remark, is 
here regarded strictly as part of the 
earth, and distinct from obpards. 

194. ob Beouat, ‘I will not go,’ or shape 
my course, ‘according to the mind (or 
caprice) of Zeus.’ Apparently this is 
an Jonic future, connected with Baiva, 
Bit (Lat. bitere), like veoua. But 
in xvi. 852; xxiv. 131, Snpdy Ben, the 
author of the verse intended it for 
Bidoet, and still more clearly so in xxii. 
431, Ti vu Betouat, aiva mafovca; The 
ancient grammarians felt the ambiguity. 
Hesych. Bein Gyoes: Bidoes: Bidon: 
Topevon. Aud Belouar mopevoouat’ Ch- 
count. We cannot assert that it may 
not contain the same root as viv-o, Bi. 
But in either case, one word seems to 
have been confounded with the other. 
In this passage, it would at least be 
harsh to translate, ‘I will not live by,’ 
i.e. according to, ‘the mind of Zeus.’ 
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196. SeidiccécOw. See iv. 184. 
198. eviccguev, ‘to reproach.’ Cf. 

xxii. 497; xxiv. 238. Hesych. emimAjo- 
oe. Buttmann, Lexil. p. 127, thinks 
this a genuine form, on the analogy of 
méaow, of which a later form was 7érTw, 
like evinrw. 

199. of. Spitzner and Doederlein re- 
gard o? as the emphatic demonstrative ; 
‘ they will obey his behests, because they 
cannot help themselves.” Thus a colon 
is placed at aités. There is bitter irony 
in these words, since even Athena was 
apt to disobey her sire’s commands. 

200—204. Iris leaves Poseidon with a 
parting warning not to disobey. 

202. pépw, the deliberative subjunc- 
tive: ‘ Well then, is it to this effect that 
Iam to carry back your reply to Zeus, 
stern and unrelenting as it is, or will 
you alter it in some degree ?’—kparepdy, 
see i. 25.—71, viz. TOU uvOov (Tas ppévas, 
Heyne).—otpenral, ef. ix. 497 ; xiii. 115. 

204. épiuves. See on ix. 454. The 
sense is, that undutifulness and disrespect 

to seniors always meet with their re- 
ward. Compare xiii. 355. 

205—219. Poseidon coldly thanks the 
goddess for her prudent advice, but 

threatens his resentment against Zeus if 
Troy be not taken in the end. He then 
leaves the Grecian camp and returns to 
the sea. 

207. &yyedos. The Schol. Lips. quotes 
(wrongly as from Euripides) the verse in 
Aesch. Cho. 773, ev ayyéAw yap xputTbs 
opOo0vTa Adyos, and Pind. Pyth. iv. 277, 
TaY 8 “Ounpou kal Téd¢ cvvO€uevos Pua 
mépouy* &yyeAov eaddy ea Timay pe- 
yloray mpdyyatt mavtl pépewv, which is 
commonly referred to this passage, but 
erroneously, it would seem (see Intro- 

duction to vol. i. p. xxviii). The sense is, 
as Spitzner gives it, “‘ Legatum sapientia 
instructum sapienter etiam dicere con- 
sequens est.” 

211. veweconGels, either ‘ indignantly,’ 
Schol. Lips. weupdauwevos atte kal kata- 
yous, or, as Doederlein prefers, aidecdels, 
‘out of respect.’ Cf. Od. i. 263, érei pa 
Oeods veweciCero aiey edyras. Sup. xiii. 
122, ey dpeot Oecbe Exactos aide kat 
veweow. Inf. xvii. 254. And so Schol. 
Lips. on ver. 227, veweconbels, ror 
MeuTTov Hynoduevos 7) aidecOels. 

212—217. These lines were rejected 
by the Alexandrine critics, on the ground 
that the threat is out of place, since the 
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eu kev avev enelev Kai “AOnvains ayedetns, 
"Hpys ‘Eppeiw te kat “Haioro.o avaxtos, 
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exTéporat, Sovvar O€ péya Kpatos “Apyetourw, 
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» 9 , \ ey. 
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/ \ > ey , 4 »” 7K b) - 

TOPpa yap ovv ou EyElpE LEvos peya, opp av Axatot 
dhevyovtes vyds Te Kal E\AjoTovTOY iKwvTaL. 

oracle had declared that Troy would be 
captured. Wolf and Heyne assent ; 
Spitzner and Doederlein admit the pas- 
sage as genuine. 

213. avev euébev, without my concur- 
rence, i.e. acting without consulting me. 

—‘Epuciw, “Epuerew = ‘Eppetao. The 
Schol. Ven. calls this an Ionie genitive, 
but has doubts of its genuineness. 

220—235. Zeus orders Apollo, now 
that Foseidon has retired, to scare the 
Greeks with his aegis, and send Hector 
back to the fight.—@iAe PotBe, see xvi. 
667. The friendly and persuasive ad- 
dress to Phoebus is contrasted with 
the stern language to Poseidon. 

224. uaxns. If he had dared to op- 
pose me, or, if he had not retired, the 
fight between us would have been loud 
enough to be heard even in Hades. 
Heyne reads ada yap re, ‘others (the 
Titans) have already felt my force in 
ficht.’—véprepot, see v. 898; viii. 479; 
xiv. 2/74. 

227. Aero, as an epic aorist, may 
be equally well rendered ‘ was’ or ‘ is.’— 
xetpas euas, which Doederlein refers to 
veweconbels, depends rather on the sense 
implied, e¥ias bmrépuye. But the verse 
(228) is perhaps an addition.—rTeAréo6n, 
viz. 7 eax7, sup. 224. 

229. AaB’ aiytda. ‘Take this tasselled 
aegis,’ which Zeus gives to Apollo from 
his own person, not only as the instru- 
ment of power, but as the symbol of 
terror and defeat to all who beheld it. 
See ii. 447; iv. 166, Zeb’s—aivrds emic- 
oelnow epeuviy aiylda maow. According 
to the “solar” theory of the origin of 
the Homeric poems, the Aegis was 
simply a dark cloud portending storms 
and veiling the light of the sun. 

231. cot ait@, to yourself be Hector 
the especial care, i.e. leave the rest to 
look after themselves.—The whole pas- 
sage 231—235 was rejected by Aristo- 
phanes (if not by the other critics) as 
being &atpor, ‘ inappropriate.’ 
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Tov © dduyodpavéwv tpocépn KopvOaiodos “Extwp 
ry Slee Oe ny 3 , 6 a Y > » >” 

Tis 0€ av eoot, heprate Gewy, Os pw ElpEau aVTHV ; 

OUK alels O ME VHVOWW ETL TPULVHTW ‘AyaLov, 
ovs éETapous dd€kovTa, Bony ayablos Badrev Atas 

XEpuadiw wpds aTnOos, Eravoe dé Dovpidos ads; 250 
‘ XN > , > b] , , AN lal oye) , 

Kat 67 eya y eddpnv véxvas Kat dap’ *Aidao 

234. kei@ev seems to mean 7d éxetOev, 
or tovyrev@ev, ‘from that time forth,’ 
‘then after that. Doederlein explains it 
by avamvedoavres mpoxwpiowar exeiev.— 
épyov Te émos Te seems a variant from 
the formula &w @ros Te kal pyov, statim. 
The Schol. Lips. however explains épyoy 
of the going forth of Patroclus, and éros 
of the command of Zeus in xx. 25.—és 
ke k.7T.A., may be taken to represent 
dmws &v with the optative. 

236—261. Apollo at once departs to 
find Hector. He has just recovered con- 
sciousness, and asks what god it is who 
is visiting him. Apollo replies by as- 
suring him of his present aid, and ex- 
horting him to renew the fight. 

236. See xvi. 676 and 582. 
238. gpaccoddvm, slayer of doar, 

ring-doves or wood-pigeons,—éoixkws, in 
speed, not in form; for he appears to ad- 
dress Hector in human or godlike shape. 

239. ctp vidv. For this formula, 
without the copulative, see iv. 89, and 
compare xxil. 295. 

242. émel «.7.A. “The mere intention 
of Zeus has already influenced the state 
of Hector, before the arrival of the 
mediator.” Arnold. 

244. vié. On the quantity of this word, 
see i. 488; iv. 473; vii. 47. It is possible 
that, as in €ws pronounced efos (4Fos) at 
the beginning of averse, the long andshort 
syllables are metrically interchanged.— 
oArynteAéwy, like dAvyoSpavéwy, does not 
seem an archaic word. It follows the 
analogy of ynkovoTety, sup. 236, aeAmTetv 
&e., but is rather a participial than a 
verbal form. Aeschylus has oAvyodpavia, 

Aristophanes 6Avyodpavées, and dpaive, a 
form of 5p, occurs sup. x. 96. The 
former of these compounds occurs Od. v. 
457, xix. 356; the latter inf. xvi. 843, 
xxii. 337. 

249. Bdarey, viz. in xiv. 410. 
251. kal 5, ‘but just now,’ ‘only 

lately,’ &e.—aiov, ‘I panted,’ cf. aic@wy 
in xvi. 468, xx. 403. The Scholiasts 
referred the word to dio = aic@dvoua, 
and so Doederlein, who supplies BeBAn- 

péevoy from Bddev in 249, “tum cum 
animae sedem  percussam  sentiebam, 
mori mihi videbar.’” But Hesychius, 
diov Hrop: ekémveoy thy Wuxhv. The 
word is @mat cipnucvov, and like réuw 
= téuyvw and wéyw = peuova, is but 
too much like the coinage of an epic 
imitator. 
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neat. Tad oweoOau, émel didov auov ATop.” 
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Tacav hevavéw, Tpéw 5 npwas *Ayxatovs.” 
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254. aooonthp, Bonds, Hesych. The 
word is derived by Doederlein, not im- 
probably, from gua and doce or doce- 
0a, one who watches with, or helps 
another to keep watch, and so assists ; 
while woos he refers to dua and dds, 
like me(ds from medlov, wéd:0s (where the 
thas the sound of y or 7, as in wel(wy for 
peylwv). See New Cratylus, § 286. If 
this be correct, the word has no con- 

nexion with o(ds “Apnos, ii. 540. 704. 
See inf. 735, where Mr. Newman re- 
marks, ‘‘ I] imagine the Homeric (Alex- 
andrine ?) aooceiy to be a softened sound 
of aotéw, related to aéfw, as in Latin 
auxilium to augeo.’ Mr. Trollope gives 
a somewhat strange etymology, ‘“ from 
a privative and dco7 vox, ‘one who does 
not wait for an oracle before he renders 
assistance.’ ” All these are mere guesses. 
The word occurs again in xxii. 33, and 

Od. iv. 165. 
255. audvew. Such was the order of 

Zeus sup. 231.—xpuedopor, see v. 509. 
261. Acrayéw. A common form of the 

Ionic future, as onuavew, mevew, yanéew, 

&e. For the verb see iv. 111. One could 
conceive a not very early writer was 
referring to a via sacra of Apollo, such 
as that described Aesch. Eum. 14, or 
Pind. Pyth. v. 85, at Cyrene, evédrouoy 
KaTéOnkey "AmoAAwviais GAckiuBpdrots 
medidda Toumats Eupeyv immdxpoTtoy okupw- 
Tay d5dy. 

262—280. Roused to action by Apollo, 
Hector nimbly returns to the fray, as a 

horse to his pasture. The Greeks are 
scared by his sudden appearance, as 
chamois-hunters by that of a lion. 

263—269. This fine simile occurred 
before at vi. 506 seqq. See Gladstone, 
“Studies,” iii. p. 403. 

271, 272. Nearly the same lines occur 
il. 24; xi. 549.— €ooevavro, start, rouse 
from its lair. The creature cannot be 
reached, and a shout is raised to drive 
it from its fastness; but a lion springs 
on to the path, and all take to flight.— 
nAtBatos, possibly a lengthened form of 
Atooas or Actos, root AeF, the 7 being a 
prefix, as in ov 7Batoy, and the ter- 
mination as in éwhpatos. 
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274. eipicato (epvw), protects, with- 
draws from harm.—7jev, the imperfect, is 

used, as sometimes é7Ae7o is, in the sense 
of éorl, but with regard to the aorists in 
the context.—kKixjmevat, TuXEtY avdTod, 
to reach or come up with it. 

277. relws wev is the reading of Ze- 
nodotus. Others give efws wey, which 
is sometimes followed by dre de, ke. 
Cf. xvii. 727. Inf. 547—549, dopa wev— 
avtap emel. Doederlein says, ‘Sup- 
plenda est apodosis tefws €vvacov.” 

280. mapat moot. Their courage fell 
at their feet, i. e. left its proper seat, as 
the kapdia in Ar. Ran. 485, Selcaca 
eis Thy KadTw KolAlavy Kabeiprucev. The 
Schol. Lips. compares Dem. de Halonn. 
§ 45, Tov eyKepadov em mrépvas oper. 
Another explanation was, ‘their hopes 
lay in their feet,’ i. e. in flight. 

281—299. Thoas, an Aetolian chief 

(see ii. 638; vii. 168), expresses his 
conviction that the reappearance of 
Hector is miraculous. He advises that 
the multitude be sent back for safety to 
the ships, and that a determined stand 
should be made by the chieftains. 

282. akovtt. Doederlein supplies ua- 
xeo0a1. Others compare the Latin sciens 
JSidibus. 

284. kovpor, the young nobles. 
i. 460; iv. 316. 

287. oiov 64. For &s, quomodo vero. 
Doederlein takes it for Tt ToZoyv 5) adre. 
Cf. xiii. 633 ; xvii. 587.—éxdorov, again 
without the F, as sup. 189.—7 On, 
avtt tov bvtws mov, Schol. Ven. So 
xi. 365, 4 Ohv ekavdw ye Kal borepor 
avtTiBoAjoas.—AtayTos, see xiv. 409. 

292. ws kal viv x.7.A. He infers that 
great slaughter will again occur because 
of so miraculous a restoration. 

See 
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adda pev ev ypot THyVUT apyildwr ailnar, 315 
A ‘A \ 4 , , ‘\ 5 ~ 

TONAa d€ Kal PEecTOnyV, TAapos \poa \evKOV ETAUPEL, 

297. orelowev, oréwueyv, ota@uev (hor- 
tative), as tpametouey for tpawauev Ke. 
The Schol. Lips. compares xxii. 230, 
GAN Bye 6) oTéwmev Kal drctducoba 
pevovtes.—el kev K.T.A., si forte, in the 
hope that we may give him a check at 
the outset by making a stand against 
him. ‘The Schol. Vict. makes this clause 
the protasis to Tov 8 ofw i.7.A. 

303. pruvov, ‘closed in the fight,’ as 
xi. 216, AprivOn be waxy. 

305. 7 is the Attic use of the article, 
as ii. 275, os pdocay 7» mAnO’s, See 
sup. 295. The object was to avoid 
unnecessary slaughter. 

306—327. The Trojans, headed by 
Hector, make a sally on the Greeks, 
Apollo himself preceding with his aegis 
to scare the foe. 

306. This verse occurred xiii. 136; 
xvii. 262. Compare v. 592; xviii. 516. 

308. aiyida, viz. Aids, sup. 229.— 
aupidaceay, fringed on both edges, and 
perhaps (as a@pimperéa and xaAkeds im- 
ply) adorned with bosses of metal. This 
form of the aegis is common on Greek 
vases of an early type. 

310. pophuevar. Seeii. 107; vii. 149. 
So Kadnuwéva, x. 125.— ey xelpecow, 
sup. 229. 

312. Nearly the same verse occurred 
v. 498. 

313. vevpjpt. The locative suffix means 
‘the arrows on the string sped from it.’ 
See on iii. 3; vili. 300. 

314—317. See nearly the same lines 
xi. 571—574. Aristotle cites 317, Rhet. 
iil. ch. 11. 
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Tov 6€ Meveo Ojos peyabvpov muarov Eératpov: 
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H Tot O pev vos vids *OudHos Oevoro 
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319. See vill. 67; xi. 85. 
320. katev@ra tdav, ‘looking full in 

the face of the Danai,’ évaytiov, kat- 
avtikpv. Doederlein says, ‘Suspicor 
kar év@ma idem quod eis @ma idécOa 
Aids, ix. 373.” This was the reading of 
Aristarchus (Schol. Ven.), and so Spitz- 
ner has edited. It is recognized by 
Hesychius, nat? évéma, kat evavtiov, 
kar ow, as if from évop. “ Triplici 
modo terruit Apollo Achivos, aegidis 
quassatione, torvitate intuitus, sua voci- 
feratione.” Doed. 

322. @erke, ‘ beguiled,’ ‘ deluded,’ inf. 
594. Schol. Ven. 2, mapéAucer, éoxdtwrev, 
TovUTO 5€ pynow em) TOU TdY AoyLGMoY OK 
ex pavepov pbelpec@ar. The apodosis is 
at Toto. dé. 

323. Tv. 
326. dvdAkides, 

VOR. If. 

See on iii. 198. 
‘demoralized,’ de- 

prived of dA}, power and courage to 
stand to the fight, at the sight of the 
aegis. 
328—342. Each of the Trojan chiefs 

slays his man from the Grecian ranks. 
328. Kedacbelons, “postquam antea 

aodAées restiterunt, v. 312.” Doed,— 
This verse occurs again xyi. 306. 

331. toy de, the former, Stichius. 
Cf. xiii. 195, Srixtos dtds tre MeveaOeds, 
dpxol ~A@nvaiwy. In ii. 552 also Me- 
nestheus is the leader of the Athenians. 
To reconcile this with 337 inf., Spitzner 
supposes those here mentioned to have 
been subordinate generals. The name 
Jasus seems suggestive of Ionian affini- 
ties. Arcesilaus is leader of the Boeotians 
in ii. 495. 

333—336. This passage is repeated 
from xili. 694. 

H 
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340 

Anioyov dé IIdpis Bade velatov Gpmov omucbev 
, > 3 , SS \ ‘\ A devyovT ev mpopdyxouct, Suampo dé yahkov Ehaccer. 
” > A ‘\ 5 , 3 > » / et , 

Odp’ ot Tods evdpilov aw evtea, Toppa S *Axatot 
Tadpw kat oKohdrecow éeviTrAnEavtes 6puKTH 
ev0a kal vO ébéBovto, SvovTo dé TEtxos avayKy. 345 
<A \ , a \ a. 
Extwp S€ Tpdecow éxékeTo wakpov avoas 

(a4 ‘\ 3 4 0 bles Ie »” , 

vyvoly émicoctier Oat, Eav O evapa BpotoerTa. 
a > KR “fA b) , an (te? , 
OV 3) Qv EeVov amravevle VEWV evTEpoMt VOHOW, 

=) lal e 4, , b} , oe 

QUTOV OL Oavarov PYTLOOLAL, ovoe Vu TOV YE 

yvotot Te yvwtat Te TUpds hehdxwou OavorTa, 350 
> aN fd 2 4 SS » € la 99 

GNA KUVES EPVOVTL TPO ATTEOS NMETEPOLO. 
@ SEN , \ ¥ Y 
WS ELTOV LADTLYL KAT@|LLOOV nr\aoev LUITTTOUS; 

, vd DN , 

Kekdomevos Tpwecou kata oTlyas. 
aA ~ Len 

ol 0€ OLY avT@ 
9 

TAVTES OMOKAHTAVTES EXOV EpVTApPLATAs LITTOVS 
nxn GOeomrecin. mpotrdpole Se GotBos ’ATO\NV 355 
eady , i“ XN > , 

pet oyOas Kkamétoo Babeins tooo Epetrov 
és pecoov KaTéBadre, yepvpwoev Se KéhevOov 

840. KAovloy, a leader of the Boeo- 
tians, li. 4.95. 

342. éy mpoudxorot. Spitzner con- 
nects this with €Badev, which perhaps 

is better than to follow the more obvious 
order, since the prowess and daring of 
the Trojans are now described. 

343—351. Meanwhile the Greeks fall 
into still worse confusion in attempt- 
ing to repass the foss. Hector bids his 
men not to stop for spoils, but to make 
at once for the fleet. 

343. evdpifov dm, ekevdpifoy, in eo 
erant ut spoliarent. See xii. 195.— 
éevimantaytes, ibid. 72, Tappw evimdAn- 
Ewwev OpuKTy. 

345. dvayxn. The Schol. Lips. ex- 
plains this not of the necessity of their 
position, but of the constraint imposed 
on them by the god. They could not 
help themselves, now that Hector had 
been preternaturally strengthened. The 
Greeks were forced into their own naval 
enclosure by the pressure of the Trojans 
without. Note the phrase dvec0a: Te?xos, 
to enter and conceal oneself within a 
rampart. 

347. The infinitives stand for im- 
peratives, rather than depend on ékéx- 

Aero. Schol. Lips. Acfre: 5€ 7d Acyw. 
The Schol. Ven. calls it werdBacis amd 
Tov Sinynuatikod em) Td pintiKdr. 

350. yvwrol, ‘relations ;’ see iii. 174; 
XvVii. 85; xxii. 234.—AcAdywo, epic sub- 
junctive for future. For the active 
sense see vii. 80.—épvovo.1, the future, 
as avuw in iv. 56. See also on ix. 248; 
xi. 454; xxii. 67. 

352—366. Hector and his chiefs still 
press on with their chariots. Apollo 
preceding throws down the bank, and 
makes a wide level entrance into the 
Grecian camp. 

352. kat@paddy, on their shoulders. 
Cf. xxiii. 500. 

357. yeptpwoev. He easily threw 
down with his feet, i.e. by an effort that 
was easy to a god, and turned back into 
the trench, for a hundred feet or more 
(the length of a spear’s throw), the 
earth thrown up on the edge, and so 
bridged it across. Properly, yépupa is 
a causeway across a morass; see on 
v. 88. Doederlein well compares Pind. 
vii. 51, yeptpwoe S *Atpeldaior vdoror. 
So inf. xxi. 245, where a tree is said 
yepupovv motaudy by falling across it. 
The overhanging banks of the trench, 
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\ ro > A y 3. 3 sN 8 ‘ > , HaKkpnv nO EevpEetayv, Ooov T emt Soups Epwr 
yiyvetat Omm6T avip cO&vecs TELpapeEvos Fou. 
T™) p ov ye mpoxéovto harayynddv, mpd 8 *Amo\\wv 
OL Qoy sa, 

aiytd EX WV EPLTLLOV. 
¥ A lal > la 

EPELTTE de TELXOS Ayavov 361 
lal > g ¥ 

peta pad’, ws ore Tis Wapalov mais ayy Oartdcoons, 
4 \ S 

Os T Emel OV TOLHOH AOUppaTa VHTLENoL, 
x > ays avdtis ouvéxeve Too Kal yepow alvpwr. 
a e , + A QA , \ 9 72 

Qs pa av, nie PotBe, woddv Kapatov Kat ovcuv 365 
, > , 3 Lal \ 4 Sin LY 

Evyxeas “Apyeiwy, abrotor S€ dvlav évapoas. 

@S Ol mev Tapa vnvoly épyTvovTo pevortes, 

ahhydoust TE KEKAOMEVOL, Kal Tat Oeotow 
XElpas avioyovTes pmeyad EevyeTOwVTO EKacToOS: 
Néorwp atte pahiota Tepyvios, odpos "Ayaay, 370 

» a 
EVYETO, YELP Opeywv Els OVpavoyv aoTEepderTa. 
“cc A , ¥ , , > »¥ of , 
Zev TATEP, El TOTE Tis TOL EV Apyel TEP TOAUTUPH 

KA x 7 Boos 7 Ovos Kata Tiova pnpia Kaiwv 
Y¥ ral 

EVXETO VOOTHGaL, GV O UTécyXEo Kal KaTévevOASs, 
lal a Ny oy, > , N Sy 

TOV pYNTAL, KaL awuvoy Ohvpme vndrEEs Hap, 375 

Bnd otto Tpdecow €a Sdpvacbat ’Ayatovs.” 
iy Ci , x , , , 
@s EpaT evyopevos, péya Oe KTUTE pnTLeTa Zevs, 

> , SEF: iA / apawy aiwv Nydyiddao yépovTos. 
Tpaes 8 ws EtVOovTo Atos KTUTov aiyioyo10, 

“ 34.3) ‘3 Z vA la \ 4 

paddov ex “Apyetorot Odpov, pyyoavTo dé ydppys. 380 

ot 6, as Te peya Koa Oatdoons edpyTdpoto 
vyos VTEp Tolyov KaTaBYHoeTaL, OmTOT eTELyH 

Kpnuvot emnpepées, are mentioned in xii. 
54. Tacitus has a similar phrase, pro- 
ruere fossas, An. i. 68. 

363. vnmeénow, in infant play; see 
ix. 491.—d@vpwy, an exact synonym of 
malCwy, according to Donaldson on Pind. 
Nem. iii. 44. 

365. fre, an archaic epithet of Apollo, 
whether from févat or ido@at, from dte.v, 
preces audire (Doed.), or from iy the 
exclamation, or lastly, connected with 
jus = ayabds. 

366. abroiu, ipsis. 
367—376. Asa last resource in the 

distress, Nestor addresses a prayer to 
Zeus to save the Greeks. 

368. The re is irregular, because it 

properly couples the two participles, 
whereas in fact the verbs are combined. 
These three verses occur vill. 345—347. 

370. atte, autem. 
373. unpla, slices cut from the thigh. 
377—389. Zeus sends a peal of thunder 

in answer to the prayer; but the Trojans 
take it as a sign in their own favour. 
The crowding of the Trojans upon the 
Grecian camp is compared to a wave 
surmounting the bulwarks of a ship. 

382. KkatraBhoerat, comes down on the 
deck, or into the hold,j—an excellent 
simile, by which both the suddenness 

and the noise of the attack are de- 
scribed.—KataBjocera, not the future, 
but the subjunctive of the epic aorist. 

H 2 
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ts dvéyou: 7) yap Te pdhuotd ye KYpaT opedreu 
~~ ~ aw ww Yy 

&s Tpaes peyathy iayn Kata tetxos eBawor, 
Y > > , 35oN , , 

LITTTOUS 3) ELOEAAT AVTES €7l T PULVYAL HaXovTo 385 
/ a \ b) } ad 

eéyxeow apdryvous adtoayxeddr, ot pev ad’ imTar, 
A ) 

ot ® amo 
lal ty 4 

vyov vs. pedawvadwy emuBavtes 
A la P. 2042. 2 SEN \ ~ 

PaKpoOLol EvoTolot, Ta pa od ETL VIVO LV EKELTO 

, , ‘\ / c 4 r a 

VavpLaxa KOAAYNEVTA, KATA TTOMA Eleva KAAK. 
Y 5 , one 

IIatpokdos 6, elws pev Ayxarol Te Tpwées TE 390 
4 > / 0 / »” 0 lal 

Telyeos appeudyovto Joawy extobs vywr, 
Topp Oy evi KdLoin ayamyvopos EvpuvTv\ovo 
« , \ \ 54 d / Sea 8 aN - N na 

HOTO TE Kal TOV ETEpTE Oyols, ETL O EAKeL AUYp@ 
pdppar axéopat eracce pedawawv ddvvawr. 

lal , > / 

avTap eel Oy TELXOS ETETTVPEVOUS EVONTEV 395 

Tpaas, atap Aavawy yeveto taxy te foBos Te, 
DLWCeV T Ap EMELTA KAL & TETAYYVETO a) 
ae oh P , > 3 , TY NY Pp , XN xepat Katampynvéca , ddopupopevos S€ Tpoanvoa. 

383. dm€AAeL, increases the size of, 
avter.—Kata Tetxos, ‘by the way of the 
wall,’ i.e. by the yépupa sup. 357. 

385. él mpvuvnot, close to the very 
sterns of the ships, which were drawn 
up some way on land with their prows 
seaward, under protection of the ram- 
part, but which the Trojans now at- 
tempted to burn. “Trées, qui antea, 
Polydamante auctore, pedites in Grae- 
corum naves (xii. 80) impetum fecerunt, 
via lata et ampla Apollinis beneficio 
structa, curribus vecti hostibus cedenti- 
bus instant et ad naves appropinquant,” 
Spitzner ; who adds, that it is clear 
from inf. 415 and 454, that the battle 
was afterwards waged hand to hand, 
many of the Trojans having leapt from 
their cars.—o? pév, the Trojans; o? dé, 
the Greeks on board the galleys.—tW, 
ata height above the warriors in the cars. 
— émiBavres, having suddenly manned 
the sterns to resist the attack. 

386. aupiyvos, ‘double-edged,’ or 
perhaps, ‘ pointed at both ends.’ 

388. em, not ‘on,’ but ‘at the ships.’ 
Mr. Newman renders it, ‘‘ which on the 
decks were stored.” This would have 
been ém) vn@v.—KodAAnjevta, made of se- 
veral lengths joined together; cf. inf. 
678.—ordpua k.T.A., ‘having their point, 

or edge, clad in brass,’ i.e. fitted with 
a brass spike. From iv. 432 we should 
have expected yadrdy. The kara may 
belong to eiuéva by tmesis. —évotois, 
see on xi. 259. 

390—414. Patroclus, who at xi. 814 
had shown, in accordance with his cha- 
racter for évnefn, ‘ gentleness,’ sympathy 
for the wounded Eurypylus, now leaves 
his patient in charge of an attendant, 
and hurries off to entreat Achilles to 
lend his aid. Meanwhile the fight con- 
tinues without advantage on either side. 

391. ExroO, ‘away from,’ viz. in the 
plain, and not within the rampart. 

393. Adyors, ‘with talk ;’ or perhaps, 
‘with stories. Schol. Ven. &mat eév- 
Tavda ev TH IAidd. Td Adyors. Before 
a written literature existed, there were 
Aoyoro.ol (Herodotus), and after it, 
Aoyoypapor (Plato), the former being 
composers of tales and anecdotes for 
oral delivery. Such were the Aicw- 
mol and SvBapitixol Adyor which even 
in the time of Aristophanes were recited 
at banquets. 

394. &raooe. This clearly has refer- 
ence to xi. 830, and is one of the many 
incidental proofs of unity of design in 
the composition of the Iliad. 

398. Here, as elsewhere, there is a 
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AG RE} , » EY We § , , , ¥ 
UPUTTVA , OUKETL TOL OVVALLAL XATEOVTL TEP EMTS 

ev0ade Tappevewer’ 51) yap péya vetKos dpwper: 400 
5 x \ \ , , > ‘ > y4 

ahha oe pev bepatav TOTLTEPTETW, GUTAP Eya YE 
, > > A GE ss 4 , 

oTevoopat els Ayidna, Ww oTpYVw Tohetleuv, 
/ 503 ¥ / e ~ , ‘\ > , 

Tis old et KEV OL OY Oaipove Oupov dpive 
, > \ \ , , 9 e , 99 

TapeTov; ayaby dé tapaidacis éotw éraipov. 
‘ \ >> wm oy , , NS , Tov pev ap Gs eldvTa TddEs Hepov' avTap ’Ayatot 

Tpaas eTEpyomevous pévov eutredov, ovde SUVavTO 406 

Taupotepous wep edvtas aTacacba Tapa vyav. 
ovdé mote Toes Aavady edvvarvto padayyas 
pynapevor Kuoinor pryypevar Hoe véeewow. 
GAN’ as Te oTAOuN Sdpv vyrov e€Odver 410 

4 > , , yy CLF, /, 

TEKTOVOS €V Tahapnoe dan pLovos, OS pa TE TAONS 

ed eld codins VToOnpoovyycw *AOnrys, 
e \ aA \ 9 , 

@S Mev TaV ET toa mayyn TéTATO TTOAELOS TE 
Go. S aud?’ ahdynor paynv eudyovto véecou. 

9 > »¥ 5 » , 

Extop 8 avr Atavtos éeloato Kvoahipoto. 415 
N \ ~ i ‘\ ¥ , > \ , 

TW de Buys Wept vyos €XOV TOVOD, ovoe dvvavto 

variant & eros nda. The whole passage 
seems made up, containing as it does 
many verses from the earlier books. 

399. xatéovTi, viz. col, Kalwep xpelav 
euov €xovti. 

401. Spitzner remarks that rpoorépmev 
does not elsewhere occur. 

403, 404. This distich occurred xi. 
792, 793.—ayabh, “valida et efficax,” 
Doed. ‘This appears to be a saying, like 
that in Soph. Aj. 330, glrwy yap of 
ToLlde ViK@VTaL AdyoLs. 

405. Cf. xviii. 148, thy pev &p OvAUE- 
mévde modes pépov. 

408. edtvavro. “ Dicit poeta Trojanos, 
maxima vi irrumpentes, neque ad naves, 

quae in vicinia erant, nedum ad tentoria 
magis remota perrumpere potuisse.” 
Spitzner. The sense is, ‘the Achaeans 
withstood the Trojans, and yet could not 
drive them from beside (i.e. from the 
neighbourhood) of the ships; nor yet 
could the Trojans, i.e. though they 
could not be driven back, get to the 
tents and the front of the ships’— 
more, ‘at any hour of that day.’ Schol. 
Vict. 

410. ordOun, ‘a line, or perhaps 

‘rule. The artist meant is a ship- 
builder, for that craft was under the 
patronage of Athena; see v. 60.—ddédpu 
vitoy, EvAov, a ship’s plank, xvii. 744.— 
cupins, the genitive, as in eidefn Tepdwy, 
xii. 229, = eidas efn. It is to be re- 
marked that codin is used in this one 
passage of Homer. 

413. See xi. 336, and for the next 
line, xii. 175, which the Schol. Ven. says 
was made up by the d:ackevacral from 
this passage. 

415—441. Hector tries to fire the 
ship of Ajax, but is repelled by that 
hero, who strikes the torch-bearer dead 
with his lance. Hector is enraged, and 
hurls his spear at Ajax, but kills only 
his attendant. Ajax then calls on Teucer 
to lend his aid as an archer. This episode, 
though not identical in its details, repre- 
sents, with xvi. 123, the adventure of 
Ajax in Soph. Aj. 1276. 

415. éeloaro, Spunoev, Schol. Lips. Tt 
is remarkable that the digammated form 
is here used, and also in the formula kata- 
elcaro yalns, xi. 358, and inf. 544, where 

see the note. 
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ovf 6 Tov eEehdoar kal evrimpyoa Tupt vya, 
By , 

ov? 6 rov Gas Woacbat, evel P éewTéMacoe ye Saipov, 
a ¥ 

ev? via Kdvtiovo Kadyjtopa daidios Alas, 
lal rn lal ? 

mvp és vna hépovta, kata oTnGos Bade Sovpi: 420 
7, \ , ‘ , ere 4 Sovmncev O€ TecaV, Sadds O€ Ol ExTETE YELPOs. 

"Extap © ws evonoe aveov 6p0ahpotow 
, 

€v Kovinot TEC OVTA VEds TpoTapoe redatvys, 
if ‘\ , > - S A Tpwot Te Kat Avkiowrw exeKheTO waKpoVv avoas 

“Tpoes kal AvKior Kal Adpdavor ayyyayyTat, 425 
\ , , , 3 , oe la 

pn Oy Tw yaleobe payns ev oreivel THOE, 
S) > e , 4 / 3 , 

ahh via Kdutiowo cawcate, wy piv Ayatot 
la > A / 39 

TEV ED TVARTOTL VEOV EV aywVl TETOVTA. 
®& > AY ” 3 /, 8 ‘\ Lad 

@S ElTa@Vv AtavTos akdvTLGE Ooupl PaEewe. 
la \ 9 > a ay. /, , er 

Tov pev apap, 6 O ereita AvKddpova Maoropos vidr, 
x , , 9 € > as 

Atavtos Oeparovta KvOyjpiov, os pa map avT@ 431 

vat émet avdpa Katéxta KvOypouor Cabo, 
Tov p eBarev kehadyv vrép ovaros d€& yadka, 
e mt) £2 > ¥ a 5) 
EOTEWT AVY Alavtos: 6 8 

A + wn , , 4 \ “A 

VNOS ATO TPVELVYS Xapradus meoe, \UVTO O€ yula. 

ty 1A 

VITTLOS EV KOVinow 

435 

Aias 6€ plynoe, kaciyryntov S€ mpoonvda 
te T la 2. Se a > , \ e A 

EUKPE TETOV, Y V@LW ATEKTATO WTLOTOS ETALPOS 

Maortopidns, dv var KuvOnpdbev evdov éovta 
> , ca , 
toa pihouor ToKEvVo WW ETLOomEY EV EyapoLoW" 

‘ 79 , > 4 

tov 0 “Extwp peydOupos améxtave. 
nw > - 

Tov vv ToL Lot 440 

@kvVpopot Kat TOEov O ToL dpe PotBos “Ardddwv;”’ 

418. ee) x.7.A., when once fortune, 
or the luck of war, had brought him 
close up to the fleet. Cf. ody Saiuon, 
sup. 403; inf. 468. Spitzner explains it 
“ calamitas divinitus immissa.” Doeder- 
lein thinks Apollo is meant, and refers 
eméAacoe to emeAatvw. See xxi. 93. 

422. dvepidv. “Quia pater Clytius 
idem frater Priami, Hectorisque patruus 
erat. Vid. xx. 238.” Doed. 

426. Doederlein (following, perhaps, 
the Schol. Min.) would construe paxns 
ev orelvei, comparing vili. 476, orelver 
év aivotdtw. “ Dum pugna fit ad unam 
maxime navem, conglobatis ordinibus, 
nec hoste recedente.” Heyne. Hector 
probably means, that as they have got 

the Greeks hemmed in, they are not to 
retire in flight, but to make short work 
of them.—z, here perhaps = mws. See 
on ii. 306. For cvAay twa tT, vi. 71. 

437 seqq. The whole passage is but 
the story in viii. 273, with some varia- 
tions.—KvuOnpddev, viz. nuiy émredAOdvTa. 
See on xiii. 8638.—év5ov éedvta, ‘when he 
was living with us at home.’ Schol. 
Vict. €« Kv€qpwy éemidnuodvtTa Tots Huav 
otKots. 

441. tétov. Schol. Ven. od 7d okedos 
T) WOAEMLKOY, GAAG THY TokLKHY TEXUNV. 
Schol. Lips. 0d yap téfov a’t@ mapecxev 
6 ~AméAAwy, GAAG Thy ek TaY TéwY 
ExnBoalav. 
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dé Evvénte, Oéwy S€ ot dyys Tapéaty, 
, + 3 ‘\ 7, 5 \ , Toov Exar ev yeipt TahivTovoy nde hapéeTpyvy 

toddkovy para & aka Bédea Tpdecow ein. 
Kat p eBadev Kietrov Ilevajvopos ayhaov vior, 445 

TIovdvddmavtos Eraipov ayavov IavOotdao, 
jvia xepow ExovTa. 

a \ , 2 9 
O PEV TETTOVNTO kad UTTOVS® 

™ yap ex ©) pa Tod mAEtaTAaL KNOVveoVTO parayyes, 

"Extopt Kat Tpacoot Xaprlojuevos’ Taxa & atta 

HAGE KQKOV, TO ot ov Tls EpUKAKE lewevov TEP. 450 
5 4 , e , /, ~ SEs 

QUNKEVL y2p ou Tpoabe TONVO-TOVOS EMTEO EV LOS* 
+ ° 2¢ 5) , e , PS , ee 

HPLTE EG OKXEOV, VTEPWNOAV € Ol lLi77TOU 
Bed SF 

KElV OYE KPOTEOVTE. 
y CD) , 
avat 3) EVOYNOE TAXKLOTO 

, XN las , ~ y 

TIov\vidpas, Kal TPATOS evavTios HrAVvOev trTwr. 
A \ A os , , es lal 

Tous pev 0 Aatvvow II potiaovos viéu O@KED, 
AA S > , Ys > 4 > , 

70 a ET WT PUVE OXE OV LOK EMEV ELOOPOWVTA 

4 CoN > > SEX , See 

LUTTOUVUS* AUTOS 5 QUTLS LWY T POPaVvolo lv EnixOn. 

Tev«pos 0 ahdov dvardv ed’ "Exropt yakkoxopuvaTH 
»” , » , SEN Xo la 

QUUTO, KOL KEV ETAVOE PaXxynv E77 L VYVOW Axavor, 

El pv aprotevovta Badov e&eideTo Oupdv. 460 

GAN’ ov AnOe Aids TUKWOV Voor, Os pa dvhaccoev 
9 5 5 . nw , Ss 5 4 

Extop , atap Tevkpov TeAapoviov EUXOS amTynUpA, 

442—470. Teucer shoots Clitus, the 
comrade of Polydamas, through the neck, 
and draws his bow at Hector, but breaks 
the bowstring, through the interposition 
of Zeus in favour of that hero. 

443. madlyrovoy. See on viii. 266.— 
epin, ‘he began to discharge.’ The dative 
depends on the emt, as in Aesch. Ag. 363, 
ew Arekdvipw relvovta mada. Tdkov. 

447. memévynto. ‘He indeed had been 
engaged with his horses; for he had 
been driving them in the direction in 
which by far the most of the companies 
were fighting in confusion, that he 
might oblige Hector and the Trojans,’ 
viz. by having aid at hand if any were 
wounded.—ka? ‘¢amovs, “in curruum 

ordine et acie,” Spitzner, with Heyne. 
449, 450. This distich occurs again, 

xvii. 291, 292. Together with the next 
they were condemned by the Alexan- 
drines. The arguments for and against 
them are given at length in Spitzner’s 
note; but they are very subtle, and the 

question cannot be determined. 
450. 760i K.7.A. The construction as 

in apkeiy or xpaiopety th Tivi.— leuevev 
(al. ieuévw), ‘much as they (the compa- 
nions) desired it,’ 

451. mpdoGe. So Bekker (after Aris- 
toph.) for the vulg. émiofe. Heyne re- 
marks, that Chtus® was driving towards 
the ships, and should rather have re- 
ceived the wound in his face. Perhaps 
however the chariot was making a turn 
at the moment. 

453. newa, ceva. See xi. 160.—tvat 
k.T.A., the owner of the horses ran at 
once in front to stop them. 

456. cicopdwyra, looking to him, or 
watching the event, to see when he re- 
quired the use of his car. So Doederlein. 

459. atvuto, the epic aorist; see iv. 531. 
—paxny, al. udxns, sc. abdtév.—apiored- 
ovta, while performing acts of valour. 

462. edxos, his boast, sc. Tevepos eyw 
6 tov TeAauavos. Compare with this 
passage viii. 827—329, and see Glad- 
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9 e 19 , A 5) b) , , Os ol evaTpehéa veupHny ev apvpovi TO&@ 

A A ey» 
pne emt To epvovtu tapeTAdyxOn SE ot addy 

ids xakkoBapis, TéEov S€ ot Exe Ee XELPOS. 465 

Tedxpos O€ plynoe, Kaclyrvntov Sé mpoonvea 
“@ ToToL, H On TayXV paxns emt pydea KEiper 
Saipav nuetepys, 0 TE ror Budv exBade xeLpos, 
veupiy © e&€ppnke vedatpodor, nv evednca 

, ¥ Sale ie 72 ‘ , 3 ‘Pe e) 
T PWLOV, opp QVENOLTO Japa OpdokovTas OLOTOUS. 470 

¥ 

Tov © jpeiBer erecta péyas Tehapavios Alas 
a Es , b) \ \ \ » \ Dives WIP @ 7é7ov, adda Burov pev €a Kal Tappeas Lovs 

a SaeN , N ca , 
Keto Oat, €7TEL OUVEXEVE Oeds Aavaow.t Heynpas’ 

SuaN Wi EON N , \ , »” 
avTap XEPT LW eXov Sohtyov ddpu KL OAKOS WHUW 

apvao Te Toweoaot Kat adXovs opvvGOt Naovs. pdp p p 
\ \ 3 YA 5 , , “ay LY PHY aoovoel ye, Sapaccdpevol ep, €ovev 

vnas €evooéApous, GANA pynoapela yapmns.” 
mn 44? a \ / \ 37aN , Y¥ 
as pal: 6 dé TOkov pev evi K\icinaow eOnKer, 

avTap Oy apd aporor odKos Oéro TeTpabédvpvor, 
Kpatt © em iddinw Kuvénv édtuKtov eOnker, 480 

[troup dSewov dé \ddos KabvrepOev evever| 
4 > + » 3 s 5 4 “ 

etheTo 8° ahkmov eyxos, axaypévov o&€u yahka, 

Bn & i&vas, para 8 dka Ow Atavte tapéoTy. 
“Extop 8 as etdev Tedvkpou Bradbévra Bédenva, 

stone, ‘“ Studies,” vol. ii. p. 115.— auv- 
povts ‘his good bow,’ which had not 
before failed him at need.—ém) 74 «.7.A., 
just as he was drawing it at, or against, 
Hector. 

467. éemixelper, ‘cuts short,’ BAdmre:. 
See xvi. 120. So diaképom eos, viii. 7. 

470. mpéiov, ‘the day before yester- 
day’ (in reference to the string which 
had been broken viii. 327). Hesych. 
kat éKelynvy thy tuepav' of Be, mpd 
Katpov, Taxv: 7) avT) Tod mpénv. Others 
explained it ‘only this morning,’ while 
Zenodotus read apénv, which Bekker 
(ed. 2) adopts, as mpéios does not occur 
again in Homer. 

471—483. Ajax advises Teucer to re- 
sign his bow and arm himself for the 
nonce as a hoplite. 

473. ocuvéxeve, cvvetdpate, has broken 
up, put out of order.—éa keio@at, at- 
tempt not to mend it now.—peyhpas, ‘a 
god grudges or refuses the Grecians thy 

shot,’ Buttm. Lexil. p. 409. 
474. BoArxdv, the long lance, doArxd- 

ok.ov &yxos, opposed to the short javelin. 
—ipvv0, cf. vi. 8363, GAAG ov y dpyubt 
TOUTOY. 

476. aomovdl, Schol. Ven. xwpis kako- 
madetas. Rather, ‘ without trouble, with- 
out zeal and exertion in the effort ;’ see 
Vill. 512, uh wav Gomovdi ye vedv emiBaiev 
exnAot.—Sapuacoduevol mep, * though vic- 
torious ;? a somewhat anomalous use of 
the middle. 

479. rerpabéAvuvoy. With four plates 
or layers of hide. On the root of this 
word see ix. 541. 

480. kuvénv. He laid aside the dog- 
skin cap of the archer, and took the 
crested helmet. He now takes his stand 
by Ajax no longer as wAds but as 
émAltns. The passage bears strong evi- 
dence of having been made up from xi, 
41—43. 

484—499. Hector is encouraged by 
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Tpwot Te kal Avkiowow €xéKeTo pakpov avoas 
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“Tooes kat AvKior kal Adpdavor ayymaxyTat, 
avépes eote, Pidrou, pyjoacbe 5é Povpidos adk7s 
vyas ava yadupas: 57) yap isov 6pbadpotou 
avdpos apiatnos Aibev Bradbevra Bédepva. 
(a) te) 4 XN > /, / 3 , 

pera & dptyvwros Aus avdpdor ylyverar adxn, 490 
> A e , la) e , 3 , 

NEV OTEOLO LV KUOOS UTTPEPTEPOV eyyvantEn, 

2909 9 , \ > 3 b) , 
no OTLWaAS pwvOnor KQL OUK eOedyow APLUVELY, 

¢€ A 5) , , , »” 3 3 , 
ws vuy Apyeiwv puvvder Levos, ALLL 6 apnyet. 

GAA payer ert vyvow aoddees. 
, 2\ \ , \ , > 4 Brdypevos He TuTeEls Odvatov Kal TOTMOV ETLoTY, 

TeOvaTo. 

Os O€ KEV UPLEWD 
495 

» e ‘\ 

OU Ob GELKES GULUVOMEV® TEPL TATPNS 

teOvapev adN’ ahoxos TE GOH Kal Taldes dTiTTw, 
Kal Oikos Kal KApos ak patos, el Kev ’Ayatot 
aA ‘\ \ tA > , “ 9? olywvTar adv Vyvol Pirypy és TaTpida yatap. 

@) 5) \ »” , , e , 
WS ELT WV WT PUVE fevos Oupov TE EKAOTOUV. 500 

Aias 8 av& érépwbev éxéxheTo ols ETA POLO LW 

“ aides, “A pyetot. 

the failure of Teucer’s bow, and _ boast- 
fully calls on his comrades to avail them- 
selves of this visible interference of the 
god, and attack the ships, the only hope 
of return for the Greeks. 

488. ava vias, by getting amongst, or 
up to, the ships; Schol. Ven. rpotpéme: 
yap avrovs em Tas vais dpuav.—sn yap, 
‘for look you,’ ‘for of a truth’ &c. 
When 67 has a strong emphasis, it 
stands first, as in 5} tdéte, Symote. So 
sup. 437, 5) v@w aréxtato miotbs Eérai- 
pos. xi. 314, 5) yap eAeyxos Ecoeta, ef 
Kev K.T.A. 

491. dréo.cv, an Tonic form used also 
by Herodotus. Cf. inf. 664, and xii. 
428. So we have réw for tw, xvi. 
227. 

492. wwidewv is used transitively in 
Hes. Opp. 6, intransitively inf. xvi. 392, 
and in Soph. Oed. Col. 686. 

494—499, These fine lines are quoted 
by the orator Lycurgus, iii. p. 226. 
Lord Derby :— 
«And if there be among you, who this 

day 
Shall meet his doom, by sword or 

arrow slain, 

A »” A 9 , 

VoV apKov 7) amoheo Oar 

E’en let him die! a glorious death is 
his, 

Who for his country falls; and dying, 
leaves 

Preserved from danger, children, wife, 
and home, 

His heritage uninjured, when the 
Greeks 

Embarking hence shall take their 
homeward way.” 

(The last sentence describes a pending 
and contingent event, ‘should it ever 
happen that’ &e.) Compare the senti- 
ment in the funeral oration of Pericles, 
Thue. ii. 46, @py@ of Oamrrouevor TH pmev 
Hdn kexdopnvra, Ta Se avtT@y Tovs matdas 
Td) amd Tovde Syuocla H WdALs mexXpt ANS 
Opewer. 

500—513. Ajax on his part counsels 
close fight and no quarter, since in their 
fleet lies their only hope. Better to 
fight it out, be the issue life or death, 
than to protract a conflict with men in- 
ferior in valour, i.e. as BdpBapor mpds 

“EAAnVas. 
502. &pkiov, certum est; see Lexil. 

pp- 163, 164. Compare also xvii. 227, 
TO Tis—} aroregOw HE TawOHTw. 
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3A A WD) , A A 

He cawOjvar Kat aTacacba KaKa VNnOP. 
H edteaO’, HY vnas EAn KopvOaiodos “Extap, 
euBadov tEecOar Hv matpida yatay exaoTos; 
> > > , > , ‘ 9 

1) OUK OTPVVOVTOS QKOUVETE \aov ATAVTA 

A a \ A > ial / 
Exzopos, Os 51) vias évimpnoar peveaiver ; 

b) \ » a / > b] , 5 ‘\ , 

ov pny es ye xopov KédeT EAOEmEY, GAA payer Bau. 

Hpi © ov Tis TOVE VOOS Kal MHTLS apelvor, 
7) AVTOT YEON rear VELPAaS TE MEVOS TE 7) RACE XElPas Te pM ; 510 

, x > , 4 , aN las 

[Bédrepov, 4} atroh€o Oar Eva ypovov He Bravan, 
XK X , > SA la 
H Sn0a otpedyer Oar ev aivy Snrotyrte 
@Q »” \ X e219 55 / , 99 @0 avtws Tapa vnvoly UT avdpdou xetpoTépoaw. ” | 

eo > \ BA , , e , 

WS ELTTWV WT PUVE Pevos Oupov TE EKAOTODV. 

ev?’ “Extwp ev ede Syxedlov Tepysydeos vidr, 515 

apxov Goxjov, Alas & ehe Aaoddpavra 
ec / , > , > SS ces 

HyEenova mpuvrewv, AvTynvopos aydaov viov 

IIovivddpas 8 *Arov Kud\d\yviov e€evapr€er, 

Puheidew eTapov, meyabvjav apyxov “Ere. 

To S€ Méyns érdpovae iddv: 6 8 Urala \uacOy 520 

TIovlvddpas. Kai Tov pev amnpBpotev: od yap Amohov 

505. éuBaddy does not elsewhere occur 
in Homer; it means me(7, Badny. This, 
of course, is said in derision. We might 
render it, ‘by walking on the waves.’ 
The Schol. Ven. mentions an interpreta- 
tion, justly rejected by Spitzner, rdv 
euBarhpiov pv0udy, rpds dy Aakedaipdvtor 
vik@vTes ciaBdAdAovow eis THY marplda. 
The absence of the F from €xaoros dimi- 
nishes one’s confidence in the antiquity 
of the passage. 

508. ov wyy x.7.A. “Not to a dance 
he summoneth, I reckon, but to combat,” 
Mr. Newman. 

510. aitocxedin. Some copies give 
the accusative, a form occurring xii. 192 
and xvii. 294. 

512. Cf. Od. xii. 351, where this verse 
occurs. The aorists mean, that the 

question of dying or living on will be 
determined at once and finally. Schol. 
Ven. BeAtiov Ka? eva Xpdvov ouyT pues 
amorcobat, 7 } woAUY Xpdvov POelperOar Td 
yap orpevyecbal eort orpayyiver bat Kat? 
OAlyov ekAclrovtas.—eva Xpdvoy seems 
here a synonym of @rat. Uno temporis 

momento, Doed. 
513. It is not clear whether yepdrepos 

is formed by hyperthesis of the 1 from 
Xepetdtepos (ii. 248), or from a secondary 
form of the adjective xépns, ‘a working 
man’ (see on i. 80; iv. 400), as if from 
Xetpos, xeipdrepos. This word is remark- 
ably irregular in its degrees of compari- 
son—a fact due to the shifting character 
of the t. Thus we have xépys (xépna), 
xelpov, xepelwy, XeperdTepos, XElpdTeEpos, 
xeElpiaTos. 

514—571. Ajax, Hector, Meges, Me- 
nelaus, perform prodigies of valour in 
slaying the foe. Antilochus is prompted 
by Menelaus to make a sudden rush upon 
the enemy with his lance. 

515. Sxediov. See ii. 517, and xvii. 306, 
where a different parentage is assigned. 

517. mpvdAéwy. See on xi. 48. 
520. ArdoOn, moved, slipped away, re- 

tired from under him. So xxi. 255, 
Uraba 5€ ToI0 AtacOels. 

521. ov« efa, “ quia Panthous vir pav- 
Tikds erat,’ Heyne. 
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~ , en SX , “A eta IlavOdov vidv évi tpopdyoicr Sapnvau 
A fd 

avTap 0 ye Kpotopov otnOos pécov ovtace Soupi. 
5 , de , a S 3,19) oy, , 3 ON 
OUTNOEV OE TETOWYV, O AT WUWV TEVUKXE EOVAG. 

Toppa O€ TO 

Aaprreridns, 

emdpovce Addo aixpys €v eidds, 5 
dv Adutros éyeivato héptatos avopav, 

bo Or 

AaopedovTiddnys, ed eiddta Jovpidos adkys, 
a 4 BA , , » 8 , Os TOTE Pudeldao pécov wakos ovTaGE Ooupt 
eyyvlev oppy bets. 

x , (ee 4 , 

muKwos O€ ot npKkeoe Odpné, 
la Ch) , , > / / l2 

TOV p edpoper yuadorow apynpoTa Tov moTE Pudevs 530 

nyayev €€ “Edupns, totapov amo Sedkdjevtos 
“a 4 ec yw + > A“ 3 , Eetvos ydp ot edaxe avak avdpav ’Evdyrns 

> / , , > lal bs 7 és TOheov hopéew, Syniwy avdpav ahewpyry: 
Os ol Kal TOTE TALOOS ATS Ypods NpKED OhEOpor. 
Tov o€ Meyns Kopullos Xahxrpeos immooaceins 535 

KvuBaxor a aK poTaTov voe eYXEt d€voertt, 

pnée oO ad’ trevor Aopov avTOU' Tas Oe yapate 
KATTETEV EV KOVIQTL, VEOV powwiku paewos. 
ae a lal / , y+ me ? 

elos 6 T@ Tohemtle pevar, ete O° EAzrETO Vikyy, 

Toppa S€ ot Mevéhaos apyjos HOEv apvvTwp, 540 

a7 0 evpa€ ody Sovpt \abav, Bdde & Gov omic Hev: 
> ‘\ be /, PS) i (2 

ALYY O€ DTEPVOLO OLETOVTO PAlWLwOwoa, 
/ e , aA 3 ” \ 5) , 

Tpocow leery 6 O apa tpnrys edtdcOy. 
TO pev cecadoOny yahkypea TEVXE aT OpLwv 

523. 8 ye. 
in 525 refers. 

526. Aaumerions, formed as from Adu- 
meTos. See iil. 147. 

528. budctdao, Meges again, the son 
of Phyleus. 

530. éepdpet. See iv. 137.—yvada are 
the hollow plates, which seem spoken of 
as only a part or casing of the breast- 
plate. Cf. xix. 361, @apnkés Te Kkpatat- 
yvado. kal pelAwa Sovpa. Schol. Ven. 
Ta KUTN Kal TA KOLAdMaTA TOV Owpakos. 
Ar. Pac. 1225, @épakos kite evnupevm 
KdAAlora, i.e. * beautifully lined,’ with 
felt or other material.—SeAAferTos, see 
ii. 659. On this Euphetes, who was 
probably king of Ephyre, in Elis, and a 
Phoenician by descent, see “ Juventus 
Mundi,” p. 167. 

533. Cf. Ar. Vesp. 615, rdde Kéx77- 

Méyns, to whom also T@ peau mpoBrnwa Kak@v, oKevyy Beréwv 
ig The same phrase occurs sup. 

li. 57.—oi moudds, from his (Phyleus’) 
son Meges. 

535. Tov 5&, the son of Lampus sup. 
526.—kvuBaxoy, the rounded part at 
the top of the helm. See v. 586. 

539. 6 7@, Meges with Dolops. —éA- 
ETO. Mie omission of the F is suspicious. 
See inf. 701.—oi, to assist Meges (Dolops 
being a Trojan). 

BAL. 7H 8 evpdé. For this phrase 
see xi. 251. Heyne renders it @ latere. 
Hesych. é wAaylov. He slipped on one 
side, so as to strike behind him. 

54d. eerodoOnyv, apunOhrny, ‘went to 
spoil,’ as we say. It has been observed 
(sup. 415) that this word, an aorist 
from elu: (root I), generally, though not 
always, takes the F, like eYrac@a: and 
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, y 

ovlnoew" “Extop dé kacvyvytouct KeNevorev 545 
an , Lat 

Tact para, TpaTov O “Ikeraovidny evévurev 
ipOipov Medavirmov. 0 0 ddpa per eidizodas Bods 

/ 2 9 / , 3 i4 >/ 

Book év Ilepxary, Sniwv arovocdw éeovtar 
b) ‘\ > ‘\ A Z. ¥ 3 / 

avTap emet Aavawy vées HAVOov apgretic cat, 

aap és "INuov Oe, perémpere 5€ Todecou, 550 
an de \ , aA , , > , 

vate O€ Tap IIpidpo, 6 O€ pw Tle toa TéKeoow. 
we, eg? > ld ¥ > »¥ > ¥ nS) / 

Tov p Extwp évévure, Enos T Ehat EK T ovopaler. 
ee 4 o7, la , NOE a“ 

outa On Mehavurme peOnoopmev; ovd€ vu coi TEP 
evTpemeTat pilov Top avesov KTapEvoto ; 

> e€ , ®@ ie \ 4 3; &Y, 

OvUKX Opaas OLOV AoXo7ros TEpPt TEVKXE ETOVOL 5 555 
= 7 ¢ > ‘ ‘Ae ee > SX > , 

GAN eeu! OV yap eT EaTW aToaTaddy Apyetotow 

papvacba, mplv y He KaTaKTdpev Ne KAT aKpNS 
7 > X Care , / 9 
Ihuov airewnv ed€ew KnTdoOat Te ToXItas. 

a SN a \ 4 yA > O09) ey, > 44) , 
@S ELTWV O MEV NPX, 0 O ay EaTETO LadbeEos das. 

‘“Apyelous 8 wtpuve péyas Tehapa@rios Alas. 560 
“@ dirou, avepes EoTe, Kat ald@ Feo? evi Oupa, 

5 4 > 5 a ‘\ Xi e 4 

[4\Ay ous 7 aidetoOe Kata Kpatepas vopivas. | 
> 7 > lal / , TN / 

aidopevav avdpav Tréoves ado He TEPavTan, 
2, > yYyrTHKR , + A b) LAs No) 

devyovtwv & ovr &p Khé€os OpvuTat ovTE Tis GAKY. 

as epal’, ot d€ Kal avtot adéEacOar pevéawor, 

cioduevos from the root Fio or Fis. Com- 
pare xiii. 90 and 191. 

546. évévirev, ‘chided,’ the redupli- 
cated aorist of éviatw or évicow, like 
memideiy, AcAadeiv, Ke. See Lexil. p. 
125. Spitzner, who acquiesces in Butt- 
mann’s view, regards the other readings, 
éeveviomev and evéyimrrev, as false. Cf. 
xxill. 473.—For ‘Ikerdwy, a brother of 
Priam, see xx. 238. 

547. dppa, ews, aliquamdiu.— év TMep- 
KwTN, see li. 835; xi. 229. 

553. ueOjoouev, ‘shall we be so re- 
miss. See on vi. 523.— évtpémerai, 
ppovricer. So in i. 160, trav o¥ mT 
perarpemy, where see the note; and cf. 
Od. i. 60. Of course, avefiod may 
equally well be taken for a genitive 
absolute. ‘Ut fratres erant Lampus, 
Hicetaon, Priamus, ita Dolops, Melan- 
ippus, Hector, eorum filii, inter se 
patrueles.” Heyne. 

555. mept emovoiw, * busy themselves 

565 

about Dolops’ arms.’ Cf. xi. 482, @s pa 
TOT aud *OdSvaja—Tp@es Erov. So also 
vil. 316.—amootadoy k.T.A., i. e. We must 
fight hand to hand. Schol. Lips. ris 
mpos “Apyelovs ovK amootatéov paxns, 
mplvy 7) Karaktelvaper, 7) eKeivor nuas 
éAdvtes THY *IALoy mopOjawaot. ‘We must 
stick to them, till either we have slain 
them, or they have sacked Ilium.’ Per- 
haps it is better to supply some ellipse, 
as ovdé Aclrecbar uaxns mply 7) &e. — 
xkTdo0a, the intransitive epic aorist, 
whence krdmevos and aréxrato. 

561. @ pido x.7.A. Nearly the same 
verses occur v. 529 seqq. On the sense 
of aidws, ‘chivalrous honour,’ see New 
Cratylus, § 325, where the present pas- 
sage is adduced. 

565. kal avrol. They were eager 
enough of themselves, without exhorta- 
tion from Ajax.—qpdéavto, they fenced 
with a wall of bucklers. Spitzner, from 
Eustathius, compares the oracles in 
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ev Juno 8 €Bddovto eos, dpdéavto dé vyas 
a , 3028 \ \ A ‘y) 

EPKEL Karke emt O€ Zevs Tpawas eyerpev. 

“Avtitoxov & a@rpuve Bony ayabds Mevédaos. 
s “AvTiNOY’, OU TLS ELO VEWTEPOS adXos "Ayaan, 

~ \ , ¥y 3 » e N 4 

oute Tool Odoowy ovT ahkyos ws ov payerOau 570 
el TWa Tov Tpwwv eEddpevos avdpa Bado.icba.”’ 

a SeN A \ > > , N > 93> , 
@s elTav 0 fev aUTLs ATéaCUTO, TOV O d6pdbuver. 

> Say, , Noe) , ‘\ n~ 

ex 0 COopev Tpopdywr, Kal aKkdvtice Soupt daewe@ 
3 XNia , ¢ X\ \ “A , 

dui € mantyvas vio d€ Tpwes Kexddovto 

avopos akovTiaaavtos. 6 8 ovy adov Bédos HKer, 575 

ahh’ “‘Iketdovos viov vrépOupov Medavurmor, 
/ - 4, lal \ , 

viroomevov Todemovec, Bare aTHOos mapa palov. 
, XN , A \ , »” , 

Sovmnaev 6€ TeaWwY, TOV S€ TKOTOS OTE KdUWeEV. 
*“Avtitoyos 8 émopovae KUwy ws, Os T emt veBp@ xXos 0 ETOPOVTE KVMV WS, OS ne 
Br\ynpeéva alEn, tov 7 e& edvndu Oopovta 580 

Onpntyp etdynoe Barov, dTéd\voeE SE yuta. 
@s é7t cot Mehavirme dp’ *Avtiioyos pmevexapmys 

, 7 

Tevyea TVANT WD. aX’ od habev "Extopa Stor, 
7 Cy a , > , SeaN a 
Os pa ot avtios HOE O€wy ava SyioTHTa. 

“Avtidoyos 5 ov petve, Jods wep Eov ToeLaTHS, 585 
b) ,. 9° > »~ 4 \ ‘A (S72 > , 

aN’ oy apa tpéce Onpi kakov péEavts eoikas, 
9 ~— F , x / 3 \ / 
os TE KUVa KTELVas 7 BouKOXoOV audi Boerow 
pevyer Tplv TEP Opirov dohdicOypevat avdpaov. 
a , , oS X ns \9 
@s Tpéoe Neoroptoys, ert d€ Toes te kat “Extwp 

avn O in Béd\ea EV zi nxn Georean BE OTOVOEVTA XEOVTO. 

Herod. ii. 152; vii. 142, where yadnéor 
&vdpes and gvAwov Tetxos are used in 
reference to galleys. 

571. ef tia «.7.r. ‘ What if you were 
suddenly to advance from the ranks, and 
wound with your javelin one of the Tro- 
jans P? Compare xvi. 559; xvii. 342, 
Tpoudxwy eédAmevos €aT7. 

572—591. Antilochus throws a lance 
into the Trojan ranks, and_ transfixes 

Melanippus, whom he rushes forward to 
despoil, as a dog after a wounded fawn, 
but is prevented by Hector. His hasty 
retreat is compared to that of a wild 
beast that has killed a dog or man at 
the herd. 

573, 574. See iv. 496, 497. 

590 

577. moAcudvie, “ cum Hectore ad Do- 
lopis corpus tuendum in mediam pugnam 
procedentem, sup. 559.” Heyne. 

581. éerdxnoe. See, for this Ionic 
aorist, iv. 106, 6rd oré€pvo.o Tuxhoas. 

585. Oods, ‘impetuous,’ acer. Cf. v. 
536, émel Bods Eoke meTa MpwTOLTL maxe- 
oat. 

586. kakdy pegavTt. This is another 
instance of shrewd observation of animal 
life. The consciousness of having done 
something that will be punished is a 
sense that exists in some animals— 
notably in the dog. This passage is 
finely imitated by Virgil, Aen. xi. 809 
seqq.—érpece, ‘ran back in alarm.’ 
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on de petaotpepbeis, éret ixeto EOvos ETalpav. 

Tpaes d€ Nelovor €oukdtes apopayorrw 
A > - XA > > 4 > , 

vyvolv émexaevovto, Avos 8 érédevov epetpds, 
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592—652. The Trojans press nearer 
and nearer on the ships, thus gradually 
bringing to pass the designs of Zeus to 
do glory to Achilles. The terrible aspect 
and determination of Hector are de- 
scribed by similes, and his ineffectual 
efforts to break the Grecian ranks. Hec- 
tor slays Periphetes, the son of Kopreus 
of Mycenae. The passage, though a fine 
one, seems to indicate a different hand 
and style; it appears to have been in- 
tended to recall the memory of Achilles, 
and to bring forward once more the 
long-suspended plot. Compare xiii. 347 
—350. It reads like one of the artificial 
unities of a dramatized story. 

593. éepetuas, the behests given sup. 
221 seqq. Or perhaps BovAyy, the plan 
by which he designed in the end to give 
glory to Achilles. 

598. éfalo.ov, unreasonable, extrava- 
gant, iniquitous; viz. the exaltation of 
Achilles at the cost of so much blood. 
An Odyssey word (iv. 690; xvii. 577), 
used also by Aeschylus, Suppl. 514, det 
8 avdetrwy éorl Seiw ektaloiov. Schol. 
Vict. thy mapa 7d bo.ov. Infaustum, 
pestiferum, Doederlein.—emipivete, viz. 
Zevs, whereas “Extwp is the subject to 
euBarot. 

599. péve, ‘desired; a word Gmat 

eipnuevoy in this sense. Dr. Donald- 
son discusses it in New Cratylus, § 472, 
and refers it to wadw. This meaning, 
however, is not recognized by the in- 

-terpreters, who render it ‘ expected,’ 
‘awaited’ ‘That (the burning of the 
fleet) was what Zeus had been waiting 
for, that he might then turn the scale 
in favour of the Greeks.’ 

601. ex tov, scil. Tod KaleoOat vijas, 
which would arouse the courage of Ajax. 
—madlwkiv, Schol. Ven. éray ée& s2o- 
otpopns Sidkwow of Siwkducvor. See 
sup. 69. 

603. Doederlein gives ém, ‘against,’ 
for &m, ‘at,’ comparing iv. 352, Tpwoly 
é~ immodduowow eyelpowev dfdv~ Apna. 

607. apAoicuds does not elsewhere 
occur, and seems to be an Jonie word 
of not very early date, like apuoyetds, 
xi. 492, wioyaynela, &e. It appears to 
mean ‘foam’ (appds, Hesych.), and the 
Schol. Ven. says that some derived it 
from appiouds. The Schol. Lips. states 
that it was the Aetolian word for agpds. 
Others think it was a synonym of kdéu- 
mos, the noise of clashing teeth, compar- 
ing pAotoBos. There is a curious gloss in 
Hesychius, which seems to indicate an 
ancient variant; a&pAowBds appds 6 ex, 
tapax7js. Mr. Trollope, whose principle 

—- ee ee ee 
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it is to defend every thing that occurs 
in our Homeric text, says this is “ proba- 
bly a word of the old Hellenic language.” 

608. BAoouphoww. See vii. 212.—77fAné, 
probably the crest or plume; a harsh 
expression, referring, as the Schol. Vict. 
says, to copv0aloros “Extwp. 

610—614. Heyne, with great reason, 
regards these lines as an interpolation. 
To Mr. Trollope again they appear to 
have “very close connexion with the 
main argument of the poem.” 

618. icxov, scil. a’tdy, cohibebant.— 
mupyndoy, see xii. 43. 

621. tpopderra, ‘surging,’ ‘ swelling,’ 
See on tpddt kdpua, xi. 307 (the figure 
being derived from the gradual increase 
in the size of an embryo, riya), Od. iii. 
290. In the same sense aveuotpedes is 

used below, and somewhat differently 
from dveuotpepis eyxos, xi. 256. The 
point of the simile is, that the Greeks 
repelled the repeated assaults of Hector, 
as a rock throws back the waves and the 
foam. 

624. év vnt méonow. Not ‘on to the 
ship,’ but upon or against the side, so as 
almost to bury it in foam in the trough 
of the sea. 

627. tpouéovor. The timidity of Greek 
sailors to this day is remarkable (see 
the editor’s note on Aesch. Theb. 196). 

629. This verse occurred ix. 8. 
631. ciauevf. See on iv. 483. ‘Wet 

ground,’ ‘morass,’ is clearly the meaning 
of the word, though the root of it is 
uncertain. It was a favourite with the 
Alexandrine poets. 
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633. movfow, which Doederlein ren- 
ders ‘ vulneribus letalibus bovi imminen- 
tibus,’ seems here to mean ‘mangled 
carcase.’ He is too young to fight with 
a lion for a wounded cow. (Scholl. 7g 
dvm, and mep) avnpnwevns Bods.) “ Pro 
aud) pdve, scil. ne fiat,” Heyne. This 
is one of the Ionic words used by Hero- 
dotus (see on x. 521), and a variation 
from the ordinary sense, ‘ carnage.’ 

634, 0 wev, the herdsman. ‘<< Pastoris 
imprudentia in eo cernitur, quod modo 
inter primos, modo inter extremos vadit 
boves, leone e medio grege praedam sibi 
petituro,” Spitzner; who remarks that 
dmootixdw was thought a barbarous form 
by the grammarian Dionysius. By strict 
analogy it should be éuoart:xetv. Hence 
Bekker prefers 6u00 orixder. The simple 
orixao0at often occurs, as in éstixXdwyTo. 
—For mp@tos ka bardtios Spitzner com- 
pares ii. 281; xi. 299. 

639. For &varros, which violates the 
digamma, there is a reading aé0Awy, 
adopted by Bekker and Heyne.—ayye- 
Alms, Schol. Ven. av) Tov &yyeAos. There 
can be little doubt that the composer of 
the passage made use of this word here 
as a nominative. See on ili. 205, xiii. 252, 
and Buttmann, Lexil. p. 13 seqq. That 

6 ayyeAtns however is a false form must 
be conceded ; and no course remains for 
those who defend the genuineness of the 
verse but to supply vera, or to read 
ayyeAinv, as a cognate accusative. For 
the context, ef. Pind. Ol. iii. 28, edre 
pw ayyeAlas Evpuo@éos evry’ ayvd-yka. 
mat podev. 

645. orpepOels x.7.A. On turning 
back, he struck against the rim of his 
own shield, which reached to his feet, 
and fell’ There is much difficulty in 
mdéAro, which would seem to be an epic 
aorist of méAAcoOa, though some referred 
it to weAd¢ew, while others wrote aATo 
(wrongly, as the aorist of AAetOa: drops 
the F). ‘There is elsewhere a suspicious 
confusion in em@Aro between the senses 
of mdéAAcoOar and GAAcoOat. See on viii. 
85; xxi. 140. From Doederlein’s note 
it appears that eumdAAeo@at was used by 
the Alexandrine and later epic writers 
in the sense of évdAAco@a. Heyne takes 
it for everémadTo, percussus erat, as from 
méAAew. The sense evidently is, that 
he stumbled against, or was tripped up 
by, his own shield. 

646. rodnvexéa, Tepuidevta, xvi. 803. 
—Barapbels, ‘caught,’ ‘impeded;’ ef. 
xxill. 387. 
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652. xpa:ouetv, either simply ‘to as- 
sist,’ or supply “Extopa aitg. See i. 28. 
It is here an aorist. 

653—666. The Greeks are driven from 
the row of ships drawn up highest on 
the beach, to their naval camp close by 
the sea, where they rally and make a 
final stand. Nestor implores them to 
remember all that is dear at home, and 
to resist to the uttermost. 

653. eicwrol, an adjective, like ore- 
vwmds, xxiii. 416. Schol. Ven. ev dWe 
Tas vats e€BrAerov, 6 eat, clanAdov 
eis avtas kal bmd Thy oTéyny avTor 
eyevovTo. ~Hesych. evavrior, 2) €owbev 
BAewopuevot, 7) €vbov THs emipaveias bytes. 
He cites the present passage, and ex- 
plains it, kara mpdowmor eixoy Tas vais. 
“They now came in full sight (i.e. 
front) of their ships, having before had 
them astern” (Liddell and Scott in v.). 
—“ Fugere coeperunt, scil. Argivi; nam 
donee resistentes versisque in hostem 
pectoribus adhuc recesserunt, a tergo 
habuerunt naves,” Doederlein. So also 
Spitzner: “ Naves, quae antea a tergo 
fuerant, jam sunt in conspectu positae.” 
— ipa: vijes, the ships at each end of the 
naval camp, which overlapped, curving 
inwards towards the sea, and so enclosed 
and protected it from the Trojans. Com- 
pare Thue. iii. 108, init., as ® ev xepoly 
Hon ovres MepieacxXov TS Kepa ot TeAorov- 
viotot, Kal exukAodyTo Td Sekiby TeY evay- 
tlev. Similarly in § 107, kad uet(ov yap 
eyevero Kal mepteaoxe TO THY TleAoTor- 
yvnolwy otpatémedov. Mr. Hayman (Ap- 
pendix to Odyssey, vol. i. p. cix) ex- 
plains this very differently : “the Tro- 
jans (?) came face to face with (eiaw7o}) 

VOL. II. 

660 

the Greek ships, mep) 3 rxeOov i.7.A., 
which expresses the elevation of the stern- 
extremities, first approached.” (This, in 
fact, is Heyne’s view of the meaning. 
« Naves, quae priore tempore et loco 
fuerant in littus deductae, circumdabant 
et obtegebant eos puppibus suis,quae 
editiores erant.”)—7pérat, the highest 
on the land, the first or outermost row, 
which was also the longest. See on xiv. 
31—36, and 7b. 75.—rol 8é, the Trojans 
poured in upon them; ef. xii. 469, o? 
d€ KaT’ avTas TonTas eaexXUYTO TUAQS. 

656. Tay mpwréwy. It seems necessary 
to explain this of the first or highest row 
of ships, i.e. those first beached, and 
not of the first row viewed from the sea. 
The Greeks retired from this row, because 
they could not hold their ground; but 

there by the tents, i.e. close to the sea, 
they stood their ground collected toge- 
ther, and not, as before, dispersed through 
various parts of the vast host. (Schol. 
Lips. otparby, viv 10 orparémedov.) 

657. aidés. Their sense of honour 
urged them pévev, while their fears for- 
bade them kedac0fvat.—anxées, ‘con- 
tinually ; see on iy. 433. The latter 
yap seems to refer only to aidds. 

659. atte, autem, as frequently.— imep 
ToKewy, either “by their parents,’ or ‘advo- 
cating the cause “(ef 663) ‘ of their absent 
parents." ijrot a ws A€yomey Tpds Auds, 7) Orep 
dy mapdyres errolouy of yoveis* Omep wadAoV 

eixds* emipeper yap, Tav rep evOad eye 
youvdgoua (inf. 665).  Schol. Ven. 
Spitzner, however, prefers the former, 
comparing xxii. 338, Alocow brép puxijs 
Kal youvwy nde ToKjwy, and xxiv. 466, 
kal uy dep maTrpds—Aloceo. 

i 
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664. brew, & Ti, sup. 491; xii. 428; 
xvi. 227. A form very characteristic of 
the dialect of Herodotus.—(éovor, scil. 
ToKjes.—evOdde, scil. ay (not to be taken 
with wapedytwy). ‘In their name I now 
here implore you, as they are absent 
(and cannot speak for themselves), to 
stand stoutly,’ &e. 

668. véepos. Thenatural mist or haze, 
probably, which, as Sir W. Gell states, 
is so common in the region of the 
Troad. 

673—695. Ajax, inspired by the words, 
leaps from ship to ship, wielding a hand- 
spike. The action is compared to a man 
who has four horses in hand, and springs 
on the back first of one, then of another, 
while at their full speed. Hector makes 
a dash at one of the ships, as an eagle on 

a crane or a swan, and he is pushed for- 
wards from behind by Zeus. 

675. éotdmev, to stand inactive. See 
ii. 170; iv. 90.—@Oa ep, viz. év KAt- 

oinot, sup. 656.—BiBdobwy, like aicOwy, 
cf. xiii. 809, a variant of the more com- 
mon parpa BiBds.—évordy, sup. 388, 
389, koyrdy, a hand-spike, composed of 

several lengths, joined together either 
by pegs (tots kara Tas apuovias youdois), 
or rather perhaps, by iron sockets (as 
in a modern fishing-rod—ovuBaAhuact 
kal ovmAokats, Schol.). The great length 
of these ships’ spikes is described by the 
epithet mepiunnea koyToy, Od. ix. 487. 

679. Kkeanricey, ‘to ride.” The KéAns, 
or riding-horse (Lat. celer, kAnthp for 
keAnTyp in Ar. Vesp. 189. 1310), was 
known in the time of Pindar; but the 
verb KeAnri¢ew cannot possibly be re- 
ferred to an archaic period of the lan- 
guage. The art of riding is mentioned 
also in Od. v. 871, KéAn@ &s tarmoy éAad- 
vwv, and alluded to perhaps Il. x. 513, 
kapmaAluws 8 inmwy ereBhoeto. It 
was not, however, a warlike art, in the 
way in which cavalry is used. Here 
much the same practice is described 
which may be seen in a modern circus. 
The Romans called these trained steeds 
equi desultorii ; and to them Propertius 
alludes, in a well-known poem on Ver- 
tumnus, v. 2. 35, ‘trajicit alterno qui 
leve pondus equo.’ 
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680. ek moAdwv, ex ToAAGY, either as 
selecting the best and fittest (robs 
emiTndetous Kat tov aplorous ékAetd- 
#evos, Schol. Lips.), or as exhibiting his 
wealth in the number of his steeds 
(Doederlein). — cuvactpetat, cuCebyvuct, 
suvndpous moet. Cf. x. 499, obv & Heipev 
fuaot. The notion, orrather, one notion 
implied in defpw is that of hanging or 
suspending aloft or sideways, as wapjopos 
is ‘a trace-horse” Hence it is un- 
necessary to refer the word to eZpew, by 
reading ouveelperat, with Doederlein. 
Most of the copies give cuvaryelperat. 

681. cedas, ‘having started them.’ 
See v. 208. — dinra, also transitively, 
dak avrods, ‘urges them at full speed ;’ 
see on vii. 197.—yéya torr, Schol. Vict. 
ov yap ev juikpa wéAer Tata yivero.— 
Aaopédpoy, so Hur. Rhes. 881, AcwPdpous 
mpos extpomas. Also an Herodotean 
word, i. 187, 

683. 6 5 «.7.A. ‘But he with firm 
step, never once making a slip, keeps 
leaping from one to the other in turn, 
while they are flying along’—daparés, 
adverbially. Cf. Ar. Pac. 146, exetvo 
Thpet, “yn ohadrels Katappuns evTedoer, 
Viz. amb TOU KavOdpov. 

685. éml moAdAd. The point of the 
simile lies in the several ships’ decks 

to which he passed in turn,—the rapid 
change of position implied in éwuei- 
Bera. 

691. €@vos. The accusative depends 
on em, in the sense of éweA@ety Turd. 
Spitzner compares xx. 461, &upw egop- 
Hndeis.—€Ovos, cf. ii. 459, Bor’ dpvidwy 
meTenvayv €0vea moAAGd, and for the next 
verse, ibid. 467. The attack of eagles 
upon swans is familiar to many from a 
celebrated picture of Landseer’s, though 
critics are not wanting who deny its 
truthfulness to nature. 

694. cev, an obscure passage. Aris- 
tarchus, says the Schol. Ven., read dcer, 
and not époev. The latter is given in 
some copies, and retained by Heyne. 
It obviously suits Stpuve in the next 
line; but @cev is more consistent with 
bmia0evy than @poey would be: Zeus 
thrust him forward from behind, and at 
the same time urged his people to 
fight. The‘ mighty hand’ may be sup- 
posed to be invisible. The epithet, taken 
literally, introduces the strange and far- 
fetched image of a huge hand reaching 
from heaven to earth, as the Schol. Vict. 
observes. 

696—725. The fight at the ships con- 
tinues to rage, and each party resolves 
not to yield. Hector seizes the ship of 

t 2 
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Protesilaus by the stern, and calls for 
fire, declaring that now Zeus has de- 
livered the fleet into his hands. 

700. pevterOat, viz. if their fleet was 
destroyed. Cf. sup. 504. 

703. éepéctacay, a shortened form of 
the pluperfect. The sense is either 
éméxewto, as Mr. Trollope explains it, 
or ‘they stood by each other ;’ in which 
case of mwéy means the Greeks. Lord 
Derby, “‘So minded each, opposed in 
arms they stood.” Cf. inf. 710. 

706. 008 atts. Here there is a clear 
allusion to the story told in the older 
epics, that Protesilaus was killed, as the 
oracle had foretold to the first who 
should leap upon the Trojan soil. See 
ii. 702. ‘The tale seems to have arisen 
from a fancied etymology of the name 
from mp@tos &AAcoOa. The ship of this 
hero, and its position, are mentioned in 
xii. 681. It was first seized by Hector, 
because it stood first and highest on the 
shore. 

707. Tov wep 5H. ‘It was about (i.e. 
for the possession of) Azs ship then that 
the Greeks and the Trojans made havoc 
of each other in close conflict.’—dxouv, 
‘hacked away at,’ as we say; cf. xii. 425. 
—rol ye, as of ye below, and perhaps 
o? wey sup. 703, means both sides. They 

did not wait for the discharges of darts 
and arrows, but they charged at once 
with equal determination, and fought 
hand to hand.—airxds, épudas, a word 
amat cipnuévoy in Homer. Compare the 
compound zroAvdit.—audls, which Butt- 
mann (Lexil. p. 99) with the Schol. Lips. 
explains xwpls aAA7AwY, may equally 
well mean ‘on both sides.’ 

711. ativnor. See xiii. 612. Both 
this and the next verse were rejected by 
the Alexandrine critics. Whether swords 
and battle-axes are among the oldest 
forms of Greek armature, is an important 
and interesting question, to be determined 
perhaps by a careful examination of the 
earliest vase-paintings. 

713. pwedavdera, ‘with black mount- 
ing,’ or hilt. This word is not elsewhere 
found in Homer. Aeschylus has we- 
Advderov tipos, Theb. 43.—am duwr, 
when the hand and arm that held it had 
been cut off at the shoulder.  Schol. 
Ven. tTév Suwv KkowtTomévwy Tots meAé- 
keot kal T@Y KapTe@v aby Tots Elpect. 
And this seems the most probable 
sense. Mr. Trollope suggests that a 
more general word, as Tevxea, is implied. 
Heyne, “enses humeris thorace munitis 
inflictos et fractos aut resilientes in 
terram decidere.” 
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716. Nearly the same verse occurs 
in xvi. 762, “Extwp pev Kepadipw eémed 
AdBev x.7.A., and it shows clearly that 
Doederlein is wrong in construing 
mptvuvndey with kéAeve, ‘de puppi ex- 
hortabatur.’ The sense is, ‘when he 
had got hold of it (the ship) by the 
stern.’ The adverb represents the ge- 
nitive, as in Soph. Trach. 938, rAcupddev 
mAecupay mapels ExeiTo, i.e. ek TAEUpaY, 

‘with his side by her side.’ 
717. &pdAactov. The raised fan-tail 

ornament (aplustre) or termination of 
the stern, axpoorddrov, vnds uKpa kéd- 
puuBa, ix. 241. Apoll. Rhod. i. 1089, 
i¢e & Barepbe vyiov apAdoroio pweTHopos 
attaoa. ‘This passage remarkably re- 
sembles the anecdote about Cynaegirus 
in Herod. vi. 114, who émaAaBduevos 

‘Tav apAdotwy ynds, Thy X«ipa aro- 
kotrels meA€ket mimrer. The coincidence 
is the more close, because in both pas- 
sages the chopping off of hands with an 
axe is mentioned. 

718. otcere, an epic aorist. See iii. 
103.— avthv, Schol. Vict. dua yap TH 
Kpauvyn Kal déos ylverat Tots ToAEuloLs. 

719. mavrwy ety, ‘diem, qui com- 
pensat omnia,” Heyne, i.e. mavtayv mover 
avraitov. Schol. Ven. révtwy tay ToAun- 
Oévrwy eis juas aklay amoiBhy wapéoxev 
juiv 6 Zevs mpds Td EXetv Tas vais. 

720. Ocav aéxnrt, diis invisae. 
721. yepovtwy, the seniors, dnpo- 

yepovtwy perhaps, who had restrained 
the rash ardour of Hector. But the 
Schol. Lips. says, 7d YO.0y aobeves Tots 
yepovat mepidmrer ov yap HOerAcv eévévan 
50 7AXIAA Ea. 

725. ave@yer, a secondary present 
formed from &ywya, like mepixw, Se- 
dolkw, memAnyw, &c. Hence dvdyorue in 
xix. 206. 

726—746. Ajax is compelled to retire 
from the deck of his ship, but keeps off 
the Trojans from a higher platform on 
the stern, and exhorts the Greeks to 
save the fleet, as their sole means of 
return. Each Trojan, as he brings fire, 
is struck down by Ajax with his lance. 

729. @pjvvy. Perhaps the raised plat- 
form or bench on which the steersman 
stood ; the oéAua ceuvdy of Aesch. Ag. 
183. Ajax withdrew from the thick of 
the fray, and mounted the after-deck, 
raised seven feet above the Zxpia, so as 
to be out of reach of the swords and 
axes. Some interpret @pijvus the 
‘rower’s bench,’ the Opavos of the 
Attics, and suppose that the middle of 
the ship is meant. Heyne even thinks 
that he made descent rather than an 
ascent, viz. into the hold, “ad mediam 
usque corporis partem tectus navis 
latere.’ The Schol. Ven. mentions 
other opinions, e.g. a frame or table 
supporting the mast, the dvaBa0pa, or 
board for passing from ship to ship, 
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and the foot-rest for the steersman, in 
which last sense Mr. Hepes explains 
it (Appendix F to Od., vol. i. p. cviil). 
He says, however (p. cix), “ it is more 
likely that some greater elevation, where 
the side-bulwarks ran perhaps to a point 
at the stern, was needed to shelter those 
on deck from a sea breaking from aft.” 
If height and not length (as in &iova 
éextamédny, in Hes. Opp. 424) is meant 
by the epithet, the raised seat at the 
stern must be described rather than the 
rowers’ benches. 

730. dedoxnuévos, avti Tod SoKxevwr, 
emitnpa@v, Schol. Ven., who remarks on 
this singular use of the perfect passive 
in a deponent sense. It occurs in Hes. 
Scut. 214, joto avip adreds Jedoxnuevos. 
It is referred by some to d€xouar rather 
than to JdoKéw. Compare, however, 
mpocdokay and dorevwy, which relate to 

some expected or fancied arrival. 
731. Tp@as auvve. Soph. Aj. 1275, 

ev tpomy Sopds epptcat edAOwy fodvos, 
aug) mey ve@y UKpoiow %dn vavTikots 
€dwAlois mupds PAéyortos. This account 
differs somewhat from our text of Homer. 
In xvi. 122, the ship is only fired after 
Ajax had retreated.—For daudvew vney 
see xiii. 110. 

735. aooontipas. See on 254 sup.— 
&pevov, ‘better (stronger) than the pre- 
sent one.’ Not to be confounded, as 

Spitzner says, with the ‘ Martius murus’ 
of iv. 407. Heyne takes it in the latter 
sense, less correctly, aphuov being the 
epic adjective. 

738. érepadréa, a host who can turn 
victory to the other side; cf. vii. 26. 
Some explained it, ‘who can give us new 
vigour’ (Schol. Lips.).—aAAad yap K.7.A. 
(«ft would that we had!) but in fact, 
in the plain of the close-mailed Trojans, 
camped on the verge of the sea, we are 
stationed (or, idly waiting) far from our 
country. Wherefore in prowess of hand 
is our hope of safety, not in gentle (or 
merciful) fighting.’ — cerrmévou, Cl. Vs 
709. — dws, se. owrnplas, Vili. 282. 
Schol. Ven. didmrep ev xepoly 7 cornpia, 
Tpoonvera dé ovK éoTt ToA€mov oikela. 

7A2. pamdwy, with furious action, 
rushing violently to and fro. — éeze, 
here used absolutely ; exerted himself, 
se agebat.—epémey twa is alicui in- 
stare, Xi. 177; xx. 357 (Spitzner). 

744. kndclw (root KkaF, kalw), see on 
viii. 217. This line seems weak, and 
may well be an interpolation. ‘To oblige 
Hector who had urged him to it,’ is a 
strange expression; nor does if seem 
possible to take xdpw as the object of 
orpivavros. It was enough to have said, 
‘whoever of the Trojans bore down upon 
the ships, was met and wounded by the 
long lance of Ajax.’ 
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This book was inscribed MatpéxAeta. 
It is long, and full of stirring interest ; 
the request of Patroclus to be allowed to 
try and retrieve the Grecian fortunes,— 
the consent of Achilles, who lends his own 
arms and horses,—the deeds of valour 
and the fatal termination of the fight, 
by the adverse power of Apollo,—the 
death of Sarpedon, and his translation to 
Lycia,—all these incidents combine in a 
drama of mixed chivalry and pathos of 
the highest kind. 

1—19. Patroclus comes in tears to 
Achilles, who inquires, not without irony, 
the cause of his grief. 

2. TlarpoxAos. He had been sent by 
the advice of Nestor, xi. 791 and 839, to 
ask the permission of Achilles to join the 
fight, if that hero should still persist in 
withholding his aid. See also xv. 401, 
where he is attending the wounded 
Eurypylusin his tent.—éore xpqvy «.7.A., 

see ix. 14, 15, where the same lines are 
applied to Agamemnon. 

7. deddxpvoa, ‘why are you bathed in 
tears ?? Cf. xxii, 491, deddxpuyrar de 
maperat. Aesch. Cho. 457, éya & émipbey- 
youat KeKAavueva. 

8. Gua pntp, i.e. in her mother’s 
hand. A child thus having to run, to 
keep up with the mother’s step, soon 
becomes tired, and cries to be lifted up, 
tugging at her dress, and so detaining 
her though in a hurry (quamvis festi- 
nantem, Doed.). For efavot, here used 
as a substantive, see on iii. 8385, where it 
is contended that Buttmann wrongly 
distinguishes it from éavds, the root of 
both being Feo, ves-tire. 

10. dppa, Schol. Lips. €ws* mpooAura- 
povot yap (se. of vfhmior) &xpis dv ob Bov- 
AovTat TUXWOW. 

12. mpatvonent, ‘have you aught to 

tell,’—a reduplicated form of palyw (paF, 
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Sari, pnul). See x. 202. Schol. Ven. 
cipwvevduevos S¢ Tad’Td now: exlorarat 
yap mepl ov KAater, Kal TeAEUTALOY TOUTO 
emiepel, NE ov VY “Apyelwy k.T.r. 

14,15. (éew «.7.A. Surely each of 
our fathers is still alive.—’Axropos, see 
Pind. Ol. ix. 69. 

17. ddroptpeat has a slight irony. 
Achilles pretends that his friend cannot 
grieve for the Greeks who are perishing 
solely through their own fault, i.e. be- 
cause Agamemnon has offended him. See 
i. 10, 6A€kovTo 5é Aaol. 

20—45. Patroclus deprecates the wrath 
of his chief, and explains the position of 
affairs, entreating him to remit his anger, 
or at least to let him go into the field, as 
a last resource to save the Greeks. And 
he reproaches him with some severity for 
his cruel and unfeeling behaviour. 

22. wh vewéoa, ‘be not vexed with me;’ 
kAalovtl pot ph méupov, Schol. Lips. 

Some incorrectly explain, ‘do not con- 
tinue your resentment against Agamem- 
non.’—eBinkev, see x. 145, where the 
same verse occurs. 

23—27. These lines occurred before, 
xi. 658 seqq. See also xiv. 29. 

29. &rdev, oot, see 1.418.—aunyxavos, 
aman hard to deal with, xaAembs, as in 
x. 167; xv. 4. 

31. aivapérn, like tWaydpn, a somewhat 
irregular form, retaining the inflexion of 
the feminine noun. As the vocative of 
aivapérns it would be aivdpera. Schol. 
eis aivoy xpdueve TH apeTH, eis BAcOpor, 
ovk els owrnpiay. Hesych. em) kare thy 
apethy KexTnmeve. “Quoniam saevam 
pertinaciam Achilles miscet egregia vir- 
tute,” Doederlein. ‘* Male fortis, quae 
tui posteris erit utilitas, si ne ab Achaeis 
quidem perniciem funestam defendes ?” 
Spitzner. 

34. yAavey, ‘the gleaming or glinting 
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sea. The Schol. Ven. remarks that in 
this passage alone Homer has applied 
the word as an epithet to @adacca, 
though Hesiod uses it as a substantive 
(Theog. 444, yAauehy Bducmréeupedorv),— 
he might have added, as Homer uses 
Tpapep?) and byph. See on xiv. 308. 

386—45. Very nearly the same verses 
occur in xi. 794. Patroclus now prefers 
the request directly in the very terms 
there suggested by Nestor. 

41. tonoyres, ‘likening.’ Cf. inf. 281. 
This is modestly put; he trusts to an 
assumed appearance more than to his 
own valour. 

46—100. The reply of Achilles. He 
cannot forgive the wrong done him by 
Agamemnon, but he will so far retract 
his former threats as to lend his friend 
his armour and give him the command 
of the Myrmidons. The successes of the 

Trojans he characteristically attributes 
to his own absence and that of Diomede. 
He charges Patroclus to return as soon 
as he has repelled the Trojans from the 
fleet, and not on any account to pursue 
them too far towards the city. 

50. fvtwa olda, Lat. quam scian. 
Hence in 36 the existence of some oracle, 
different from that in ix. 410 seqq., was 
only conjectural on the part of Patroclus. 

53. Tov duotoy, one equal to himself. 
This was the sore point to his pride ; see 
i. 149 seqq. Schol. Lips. wérpioy be, 7d 
HN pdva Kpetocova, GAN’ buoLov.—daep- 
oat, Hesych. amoorepqoat, cvrAjoat. Schol. 
Mépous otepjoat.—s Te, ds dv, ‘who may 
chance to stand first in power, but not 
in merit,’ a&imuare. 

55. 7d, TovTo, viz. the ingratitude of 
Agamemnon.—éze) mdOov, K.T.A., See IX. 
321. 
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57. méAw, viz. Lyrnessus, ii. 690.— 
ab €dAero, has taken back for himself. 
ix. 335, éuwed F amd wovvov ’Axaidy efAeT’, 
exer 8 YAoxov Oupapéa.—peTavdoryny, see 
ix. 618.—ds ei, scil. apérorto. 

60. mporetvxOa1, a formula occurring 
elsewhere in the ‘speeches of Achilles, 
e. g. xviii. 112; xix. 65, and correspond- 
ing to our saying “let bygones be by- 
gones,” od xp) mynoikaxjoot.—v, like 
jy apa, ‘well! one can’t be angry at 
heart for ever. I did indeed say (viz. ix. 
650 seqq.) that I would bring my ill- 
temper to an end, only when the shout 
and the fight had reached my own gal- 
leys.’ Mr. Trollope says, “the construc- 
tion is, of mws iy evi ppeoly aomepxes 
KeXoA@o9at, 1.e. it was not my inten- 

tion never to lay aside my anger.”— 
asmepxes, ‘that which needs not to be 
hastened on,’ i.e. which is naturally 

hasty or active. See xviii. 556. 
64. rUvn. See v. 485. ‘Do you then 

take my armour and put it on your 
shoulders, and take the command of the 
war-loving Myrmidons for the fight,’ lit. 
that they may fight.—ei 67, ‘if really, 
as you say, a sable cloud (i. e. dark host) 
of Trojans has invested the ships, with 
firm resolve to conquer, and they, the 
Argives, are lying close on the sea-strand, 
while the share of space they still hold is 
a scanty one, and the whole city of the 
Trojans has advanced against them, full 

of confidence, (and no wonder ;) for they 

, 4 > 4 

TAKE KEV pevyovTes evavdous 

do not now see the front of my helmet 
gleaming near them. No! if they did, 
soon methinks would they fill with their 
dead the very watercourses in their 
flight, if that chief of ours, Agamemnon, 
did but feel kindly towards me; but 
now they beset our hosts on every side.’ 
The whole of this and the following pas- 
sage is remarkably fine. The hero seems 
to pour out his whole soul in the cause, 
and his struggle between pride and pa- 
triotism is admirably expressed. 

68. kexAlara. Cf.xv.740, mévt@ KeKAr- 
uévot. Schol. Ven. mpocavdcewra kad 
mepikAclovTat TS THS Oarddoons aiyiodAg. 
The sense is, that they are hemmed into 
a narrow space or strip of shore, and 
cannot move from it; and that even 
that space is gradually being contracted 
(rt Exoyres).—mdAts, Scholl. 7b wAHOos 
TaY Tpdwv, ot moAtTrat. He supposes, or 

pretends to suppose, that the whole body 
of the citizens have advanced up to the 
ships (em:BeBynkévat TS vavoTtdbuw, Schol. 
Vict.). : 

71. evatrovs. Schol. Lips. €vavao, 7a 
eév Upeot KotAmuaTta’ ot 5, evavAous Tovs 
mapa Tiv Tdppov Témous, evOa eaTpato- 
medevovTo vi Tpaes. of 5& TOUS Gypous, of 
d€ orevdas Simpuxas* avdrAds yap wav Td 
otevoy kal Badd Kal eriunkes. In the 
first of these meanings the word is used 
in xxi. 283, dv pa 7 Evavdos amoéprn 
XELMOVE TEP@VTQ. 
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75. walverat. See on viii. 111. Glad- 
stone, “Studies,” ili. p. 108. This ap- 
pears to have reference to the boast of 
Diomede in ix. 708, that Achilles’ ill- 
temper is of no consequence, for that he 
will fight without him. 

77. “Extopos «.7.A. ‘Only (the voice) 
of Hector;the dreaded man-killer, echoes 
on all sides.’ Doederlein well compares 
Hes. Scut. 279, mep) 5€ opiat wyvuto Xe. 

81. émixpatéws, ‘resolved to conquer.’ 
—z7 5%, perhaps directly prohibitive, as 
the Schol. Ven. suggests; ‘let them not 
burn the ships with fire For the geni- 
tive see on vil. 410. 

83. as, i.e. ws &y, lit. ‘accordingly as 
I may set in your mind the way in which 
I would have my orders carried out.’ 
Whether the motives of the following 
advice were jealousy of Patroclus doing 
too much (BacKavia), or fear for his life 
and regard for his safety (piAeraipia), 
was disputed by the old commentators, 
who with some justice remark that ‘get- 
ting back the girl’ was not very digni- 
fied (ampemés kal 7d madAakidos rar 
ddpwv peuvjcda). It may however be 
fairly replied, that Achilles had a pro- 
phetic misgiving ,of his friend’s fate ; 
and also that- he insists on the restora- 
tion of Briseis, not less as the reparation 
of a wrong than as a possession which 
he values for its own sake. 

85. ot, obra, viz. the Danai. “ Scilicet 
hoc ipsum Jaudi cessurum erat Achilli, 
si Myrmidones ab amico educti statim 
rem erant restituturi,’ Heyne.—dazo- 

vacowary, ‘restore her to my home,’ i. e. 
tent. From azovaiw, as in 11.629. The 
transitive aorist vacoa occurs also Od. iv. 
174. Doederlein contends that amovdcoat 
is rather abducere, and observes that 
Achilles was more anxious that she should 
be taken from Agamemnon than that 
she should return to him. Bekker (ed. 
2) gives dmoddccwow (drodatw), appa- 
rently from  conjecture.— Mr. Grote 
remarks,:that this passage is incon- 
sistent with ix. 604, where the resto- 
ration of the girl and the offer of the 
gifts had been made to, and formally 
refused by, Achilles. The fact however 
is, that what Achilles really requires is 
apology and submission, not presents. 
See on this passage Col. Mure, Hist. Lit. 
i. p. 310. On receiving such apology, 
but not otherwise, be will consent to 
take back the girl and to accept the pre- 
sents as a reparation for the wrong. 

87. €Adoas, ameAdoas Tp@as.—ievan, in 
the imperative sense. This is part of the 
uvdov TEAos, sup. 83. “Nec enim debel- 
lari vult Achilles Trojanos, ac ne oppug- 
nari quidem urbem eorum, xvii. 405, 

sed adigi tantum Achivos ut sibi satis- 
faciant.” Doederlein. See also xviii. 14. 
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89. AtrAalerOat, PiroTimetobar. Do not 
be led on, by glory won, i. e. by having 
saved the fleet, to disport yourself in a 
general onslaught; to do this, instead of 
bringing tT, honour reflected on myself 
by the prowess of my friend, you will 
bring me discredit by being defeated and 
by losing my armour; or, as Heyne ex- 
plains it, because the Greeks will think 
that, as you have shown such valour, 
they can do without me. 

91. emayaAAcduevos, revelling in the 
delight of war. A forcible word, but 
hardly of the archaic dialect.—évapd- 
Mevos, aS evfpato in v. 43. 

93. tis Oea@y, viz. Apollo, inf. 788. 
94, éuBin. Formed either from the 

digamma (éuBéFn), or by inserting the 
m after the contraction, éuB7. The sense 
of this word here is unusual and remark- 
able. Schol. Lips. eumroday of, évay- 
thas cor TH Baoet Xphonta. Hrot évay- 
z1w0y gor eis madnv. It is likely that 
the figure is taken from planting the 
foot to grapple with an adversary in a 
wrestling-match.—dos, sc, owrnpias, as 
frequently. 

97—100. These verses were ejected by 
the Alexandrine critics, and they seem 

105 

indefensible, though Heyne and Trollope 
accept them. Whether exdtuev is for 
exdvoiuev or exdUwpev, or exdvuev should 
be read for é«xdvmerva: (in which case the 
dative véw will depend on 6ér« implied), 
was a disputed point. Compare (evyvi- 
mev, inf. 145. The sentiment, ‘ may we 
alone survive to take Troy,’ had reference, 
as the Schol. Ven. says, to the tradition 
that Achilles regarded Patroclus in the 
light of a favourite (which was the state- 
ment of Aeschylus, Plato, Symp. p. 180, 
A). 

ee aes The narrative reverts to the 
events at the end of lib. xv. Ajax at 
length is compelled to give in through 
sheer weariness. The Muse is invoked 
to say how the fleet, was first fired in 
consequence of the head of Ajax’ lance 
being struck off by Hector’s sword. 

103. Sduva. See xiv. 199.—yvdos, xv. 
242. 

105. BddAdero. To avoid the repetition 
some read tumrero, of which however 
Aristarchus disapproved (Schol. Ven.).— 
padrapa, the head-gear generally, perhaps 
(root pad, as in ddAos). The Schol. Ven. 
says they were pixpd& aomdiokia, small 
plates added for ornament to the helm. 
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Spitzner gives kal gdAapa, which was 
the reading of Aristarchus, according to 
the same authority. 

108. aud’? aitg. Supply payduevor, 
or mévoy €xovtes.—merculéar, to thrust 
from his station (on the @pjvus, xy.729). 
—epeldovres, ‘ tilting at him,’ i.e. throw- 
ing all their weight and force into the 
effort to dislodge him. Cf. Pind. Ol. ix. 
32, hpeidy TE ww apyupém TéE@ TedE- 
pifwy (vulg. moAeuicwy). See also on 
xvii. 48. 

111. éornpixro. Lit. ‘every where (or 
on all sides) toil on toil was fixed for 
him,’ or still more literally, perhaps, 
‘toil was supported by toil,’ as if propped 
up and not allowed to depart. 

112. €omere x.7.A. See on ii. 484. 
115. kavady, the end or neck of the 

spear where it joins the pointed head. 
116. 7d wey, the Sdpv, or rather the 

éyxos implied. ‘That indeed Ajax still 
brandished in his hands, but in vain, for 
’twas but a headless lance, since far from 

it the bronze point had fallen with a 
ringing sound upon the earth.’ 

119. fiynoev, as Doederlein observes, 

@s THY ev TpvLVyV TUp audeTeVr’ avTap Ayuddevs 

may govern épya, as piynoew méAcuor, 
y. 351. Usually it is taken in parenthesi. 

120. émi— Exepev. See viil. 7; xv. 467; 
also 7b. 731. 

123. tis. The genitive depending on 
the kata& expresses the spread of the 
flames from the deck downwards. Mr. 
Trollope is clearly wrong in saying “ the 
construction is alya dé Pr0E eeecean 
KOT OKEXUTO 51a THs vijos.” Schol. Lips. 
ws emt bypov Karaxvbevros enpavTiK@s 
TO Phuart XpiT a dia TO ThXOS Kal THY 

dpi THs Tov Tupds Siaddcews.—aoBearTn, 
SutkxatacBeotos, id. See inf. 294. In 
Soph. Aj. 1276, it is Ajax, not Patroclus, 
who repels the Trojans at this crisis. Tis 
TaUT ameiptev; ovx 6 Spay Tad iy bbe ; 
The event of the defeat of Ajax is here 
made the turning-point of Achilles’ reso- 
lution to assist. With Sophocles, the 
resistance of Ajax is effectual. 

124—154. Achilles at this moment 
sees the burning ship. He determines 
to act, and bids Patroclus go and save 
the fleet. That hero accordingly dons 
the armour and takes in hand the im- 
mortal steeds of Achilles. 
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126. dpceo. ‘Rise,’ i.e. for the mo- 
ment has come (see ix. 653) when I pro- 
mised to lend aid.—immoxéAeve, inf. 584. 
839, immodi@xTa, one who pursues his 
way with a war-chariot.—iw}y, the rush- 
ing force of the fire. See on x. 139; 
xi. 808.—y} 52) «.7.A. For the motive 
alleged see Mure, Hist. Lit. i. p. 285. 

129. For the subjunctive with rey cf. 
i. 184, eyo 66 Kk” &yw Bpionida Kaddr- 
TapHov. 

131—133. These lines occurred in iii. 
330—333. The passage following is in- 
teresting as describing the precise order 
in which the several pieces of armour, 

offensive and defensive, were taken up 
by an émAlrns. See also xix. 369. 

134. aorepdevra, spangled with stars, 
or perhaps, glittering like a star.— 
Alaktdao, viz. the arms of Peleus, which 
had been given him by the gods on his 
marriage with Thetis. 

137—189. Similar verses occur xi. 41 
—43. 

145 

142,143. There is a play on m7jAa 
and TinAidda, as in vyas yvnjoa, ix. 137 
and 358. See Mure, Hist. Lit. ii. p. 50. 
There is a further play on the name 
IInAevs implied in ratp) PirAw. "AxiAAEvs 
oios €mnaAe TnAidda peaAtnv, tv TWnde? 
mépe Xelpwy ex TnAlov. In fact, the in- 
tention of the poet is to derive MnAevs 
from mHAa, as MpwreclAaos from mpatos 
GAAeoOu. Pindar, Nem. iii. 33, yéyabe 
TInActs &vat brépadAov aixuay teu, 
which seems to indicate a somewhat dif- 
ferent story. These verses occur again 
xix. 388—391. 

145. Cevyviuev, for Cevyyvéuevar. See 
sup. 99. Such a form appears defensible 
only if shortened from (evyvvdeww, like 
Seccvierv, a later form than decvivat, 
Spitzner edits Cevyydmev’. Compare p7- 
yviow peovtes, xvii. 751. Schol. Lips. 
(@vros TlatpdxAov ovk iv Adtouddwy 
jvloxos "AxtAA€ws, mpotapackevdcer dé 
vov, Wa Kat ’Axireds aiTa xphonta 
nvidx@. Schol. Ven. QWdrporaos pey 
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"AXIAAEwS Tvloxos, TlatpdkAov ¢ AvTo- 
pédwv. See xix. 397. 

148. 7@ 5& cal, ‘for him accordingly 
did Automedon put to the yoke the swift 
steeds.’ ‘‘Jussus subducere etiam sub- 
duxit,”? Doederlein. 

150. Zeptpw. The notion was, that 
the offspring so conceived would be as 
swift as the parent wind. It was a pre- 
vailing idea, that pregnancy by wind or 
spirit, apart from contact with the male, 
was not impossible. Thus Epaphus was 
conceived from Io by the mere inspira- 
tion or breath of Zeus, émrfmvo.a, Aesch. 
Suppl. 18. An egg produced without 
the male bird was @dy aveutatoy or b17- 
vewoyv, Ar. Aves, 695. Aristotle, the 
Schol. Lips. says, taught that mares 
pedvat OTE piev mpds votoy bre SE mpds 
Boppay ws e& aveuouv kvovow (1. Kvotow, 
and for pdvat, perhaps, tetpaumévat). 
This seems the source of Virgil’s doc- 
trine, Georg. iii. 274, “saepe sine ullis 
Conjugiis vento gravidae, mirabile dictu, 
diffugiunt, non, Eure, tuos, neque solis 
ad ortus, In Borean Caurumque, aut 

unde nigerrimus auster Nascitur.” The 
influence of the west wind in bringing 
forward the leaves and flowers of spring 
was extended to the impregnation of 
animals. See xx. 223; Gladstone, “Stu- 

dies,” vol. ii. p. 300.—éprua, a name 
embodying the idea of speed. 

152. mapnopinow, the side-traces; see 
viii. 87.—7dAw, viz. Thebes ; see ii. 691. 

154. ds kal «.7.A. The horse Pedasus 

(rndav, like Pegasus from myyos, ix. 124) 
was so swift of foot, that he could keep 
up with the immortal steeds, Xanthus 
and Balius. So akodovdety tw) tpéxav, 
Ar. Ach. 215.—éudmova, faultless in form, 
handsome. 

155—167. While Patroclus looks after 
the car, Achilles himself arms his Myr- 
midons. Their savage delight at re-enter- 
ing the conflict is compared to the eager- 
ness of famished wolves, and is very 
finely described. 

155. ero:xduevos, visiting, going to 
and fro among them, as in v. 508.—ovy 
Tevxeo, together with their shields; 
which, perhaps, had been piled or laid 
aside, and were now restored to them by 

their chief. Cf. xi. 49, otv redvyeot 
OwpnxOertes. 

156. Aveo: Ss. Like all the similes 
from animal life in the Homeric poems, 
this shows observation and knowledge of 
nature. ‘To describe such an action, the 
author must surely have seen it. The 
wolves have pulled down (éd;/woav) a 
‘huge antlered stag,’ or ibex, and after 
devouring it with gory fangs, they rush 
off in a troop to a spring, and there lap 
with the tips of their slender tongues 
the water till it reddens; or perhaps 
dropping blood on the ground as they 
go. Hesych. SndoavTes* mpadevoavTes, 

mwop0hcavtes, KaTamoAeuhoaytes. The 
sense is, ‘having caught and killed by 

tearing it.’ 
159. maphiov. See iv. 142.—owwor, for 
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oéviov, by a common hyperthesis of 
the 1, or, in other words, by the y sound 
in the termination. 

160. amd may be construed with Aa- 
Wovres, but perhaps it is better to follow 
the Schol. Lips. AaWovres amd THs Kphuns 
To &kpoy Owp’ od yap Kabiact THY yA@o- 
cay eis TO Hdwp ws of Boes. Mr. New- 
man, ‘With slender-lolling tongues to 
lap the dusky-tinted water From off the 
surface’ 

163. mepioréverat, ‘is distended,’ Trol- 
lope. So also Spitzner, “ poeta lupos 
nimia cibi potusque copia obrutos dicit,” 
and Schol. Ven. avr) rod mepiteiverat, 
dia TH CuTVANTOHVa TOD aluaros. But he 
also gives orevoxwpeirat, comparing xxi. 
220, creduevos vexvecow. So also Od. 
ix. 219, oretvoyto d€ onxot. The idea of 
oretvecOa is, ‘to be narrowed,’ ‘incom- 
moded for room.’ (Compare the Ameri- 
canism ‘crowded’ for surfeited with 
food.) The true sense perhaps is, that 
though ‘the belly is pinched in,’ i.e. 
narrowed and as it were contracted at 
the flank, still there is room enough left 
to hold a mighty heart. Virgil says pre- 
cisely the same about the bees, Georg. 

iv. 83, ‘Ingentes animos angusto in pec- 
tore versant. And this well explains 
the Aeschylean oiAoydoropes Avot, 
Theb. 1035. 

164. rotor. He here applies to the 
generals and leaders of the Myrmidons 
a comparison which above (156) he had 
applied to the whole body. 

166. fwovro, ‘stepped briskly along.’ 
So kvijuat pwovro apa, xviii. 411. 
avrTol 5€ mpvAces—poovTo. 

167. ious, here for trmjas. 
168—209. An account of the Myrmi- 

dons, their number, their division into 
five regiments, and the history and pa- 
rentage of each of the five chiefs. Achilles 
sends his men to the war, reminding 

them of their oft-expressed impatience 
while he remained inactive. 

170. wevthkovta. There were the same 
number of marines, émBdrat, avteperat, 
in the ships of Philoctetes, ii.718. One 
can hardly doubt that this passage is 
founded on earlier epics describing the 
outfit of the expedition. See Gladstone, 
“Studies,” vol. iii. p. 90. Those critics 
who thought the whole number of Myr- 
midons (2500) small, regarded the ‘ fifty 
on the benches’ only as rowers, and sup- 
posed that the number of fighting men 
was not expressly stated. (So Aristar- 
chus, according to Schol. Lips.) In this 
case é€ratpor would mean generally, ‘ who 
accompanied him to the war.’—zo:joaro, 
‘he had appointed five men in whom he 
had trust to be their commanders’ (like 
the Roman decuriones of cayalry).— 
onuaiver, ‘to give orders,’ cf. xiv. 85; 
xxi. 445.—éya kparéwy, with supreme 
or superior, i. e. kingly authority. Cf. i. 
(Seek 2e 

173. tis, mids, i.e. THs mporns. The 
word properly takes the F, or at least, the 
aspirate. See on iv. 437. 
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174. dumeréos, descended from Zeus, 
i.e. from rain, or perhaps, from hidden 
or unknown sources. An epithet of the 
Nile, Od. iv. 477. The passage in Plaut. 
Trinum. 940 has evident reference to 
this: ‘Ad caput amnis qui de caelo ex- 
oritur sub solio Jovis. Ch. Sub solio 
Jovis? Sy. Ita dico. Ch. E caelo? 
Sy. Atque e medio quidem. Ch. An 
etiam in caelum escendisti? Sy. Imo 
horiola advecti sumus Usque aqua ad- 
vorsa per amnem.’ Compare inf. xvii. 
268, and see on xxi. 2. 

175. Indios. This chief (Menesthius) 
therefore was nephew to Achilles. Some 
of the ancient critics maintained that this 
Peleus was distinct from the father of 
Achilles,—an improbable fiction. 

177. émikAnow. In name she bare 
him to Borus, who was the putative 
father, and had wedded her openly. See 
a similar story in Pindar, Ol. ix. 60. 

180. map8évios, oxdTL0s, vi. 24, the off- 
spring of a first amour. Construe xopo 
Kady ‘graceful in the dance,’—a simple 
but very poetical description, with which 
Doederlein compares Bojy ayabds. 

182. wéAmeo Oa is ‘to dance and sing.’ 
See vii. 241. 

VOT UT. 

184. imrepgoy is the upper chamber or 
bower where the maiden dwelt.—éa- 
K7Ta, a really archaic word, of which 
the meaning is not very clear ; perhaps 
‘beneficent,’ or ‘non-harmer’ (a euphe- 
mistic title, like our ‘ Robin Goodfellow’). 
Compare épiodvios. Schol. Ven. da 7d 
KaKov undevds mapaltios yiverOu. Doeder- 
lein refers it to aketc@a:, so as to mean 
‘healer ;’ Heyne and others to a moun- 
tain in Areadia. But Aeschylus has é«a- 
nos, Pers. 671.—7épev of. Schol. Vict. 
‘Epuiis adty ayabby da@pov Zdwke Thy vidy" 
51d kat EvSwpos. There is an allusion to 
the attribute of Hermes as the god of 
luck. 

187. poyoordékos. See on xi. 270.— 
mpd, adverbially, and precisely as we say 
‘had brought forth to the light.’ Cf. 
xix. 118. 

189. tiv wéev. This then was a case 
precisely like the last. In both cases the 
offspring was by a god, but was recognized 
as human by a subsequent open marriage 
with a mortal.—@vaAas, the father of 
Polymela, sup. 181.—6 yépwy, the article 
as in i. 33.—With the next verse com- 
pare Od. xiv. 381, 7Au@ eudy mpbs o7ad- 
Mov, eya 5€ pw audaydmracor. 

K 
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195. éraipov, viz. Matpoxdoy. 
199. kparepby x.7.A. Seei. 25. The 

d¢ marks the apodosis.—ameiAdwy, the 
loud boasts of what you would do, ray 
kavxnoewy, Schol. The short speech of 
Achilles is in every way admirable. He 
reminds them of their former eagerness, 
when he himself was disposed to restrain 
it; nay, of their threats to return home 

if their chief continued his resentment. 
Now let them give full course to their 
long pent-up anger, and fight with bra- 
very against the same Trojans whom 
they formerly assailed with mere words. 

202. trd, during the whole time of 
my anger; so in Thucydides trd tovs 
avtovs xpdvous &c.—xdAw, the dative of 
the mode, as ydAakt. or Tpopy. * Surely 
your mother suckled you with bile, 
Schol. Ven. trepBodAikas, ov yadakTL, 
GAAG XOAF. A strange phrase, to which 
it is dificult to suggest a parallel. 

207. a-yepduevo, scil. ex) vnvoly sup. 
201.—eBdfere, ‘you used reproachfully 
to say of me;’ cf. A€ye Tid 71, and ix. 

58.—€ns, a resolved form of the relative, 
like dov in ii. 325. This (if a genuine 
archaic word) seems an indication of the 
F in the relative.—épdace, cf. Theocr. 
11. 149, @s &pa Aé€Adis éparar. 

210—248. The dense ranks of the 
Myrmidons are compared to the closely- 
fitted stones of a palace-wall. Conspi- 
cuous among them all are Patroclus and 
Automedon. Achilles makes a libation 
to Zeus from a precious goblet, with a 
prayer that his friend may succeed in his 
mission and return safe. 

211. &pev, which Doederlein refers 
to eipew, is a passive aorist from the 
root ap, ‘to fit,’ of which dpapety, both 
transitive and intransitive, are the re- 
duplicated active aorists. Hesych. &péev* 
ovrvnpudc@noav. For the transitive apdpn 
cf, Od. v. 252, Ykpia 8 ornoas apapov 
Bapéot oraulvecow. By muxvol ro, 
‘ closely-set stones,’ either squared stones, 
ev Toun eyyévio, or the Cyclopean work 
of large and small irregularly laid, may 
be meant. Mr. Hayman thinks the 
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latter, Append. to Odyssey, i. p. exxii. 
The context shows that the smaller and 
less compactly built houses were liable 
to be blown down. 

214. képubes. Supply xopiOeoo1, as 
suggested by Doederlein. 

215—217. For these lines see xiii, 131. 
220. mpdo0ev, in front of them, ev mpo- 

faxors, i.e. in the post of danger. 
221. xnAod, a chest. Cf. xxiv. 228, 

h, Kal pwpiaudy emiOhuata Kar avéwyer. 
— ard, viz. apedAodoa THua avewye KNAdv. 
—&yeo8a, the middle, perhaps, ‘ for him 
to take” There was an ancient variant 
idyrt. 

224. otAos is identical in sound and 
meaning with woollen (root Feta, efAewv). 
See Lexil. in vy. 

227. tTéw, twit. See on xv. 491. 664. 
The Schol. Vict. remarks that the prac- 
tice is rather that of a Pythagorean than 
a soldier. On the theory of late com- 
pilation this may be true. But the pour- 
ing a libation was always regarded by 
the Greeks as a peculiarly solemn act ; 

see Hes. Opp. 724. Sup. vi. 266. Eur. 
Ton 1190. Thue. vi. 32. 

228. @eelw, ‘with sulphur.’ “Caere- 
moniae causa, ante libationem,” Doeder- 
lein. The original theory of libations, 
like that of blood-offerings, was to ap- 
pease the ravening spirits below with 
food and drink. There was a mystical 
reason for using sulphur in purifications, 
viz. from its voleanie origin its con- 
nexion with Hades and the Earth-powers 
was inferred. Even the Romans used it, 
e.g. Tibullus, ‘tactaque fumanti sul- 
phure balet ovis.’ Propert. v. 8. 86, 
‘terque meum tetigit sulphuris igne 
caput. Od. xxii. 481, oioe O€e.ov, ypni, 
kak@v kos. Theocr. xxiv. 95, Kabap@ 
de mupdcate SGpua Oecly. 

230. apiocaro, lit. ‘drew for himself 
from the bowl,’ viz. wine for filling the 
cup. In a royal péyapoy, as in a chief- 
tain’s tent, a wassail-bowl always stood 
ready filled for the purposes of hospi- 
tality and good cheer. 

231. wéow Epxei. Schol. Lips. ézel 

K 2 
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ev péow Tov otkov ‘Eprelov Aids Bauds 
tSputa. In front of the tent we must 
suppose an enclosure, like the ava? of a 
palace ; but there is no mention or hint 
of an altar. 

232. ov Ade, i.e. Zev’s Heovcev avToo. 
234. SedAdoi. This word appears to 

be the same as “EAA or “EAAnves, but 
to be the Pelasgic form of it ; compare 
moTaudvs SeAAners, li. 659, and see Do- 
naldson on the Fragments of Pindar, 
p. 340, and New Cratylus, § 92. Mr. 
Gladstone says (‘‘ Juventus,” p. 222), 
«These Helloi appear to represent the 
Hellenic race in its pre-Hellenic form.” 
This passage is a remarkable one; the 
language, it may be observed, is pre- 
cisely such as an Asiatic poet would 
use, who personally knew nothing of 
Dodona, but was describing a tradi- 
tional custom of the place. Achilles, 
as bred in Phthiotis, may well be sup- 
posed to have heard the fame of these 
wise men of the oak-woods, whom we 
may call ‘Druids’ if we please. They 
were an ascetic eastern, perhaps Indian 
race of priestly caste (the women being 
swarthy, medial, whence the story of the 
meAeades, or talking doves of Dodona, 

in Herod. ii. 57), who submitted to 
voluntary hardships as the interpreters 
of their supreme god. The eastern cus- 
tom of constantly washing the hands 
and the feet will account for the epithet 
avimtémodes, as denoting a special ex- 
ception to a practice. The passage in 

245 

Sophocles is well known, Trach. 1166, 
Tay dpei@v Kal XayuatkoiT@vy SeAAGy 
&Acos. The same people are alluded 
to by Euripides in a fragment of the 
Erechtheus, 355 Dind., ev dorpétw 
medq evdoval, THyats & ovx vypatvovow 
médas. In Callim. Hymn. ad Del. 286, 
they are called ynAexées, ‘ having their 
bed on the ground.’ See on this subject 
Gladstone, “ Studies,” i. p. 106; “Ju- 
ventus Mundi,” p. 222. Curtius, Hist. 
Gr. i. p. 104. 

236—238. These lines are repeated 
from i. 452 seqq. 

239. wevéw, mansurus sum, ‘intend 
to remain.’ For futures in -éw see on 
iii. 411. 

243. % pa, etre. ‘Whether my squire 
knows how to fight even single-handed 
(i.e. without me), or then (only) his 
(Patroclus’) hands wage furious fight, 
when it chances that Z go to the turmoil 
of the war-god.’ Heyne, rendering it an 
mecum congredi ausurus sit, quando ego 
ipse in pugnam processero, appears to 
refer of to Hector.—ériorntai, a re- 
markable use of the subjunctive of 
éniatauat, which Doederlein, perhaps 
rightly, understands as a future. Hesy- 
chius explains it by yiyyéonnra, as if 
it were passive; while the Schol. Ven. 
says it is for éemlorata by changing a 
into 7, which is clearly wrong. Even 

Aeschylus has a similar syntax, Cho. 
890, id@uev 7) vikGuev 7) virdueOa. 
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246. vaiipt, ve@y. See ii.794.—dinrat, 
&modidén, lit. ‘the fight at the ships 
from the ships.’ 

248. revxea mavta must here mean 
the mavorAla of Achilles lent to Patro- 
clus. Schol. Lips. toov vouier @dvatoy 
kal amoBoAny bTAev. 

250. €repov. This passage is thus 
rendered by Virgil, Aen. xi. 794, ‘Au- 
diit, et voti Phoebus succedere partem 
Mente dedit, volucres partem dispersit 
in auras.’ 

253—274. Achilles stands at the en- 
trance of his tent, wistfully viewing the 
departure of the Myrmidons. They are 
compared to wasps when their nest is 
disturbed by boys. Patroclus exhorts 
them to do honour to their absent 
general, and avenge the insult he has 
received. With characteristic unselfish- 
ness he merges himself in his friend, 
for whose glory he is alone solicitous. 

255. €r1, ‘even yet,’ though he had 
long retired from it, he felt a desire to 
witness the conflict, and see how his 
men would acquit themselves. 

258. éorixov, walked in ranks till they 
rushed upon the Trojans, confident in 
their prowess.—airixa, statim, at the 

commencement of their march they 
poured out of the ships (inf. 267) like 
wasps from a hive.—é€Oovtes, more suo, 

being used to the practice of teasing and 
mischievous sport. Cf. ix. 540, ds kaka 
TOAN Eppele Cbwy Oivijos adwhv.—epid- 
Halywot, Schol. Lips. eis epi euBaa- 
Awow of Be, epeOi(wow. Hesychius re- 
cognizes the latter meaning, which is 
the better. In Theoer. xii. 31, sovpou 
epidualvovte pirrnuatos &Kpa pepecOa, it 
means PiAotiwotyta. Cf. Ar. Vesp. 1104, 
TpaTa meyv yap ovdty nuay Caov npebiome- 
voy “aAAov oévOuudY ear OvdE SUTKOAG- 
TEpov. 

262. riOeior, sc. of matdes. They 
cause common mischief to many 
(wasps) ; what is sport to them is death 
to others. 

263. ef wep Te. The sense is, ‘ Nay, so 
apt are they to use their stings, that 
even if a passer-by accidentally stirs 
them, they will fly out against him.— 

wAnrimov, because, as the Schol. remarks, 
you cannot drive a wasp away; it in- 
variably returns to the attack. Hence 
the propriety of mpdcow mérera, it 
always goes forward and never back- 
ward.—7as, for mavres. The Schol. Ven. 
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compares: xx. 166, aypduevor mas Shpuos, 
a passage not precisely parallel. 

266. Tay, i.e. o>nKa. 
272. «al, i.e. ovv, Achilles when ac- 

companied by*his retainers waging close 
fight.” The Schol. Vict. supplies péy 
&piotot, which amounts to the same. 

The same verse occurs in xvii. 165; and 
the next distich is repeated from i. 411, 
412. Virtually, it is stated that as 
Achilles is the bravest of men, so are the 
Myrmidons the bravest of attendants. 

275—283. The attack is at once com- 
menced. The very sight of Patroclus 
scares the Trojans, who at first sup- 
pose that Achilles has returned to the 
war. 

276. aug) 3& «.7.A. This sentence 

occurs i. 834. “ Achaei incursum Myr- 
midonum clamore consalutabant,”? Doe- 
derlein. 

281. €Amduevor x.7.A. Not ‘expect- 
ing that he would,’ but ‘ believing that 
he Had’ &e. So in xv. 110, 2Amowar is 
used in the sense of miotetw.—éréo bat, 
either swmpsisse or praetulisse; “in 
gratiam cum Atridis rediisse,” Heyne. 

284—305. Patroclus slays the leadez 
of the Paeonians, drives the Trojans 
from the fleet, and extinguishes the 
flames in the burning ship. His arrival 
is compared to the sun-light dispersing 
a mist. 

287. immokopvords. See ii. 1, and for 
the next verse, ibid. §49.—Mvupalyuny, 
cf. ii. 848. 
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293. oBéoev. See sup. 128. 
295. éméxuyro. The Greeks, who had 

taken shelter behind their ships, xv. 656, 
now pour out among (through or over) 
the hollow galleys against the Trojans. 

296. Suados x.7.A. See xii. ult. 
297—300. A part of this fine simile, 

the point of which is the suddenness and 
the unexpected outbreak of the light 
through the dispersing clouds,—the se- 
‘Yene calm after a threatened storm,— 
occurred at viii. 554. 

302. épwi, repose, cessation from ; lit. 
‘removal to a distance’ of the fight. 
See on i. 303. The sense is, the Greeks 
were relieved by the opportune appear- 
ance of Patroclus and his Myrmidons, 
but not as yet spared from fighting ; 
for the Trojans were not as yet finally 

310 

repulsed, but kept on making a stand, 
though they had retired from the ships, 
i.e. from firing them, by constraint, or 
by direct force, Bij. The application 
of the simile will be, that though the 
clouds disperse for a time, and the sun’s 
rays appear, the storm may gather again 
on the mountain-top. 

304. mpotpomddnv, in headlong flight. 
Pind. Pyth. iv. 94, ava 8 nurdvos teora 
T anhva mpotpomdday MeAlas iketo omev- 
dwv. A similar form is petadpoucdny, 
v. 80. 

306—350. Various instances of the 
successes of the Greeks against the 
Trojans are enumerated and described. 

306. Repeated from xv. 328. 
311. Odavta, a Trojan chief, to be 

distinguished, of course, from the son 
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of Andraemon of the same name, an 
Aetolian, ii. 638, and also from the 
Thoas king of Lemnos, xiv. 2380 (Spitz- 
ner). 

313. dvdcidns, i.e. Meges.— &p6n, 
‘was beforehand in wounding with his 
lance the top part of the thigh. Cf. 
inf. 323, dpetduevos @uov. xxiii. 805, 
drmdtepos 5€ Ke POjaw dpetduevos xpda 
KaAdv. 

317. 0 wév. As if answered by 8 3é 
@pasvundns (the other son of Nestor, ix. 
81), as Doederlein observes. Neoropi{dat, 
which Mr. Trollope calls a ‘‘ nominative 
absolute,” follows a common use, by 
which a secondary and partitive nomi- 
native is introduced in apposition. So 
Plat. Phaedr. p. 248, A, af 5€ &AAa 
Wuxal, 7 wey &piota Oem éwomévn,—i BE 
TOTE MeV pe K.T.A. 

322. mply ovtdoa, before he, Maris, 
could inflict a wound on Antilochus in 
close fight, viz. with the 8épv, which 
was shorter than the &@yxos.—&pap, 
Hesych. taxéws, 4) ev0éws. 

324. SpuW amd, i.e. SpiWe uvdvas ard 
Bpaxtovos.—&xpis, ‘he knocked the flesh 
off the shoulder to the very bone.’ See 
on iv. 521. 

328. Xiuapav, in Lycia. See vi. 179. 
The Chimaera is here spoken of as a 
savage animal, kept and fed for the pur- 
pose of giving annoyance. The legend 
is explained by Max Miiller, « Chips,” 
&e., ii. p. 185. 

331. Brapbevra. His flight was im- 
peded by the dense crowd. 

334, EAAaBe .7.A. See v. 83; xx. 
476. 
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336. The aorists here have a pluper- 
fect sense. 

338. dup) kavady, ‘at the hilt ;? gene- 
rally, the end of a spear-shaft, as in xiii. 
162. 

341. wapnépm, ‘hung loosely on one 
side,’ a metaphor from a trace-horse, 
perhaps. See iii. 272. 

342. kixels, ‘overtaking,’ from kiynut. 
The present participle does not elsewhere 
occur. The Acamas here mentioned is 
the same as in ii. 823, xi. 60. 

343. This verse and part of the next 
occurred in vy. 46, 47. The participle is 
not here the future, but the epic aorist 
= émBarta. 

347. kéaooe, it split or separated the 
bones of the skull. 

349. 7d Se. ‘And it (the blood) he 
spurted forth up his open mouth and 
down (lit. by way of) his nose.’ Cf. ix. 

433, Sdxpv davampjoas, and the note 
there. Also i. 481. Schol. Lips. mpjce 
etepvonoe. So Aesch. Ag. 1389, exgu- 
clay dkciay aluatos opayiy. 

351—363. The Greeks continue to 
make havoc of the Trojan ranks, like 
wolves among lambs. Ajax endeavours 
to wound Hector, who proves too wary 
in the use of his shield. 

352. éméxpaorv, ‘make a sudden attack 
upon.’ Apoll. Rhod. ii, 283, @s Znrns 
KdaAals te udda oxeddv aicoovtes Tawy 
akporatnow emexpaoy HAWa xepot. ‘The 
root of this word, ypaF, as in xpalyw 
and xpatw, is explained on y. 137.— 
olytat, ‘mischievous;? see xi. 481.— 

aipevmevor, stealthily withdrawing from 
the flock those which through the heed- 
Igssness of the shepherd have become 
separated. Cf. i. 531, 7é 7 &s BovAed- 
oavre SiéTmaryev. 
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358. Atas 6 mwéyas. The Attic use of 
the article. The epithet is intended to 
distinguish the son of Telamon from the 
son of Ojleus, as the Schol. Ven. re- 
marks. “ Plerumque péyas TeAapoérios 
Alas a poeta dicitur.” Spitzner. 

361. oxémrero. A rare form (xvii. 
652). The Greeks, it is well known, 
prefer oxometv, eoxdre:, with the medial 
aorist, éoxéWato. Schol. Ven. oiov ame- 
oxdmeve kal mapeThper eis TO wh TAN- 
yiva. If the form of the verb would 
allow it, oxémwas efye, ‘kept himself 
proof against,’ €oreye, would give a still 
better sense. It is remarkable that He- 
sychius gives oxémeto" amexpoveto, but 
adds (as if a gloss on oKémreto), epu- 
Adooeto, mapeThpet, mepteBAETETO. 

362. 7) wey 5) K.7.A. ‘ He knew indeed 
that the victory had turned against 
the Trojans; yet even so he stood his 
ground, and endeavoured to get his 
valiant companions safely out of the 
fight.’— érepadréa, see vil. 26.—ocda, 
from cadw = ow, imperf. cdoe, odw. 
See ix. 393. 424; xxi. 238, (wods 5 
odw Kata KaAd pécOpa. Tyrtaeus, ii. 13, 
caodot 5€ Aady oricow. ‘'Theognis, 868, 
aixuhtns yap avyp yiv Te Kal &oTv caot. 

364—393. The Trojans are dispersed 
from the ships like mist from a moun- 
tain. Patroclus follows them up with 
a call to his men, and many of the 
enemy are thrown from their cars in 
their hasty flight, which is compared to 
the confused rush of a flooded mountain- 
torrent. 

365. aidépos éx Sins. Itis inconsistent, 
as the commentators ancient and modern 
have remarked, with the distinction re- 
gularly observed between ai@tjp, upper 
ether, or the blue sky, and ayjp, atmo- 
spheric air or mist, to say that ‘a cloud 

a 5 KTOpPa & tou 

comes into the heaven from the upper 
brightness.’ The Schol. Ven. thinks 
aié}p must here mean azp, and he cites 
in defence of his view xi. 54, and xv. 
192. The only alternative seems to be 
the rendering aifépos ex dins ‘after a 
divine brightness.2 That Olympus is 
here the mountain is rightly maintained 
by the same grammarian, amd r@v dpav 
A€yet TA cuverT@Ta vepn meTaxwpeiv. 
Spitzner hasa very long note here; and 
his conclusion is that “ nubes ex Olympo 
monte, aethere caligine obducto et tur- 
bine exorto, per caeli convexa diffundi, 
et res ipsa docet, et comparatio cum 
Troum legionibus, e navium munimentis 
in aperta Scamandri prata disjectis ac 
repulsis.” Doederlein prefers to punc- 
tuate aiépos ex Sins dre Te Zebs k.7.A., 
«Jupiter procellam ex aethere excitat 
quae nubem Olympo obtentam in caelum 
propellat. Ejus nubis rapiditatem aequa- 
bat Trojanorum fuga.”—AalAama, a rain- 
cloud. 

366. iax? «.7.A., the retreat with loud 
cry. (The simile evidently turns on the 
éBos, not on the iaxy.) This retreat 
was predicted in xii. 225, where Puly- 
damas had warned Hector that even if 
the Greeks should for a time be driven 
back, ob Kéou@ mapa vadow éerAcvoducl? 
avTa KeAcvba. 

367. ov KaT& Motpay may mean brép 
pdpoy, a phrase used when any avayryn 
is the cause of a result; or ‘it was in 
no regular rank, or in no order, that 

they tried to make their way back across 
the trench. —*’Exropa x.7.A. Hector’s 
steeds were carrying him far away, and 
he was leaving behind him the Trojan 
host, who were detained against their 
will by the trench that had been dug 
round the Grecian rampart. Hector him- 
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self, we may suppose, escaped by the path- 
way made across it by Apollo, xv. 260. 

370. ev Tapp, viz. in trying to cross 
it.—&avte, ‘having broken the pole 
close off from the car. See on this 
expression vi. 40. Heyne explains it, 
*anteriore, qua jugati sunt equi, temonis 
parte fracta.’ The dual, as the Schol. 
remarks, has reference to the pair at- 
tached to each car. The digamma is 
wanting in avdetwy. If the passage be 
really ancient, Bentley’s reading dpua 
Favaxrtwy is probable. 

372. Nearly the same verse occurs in 
xi. 165. 

374. ere) tudyev, after they had been 
separated from each other, and from the 
main body; drexdmycay kad Sivecxopmic- 
Onoav am addAfhAwy, Schol. Lips., who 
compares x. 66, roAAal yap ava orpardv 
eiot KéAevOot.—%eAAa, Kovicados, Schol. 
Vict. durxrA@dns Kovioptds Eumpoobey TAY 
vepov. Perhaps tmép, ‘the dust was 
dispersed high in air above the clouds.’ 
Doederlein renders it, ‘per catervas 
fugientinm,’ as iv. 274, Gua S€ vépos 
elreto meCav. Sup. 66, kvavéov Tpdwy 
vépos. But ef. xxiii. 366, brd 5¢ orép- 
voiot kovln tora’ detipouevn, and ii. 151. 

378. érirtov, viz. in their haste to 

escape they came into collision with each 
other.—ores, fighting-men, iv. 194.— 

avexuuBarlagov, ‘turned over with a 
hollow sound.’ Like xpordAcGoy in xi. 
160, it is formed in imitation of a 
tinkling or clattering sound. But words 
of this type, like «eAnriew and many 
others, do not seem referable to an 
archaic period of the language. Some, 
who sought the origin of the word in 
kvuBaxos (v. 586), have proposed ave- 
kuuBaxiavov. It may be doubted if the 
syllable ax would remain short before 
the ¢ in epic verse. 

380. aytixpts, ‘right across,’ i.e. 
without sticking fast ev tappe, sup. 370. 
—trro, viz. TatpékAov. The Schol. 
Vict. has this remarkable note, showing 
how differently these Homeric subjects 
were treated in the time of the tragics, 
and how vain is the notion that our text 
held its supremacy (if it existed at all) 
from the first: AloydAos 5& ’AxiAA€e 
avy TH TavonAla pnoly briabev SpuhcayTa 
mndijoa Thy Tappoy, uy delEayta Ta VOTE 
Tois €xOpois. According to Aeschylus, 
then, Achilles himself had rejoined the 
fight! A similar discrepancy in Sopho- 
cles’ account of the firing of the fleet has 
been already noticed.—ém 8 “Exzopi, 
‘and it was against Hector that his 
spirit urged him especially to go.’— 
éxpepov, sup. 368, ‘were conveying out 
of reach.’ 
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384. keAaw7. Trollope and Doederlein 
approve of Spitzner’s correction, ke- 
Aaw7y. In xi. 747 we have kedawh 
AalAam isos, but here the dative, as a 
mere epithet, is out of place after raca, 
and maca x@ev BéBpide kedAatv}) Means 
‘the whole earth bears the cloud that 
broods over it, so as to be dark.’ Thus 
sup. 368, trot éxpepov @kvTodes, ‘ carried 
him off by their (superior) swiftness of 
foot.” — érwpivG, pronounced émwpivye. 
The late autumnal rains are meant, the 
xetua ouBpnpdy of Hesiod, Opp. 450. 
Tibull. i. 1. 47, ‘gelidas hibernus aquas 

cum fuderit auster.—6Te k.7T.A., when 
Zeus pours out his waters more abun- 
dantly than at any other time. Cicero 
quotes 385—888, Ep. ad Q. Fretr. iii. 7. 

387. Bln, in defiance of, or doing 
despite to, justice.—oxoArds, ‘ perverse ;’ 
ef. Hes. Opp. 221, orodAtais 5€ Sikas 
Kplvovot OéuioTas. Compare the whole 
of the passage, which enumerates the 
divine penalties of plague or famine 
inflicted on those who give unjust 
decisions. The resemblance, even in 
the phrases used, is too marked to be 
accidental: either “Homer” copied 
“ Hesiod,” or the converse ; or compilers 

have tampered with and cooked up earlier 
verses in one or both places. Spitzner 
ventures on the opinion that “ mutuatus 
est Ascraeus ab Homero Slkas oroAtds.” 
But compare further with the next verse 
Opp. 224, of re ww (i.e. Slxnv) ege- 
Adowot kal ove iMetay Evemayv, and ib. 
251, Oedv bmw ovKx aAéyovtes. On this 
word Oms, the overseeing eye of Pro- 
vidence, Dr. Donaldson has a good note 

on Pind. Ol. ii. 6. Schol. Lips. thy trav 
Oeay emiatpophy mh exovTes ev Ady. 

Cf. Od. xxi. 28. Hes. Opp. 185. 
389.. Tay Se x.7.A. ‘Of these people 

the rivers all overflow in their course, 
and many a slope do the torrent-beds 
cut away (or, many a hill-side is cut up 
by the foaming becks), till at last into 
the purpling sea they flow with loud 
roar from the mountains in headlong 
descent.’ Doederlein refers téy de to 
betol or vdaTa implied in ¥dwp, 385.— 
dmoruhye, like réu@ in xiii. 707, is a 
secondary present, formed from a root 
Thay OY TuNy (compare mA}oocw with 
mAay, TmAny), Whence détTuayey sup. 
354; Siatuntas, xxi. 3. 

391—393. orévos and orevdyew ex- 
press the sound of deep, hard breathing, 
from distress, pain, or over-exertion. 
So BéAea orovdevta in viii. 159, where 
see the note. Od. vy. 429, tis exero 
atevaxwr, ‘he clung to the rock panting 
for breath.’ 

392. em Kap, em) Kapa Kat? amoKomhy" 
onmaiver 5€ Thy kvwbery KkaTapupay Too 

vdatos, Schol. Ven. Cf.410. Other scholia 
of less author ity explain it by émKapolws, 
‘transversely.’ Compare 5@ for dapa. — 
swbGe, intransitively, as xv. 492.—%pya, 
‘the tillage.’ Cf. v. 92, where the simile 
is the same; the point of it here, how- 
ever, is the roaring sound of the swollen 
flood. 

394—418. Patroclus, after cutting 
down many of the first he had overtaken 
(cf. 877), drives the Trojans back to the 
ships, to prevent their escape to the city. 
In doing this he slays others, whose fate 
the poet describes. 

394. eréxepoe, ‘had made havoc of,’ 
lit. ‘made a cutting on the foremost 
companies.’ Cf, xv. 467. Mr. Trollope 
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wrongly explains, ‘as soon as he had 
repelled the foremost of the Trojans from 
the ships.’ —ay k.7.A., he drove them to 
the ships in backward course, and there 
hemmed them in, viz. where he might 
slay still more of them without violating 
the commands of Achilles, sup. 91.— 
améAnos x.T.A., he did not allow them to 
set foot in the city, though eager te do 
so, but confined them to the part lying 
between the rampart and the Scaman- 
der. ‘Caesi itaque fugientes et intra 
naves et vallum, tum castris elapsi inter 
vallum et Scamandrum, in ipso trajectu,” 
Heyne. ‘Nam urbs et naves duo ter- 
mini campi fuere, perfluente Scamandro,” 
Doederlein. 

398. ametivuto, supply aitod’s, ‘he 
exacted of them the penalty for the 
deaths of many.’ Spitzner observes that 
in Homer amorivecOal tTiwos or Tiva is 
‘to exact punishment for a thing or 
from a person,’ and he compares Od. ii. 
73, Tov K GmoTwtmevot Kaka péCeTe 
Suopevéovres, and ib. vy. 24, ws Arar 
kelvous “Odvceds amoticetar eAOHY. 

399. TIpévoov. The Schol. Lips. re- 
marks that this man, as he carried the 
shield, was the mapaBarns, while Thestor 
acted as charioteer.—Hvomos, as the ad- 
jective inf. 408, takes the F, the name 
being Wheenops. See xviii. 349.—@€o- 
topa, dependent on vvée in 404. 

403. Roto dAels (F), ‘sat crouching,’ 
in se contractus, i. e. ‘doubled up,’ mak- 
ing himself small, as we say, viz. stoop- 
ing down inhis car. Schol. Ven. svorpa- 

gets. For the participle cf. xxi. 571, as 
eimmy “AXiAja dAels mévev.mAnyn, 
éterAdyn, he was scared out of his senses, 
or presence of mind, by the sight of Pa- 
troclus (see xiii. 894) ; and so the reins 
had fallen out of his hands. 

404. mapactas, standing on one (the 
right) side, so as to strike that part of 
the face. Not that Patroclus was on the 
ground, but still in his car; see inf. 411.— 
Teipey, Viz. avTO, ‘he made it pass through 
the teeth’ Cf. Eur. Phoen. 26, opupav 
olinpa Kéevtpa Siameipas.—avtov, Schol. 
Lips. d:éme:pe tev dddvyTwY avTod, *AT- 
7Tik@s. Doederlein takes avrotd in apposi- 
tion to d5évTwy, understanding by it not 
yva0uov, but the man himself. 

406. éAwy, ‘ taking him by the spear,’ 
i.e. ‘dragging the man from the back of 
the car by the lance which was fixed in 
the head.’ Cf. iii. 78, uéoaou Soupds EAoy 
(not, wépos ti Souvpds, prehensa hasta, 

Heyne). ‘“Traxit eum hasta prehensum 
super sellam,” Spitzner. But &ytvé is 
not sella, but the hinder rail or elbow of 
the car ; see on v. 262.—7érpy. A jutting 
rock or reef was chosen as a standing- 
place for the fisherman. Cf. Theocr. i. 39, 
ypimevs TE yépwy wéTpa TE TéTUKTaL 
Aempas, ep & omevdwy péya Bixtvov és 
BoAov €Aket. 

407. iepdy ixOdv, a huge fish, as if a fa- 
vourite of some sea-god. Schol. Ven. #rot 
péyayr, 7) Mowedavos, 7) Tov aver dv (aveme- 
voy, ‘consecrated’). Hence, perhaps, Theo- 
critus took the idea in his Fisherman’s 
Dream, Id. xxi. 51 seqq., that a certain 
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fish caught was keiunAtov “Auditpitns, a 
pet or favourite of the sea-goddess. 

409. kexnvdra, with his mouth forced 
open by the lance. The Schol. Lips. re- 
marks, ‘The simile is perfect in every 
part. The man has sunk down in his 
ear, like a fish in the sea; the one is held 
fast by the lance, the other by the hook ; 
both gasp with open mouth. Again, the 
one who draws is compared to the man 
fishing, the one drawn, to the fish; lastly, 

the spear by which he was drawn, to the 
fishing-rod.’ 

411. mérpw. The natural order is Bare 
métp, but then Patroclus, who is on his 

car (ef. inf. 427), must be supposed to 
have leaped from it to pick up the stone. 
This is the view of the Scholiasts, who 
record a variant éreootvpevos. Moreover, 
it is confirmed by 413, the sense of which 
appears to be, that the skull was fractured 
within the strong and unyielding helmet. 
It seems possible, however, to construe 

emecovmevoy mETpw, who had rushed at 
him (Patroclus) with a stone.’ For 
keadoOn, as the result of a spear-wound, 
see sup. 347. 

414. See xiii. 544. 
419. Saprndév. We now come to the 

famous episode of the doings and the fate 
of the Lycian hero Sarpedon. The Ly- 
cians, we have elsewhere remarked, meet 

with a large share of praise in the Iliad, 
as might be expected in the work of an 
Asiatic poet, probably even a neighbour 
of that people. As to the identity of 
Sarpedon, who in vi. 199 is called the son 

420 

of Zeus by Laodamia, the daughter of 
Bellerophon, with another of the same 
name who was the son of Europa, Herod. 
i. 173, there seems some doubt. In Eur. 
Rhes. 29 he is called ty Evporas, Avklay 
ayby avipév, where the Homeric charac- 
ter is certainly meant. In Pindar, Pyth. 
ili. 112, and Ar. Nub. 622, the name is 
mentioned in conjunction with the Ho- 
meric heroes Nestor and Memnon. And 
there can be very little doubt that both 
Sarpedon and Memnon are, in their most 
primitive form, solar legends, implying 
the loss of bright day, and its being con- 
veyed back to reappear in the east. In 
a Greek vase in Millingen’s series, the 
dead Memnon is being borne through 
the air by “Ews, precisely as Sarpedon is 
by “Yrvos. Seeing then the havoc of his 
friends (the last mentioned may have 
been Lycian chiefs) made by Patroclus, 
Sarpedon rallies his men, and resolves to 
meet the Grecian champion hand to hand. 
The conflict is compared to that of two 
screaming vultures on a rock. Zeus con- 
sults with Hera as to the fate of Sar- 
pedon. She proposes a compromise, 
that he should die by the hand of Patro- 
clus, but his body should be transferred 
to Lycia and honoured with a tomb. 
—autpoxitwyas, Tovs xXiT@vas bev 
Exovras, Tas S€ ultpas mh eCwopévous, 
Schol. Ven. They wore the xitoy, or 
woollen frock, but without the apron or 
skirt which usually hung below the 
breastplate; see v. 113. Gladstone, 
“Studies,” i. p. 138. 
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421. cabarrduevos, ovedi(wy. Hes. 
Opp. 382, veieln xadremotot Kaban douevos 
éemeecoow.—aidws, K.T.A., see v. 787.— 
méae, mot, as Od. vi. 199, wéae pevyere 
pata idodoa;—Oool, ‘keen,’ ‘sharp,’ 
‘brisk,’ aeres. Cf. inf. 494. 

423. ey, emphatic; ‘Z will confront 
this man (Patroclus), that I may learn 
who it is that is so valiant, and already 
has done the Trojans so much harm.’ 
This last verse is repeated from y. 
175. 

429. nragovtre. So Aesch. Ag. 48, 
péyav ex Ovpod KAdCovTes “Apn Tpémov 
aiyumiav. Soph. Antig. 112, d&€a rAd (wv 
aieTds es yay tmepéenta. 

432 seqq. The following colloquy be- 
tween Zeus and Hera was rejected by 
Zenodotus, and he is followed by Heyne. 

One objection raised by him was, that in 
xv. 75, Hera ‘had retired from Ida to 
Olympus. Spitzner, with the Schol. Ven., 
defends the passage ; but it appears only 

another version of the lament of Zeus 
over Hector in xxii. 168 seqq., just as 
that of Briseis in xix. 282 seqq. resem- 
bles Andromache’s in xxii. 477. Plato, 
Resp. iii. p. 388, ©, cites al al eyau— 
daujvat, in the well-known passage in 
which he objects to such lamentations 
in characters of note. See Gladstone, 
“‘ Studies,” il. p. 185.—oipa, ‘a destiny,’ 
but not the avdyxn which is sometimes 
represented as superior to Zeus himself. 
Or perhaps Zeus means that he can only 
delay a fate which sooner or later must 
come. Cicero perhaps takes a right view 
of the sense, De Div. ii. § 93, ‘ Homerus 
querentem Jovem inducit, quod Sarpe- 
donem filium a morte contra fatum 
eripere non posset.’ 

435. 51x0a x.7.A. See xiv. 21. 
441—443. These lines occur xxii. 179— 

181. See also iv. 29.—Svanxis, see ii. 
686.— éraivéouer, the Ionic future. 
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445. (av. We have the nominative 
(as = (obs inv. 887, a form analogous to 
oes. 

448. moAdol «.t-A. Schol. Lips. *1da- 
mevos ~Apews, Mevécbios Zrepxetov, 
Evdwpos ‘“Epuov, ’AxiAAeds O€ribdos, 
Aivetas ’Agpodirns. 

456. tapxvoovot. See on vii. 85, and 
for the oTjAn or cippus on tumuli, 
xi. 871; xvii. 434. It is true that the 
ancient Lycian tombs were of cut and 
squared masonry, and that these, sur- 
mounted by a pillar, may be the tuuBos 
meant. 

459. Wiadas. On the portent known as 
‘red rain,’ see xi. 53. ‘This passage is 
twice quoted by Lucian, vol. ii. p. 38, 
and ili. p. 418, ed. Teubner. The idea 
seems to be, that tears of blood were shed 

by the upper air (Aids deudrioy, in the 
pantheistic sense) to do honour to one 

destined to death. Compare the thun- 
der sent in honour of Agamemnon, xi. 
45, and Aesch. Suppl.116, (@ca ydors we 
tiu@. And this is the view taken by the 
Schol. Ven. 2. 

462—507. Patroclus misses Sarpedon, 
but wounds his attendant mortally. Sar- 
pedon in turn misses Patroclus, but kills 
one of his trace-horses. Automedon 
liberates the yoke-horses by cutting 
the trace. In a second encounter Sar- 
pedon is struck in the region of the heart. 
In falling he calls on Glaucus to fight 
for the possession of his corpse. 

462. of 5€ «.7.A. See xiii. 604.—idytes, 
driving against each other in their cars, 

Thrasydemus being the charioteer of 
Sarpedon, Automedon of Patroclus.— 
Opacvdnuor, as sup. 401 O€aTopa, stands 
first, somewhat irregularly depending on 
Tov Bare inf.—velaipay, see v. 537. 
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add’ €Bad’ ev? apa te Ppéves Epyatar aud adiwov Kp. 

466. avrod uév, opposed to drmov,—the 
man himself he missed, but his horse he 
hit.—ovracey, not €Badrev, because the 
lance was net thrown, but held in the 
hand. There seems no reason why 
amnjuBpore should necessarily imply a 
throw, as the Scholiasts contend, who 
found a difficulty in the exceptional use 
of ovra¢ew, and record other readings, 
ayAavy immov—tby Bade Sekiby Spor 
(Aristarchus), and jAacev tmmoy (Phi- 
lemon). But in the second encounter, 
which may or may not have been pre- 
cisely similar, BeAos Expuye xetpds, inf. 
480. 

468. Bpaxe, ‘fell with a crash”— 
aicOwy, ‘gasping,’ see xiii. 809; xv. 252; 
xx. 403.—akdy, ‘ with a cry of distress,’ 
puKnoduevos, pbeyiduevos Bapv, Schol. 
Min. So peunkas and weuarvia, iv. 435 ; 
x. 362. 

470. Siactrhrynv. The trace-horse on 
one side having fallen, the horses at the 
pole start asunder, and the yoke creaks 
with the violence of the strain. The 
phrase tplrwAov Gpya, though figura- 
tively used of three goddesses, Eur. An- 
drom. 277, may be thought to indicate 
the use of one side horse only. For 

VOL. Il. 

diaorjvat see i. 6. An expressive word, 
implying, like the Attie dviordva: (Ar. 
Vesp. 41), the separation of two hitherto 
united, and generally with hostile intent. 
Here mere distance of space is meant.— 
kplke, a word formed from the sound, 
our creak, as Bpaxe sup. is our brayed. 
The Schol. Lips. records variants kpiye 
and tplye.—évyxuto, the reins got en- 
tangled, till the driver cut clear the horse 
that had fallen, and then they ‘righted,’ 
and pulled at the traces (or perhaps, the 
reins, as omevdew ro putipos, Soph. 
Oed. Col. 900). Schol. Min.. xaduwois, 
nvias. 

472. roto, Schol. Vict. rod cvyxvdjvac 
ta nvia. The next line occurs Od. x. 
439; xi. 231.—yudrnoev, see’ v. 233; 
xxiii. 510. Fora very similar deserip- 
tion see viii. 87, opp’ 6 yépwv trmo.o 
mapnoplas améTauvers 

476. €p.d0s mépi, to decide the dispute. 
Cf. vii. 301. 

A481. Epxarau, lit. ‘are fenced off,’ eepy- 
pévat etal, as Séxaratis a plural form in 
xii. 147. The diaphragm forms the di- 
vision of the viscera and the heart and its 
surroundings. Schol. Ven. d:eAddv 7d Sdpv 
Td didppayua, & Kadctrar ppéves, MEXPL 

lL 
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Kapdlas jvuoev, hv A€yer Kjp.—adwoy, 
‘dense,’ muscular, compact; Schol. Lips. 
muKvy d€ Kapdia kab veupmdns Kata Thy 
ovolay. 

482—486. These five verses occurred 
before at xiii. 889—392. 

487. nite k.7.A. See ii. 87. The fall 
of Sarpedon, huge and fierce, is well 
compared to the death of a bull which, 
with furious bellowing and violent re- 
sistance, is pulled down by a still 
stronger lion. The preceding simile, 
though it may have been interpolated 
here from lib. xiii, is equally appro- 
priate, the leafy head of the tall tree 
representing the hero’s plumed crest. 
Or perhaps the mere extension is meant, 
and the suddenness of the fall.  Schol. 
Lips. 7 mpotn cixay mpds 7d mTdua 
kal Thy em moAv extacw, 7 5 Sevtépa 
Tpos THY TTOVAXHY. 

0 O€ Aa€ ev aT Peo Baivov 

489. orevdxwy. See on 391 sup. 
491. pwevéawve, Schol. Vict. e@upodro, 

i.e. in being slain he showed his rage 
and resentment against the slayer. Simi- 
larly Aesch. Ag. 1388, oftw roy atdtod 
Ouudy épmalver meawv. 

494. eeAdéo0w, Schol. Lips. ev émibv- 
pla yevéoOw. A remarkable use of the 
passive.—rards, 6 pice, id.—Oods, sup. 
422. Heyne remarks on this, ‘“ Mirum, 

quod Patroclus adstat et Glaucum im- 
pune mandata ejus accipere permittit.” 

498. xatnpeln, a cause of dejection. 
See xvii. 556, where nearly the same 
distich occurs. 

500. veay ev ay@u, in the contest at 
the ships. See sup. 395.—éxeo, ‘hold 
on, i.e. waxns or Epyov, or perhaps, 
o@matos. 

503. pivas. ‘Quia mors et oculorum 
a‘iem et spiritum aufert,” Spitzner. 
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504. opéves, a portion of the dia- 
phragm came away adhering to the 
spear. 

505. toto x.7.A. ‘From him he drew 
forth at once the life, and the point of 
his own spear, —a somewhat far-fetched 
expression. 

506. ox€0ov, katréaxebov. ‘The Myr- 
midons held there on the spot the snort- 
ing horses, viz. of Sarpedon, that were 
ready to fly in wild alarm, now that 
they had lost the car of their owners,’ 
i.e. the guiding hand from the car. An 
obscure sentence; possibly avakres is 
the true reading, which was altered 
from sup. 371, @kées trmo1—Airov Epuat” 
avantwv. Zenodotus read Aimoy, others 
Altrey, i.e. eAtrnoay, as the Schol. Lips. 
will have it, ered) THO Epuata Tay 
avaKtwy erAcipOncav, ApnusOnoay, TouvT- 
éoTt, Tav SecmoTav Apnuodnoav. The 
objection to this is, that the passive 
é€Almnv was not in use, and the active 

Alrev could only mean ‘ failed,’ éAdurij 
jv, not éAeipOn. At all events Aureiy 
avdktwyv, dominis carere, is unusual 
Greek. Spitzner however, with Trollope 
and Doederlein, retains Almey. ‘* Equos, 

postquam currus rectoribus erant  pri- 
vati, fugae intentos et frementes Myr- 
midones ibi retinuerunt,”’ Doed. 

508—526. Glaucus, invoked by the 
dying Sarpedon (492), is disabled by his 
wound (xii. 387) from assisting his 
friend; but he invokes the aid of the 

L 

healing god, the Lycian Apollo, that he 
may be immediately rendered fit for re- 
suming the fight. 

511. éemeoovuevov. So xii. 388, Tevpos 
d¢ TAatcov—ig émecovmevov Bade Tel- 
xeos bWnAoto, which seems to mean ‘just 
as he had sprung on to the wall’ We 
may perhaps supply jépos ti, since 
Telxos emecovmevos occurs in xii. 143, 
and so Doederlein explains it. Heyne 
and Spitzner prefer to construe Badcv 

amd Telxeos DWnAoto. 
515. mdvroce appears to be used in 

the sense of mavty or maytaxod, with 
the notion of the suppliant’s voice being 
sent in every direction to the ears of the 
absent god. Schol. Ven. eis mayta témov 
akovew, emt tTa@v ek Témov els TédmoV 
apiucvoumevav? ‘mevdeto yap Kuimpovde 
méya KA€os’ (xi. 21), eis Kumpov jroveto. 
Doederlein well compares iv. 455, trav 5é 
Te TnAbTE Sovmov Ev ovpeo ExAVE Tol- 
phy. An ancient variant was raytbs, to 

defend which, followed by the dative in 
apposition, the Schol. Vict. quotes Od. 
XXxill. 205, THs F avrovd AUTO yovvata-— 
onuat avayvovon. Conversely we have 
oi—evéauévoro, inf. 531. Cf. Aesch. Cho. 
410, mémadrat wor kéap—Tdvde kAvovoav 

olkrov. But with akovew we may supply 
evx Gv, So that avépi will be the dative of 
reference : “thou canst every where hear 
for an afflicted man ” (Arnold). 

518. éAfAatra, ‘is attlicted,’ 
pressed,’ or ‘penetrated with 

2 

* op- 
keen 
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pangs, mérapra. A somewhat unusual 
sense. Doederlein compares x. 153, 
éyxea 5€ ow bp em cavpwripos 
€AnAato, ‘ were stuck on their spikes.’— 
Teponvat, as xi. 267, tTépceto 8 aipa.— 
mos, i.e. the whole arm from the hand 
to the shoulder is affected. 

522. ov, perhaps ov oFov (aod), sui. 
For the genitive see xiii. 110. The ellipse 
of bAcbpov may be supplied. 

523. tkecoa (axéoua). “It is from 
Apollo, the god of his country, that 
Glaucus wishes to obtain his cure, and 
not from Apollo medicus, a quality un- 
known to Homer. See xv. 262.” Ar- 
nold. But a later compilation, such as 
we conceive the Iliad to be, may well 
admit such discrepancies from the earlier 
mythology.—7rep, ‘do thou heal at least 

this severe wound.’ 
524. kKpdtos here seems to mean 

aévos, or ‘power to win the victory.’ 
So in Aesch. Cho. 490, é Mepoépacca, 
dds & er’ evuophoy patos. 

527—547. Glaucus, suddenly restored 
to his wonted vigour, rallies the Lycians, 
and calls on them to save the body of 
Sarpedon. 

529. Ttepoalyw seems Gmrat cipnucvor. 
530. éyvw, HoOero, viz. that a new 

and supernatural strength had been in- 
fused in his limbs.—of edfauévoio, com- 
pare sup. 515. 

542. e%puto, the epic aorist of fiouar. 
He protected or defended the people by 
virtue of his kingly office. See iv. 138; 
xxiv. 499.—8iknoi re, viz. both as dicac- 
méAos and moAcmioTns. 
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544, veueoonOnre, i.e. aidetobe, have 
chivalrous honour in your hearts. See 
xv. 211.—derxicowor, ‘mutilate,’ ‘dis- 
figure,’ make dew. This word, which 
does not seem a form of the ancient dia- 
lect, follows the analogy of &riaCev, on 
which see i. 11. As in atimdw, aiorda, 
the a is not a part of the verb so much 
as of the adjective, i.e. arid is ‘to 
make a person &timos. On this prin- 
ciple alone verbs commencing with «@ 
privative properly take an active sense. 
Such forms as ariew and arimay (i. 356) 
are anomalies, because tiew and Timay 
are the primary verbs. We rightly have 
ari€ew, atiuaiw, and ariudw, but nei- 
ther tiua¢w nor tiudw. In Plato, duor- 
ovoAa and ayvouoiovcba, ‘to become 
like’ and ‘unlike,’ are in like manner 
transitive verbal forms of émuo.os and 
avduoos. We have the middle deunio- 
cac8at inf. 559. Spitzner observes, that 
in the [liad this verb is always applied 
to the dead, only in Od, xviii. 222 to 
the living. 

548—568. The Trojans, grieved at 
the death of their champion Sarpedon, 
make a rush on the Greeks, led by 
Hector. Patroclus on his part summons 
the Ajaces to his aid, with a view to the 
spoiling and disfiguring of the corpse. 
The two parties meet with loud shouts ; 
the air is supernaturally darkened as 
they fight. 

548. xpn0ev for cpar-Oev (pas, kpards), 
‘down their heads,’ in allusion, probably, 
tothe eastern custom of throwing ashes on 
the head as a token of grief. Thus xviii. 
23, Achilles €Ady kdéviv aidaddecoay XevaTo 
Kan Kepadjs. Hes. Scut. 7, Tov kal amd 
Kpndev BArehapwy 7 ard Kvavedwy K.T.A. 
Bekker (ed. 2) gives kar’ &pnbev.ovdK 
emenkTov, not to be tolerated, not to be 
yielded to; from efcew. Hesych. émeikrd. 
popnta, broxwpynta. See v. 892; viii. 22. 
Od. viii. 307.—é€pua, the prop, or stay ; 
not however connected with épetdevy, 

épeioua, as Buttmann (Lexil. p. 301) 
suggests, but with eYpeiv, as explained in 
the note on iv. 117. Something similar 
is audaciai columen, in Plaut. Amphitr. 
367.—adAodamrds, though an alien, and a 
stranger from Lycia. 

552. AcAinuevor, ‘eager.’ See xii. 106, 
where the same words occur. 

554. Ado.oy «jp, the manly stout heart, 
or fervid spirit. See on i. 188; ii. 851. 

557. dpetovs. Hither efva: (or dvtas) 
may be supplied from autveo@u, and 
apelovs be taken as the accusative agree- 
ing with the subject of it (see i. 541, 542), 
or it may be the nominative attracted to 
oiot. The former is supported by Doeder- 
lein, the latter by Spitzner. The Schol. 
Ven. leaves the choice of either to the 
reader, OSvvata: Aclrew Td €oTe 7) 
ylyverde, Sivara Se Kat oxjua elvac 
ard SoTiucfs eis aitiariKny. 
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558. mp@tos. In xii. 488 it was Hec- 
tor, not Sarpedon, who first entered the 
Grecian rampart. The ancient critics 
devised a very singular escape from the 
difficulty ; they took eojAatro as an 
aorist from odAw = cadretw, ‘to shake,’ 
referring to xii. 397. But the comment 
of the Schol. Ven. is fairly satisfactory, 
albeit the true solution perhaps hes in 
the discrepancies inseparable from later 
compilation ;—ovx« «ime mp@tos diyjA9ev, 
6 pev yap “Extwp mp@tos dijA0ev, 6 Se 
Saprndav mpatos Spuncev emi Td Teixos, 
(xii. 808, avridcov Saprnddva Ovuds avijce 
Teixos enattal,) Sore Td HAaTO TavTdy 
elvat T@ dpujoat. 

559. GAN ef K.7.A., ‘but what if (i.e. 
suppose we now try) we get possession 
of the body to strip and mutilate it.’ 
See sup. 544; xv. 571. 

561. avtov, probably the adverb, 
‘there on the spot.’ 

568. ekaptivavro, see xi. 215.—avu- 
Badov, in the neuter sense, ‘to engage,’ 

oceurs in Herodotus, but not elsewhere 
in Homer. 

568. dAods. This verse might well be 
omitted. The darkness was 6Ao) that 
the fight might be 6A0bds, which seems 
to mean ‘dread,’ ‘awful,’ rather than 
* destructive ;? so the Cimmerian dark- 
ness is vvé dAoy in Od. xi. 19. It was 
thought to add horror to death if a man 
perished in the dark. Hence the aspira- 

tion ey d€ aer Kal bAEooor, xvii. 647 ; 
cf. ibid. 368. The darkness meant need 
not be referred to any physical cause, 
such as an eclipse; it was thought that 
miraculous darkness accompanied any 
momentous events, e.g. the death of 
C. Julius Caesar, Virg. Georg. i. 467. 

569—618. The Trojans at first drive 
back the Greeks, and Hector slays one 
of the Myrmidon chiefs. Patroclus then 
kills Sthenelaus, and the Trojans recede 
about a spear’s throw. Glaucus slays a 
Greek chief, to the delight of the Tro- 
jans; but Meriones too kills his man, 
and narrowly avoids the javelin of 
Aeneas. 

572. Bovdelw, a city of Phthiotis.— 
Tote, aS Doederlein contends, refers vir- 

tually to réumoy in 575. But it is sim- 
pler to construe tére éetevapiéas.—ixé- 
Tevoe, Schol. Lips. ikérns HAGVe. He went 
as a suppliant, perhaps for the payment 
of a rouv?, or to obtain expiation ; and the 
penalty imposed was, that he should go 
to the war. Cf. Hes. Scut. 13, Autdy & Gye 
matpibia yatay "Es @nBas ixérevoe.— és 
Ger, to the place called Oerideroy, Eur. 
Andr. 20. A reference seems here made 
to ballads on the early life of Achilles, to 
which Pindar several times alludes. The 
Schol. Ven. observes, that Thetis is here 
described as still living with Peleus, 
while other accounts represented her as 
having early left his home. 
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To mpi" aTap TOTe y eoOOv aveov e€evapiEas 
és [Inky ixérevoe Kat és O€tw apyvpomelav: 
ot 8 dp’ "AyidrdAne pynEjvop. wéumov eer Oat 575 
y 9 , I\uov eis eUT@Xov, va Tpderot wayouro. 

y 
Tov pa TO amropevov véxvos Bare haidpmos “Extwp 
Keppadio Keharyv: 7) 0 avduya Tada Kea Oy 
év Kopv0t Bpiapy 5 S dpa mpyvys emt vexp@ 
Kamtecev, appl dé pv Oavatos yvtTo OvpopataTys. 580 
ILarpoxh@ & dp axos yéveto POyevov Eraporo, 
Y \ \ , y > , 
tOucev de dua T POPaVN OV LpY)KL E€OLKWS 

@kél, 0s T efPdByae KohoLvovs TE WHpas TE. 

@s lOds Avkiov, ILatpdoKdees trroKédevbe, 
¥ \ Zz / \ lal e , = 

€xovo kat Todav, Keyd\ooo S€ Kyp éTapo.o. 585 
Kai p eBare YOevédaov “Iayreveos pidrov viov 
avyéva yeppadio, pn&ev S ard Toto Tévovtas. 

, td) iG / fe \ , 7 xépnoav & vd Te Tpdpayxou Kal Paidwos “Extwp. 
coon © alyavens pum) Tavaoto TETUKTAL, 
4 CF: 3 > \ 3 4 7 a 3 5 aN 59 

HV paT avnp aden Tepamevos 7 ev a€fo 590 
He Kal ev ToheUM Oniwy Viro Ovpopatatéeawr, 

4 > , T “ ” S TA 7 

TOOOOV EX WP) OC av Pes, WOQAVTO XGLOL. 

La! \ Lal , 5 5 , 

Tradkos 5é TpwTos, AvKiwv ayos AOTLOTAWY, 

ETPATET ; extewev O€ Baluxdya peyadupor, 
¢ 

Xa\kowvos idov vidv, Os ‘Eddade olkia vatov 595 

o\Bw Te TAOVTH TE peTempeTE Muppidoverow. 
\ \ » a la , x , 

Tov pev apa IhavKos ot7HOos pécov ovtace Soupi, 
‘ > i“ 4 , , 

otpepets e€amivns OTe pw KaTéwapTTe OvwaKwv 
z \ , S Ds A ba) , 

dovrnoey dS Tecov, TUKWOV 5 ayxos E\\aB Ayavovs 

578—580. Repeated from 412—414 
sup. 

583. Wipas, ‘starlings.’ 
755. 

585. €cavo, the second person of the 
epic aorist éeotvuny, part. otmevos, for 
écvao, like GAoo inf. 754. 

588. This verse occurs also iv. 505 
and xvii. 316. 

589. purh, the force with which a long 
javelin (cf. ii. 774) is sent, i.e. the dis- 
tance to which it speeds; elsewhere 
€pwh.—apéen, miserit.mmeipduevos, sc. 
abévovs.—dylwy bro, supply Teipduevos, 

See on xvii. 

viz. c0éveos, as in xy. 359, or with Schol. 
Lips. meipa¢éuevos. Doederlein thinks 
this so harsh that he connects this clause 
with éexyépnoay in the next verse. 

594. érpdmero. TheSchol. Lips. says 
this is explained by orpepOels in 598; 
and perhaps he is right, if we take it for 
Tpawdmevos EkTELVE.—KaTEe“apTTE, SCC V. 
65. The subject is Ba@uxAjs, and the 
imperfect means, “cum in eo erat ut 
Glaucum assequeretur,” as Spitzner ren- 
ders it. 

595. ‘EAAdd:. Here, as in ii. 683, a 
city or settlement in Phthiotis is meant. 
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as ete EoOhds avynp. péya € Tpaes KexapovTo, 600 
X\ > 5 > >a N 77 > , Si1Q3) 3 5) 3 , 

orTav 0 aud avrov idvres dohh€es: 00d ap’ *Ayxatot 

arkns e€eddbovto, wévos & ids hépov avTav. 

ev? av Mnp.ovns Tpdav €dev avdpa KopvaTny, 
Aadyovov Opacvy vidv “Ovytopos, Os Ads tpevs 

> a 4 

"Idaiou éréruxto, Oeds & &s TieTo Sypo. 605 
A » > \ 

Tov Bad’ brs yvabpoto Kai ovatos: aka dé Oupds 
DXET GTO [ENE os O dpa pw oKoTos ethev @XET ATO wEh€wy, OTUYEPOS O apa | S 
Aiveias 8 ert Mypidvyn Sdpu yadKeov Heer” 
edmreTo yap TevEeco Oa VTacTidia TpoBiBavTos. 

GAN’ 0 ev avta id@v HevaTO YadKEOV eyyxos" 610 
/ \ , ‘A ie > / Q } / , Tpocow yap Katexuwe, 70 0 e€dmuev Sop pakpov 

A 3 4 aTeN > b) , / 

ovder erickippOn, eri & ovpiayos TedenixOn 
» SA > » MEPL ee , + 4 eyxeos: evOa & erreur adin pévos ouBpysos “Apys. 
[aiypy S Aiveiao kpadawopern Kata yalys 
C4 > 3 Ze, a Sa XN 7 

@xXET, ETE Pp ahvov oTLBapys ad YELpds Opovcrer. | 
>] , 3 + \ > , , , 

Aivetas 8 dpa Oupov éyooato, povncev Te 616 

“ Myp.ovn, Taya Kev oe Kat 6 OTHV TEP €OVTA HpLovy, TAX PX197T) P 
» 2. WN , , » 2 ¥ , de) 
EyXos €“ov KaTéravoe SvapmTeEpés, el o €Badov wep. 

s\ > > / Q 3 tf + 

Tov & ad Mypidvyns Sovpixdutos avtiov nvda 

“ Aiveta, yademov oe Kat t\hOuunov tep eovTa xX P 620 
, > , , , y , 4 

TAVT WV avO pater oBéooa MEVOS, OS KE OEV AVTA 

ELOn apvvomevos: Ovntds dé vu kat od TérvEat. 
> Nie: z. 2 X fe > , A 

el Kal eyo oe Barouw TvX@v pécor 6&€u yahka, 

600. ws, i.e. ered), ‘for that a brave 
man had fallen.’ 

602. Cf. v. 506, of 5€ pwévos XeEipay 
Obs épor. 

604. Aadyovoy. “ Praeter Laogonum, 
cujus hie fit mentio, alter ejusdem 
nominis, Biantis filius, xx. 460, ab 
Achille caeditur.” Spitzner. The ds 
refers to Onetor, since, as Doederlein 
observes, “‘nemo sacerdos inter praeli- 
antes reperitur; senes enim esse sole- 
bant.” 

609. On this verse see xiii. 158. 
next four occur also xvii. 526—529. 

612, 618. Compare xiii. 443, 444. 
617. épxnothv. He calls Meriones a 

dancer in reproach, partly because this 
was an unwarlike art (see xxiv. 261), 
and partly because he had avoided the 

The 

spear with such agility. This couplet (in 
part) is quoted by Lucian, wep) ’Opx7- 
géws, vol. ii. p. 272, ed. Teubner, who 
wrongly says 6 -yodv “Ounpos tby Mnpidynv 
ovK aiaxdvat BovrAduevos, GAA KooMHCaL, 
épxnotiv mpocetre. He either misses 
the irony of the passage, or is advocating 
a new view of it. 

618. diaumepés, ‘for all time,’ ‘effec- 
tually,’ eis del, Schol. Ven. 

619—631. Meriones retorts with a 
taunt on Aeneas. Patroclus reproaches 
him for replying by words rather than 
by action. 

621. waytTwy, i.e. there are some whose 
prowess you cannot or will not be able 
to check. 

623. kal éydé. This is said in reference 
to ef o° EBaddy tep, 618. 
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op) Be) \ , 2 \ \ , aia Ke Kal KpatEpds TEp ew Kal yepot TeTOLIas 
aN \ Evxos Enot Soins, uynv & "Aids KAvTOTO®.” 625 

«& , X aise 2 , »” ens, as dato, Tov & évévurre Mevoitiov adkuyjos vids. 
“VM / / XN A Ne Ade ON > , P 

NHNpPLovy, TL OV TAVTA KAL EDUAOS EWV AYOpEvels ; 
> , » an > , ¥ 
® Térov, ov Tor Tpaes dvewdetoror ETET TOW 
VEKPOV KwpHaoval Tapos Tia yata Kabe€er. 
év yap xepat Tédos Tohemov, éréwv SO evi Bovdy’ 630 

T@ OV TL xpy mUOoy dpedr€Emev, AAAA payer Oar.’’ 
e > ‘\ a \ > > aA LL eee ee > /, 7 

@s elmav 0 pev Ypx, 0 8 au eameTO tLadbeos hos. 
TOV O, ws TE SpUTOLaV avdpav dpupaydos dpoOpn 
ovpeos ev Biaons: exablev Sé TE yiyveT aKouy’ 
a® A »” a aN Q > , 
WS TMV @PVVUTO dovmos a7TO xPovos evpuoveins 

Xadkod Te puvod Te Body 7 evrroinTawr, 
, 4 , x y» ») , 

VU CO OMEVOV Eiheolv TE Ka Eyer apdiyvoiow. 

ovd av ere dpddpwv Tep avnp Yapmrnddva Sdtov 

625. Nearly the same verse occurred 
xi. 445. 

626. evévime, the reduplicated aorist 
of évimrew, another form being jvimare. 
Patroclus blames Meriones for saying to 
Aeneas «i ce BdAomwu, without putting 
the threat in execution.—Ti ov k.7.A., 
emphatic: ‘Why do you talk so, when 
you have even valour (i.e. a quality 
better than eloquence) to boast of ?’ 

629. mdpos, mply amoxwpeiv. They will 
not retire till some of them have been 
slain. 

630. éméwy, viz. TéAos, or rather xpela, 
éotiy. Schol. Vict. 6 méAcuos mevy yap 
xepay Seirat, BovdAy S& Kal exnxdAnoto. 
Adywyv. The antithesis, as Doederlein 
observes, is not quite correct. The 
first clause should have been év roAéu@ 
xeipav TéAos. The sense is, ‘the issue 
or result of wars is in action, (the time 
for) words is in council.’ Mr. Trollope 
compares Pind. Nem. i. 26, mpdooe: yap 
Zpyw pev abevos, Bovdator 5& pphv.— 
opéAAew pdOov, ‘to promote talk,’ ‘to 
go on talking.’ 

632—675. The fight is continued over 
the body of Sarpedon, with a noise re- 
sembling that of a woodcutter’s axe. The 
combatants crowd round the body thick 
as flies round a milk-pail. Zeus is in 
doubt when and how Patroclus shall be 
slain, He resolves that Hector shall first 
be driven back to the city. The Greeks 
strip the body of Sarpedon, but Apollo is 

sent by Zeus to have it conveyed to 
Lycia, and there interred with honours. 

633. Vulgo dpdéper. See xiii. 271. 
There was a variant dpwpevy, which the 
Schol. Ven. prefers. It is better perhaps 
totake opépn here as a reduplicated aorist, 
rather than as a perfect subjunctive or a 
secondary present, like mepixw &e. If 
the vulgate be preferred (Hesych. épépeu 
punto, Sieynyepto, see ii. 810), we 
must supply the ellipse thus, with the 
Schol. Ven., rovrwy dpmper dpvpuarydos ws 
dputduwr, scil. dpyuTat.—aKovy, ‘the 
sound.’ Elsewhere in Homer it means 
‘tidings,’ ‘ hearsay.’ 

635. dovmos, the dull thud of the axe 
coming from the root of a tree and there- 
fore near the ground, is compared to the 
blows given over the corpse.—Bo@yv k.T.A., 
l.e. domldwy. See xii. 105; y. 466. 

638. ppaduwv, intelligent, observant, 
ovvetds. One of the many [onic adjec- 
tives in -uwy which are common to the 
dialect of Homer and Herodotus, as 
vonmev, axTthuwy (ix. 126). See Her. 
iii. 57. It does not occur elsewhere in 
Homer. Hesych. ppddmoves’ umeipor, 
cuvetol. But the Schol. Ven. 2 explains 
it by 6 wavy yvdpmos Kal cuvnOns TO 
Saprnddv, which Spitzner is inclined to 
approve.—eZAuTo, was wrapt in, covered 
over with. See xii. 286; xvii. 492. 
Doederlein supplies some such sense as 
“was wounded,’ ‘was disfigured,’ to the 
word BeAéecot, which however may be 
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+ 3 \ , \ 9 N , eyva, ere Beh€eoor kal aipate Kal Kovinow 

nw » 4 A 

ex kehahys ethuTo Suaptrepés és 7ddas aKpous. 640 
a > aeN \ XN Crh ¢€ 4 a) ot 0 aiel Tept veKpov Omteov ws OTE LULAL 
oTabue@ evi Bpopéwou Tepryhayeas Kata 7éhdas 
apn ev ciapwy, OTe Te yAdyos ayyea Sever 
Lo y \ \ \ c id 

@S apa TOL TEPL VEKPOV Optdeov. 
, D)se a c , am 

Tpewev aTO0 KpaTEepys VopLLWNS OTTE paewa, 

ovo€é Tote Zevs 

645 

GANA KaT avTovs alev dpa, Kal dpdleto Oupa 
TOA par appt Povw TatpdKdov, peppnpilav 
Hon Kal Ketvov évl KpatepH Vopivy 
avTov er avTiléw Yaprydove haidipos “Extwp 

Ot “A 8 , > / > »~ , Dy: 
Xo K@ 1007), aTO T WIL@V TEVUKE eAnTat, 650 
ay, \ , > , , Si Be 
H €TL Kal TAEOVEegD OW OdehdELEY TOVOY atmuP. 
@ 2 ge , , , > @oe O€ Ot dpovéovTt Sodaaato Képd.ov Elvan, 

ofp Hvs Oepamav IIndyvadew >Ayudjos 
> aA Ee, \g¢ Zz 

efavtis Tpads te kal “Exropa yahkokopvaTyy 
¥ Ne uy, , 5) SiN N Y 
@OAlTO TpoTi aot, Toh€wv O aro Ovpov EdouTo. 
9 SN / > , ‘\ oN 

Extopt 5€ tpwtiore avadkida Oupov éevyKev: 
c 

655 

és Oippov 8 avaBas diyade Tpdze, KéxheTo & addous 
Tp@as pevyemevau yvo yap Avos ipa TahavTa. 

ev? ovd thOyor AdKvor pevov, adda hoByOev 
mavres, ere Baoidna toov 

the dative of the instrument, ‘ through 
the darts (that struck him) hewas covered 
with blood and dust,’—BeAéeoor (kor- 
tépmevos) efAvto aluart, Heyne: “ efAuto 
proprie ad rovinow spectat.” 

642. Bpowéwor, ‘buzz,’ or ‘hum’ about 
the over-full milk-pails. Schol. Lips. 
mepryAayeas Tepiogas yeyadakTwuevas, 

6 eort wAnOovcas ydAakrTos. The milk 
has flowed down the sides, and the flies 
settle on them to drink it.— épn x.7.A., see 
ii. 471.—&yyea, ‘the milk-bowls,’ as in 
Od. ix. 248. 

651. Doederlein compares Od. ii. 334, 
oUTw Key Kal maddAov odéAdciey méovoy 
duu. Cf. also sup. 631. Zeus is here 
considering how he may best bring to 
pass the ultimate triumph of Achilles, 
which he had pledged to Thetis, i. 524. 

657. érpame, viz. Hector. The Schol. 
supplies ¢mrovs, but the verb may be in- 
transitively used. 

BeBdXappevor yrop, 660 

658. rdAavra, viz. pémovTa Kat avTod. 
He knew by the efforts and successes of 
the Greeks that Zeus was against him, 
and so headed the flight. 

660. BaoiAja. If this refers to Sar- 
pedon, who had been struck by Patroclus 
au addy Kip, sup. 481, it may be ob- 
jected, that his death was not the im- 

mediate cause of the flight at present. 
But Zeus, having resolved that Patroclus 
should do still more havoc to the Trojans, 

causes Hector to fly, and the Lycians no 
longer to make a stand, as their leader 

has been slain. Perhaps however fa- 
oiAja meant Hector, and the next two 
lines were interpolated. To apply Ba- 
oirevs to him is a difficulty; but so is 
BeBAaupevoy hard to explain of a man 
killed by a wound. May it mean that the 
heart stopped because the ppéves were 
pierced? Spitzner and Heyne read BeBAn- 
Mevoy, and the Schol. Ven. records another 
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, ) , 312 , \ SSE A 
KELILEVOV EV VEKUWV ayupl ToNEES Yop €7 AvVTWM 

, a> » \ SEe7 , 
KQATTEO OV, EVUT EpLoa KPAaTEPHV ETAVUOOE Kpoviwv. 

a Ie VS aye Se. , ¥ SP cagy: 

ol dO ap am wpouv Yapmynddvos evte €ovTo 

Xahkea pappatpovra. 
8a , ¢€ , , + Gt 
WKE pepe eTapotat Mevortiov aNKULOS ULOS. 

X \ 4 SaN la 

Ta ev KOLAaS ETL VHAS 
665 

Kat T6T “Ard\\wva tpoaéedy vehednyepeTa Zevs 
“ei aye viv, dire ote, cehawedes aiwa kaPynpov 
eOav ex Betéwv Yapmynddova, Kat wu ETELTa. 

‘\ > \ / lal an Ont 

mo\ov arompo dépwv oVaov TOTAKLOLO poyaw 
~ /, Si -3) 7 \ ay. 9 4 xptoov 7 auBpoain, wept 8 aduPpota eimata eooor, 

Téume O€ piv TopTOtoW apa Kpaitvotat pépecOat, 671 
&, \ , , CPO > 
Trvw kat Oavatw Sidvpdoow, ol pa pw aKa 

la pet) , g) / , ie 

Oyoove év Avkins evpeins Tiove dja, 
ev0a € TapyVoovat KaclyryTol TE ETAL TE 

, AN ‘ N N , > \ fa , 9 ate 
TUBw TE OTHAH TE TO yap yEepas EoTL GavovTwy. 675 

Boge 2 202 » N ° , > , 
@s epat, ovd apa TaTpos avnkovaTncev A7odhwv. 

“A \ 33 , b) , > , > , 

Bn 8é Kar *Idaiwy dpéwy és dvdomw aivyy, 
avtixa 8 éx Betéwv Yapryddva Stov detpas, 

‘\ > \ eA lal lan c aA 

mohov atotpo dépwv, hovaEV TOTAPLOLO ponaw 
A , 3. ..3 , A >. »¥ Lyd Y . 

xpice 7 auBpoaty, wept & auBpota cata Eooev, 680 
méptre O€ pw TopTotow apa Kpautvotar héper Oar, 
4 \ , , FES CT, > 

Trav Kat Oavatw dudupdoow, Ol pa pv wKa 
, > / 3 Ls / , 

Kat0ecav €V Avxins EVPELNS TWLOVL One. 

variant Sedaiyucvoy. See ix. 3; xvii. 535. 
Doederlein suggests BeBAauméevor, refer- 
ring to épdBnGey, and he compares Hes. 
Theog. 223, vdov BeBAappevoar eaOAod. 

662. kammecor, in the pluperfect sense. 
—eérdvvoce, see xi. 336. 

666. Zenodotus is said by the Schol. 
Ven. to have made some alterations in 
this passage (Svecxevarévar), omitting 
perhaps (though this is not expressly 
stated, in pimote 5€ ZyvddoTos op0ds 
H0€érnKe TovTOvs) the whole address of 
Zeus, including 676, 677, the last of which 
he is expressly said to have cut away, and 
reading in place of the present verse 
(666), kal rd7° Up” e& “1ins mporepn Leds 
dv pidov vidv. He objected, it seems, to 
the services imposed on a potBos devs and 
amevOys, in washing off the gore from a 
corpse. ‘The god seems invoked in his 

capacity of healer, which is perhaps a 
post-Homeric development.—ex Bedéwr, 
é&w, out of reach of the darts. Some 
would supply defpas, but Spitzner ren- 
ders the distich thus: “Age jam, care 
Phoebe, vade, et cruorem nigrum extra 
telorum jactum absterge Sarpedoni.” 
The double accusative presents no diffi- 
culty ; but Aristarchus read Saprnddu. 

671—675. See sup. 454 seqq. 
676. This verse occurred xv. 286. In 

xx. 14 the shorter vyykoverety occurs. This 
is one of the many words peculiar to 
Homer and Herodotus (ef. Jib. vi. 14), 
though Aeschylus also has it once, Prom. 
40, avnkovotet 5 Tay TaTpds Adywy oidv 
te was; It would rather seem to be a 
prose word of the age of Herodotus than 
belonging to the ballad-language of the 
ancient epic. 
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Ildtpokdos 8 immo Kal Adtouédovte Kehevoas 
Lal \ , , \ Pe ue, 0 

Tpoas Kat Auktous petekiabe, kal wey aacly 

vytios: ei b€ eros IIndniddao hvdakev, 
> > KH ¢ , lal A f\ 0 , 

1) T QV vITEKPvYE KY pa KQKYHV KLEAQVOS aAVQATOLO. 

bs) 3 Se ‘\ a , TA 5 “ 

GAN’ aiel Te Atos Kpetaoav voos HE TEP avdpar" 
7) Sy, ey A ae) , , [Os Te Kal aAKirov avdpa hoBeEt Kat apetheto vikynv 

€ / Leon > Sees > , , 0 7 
pynotas, OTE 3) QUTOS ETOTPVUVEL MAVETADUAL | 690 
4 c ‘\ / SN SN la 3 ~ 

OS Ol KQL TOTE Oupov €VL oTtybecow QVY) KEV. 
¥” , a , 7 ¢ 5 , 
ev0a TWa T PWTOV TWa 3) VOTQATOV e€evaprtas, 

Ilatpoxheus, ore On oe Oeoi Oavarovde kdheooar. 
¥ lal ¥ 

Adpnotov fev Tp@Ta Kat AUTOVOOY Kat Eyex)ov 

Kal TI épipov Meyadnv Kab ‘Eriotopa kat Medavirmor, 

avTap eet “EXacov Kat Movduov 7d€ Ivhapryp. 696 

Tous edev" of O addou Hyade pYMOVTO EKacTOS. 
eva Kev wirvdov Tpoinv €dov vies “Ayarav 

IlatpoxXov 7d yxepot (wepuTpd yap eyxet Over), 

el pn Atrod\Nwv PoiBos evdurrov emt TUpyou 790 
A A 3 \ , 7 3 3 - 

EaTN, TH OKOa Ppoveéwr, Tpwecar 0 apyywv. 

Tpls mev Er ayKavos BH TELxEos Vynhoto 

684—697. Patroclus, carried away by 
martial ardour, and forgetful of Achilles’ 
strict injunction not to pursue the enemy, 
gives chase to the flying foe, and slays 
several with his own hand. 

685. ddan, he was deluded or in- 
fatuated. That Patroclus was thus slain 
at a distance from the ships, appears from 
xvil. 403, and inf. 702. 

686. €zos, viz. the injunction sup. 83 
seqq. 

688. aief re. The re seems equivalent 
to the sententious ro: of Attic tragedy. 
Others give aef ye.—vdos, the counsel or 
intention, here in reference to promised 
agerandizement of. the son of Thetis.— 
avnKev, incitavit, a common Homeric use, 
as in y. 405; vii. 25. 152. 

697. piyade, i.e. eis puyhv. Doeder- 
lein supplies tparéoOa, Cf. xi. 446, 7 
kald pev puvyad aitis tbroorpéas éBe- 
Bhre. It seems to correspond to our 

idiom, ‘turned their thoughts towards 
flight. Mr. Trollope well compares vy. 
252, un te PdBovd aydpeve. 

698—711. Patroclus is about to lead 
the Greeks even to capture the city, but 

is confronted by Apollo on the Trojan 
wall, who with a terrible voice bids him 
retire. 

699. Nearly the same verse occurred 
in xi. 180. The prepositions appear to 
give the local sense of ‘round and in 
front of him.’ The Schol. Min. explain 
bmép Tovs &AAous Yoxue. 

702. em aykovos, the angle, elbow, or 
bend of the Trojan wall. The passage 
following seems made up from v. 486— 
444, The narrative of the death of Patro- 
clus,—too great a hero to be slain by any 
but a god, especially as he was protected 
by divine armour,—is extremely fine, and 
of harrowing interest. Nevertheless, 
there are reasons for believing that this 
was not the original account. The cha- 
racters of Ajax, Achilles, and Memnon 
seem to have been mixed up in many of 
their details with the accounts in the 
earlier epics. ‘The death of Patroclus is 
in fact identical with that of Achilles in 
the Aethiopis, and differs but little from 
that of Hector in xxii. 226 seqq., where 
Athena assists Achilles in the contest. 
In fact, there is scarcely an event of note 
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in the TZroica that was not varied, re- 
produced, rehabilitated, in the ballads 
previous to the writing-period. 

704. vicowv, Schol. Lips. amw@odue- 
vos. Properly, viccew is cominus ferire, 
ex xelpos matdéat, Hesych. Whether the 
mere hand is here meant, or a sword or 
javelin, is not clear. Like fodere or 
fodicare latus, the word sometimes ex- 
presses a ‘ poke’ in the side. Hence the 
shield might be said viccecOa, even if 
touched by the fingers. 

706. See xx. 448. 
707. aloa, in reference to prophecies 

about the capture of Troy hy Neopto- 
lemus. See Pind. Ol. viii. 42 seqq. 

708. mép0a, the epic aorist, apparently 
formed after the analogy of 5éx@at, dpOat, 
BajoOa, &e.—ov mw, here for od mws, as 
in iii. 306; iv. 234. This was the read- 
ing of Aristarchus for o vd rou. 

712—725. Hector hesitates whether to 
return to the fight or to get his people 
safe within the walls. Apollo appears to 
him in the guise of a middle-aged man, 
and urges him to give chase to Patroclus. 

712. ev Skaijor mans. Hector had 
drawn up his horses in a position com- 
manding both the city and the plain, so 
as to be ready to act according to cir- 
cumstances; for he had retired before 

Patroclus, sup. 657.—di¢e, ediara€e, ‘he 
hesitated as to whether he should fight, 
again driving through the thick of the 
battle, or should sternly order the people 
to crowd closely into the city.—adAjvat 
(e’Aeuv), see xxi. 534. 

716. cicduevos. See ii. 791.—ailne, 
active, vigorous: a form of 70é@. As 
Asius was the uncle of Hector, he would 
hardly appear ‘ young’ in his eyes. Ac- 
cording to the author of New Cratylus, 
§ 265, the word means ‘ warm and glow- 

ing,’ from ai@w, the @ passing into ¢, as in 
Zevs, Oeds. From Hesiod, *Epy. 439, Tots 
8 dua TecoapakovtaeTys ai(nds Emorto, 
it would seem rather to mean ‘sober- 
aged.’ Hesychius refers the word to aiua 
and ¢éw. See on ii. 660. 2 

717. “ Diversus hie Asius ab Hyrtaci 
filio quem vidimus ii. 837, xii. 35, et 
caesum xiii. 384.’ Heyne. 

718. Avwaytos. The Schol. Ven. re- 
marks that Euripides makes Hecuba the 
daughter of Cisseus (hence Cisseis, Virg. 
Aen. vii. 320), and this is one of the many 
incidental proofs that Euripides did not 
know of our Homeric text. 

719. @puyin. In iii. 184, Priam de- 
scribes his journey into Phrygia and to 
the river Sangarius. 
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722. joowy, inferior (as a subject) to 
you as a prince andcommander. This is 
said, of course, in the character of Asius.— 
76 ke, ‘in that case you would retire from 

the fight with disgrace,’ i.e. I would my- 
self punish you for doingso. Doederlein 
compares Od. xxi. 374, T@ Ke TAXA OTU- 
yep@s Tw’ eye Téeubau veed Oa. 

726—750. Apollo vanishes among the 
crowd to spread disorder in the Grecian 
ranks, while Hector bids his charioteer 
give chase to Patroclus. That hero seizes 
a stone, and dashes out the brains of Ce- 

briones the driver. His fall from the car 
is pointed to with a bitter taunt. 

726. See xiii. 239. 
728. memAnyemev, 

aorist. 
734. oxaj. He held his spear in the 

left hand (which was unusual), in order 

to use his right hand for the fling. 
exadvwev, Schol. Vict. xeporAnd}. He 
perhaps describes the sort of stone called 
Xepuas or xepuddioy from xelp (New 

the reduplicated 

740 

Cratylus, § 281), one fitted to the size of 
the hand, or he may mean that the stone 
was so far concealed in the hand that his 
adversary did not perceive it.— xa¢ero 
K.T.A., apparently a case of tatepoyv mpéd- 
tepov. He did not long keep aloof from 
the hero, but he hurled the stone with 
all his force (lit. putting his weight into 
the throw), nor hurled in vain, but struek 
—not indeed Hector, but—the charioteer 
Cebriones. Perhaps ovd¢ has the sense 
neque enim, and the clause is parenthe- 
tical. The Schol. Ven. read &(ero, which 
he explains oV5é GAws evAaBHON adrv. 

737. GAlwoe. So Soph. Trach. 258, 
KovX HAlwoe Tovmos, ‘he did not let his 
threat fall vain.’ 

740. obverev, ‘destroyed both eye- 
brows together,’ i.e. smashed, ouverd- 
patev. Schol. Lips. cvvéxyee nal eis ev 
ournyayev.—eoxev, avtécxev, the bone 
was not strong enough to stand the 
blow. 
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742. apvevthp, ‘a tumbler,’ urinator, 
takes the F, as Fapves, ‘lambs,’ from the 
frisking attitudes of which the word 
seems derived. Hence the dpa is only a 
metrical interpolation in the ordinary 
copies, and it is remarkable that in the 
Etymol. Mag. (see Spitzner) it is omitted. 
The phrase occurs also xii. 385. Od. xii. 
413, 6 8 (ap) apveuvrmpi eoinas Kdameo” 
am ixpidpw. The xvBiotntjpes perhaps 
differed in being mere mountebanks, 
while the apvevrjpes were professional 
divers (Hesych. dUra, of Svvovres), the 
same as ckoAuuByral. 

744. emixeprouewy. For the banter 
see xiii. 377.—@s peta, quam facile ! (Not 
ered) peta K.T.A.) 

747. kopéocecey. This word shows that 
the oysters were meant for food, and that 
fishing for pearls is not alluded to. ‘The 
Scholiasts notice that this is the only 
passage in the Iliad where fish is men- 
tioned as a diet.—dvaméuderdos, se. 6 
mévtos, stormy, full of froth and foam. 
An epithet more than once used by 
Hesiod, e. g. Opp. 374. 616, and probably 
from the same root as woupodvyi), viz. Top 
(puff) or wou, formed from the sound, 

Zenodotus read dvameupeAo., Schol. ofov 
ef Kal Suodpeotar elev of cuvecOloyTes, 
@s Kal “Howdos (“Epy. 720) unde wodv- 
Eelvou Saitbs buomeupedos eivan. 

751—776. Patroclus and Hector fight 
fiercely over the corpse of Cebriones, like 
lions over a slain stag. The Greeks and 
Trojans join in the fray, pulling the body 
this way and that, as trees are swayed 
by the wind. 

751. ém, to secure, get possession of 
the corpse of Cebriones.—oiua, the rush, 
sudden spring; cf. xxi. 252, alerod 
oluar Exwv. 

754, jwewaws, pronounced with the 
FF, as in ii. 818, 

756. SnpwOjrnv. The v is not part 
of the root, but is added to sustain the 
0, as in (SpuvOjvar from fSpiw, kpwOfjvat 
for kpiOjva. This appears to take place 
chiefly when the preceding vowel (« or v) 
is of doubtful or varying quantity. So 
aumvuvdjva as if from dumvdw, from 
aumveFo. 

758. wéya ppovéoyre, each too proud 
and too confident in its strength (/fero- 
ciores) to give way to the other. Cf. 
inf. 824. For the simile of two lions 
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fighting over a carcase, the Schol. Vict., 
who says it is contrary to the habits of 
the animal, compares xiii. 198. 

762. Compare xiv. 448; xv. 716.— 
éxev, supply avrdv. 

765. The idea of two winds, blowing 
at once against each other from opposite 
quarters, presented no physical difficulty 
to the Greeks. So in ix. 5, the north 
and west winds unite in raising the sea. 
Compare Tac. Ann. ii. 23, ‘simul variis 
undique procellis incerti fluctus pro- 
spectum adimere, regimen impedire.’ 
Here they ‘ vie with each other in sway- 
ing a thick wood in a mountain-glen,’ 
avery fine passage, grandly descriptive 
of irresistible power, and most aptly 
illustrating the to-and-fro motion to 
which the body of Cebriones was sub- 
jected. 

767. raviaAowoy, having bark that can 
be removed in long strips, tavady kal 
iwayt@des, Schol. Lips. The epithet 
seems referable to the manufacture of 
ropes from bark.—x«pdveiay, the cornel- 
tree. 

768. €Bador, confligunt, ‘dash against 
each other.’ Lucret. vy. 1096, ‘ Et ra- 

aomidas eoTupedreav 
a > 5 / , 
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mosa tamen cum ventis pulsa vacillans 
Aestuat in ramos incumbens arboris 
arbor,—mutua dum inter se rami stir- 
pesque teruntur.—adrayos, fragor, ‘a 
crash. The very words here express 
the sound of the breaking timber. 

773. amd vevpipt. See viii. 309.— 
eoTupedttay, « staggered,” ‘ rebuffed’ the 
advancing shields.—d 6€ k.7.rA., * but 
there lay he amid the whirling dust, 
hero huge, mighty in his fall, gone for 
ever all his skill in driving. A beau- 
tiful and expressive, but perhaps un- 
translatable verse, which occurs also 
Od. xxiv. 40.—eyadworl, see xviii. 26. 
—)cdacmevos, “lakas aytl Tov AcAnoME- 
vos, Schol. Ven. Cf. AéAacra, v. 834. 
This form indicates a root Aaa by 
the side of Aaé, as we have 7Ad@avos 
and imvorAaé}s as well as mAdoow.— 
Like many abstract nouns in the plural, 
e. g. TéAmat, aperal, pmaviat, immootvat 
has the sense of ‘acts of horsemanship.’ 
We have the singular immoctyy in xi, 
503, the termination being common in 
the Ionic, as dovAoctyn, Totocivn. Cf. 
inf, 809. 
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777—842. The death of Patroclus. 
This is an episode of great pathos, and 
is most carefully elaborated in all its 
details. Too great a warrior to’be slain 
by mortal hand, and too securely cased 
in divine and therefore impenetrable 
armour to be slain at all without its 
removal, Patroclus is first numbed by a 
blow, and then disarmed by Apollo him- 
self,—invisibly however, for his helmet 
falls off, his spear breaks, and his breast- 
plate becomes loose. It is all over with 
him now; he is defenceless, and defence- 
less he is slain (after receiving a wound 
in the back from Euphorbus, the son 
of Panthéus) by Hector with a lance- 
thrust, to the great grief of the 
Achaeans, which is embittered by the 
taunts of Hector over the dying man. 

777, 778. These are oft-repeated 
verses. The terms for noon and eyen- 
ing, though not more ancient than the 
agricultural period, are worthy of re- 
mark. For the long v in BovAutdévde 
see on xxiv. 1. This verse occurs also 
Od. ix. 58. 

780. irép aloav, map eAmlda, beyond 
what appeared reasonable from the va- 
liant efforts of the Trojans to rescue the 
body; or, as Doederlein explains it, 
imép aloay Aids, as in xvii. 321, as if 
that day had been devoted to the de- 

VOL. II. 

struction of the Greeks. So Schol. Vict. 
bwep Td KabjKov. Compare the formula 
bmép opov. 

785. tpis x.7.A. ‘ Thrice, i.e. on each 
of the three occasions, he slew nine 
men. It amounts to the same thing 
to combine tpls évvéa, ‘he slew (in all) 
thrice-nine men.’ A poetic exaggera- 
tion, of course, and rather suspiciously 
suggestive of the Pythagorean combina- 
tions of the mystic number three. To 
avoid the seeming improbability, the 
Schol. Vict. explained it by tpitov épun- 
owas evvéa epdvevoen. 

789. Seiwds, ‘in all his terrors,’ or 
ded ppovey, with malign intent. Com- 
pare the grand description of the god in 
his anger in i. 44 seqq.—d pe, i.e. 3 
bayv, ‘he however perceived him not 
coming through the throng.’—rdy, i.e. 
autor, 

792. katampyve?, with the palms for- 
ward, i. e. downward, or in downward 
descent. The contrary motion is émri- 
agua xepotv, when the palms are elevated 
and expanded towards heaven. See xv. 
114. The blow, being a supernatural 
one, had an electric or magical effect ; it 
confused rather than disabled, for the 
result was to produce giddiness. Cf. 
805, 806. 816. 

M 
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793. Bade, he ‘knocked it off,’ caused 
it to fall; not Ae, ‘took it off, which 
would have been rather the action of a 
visible god, éevapyys or eupavyjs. The 
device of stripping the armour is ex- 
plained by the Schol. Lips. as a con- 
trivance of the poet to avoid the invidi- 
ousness of the Greeks becoming possessed 
of the divine armour. See on this pas- 
sage Mure, Hist. Lit. i. p. 480. The 
circumstance is alluded to inf. xvii. 205. 

795. avA@ms. See on xi. 3535; Xix. 
382.—7dpos, hitherto, viz. before a god 
by his own power had brought them 
into this disgrace.—ov @é€uis, viz. be- 
cause the armour was divine. 

800. cxeddbev, ek TOD civeyyus xpéd- 
vou' 7) ws To ‘axeddbey SE of ADEV 
-AOhyn. Thy GyavaKtno 5€ Tay aKovdv- 
tw larat, ovk én) modAd pdokwy aaro- 
Aavew (1. amodAatcew) tay bTAwY “EK- 
topa, Schol. Lips. The idea is, that the 
pedvos of the gods attended the pre- 
sumption of Hector in wearing the 
armour that belonged to Achilles. Doe- 
derlein refers of to Patroclus, and con- 
tinues this clause from 796. In this 
case the meaning would seem to be, 
that instant death was portended by 
the omen of the helmet falling off, as 

if by itself. 
801. wav. The Schol. Ven. explains 

this by dAov. The exact sense is not 
clear; probably the completeness of the 
action is meant; it was ‘utterly broken,’ 
and rendered quite useless, not merely 
cracked or bent.— KexopvOuevoy, viz. 
XAAKG. 

803. tepuidecoa, modnpns, modnveniys, 
xv. 646, reaching nearly to the feet. 
So tepuidevta xit@va in Od. xix. In 
ancient Greek art the shields are not 
generally represented quite as large as 
they are described in our Homeric text. 

805. urn, helpless bewilderment, viz. 
at finding his armour thus dropping 
from him. He fancied that he was be- 
witched, and stood still in amaze. Thus 
the first wound inflicted was not given 
in fair fight; and the part that Hector 
takes is almost that of the assassin, ex- 
cept that he was provoked to ‘finish 
him’ by the terrible slaughter Patroclus 
had made of the Trojans. 

807. BddAe. He wounded Patroclus 
with a dart (not with a lance), oxeddber, 

from a few paces’ distance. So eijke 
Bédos in 812. Cf. 820.—Adpdavos avhp, 
see li. 701.—é€xéxaoro, li. 530. 
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810. rére is explained by mp@7’ eAdar, 
tunc, cum primum ingressus est. On his 
first coming to Troy, and by way of 
taking a lesson in fighting, he had dis- 
mounted twenty warriors from their 
ears. Cf. i. 144; v. 164. The Schol. 
Ven. thinks that a sham-fight, or mar- 
tial exercise (tournament) is meant.— 
moA€o10, as if metpay AawBavewv had pre- 
ceded. 

813. wikro. See xi. 354. 
815. yuurdy, though now stripped of 

his armour. 
816. Ac0d tAnyf. See sup. 792. The 

javelin alone had not subdued or dis- 
abled him (813); by both he was com- 
pletely beaten, subactus, and compelled 
to retire. Thus disabled and thus re- 
treating, he is attacked and slain by 
Hector. The act on his part seems 
almost cowardly; but the design of the 
poet was to magnify the prowess of 
Patroclus. See Mure, Hist. Lit. i. p. 353. 

820. otra. This then was a lance- 
thrust, not a javelin-throw, as sup. 807. 

823. eBijoaro, ‘ forces, vi subigit. 

M 

Cf. xi. 558, as 8 67° dvos map’ &povpay 
iwvy é€Bijcato matdas. This is a fine 
simile; two savage animals fight over 
a small spring, made still more savage 
by thirst, till one, and that the fiercer, 
is laid dead. Col. Mure (Hist. Lit. ii. 
p- 97) says, ‘* the parallel here fails com- 
pletely.” Here he seems to be mistaken. 
The epithet axéuarta, © unconquered,’ 
implies that the boar has already slain 
many ; and this is the point of the anti- 
thesis in roAéas mepydyta K.t.A. As the 
fierce lion slays the fiercer boar (ef. 
xvii. 21), soa mighty warrior despatches 
a still mightier one. It is evident that 
824 is a repetition from 757, 758. 

825. miéuev. Thesis properly short ; 
but it is a frequent epic usage to make 
that letter long both in arsi and in 
thesi. See on i. 205. 

829. emevxduevos. The speech of Hee- 
tor is not the mere taunt and banter 
usual over a fallen enemy. It is rather 
the declaration of just retribution for 
evils intended. There is, however, some 
irony in @ de:Aé, 837, and some bitter- 

2 
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ness in reminding him of the fatal 
neglect of Achilles’ advice, 839. 

831. eAcvOepoy juap. See vi. 
xx. 193. 

833. vim. Compare the very similar 
address of Achilles to the dying Hector, 
Xxii. 333 seqq.—Tdev mpdaGe, in defence 
of them, viz. the women. Schol. Min. 
Mpomore mova ot “Exropos trmot, TovT~ 
éoruy abtds 6 “Extwp em aitdy (avTay) 
éxovmevos. Doederlein finds an anti- 
thesis between mocoly and é@yxei, ‘the 
horses with their feet, I myself with the 
spear.’—dpwpéxatat, an lonic redupli- 
cated perfect of opéryer Bau. Chex 26: 
Schol. Lips. Opua@vra H extéravta. Cf. 
Bnudrwy Opeyua, Aesch. Cho. 799. Sup. 
xiii. 20, tpls pev dpétat? iév.—adrds 
«.T.A., there are symptoms here of Hec- 
tor’s usual boastful spirit. 

835. 6, i.e. 6s, which is Heyne’ s read- 
ing. We should expect 6, viz. éyxe. 

837. Xpalouncer, as if from XpaTwew, 
like idijow from idéw, whereas xpaiouetv 
and idety are true aorists. See on v. 53. 
Such forms in -éw are not free from 
suspicion as the coinage of the Alexan- 
drine age. Apollonius has the imperative 
xpaloperé pot, ii. 218. 

838. mov. This particle implies that 
such a command is only conceived as 

A5D)5 

846 

having probably been given. There is 
nothing in the injunction of Achilles, 
sup. 49 seqq., to which it can allude. 
Schol. Lips. kata 7d midavdy metrat 
tivas eikds eipnobat Adyous bw ~AxItA~ 
Aéws, OTe avTov etémeuTey €& HToATWews. 
—pévev, opposed to tdv71, and conveying 
a taunt on Achilles for thus letting his 
friend perish. 

841. xi7Géva «.7.A. Compare ii. 416. 
843—867. Patroclus has just strength 

for a reply, which is temperate, digni- 
fied, and resigned. The victory is due 
to the gods, who threw from him his 
armour, or he could have slain twenty 
such as Hector. With the prophetic 
foresight commonly attributed to a dy- 
ing man, he foretells the approaching 
end of Hector; who replies that, for 
aught he knows, Achilles may yet be 
slain by him as well as he by Achilles. 
He forces the lance from the corpse by 
setting his foot against it, and endea- 
vours to capture Automedon and the di- 
vine steeds; but they are not to be taken. 

844. evxeo, the imperative. 
845. dduacoay, SapacOjva érolnoay, 

Schol. Lips. —fnidiws, because every 
operation of a god was easy, may &mrovoy 
Saimoviwy, Aesch. Suppl. 100.—avrol, he 
means, in fact, Apollo, sup. 793 seqq. 
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850. ob 5€ x.7.A., ‘and now you, Hec- 
tor, after the other two, are come to 
slay and despoil me. He means, that 
it takes two men and a god to finish 
him; but the putting Hector third is 
an intentional disparagement. The di- 
vine powers Moipa and the son of Latona 
seem regarded as one, or Hector would 
make the fourth. Schol. Ven. thy 
Kow)hy mwaot mapemouevny Motpay ovK 
GpiOue?t, avtovs Se Tovs emeveykdyTas 
avT@ xXEtpas. 

852. Ben, vives. 
431. 

854. Sauév7’. Doederlein takes this 
for dauevra, supplying @aveiy from ddva- 
ros. ‘The Schol. Ven. expressly says the 
full form (é€« mAfpous) is Sayevta, while 
the Schol. Vict. takes it for dapévru. 
The prediction, or imprecation, was sup- 
posed to have great force and solemnity 
in the mouth of a dying man. (See 
Aesch. Ag. 237.) That his valorous 
friend Achilles would avenge his fall, 
he might be sure without being a 
prophet. 

856, 857. This fine distich occurs 
again xxii. 363. The omission of the v 
in pronunciation is remarkable, and per- 
haps this may be regarded as a very 

See xv. 194; xxii. 

archaic clause, especially as it so well 
represents the notions of the heroic age 
about the state of the dead, viz. that it 
was a doleful, semi-animate existence, 
without the enjoyments or energies of 
life on earth. The conjectures adporira 
and apetjra (Bekker, ed. 2) are perhaps 
more plausible than sound. So we have 
aoBéorw pronounced acBérw in xvii. 89. 

860. ris of8 k.7.A. As in xii. 238, 
Hector treats with indifference omens 
and predictions.— p67 (p67), the sub- 
junctive aorist = «i @OqjoeTa, but im- 
plying uncertain contingency.—éA¢écoa, 
the participle 6Aéoas is the more com- 
mon construction. 

863. mpocBds. Not emPas, ‘setting 
his foot on the body,’ but ‘against it,’ 
ay7tBas (Kur. Bacch. 1126), i.e. to pre- 
vent its being drawn to him in pulling 
at the spear. See v. 620, attap d Adt 
mpooBas ek vekpod XaAKéoy &yxos éeond- 
car.—tby Sovpt, having regained his 
spear, he went in pursuit of the cha- 
rioteer, who was borne out of harm’s 
way by his swift steeds, a«lxnroi, xvii. 
75.—TImAju, on the occasion of the mar- 
riage with Thetis. Cf. xxiii. 277. This 
verse occurred sup. 381. 
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This book was inscribed MeveAdov 
&pioreta, since it describes in the former 
part the efforts of Menelaus to secure 
the body of Patroclus. The principal 
subject is the fight over the corpse, and 
it is protracted to a great, if not an un- 
reasonable, length. In the end, the Grecks 
prevail; and Antilochus is despatched to 
carry the sad tidings to Achilles. 

1—17. Menelaus no sooner hears of 
Patroclus’ death than he advances full 
armed to protect the body. On the 
other side, Euphorbus claims the spoils, 
and warns him to retreat. 

1. Z\a@e. Hither he had heard of it, 
or he knew it by the renewed vigour or 
exultation of the Trojans. 

4. duiBatve, he strode over the corpse 
to protect it. So v. 299, aug) 8 ap’ 
avTgG Baive Aéwy Hs GAKi wemoiOws. Xiv. 
477, Guhl nacivyvitw BeBads. 1. 37, ds 
Xptonv audiBeBnnas. Cf. inf. 359. Simi- 
larly weptBas is used, inf. 80. 137; v. 21. 
The beautiful simile of the heifer and the 
calf was thought by the ancient critics, 
perhaps too curiously, to indicate the gen- 
tle and affectionate regard of Menelaus, 
a feeling more conspicuous in him than 
ferocity of resentment. On the present 

Tlav@dov vids evppedins apednoev 

occasion he is fierce enough, e. g. ver. 29. 
5. «wupy, Schol. Ven. otktpdpwvos. 

Cf. Lucret. ii. 358, ‘completque que- 
rellis Frondiferum nemus adsistens, et 
crebra revisit Ad stabulum desiderio 
perfixa juvenci.’ 

8. row ye, viz. himself; gut sibi ad- 
versatus esset. ‘The expression repre- 
sents Menelaus’ own words of defiance, 
et Tis ToOUvDdE, SC. Emod, avTios €APot. Plat. 
Symp. p. 221, B, d7A0s dy mavt) Kal ray 
moppwOev, Ott ef Tis Geta TovTOV TOD 
avipds, udrAa eppwucvws Guvvetra. The 
Schol. Ven. however rather prefers to 
interpret tov TlatpékAov. It may be 
objected, that aytfos €A@or does not suit 
the notion of coming up to take posses- 
sion of a corpése. 

9. ode, GAN ov (not, ne Panthoi qui- 
dem filius, Doed.). The Schol. Ven. 
takes this verse as the avramd5oo1s to 
ver. 1. ‘Menelaus went to protect the 
body; yet neither was Euphorbus on 
his part remiss * &¢.—auéAnoev, he was 
not indifferent about it, he claimed the 
body as his right, and endeavoured to 
despoil it. For he had first wounded 
him, xvi. 807, though Hector had killed 
him.—dudpmovos, see on viii. 302. 
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13. éa, resign, touch not the armour, 
which belongs to me of right. 

18—32. Menelaus haughtily reproves 
the presumption of Euphorbus, and adds 
a similar threat or warning on his own 
part, not to come within range of his 
spear. 

20. ovv, like the Attic apa, ‘it seems 
then neither pard, lion, nor boar is as 
fierce as Panthdéus’ sons.’ — péeyiotos 
Oupuds, see Xvi. 823.—Brcueatver, see vil. 
337. (Hesych. you play, appicew, dpyl- 
Ceo Par.) —aep abévei, prae ferocia, like 
mept poBw &c. Doederlein says, “«jungen- 
dum cum faAeueatver, i. q. mepiBAemet.” 

23. Tlav@dov vies. Schol. Lips. Evpop- 
Bos, TloAvSduas, “Yrepjvwp. 

24. ovd€ mev x.7.A. * Yet not e’en 
Hyperenor, strong as he was, and tamer 
of horses, was blessed in the enjoyment 
of his youthful vigour, when he expe- 
rienced my prowess to his cost, and 
ventured to meet me in the field, and 
said (to himself) that I was the worst 
fighter among all the Danai. There is 
some uncertainty as to the meaning of 
évaro, which the Schol. Ven. 2 explains 
by @veldicev, a sense in which it no- 
where else occurs. Mr. Trollope says 
it is the “imperfect passive from dvauat, 

to injure, to abuse; which is distinct 
from dyna, to be benefited. 22 But 
dvawa is imaginary, and dévivnue (of 
which the middle aorist 1s évac@a, the 
epic aorist évjunv, part. ovhimevos), not 
byvnuat, also a vox nihili, is the only 
form we can deal with. The verb 6voua, 
whence avocduny, dvocat, inf. 173, xxiv. 
241 &e., ‘ to disparage,’ is quite distinct. 
Usually, even in Attic, as oUTws évaluny 
téxvwv, ‘so may I be blessed in my 
children,’ &e., the former verb takes the 
genitive, as here HBns, where the a7, as 
in amoAkavew, is not without its force. 
Here dévato pe is best interpreted, with 
Doederlein, to mean éyevcato, améAav- 
cev euodv, in the ironical sense of 
‘found the benefit of meeting me in 
the field.” So Hesychius, &varo* azeé- 
Aavoev, byvnow écxev. Though the ac- 
cusative presents a difficulty, this may 
with the more confidence be taken for the 
true interpretation, because in xiv. 516, 
where Hyperenor is slain by Menelaus, 
not the least allusion is made to his in- 
solent language.—épato, with Doeder- 
lein and “‘Heyne, may be taken for 
Nyhoaro, as in iii. 366, 7 7 ebdunv 
tioeoOa "AA€Eavdpov KkakdTnTOS.—éeA€ey- 
xloros, see iv. 171. 
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27. méSeco1. He went home gopadny, 
borne by others. Eur. Bacch. 968, 
pepduevos Héeis. 

32. te has the sententious force of 
the Attic ro. The exact meaning of 
the saying is not clear. Hesiod gives 
a variant of it in ma@wy 5é€ TE vHmios 
éyvw, Opp. 218. Cf. Plat. Symp. p. 222, 
B, KaT& Thy Tapomlay Bowep vitiov 
mabdyta yvavat. Mr. Newman renders 
it ‘too late the fool is prudent.” Lord 
Derby, “after th’ event may ev’n a fool 
be wise.” Rather, ‘’tis by suffering that 
a fool is made to know,’ ta@fuata mabh- 
ara, as the Attics say. Doederlein 
offers two explanations, ‘what has been 
done (not only a wise man, but also) a 
fool knows,’ and ‘what has been done 
(only, and not what will be done) a fool 
knows.’ Nearly these three lines occur 
also in xx. 196 seqq. 

33—42. Euphorbus replies, that Me- 
nelaus shall now give him satisfaction 
for his brother’s death, for that the 
sight of his head would assuage the 
grief of the bereaved parents. 

35. yvwtov, my kinsman, i.e. brother, 
Hyperenor, xv. 350.—ticets, i.e, pdvov 
avTov, as Tioat Sdkpva, i. 42. The 
Greeks say tloac@al twa, not generally 
tlvew or Tlew tia (except in the sense 
of tiwav). The literal sense seems to 
be, ‘you shall pay back one whom you 
haye taken away.’ On the phrase ‘to 
owe’ or ‘pay a man,’ i.e. the fine for his 
death, see Max Miiller, “ Chips,” &e., ii. 
p. 62.—éyopevers, ‘ you boastfully avow 
the deed,’ 

36. véo.o, veortiorov, Schol. Min. 
vewoTl KaTeckevacmevov, Tporpatov. So 
Theocritus speaks of the vedypamrros 
@dAauos of the newly-married Helen, 
Id. xviii. 3. See sup. ii. 701. 

37. apntdov is here obscure. It is 
variously explained BdAamrixdy, from 
&pn, ‘harm,’ katdpatoy, and moAvdpntov, 
‘much desired,’ i.e. you have caused 
them to care for nothing but grief. 
Some (Schol. Ven.) took it for the mas- 
culine, toy apnrdv, desideratum. The 
second seems the best, ‘a grief that 
imprecates curses on the murderer.’ 
Heyne renders it horrendum luctum. 
Spitzner considers the sense to be 
dolorem execrabilem et detestabilem, 
Doederlein prefers &ppnrov, infandum, 
the reading of a few copies. Hesych. 
apntdv’ BAaBepdy, ToAuxpéviov. 

39. kepadnv. It was the custom, as 
the Schol. Vict. remarks, to bring the 
head of a slain enemy to the person 
demanding vengeance. Thus, inf. 126, 
Hector endeavours to cut off the head of 
Patroclus; the head of Eurystheus was 
promised by Hercules to his father, Eur. 
Here. Fur. 939, and according to another 
account (ap. Schol.) was actually brought 
to Alemena, as well as that of Melanippus 
to Tydeus. The head of Aegisthus is 
presented to Electra, Eur. El. 856, the 
custom originating, perhaps, from hunt- 
ing, as Agave brings from the chase the 
head of her own son, believing it to be 
that of a lion, Baech. 1139. So in Scrip- 
ture the head of Goliath is brought to 
Saul, of John the Baptist to Herodias. 
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42. fr GAkhs K.7.A., “be it for fight 
or for flight,’ lit. ‘whether it shall be a 
amévos of GAK), Or a mévos of PdBos,’ an 
effort to save ourselves by flight. Heyne, 
waxn mept vikns 7) puyns ove €oTat Snpdy 
amefpntos. Aristarchus, the Schol. Ven. 
says, read 78—7d€. Spitzner thinks the 
genitives depend rather on amelpnrtos, 
and so Schol. Ven., ofov meipacducba 
Aro. avdpelas 7) puyjs’ ottTws Nikdvwp. 
He renders it, “age vero, profecto non 
diu expers erit pugna periculi aut dis- 
eriminis, utrum vincas an _ vincare.” 
With this view Doederlein agrees, com- 
paring xi. 410, #7 EBAnT jr” EBarX’ &AAov. 

43—60. Euphorbus strikes with his 
lance the shield of Menelaus, but with- 
out effect. He is instantly killed by 
Menelaus by a javelin-wound in the 
chest. His fall is compared to that of a 
tenderly-reared olive-tree in full flower. 

44. xadkds. Spitzner reads yadkdy. 
See for this verse ili. 348.—dao7id’, the 
t being elided as in dapeév7’ xvi. 854. 

47. otoudxoio OéuebAa, the base or 
lower part of the windpipe, where it 
joins the lungs. He was retiring back- 
wards, and still facing his adversary. — 
ém) 6€ x.7.A., ‘and himself threw’ his 
whole weight besides into the blow, 
feeling sure of his heavy hand,’ i.e. that 
it would do its work effectually. For 
epetdeuv, ‘to tilt at,’ see xvi. 108. 736. 

40 

0 dé deVTEpos WpvVUTO yalK@ 45 

50 

55 

51 seqq. A passage of great pathos 
and beauty. His hair, clustering thick 
like that of the Graces, and compressed 
(pinched or narrowed) by a golden clasp 
(cf. ii. 872), ‘nodatae in aurum,’ Aen. 
iv. 138, was all dabbled in blood. Com- 
pare xvi. 795, judvOnoay S& @eipac 
aivatt kal kovinot. This passage is 
quoted by Lucian, vol. ii. p. 386 (dvepos 
7) GAextpuwy, § 13). 

53. €pvos. So in Od. vi. 163 Nausicaa 
is compared to dolyicos véoy épvos, the 
young shoot of a date-palm.—oioréAw, 
in a remote and solitary spot, where the 
plant was his special and only care. So 
Propert. i. 2. 12, ‘surgit et in solis for- 
mosior arbutus hortis.’—davaBéBpoxer, a 
reduplicated aorist from the root Bpox 
or Bpex. Hesych. and the MSS. have 
avaBéBpuxev, from Bpux (Bpvxios), im- 
plying the rising up from unseen depths. 
Zenodotus read avaBéBpoxev, on the ana- 
logy of avaBpoéere, Od. xii. 236.— GaAxs here 
has no digamma. The word Bpve: below 

is Gat eipnuévoy in Homer, and perhaps 
not an archaic word. Bentley read 6 
Farts avaBeBpoxey tdwp, ‘which spouts 
up water in abundance.’ 

55. Sovéovow. Gentle winds were 
thought to benefit the growth of a tree ; 
cf. avewotpepes &yxos, xi. 256. Very 
similar is the passage in Soph. Trach. 
145, kal vw ov OdAmos Ocod od7 BuBpos 
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ovre mvevudtwy ovdey KAovet, where the 
absence of violent winds is meant. Ca- 
tull. Ixii. 39, ‘ut flos in septis secretus 
nascitur hortis,—quem mulcent aurae, 
firmat sol, educat imber.’ 

58. Bd0pov, the trench in which it 
was planted; Virg. Georg. ii. 50, ‘ scro- 
bibus mandet mutata subactis.. Thus 
éxotpévat expresses the forcing it out 
of the row or line of trees. 

60. éovAa, ‘was about to despoil him.’ 
The comparison, of course, does not lie in 
this act, but in the body lying prostrate. 

61—81. Menelaus, standing over the 
body, is compared to a lion whom none 
dare approach as he is devouring a 
heifer that he has carried off from the 
herd. His attempts to bear away the 
corpse of Euphorbus are frustrated by 
the sudden appearance of Hector, whom 
Apollo has turned back from the vain 
pursuit of the divine steeds. 

62. aplorn. Schol. Ven. 2, eixaCes 
tov EvopBov byta uptotov TH aplatn 

avtav. The next two verses occurred 
xi. 175, 176. 

65. dna@v, Avwavdpevos, as he savagely 
rends it. Cf. xvi. 158.—iv¢Qouvow, cry 
iod, Salack!’ Thesis made long by the 
frequent epic licence. In Soph. Trach. 
787 we have Boay, ivGwy. 

70. oépor. We should expect épepe, 
but see a similar use in v. 311.—daydo- 
aato, epOdynoev avTg. See on xxiii. 
639. Panthéus was, or had been, a 
priest of Apollo. It was not destined 
that the spoils should be borne off by 
Menelaus. Yet there was a legend that 
Euphorbus’ shield was suspended on a 
temple, Hor. Od. i.28,11. Heyne cites, 
to the same purpose, Pausan. ii. 17, who 
says that the shield was still shown in 
the temple of Hera at Mycenae. 

75. axiyntra may either mean &Ktx7- 
Tws, or it may be the accusative of the 
object with trmous in apposition, like ra 
moTynvae didkew. Cf. xvi. 865. 
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77. bxéec@a, Hesych. vioxetoba. 
Three verses here are repeated from x. 
402—404. 

79. répa, viz. while you were absent 
pursuing Automedon, xvi. 864. 

82—105. Hector, admonished by 
Apollo, looks round and sees Euphorbus 
prostrate and Menelaus stripping the 
corpse. With a shout he springs for- 
ward; Menelaus, after a brief hesitation, 
thinks it prudent to retire. 

82. This verse occurred xiii. 239. 
86. ovtauevny, the intransitive epic 

aorist. The noun combined with it is 
from the same root; ef. xiii. 764; xiv. 
518.—kara, at the place where the gash 
had been made by the wound. 

89. aoBéorw. Pronounced aoBerw, 
on the analogy of advodtaros, adduatos, 
Oavuards, for -acros. See on xvi. 857. 
In Spitzner’s opinion, however, as well 
as Heyne’s, the final » forms a crasis 

with odd€. Bekker gives ov5 via Ade’, 
from Barnes. 

90, 91. Compare Od. v. 407. The 
omission of the F in dv argues the late- 
ness of this formula.—Almw kéTa, an un- 

usual ¢mesis when the verb precedes.— 
Tijs, Schol. Ven. H riph avr) THs Timw- 
plas kal vov (cf. 1.159) rérakra evera 
euod KEtTat Timwpovmevos TOvs Tp@as.— 
MH, i.€. S€SorKa Mt K.T.A. 

95. meptotelwor (oTewot, cT@OL). Here 
Menelaus shows himself the padé@ards 
aixuntys, and acts on the principle that 
discretion is the better part of valour. 
His adversary, however, was Hector, 
supported too by the whole Trojan force. 
Moreover, he defends his conduct on the 
ground that it is hopeless to contend 
against fate. See inf. 176. 

98. mpds daluova. Schol. Ven. os 
A€yomey mpds Kdma, evayTiovmevos Sal- 
ovr. ‘To fight against heaven with a 
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heaven-favoured man, —a combination 
of the two phrases paxeo@al run and 
waxeoba: mpds twa. For the doctrine 
involved Spitzner compares v. 606 ; viii. 
140.—kvAtoOn, erépxerat, a metaphor 
from a rolling stone which suddenly 
comes upon one. 

100. The we may depend on Yr, or 
on the idea of mental feeling towards 
a person, conveyed by veueonoera, like 
xalpew twa eb mpdocovra &c.—Exropt, 
the dative of reference, or rather, per- 
haps, from the implied sense of efkovTa. 
On the ancient and very interesting 
mivat, representing Hector and Menelaus 
fighting over the body of Euphorbus 
(see the Frontispiece), it is particularly 
to be observed that the scene is not 
identical with that in our text, in which 
Menelaus retires before Hector, and does 
not face him at all, at least not alone. 
Cf. inf. 124. It would seem to repre- 
sent the older account, according to 
which Menelaus’ carried off Euphorbus’ 
shield. 

102. ei rvOolunv, if I could but hear 
of, i.e. learn where he is. The genitive 
is so used inf. 379. 427. Aesch. Cho. 
750, reOvnkdros 5€ viv TdAawa mevOoua. 

105. ?AxiAqt, ‘for Achilles,’ viz. as 
the nearest friend of Patroclus.—kakév 
péptarov, the best of evils, the least 
bad; i.e. the best that can now be 

done. ‘ Ex pluribus malis hoe esset 
minimum eligendum,”’ Heyne. Cf. Kv- 
dior’ axéwy, Aesch. Suppl. 13. The 
evils mentioned are the repeated suc- 
cesses of the Trojans and the death of 
Patroclus. Schol. Ven. as ev kakois, 
Tour ay ein peptaroy, Td pioacba Tov 
vekpov T@ AXIAL. 

106—122. Hector advances with a 
regiment of Trojans, and Menelaus re- 
tires, slowly however, and turning round 
as a lion does upon pursuing dogs. See- 
ing Ajax among his own friends, he 
calls on him to assist in rescuing the 
corpse. 

106, 107. See xi. 411.—ortixes, ef. 
sup. 96. 

108. 8, viz. Menelaus.—éytpomaari(d- 
mevos, oft turning round to face the 
foe. Cf. vi. 496; xi. 547; xxi. 491. 
This slow retreat, in the poetic sense, 
gives Hector time to despoil the corpse, 
inf. 122—125. 

110. Slwvrat, amodidkwou. 
197; xii. 276. 304. 

112. maxvotra, is contracted, choked. 
Schol. Min. ovoréAdAera, imd Avrns 
mhyvuTat. The reverse of diaxeicban, 
to be pleased, open-hearted. Aesch, 
Cho. 75, kpupalois mévOeow maxvoumern. 
—peooavaAoio, see xi. 548. 

114. ory 5é «.7.A. See xi. 595; xv. 

591. 

Cf vil. 
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116. em apiorepd. As Ajax was rally- 
ing the Greeks, and they were retiring, 
doubtless towards the fleet, ‘on the 
left ? would mean on the side away from 
the Simoeis, as Heyne understands it. 

121. mpopépwuev, bring forward, i.e. 
forth from the conflict. See vi. 346; 
ix. 8323.—véxvy wep, the corpse at least, 
if not the arms. 

123—139. Ajax, accompanied by Me- 
nelaus, drives Hector from the corpse, 
which he was dragging away in order to 
decapitate it; the arms, however, are 
carried by the Trojans into the city. 
The body lies protected by the Tela- 
monian shield, while Menelaus stands 
mournfully over it, a champion on the 
other side. 

127. rov véxvy, the Attic use of the 
article. This intention of insulting and 
mutilating the corpse, says Schol. Ven. 2, 
paves the way for the just vengeance 
inflicted on Hector by Achilles. 

130. Si50v, he handed to the Trojans 
the armour of Patroclus to carry to the 
city. Apparently, he thought chiefly of 

his own life for the present. The nar- 
rative here is in every respect a repe- 
tition of Hector’s flight from the body 
of Sarpedon in xvi. 656. 

132. kaddpas, throwing over as a 
cover. See v. 315. 

134. var? &yovrt, conducting its 
whelps; which the Schol. says is rather 
the duty of the lioness. — emaxriipes 
(érdéyew), hunters, lit. ‘ bringers-up’ 
of the dogs. Cf. Od. xix. 435.—BAe- 
pealver, see sup. 22.—émioxdrvioy, the 
brow, or rather, the loose wrinkled skin 
over the eyes. Probably not a really 
ancient word. Ar. Ran. 823, devdy 
emiokvvioy cuvdywy. It occurs several 
times in the Anthology, and in Theocr. 
xxiv. 116, Totov emirKyioy Brooup@ 

€mEKEITO TpOTHTH.—UGTE K., SO as to 
conceal the eyes. Doederlein thinks it 
a mere synonym of b2d5pa idév. Heyne 
shows, from Pliny, N. H. viii. 16, § 19, 
that a lioness fighting for her young 
was believed to look downwards, so as 
not to see the hunters’ spears, 
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139. Od. xxiv. 281, aiyelny xuvénv 
KEepary exe, mevOos aekwy. The grief of 
Menelaus was owing, in part at least, to 
the arms of Patroclus having fallen into 
the hands of the Trojans, and because 
he had been himself unable to rescue the 
body. 

140—168. Glaucus now reproaches 
Hector for retiring (sup. 129), and 
threatens to withdraw the aid of the 
Lycians. His desire is to drag the body 
of Patroclus into Troy, that exchange 
may be made for the arms of Sarpedon 
(xvi. 663).—(It may be remarked, that 
this speech closely resembles that of 
Sarpedon to Hector in v. 471 seqq. 
Compare especially inf. 145 with v. 
474.) 

140. TAadkcos. He had been invoked 
by the dying Sarpedon, xvi. 492; hence 
his present resentment against Hector. 
—jhvimare (evintw), see ii. 245. 

142. FetSos &pisre. See iii. 39.— eSeveo 
(é5eFero, S€omot), amedeirov, hal up’ 
evdeys, ‘80 you have proved yourself 
very much wanting ;’ ‘you have fallen 

far short of your duty in the fight.’— 
pvénaw, probably a late form of the 
Alexandrine type; it is used by Nican- 

der and Lycophron, but not elsewhere 
in early Greek.—opa(eo k.7.A., ironical ; 
‘ consider the best way how to save your 
city without further aid from the allies.’ 
—cawcets, -ns, or -ais, would equally 
stand in the epic syntax.—IAl@ k.7.A., 
the genuine *IAcefs or burghers, as dis- 
tinct from Tpdes and Adpdava:. 

147. cio, Zeot. ‘No Lycian, at all 
events, will go forth to fight with the 
Danai for the possession of the city, 

since no gratitude, it seems, is felt for 
fighting ever staunchly amongst (lit. 
‘at’) a host of enemies. This passage 
occurred ix. 316. 

149 seqq. mas 8€ od x.7.A. * How 
would you be likely to bring an inferior 
fighting-man safe out of the turmoil to 
your ranks, now that you have left Sar- 
pedon—who was at once your guest and 
your companion in arms—to become the 
spoil and the prey of the Argives?’ It 
appears from this that Glaucus did not 
know the body of Sarpedon had been 
earried to Lycia, xvi. 683. This is also 

clear from 163 inf, 
152. mwoAAGd, in many ways, for many 

purposes, és moAAa, as if xXpnoiwos had 

been used for dpedos. 
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viv 6€ cev avooaunv Tayyu Pp€vas, olov eeuTes, 
155. twev, supply cvpBovrdedw.—repn- 

cetal, paynoeta. Cf. inf. 244, quty & 
avr avapalveta aims bAcOpos. This 
form of the future may be archaic, as 
from ¢dFw. It may also be a spurious 
epic form introduced by later imitators. 
See inf. on 164. 

157. wep) marpns. He taunts the 
Trojans with having no real patriotism, 
and with not being in earnest in their 
city’s cause. 

160. obros, the body of Patroclus lying 
before us. 

163. Avceray, would give up for a ran- 
som, surrender on exchange.—avrody, the 
man himself, viz. the body. Schol. 
Ven. dia Tov MarpoxAov taxéws dy 
amoAuTpwlein TH oGua TOD Saprnddvos.— 
Taxéews kv GroAUTpooaley Thy Saprydova, 
va Kab adrod koulowvra: Toy IlarpokAov. 
Patroclus, therefore, is here called the 
Oepdmwy or ‘squire’ of Achilles.—pey 
&pirros k.T.A., see xvi. 271, 272. 

164. mépara. This word, from a root 
a, Fev or pev (pevw, avtoevrns, avbevrns), 

has several points of contact with forms 
from af, paivw. Thus apefparos may 
be compared with mpépatos = rpdaytos, 
mépaytat in v. 531 (awephoen in xiii. 
829, wephoera in xv. 140) with the 
third person singular of the perfect of 
galyw. The yap means, that such great 
importance would be attached to the 
recovery of the body of Patroclus. 

166. éerdAacoas, étAns. See xiii. 829. 
—kaT dooce, kat’ dupa, face to face. Cf. 
129. 

169—187. Proudly, and with some 
indignation, Hector replies to the taunt ; 
it is not that he is afraid of the enemy, 
but that he sees the fates are against 
him. He then rallies his men, retiring 
for a moment to don the armour taken 
from Patroclus. 

170. totos éwv, cum prudens homo sis, 
Heyne. 

173. avordunv. See sup. 25. Aesch. 
Ag. 277, matdds véas &s Kkdpr’ euwphow 
ppevas. 
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175. Epprya, poBodua, as in vii. 114. 
176. See xvi. 688. 
178. éré, for %AAore or eviore. 

Arnold on Thue. vii. 27. 
180. ravnmépios, i. e. even supposing I 

am playing the coward for the time. 
182. oxhow, matow, as ii. 275, ex’ 

ayopawv. The infinitive is superadded, 
=kodrtow Tov wh audiverv. So Eur. 
Orest. 263, oxjow oe mndav ducTvXh 
THOnMaT a. 

188—197. Hector runs to overtake his 
companions, to whom (sup. 131) he had 
entrusted the armour of Patroclus. This 
he now puts on, leaving his own in their 
hands. This poetic device, as Heyne 
remarks, enables Achilles to recover 
his own armour from the body of the 
slain Hector ; whereas, if the spoils had 
been carried into Troy, Achilles ought 

VOL. II. 

See 

195 
@ \ » 
@ aot OTAGO OEV 
t 

not to have rested content until he had 
sacked the city,—an event beyond the 
scope of the present poem. 

190. petacrayv, weberwv, karardaBov. 
So petaomdpevos, xiii. 566. 

192. Vulgo wodAvSakpvov, a form occur- 
ring only here and in Apoll. Rhod. ii. 916, 
Wuxhy moAviaKpuoy “Axtoptdao. Inf. 544 
we have moAvdaxpus, whence Heyne 
(who wrongly edits moAvdakpitov) pro- 
posed to read moAvdd«pvos. It is not un- 
likely that the other is one of the later 
or Alexandrine forms that appear in our 
Homeric text. 

196. rarp) pidw, i.e. as a present to 
Peleus on his marriage.—ynpds, an 
aorist, like oras, @as, Bas, as from 
yhpnut. Hesiod has ynpavreaot ToKevat, 
Opp. 189. But éynpa appears to be the 
imperfect of ynpdw. 

N 
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198—208. Zeus sees with displeasure 
the presumption of Hector in donning 
the divine armour. He denounces death 
as the penalty, but will allow him bril- 
liant successes for the time. 

201. kaTradvuios, a matter of anxiety, 
i.e. you little think about it. Schol. Ven. 
ov mepimvas wep) Tod Oavydrov. The word 
is so used in x. 383.—axebdv elou, prope 
accedit, a reading adopted by Spitzner 
and Bekker after Aristarchus for the 
vulg. oxeddy e€ort. Spitzner compares 
Od. xii. 868, GAN bre 5H cxEddY Ta Ki@Y 
veds aupieAloons. 

204. evnéa, mpoonv7, gentle, courteous. 
Inf. 670, viv ris évnetns Marporatjos 
detAoio pwynodobw. Od. viii. 200, xalpwy 
otvex’ ETaipoy evnéa Acton ey aya. 
Spitzner adds inf. xxi. 96, xxiii. 252. 
648, observing that the word is pecu- 
liarly used for describing the character 
of Patroclus. 

205. ov kata Kécpov. It is remarkable 
that the spoiling of the body by Hector 
is alluded to rather than described; see 
sup. 122 and 125. Moreover, in xvi. 
793 seqq. it is Apollo who strips off the 
armour from Patroclus while alive.— 
ov kata Kédomov, ‘improperly,’ perhaps 
because the armour was divine, and not 
fit for a mortal. Schol. Ven. eel py 
averwy Toy TdrpokAoy Ta btAa pepet. 

peta O€ KNELTOUS emLKOUPOUS 

206. arap x.7.A. ‘Yet now I will give 
you great might (or victory) in the con- 
test, as a recompense for this, that 
Andromache shall not receive from you 
returning from the fight the renowned 
arms of the son of Peleus.’ 

209—232. Hector, arrayed in the di- 
vine armour, and endued with superna- 
tural strength, addresses his comrades, 
disclaiming all selfish motives in the war, 
and promising half of the spoils to him 
who shall drag away the body of Patro- 
clus into the city. 

210. tipuoce, ‘fitted’ So in iii. 333, 
Hpmooe 8 adt@ (Adpné). Cf. xix. 385, ef 
ot epapudocee (Ta Syren). Doederlein 
thinks the word is here transitive, the 
subject being Zeus. Apparently he fol- 
lows Schol. Ven. 2, rdv Ala a&kovoréov 
apudoa Ta brAa TH “Extopi, ov Td 8rAa 
ovykabica" ob yap "AxiAAe 6 “Extwp 
icoueyedhs. The Schol. Vict. adds, more 
correctly, moAAol 8€ KexpnyTar Tors 
dmwAots TovToLs, TInAeds, "AxiAAevs, Td- 

_TpokAos, “Extwp’ kal maow dapudCovor 
gvois yap attn tav ‘Hpaorroredxctov, 
To Taw apuddia yereo Oa. 

211. evudaAwos is here an epithet. The 
explanation suggested on v. 592, from 
the root Fad (évaAAduevos, Salius), suits 
the context. It seems used here as a 
mere epithet of “Apys. 
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213. ivdddAAeto. Doederlein under- 
stands TmjAclwy efvar. Spitzner, with 
Heyne, follows Aristarchus in reading 
peyabtuq TInAetwm, which the Schol. 
Vict. explains ®mo10odTo nAelw. In 
Od. iii. 246, dare por addvaros (al. 
aOavarous) ivddAAeTat eloopdacba, the 

sense is pavrd¢erat, and perhaps here it 
may be rendered ‘he presented himself 
to them all glittering in the armour of 
Achilles.’ Inf. xxiii. 460, @AAos 8 jvioxos 
ivddAAeTau, i.e. patvera. The construc- 
tion with a dative appears to be Alex- 
andrine; Spitzner cites Theocr. xxii. 39. 
Nicander, Ther. 153. 259. 

216. Spitzner compares Aen. vi. 483, 
‘Glaucumque Medontaque  Thersilo- 
chumque.’ 

217, 218. See ii. 842. 862. 
221. mAnOdyv «.7.A. Mr. Newman, “I 

sought not wider reach of sway, nor 
wanted train of peoples.” Lord Derby, 
“You from your several homes Not for 
display of numbers have I called.” It 
was not, he says, because he aspired to 
be a chieftain with a large retinue, or 
that he was short of men, but solely 
from patriotic motives that he sum- 
moned his followers: and he expects 
them to do something in return for 
the rations they receive at the public 
cost. (Doederlein, “ non ideo vos arces- 
sivi ut cives nostri vel coloni, sed ut 

belli socii essetis.”) He alludes to the 
xarer) evimy of v. 492. Schol. Vict. 
em) cwtnpla, pnolv, tuas Hyayov, ov 
MeyaAnv euavT@ omovda wy tepiBaréoOa 
apxiyv. 

224. For piecOar bd, ‘to rescue 
(drag) from,’ see ix. 248. inf. 235. 

225. 7a ppovewy K.T.A., ‘that is why 
(or with this object in view) I drain the 
resources of the people by exacting 
presents and supplies of food, while I 
use them for raising the courage of each 
of you. For katatpvxev, to wear down, 
i.e. by consuming the substance of 
others, see Od. xv. 309; xvi. 84. Hector 
here also answers a popular complaint, 
like that in 1. 231. The Schol. Ven. 2 
remarks, that the chief here virtually 
admits that his rule is constrained and 
unpopular. 

227. amoréoOw «.7.A. Cf. xv. 502.— 
cawdhjTw, return safe, i.e. victorious. 
——dapior’s, such are the dealings, 
i.e. the chances, of war. Schol. Ven. 
otTws Sel avactpeperOar ev TorAcuw Kad 
apiorevery. Similarly in xiii. 291, werd 
Tpoudxwy oapiotiv. The sense is, only 
let a man fight bravely, and take his 
chance of dying or returning with glory. 
Like xdpun and pédAmecOa “Apni, vil. 
241, this word implies the glee and 
pleasure of fighting. Cf. xiv. 216. 

N 2 
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231. amoddccoum, a future from the 
root dat or dat (Saloua, daréoua). Cf. 
xxiv. 595, gol ® at eyw Kal Tavd’ aro- 
ddoooua doo eméolkev. 

232. kAéos. His credit in this affair 
shall be equal to mine: for he will have 
recovered the body, and he will wear half 
the armour. 
233—261. The Trojans rally at Hee- 

tor’s words, and try, but in vain, and 
with much loss, to rescue the body from 
Ajax. That hero advises Menelaus to 
call for further assistance; who ac- 
cordingly summons the Greeks with a 
shout, and exhorts them not to let the 
body of Patroclus be torn by Trojan 
dogs. Ajax the son of Oileus, Idomeneus 
and others, at once respond to the call. 

233. Bploaytes, Schol. Ven. oripos 
moihoavTes kal orepedoayres. Cf. xii. 
346, de yap EBpicay Avitwy ayol. 

236. ém adt@, scil. payouevors. — 
amnupa, i.e. Ajax; or perhaps, viz. 
through his advice and exhortation, 
Hector. 

237. «ime, for mpocetre, as xii. 60. 210. 
inf. 334. Od. xxiii. 191, wotdéypevos 
ef tte py eltrot. Theocr. vii. 19, kal w 
aTpeuas ele Tecapes. 

239. avTm, utique ipsos, ourselves (or, 
by ourselves) at all events, i. e. whatever 
we may do with aid, or whatever the 
others may do.—véxvos, as the Schol. 

Ven. observes, is here ambiguously used 
either as a substantive or an adjective. 
In the latter sense it occurs xxiv. 423, 
though such was not probably its earlier 
use ; compare vexpds, which became an 
adjective only in later dialects. 

241. Os Tdxa Kopéet, qui in eo est ut 
satiet; qui mox satiaturus est. The 
very desponding speech of Ajax is in- 
tended to show the efforts made by the 
Trojans to carry off the body, and the 
great danger and difficulty of the de- 
fence, the success of which, eventually, 
proves the more to the credit of the 
defenders. 

244. “Extwp. Schol. Ven. 2, ézel as 
vepos ToA€uou “Extwp mavta KadUTTEL 
} emel 6 “Extwp 7d vépos Tod moA€uov 
éemdywv, 8 éott TO TARGOS, TavTObEy Huas 
mepixadv@ret. Doederlein would read 
“Extwp &. Mr. Newman renders it ac- 
cording to the literal sense of kaAvrrei, 
“sith Hector round about wrappeth a 
cloud of battle.”’ This passage perhaps 
has been tampered with by the d:a- 
ckevaoral, for the purpose of inserting 
the name of Hector. In Pind. Nem. x. 
10, Amphiaraus is called woA€uoio vépos, 
and in Ar. Pac. 1090 a verse is quoted 
expressly as from Homer, but not in our 
text, Ss od pév vemos exOpoy arwodpuevor 
TOAEMOLO K.T.A. 
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245. jv tis akoton. Schol. Ven. 2, 
Kal wh) KatamTnin Toy méAEuor" 7) dia 
Toy KTUTOV TOY aoTldwY. 

250. Sua, public rations or allow- 
ances made by the people for the main- 
tenance of the kings. Schol. Ven. 7a 
Tapa Tov Shuov ekaipeTws Siddueva Tors 
BacitActow.—onuatvovow, éritdocovcly, 
imperant.—ek S€ Ards, see ii. 197. 

252. apyadéov 6€. We should rather 
have expected puév, answered by Gada, 
254.— biackomiacba, ‘ to watch the con- 
duct of, observare singulos. See x. 387. 
Note the absence of the F in &kacroy. 
Hence Bentley proposed érayras. 

254. avrds, ultvo, even if not sum- 
moned by me.—veweoi(ecbw, aidelodw, 
as xv. 211.—péAmnOpa, see xiii. 233; 
xviii. 179. The notion is that of dogs 
barking, and as it were dancing round a 
corpse. 

259. evuadlw, évadAFiw. See on ii. 651. 
260, 261. This couplet was rejected by 

Zenodotus ; and it is probably a late ad- 
dition, as Heyne thought. The digamma 
is violated in ovvéuar efor (otvoua 
Bekk.) ; and werémio@e, which can only 
mean ‘pressing up from behind,’ or 
‘coming up next’ (wera Tovrous, Heyne), 

is somewhat strange. Spitzner defends 
this however by xv. 672 and xvii. 723. 
—fjor (i.e. cFijot, suis or sis), by hisown 
genius, unaided by the Muses. There 
were evidently two other readings, of 
which traces remain in the MSS. and 
early editions, tis k’ jow ev) ppeoty and 
tls &y how evi ppecty. 

262—273. The Trojans on their parts 
are not remiss, but rush forward with a 
noise like the roar of the sea. Zeus 
himself inclines to the side of the 
Achaeans, from his regard for Patroclus 
during life. 

262. mpov’rupay. See xiii. 186; xv. 
306. The simile following, which de- 
scribes the conflict between the waves 
and the current in an estuary, is one 
of the many admirable passages where 
both metre and sound are studiously 
adapted to the sense. Spitzner refers to 
Aristot. Poet. § 22, where it is highly 
praised. The Schol. Ven. 2 gives here 
an anecdote (which must be taken for 
what it is worth), that Plato and Solon 
burnt their own poems from despair of 
equalling such a passage. Compare 
especially iv. 422 and 452 seqq. — Be- 
Bptxn, ‘roars,’ see xiii. 393. Aristo- 
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Tpaes brépOupor Edov eyxeor tewevoi TeEp, 
a\\a véKuy €pvoVTo. pivuvba S€ Kat Tov “Ayatoi 
péd\dov atréooecOaur para yap odeas Ok ehéduEev 
Alias, ds mept pev eidos mept 0 epya TéTUKTO 

phanes read BeBpvxn, as the Schol. Ven. 
records, for the vulg. BéBpuxev. 

265. ew, viz. on the shore outside. So 
Od. v. 488, Kimaros etavadds Ta 7 epev- 
yetat Hreipdvde. Or perhaps, spit forth, 
as it were, and thrown back from the 
mouth of the river. Bentley proposed 
elow, ‘ when the sea-water forces its way 
into the river.’ 

267. €otacay (elotiKecay, as Beé- 
Bacay for BeBhKecar, inf. 286), wear, 
stood their ground, stood firmly. 

269. népa, a dense mist, so that the 
brightness of the helms might be con- 
cealed from their adversaries, and the 
aim against them prove less effective. 
Heyne says, “ Videtur poeta in ostentum 
vertere, quo Jupiter moneat, se nolle 
Patrocli corpus insepultum abici.” It 
must be confessed that this passage 
(268—273) is somewhat turgid, if not 
out of place. The Schol. Ven., who 
compares the portent of the red rain in 
favour of Sarpedon, xvi. 459, remarks 
that Zeus had before promised to give 
great glory to Hector. There are, however, 
similar instances of divine intervention 
in xxili. 185, where the body of Patro- 
clus is defended by Aphrodite from 
harm, and xxiv. 18, where Apoilo keeps 
off disfigurement from Hector. 

270. ov HxOape, i.e. Hydra. Cf. 
Theocr. i. fin. &Avoe diva Toy Méoas 
piarov avdpa, Tov ov Niugaow amex O7.— 
For the close combination of éay and 
jv, Spitzner compares inf. 671, 672; 
xxii. 485; xxiv. 749. 

272. utonoev. The Schol. Ven. re- 
marks that this is @mat Aeyouevoy for 
puontroy jnyhoato. The Attics use both 
fucecy and gAeiy with an infinitive in 
this sense. 

274.—287. The Achaeans are driven 
back, but without slaughter. They are 
rallied however by Ajax just as the body 
of Patroclus was being dragged towards 
Troy, and the Trojans are again repelled. 

275. ovd€ «.7.A. The mist thrown 
round the Greeks (sup. 269) seems to 
have protected them from the darts of 
the Trojans.—epvoyro, the imperfect, im- 
plying the commencement of the action. 
The Schol. Ven. 2 (ris Tay moAculoy 
hméeAovv copays, Kal TavTa emiOvmovyTes, 
dia 7d EAKUTML Thy veKpdy) appears to 
have taken it in the sense of ‘they 
thought only of dragging the body.’— 
kal appears to qualify "Axaol, i.e. their 
turn also for success soon ensued.— 
eAéAtkev, ‘rallied,’ btréorpepey, turned 
round to the fight. 

279. wept © epya. Here, as sup. 260, 
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we have the digamma in one word, while 
it is omitted in another. It is not often 
that épyoy is found without the F. See 
iv. 470; ix. 374. The wep) governs Tay 
tAAwy Aavady. 

281. ovt efkeAos. See iv. 253. The e 
represents F, Firehos.—ai(nods, juvenes, 
able-bodied men, ii. 660.— éA1Eduevos, 
turning at bay, which is the habit of the 
boar, according to Schol Vict., who 
compares xii. 47, tappéa Te otpépeTau 
otixas avip@y meipnticwv. Doederlein, 
who construes ékédaccev with 5:4 Bao- 
cas, refers to xii. 408, where €ArEdwevos 
is used absolutely for ‘ rallying.’ 

285. weTerodmevos (wéeTeuut), MeTATTHY, 
consecutus. See xiii. 90. Hesych. 
MeTEAOY, Epopunoas. 

286. BéBacay. See sup. on 267, and 
on 4. 

288—318. A slaughter of the Trojans 
now ensues at the hand of Ajax, and of the 
Greeks by Hector. The circumstances 
are pathetically described in detail. The 
point of the passage is to show that the 
success still fluctuated, and neither side 
could win the body of Patroclus. 

Tod 8 ave AVOn pevos, ek S apa yeipov 

288. Aj@oro. See ii. 843.—€Ake, viz. 
TlatpékAov caua.— Snodmevos k.T.A., 
‘having bound it with a strap by the 
ankle round the tendons.’ There was a 
variant mep!, which Spitzner is inclined 
to prefer, citing vill. 225, xvi. 481. Hes. 
Theog. 726. The more full syntax would 
be telvwy avtdy aup) tevoyvtas. We 
might have expected TeAauava, as in 
Vill. 25, weipyy mév kev €meita ep) ploy 
OvAdvuTroto Snoatuny. 

291, 292. See xv. 449, 450. 
294. adrocxediny, sc. tAnyny. Cf. xii. 

192.— #Hpixe, an intransitive aorist of 
épelkw, like epumety from epelrw, ‘was 
crushed, ‘broken into small pieces.’ 
Hesych. éeppayn, Srecxicby. So éper- 
Kduevos mepl Soup), xiii. 441. 

297. map’ avddy. Schol. Min. mapa 
Thy avatraciv TOU Kpdvous, i.e. through 
the vizor of the avA@ms tpupdAcia, as 
Mr. Newman rightly renders it. Others 
referred it to the socket of the spear- 
head, others to the punctured wound, 
and so Lord Derby, ‘ Gush’d from the 
wound the mingled blood and brain.” 
« Per conum galeae,” Heyne. 
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"Apyetou Sé Ke KUOOS EAov Kal UTép Ads aicay 

299. jike «.7.A. Compare iv. 498, 
vexpos S€ of Exmece XeELpds. 

300. &yx° aitoto, close to the foot 
which he had dropped. dud’ adroto 
Bothe. 

302. Opértpa, the price of his nurture, 
tpopera. See iv. 478, where the same 
lines occur. 

306. ruTOdv, ‘by a little,’ i.e. barely, 
as if he had said tur@dy dGmokdAtvas. 
There is a Phocian Schedius mentioned 
in ii. 517, xv. 516, in the latter place as 
the son of Perimedes.—Mavorj1, see ii. 
520. 

310. velarov, mpuuvdy, the part of the 
shoulder where it rises out of the chest ; 
the base of it, as it were. The spear- 
point went through, and projected at 
the back. Such a wound would not be 
immediately fatal, unless indeed the 
throat, oréuaxos, is meant, which is 

Heyne’s opinion. 
312. baivowos, see v. 152. édpkuva, 

ii. 862.—7epifayra, see sup. 4. 
315. hpuce, hausit, i.e. commiscuit. 

The present apvw occurs, in a compound 
form, Od. xiv. 95. 

316. See xvi. 588. 
317. Flaxov Feptoavto dé, as usual. 

See iv. 506. 
319—341. The scale is again turned 

against the Greeks by the prowess of 
Aeneas, who, incited by Apollo in the 
guise of a herald, summons Hector to 
his aid in order to charge upon them. 

320. ecicavéBnoav, they would have 
been forced to re-ascend and retire into 
their acropolis. This distich occurred 
vi. 73, 74. Cf. inf. 337. 

321. brép Aids aicay, beyond the de- 
cree of Zeus, who had resolved to honour 
Hector. Cf. vi. 487 ; xvi. ‘780. 
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324, "Hmurl5n, a name derived from 
the general appellation of a herald, 
anita Kjpvé, ‘the loud speaker,’ vii. 384. 
So we have ‘Apuovtins and Textovidns 
for carpenters, v. 60, Od. viii. 114. In 
ancient times heralds were peace-makers 
and diplomatists, and hence called wise, 
as vil. 278. The of seems to refer to 
Aeneas, and if so, it best depends on 
ida phdea ids, though the editions 
place a comma at yipacke. Xenophon, 
Symp. viii. § 30, €or: wey yap dhmov Kad 
“Ounpo—ruKiwa ppeot pndea eldds* TodTO 
® ab Aéyer copa pect BovActmara cldds. 
The variety of reading is the more nota- 
ble, because Xenophon expressly ex- 
plains muxiva, which the metre of the 
verse as we have it will not admit. 

327. m@s by K.T.r., ‘how would you 
defend the lofty Troy (i. e. if such a duty 
were to call you) even beyond (against) 
the will of the god,—when now, even 
with Zeus in your favour, you are so 
remiss ?’—was 85) Yov x.7.A., ‘as before 
now I have seen others (doing), through 
confidence in their own might and 
strength, valour and numbers, even 
though they had the multitude very 
timid.’—operépw, Schol. Ven. 2, idiq, 
ovK emixoupiK@.—vmepdea, from the di- 
gammated root of Séos, ‘ fear,’ as ebkAéa 
from KAeF, the root of kAéos. That dé0s 
as well as Séoua: ‘to need’ took the F, 
is shown by the forms adeis, vii. 117, 

and devecGat, Sevovto, &c. Indeed, the 
words may be originally identical in 
meaning. The ancients explained bzep- 
dé€a by ofddpa evdey. Hesych. trepdéa 
UmepaydvtTws evdea, 7) eAdooova Kata 
dvvauv. He then cites this passage. 
So also Heyne: “etsi valde inferiores 
numero copias haberent.” He accents 
the word smepdea, as from sepders, 
and contracted from dzepdeéa, to 

be pronounced by synizesis. Others 
rendered it ‘above fear,’ as Eustath. 
amténtov Kal bmepketuevov déovs. The 
sense of the whole passage is well given 
by Doederlein; “ Quomodo vos ium 
tutaremini vel invito deo (id quod alios 
jam mortales fecisse vidi, tam sua virtute 
quam principum numero confisos, quam- 
vis vulgus militum perquam timidum 
haberent), quum vel propitio Jove pug- 
nam detrectetis.” 

331. BovAouat, as in i. 117, implies 
choice, and therefore maAdoy may be 
supplied, as not unfrequently with 
€Aéo8a. Compare Od. xii. 350, 351. 

333. The F is preserved by reading 
éxnBdédoyv for the vulg. éxatnBddAov. — 
éyvw, viz. because Aeneas was himself of 
divine descent. Thus Achilles recognized 
Pallas, i. 199, and Helen the goddess 
Aphrodite in iii. 396.—eire, mpoceire, 
sup. 237.—péya, to be construed with 
Bohoas. 

336. aldds ide, i.e. aiaxpoy Tdde. 
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338. nol, viz. at 331 sup.—émtdp- 
podov, a lengthened form of émfppo8or, 
see v. 808. 

340. €xnaAo., ‘ unmolested,’ 2/lacessiti. 
—rmedagalaro, the medial sense of épu- 
catato, of which it is virtually a syno- 
nym. 

342—365. Encouraged by the for- 
wardness of Aeneas, the Trojans once 
more rally and repel the attacks of the 
Greeks. Deaths ensue on both sides, 
but the Greeks on the whole have the 
best of it through their superior disci- 
pline. 

342. eéddAmevos, the epic aorist (@AAec- 
Oat). See xv. 571. The next verse occurs 
v. 497 and elsewhere. 

348. There is an Apisaon, son of 
Phausias, in xi. 578. A few copies here 
give “Apuv0dova. 

349. mparldwv, here for dpevGv, the 
diaphragm. ‘This passage is simply re- 
peated from xiii. 411. 

351. This verse, and perhaps the pre- 
ceding, seem interpolated, or due to a 
late hand. ‘The «al 5€ seems alien from 

the genuine epic; it can only be taken 
here for ka 67. The couplet may have 
been introduced as a reason why Astero- 
paeus should avenge the slain; though 
the reason given does not seem a very 
logical one. For Asteropaeus see xxi. 
140. 

353. Kal 0, i.e. Kal obtos. — elxe, 
viz. dutvew avTg.—ér1, he came too 
late to do so, for they were fenced and 
surrounded by an impenetrable circle of 
shields and spears.—é€pxaro, formed like 
déxara, Gpxatat in xvi. 481, where the 
a takes the place of the y. The x is the 
result of the initial aspirate or F, eipyw, 
Fépyw. The Schol. Ven. 2 wrongly 
derives it from eYpw. Hesych. épyavto- 
Kabeipymevor joay, referring probably to 
this place, or to Od. x. 24], ds of pév 
kAalovres eépxaro. The difficult word 
€epywevat in v. 89 perhaps belongs to 
this root. 

355. mpb—exovto, mpoloxovro. 
verb may however here be passive. 

356. It is doubtful whether pdaa be- 
longs to moAAa or em@xeTo, ‘he duly 

The 
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visited (or, had gone about amongst) them 
with many words of advice.’ Cf. i. 31 and 
xii. 265. The ovre following is exegeti- 
cal; otherwise we should expect ovéé. 

358. etoxov, in the primary sense, as 
in ili. 227, ‘projecting beyond,’ and as it 
were ‘jutting out from.’ The point of 
the advice was, that they should keep 
together in a compact mass. The Schol. 
Ven. 2 compares the similar counsel of 
Nestor in iv. 303. 

360—365. These lines read like an 
interpolation,—at least from 362. There 
seems indeed a laboured attempt through- 
out to protract the account of the con- 
test over the body. Perhaps the interest 
of the hearers was purposely kept in 
suspense as to which side should ulti- 
mately win.—éyxioTivor, one after the 
other, in close succession. See v. 141. 

364. wéeuvnvto. In reference to the 
advice sup. 356—359. 

366—383. The fight thickens round 
the corpse of Patroclus, and the com- 
batants are shrouded in darkness, though 

the air is clear and bright around. The 
poet records the absence of the two sons 
of Nestor from the fight, through igno- 
rance of Patroclus’ fate. 

366. déuas tupds. See xiii. 673. 
368. 7épt. This may be the mist sent 

by Zeus to shroud the Greeks, sup. 269. 
Doederlein however explains it of the 
cloud of dust ; so also Heyne. This notion 
of supernatural darkness attending any 
great event is not uncommon. Tac. Ann. 
xiii. 41, §Adicitur miraculum velut nu- 
mine oblatum: nam cuncta extra tectis 
hactenus sole inlustria fuere ; quod moe- 
nibus cingebatur, ita repente atra nube 
coopertum fulguribusque discretum est, 
ut quasi infensantibus deis exitio tradi 
crederetur.’ See on xvi. 567.—pdxns 
ém, ‘during the fight.’ (Or, perhaps, ‘in 
the place of the fight.’) An unusual epic 
construction, and more resembling the 
later Attic. Aristophanes read udyn evi. 
Spitzner thinks the passage corrupt, the 
MSS. generally giving udyns ere.” or 
ert @ dccov. He supposes the gramma- 
rian to have read nayns ert @ doco, i.e. 
ep’ daov THs udxns. Doederlein proposes 
paxns, em) Soocov &pioTo. K.T.A., “ proelii 
tenebris occupabantur tam longe lateque, 
quam fortissimi illi corpus Patrocli cir- 
cumstabant.” As the text stands, the 
sense seems to be, ‘For there were 
wrapped in mist, while the fighting 
lasted, all the bravest who had stood 
firm by the body of Patroclus.’ 

373. yalns. No mist was visible either 
on the earth or on the mountains. 
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Schol. Ven. 2, otre xapd0ev hy védos idety 
ovre ém) dpos avaBayra. This is a rather 
singular expression ; the genitive implies 
the source whence a mist proceeds, and 
we need not, with Doederlein, supply ert. 
A prose writer would have said ovdauov 
yains.—peramavduevot, with intervals of 
rest, and avoiding the darts from the 
enemy by standing far aloof. The senti- 
ment seems hardly Homeric. Compare 
however ravowA} and petamavaowA?) in il. 
386, xix. 201. The conflict round the 
body was fierce, but the others rather 
played at fighting than fought. 

376. 7ép1, the causal dative; through 
the mist that obstructed their sight, 
and did not allow them to avoid the 
darts.—dvo, Schol. Ven. 2, tay aplotwr. 
TovTo de ote, émel O&TEpoy avTav 
amooréeAAey €O€Act PiATatov byTa "AXIA- 
Ae. See inf. 691. For the genitive 
TlatpéxAouo, sup. 102. 

381. emioccouéevw. Schol. B. émiBré- 
movres tva Tay wey TimtdéyTwy sTep- 
paxotey, To’s 5€ puyddas mpoTpémowTo. 
“AdAws* Tpoopdmevor Kal mpocdoKayTes 
Mhre amobvhokey Ttovs Eralpovs pte 
pevyew, em THs avTis euwevoy Tdtews. 
‘Looking only to the possibility of the 
death or defeat of their comrades, they 
were fighting apart, since that was the 
command of Nestor (their father) when 
he sent them to the fight from the dark 
ships.’—Heyne ; “reputantes quae caedes 

et fuga fieri posset in ea parte, pugna- 
bant seorsum a ceteris qui circa Patro- 
cli corpus stabant.”—emeréAAeto, bmrep- 
paxety SnAovdrt Tay Eralpwv, Schol. Ven. 
2. The word émdacec@a does not else- 
where occur in Homer, though zori- 
édcceca is often used. The second 
explanation suggested by the Schol. is 
somewhat obscure. Doederlein gives the 
sense thus: “‘observabant necem soda- 
lium, ut corpora tuerentur, si qui peri- 
issent, eorumque fugam, ut succurrerent 
vel reciperent fugientes. ” 

384—399. The remainder of the day is 
spent in hard fighting, till both sides are 
exhausted. The body meanwhile is pulled 
to and fro as a hide is stretched this way 
and that in the process of curing it. 

384. mavnucpiors, Schol. ev TG Aeutro- 
Mev maytTt meper THS Huepas. The next 
three lines read like an addition, in- 
serted for the closer comparison between 
the idpas and the tkuds. One might 
conjecture that ‘the hands and eyes 
were spattered’ with blood rather than 
with sweat, in the original passage from 
whence the lines were adapted. It is 
at all events clear that 388 well follows 
384. The nominative to maddocero 
(unless we suppose a ‘schema Pinda- 
ricum’ with xetpés 7 dpOadmol Te) is 
virtually youvara, as Doederlein observes. 
—The dual papvauévouy refers to the 
two opposing parties. 
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389. On the pleonastic expression 
tadpos Bods (or more properly, as the 
Schol. observes, Bods Tavpos) see il. 480 ; 
iv. 105. 

Ibid. The homely (edteAt}s, Schol.) but 
forcible simile has earned the praises of 
critics both modern and ancient. The 
rubbing in of fat or tallow was done to 
preserve and increase the suppleness of 
the hide when dry. See Plat. Phaedr. 
p- 251, B. Hence, apparently, viz. from 
the fat penetrating the pores, xplew has 
the double sense of ‘to puncture’ and 
‘to anoint.’ 

390. tarde, to stretch. So @pavevew 
Bupoay is used in Ar. Eq. 368.—peOvov- 
cay, ‘saturated with fat.’ 

392. xuxAdoe, standing apart at in- 
tervals, or perhaps opposite, they stretch 
it in a circular direction ; so in iv. 212, 
ayelperOar KukAdoe is ‘to gather to, 
or so as to form, a circle. A similar 
adverb is meddéce, Eur. Bacch. 137.— 
2Bn, aréBn, the moisture leaves it, and 
the fat enters in its place.— d:ampd, 
through its entire length and width, lit. 
“across and lengthways.’ 

395. €Axeov. See inf. 558. 
398. “Apns «.7.A. The sense is, ‘ Not 

Ares nor Pallas (powers devoted to war) 
would disparage, or think insufficient, 
this fight for the body of Patroclus, no, 
not even though greatly enraged, so as 

, » Yy lal 

TO pw ov mote EtreTO Oup@ 

even to desire the destruction of one 
side or the other.’ Compare a similar 
sentiment in iv. 539, xiii. 127. Doeder- 
lein refers mi to Pallas only, who, 
though opposed to the Trojans, would 
admire the valour they displayed. 

400—411. An important event has 
yet to take place, on which the action 
of the plot henceforth mainly turns. 
Achilles is to be informed of his friend’s 
death. Keeping aloof from the contest 
by his own fleet, he had not as yet heard 
of the issue of the fight near the walls of 
Troy. He had not dreamed of Patro- 
clus’ death, nor had his mother Thetis 
warned him of the loss. Heyne well 
remarks that this declaration of Thetis 
to Achilles is distinct from that in ix. 
410, and that in xviii. 8—11. The art 
of the poet is seen in suspending yet 
for some time the actual event, and 
dismissing it at present with an allu- 
sion. 

403. yap p Spitzner, with the MS. 
Harl. Patroclus had been killed not 
far from the city, xvi. 702. 714. 

404. 7d, 5¢ 8, ‘wherefore he never 
entertained in his mind the idea that he 
was dead (i.e. because his return was 
delayed), but thought that he would 
come back alive after getting close up to 
the Trojan gates; for that he never 
expected at all, that he would capture 
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and sack the city without his (Achilles’) 
aid, or by himself’ The reading of one 
MS., 7d wev (7d wer), does not seem bad, 
‘this indeed he never expected’ &&.— 
civ avtTé, as Pind. Pyth. iv. 250, cAaper 
Te Mhdeiav oy ava, “by her own con- 
sent,’ ‘with her own concurrence.’ Others 
understand, ‘ nor even with his (Achilles’) 
aid.” Heyne refers €@ev and avr@ alike 
to Achilles, but the former to the in- 
junction of that hero, the latter to what 

the prophecy had said about him. Apart 
from the awkward transition from one 
pronoun to the other, this may be justi- 
fied by xvi. 709, where Apollo tells 
Patroclus that Troy cannot be taken 
even by Achilles; and it seems that 
Achilles knew this (7é ye) from his 
mother. See Pindar, Ol. viii. 45. At 
xvi. 702 Patroclus actually mounts the 
Trojan wall; but destiny was against 
him. 

Ibid. The whole passage from 404 to 
425 inclusive was omitted by Zenodotus. 
Aristarchus rejected only 420, as the 
Schol. Vict. informs us. 

408. vécpu, privily, apart from others. 
The form a@mayyéAAeoxe implies that the 
communications of Thetis to her son 

were frequent,—that she kept him in- 
formed, as it were, of the will of Zeus. 

410. 8) TéTe, ov wéevTor TéTE K.T.A. This 
means that, when the death of Patroclus 
had taken place, she had not informed 
him of it. Arnold compares Aen. iii. 
712, ‘nec vates Helenus, quum multa 
horrenda moneret, Hos mihi praedixit 
luctus.’ 

412—423. The Greeks exhort each 
other to make a last effort, since they 
had better die on the spot than allow 
the Trojans to drag away the body. 

414, Compare ii. 271; iii. 297; iv. 85. 
Aristarchus, by omitting 420, regarded 
it as one speech to 423.— éveaAeés, see vil. 
100. 

417. See iv. 182; viii. 150.—aqap, ‘at 
once,’ viz. yryvduevoy, si statim fieret, 
Doederlein. 

418. ci peOjoouer, if we are to give 
up, if we shall have to surrender the 
body to the Trojans to drag to their own 
city, and so to win the glory. There 
was a variant 7), which Bentley pre- 
ferred, but proposed peOnoeuey, un- 
aware, or forgetful, that the future 
infinitive would here be a solecism. 

422. uh mw, either ‘not yet,’ i.e. let 
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him fight a little longer, or for uj mws, 
‘by no means.’ See on iv. 234.—epweita, 
‘retire from,’ cf. xiii. 776, %AAoTre 37 
TOTE MAAAOY Epwhoa TOAEMOLO. 

424—455. The horses of Achilles, of 
immortal breed, which on the death of 
Patroclus had been driven out of the 
reach of Hector, xvi. 864:—867, conscious 
of the loss of that hero, refuse to move 
even to the word or whip of their fami- 
liar driver Automedon. Zeus pities their 
grief, and declares that they shall never 
be driven by Hector. He will give 

them strength to escape safe to the 
ships, although slaughter of the Greeks 
shall continue till the close of the day. 

425. xdAkeov. This epithet is a com- 
mon-place, and perhaps no antithesis 
(which would only be a feeble one) is in- 
tended with o1dfpeios. The ‘firmament’ 
in primitive times was regarded as a 
metallic vault. The upper air is called 
arpvyeros, ‘barren,’ i.e. vacant, as Pin- 
dar says épnuas d¢ aifépos, Ol. i. 8. It 
is more commonly an epithet of the sea, 
which grows nothing that can be ga- 
thered, as corn or grapes. Doederlein 
strangely derives it from tpi¢ew, with 
the & intensive, dare tpvew brd Tod 
épunaydod. As for the ‘iron clang,’ it 
may mean the clash of arms, or, as 
Heyne prefers, “durus ad auditum,” 

“ingens.” Schol. Ven. 6 orepeds kal modv- 
toxupos. 

429. 4 mhv, ‘true it was that—,’ or, 
‘yet many times did Automedon ply 
them with a stroke of his quick (i. e. 
stirring) whip, many times too speak to 
them with coaxing words, and oft with 
an oath.—éapery, viz. pov. See xx.109. 
—érepuateto, v. 748. 

432. mdativ. See vii. 86. Schol. 
Ven. 2, ov Toy KaOdAov trAaTUY, GAA TOY 
Kal’ 0 pépos éavtod éot mAaTiratos. 
Elsewhere the broad north coast of the 
Aegean, as opposed to the Hellespont, 
seems to be meant. 

434. othan. See on xi, 371; xvi. 456. 
—éorThKn, perhaps a form of the present, 
whence the Attic éorhtw. 

437. évioktwpayte, evonnWavte, a 
strong word, lit. ‘having fixed their 
heads upon the ground,’ with the no- 
tion of suddenness and immovableness. 
The root is oxnm, oKim, okt (scep- 
trum, oxnmaviov, oxlrwy, Scipio, &ce.). 
Pindar has oriupato and ameckiupba. 
The poet merely means that they refused 
to raise their heads from the ground. 
Schol. rpowepeloavres kad meAaoayTes 51d 
A’rns bmepBodhy. ‘The whole passage 
may be compared with xix. 397 seqq. 
So ibid. 405, &pap 8 Huvore capjare. 
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439. eusatvero. Compare xvi. 797. 
The notion perhaps is, that, after the 
eastern custom of mourning, they had 

dust on their heads. See also inf. 457 ; 
XVili. 23.—aupotépwOev, on both sides of 
the pole. Heyne and Spitzner give 
aupotépwoe. Others auporéepororv, with 
the Schol.—@adepy, ‘luxuriant,’ in the 
full bloom of beauty. 

443. Sduev, Soucy, ‘why did we give 
you as a present to the chieftain Peleus, 
when he was but a mortal ?’ 

445. téA-yea, viz. as in the present case. 
The yap following explains dvorjvo.oww, 
and the mov means wsquam, as explained 
by Spitzner, who remarks that this 
couplet on the lot of man was cele- 
brated in antiquity. There is a read- 
ing emmvete:, which, though difficult 
to explain, is defended by the great 
majority of copies, and by the authority 
of those who cite the verse (see Spitzner). 
The Schol. Ven. 2 has brep mavta Ta 
yatay emimvéer Aelrer 5€ 4 KaTd. Read, 
bmép mavtwy & yatay K.T.A. There is a 
similar--distich in Od. xviii. 180, ovdev 
aKidvdTepoy yaia TpEper avOpero.o, TAYT wy 
dooa Te K.T.A. See Gladstone, “Studies,” 

440 

445 

450 

455 

vol. li. p. 3894. 
449. édow. Hence, as Eustathius 

observes, the failure of Hector to get 
the steeds was not owing to his own 
want of prowess, but to destiny being 
against him. 

450, ws, a remarkable use for 671.— 
aitws, ‘thus as you see.’ As in &AAws, 
the notion of vanity attaches to the 
word. 

451. yotveoou, as if from yetvos.—cad- 
cetov, the aorist from odw or cada, ix. 
393. 424.—oplo1, dnAovdTt Tots Tpwo, 
Schol. Ven. 2. The yap explains why 
there was a special need of a safe convoy. 
—xrelvew, ‘to go on slaying’ till they get 
near to the fleet. Then, and not till 
then, their career was to receive a check 
from Achilles himself. 

456—480. Automedon drives back to 
the fleet, fighting as he goes, but unable 
to act effectively both as jvtoxos and 
mapaBaTns, since the steeds no longer 
heard the well-known voice of Patro- 
clus. He is accosted by Alcimedon, 
whom he invites to take the reins, 
while he himself fights on foot to avenge 
the death of Patroclus. 
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457. kovinv Baddyte, as if suddenly 
casting off the token of their grief. See 
sup. 437. 

459. toto. 8 én’, i.e. modeutois éme- 
bdxeto.—dicowy, rushing to and fro 
with his horses, as a kite darts at a wild 
goose. The next couplet occurs xiii. 
144, 145. 

463. jpet, avyper, Schol. Ven. 2. He 
failed to kill the men (lit. ‘ fighting- 
men’) as often as he made a rush to 
pursue them. The reason is next given ; 
he could not at once fight and drive.— 
iep@, Schol. Vict. tm d0avdrwy trmwy 
pepomevy. 

465. éemloyxeiv, as the accent shows, is 
from Y%rxeww, the present tense suiting 
the preceding infinitive. 

469. vnkepdéa, injurious, dvwpedA7.— 
eféAeTOo, see vi. 234.—oiov, an exclama- 
tion ; in Attic, Td udxeobat oe, ‘the idea 
of your fighting all alone!” Doederlein 
thinks it a synonym of 6t: ofrws, thus 
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placing the note of interrogation at 
Aiakidao, and not at éobAds. 

472. améxtatro, ‘is slain,’ a medial 
aorist, whence rtduevos, like xvpuevos, 
BAhwevos, &e.—ayddAeTat, a word spe- 
cially used of taking pride in spoils won 
by valour. Herod. iv. 64, é€k Tav xaAway 
tov immov Toy avTds eAatvel, ex TovTOU 
eédrre: (Sepua avOpdreiov), kad ayddAe- 
tat. Archilochus ap. Ar. Pac. 1298, 
Gomid. mev Satwy Tis aydAAera. Com- 
pare xviii. 132. Thue. vi. 41. 

476. éxew Sunow, ‘to understand the 
art of training,’ is coupled with éxeuw 
€vos, either in the sense of ‘controlling 
the fury,’ karéxeiv, or, as Doederlein has 
it, ‘instigandi animosque addendi artem.’ 
Arnold oddly renders it, ‘to have in hand 
the repression and the rush of the 
coursers.’ Heyne, “videtur esse pro 
dauay Td wévos.” 

478. viv ad, more commonly viv abre, 
nune autem, as inf, 672. 

0 
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481—490. Hector, perceiving that 
Automedon has resignea his horses. to 
an inferior hand, conceives greater hopes 
of securing them, and summons Aeneas 
to his aid. 

481. BonOdov. So Aristarchus, while 
others read Boy ody, Schol. év 7H waxn 
taxv, and so Heyne understands it. 
«The coursers swift for succour,”’ Mr. 
Newman. JDoederlein construes Boj 
with eézopovoas. He compares plug’ 
Epepoy Oody &pua in xi. 583. On the 
word Bonédos see xiii. 477. 

487. mpopavéyre, coming forward into 
the fight with incompetent, i. e. inferior, 
drivers. Cf. Plat. Phaedr. p. 248, B, 
kakia nvidxev. Aesch. Ag. 610, mommeévos 
Kakov oTpoBy. 

488. 7@, viz. because of such incom- 
petence.—eeAeis, sc. euol mapacrivat. 
Bekker (ed. 2) gives tm and é0éAous. 
The Schol. remarks that Aeneas is sum- 
moned because he was smarting under 
the loss of his own steeds. 

489. vat. The accusative after TAaver, 
as in v. 895, TAR & ?Aldns ev Ttotor 
meAdpios wkdy diordv. So Spitzer, with 
whom Doederlein agrees, considering 
the following infinitive as epexegetical, 
and as if dependent on dare. ‘‘ Neque 
enim irruentes sustinuerint, ita ut pug- 
nam apertam nobiscum sint inituri.” 
Spitzner. We want however an example 
of TAjvat twa for brometvat. Mr. Trol- 
lope (following Heyne as usual) thinks 
vat the accusative absolute. 

491—515. Aeneas at once assents, and 
he advances with Hector, both fully 
armed, and attended by two squires or 
comrades. Automedon, though supported 
by the car now driven by Alcimedon, 
fears to meet them alone, and summons 
the two Ajaces and Menelaus to his 
aid. 

492. Boéns, Boelais aaomiot. Cf. v. 452, 
xii. 105. 187, vii. 238, where Bées atdat 
and Bods a(adén are similarly used.— 
eiAuméeva, see xvi. 640. 
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501. toxéuev, Yoxe. Automedon has 
dismounted, sup. 483.—petappéva, viz. 
close behind me. So in the chariot-race, 
Soph. Electr. 718 and Il. xxiii. 380. This 
shows that when the fighting-man dis- 
mounted, he fought a little in advance of 
the chariot, so as to be taken up imme- 
diately and carried off if wounded. The 
ancient Britons had a similar practice, 
‘honestior auriga, clientes propugnant,’ 
Tac. Agric. 12. 

508. wéveos oxnoeobat, arocxjnoerOat, 
will restrain himself from the attack. 
« Non se ab impetucohibiturum,” Heyne. 
See ii. 97, ef mor’ aiitHs oxoluro. ‘I donot 
expect that the son of Priam will desist 
from his fury till he has killed us and 
mounted the sleek-haired coursers of 
Achilles, and so put to rout the ranks 
of Argive men,—or has himself been 
caught and killed among the first.” The 
syntax is a little changed from mply 
poBjca 7) avtds aA@var. The common 
reading is GA@n or aAoln, where the 
optative with kev expresses the possi- 
bility of a merely hypothetical result. 
The simpler idiom would have been ov« 
ky oiuar avtoy oxéo0at weveos mply by GAG. 

509. émitpamere, consign, permit, give 
up the care of the corpse, tots dco 
&piorol eicw, Bore audiPalvew aite. 

O 

See sup. 4.—(woto.w, viz. who are more 
worth protecting than dead bodies. 

514. GAN 4 Tor «.7.A. This clause 
introduces the yap following, and he 
seems to say, ‘ Well! the gods dispose 
all things, and accordingly I will have 
a throw, come of it what may.’—ev 
yovvact, in the power and disposal of the 
gods. Schol. Ven. 2, 6:4 7d Ta ev avrots 
amokelweva mpdxeipa eivat. Or the re- 
ference may be to the peplus (vi. 273) 
laid on the knees of Athena, or to votive 
tablets affixed there; cf. Juv. x. 55, 
‘propter quae fas est genua incerare 
deorum.’ By ral eye Automedon means, 
that even he, i. e. though not properly a 
fighting man but only a charioteer, will 
try his luck at a throw. 

516—542. Automedon hits with his 
javelin Aretus, whose fall is compared 
to that of a slaughtered ox. Hector 
aims at, but misses Automedon, and a 

closer conflict between them is stopped 
by the Ajaces, who come up just in time 
to support the Greek. Automedon then 
strips Aretus of his arms with boastful 
words, and carries them off in his car.— 
The genuineness of the whole passage 
appears very doubtful ; it is largely made 
up of verses and phrases from other 
passages. 
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516, 517. See ili. 355, 356, and for 
the next distich v. 538, and iv. 138. 

519. @Aaccev. The subject is Avro- 
pedo. 

520. The Schol. Ven. 2 observes that 
the simile is made the more effective by 
the axe being sharp and the arm that 
wields it being vigorous. The great 
sinew of the neck is described, which 
is completely severed just behind the 
horns, and the ox falls with a spring or 
rush forward. But here the man springs 
forward, not from receiving the wound, 
but just before it (523), so as to meet 
the wound. 

524. 7a vhdvia are the parts about 
the belly, yndvs. The adjective is not 
elsewhere used.—pda’ oft, ‘very sharp 
and quivering from the force of the 
blow ;’ or, ‘by the quivering of its very 
sharp point.’ 

526—529, This passage is repeated 
from xvi. 610seqq. Compare also xiii. 443. 

530. kal vd Ke 6) k.7.A. Spitzner 
compares vii. 273, kal vd Ke 8% tipécor’ 
avToaxXedov ovTalorvTo. — KLKANTKOYTOS, 
viz. sup. 507. 

534. Xpoulos. See sup. 494. 513. 
535. dedaiyuevoy, divided, or pierced 

in his heart; see on xvi. 659. Either 
yndvioiot must be taken rather laxly 
for a wound above the navel, or 
jtop may mean Ppeves, the diaphragm, 
or dedaiyuevor, the conjecture of Heyne, 

must be accepted. A wound in the 
vndvs proper would not be imme- 
diately fatal. Tacitus says (Ann. ii. 31) 
of Libo Drusus, that ‘duos ictus in 
viscera direxit; ad gemitum collabentis 
accurrere liberti, et caede visa miles 
abstitit ;? where ‘caede’ need not mean 
that the man was dead. 

538. Vulgo.} wav 6) x.7.A. Truly, I 
have relieved my heart a little from its 
grief for the death of Patroclus, though 
the man J have slain is an inferior one.’— 
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peOievar here means mapadvew, KovpiCev. 
Exemi animum aliquantulum dolori, 
Doederlein. The more natural syntax 
would be peOfjKa &xos Kapdlas. 

542. kara belongs to edydas, itself a 
remarkable form, to be compared with 
dAwAa, bdwda, and BeBpGres for BeBpwkd- 

“res in Soph. Ant. 1022. As the lion is 
blood-besprent by devouring his prey, so 
was Automedon by treading in the gore 
from the wound and by unbuckling the 
cuirass of Aretus. 

543—559. The strife is yet prolonged 
over the body of Patroclus, incited by 
Athena enveloped in a bright mist like 
the rainbow. She addresses Menelaus 
in the guise of the aged Phoenix, and 
warns him of the dishonour he will 
incur if the Trojans prevail. 

546. 5h yap x«.7.A., ‘For indeed his 
mind had taken a turn,’ viz. so far 
to favour the Greeks, that they should 
at last recover the body, inf. 746. 
Spitzner compares Od. vii. 263, 4 kal 
voos erpdmer avtis. The Schol. Vict. 
says that Zenodotus rejected the pre- 

ceding verse; but the distich must 
go together, unless the latter of the 
two lines be meant. 

547. jure x.t.A. The simile is not 
quite clear; either the goddess was con- 
cealed in a cloud coloured like the rain- 
bow, or she appeared to descend from 
heaven in a rainbow, and then (555) 
assumed the form of Phoenix. According 
to Heyne, the sense is, ‘‘ descendit caelo 
Athene nube nigricante induta, qualis 
esse solet ea nubes, quae arcum caelestem 
in caelo exhibet.” For this ‘portent of 
war’ see xi. 28, and compare ibid. 4. As 
a sign of coming winter, or cold au- 
tumnal showers, it is perhaps not else- 
where mentioned. What we call in our 
climate ‘unsettled weather’ may, in 
Asia Minor, be thus indicated. 

550. Hesych. k«fdev Avmee. 
400. 

551. € avrhv. See on xiv. 162. 
555. Polvici. See xvi. 196, where he 

was one of the leaders of the Myrmidons. 
556. katnpeln. See xvi. 498. 
558. éAxhoovoiw.  Spitzner prefers 

Chr y: 
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éAknowow, with Heyne. There are 
three forms of the future, €AKhow, 
EAkvow, EhEw. Compare kupéw, kuphow 
with kvpw, cipow, and Soxhow with ddétw, 
which implies an obsolete present dd6xw. 
The imperfect €Akeoy also occurs; cf. 
sup. 395, xxii. 336. 

559. exeo, viz. Tov epyou, ‘but hold to 
battle sturdily,’ Mr. Newman. 

560—581. Menelaus expresses his 
readiness to help, if Athena will but 
give him strength to stand against 
Hector. This she at once imparts; and 
returning to the fight, he slays a com- 
rade of Hector’s, a son of Hétion. 

561. arta. This address to Phoenix 
occurs ix. 607. 

564. éseudooato, touched, aftlicted, 
KkabjWaro. Schol. €rAnté mov thy Wuxhv. 
From walec@a, as is commonly supposed; 
but see on xx. 425. 

568. nphoaro, ‘had prayed.’ He had, 
in fact, only uttered a wish. The Schol. 
Ven. 2 weil compares Eur. Hipp. 78, 
where the gods tTiuéuevor yxalpovow 
avOpémrwv bro. Add Suppl. 232, Bacch. 
321, and Ovid, Fast. vi. 297. See Glad- 
stone, ‘Studies,’ ii. p. 176. 

570. @dpoos, ‘the perseverance.’ For 
a like simile from the fly see iv. 131. 
Schol. pds 7d irapdy kad emiwovoy heikoév. 

575 

572. icxavda, Hesych. émdupe?. Con- 
nected, perhaps, with yyap, Aesch. Suppl. 
850, yAixeo@a:,and our verb fo like. Itis 
difficult to identify this with icxavay, ‘to 
hold back.’ The correct form perhaps was 
ixavda. Hesych. ixava, émidupet. ixavar, 
emOumeiv, yAlyeOat, ere, HOecOar. The 
o appears to result from a tendency to 
strengthen, or rather to facilitate the 
pronunciation of a guttural root. Com- 
pare xxiii. 300.—Aapdy, sweet, agreeable ; 
cf. xix. 316. Moschus, ii. 92, Aewuévos 
exalyuTo Aapdy aiTunv. 

574. Bn & emt, ‘he strode over Patro- 
clus ;? or perhaps, went and stood at or 
near, BH & em) MarporAov having the 
more usual sense of ‘he went in quest 
of” See inf. 706, where the MS. Harl. 
gives the accusative. 

575. Compare v. 9, jv 5é Tis ev Tpdeoor 
Adpns x.7T.A.. and x. 314, jv dé Tis ev 
Tpéeco. AddAwy. Hence the MS. Harl. 
here gives #v dé Tis for €xxe & evi.—vids, 
pronounced something like hwéos. See 
on vii. 47. According to Max Miiller 
(“‘ Chips,” &e., vol. ii. p. 30) and Mr. Peile 
(Introduction to Etymology, p. 69), it is 
for su-yo-s, from the Sanscrit root sw, 
‘to beget.? According to Dr. Donald- 
son (New Crat. § 167), it is connected 
with pvw and filius. 
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Onmov, eel ol ETalpos env diros cihatwacrTys. 
Tov pa Kata Cwornpa Bare EavOds Mevédaos 
aigavra poBovde, duampd dé yadkdv ehaccer” 

Sovmnoey S€ Tecav. atap AtpelOns Mevéhaos _—580 
A e A 4 ¥ x 4 ec , 

vekpov uTek Tpwwv epvoev peta e€Ovos ETALDWV. 
Y ie > 4 e 2 ¥ 3 v 

Extopa eyyulev LOTAPLEVOS WTPUVEV Ato\\wr, 
, >) 4 3 , gy e e , 

Pawo7e Aaiddy evadlyKuos, OS OL ATAVTMV 

Eeivav hirtatos eoKev, "ABvddMt oikia vaiwr 
[To pw eercodpevos Tpocedyn Atos vids “Amohiav"| 585 

“"ExKtop, Tis Ke o €T ados Ayaov TapBHoeLEr ; 
eS \ , Ep oF a \ , otov 67 Mevéaov virérpecas, Os TO Tapos TEP 

wn »+ > 

paOakds aiyuntys: vov &° otyerar olos deipas 
vekpov uTeK Tpowv, ody O€ KTaVE TLOTOV ETatpor, 

eo Odor evi Tpopaxotot, Todqv viov ’"Hetiwvos.” 590 
@s paro, Tov 8 ayeos vehédy exadvie pédawa, 

A \ ‘\ , , aa lol 

By S€ dia Tpopdyav KexopvOpevos atdome yahko. 
‘\ Sime 3 » 7 4 > > fA / 

kat 767 apa Kpovidns €deT aiyida Ovoavoecoav 

577. eiAamwaoths. Schol. Vict. cic- 
o.TOS. 

579. aitavta x.7.A., lit. ‘as he had 
rushed off to flight,’ i.e. had started to 
run. 

582—596. Apollo in the likeness of 
Phaenops now addresses Hector (as 
Athena had Menelaus), urging him to 
avenge the death of his friend. And now 
Zeus, by a portentous gathering of 
clouds on Ida, encourages the Trojans 
and scares the Greeks. 

586. ér., after such conduct as this.— 
oiov, see xiil. 6383; xv. 287. None of the 
Greeks will fear you now, when you 
have retreated before such an effeminate 
warrior as Menelaus. 

588. wad@axds. Plat. Symp. p. 174, 
B, “Ounpos,—moiqoas Tov *Ayaueuvova 
Siapepdvtws ayabby &vdpa Ta ToAEuiKa, 
Tov 5& MevéAewy padrdakdy aixunthy. 
The Schol. here observes, that it is but 
the slanderous remark of an enemy.— 
Gelpas, as if it were an effort of strength 
to lift it without aid; or the absence of 
aid is made a reproach to Hector for 
allowing the thing to be done. Above 
(581) Menelaus was said éptoat.—vexpdv, 
the body of Podes. In adding, ‘ besides 

that, he has slain your faithful com- 
panion,’ also referring to Podes, he uses 
the figure torepoyv mpdrepov.— Hetiwvos, 
“non illius qui pater Andromaches erat ; 
quoniam Andromaches fratres omnes 
perierant ab Achille necati, vi. 423.” 
Doederlein. 

593. alyida «.7.A., see xv. 229. The 
notion of a gathering storm resulting 
from the fluttering of the aegis,—the 
dark shadowy gloom, and the flashes of 
light as if from the golden tassels 
gleaming in the air,—the double omen 
too of victory or defeat, according to 
the side on which the light or the 
shadow seemed to fall,—were impres- 
sions naturally made on minds brought 
up in the school of element-worship. 
Zenodotus, who read yijv & érivate (595), 
attributed also an earthquake to the 
wind caused by rustling the aegis; the 
ancient belief being not far from the 
truth, that earthquakes were caused by 
pent-up winds or gases. And the Schol. 
Ven. cites iv. 167 to show that emoetew 
aiyida was part of the portent. Spitzner 
appears to have misunderstood the point 
of the grammarian’s remarks. 
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pappapeny, “Idnv dé kara vedeeror kaduiber, 
dotpaibas 5é pada peydda Krvze, THY O€ Tivager, 595 

vikcny d€ Tpdecor dido, épdBynoe d *Axavovs. 

mportos IInvéhews Bowdtios Hpxe PoBovo. 
Bdjro yap Gpov Sovpt, mpdcw Tetpappévos ate, 

akpov emutyonu: ypdev S€ ol 6aTéov ayxpis 
aiypy Iovkvdapavtos: 6 yap p €Bade oxeddv €dOav. 600 
Ayjutov abt? "Extop cxeddv ovtace XEip ETL KapTa, 
vidv ’AdexTpvovos peyabvmov, Tavoe Sé yapmns’ 
Tpéooe S€ TaTTHVAS, erEl OvKETL EATETO OuL@ 
eyxos Evo év xeipt waynoerOar Tpwecow. 
"Extopa 5 “ldopevevs meta Anutov oppnbevta 605 

BeBdy Ket Odpynka Kata a7 Oos mapa palor 
év Kavio © eayn Sodtxdv Sdpv, Toi dé Bonoav 
Tpaes. d 0 “Idopmevnos akovtice Aevxahidao 

a > 4 Le) fe © > XN \ 9 

Sidpw epectadtos. Tov wey p amo TUTMOv apapTer, 
5; aN a , 2 , , > eiey, i 

avTap 6 Mnp.dvao émdova & nvioxév Te, 610 
/ 4 Go a3 , > , 4 3 > nw 

Kotpavov, os p €k AvKtov EvKtTievns ETET AVTO— 
ms ‘\ ‘\ A \ la 3 / 

melos yap Ta TpoTA iTaVv veas apdieliooas 
595, Construe mada peydaAa, as the 

Schol. Ven. directs. 
597—625. The Greeks, dismayed by 

the adverse omen, and pressed by Hector, 
fly in alarm, led by Peneleos (ii. 494). 
Hector receives a momentary check from 
Idomeneus, but slays the charioteer of 
Meriones, just missing Idomeneus. The 
latter then drives at full speed towards 
the ships. 

598, mpdow, as he had turned his face 
ever in the direction of forward, and 
not guynvde, to which the word terpap- 
wévos is more strictly applicable.— ém- 
Alydnv, Schol. Ven. emmpavdny, Boor bv 
émimoAns Watoat, wy cis Palos, Hesych. 
emaarlyinv: — epawacbar ef emimodAjs, 
éxrypaBony, e& emvypapys, From Aclxeuv, 
the touching of a surface with the 
tongue. Cf. Od. xxii. 278, ’Aupimédov 
& pa Tnrcuaxov Bare xeip’ em) xapre 
Alydnv, &kpny bE pirdy SnAnoaro Xadkds. 
—éotéov uxpis, see iv. 521; xvi. 324. 
Though the wound is described as super- 
ficial, yet it reached to the bone, i.e. the 
shoulder-blade. It is meant that it did 
not penetrate to the lungs. 

604. éxwv ev xeip, to be able to hold 

the spear in the wounded hand. 
605. épundévra, as he had started in 

pursuit of Leitus, who had withdrawn 
from the contest (tpécoe) cautiously 
looking round him, viz. so as to steal 
away. 

607. ev kavA@, at the top of the shaft. 
See xiii. 162.—éBdnoav, as inf. 723, émt 
& taxe Aads dmicbev Tpwixds. The old 
reading seems to have been épdBner, 

which was altered by Aristarchus, on the 
ground that the Trojans were in fact 
victorious. But it may well mean, that 
they were alarmed for Hector’s safety, 
when they saw that he was struck. 

608. 3 dé, viz. Hector.—Acvrarldao, 
son of Deucalus or Deucalion, xiii. 307. 
Meriones was the charioteer and attend- 
ant of Idomeneus, 7b. 246. Here Merio- 
nes himself has a @epdrwy, Kolpavos, and 
appears to be taking the part of mapa- 
Barns, having just descended from the 
car. The parenthetical verses 612—616 
interrupt the construction, which begins 
with 6émdova and ends with toy Bare, 
617. 

612. we(ds, viz. Idomeneus, who had 
come from Crete to Troy, but had en- 
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nrve, Kai kev Tpwot péya Kparos éyyvahsEer, 
ei p) Kolpavos @ka TodaKeas Hacer Ummous 
Kat TO pev haos HOev, apuve dé vynhe€s Huap, 

> X > + XN c big 

autos 0 @hecae Ovpov vp 

615 

Extopos avdpopovoeto— 
a » 

tov Ba id yva0poto Kal ovatos, €x 8 ap dddvTas 
> / , ‘\ \ lal , , 

WOE ddpu 7 PUELVOP, Ova Ya y\oooav TAME PEDOYV. 

npuire & e& dyéwv, kata 8 

Kat Ta ye Mnpiovys edaBev xelpecor hihnow 

nvia yevev epate. 
620 

Kvwas €k TEdloLo, Kal Idopevna tpoonvoa 
66 4, Gos y ra] \ > \ A Y 3 

PQOTLE VUV, ELMS KE VOAS ETL VYAS LKY)QL 

A y > , 5 Lal > 

ylyVvooKes d€ Kal AUTOS OT OUKETL Kaptos Ayalwv. 
> 

@s edat, Idopeveds 8 twacev KadXiTptyas Urrous 

vnas ere yhadupds 51) yap dSéos eumreve Sup. 625 

ovd ela? Atavra peyadytopa kat Mevédaov 
Zevs, ore 6) Tpweror didw ETepadkéa viknp. 

ka \ , oy , , »” 
Tota d€ pO Hpxe péeyas TeXapwrios Aas. 
cc K , ” , Ya , , 5 , @ TOTOL, NON MEV KE, Kal OS LAAa VYATLOS EoTLY, 

, 4 , XN ‘\ LEN > , 

yvoln ott Tpwecot TaTyp ZeEevs avTos apyyet. 
lal \ XN , / > 

TOV Mev yap TavTwV Béde 

tered the fight on foot (xiii. 240), not in 
a chariot. He is saved therefore by the 
attendant of his friend Meriones driving 
up just in time to rescue him; for which 
chivalrous act Coeranus forfeits his life. 

613. uéeya Kpdros, viz. by his death. 
Schol. Vict. recwy by thpwoe Tobs Tpaas, 
ei uy 6 Kolpavos ait@ mapéotynce Td TOU 
Mnptovov Gpyua. 

615. 7@ wéev, to Idomeneus.— pcos, se. 
owrTnplas, as in vi. 6. 

617. ovatos. The wound appears to 
have been inflicted, as the Schol. Ven. 
remarks, just as Coeranus was in the 

act of turning his car to take up Ido- 
meneus. 

618. Sépu mpuuvdyv, the farthest end, 
viz. that next to the blade. Schol. 
Vict. €ws Tod eoxdTov Tod Sopds dev. 

619. xevev, he dropped in disorder. 
Aesch. Ag. 239, kpéxouv Bapas 8 és médov 
x¢ovea. 

621. kdwas «.7.A. Hence it is clear 
that Meriones himself was not in the car, 
or he would have taken the reins as 
usual.—pdaorie, ‘whip,’ see xx. 171. 
Schol. Ven. ards wey ds véos kal axua- 

630 
Y 9 > , 

QATTETAL, OS TLS apen, 

(wy &rt KivSvvevew BovdrAcTat, Toy 5 weral- 
mOALOY GmoTEUTEL, THY aTpadrciay avTe 
mopt(omevos. 

623. Kdptos, kparos, victory. 
626—647. Ajax and Menelaus, now 

fully aware that the favour of Zeus has 
inclined to the Trojan side, consult how 
they may best render aid. Ajax proposes 
to send a messenger to Achilles, whom 
he supposes not yet to have heard of 
Patroclus’ death. Not seeing a fit person 
at hand, he prays to Zeus to disperse the 
darkness (sup. 594). 

626. dade. Though Idomeneus had 
not perceived it, Ajax and Menelaus 
were ‘aware of Zeus, when he first began 
to give the victory that brought success 
to the other side’ For vikn érepadxis 
see vii. 26. For ére (which, as Mr. 
Trollope observes, is an unusual idiom) 
Doederlein proposes 671. 

631. apeln. Perhaps adein, i.e. doris 
av apy, though this is not necessary to 
the syntax, doris being virtually equiva- 

lent to ef tis. (The context however 
suggests rather droios by 7 6 aduels). 
There was another reading épeln. 
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H Kakos 7) ayabos: Zeds & eumyns wav ivver 
yeas > » A sxe , » 
new & avtws Trace €Tooa winter epale. 
adN’ ayer’, avtot wep dpaldpwcla pntw aplorny, 
> \ 9 \ x > ua re ‘\ by , 

HBEV OTWMS TOV VEK POV E€pvoo OMED, YOE KAL AUTOL 635 
, / ¢€ Py , /, 

Kappa piro.s Erdpoior yevducla vooTycartes, 
4 Eek? 546 / > , > 3Q> »¥ / 

OL 77OU devp OPOWVTES aKNYEOaT ’ ovo €TL hac 

9 > , - \ ~ eee 

Extopos avipoddovo.o évos Kat yetpas admrrous 
, > b) age) ‘\ / , 

oxynceo, add’ ev vnvot peratvnow Twecéer Oat. 
» Ser e nA b) , /, 

€LY) Ps) OS TLS ETQALPOS amayyetheve TAXLOTA 640 
fh ‘ IInhetdy, eet ov pw dlopar ovde temva Bau 

Avypys ayyeins, ort ot diros Hef Eratpos. 
GAN’ ov Ty Svvapar id€ew TovodvTov ’Ayatav 

X la , Wed 

Hep yap KaTEXOVTaL OuOs avTol TE Kal UTTOL. 
Zev TATEP, GANA OV pYaat UT NHéepos vias "Ayatav, 645 
Toinaov © atOpny, dds 8 ddbarpotar idéoOau. 
5) \ , Ney, See ae Y Y 39 
€V Oe pac KQL o\Eeooor, €MTel VU TOL €adev OUTWS. 

632. urns. Schol. duolws. ‘All the 
same,’ i.e. even though sent by an un- 
skilful hand, they reach the mark by 
the guidance of Zeus. 

634. adtof wep. Schol. Ven. 2, 7pets 
pévot of KaTaAcActmpevor OT TOY dev- 
yovTwv. 

635. vexpdy, not the body of Coeranus, 
but of Patroclus. Both the addition of 
the article and the absence of the F from 
epvooouey seem indications of late compo- 
sition in this passage, and the lines 635— 
639 may have been interpolated. There 
is some difficulty in the Ionic form arn- 
xéSaTa1, which seems rather an imitation 
of such words as 5éxatrat, €arat, ix. 628, 
eppadarat (palyw, Od. xx. 354), epOdparat 
andterdyxatat which occur even in Thucy- 
dides, than as following any strict ana- 
logy. The form akax-vTat, changed eu- 
phonieally to adkaxéara:, appears to have 
undergone a further expansion by the in- 
sertion of 5, by which the form of the verb 
was adapted to epic rhythm. Cf. eAanré- 
dato, Od. vii. 86. The reading is not 
quite certain, as the word does not else- 
where occur, and the early editions give 
axnxéeat. Hesychius, axjxerat ainwovet 
(where Schmidt would read axnxéeSarar). 
Id. anndédarar AVTn KatéxovTa (MS. 
GKNKEDaT aL KaTEXETAL).—aKaX EOaT at Av- 
movvtat. We have akaxfmevos and 

aknxéuevos (accented as a reduplicated 
aorist) in v. 364 and xviii. 29. There is 
certainly no present axnxéw, as assumed 
by Mr. Trollope; the root is ax, as in 
axos, ache, reduplicated and inflected.— 
ovd ért x.7.A., they do not believe that 
after this success (the killing of Coera- 
nus) Hector’s hands will be stopped, but 
that he will attack the fleet. So the 
Schol. Ven., though he gives the other 
interpretation of this ambiguous phrase, 
‘that we Greeks shall be driven back 
upon our ships.” See on xii. 107. Heyne, 
“nos ad naves esse fugituros.” 

644. jépr. See sup. 594.—Karéxovrat, 
al. kexdAurTa. Cf. ill. 419, BA 5 KaTa- 
TXOMEVH EavG apyjrt pace. Od. ix. 144, 
ovde ceAHYN ovpavdde mpovpatwe, Karel- 
xeTo 5& vepécoou. 

645. aAAd, ‘at least.’ 
647. ev 5¢ pdex. See on xvi. 568. 

sup. 368. Schol. Ven. neyadoppdvws ov 
cwTnplay aiteitat, AAG Pas mpds Thy 
Tav opladAuayv xpelav, Iva Spdvres Kah 
ma0wow. Mr. Newman: “ Jove, Father ! 
from the welkin-mist Achaia’s sons 
deliver! Make open sky, and cheery 
sight bestow upon our eyen: and sith 
thy pleasure is to slay, slay us in light of 
heaven.” See on xvi. 568. sup. 368.— 
eadev, €FFadev, avddvw. See xiv. 340. 
Vulgo ctadev. 
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&s dato, Tov S€é watHp dofipato SaKpu xXEovTa 
Sa & SP. XN 45) et) “ > , \ 

QUTLKa NHEpa ev OKEOACEV KQAL ATTWOEV OLN Ys 

héduos & éréhaprbe, pan 8 emi raca padvOn. 650 

kal ToT ap Alas eire Bory ayalov Mevédaov 
A ¥ »¥ 

“ oKxérteo vov, Mevédae Siotpedés, et Ke Wonae 
‘\ YD e3: Ue 4 / cer 

Cwov ér *Avtidoxov peyalijpouv Néotopos vior, 

dtpuvov & "Ayre Satpporr Paccor iovTa 
eirely OTTL pa ol Todv hidtatos ore? Eratpos.” 

ds épar’, ovd amiOyoe Bony ayalos Mevé)daos, 
“ Se Y , , 3 ‘\ 4 

By & i€vat as Tis TE N€Ewy aTO pecoavdoLo, 
y Sasso NY , , > » 35 , 
OS T E€TEl AP KE KAaPNTL KUVQS T avopas T epcbilar, 

Y , <) 7A lal > ox i 4 

Ol TE MLW OUVK ELWOL Boov €K T7lLap eéo Bat 
, o! , aA X ~ > / 

TAVVVXOL EYPNTOOVTES’ O Oe KPElL@vV epatilav 660 
3 , > > x la , \ + 

iver, GAN ov Ti mpnoce Oapeées yap aKovTes 
5 , ae , “A 

QVTLOV ata oouvaL Opaceaov ATO YELPOV, 

Kavopevai Te OEeTal, TAS TE TPEL ETTVPMLEVOS TEP! 
2”A > > /, ~ /, lal 

Hoe S atovordw By TeTindTe Ova: 
@s amo Ilatpdkhowo Bony ayabos Mevéd\aos 665 

nie TOAN aékwv' Tept yap die wy pv “Ayxarot 

dpyahéov mpd pdBo.o Ehwp Syiowwr Nizrovev. 

648—655. The mist being removed 
from the Greeks, Ajax requests Mene- 
laus to look out for Nestor’s son Anti- 
lochus to go at once as a messenger to 
Achilles. 

650. éml—qadv0n, emipavys hv.—elme, 
mpoceire, sup. 237. 

652. oxérreo. See on xvi. 361. 
655. eimeiy x.7.A. The simple form in 

which the message was couched showed 
a thorough knowledge of Achilles’ cha- 
racter. If nothing else would rouse 
him to aid the Greeks in their last 
strait, this at least would prove sufli- 
cient. And thus we are introduced to 
the last act of the drama, the crowning 
point of the Iliad, viz. the exploits of 
the principal hero, who hitherto has 
been kept as it were in reserve and 
abeyance. Herein, too, the counsels of 
Zeus are fulfilled, to do honour to the 
son of Thetis. 

656—672. Menelaus with some reluc- 
tance leaves the fight over the body of 
Patroclus, in order to find Antilochus,- 
but specially charges the two Ajaces and 

Meriones to protect the body in his 
absence. 

658. ds re, supply efor or Baiver from 
the preceding verse. The verb in fact is 
supplied, though by an anacoluthon, inf. 
664.— épcOiGwy, teasing, trying the tem- 
per of, viz. by his frequent attempts at 
pilfering. The fine simile following 
(656—664) occurred before at xi. 550 
seqq. 

663. Sderal, ‘torches ;’? not the same 
word as taeda, but from their being 
made of bundles (5éw). Cf. Ar. Vesp. 
1361, GAN ws TaXLoTAa THO Tdobe TAS 
devas AaBovoa. 

666. 2éAX” aéxwv. Schol. Ven. 2, 
mpos ToUTO pdvoy 7) TapaBoAn Ta SE ev 
Meow mpds ovdéey ekelpyaorat TepiT OE mevov 
T@ pw. 

667. mpd odBo10, ‘through fear,’ prae 
metu, as the Attics say wep! pdBw. A re- 
markable use of pd, and one that shows its 
close analogy with prae, through the form 
mpat (mapat), like drat, aral, pro and our 
‘for’ In xxiv. 734, which is here cited by 

Schol. Ven. 2, dAcdwy mpd %vakTos seems 
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TOANA dé Mnpidvy Te Kai Aidvreso ewéredev. 
“ Alavr “Apyelwv nyntope, Mnp.ovy te, 
vov Tus evneins Iatpokdnos Sevdoto 670 

prnodclw: Tacw yap émiotato pethiyos eivar 
‘\ 352. 

Cwos €wv. 
i 5 QA lal , 33 

VUV QU Pavaros KaL MOLD KLYQVEL. 

as apa dovyoas aréBn Eavlds Mevédaos, 
y > Y , 

TAVTOTE TATTAWVOV WS T GAlETOS, OV pa TE Paci 
> , , e , lol 

6€vTaTov dépxer bau UT OUPQVLWV TETENVOYV, 675 

ov Te Kal WOO edvTa Tddas TAXVs OVK Ehable TIOE 
id e 2°35 , , > , 2: 9959, 5 las 

Odpve vr apdikon@ KataKkeimevos, GMa T ET aUTM 
¥ , , > ‘ > , 4 €oovTo Kat Té pw oka LaBawv e€eiheTo Oupov. 
@ Y 
as TOTE ool, Mevédae StoTpedés, 0oce haewa 

, , , . » ene, 
TAVTOOE duveto Onv TONEWV KAaTQ eOvos ETALPWV, 680 

¥ , en ¥y , » el tov Néatopos viov ert Cdovta tdorro. 
‘ sN 4\3 Rigs 3 / U4 Jae 3 \ , 

Tov O€ pan ais éevonoe payns eT apioTEepa TAGS 
Bapovvov? érapous Kat emotpvvovTa waxeo Oa. 
ayyov © iardpevos tpooedy EavOds Mevédaos 

“?Aptinoy’, et & aye Sevpo, Siotpedes, oppa mVOnat 685 
~~ 3 , a XN + , 

huypys ayyedins, 7 py were yevér Oar. 
4 id \ ee Se > , 

ON HEV OE Kal avTOV diowaL EiDopowvTa 

yryvookew OTe THA Geds 

exactly a synonym of our fo7, if it be not 
ultimately the same word. So too in 
Soph. Trach. 150, mpds avdpds poBoupevn 
is the same as mpd in this sense. Doeder- 
lein renders, “ in gratiam fugae, vel quo 
celerius fugerent.” 

670. eévneins, the gentle courtesy. Cf. 
sup. 204. Mure, Hist. Lit. i. p. 287. The 
doctrine alluded to seems that of the 
€pavos in Dem. Mid. p. 547, viz. ‘to do 
as one would be done by.’ 

671. émiotaro civa:, ‘he knew how to 
be” Cf. Aesch. Suppl. 894, Eévos péy 
elvat mMp@Tov ovK éemiatacat. — Tacw,, 

Schol. Ven. ovk ’AxiAAc? pdvm, GAAG 
Kowas Tacw.—voiv avd, nunc autem. Cf. 
sup. 478. 

673—693. Menelaus departs, looking 
with eagle’s eye to find Antilochus. 
Having met with him in the thick of 
the fight, he bids him speed with the 
sad tidings to Achilles, and to ask his 
aid in rescuing the body of his friend. 

676. Here, as in so many of the si- 

Aavaotot kvd\ivden, 

miles of Homer, we notice that accurate 
observation of nature which alone goes 
far to establish the unity of authorship 
in the Iliad, even if founded on an adap- 
tation of other epic legends. Virgil 
renders the passage, Aen. ix. 563, ‘ Qua- 
lis ubi aut leporem aut candenti corpore 
eyenum Sustulit alta petens pedibus 
Jovis armiger uncis.’ 

680. Both €@vos and €étaipos are to be 
referred to the same root, Fe@ or oFe@ 
(Lat. swetus). From it we have many 
forms, all implying familiar converse 
with another; érns, Aesch. Suppl. 247 
(i.e. dords or Snudrns), HOetos, inf. xxii. 
229, €@0s and 7@0s, and perhaps the 
shortened form @ezos, ‘an uncle.’ As for 
€évos, it regularly takes the F, ef. ii. 87, 
and the aspirate in ératpos is a remnant 
of the same guttural-sibilant sound. See 
also on vil. 115. 

681. %orro, either doce, or Menelaus 
himself is the subject. 

688. «vAlvde, comes round, as it were, 
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by the turn of a wheel. — vikn, viz. 
ylyverat. Seeing himself the disasters 
of the Greeks, Antilochus is the more 
prepared to receive the news of Patro- 
clus’ death. Though at first he is over- 
come by so terrible a disaster, his sense 
of duty to his friend induces bim to 
undertake the task, which he discharges 
xviii. 20. 

693. yuurdy, though stripped of the 
armour. Cf. inf. 711; xviii. 21. 

694—714. Antilochus departs on his 
errand to Achilles. Menelaus sends 
Thrasymedes the brother (ix. 81) to 
supply his place in the fight (sup. 682), 
and returns himself to the conflict for 
the body of Patroclus. He tells the 
Ajaces that he does not believe Achilles 
will aid them now that his armour has 
been lost, and advises them to trust to 
their own valour. 

694. Karéorvye, ‘ was shocked,’ < felt 
a shudder come over him, An aorist 
from the root orvy. Cf. Od. x. 112, 

Thy d€ yuvatka evpov bonv 7° dBpeos 
Kopupyy, Kata 8 eotvyoyv avthy. The 
distich following occurs also Od. iv. 
704, 705. In aupacin we have the 
fuller form of the @ privative, i.e. ava, 
as In avdeATTOS, avoxeTos, Gvdedvos. 

698. tedxea. He left his heavy shield 
in the hands of his attendant, since that 
would have impeded his progress to the 
ships. Schol. Ven. 5:4 7d wh Bapod- 
feevov Tots brAots Xpovica ev TH 6dG. 

704. 3087. The Pylians, whom Anti- 
lochus had led, missed their chief the 
more because they were Te:pduevor, ‘hard 
pressed.’ 

705. avnkevy, Schol. Ven. avéreicer, 
TapeTpuvev.—rTototv, a* dativus commodi,’ 
se. ératpois audvew. He sent Thrasy- 
medes, the brother, to supply the place 
of the absent Antilochus.—®& aire, like 
aire, is often the simple avfem. Here 
however the aire seems to have the fuller 
sense of rursus.— émi—BeBjxKeL, see sup. 
574. 
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712, 713. See sup. 634. 
715—734. The two Ajaces pledge 

themselves to fight against Hector, 
while Menelaus and Meriones bear away 
the corpse, Seeing this plan carried into 
effect, the Trojans redouble their efforts, 
like dogs baiting a wild boar, but are 
every where rebuffed by the Ajaces. 

717. tinodivre, subeuntes, acting as 
bearers. 

720. Toov @uvudv. As we bear one and 
the same name of Ajax, so let us have 
the same mind and purpose. 

721. uluvowey appears to be the im- 
perfect. 

722. ayxaCovTo, ‘raised in their arms.’ 
The word does not seem of an ancient 
type, and is not elsewhere found in 
Homer. There are other signs of vew- 
Tepiguos in the concluding verses of this 
book, e. g. the omission of the F in Yaxe 
and in ts (723. 739), aupiBarety wevos 
in 742. The Schol. Ven. says that from 
this passage the ‘later writers,’ i.e. the 
tragics, borrowed their-scene of the body 
of Achilles being borne away by Ajax, 
and protected by Odysseus. According 
to the views advocated in this edition, 
the converse may equally well be the 
case. The great mass of ever-varying 

epics, known to the ancients as ‘ Homer,’ 
appears to have settled down into the 
shape in which we have them, at a period 
long after the really archaic originals 
had given way to many novel combina- 
tions and a more recent and generally 
intelligible dialect.—udAa weydarws, ‘with 
huge (or mighty) effort.’ Briefly put for 
Mmeyav pda. Meydrws, perhaps, as in the 
formula ke?ro meyas Meyahworl, xvi. 776 

726. mpd kovpwy, in advance, in front 
of the young nobles who form the hunt- 
ing- -party. 
727. Ews mev yap, like été wtv—éré 

d¢, for réws. This seems indeed a later 
use, not to say that the old epic seems 
to have made €ws a dissyllable = cfos, 
or &Fos. Seeon xv. 277. Translate : ‘for 
a while indeed they run eager to tear 
him in pieces; but no sooner does he 
turn round upon them, trusting to his 
strength, than back they go, and dis- 
perse this way and that in rapid flight.’ 
There is no English word that exactly 
renders @Ant or dAKH, except perhaps the 
colloquial ‘pluck.’ It means the power 
as well as the courage to face an adver- 
sary in stand-up fight.—éAlcoec@a, to 
turn round and keep the dogs at bay; 
cf, sup. 283. 
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732. Ste, drére, quotiens. The im- 
perfect tpémero is found in the old edi- 
tions, and is the more common idiom. 

Cf. xiii. 279, rod wey ydp Te KaKov TpE- 
TET Kpws. lil. 216, GAN bre 5h ToAd- 
pntis avaltevey “Odvoceds, crdoker, bral 
de Yeoxe. Here the aorist better ex- 
presses the suddenness of the change.— 
Kar’ avTovs, evaytiov. 
735—761. The body of Patroclus is 

borne to the ships, through the thick of 
the fight, which is compared to the 
effects of a sudden fire in a city, when 
houses fall thick and fast. On the other 
hand, the bearers are compared to strong 
but patient mules dragging a heavy baulk 
along a mountain-road; and Ajax, who 
keeps back the crowd, to a rock that 
diverts a river from its course. Lastly, 
the assaults of Aeneas and Hector are 
likened to the attacks of a kite on a 
flight of starlings. For the combination 
of similes compare ii. 455 seqq., where 
the first, as in the present passage, is 
taken from the outbreak of a fire. 

736. ém, against them as they ad- 
vanced. Cf. 741. Or émréraro may mean 
* was increased,’ ‘ intensified.’ 

738. pAeyéOer is perhaps transitive. 
Compare xxi. 13, 14, 7d d€ prdyer ana- 

paroyv mip Opmevoy eéatpyns. 
739. émiBpéuer, blows upon it with a 

noise. It does not seem necessary to 
give this word an active sense (ventus 
facit ignem fremere, Heyne). 

741. a(nxns. See xv. 25.—épxoué- 
vo.ow, cf. v. 150. 

742. dudiBarcvres seems to mean, 
‘throwing their strength into the work 
on both sides of the yoke.’ Schol. Ven. 
isoBaphoavtes TH Song Thy mpobvulav, 
4} oupmaAdctavtes nal evaoavtes Thy aA- 
AfA@v Sivauw TH Song. Mr. Trollope 
says ‘putting on,’ i.e. ‘exerting their 
strength. Arnold, ‘making appear,’ 
‘exhibiting.’ Mr. Newman, ‘with stal- 
wart effort plying.’ Doederlein, “ éug:- 
Baddvres pévos eodem fere sensu quo 
GAKiy emieiméevos vel &xos evddva.” In 
the sense of ‘putting on,’ the middle 
voice would clearly be required. 

744. Hesych. S0xdy" 7d ev oikodouz 
EvAov.—dédpu vhiov, a piece of timber, or 
the trunk of a tree for ship-building. 
Cf. xy. 410. The patient endurance, the 
strength equally exerted by two, and the 
effort in overcoming obstacles are the 
points of the simile, though the body was 
being carried, sup. 718. 
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747. ioxavérnv. The accusative is 
virtually thy waxny inf. 752, from which 
we may here supply robs paxoueévous, 
or (with Heyne) Tpaas. 

748. tetvxnkws, an Tonic form as if 
from tuvxéw, whence also tuxhoas = 
Tuxwv, in iv. 106. Cf. Od. x. 88, dv 
mépt méTpn HALBaTos TeTVxyKE. Schol. 
Ven. d:dAov mponkwy Kal diateTapevos 
Tov mediov 6 mpav. Doederlein is pro- 
bably right in saying “teruxnKas est 
Tbxn Sv; nam tetvxnKev [est] id quod 
casu vel natura natum, rérvkTat id quod 
consilio humano factum est.” We may 
thus render it, ‘placed by the hand of 
Chance right across the plain.’ 

749. kal ipOiuwy x.7.r., Seven the de- 
structive currents of violent rivers,’ i.e. 
it withstands even the swollen and rapid 
waters of a flood, and turns them all (for 
maou shows that a confluence is meant) 
in the direction of the low-level land, 
mAd wv, h.e. amootpepwy, causing them 
to deviate from their straight course. 
Probably the simile is borrowed from a 
natural object in the plain of the Seaman- 
der, in the “innermost corner of which 

projects a rocky height with precipitous 
sides, as if it would bar the passage of the 
river breaking forth from the ravine ” 
(Curtius, Hist. Gr. i. p. 79). 

751. pnyvior, pnyviact, i.e. pyyvuvtt. 
752. avéepyoy, cf. ili. 77. 
753. Gw Eemovro, instabant, urgebant. 

The Trojans led by Hector and Aeneas 
pressed on the bearers in spite of the 
resistance offered by the Ajaces. 

755. Wapeév, ‘starlings:’ ef. xvi. 583. 
—ovAov, with a shriek showing their 
fear of approaching destruction ; “with 
gastly skirling,’ Mr. Newman. The 
word seems connected with 6SAAvmL, 
as Doederlein perceived. See on ii. 8. 
But this peculiar use is said to occur in 
late writers only (see Liddell and Scott 
in v.), and some, as the Schol. Min., 
explain it here by 6&, ruxvdy, ‘loudly,’ 
‘continuously.’ Buttmann, Lexil. p. 458, 
gives the sense as “a vile, horrid ery.” 

758. tw Aivela. See v. 699. 
761. épwnh, ‘a leaving off’ Cf. xvi. 302. 

The sense is, ‘but, though the more timid 
fled, the fight was kept up by Ajax and 
the bravest.’ (Schol. Ven.) 
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The Eighteenth Book may be said to 
divide the liad into two portions—the 
refusal of Achilles to fight, ending in the 
disaster of the Greeks at the conclusion 
of the preceding book, and the vengeance 
of Achilles on the Trojans generally, but 
Hector especially, for the loss of his 
friend. With the exception of the ‘Shield 
of Hercules’ attributed to Hesiod, but 
probably of much later date,—the origin, 
perhaps, of the legend of the contest 
between the two poets,—in which many 
passages occur similar to the Homeric 
description of the shield of Achilles, no 
writer earlier than Plato, so far as we 
know, makes any allusion to this famous 
episode, unless some should be disposed 
to except a passage in the latest of the 
Euripidean plays, Iph. Aul. 1067 seqq., 
where it is foretold by Chiron, at the 
marriage of Peleus, that a son of Thetis 
shall burn Troy with his Myrmidons, 
mep) comaTt xpucewv btAwY “Hoaioto- 
movwy KeKkopv0mevos évduT’, ex Deas watpds 
dwphuar exwy Oéridos, & viv EriKre. 
But the true interpretation of this pas- 
sage is furnished by another in Eur, El. 
442 seqq., where the Nereids (doubtless 
by command of Thetis) are described as 
bearing the arms made by Hephaestus 
across the sea to the cave of Chiron. 
These undoubtedly were the original 
arms lost by Patroclus, but recovered 
from the body of Hector. The devices 
on them in Euripides are widely dif: 
ferent. The account in the eighteenth 

VOL. i. 

Iliad is, we think, not the original one, 
but the work of a very much later hand 
than is commonly supposed. It would 
indeed be extraordinary, if this part of 
the poem had really existed throughout 
the whole era of Greek literature, that 
no allusion to it should be found in any 
writer earlier than Plato. The composer 
of our Iliad, in common perhaps with 
the author (suspected by some critics to 
be Alexandrine) of the ‘Scutum Her- 
culis,’ took the older poem as a basis or 
model, and worked it up into the highly 
ornate, but by no means really archaic 
narratives that we now possess. 

1—14. Antilochus, arriving at the tent 
of Achilles, finds him foreboding disaster 
to his friend from the sudden rout of the 
Achaeans, as well as from a prophecy he 
had heard from his mother. 

1. Repeated from xi. 596; xiii. 673. 
3. dp0oxpaipawy. The elevated prow 

and stern of a Greek galley suggested 
the crescent-shaped outline of the horns 
of an ox. Schol. Ven. Aéye: 5¢ did 7d 
Tas Tp@pas kal mpvuvas avareTaoOal, eK 
peTapopas Tay Boar. 

4. ppovéoyta, dcaduevoy, boding in his 
mind the disasters which had indeed 
been accomplished. 

5. ele. The soliloquy had just pre- 
ceded the advent of the message, as ap- 
pears from ver. 15.—7pds dv, note the 
omitted F in this formula, which occurs 
also in the Odyssey, e.g. v. 407. Bekker’s 
reading elev édy is arbitrary. 

Le 
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6. tir dp. Seei. 8. 
7. émtkAovéovrat, are huddling together 

in alarm at the ships, driven helter-skel- 
ter across the plain. The Schol. Ven., and 
some commentators, as Doederlein, sepa- 
rately construe vynuoly ém as if vjas em. 
Compare vi. 38, and see Mure, Hist. Lit. 
i. p. 288. Achilles thought that while 
Patroclus was alive the Greeks would 
not be driven back to the fleet. Hence, 
inf. 12, he infers that he has been slain. 

8. ut) 5, supply S€50:Ka. ‘‘ Ne deorum 
invidia luctus acerbus sibi pariatur, 
Achilles timet,” Spitzner. Heyne, less 
correctly, “avertant dii, ne eventum 

habeat, quod mihi mater e praedictione 
aliquando nuntiavit.” The sight of the 
Greeks flying, combined with the memory 
of a somewhat ambiguous prophecy (for 
Patroclus was not properly, or at least, 
was but indirectly, see Schol. Ven., a 
Myrmidon), causes the sudden boding of 
ill. And this is well devised by the poet, 
as in some degree preparing Achilles for 
the crushing news.—For meppadeiv, a 
reduplicated aorist from root pad, see 
xxiii. 138. The literal sense is, ‘ clearly 
and fully explained to me.’ 

10. tov &picrov, Schol. Vict. dvvarat 
Mupuiddvev A€yew toy kpiotoy oioy THs 
Mupuididvey otpatias. This must be re- 
ferred to some one, not specially men- 
tioned elsewhere, of the communications 
made by Thetis to her son. “ Achilles 

20 

had received several intimations, directly 
and indirectly, of the circumstances that 
would attend his expedition to Troy. If 
he chose the latter of two fates offered 
to him, he was to fall before the walls 
of the city (xxiii. 80) by the weapon of 
Apollo (xxi. 278) and by the hand of 
Paris (xxii. 359; xix. 417); but not till 
the bravest Myrmidon had fallen. It 
was not expressly declared however that 
this Myrmidon was Patroclus; since 
Achilles fully expected that his friend 
would survive him (xix. 328). Lastly, it 
was foretold, infra v. 95, that the death 
of Hector would speedily be followed by 
that of Achilles.” Trollope. 

13. ox€rAvos, ‘unhappy man!’ Schol. 
Ven. tTdAas 7) TAhuwy evtadOa. 6 EavTa 
Kak@v aiTlos.—éKéAevov, see xvi. 89. 
“Patroclum suis mandatis neglectis in 
vitae periculum incurrisse Achilles animo 
praesagit. Quare haec non tam enar- 
rantis quam indignantis sunt.” Spitzner. 

15—21. In short, plain, and unaffected 
terms the sad tidings are announced. 
They are the words of a man to a man; 
and the speaker, as the Schol. Ven. ob- 
serves, represents the loss as having 
fallen upon himself fully as much as 
upon his friend. 

19. ph bperrc, e%Oe wh eyevero. See 
Xvii. 686.—ke?ra, ‘is down,’ ‘is dead ;’ 
a euphemism.—~yupvod, ef. xvii. 693. 

20. vékvos d5€ 67, ‘and you must know 
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onGea temdyyovto, Mev & brs yvia Exdorns. 
“Avtihoxos 8 érépwhev ddvpeto Saxpva hetBov, 

XElpas Exwv “Ayidjos: 0 S€ oréve KVddAmOV KTP" 
decide yap pu) hayov drapyjoee TLdypo. 
opepdahéov & wpw€er. 

further that,’ &e., this being an addi- 
tional disaster. 

22—64. In an agony of grief Achilles 
sprinkles ashes on his head, and flings 
himself on the ground, tearing his hair 
and groaning deeply. The captive hand- 
maids run up and add to the wailing. 
Antilochus is alarmed lest Achilles should 
do himself some violence. Thetis, hear- 
ing the cry, comes forth from the sea to 
console her son, attended with her sister 
nymphs. It is a scene of woe, and the 
goddess bewails her bereavement in a 
speech of the greatest pathos. 

22. &xeos vepeAn. The meaning per- 
haps is that a giddiness and darkness 
seemed to come over his eyes. 

24. xevaTo x.T.rA. See xvi. 548. Plato, 
Resp. ii. p. 388, A, méAiv 52) ‘Outpou Te 
Senoducba Kal Tov UrAAwY ToinTav mh 
moi “AxiAAéa Beas maida “AAAoT’ em) 
mAeupas KaTakelwevoy—pnde “Aupotépynar 
xepoly EAdvta Kdvi aidaddecoay xevd- 
pevov Kak KepaAts, unde AAG KAaloyTa 
Te Kal ddupdmevoy, boa Kal ola exetvos 
émolnae. 

Ibid. Hoxvve, he fouled or disfigured. 
Cf. xxiv. 418. Propertius seems to bor- 
row the expression, ii. 9.13, in speaking 
of Briseis: ‘ Foedavitque comas, et tanti 
corpus Achilli Maximaque in parva sus- 
tulit ossa manu.’ 

25. vextapéw. 
}) ebrpere?, 7) Octo. 

26. weyadwort. 

Schol. Ven. 2, eddder, 

See xvi. 776. Pro- 

P 

»” \ , , 
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pert. ii. 8. 3, ‘multa Patroclon arena 
Porrectum.’ 

28. Anicoaro. Schol. Ven. ek Aadup- 
aywylas éxtjoaro, i.e. from the capture 
of Thebe, Lyrnessus, and other towns in 
or near the Troad. This passage indi- 
cates that the two friends had made 
these barbarous raids in common, though 
the grief of the women confirms the 
character of Patroclus for évnety, or gen- 
tleness. They appear, as Heyne remarks, 
from éx 5€ OvpaCe dpauov, to have had 
Separate quarters or KAiola assigned 
them in the camp. 

29. axnxéwevar: by transposition, or 
rather, by the euphonic laws of metre, 
for akaxnwevat, a reduplicated present 
from root ay, like ca@quevar. See on 
v. 364; xvii. 637. 

32. €répwéer, on the other side of them, 
viz. to that taken by the women. 

33. 0 de, Achilles. This sentence is 
parenthetical; the yap following ex- 
plains why Antilochus held the hand of 
Achilles, viz. in fear lest he should do 
some violence to himself, or commit 
suicide. Some interpreted this to mean, 
that Achilles was afraid lest Hector 
should decapitate the body of his friend. 
—araunjoee (apav), lit. should ‘mow 
off ;? the &@ is made long, as in auyrds, 
perhaps by the double sound of ju. 
Spitzner adopts the reading of Zeno- 
dotus, amorungere. See on iii. 359. 

35. @uwkev, viz. Achilles; a repetition 
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of éoreve in 33. Thetis heard the groans 
of her son, and resolved (inf. 63), though 
full of ill-bodings, to ascertain the 

cause. 
39. The list of names following occurs, 

but with considerable differences, in Hes. 
Theog. 243 seqq. Compare Virg. Georg. 
iv. 336 seqq. Aen. v. 825, 826. Schol. 
Ven. 6 t&v Nypeliwy xopds mponbernrat 
(i. e. is marked as spurious’) kal mapa 
ZnvoosT@, ws “Hadderov Exwy XapakTnpa. 
—ré Te” Ev0a ovre xpdvov onuatver ode 
témov' SiakdmTeTal Te 7 AUTH TE kaTa- 
Ady. That these lines are here inter- 
polated, or adopted from an older poem, 
seems probable; but the question, as 
Spitzner says, is “‘res lubrica atque in- 
certa.” 

49. wAAa. For Hesiod enumerates 
fifty, the received number. 

54. Sucapiororénera. Schol. Ven. Aéyee 
dé em) Kakg@ Tov &piotoy TeTOKViA, ws KY 
Tis elmot em Suotvxla evrexvos. Cf. 
Theocr. xxiv. 72, @dpoe., apioroTéKera 
yuvh, Mepotioy aiua. 

56. avedpauev. Cf. Od. vi. 162, AjAw 
5 mote Totoy “AméAAwvos mapa Bowe 
gotvikos véoy Epvos avepxduevoy evdnoa. 
The simile is continued in youvg aAwis, 
Schol. Ven. 7@ yovlum témw Tis yns, ? 
7@ OWndroTaTe. Cf. ix. 584, Od. i. 1938, 
and sup. xvii. 53 —58. 

58. emimpoénra, I sent him out upon, 
or in command of, beaked galleys. Or 
perhaps, ‘with ships,’ the verb having 
the ordinary sense of mpoméuat, ‘alas, 
that I allowed him to go to Troy with 
his fleet!” Compare ix. 520; xi. 628; 
xvii. 708. 
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60. Schol. Ven. “Ounpos ovk oidev, ws 
oi vedrepor Tointal, KeXwpiomeyny Thy 
Ori ard Tod nrAéws bd Thy AXiAAEws 
yeveow, GAN bre Kal weTa TY Tpaikdy 
méAeumov avveott, Aéyet. According to 
Euripides, Androm. 17, their home was 
a retired spot near Phthia, iy’ 7 Oadac- 
ola Tinde? évy@rer xwpls avOpdrwy O€r1s, 
pevyoun butdov. 

62. xpaocujoca, ‘to assist him.’ Or 
we may supply &xos from &xvura, ‘to 
keep grief from preying upon him.’ See 
oni. 28. Lexil. p. 542. 

63. émaxotow. The sense, which is 
unusual, appears to be, ‘that I may hear 
it from himself.’ Properly, érakoveiy is 
‘to overhear.’—amd, amdmpobev. Cf. ix. 
353. 

65—77. Thetis and her nymphs pro- 
ceed through the sea to the shore of 
Troy, where they range themselves on 
the beach near the ships of Achilles. 
Approaching her son, the goddess urges 
him, with an affectionate embrace, to 
open the cause of his grief. 

68. éemioxepw, ‘one after the other,’ 
‘in succession,’ ‘in a row.’ See on xi. 
668. Doederlein renders it in ltus. 
Hesych. epetijs: kata +d €t7js.—elpuyro, 
‘had been drawn up,’ the epic aorist of 

60 

65 

70 

oe dpévas ikeTo mrev0os; 

On Tou TeTeAETTAL 
EVYEO XELPAS aVAaTKXOV, 75 

ép¥w. See xiv. 30; xxii. 507. Lexil. p. 
309.—auq’ ’AxiAja, near the ship of 
Achilles. 

71. xdpn AdBe, “brachio cervicem 
amplexa,” Heyne.—madds ejos, ‘her 
noble son.’ Cf. xiv. 9. inf. 138. Lexil. 
p-. 252. This is one of the passages where 
éjos may have crept into the text asa 
supposed equivalent to €ozo, swz. 

74. r& wev 87 K.7.A. © These ends have 
already been accomplished for you by 
Zeus, as erst you prayed with hands up- 
held, that all the sons of the Greeks 
should be hemmed in (or packed close) 
at the ships’ sterns, in need of you, and 
should sutfer unseemly treatment.’ “Ait 
illa: evenisse ei, quae in votis habuerat, 
ut Achivos poenitentia injuriae incesseret, 
ultima passos, postquam Achilles ab iis 
discesserat.” Heyne; who compares i. 
240, 4 mor °AxiAAHos mob} tera vias 
-Axaiay.—aAjmevat, GAfjvat, see xxii. 12; 
xvi. 714.—aexhaAta, deucéAra, aS amepetora 
for ameipéoia, akaxhuevar for anny euevat 
sup. 29. Spitzner however inclines to the 
opinion of the ancient grammarians, who 
derived the word from éxay or €«nAos 
(Hesych. axovo.a, xadrerd, & ok ty Tes 
€xay 1d001). 
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78—93. Achilles replies that nothing 
can give him gratification now that Pa- 
troclus is dead and the arms of Peleus 
are borne by Hector (132). He wishes 
that Peleus had wedded a mortal wife ; 
as it is, he will not be seen alive again in 
his home, and Thetis will grieve for ever 
at his loss. 

80. 750s, &dos, xi. 88, at mihi non haec 
satis sunt. So Theocritus uses the word, 

xvi. 40, GAN’ oF ody 750s, ewe) yAuKby 
etexevwoay Oupdy. 

83. meA@pia, supernatural, made by 
the gods. 

85. €uBadov, “ quoniam invita Thetis 
Peleo nupsit, coacta ab irato Jove.” 

Doederlein. Cf. inf. 482. The marriage 
of Peleus and Thetis, or rather the rape 
of the goddess and her various transfor- 
mations,—the origin, probably, of the 
later story of Proteus in Od. iv., 

very celebrated subject of old, and one 
of the most frequently represented on 
Greek vases. 

92. mp@tos. Schol. ob wet’ &AAovs,— 
GAAG mpOrov exeivoy avedeiv. The first, 

viz. as the principal aggressor. But Doe- 
derlein explains it, mpdrepov 7) ewe &ySpecor 
peTeupmevat.eaAwpa, here ‘the price of 
slaying.’ Aeschylus uses this plural, but 
in the sense of EAwp, ¢ a prey,” Suppl. 800, 
Kkvolv & Emel? EAwpa Kamix wplors Basea 
detmvoy ovk avaivoua méAew. The Scho- 
liasts strangely derived it from €Akew, 
and so Hesychius: €Awp: EAkvoua. AVuN. 
&ypa. Oolvn.—éA@pia’ EXKVTMaTa (cf.i.4). 
Heyne thinks it means, ‘ punishment for 
Patroclus having been made a €Awp for 
dogs.’ 
94—96. Thetis at once informs him 

that his doom is then fixed; he must 
himself die, if he avenges his friend. It 
is with the full knowledge, therefore, of 
his fate that his noble and justly cele- 
brated resolve is taken. These lines are 
cited by Plato, Symp. p. 179. Apol. p. 
28, c. See also Cicero, Ep. ad Att. ix. 5. 
Mure, Hist. Gr. Lit. i. p. 289. 

95. ofa, i.e. €& Oy Aéyes. Cf. xi. 795. 
—axvmopos: this again is explained by 
some as a myth representing the dying 
of the sun. Max Miiller says (‘“ Chips 
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from a German Workshop,” vol. ii. p. 
107), “The idea of a young hero, whe- 
ther he is called Achilles, or Meleager, 
or Kephalos, dying in the fulness of 
youth, a story so frequently told, lo- 
calized, and individualized, was first sug- 

gested by the sun, dying in all his youth- 
ful vigour either at the end of a day, 
conquered by the powers of darkness, or 
at the end of the sunny season, stung by 
the thorn of winter.” (Notices of these 
opinions are occasionally presented to 
the reader: the discussion of them is 
obviously impossible. But it is a re- 
mark of some importance, that such a 
view entirely accords with that of the 
mystical interpreters older than Plato’s 

- time, who found an allusion to natural 
phenomena in most of the mythology 
and many of the descriptions in Homer.) 

97—126. Death has no terrors for 
him, even on the instant, since it was 
denied to him to avenge his friend. His 
life isa burden to himself and useless to 
others. Cursed be the spirit of strife, 
that has wrought all this woe! But his 
resolve is taken; he will rise at once, 
and pursue Hector to the death. Not 
Hercules himself was superior to fate, 
though especially dear to Zeus. He will 
now give many a Trojan matron reason 
to know that only late he has arisen to 
fight. 

99. xrewouévw, at the time when he 
was being killed. 

100. ednoev (€5€noev) is here personal; 
‘he (Patroclus) stood in need of me to 
become a defender of harm from him.’ 
This form of the aorist is suspicious, as 
one found in the later Attic, as Ar. Ran. 

266, kexpd&ouwar yap, kuv we O79, OV juepas. 
Spitzner rightly gives the sense, about 
which the ancient commentators were in 
some doubt, elle proeul a patria periit, 
meae opis ad perniciem arcendam in- 
digens. Doederlein, with Thiersch, would 
read cued d€ Sénoer. 

101. voy S¢. The sentence is continued 
at ver. 114. The anacoluthon well ex- 
presses the agitation of the speaker.— 
véouat, in the usual future sense, as inf. 
136.—ddos, viz. owrtnpias. 

104, éeréciov. It may be doubted 
whether this is to be taken adverbially 
with juat, or as an epithet to &xOos. 
Plato, Apol. p. 28, D, quoting perhaps 
from memory, gives mapa yynvol kope- 
viow. Compare Theaetet. p. 176, D, 
olovTat Gkovew OTL ov AApol eiol, yHs 
&AAws UXOn, GAN Uvdpes ofovs Het ev 
moAEL TOUS TwONTOMEVOUS. 

105. totos édv, Kalrep roiovtos dy, 
‘though valiant in war as none other of 
the Achaeans, albeit better orators they 
may be.’ The latter remark is added to 
show that deeds rather than words were 
the tests of a really great man. The 
ancient critics excused the apparent self- 
laudation of Achilles on the ground that 
such was the custom of the warriors of 
old. But in fact, it is rather a self- 
reproach, that he, so conscious of his 
power to aid, should so long have been 
inactive. 

107. as, fc, as in xiv. 142. ‘O that 
strife might perish from among gods 
and men, and passion, which incites (or 
allows) even the large-minded man to 
wrath,—which, though far sweeter than 
honey (i.e. in its first sensations) down 
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the throat, yet in the breast of men doth 
increase like smoke,’ viz. from an unex- 
tinguished fire, which, if allowed to 
spread, fills every place with dense va- 
pour. Schol. Ven. roy 5€ Kamvdy mapel- 
Ange mpds Thy avinowv, SHAov 5 rt Kata 
avabvutacw Thy Gard THs Opyns pepomevny 
6 Ovpos avapéepeta. Plato cites 108, 109 
in the Philebus, p. 47, E, and Aristotle 
the latter verse, Rhet. i. ch. xi., and 
again with part of 110 in lib. ii. ch. ii. 
— Katade.Bouevolco may mean simply 
‘poured out,’ but comparing Theocr. iii. 
54, @s méAL Tat YYAUKU TovTO KaTa Bpd- 
xOo10 yévorro, we may perhaps better 
supply cata orduartos. 

111. &s eué «.7.A. (‘I say anger,) for 
that is the feeling with which at present 
Agamemnon has filled me by his insults 
and his outrage. However, let us for- 
give and forget, hard though the task 
may be.’ For the formula in 112 see on 
xvi. 60. Mure, Hist. Lit. i. p. 311. In 
this passage the Greek philosophers found 
a confirmation of the division of the soul 
into 7d Aoyiotixdy, TO BusiKdy, and 7d 

émiOupntikdv. 
114. éderHp does not elsewhere occur 

in Homer. Max Miiller says (“‘ Chips,” 
&e. ii. p. 88), “another magnificent 
sunset looms in the myth of the death 
of Hercules,’—which accordingly he 

proceeds, and with great ingenuity, to 
explain in detail. Commentators remark 
that Hercules is here but a man, not 
even a demigod. 

117. ov5¢ yap k.7.A. Fatalism wasa 
Greek, as it still generally is an Eastern 
dogma. Aeschylus has the saw érz Tot 
Mépouudy ott, Td yévort’ &y, Suppl. 1047. 
See inf. xxii. 365. 

120. «i 5%, ‘if really a like fate is pre- 
pared for me,’ viz. the same as for Her- 
cules.—keloouat, a formula implying the 
impossibility of return to life. Theocr. 
lil. 53, keroeduai SE mecwy, Kal Tod AvKOL 
@5€ w @ovTai—viv Bi K.7.A., ‘but at 
present (while I have life), I would win 
a good report.’ Schol. Ven. 3 5€ Aéyet, 
TowvTdv eote (OvTa pmey ov xph apydy 
elvat ovdé Keiobar Somep vexpov, GAAG 
téTe bray 6 Odvaros ZAOn. The optatives 
are used, rather than hortative subjunc- 
tives, since a wish is implied, or (as 
Doederlein puts it) an appeal to fortune 
that he may obtain such successes over 
the Trojans as will show them that for a 
long time he at least has been absent 
from the fight. (The éyd is, as usual, 
emphatic.) Thus yvotev, ‘let them know,’ 
viz. by bitter experience, is more forcible 
than if we supply ay, or with the Schol. 
Ven. explain it by va yveou, 
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Saxpu dpopEapervnv, adwa otovaynoar epeinr’ 
yvotev © ws 8x Snpov éy@ Tohenovo wéravpau. 125 

, 3, , 4 , b) / , 33 

pnoé p EpuKe payns hiiéovad mep* ovde me TEL ELS. 
‘\ > > / > \ 4 3 vA 

Tov © npelBer ereita Dea Otis adpyupdmela 
ce \ ae (San , eZ > 7) ae ee) 

Val OY) TAVTA Yé TEKVOV, ETYTUJLOV’ OU KQKOV €OTLV 

/ e , b] la > ‘ + 

TELPOLLEVOLS ETAPOLO LV Q[LVVELLEV QLTTUV ode pov. 

> , » N N , ¥ 
ahda To evTea Kada peTa Tpweoow €XovTat 

XKaAKEA LApphatpovTa. 

130 

TO pev Kopv0atodos "Extop 
Zee »~ »” > , > le , 

avTOS EXWV wpmotow ayadheTat ovo € dnp 

Synpov eraydateta Oar, ere hovos eyyv0ev avTo. 
GANA GV pev py TH KaTadVaEo padov “Apyos, 

mpl y ewe Sedp’ EMMovoar ev dfOahpotor tOnau 135 
> en Ni na Ss b} , b) , 

nobev yap Vevpal, a HEAL avLOVTL, 

Tevyea Kaha PEepovea Tap ‘Hoaioro.o avaktos.” 
@ » , , , ACY 2A 
@s apa dwvycaca adi tTparel vios Enos, 

Kal otpepleta adinor kacvyyyTHoL peTNnvoa 
“ Yuels pev vov OvTE Oahacons evpéa KdodTOr, 140 
> fy la , ed \ , 4 

dopeval Te yepovl adiov Kat dopmara Tatpés, 
la ¢ 4 JS: lal 3 \ >» 93 \ ” 

Kal OL TAaVT ayopevoa ey & és feaxpov O)vp7rov 

cfu tap Hdavotov Kdvtotéyyny, ev Kk e0€h\ynow 
CS lal 4 SS 4 , 33 

viet eu@ Oopevar KhuTa TEvVYEA TappavowvTa. 

as epal?, at S vd Kdpa Oatdoons avtix« evoav. 145 
9 8 adr Ovd\vprdvec Hea O€ris apyvpomela 
» ¥ , \ \ , ) , 
nev, oppa pitw aot KAvTA TEvXE EVELKAL. 

Tv pev ap Ovduprrovde 7ddes hepov, adtap *"Ayxarot 

124. Gdwd, with frequent sobs and 
cries. See ii. 87. 469.— epetny, i. 518, 
bre w ex Podomjoa epjoes “Hpn. 

127—137. Thetis approves of the 
noble choice her son has made, and 
promises to bring him a suit of armour 
wrought by Hephaestus, in lieu of those 
lost from the body of Patroclus. 

128. erhrupov, i.e. erntipws, as in 
xili. 111, Od. i. 174, and elsewhere. 
Thus Actas must be supplied. Doeder- 
lein construes éthTumoy ov KaKkdv éort 
ravta, ‘hoc revera non malum est.’ 

130. €xovrat, ‘are held,’ ‘ detained,’ 
132. aydAdrera. See xvi. 91; xvii. 743. 

— ovde, GAN’ ov. 
133. dyAalGecOa: occurs in Pind. Ol. i. 

14, but the form of the future is sus- 
piciously Attic. 

134. katadvcco, the epic aorist, for 
which the Attics would have used xara- 
don. See on iv. 410. 

138—147. Thetis bids the nymphs to 
return to the abode of Nereus under the 
sea, while she goes to Olympus to ask the 
gift of a new suit of armour for her son. 

138. ejos. Seesup.71. Heyne gives 
€0L0. 

142. mdyra, viz. the reason of my 
absence.—ayopetoa: Zenodotus, which, 
as the Schol. Ven. remarks, and Spitzner 
admits, is more the Homeric idiom, e. g. 
xv. 159. Vulgo ayopetoar’. 

148—180. The Greeks are now chased 
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Jeateciw adalynte bf “Extopos avdpodpdvo.o 
A 9 

pevyovtes vnas Te Kal E\HoTOvTOV LKoVTO. 150 
ovd€ Ke Ildtpokddv Tep evxvypoes “Ayxasot 

3 lal 

ex Bedéwv epvoavto véxvr, Yepatovt “Axidjos: 
vo \ \ , / , AIS 

QUTLS Y2p 61) TOV YE KLY OV aos TE KAU LITTOL 

"Extop Te TIpidj.ovo Trdus, pdoyt etkehos aAKyHp. 

Tpis pev piv peTroTiabe rodav ha Be haidimos “Extwp 155 
¢ / , , \ , € 4 

E\Keumevar penaas, peya de Tpdecow ouoKda* 
‘\ \ > lal b] / > , 

Tpis O€ Ov’ Alavtes, Dovpw emetpevor adkyy, 

veKpov amertupenuEav. 0 © €uredov, adkt tremoulas, 
addo7 éeratéacKke kata 00ov, dddpoTe 5 ave 

, ld id b) , 3 > /, , 

OTQAOKE PeEya La\V@V" OT LO @® 3) OU xalero TO[LTT OV. 160 
¢ > b) X\ , » , 3 ¥ , 

WS 3) ATO OWKMATOS OV TL héovT atdava OUVAVTAaL 

TOLULEVES dypavou péya Tewdovta dtec Oar, 
@ e N 3 907 , ¥ , 
@s pa Tov ovK edvvavTO S¥w AlavTe KOopvaTa 
"Extopa Ipuapidnv amd vexpov dewdiEac bau. 

, ¥ \ » » a 
Kal WU KE ElpuaoeV TE Kal GOTETOV NpaTo KvOOS, 165 

el 2) IIndetwve rodivenos @kéa “Ipus 
dyyedos He Povo’ am ’Odiptov Owpnacec Oar, 
KpuBOa Atos ahdwv te OeGv mpd yap HKEé ww “Hpy. 
b) an ele is - A F 4 

aykKOu 5) LOTAMEVY) ETEA TTEPOEVTA Tpoonved. 

BA a 
“ dpaco, IInheldn, wavtwy éxmayhotaT avdpov' 

by Hector to the very shore, and nearly 
lose possession of the body of Patroclus. 
The Trojan chief is with difficulty kept 
at bay by the two Ajaces, as a hungry 
lion by shepherds. Iris comes to rouse 
Achilles at this crisis, and bids him pro- 

tect the body, if he would not incur the 
disgrace of its being thrown to Trojan 
dogs. Here Heyne observes: “ Est haee 
pars carminis in pulcerrimis. Finiendae 
hujus diei pugnae modus erat inve- 
niendus. Reducendus erat in medium 
Achilles ; nee hoe fieri debuit nisi illus- 
tri aliquo et insigni orsu. Ecce solo 
conspectu et clamore fugat Trojanos.” 
He adds, that the poet employs the usual 
device of the intervention of a deity, 
viz. Hera. 

148. wédes pépov. See xv. 405. 
149. aAadAnTrd. See on ii. 149. This 

passage, as the Schol. Vict. observes, 
resumes the thread of the story from 
xvii. 760. 

170 

151. ov8€ Ke—éptoayto, viz. ef my 
HAGev Ipts, inf. 166.—rep, ‘not even out of 
reach of the darts,’ much less to the fleet. 

153. «lxov, ‘had overtaken.’ : 
155. werdmioe, ‘from behind,’ as in 

pursuit.—éudxaa, the imperfect, whence 
b6udkAnoay in xxiii. 863. See xxiv. 248. 

158. Euredov, without a slip or a fall, 
xv. 683.—ameotudériiay, see xvi. 703. 

160. ordoxe. Hector, when rebuffed, 
varied his mode of action, now making 
sudden sallies, now standing still and 
inspiring terror by his cry, but never 
fairly driven back. 

162. Slec@at, Sidney. 
xxii, 251. 

168. «kpuBda, because Zeus had hitherto 
given glory to Hector. Hera, on the 
other hand, is desirous that her Achaean 
people should prevail through the might 
of Achilles. 

170. dpceo, the epic aorist from root 
6p0, ogo, as in ili. 250.—éxmayAdrare, 

See xvii. 110; 
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y > fe 

Ilarpok\ov érapvvor, ob elvexa pvdoTHLS alvy 
4 A 

EOTYKEV TPO VEOV. ot & addnjAovs dhE€Kovew, 
a X\ , lal 

Ol EV AuVvomevot VEKVOS TEpL TEOLYATOS, 
aA WD , vy» > , ot O€ eptoccacbat Tpott "Ihov nvenoeooav 
Tpoes emuOvovor. padtata dé haidimos “Extwp 175 

EXkemevar erovev: Kehahnv dé € Oupds aveyer 
an SDN , , ae) Le: A > ‘\ ZN 

mga. ava oKoddoTec or, Tapovl? amahys amd Seupys. 

aN ava, pnd ett Ketoo: aéBas bé ce Oupor ixéoIw 
Ilatpoxhov Tpdnot kvoiv pédrnbpa yever Oar. 

\ 4 ¥ f, , > , y 33 

oot hWBn, ev KEV TL VEKUS HOXUEMEVOS EhOy. 180 

Tv & ypetBer ereita ToddpKns Stos *Ayiddevs 
oc? , , > » an 5) \, » Ox 22 Ipu Ded, tis T ap oe Hedy enol ayyedov FKev ; 

tov & ave mpocé€euTe TOOHVELOS @kéa Ipus 
iG Uy \ Xi , 

Hpn pe mpoenke, Avds Kvdpr TapdxKoutis: 
ovd oldev Kpovidns twiluyos, ovd€é Tus ahdos 185 
> , a» > , 3 , ”° 

afavatav ot “Ohuptrov aydavuipov adudwepovTat. 
> 

Tv O atrapeBopevos tpocépy Tddas @KVS "AyuddeEvs 
cs an be ae 2 \ a ¥ be , > > ca 
TOS T ap lw peTa pa@ov; Exovar OE TEVYE EKELVOL. 

pntnp & ov pe hin tpiv y eta Owpyocec Oar | 
amply y avtnv eovoar ev d¢0adpotcr Hopau 190 

an \ € td Lied > , » , 

atevTo yap Hdatoto.o map otoewev evtea Kaha. 
» > ¥ > A x N , , 
addov 0° ov Tev oda Ted ay KUTA TevyEa SUa, 

see i. 146.—IlarpéxaAov, see xiii. 110; xvi. 
522. Heyne, Spitzner, and Doederlein 
give TlatpéxAw. ‘The genitive was the 
reading of Aristarchus. 

175. emiOvovat, emiOvmotow, dpuayTat. 
178. céBas, aidés. Cf. vi. 167.— 

meAmnopa, cf. xvii. 255. The strongest 
arguments for immediate action are 
urged by Iris, who knew that Thetis 
had told her son not yet to enter the 
fight, sup. 134. 

180. zoxuupevos, from aicxiverw, ‘to 
disfigure,’ ‘mutilate,’ aix{(ev, is a strange 
form, more resembling the late Alexan- 
drine than the early Ionic dialect. It 
does not elsewhere occur ; and perhaps 
the verse is an interpolation. ‘To avoid 
the difficulty of the short syllable in 
vexvs being made long, Doederlein ex- 
plains it as véxvas (Od. xxiv. 417), “si 
Patroclus specie deformatus ad manes 
pervenerit.” Heyne reads 7joxumévos, 

with one MS. 
181—201. Achilles asks and is told by 

Iris the object of her mission. He ob- 
jects, that he must wait for his armour, 
but Ivis rejoins that his mere appearance 
at the trench will drive away the enemy. 
The passage has some indications of late 
composition, e.g. 008 ofein 185, the vulg. 
autos bY ~AToua in 194, without the F, 
and the repetition of 200, 201 from xi. 
800, 801, not to add the use of red for 
Tov or ov, in 192. 

188. éxeivor, ‘the enemy.’ This also 
is an Attic rather than an Homeric 
usage. See on Aesch. Pers. 397. 

192. o& rev, ovrwos, supply Tedxea 
from the next clause. We have rev for 
tivos in Od. xv. 509, xxiv. 256. The 
Scholiasts ask, why did not Achilles use 
the armour of Patroclus? To which 
various answers are given; but it is 
obvious that the necessity of the divine 
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ei 7) AlavTds ye oakos TeXapwriddao. 
5 x w SEN Y »¥ > ees 4 ¢ “A 

ahha Kal avTOS O, EATOM, EVL TPWTOLT LW OptNet, 

evel Snir Tept IIlatpokdovo Bavovtos.”’ 195 
X > > , 5 , > Jo key 

Tov 0 avTe mpoc€eitrEe TOOHVELOS @kéa Ipus 
HGS \axe A *s y \ 7. 3 & 

eV VU Kal Tels LOMEV O TOL KAUTA TEVYE EXOVTAL 

add’ avTws ert Tappov Lav Tpweror havnt, 
€L KE O VUTCOELTAVTES ATOTKWVTAL TONELOLO 

A > & > lal 

Tpaes, avarvevowort 5 apriot vies “Ayatov 200 
/ 3 / 4 > b) /, , 33 

Tepomevor’ diyyn O€T avatvEvots TOEMOLO. 
aA \ AG 3 > A219!) 2 / / > / Pay) i pe ap ds eitovo’ aréBn 7ddas @kéa "Ips, 

avtap “Ayiddeds HpTo Suipitos: appt 5 "AOHvy 
apos idBiporcr Bad’ aiyida Ovoavoeccar, 
api dé ot kehady védos eatede Sia Jedwy 
xpucecov, ex 8 avrov datev dioya tappavdwcav. 
e oe, ‘\ .A4 > ¥ > FEES) AS, 

as 8 ote KaTrvos iwy €€ aateos ailep tkyTat, 
vi > , ‘\ 4 5 , Tyddbev ex vycov THY Syior aupimayovrTan, 

Ol TE TAaVNMEpLoL OTVYEPH 

armour would vanish, if any other suit 
would do. 

195. With Snidwy, as sup. 173 with 
duvyduevot, we may supply tobs uaxo- 
mevous. 

197. €xovrm. Cf. sup. 188.—airws, 
sc. os éxers, just as you are. Zenodotus 
and Aristophanes read aivtds, which the 
Schol. Ven. is disposed to prefer. 

200, 201. Cf. xvi. 41—43. 
202—242. Achilles rises to the fight, 

and is invested by Athene with her aegis 
and a flashing light round his head, which 
iscompared toa beacon-light held up from 
a beleaguered city. He appears at the 
trench, and the Trojans fly. His shout 
is like the tones of a trumpet, and it 
causes panic and confusion in the Grecian 
ranks. The body of Patroclus is con- 
veyed to the fleet on a bier, and after 
sunset the Greeks rest from their long 
toil. 

204. aiylda. The notion is, that his 
appearance was as terrible as that of 
a Zeus or an Athene waving the aegis. 
The figure is rather far-fetched, and one 
cannot help feeling that this is but a 
repetition of the story of Diomede in v. 4, 
from whose helmet and shield Athene 
caused a supernatural light to blaze 
forth. 

Kpivovtat “Apnu 

205. vépos, a nimbus or corona of 
light, which she hung round his head, 
as it were. So orépew ti mpds Ti is 
used, e. g. Aesch. Theb. 50. The ‘solar’ 
theorists, of course, appeal to descrip- 
tions of this kind, as strongly confirma- 
tory of their views. 

207. kamvdés. The real comparison is 
with the mupoot inf. 211, but the smoke 
preceding the beacon-fire is mentioned 
first as an introduction, and to amplify 
and dramatize the description. Aris- 
tarchus is said by the Schol. Ven. to 
have tampered with the reading here, in 
order to get rid of the kamvds, and to 
have written as © éte mip em mévtov 
dpimpemes aidép ikntra. See Wolf, 
Prolegg. p. 152. Mure, Hist. Lit. i. p. 
313. Doederlein thinks the simile is 
twofold; the vépos compared to the 
karvods, and the prdé maupavdwoa to the 
mupoot. It might be questioned whether 
ex 8 avrov means ek vedous or ef AXIA- 
Aéws. In theformer case (whichis Heyne’s 
view) a misty radiance with a bright 
outer circlet might be compared to a 
flame breaking through and rising above 
dense lower smoke, the flame only ap- 
pearing as darkness sets in. 

209. kpivoyra, ‘are contending.’ The 
relative (ofre) refers to S101, and with 
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210 

Tupool Te preyovow erytpipor, wpdce S avyy 
ylyveTat diocovca, TEPLKTLOVET OL ioea Oar, 

El KEV THWS OUY VHUTW apyns AAKTHPES LK@VTOL 

ds am *Ayidjos kehadys védas alfep’ txaver” 
A SF DLN , 2N\ SHES / Ty Lae , 

OTN & emt Tappov LWVY ATO TELYEOS, OVO ES Ayavous 215 

pioryeTo* nTpos yap TuKWHpV wriler’ ebeTHyAV. 
év0a otas nua’, amateple 5é ITadas ’AOnvn 
pbeyEar: atap Tpwecow év dometov Gpoe Kvdoimdv. 
fs ier ahs 1 oie Jae ) , , 9 y¥ te 

as 8 or apilyhy pavy, ore taye oadaey€& 
4 , f 4 , 

aoTvu TepiTopevav dnlov v7TO Ovpopataréwr, 290 

@s tor apilnrn havi yéver Aiakidao. 
age my » , 5) , ot 8 ws obv aiov dma ydhkeov Aiakidao, 
Tacw dpwbn Oupds. 

6) A 4, Y 

aTap KahXitp LXES LITTOL 
ey »” , »¥ N » a 
dab Oyea TpdTEoV” OaTOVTO yap adyea Dupe. 
cuRs 7 4 > \»Y ey A 
NHVLOK ot ) EKTANYED, E77 EL LOoV AKALATOV TUP 225 

dewov vrép Kehadys peyavpmov II detwvos 
Saropevov? TOO Edare Dea yavKamus “AOHry. 
Tpls Lev Umep Tappov peya. aye dtos “Ayiddevs, 

uoreos ek opeTéepov we may supply apun- 
evo. Perhaps o? 6¢, ‘and they (the 
islanders) ’ &e. The verse is nearly iden- 
tical with 11.385, és ce maynwépio: oTvyepa 
Kplvwyrat Apne. 

211. émhrpimot, one after the other, 
eperépyuot, h.e. Etepor ep Erepots, as 
Doederlein explains the word, comparing 
éracovtepos. For this use of beacons to 
signal for assistance, compare Thuc. iii. 22. 
Aesch. Ag. 496, ot7’ &vavdos ore 01 Salwy 
pardya vAns dpelas onuave? karv@ Tupds. 

216. wloyero. Cf. Hes. Theog. 802, 
ovte mot és Bovdny emuloyeTat.epet- 
uy, see sup. 134. 

217. amdrepOe, ‘apart ;? amlOavoy yap 
€xeivo, To Sid edyns THS AxXiAAEws Hwvijs 
Tpevat Tovs Tp@as. Doederlein regards 
this clause as parenthetic, making 
Achilles the subject to dépce. 

219. apiChan (ii. 318), weydAn, clara, 
‘clearly heard.— odAmyi, probably a 
much later invention than the so-called 
heroic age. See xxi. 388.—6ylwv bro, 
‘(when sounded) by life-destroying foes 
who have invested a city... The parti- 
ciple is the epic aorist from méAoua, and 

is familiar in the formula mepimAopévav 
eviauT@Y. 

222. ydAxeov, viz. as resembling the 
sound of a trumpet. The termination 
in -oyv for -nv is noticed by the Scho- 
liasts as peculiar. Zenodotus read é7a 
XarAKenyv, with synizesis. 

224. tpdmeov. The only way of ac- 
counting for this form (perhaps a pseudo- 
epic one) is to suppose that tpwrde, with 
the lonie termination of the imperfect 
(as Hvreoyv from ayrdw in vii. 422), was 
pronounced tpomdw. The passage is 
turgid, hyperbolical, and unnatural, as 
the ancient commentators remarked on 
230, where Zenodotus even altered the 
text.—tAyea, the pain of wounds; cf. 
viii. 85. But to attribute this intelli- 
gent fear to horses seems far-fetched. 
The Schol. Vict. says of tro: 7) of ém- 
Bara. The former are clearly meant, 
jvloxot in the next verse being opposed 
to trot. 

225. &emAnyev: again a very unusual 
form for eferAdynoay. See xiii. 394. 

228. tpls pwev—rpls dé. ‘This seems 
repeated from xvi. 702, 703. — dmep 
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tpls dé kuKyOnoav Tpaes Kdevtot T émiKovpot. 

eva 5é Kat TOT OAOVTO SvGdEeKa POTES ApLTTOL 
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appt opors OVEETOL KAL EYKETW. 

230 
> aN 5 , 

auTap Ayxa.ot 

domaciws IIatpox\ov vréx Behéwv Epvoavtes 
, ~) , 

KaTtOeoav ev LEYEETCL. 

[LUpOpevot. 
, \ , > \ y \ € a 

Sdkpva Peppa XE@V; E77 EL ELO-LOE WLOTOV ETALPOV 

pirou 0 audéotay Eratpou 
peta O€ ot TOOMKS ElmeT ’AyiANEUS 

235 

Eve ev PEPTPY, Sedairypevov bet XadKp. 

TOV p H TOU prev eTEMTE ovv UT OLo LV Kat over py 

és TOELOV, OVD avdTis Ed€EaTO VOOTHAOAVTA. 
"Héduov 8 axdpavta Booms téTVua “Hpn 

, ee oe) “A ¢ \ 77¢ 4 

TE Lev em 2KEavoLo poas QEKOVTaA veer Gat. 240 

"Hé\uos pev edu, TavoavTo d€ Otou "Ayavot 
4 ia mA ae , 4 

pudomidos KpaTEepHns Kat Omoulov Tohewov0. 
lal > Owat Qe 2 SaON a G , 

fb WES rs) av €TE, wlev aTO KPQTE S$ VOMLLWYNS p p parepys Vopin 
, Y¥ Oey ee > , vd 

X@EPNTaAVTES eAvoav vp APMAaC LV @WKEQAS LITTOVS, 

és 8 dyopnv ayépovto tapos Sdprovo pédec Oat. 
. lal t) / > ‘ , > S) / YY 

dp0av 3) EO TAOTWV ayop7) YOVET > ovee TLS evTAN 

y , NX y+ / y ey ed , 

eleo0au mavtas yap Exev TpOmos, ovvEeK “Ayidevs 

eehavn, Onpov de aXNS €meTauT aheyewns. 

Totau O€ IIovAvddpas TeTVUpEevos Hpy’ vyopeveww 

Ttappov, “adstans fossae vocem emisit 
supra fossam versus Trojanos irruentes 
ad castra,” Heyne. 

230. &@a 5€. Some interpreted this 
Kad’ éxdoTny Kpavyiv, so as to make 
twelve perish at each cry, or thirty-six 
in all. A simpler sense is ‘then it was 
that twelve of the bravest fighting-men 
perished by (lit. ‘at,’ or ‘entangled 
round’) their cars and their spears,’ i.e. 
one falling against the car or the lance of 
another. ‘‘ Troas voce Achillis conturba- 
tos et perterritos curribus et hastis suorum 
interiisse poeta tradit, nee singuli suis 
vel curribus obtriti vel hastis sunt trans- 
fixi,’ Spitzner. There was a variant, 
recorded by Schol. Ven., aul cots 
tipéeoou. 

236. péptpe, gepéerp». This word 
(feretrum) is perhaps not earlier than 
the Alexandrine age. It does not seem 
to be found elsewhere, except in Polybius. 
(See Liddell and Scott in v.) 

237. €reuwe, ‘had sent,’ would have 

read more naturally than the imperfect, 
which perhaps means, that the object for 
which Patroclus was sent was not ac- 
complished. 

240. aéxovta. ‘Hera had hastened 
to shorten a day so lucky for the Trojans ; 
Zeus, satisfied with what has been done 
for the Trojans already, does not hinder 
her.” Arnold. 

243—283. The Trojans hold a council 
of war. Pulydamas, the sage son of 
Panthéus, advises that they should re- 
treat at once back into the city, which 
he expects will forthwith be assailed by 
Achilles. If they wait till morning 
dawns, many will be slain. Defended by 
strong gates, and fighting from their 
ramparts, they may yet make a stand 
against that terrible man. 

244. td Gpuacw. This seems a short, 
or somewhat confused expression for 
Ed\voay bp apudtav Tovs bP apuaoww 
eCevyuévous, like the phrase dard vaddu 
dlecOat, xvi. 246. 
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250. Cf. i. 343, ovdé Te olde vojoa 
Gua mpdcow Ka dricow. Pulydamas the 
prudent is every where a set-off to Hector 
the rash, just as Patroclus the mild 
to Achilles the fierce, Ajax the man of 
arms to Ulysses the man of wily arts 
&c. He is not, of course, a professed 
seer, but only a man of superior caution 
and forethought. Compare the part 
which he takes in restraining the rash- 
ness of Hector in xii. 210 seqq. 

254. dud) x.7.A., ‘consider well both 
sides of the question.’ My advice, he 
adds, is to retire into the city; but 
others, i.e. Hector, will advise fighting. 

257. ovros avip. Schol. Ven. 6 aptiws 
kwhoas juiy tov OdpuBoy. The com- 
ments of the Scholiasts show they were 
aware that this formula, as well as 
gpaterba: ‘to consider, and fylrepa 
moAeuicew, ‘easier to fight with,’ were 
rather Attic than Homeric in character. 
Spitzner compares xxiv. 248, pyitepor 
yap waddrov ’Axaotow 5) €vecbe Kelvov 
TEAVN@TOS evaipenev. 

259. iatwy, Schol. Ven. évavar(duevos. 

The yap connects the sense thus :—The 
enemy gave us little anxiety then ; for 
so confident was I that we should soon 
capture the ships, that I used to take 
pleasure in bivouacking near them, i.e. 
so far was I then from counselling retreat 
into the city. 

262. oios .7.A., quae ejus superbia 
est. Spitzner remarks that the same 
clause occurs in Od. xy. 212. 

264. daréovrat, divide or share be- 
tween themselves equally the fury of the 
war, give and take blows, i.e. have a fair 
fight and an equal chance of success. A 
somewhat singular expression. Schol. 
Ven. Siapotyta thy méAcuov, mapdcov 
OTE ey ovToL STE SE Of ETEpor viKaow. 
Achilles, he says, will be satisfied with 
nothing short of giving up the city to be 
sacked and the women to be carried off 
as captives. 

265. mep) mréAtos, for the possession 
of the city. Spitzner well compares Od. 
xi. 408, 7€ mepl mrdAtos maxeotmevoy HOE 
yuvaikov. 

269. atv revxeow. Not that he knew 
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Thetis was to bring armour to her son, 
but he speaks of him as having hitherto 
scared the Trojans only by a shout.—ed 
vv Tis K.T.A., the apodosis ; ‘ he will have 
good reason to know him,’ i.e. he will 
feel his prowess. Cf. vii. 226; viii. 405. 

270. “IAtov. Here without the F, and 
in the feminine; cf. xxi. 128. Heyne re- 
gards the whole passage from 267 to 283 
as an interpolation. 

272. ei yap x.7.A., ‘ Far beit from my 
hearing that events have so happened !’ 
Or perhaps, ‘If so it is to be, may it 
happen when I cannot hear it,’ i. e. may 
I not live to hear of it. This is said 
because the preceding sentence seemed 
to imply a threat or a prediction of evil, 
whereas it was meant as a warning 
(Schol. Ven., who compares xxii. 454, 
ei yap am ovaros en eued Eros). 

273. «iS av. Note this unusual com- 
bination = #y of the Attics. 

274. cOévos, Schol. Vict. thy ddvamuy, 
8 dort, THY oTpatiay. * Robur exercitus,” 
Spitzner. The common reading is efouer, 
which does not suit the F in Faorv. The 
meaning is rather obscure: some ex- 
plained it, ‘during the night we shall 
find our security in counsel ;’ others, 
“we will collect in one body the forces 
dispersed through the plain.’ The ayoph 
would naturally mean that mentioned 
sup. 245. To interpret ‘ market-place,’ 
and to refer it to troops quartered there, 
seems a more recent form of expression. 
Heyne however explains it entra urbem. 
Pulydamas seems to say, ‘during the 
night you will find strength by keeping 

close together within the city.’ Schol. 
Ven. 2, ovx ev ekkAnoia, GAN ev TE 
aOpoicuatt. Meanwhile the city, he 
adds, will be protected by its strong 
gates at least till morning. 

2'75. cavldes, planks or boards, xii. 
461.—éevypwevan, ‘closed,’ ‘ fastened one 
to the other,’ as double doors are by bars 
and bolts.—eiptvocovra, future of épvo- 
pat, Fp apparently standing for Fep. 

77. mp@t bmnoto, lit. ‘early in the 
morning,’ i.e. with to-morrow’s light. 
Schol. Ven. 7d mp@i kad ews Extns Spas 
dnAot, 81 mpooeOnke Tb bryot1. This 

verse occurred viii. 530. See inf. 303. 
278. &u mipyous. So du medloy, v. 87. 

The accusative includes the senses both 
of going up to and standing on the 
walls, ava mpyois.—taAyioy K.T.A., ‘and 
then the worse for him, if he chooses 
to come from the ships, and fight with 
us for the possession of the fortress.’ 
Doederlein gives the meaning thus :— 
‘The more vexed and disappointed will 
he be, when he comes to the city, and 
finds us fully secured against him, i.e. 
instead of remaining here panic-stricken, 
and so falling easy victims to his prowess.’ 
He takes ep) refxeos for mepl relxet, 
‘round the walls ;’ but see sup. 265. 

281. maytolov Spduov perhaps has an 
ironical allusion to games of horse- 
racing.—7Aackd(wy, jAdoKwY, ii. 470; 
xiii. 104. Schol. Ven. aept rdv airody 
Témov GAdmevos Ka ovK aviwy bddv. 

282. efow 8 «.7.A. “ Jam vero irrum- 
pere in urbem ne audebit quidem, nec si 
tamen ausit, poterit.”? Doederlein. 
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283—309. Hector spurns the advice 
of Pulydamas. The city, he says, no 
longer contains sufficient wealth to make 
them anxious about its being plundered. 
Through the fortunes or the exigencies 
of war, the riches that it once pos- 
sessed have been dispersed into the pro- 
vinces. He will not hear of retreating 
within the walls, nor will he allow the 
army to do so. If any one cares exces- 
sively about his wealth, fearing lest it 
should pass into the hands of the Greeks, 
he had better distribute it among the 
Trojan people for their use. As for 
Achilles, he will go forth and face him, 
come of it what may. 

285, 286. Compare with this address 
xii. 231 —235.—aAfmevar, with eeAuévor 
in the next line (FeF),are related to eiAciv. 
See xii. 38; xxii. 12; inf. 447. ‘Have 
you not had enough already,’ he contemp- 
tuously asks, ‘of being cooped up within 
the rampart ?’— aris, because that was 
the former policy of the Trojans, v. 788. 

288. mply wev yap «.7.A. See ix. 401, 
boa paoly *IAvoyv exrjobat—mply eAdéeuer 
vias "Axaiav. 

292. mepydueva, either bartered away 
for supplies during the siege, or perhaps 

VOL. Il. 

300 

sold by the inhabitants and possessors to 
meet the subsidies and war-taxes im- 
posed by Hector, xvii. 225. Schol. Ven. 
bpvyay kal Mnoviwy ayopas Kom ovtTmy 
Tots Tpwol kal avtl TovTwY avTipopTiCo- 
bévav’ TGV ToAculwy amayayovTwy 3) 
TWAVVYTOY, ) aUTaY TAY TpwwY, Iva xXph- 
Mata AauBdvwor mpbs Thy TdéAcMov Kar 
mapéxwor Tots cuuudxos.  Doederlein, 

*“partim per pretia redemtionis, partim 
per dona sociis dari solita.” 

294. out. Here the F is wanting. 
Cf. i. 409; xxi. 225. 

295. patve, ‘utter, ‘make known.’ 
One of the many passages where pnp) 
and gaivw, from the same root, coincide 
in meaning. 

297. See il. 139; ix. 704; and for the 
next distich, vii. 370, 371. 380.—éy 
TeAcecot, Schol. Ven. avtl rod ph Adv- 
gavtes Tas Tages. Cf. vii. 380, ddpmoy 
€me.0’ elAovTo Kata oTpatoy ev TEAE- 
Ecol. 

300. avid¢er. There is perhaps irony 
in a word so strongly contrasted with 
xalpew xphuaow. Schol. Ven. eZ ris 
evAaBeitar wy amorAéon TH iia KTHMATA, 
Mepicdtw avTa Tots Tpwaol.—Katadnuo- 
Bopjoa, lit. ‘for the people to consume 

Q 
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Compare dnuwoBdpos BaciAeds, 
i. 231. This seems a compound of post- 
Homeric age. The kara has the same 
force as in Katampodovva, KaTadwpodokeiy, 

kataxapl(eobat, kataxpho Oar, ‘to use up,’ 
and therefore abuse or misuse. 

303, 304. This distich occurred viii. 
530, 531. 

305. mapa vad, Schol. Ven. 2, ard 
tay vewv. Arnold says, ‘ he dexterously 
insinuates a doubt as to whether Achilles 
had really appeared or not.”’—&@Ayor, an 
ironical retort on the remark of Puly- 
damas, sup. 278, as Doederlein explains 
it. That sage counsellor had said, that 
Achilles would be more vexed to find 
the people inside the city than outside. 
Hector now says, that he will be still 
more vexed if he finds them willing to 
fight, because he hoped and wished to 
find them scared at his mere appearance. 
With ¢% x e@€Anor the Schol. Ven. 2 
supplies wdxecOu. If we accept this 
view, the simple meaning will be, ‘it 
will be the worse for him, if he likes to 
fight ; for certainly Z shall not be one to 
fly before him.’ 

308. 7—%, for eYre—eire, as often in 
Homer. See on x. 309. The common 
reading is 7 Ke pépynot, where the combina- 
tion of pépey and pépeo@a in the same 
sense is remarkable. Compare xiii. 486, 
alva Kev NE Pépoito méeya Kpatos iE pepol- 
env. Doederlein also cites xxii. 253, 

it away.’ 

315 

€Aomul Kev H Kev GAoinv. xi. 410, 47 7 
€BAnTt #% T €Bad wAXov. 

309. Evvds x.7.A. ‘The chances of war 
are alike for both, and it may be that 
one kills him who was to be the killer,’ 
i.e. who ‘had the odds on his side,’ as 
we say. This seems an ancient saying. 
The verse is quoted by Aristotle, Rhet. 
ii. 21, and Lucian, vol. iii. p. 159.—The 
te has the sense of to: or Yows, as in 
atv te bY epxouevw Kal Te mpd 0 TOD 
evdnoerv. 

310—342. The Trojans in their in- 
fatuation applaud Hector’s advice, and 

reject that of Pulydamas. The Trojans 
take their evening meal, and the Greeks 
spend the night in lamentations for 
Patroclus. The rage of Achilles is com- 
pared to that of a lion robbed of its 
whelps. He addresses the Myrmidons 
in very eloquent words, and vows that 
he will not bury the body till he has slain 
Hector and massacred twelve Trojan 
children of high rank in revenge for 
his loss. 

312. “Exropt. The dative depends on 
the idea of applauding, éreppddour, érn- 
mvov, inf.502.—kakd. Schol.Ven.2, et yap 
Epuyov els THY WéAW, TAVTA Tors ev apYH 
eyéveTo, TeLxnpers Te of Tp@es Kal moAtop- 
kia’ Kal ovd’ ay 6 “Extwp arddeTo, kwrud- 
Mevos b1d Tav SynuoyepdvTwy TpocArOeiv. 
See Grote, Hist. Gr. i. p. 461 (note). 

314. ?Axaiol, i.e. the Myrmidons. 
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316. adivotn.7.A. See xxii. 430; xxiii. 
17,18; xxiv. 747. 

317. xetpas Oeuevos. A solemn form 
of adjuration, similar to that of touching 
an altar. See inf. 334. 

319. 6, the dative of reference, ‘for 
which,’ i.e. from which a hunter has 
stolen its whelps. Achilles is compared 
to a lion both for his ferocity and for his 
affection. The simile, as the Scholiasts 
remark, is very complete; the angry 
and bereaved lion goes in quest of the 
hunter as Achilles resolves to pursue 
Hector to the death.—éAapnBdros, a 
general term for a hunter, perhaps, as 
Schol. Ven. suggests. But it may mean 
that in hunting the stag the man has 
unexpectedly come upon a lion’s whelps 
in the wood, and carried them off. 

321. wer’ Txv1a, in quest of foot-prints, 
or to find traces of the man.—épevvar, 
sc. aurov, is added exegetically. The 
compound perepevvay does not occur. 

324. GAtov ros. Schol. Ven. ov« eq’ 
ois autos nratnHOn AuTeEiobal bynow, GAN 
ep vis altos Ardtnoe Tov Mevolrioy. 

Q 

335 

326. ’Omdevta. See ii. 531; xi. 765. 
Pind. Ol. ix.70. Inf. xxiii. 85.—amdtew, 
viz. ard Tpolas. This evidently has refer- 
ence to other than the present Homeric 
poems,—the older poems (as we believe 
them to have been) which Pindar and 
the Tragics used.—zepi«Autdy, here a 
predicate, Schol. Ven. 2, avr) rod évdokov 
yevouevov ex THs vikns. This passage 
(824—328) is quoted by Aeschines, adv. 
Timarch. p. 296, with the variant GA’ 

eel oy pid’ Erape in ver. 333. 
329. wémpwra. He had heard from 

his mother that he was destined to die, 
but this was not told him till after he 
had left Phthia, or (as the Schol. ob- 
serves) he would not have made such a 
promise, or perhaps would not have sailed 
himself.—éuotny, thy adthv. “ Achilles 
rem futuram tanquam actam describit ; 
unde aoristus locum suum obtinebit.” 
Spitzner. The MS. Harl. has éepevorevw. 

330. 008 eué, viz. any more than Me- 
noetius will receive Patroclus. 

335. The poet’ would seem either to 
have forgotten that Hector was wearing 

2 
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the armour of Achilles, taken from Pa- 
troclus, xvii. 199, or to have supposed he 
would come out to meet him in his usual 
accoutrements. 

336. dédexa. See xxiii.175. It is to 
be observed that Achilles here represents 
the massacre as a mere matter of revenge. 
We may feel sure, from the history of 
human thought, that older poems would 
represent it as a human sacrifice to the 
spirit of the departed chief. 

338. attws, Schol. Vict. as exers.— 
Tpwal, not only because women acted 
professionally as mourners, inAemiorpiat, 
but because a kind of invidious honour 
would be paid by Trojans lamenting for 
a Greek, a captor and an enemy. There 
may be an allusion to the real regard 
with which the gentle Patroclus had 
inspired his captives. See sup. 28. But 
the primitive idea in all funeral cere- 
monies was that of pleasing and pro- 
pitiating the spirit. 

341. Kkauduec9a, oly KamaTw exTnOd- 
peOa. Schol. Ven. of yap crdémevor kako- 
madovo.v. Doederlein compares Od. ix. 
1380, of ke ow Kat viooy edKTmerny 
€kduoyTo. 

343—367. Achilles makes preparations 
for washing and anointing the corpse. 
The Myrmidons join him in keeping up 
lamentations through the night. Zeus 
reproaches Hera with the results of the 

late fight, and her favour to the Greeks. 
She retorts that she has the same, or 

even a greater right to show resentment 
than one mortal would have to another. 

345. For the double accusative com- 
pare xv. 24; xxi. 123. 

346. Kndéw (KaF, Kkalw). See viii. 217. 
—Avetpoxdov, €& ob or eis by TH AouTPa 
xXeovTat. 

348. ydorpn = yaortp occurs also Od. 
viii. 437. 

350. Al’, for Alma, which some take 
for an adverb, or a noun used adver- 
bially; seex.577; xiv. 171. Od. x. 450. 
It may however be a neuter accusative, 
analogous to &Aeipa in Aesch. Ag. 322, 
literally, ‘smeared grease with oil,’ i.e. 
by applying oil. This explanation, as on 
the whole the best, has been suggested 
by the editor on Hes. Opp. 522, Acecoa- 
weyn Tépeva xpoa Kal Alm édalw xpioca- 
evn. It is probable that it is a phrase 
taken from an earlier epic dialect. 

351. évvedpoio, evvaeTovs, nine years 
old. So the Schol. Ven. and Hesychius, 
who derive it from @pos, a year. Another 

Schol. (B, or Ven. 2) takes it asa synonym 
of véov, which is clearly wrong. Cf. Od. 
xix. 178, 0a re Mivws évvéwpos Bact- 
Aeve Aids peyadou dapiorys. Mr. Trol- 
lope says, ‘Most probably this oil had 
been brought with them from Greece at 
the commencement of the war.” It may 
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ev hexéeoou S€ Oevres Eav@ hiti Kava 
€s TOdas ex Kehadys, KabdmepHe Sé papet hevK@. 

, \ 4 / ‘\ > me A TAVVUXLOL peV ETELTA TdOAS TAaYDY aud “AyiAHa 

Muppdoves Hdtpoxdov avactevdyovto yoovrTes" 355 
[Zevs S "Hpnv mpocéeute kaoryvyntnv ahoxov TE 

¥ Ny: Qn y 
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avoTnoao “Ayihna Todas Tay. pa vu oeto 
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€€ QUT1)S EVEVOVTO Kappy KOJLOWUVTES Ayxatot. 

Tov & ypeiBer ereita Bodmis ToTVia “Hpy 360 
“e > / / “ QA an yy 

QLVOTATE Kpovidy, TOLOV TOV pv0ov EE€LTTES. 

Kal pyv Sy Tov Tis weANer BpoTds avdpl Tek€ooat, 
9 / 3.9 \ \ > , , > 
os Tep Ovytos T eotl Kal ov Toca pHdea older" 

~ \ > , > 4 ¢ ” > /, 

Tas On eyo y, 7 py Oedov eupev apiorn, 
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KEKANMAaL, TV O€ TATL LET > , 3 / 

abavatoure AVAOOELS, 

> yy 4 Li ‘\ cer 9? 

ovK odedov Tpwecot koTecoapern KaKa paar ; 

have been stored up, as a precious oint- 
ment: ef. Aesch. Ag. 95, meAdvw wrx dbev 
Baotrelwy (BactAeiw MSS.). Besides the 
full form évvéa (éevvéFa) there was a form 
evve or evva, whence évyaetys and éevy7- 
wap. By a common hyperthesis of the 
digamma, Fev (the crude form of fs, 
our ove, pronounced wun) would pass 
into evF, and combined with épa might 
thus signify ‘one year old.’ 

352. éavg ArTl, a smoothly (or ‘finely,’ 
subtili) woven cloth. See on iii. 385 and 
viii. 441. Mr. Peile (Etymology, p. 79) 
thinks that éavds is for Feo-avos, but 
éavos from some other root. Curtius’ 
view is that of the present editor. It is 
thus that we have dzwpivbs pronounced 
OTwpivds, i.e. dmwpivvds. 

353. pdpel, a sheet or coverlet, which 
was laid over as a pall. Cf. Od. ii. 97, 
els 0 Ke papos exTEeAeow—AaepTy ‘pw. 
taphiov. In Il. ii. 43 and viii. 221 it 
means a robe, of the nature of the 
iuariov. 

356—368. These thirteen verses were 
said by Zenodotus to have been interpo- 
lated by d:ackevacral, i.e. editors after 
the age of Pisistratus. Wolf (Prolege. 
§ xxx.) assents to the opinion, saying 
that, ‘to use the mildest words, the pas- 

sage is frigidly and senselessly interposed 
between the action of the Greeks and 
Trojans and the advent of Thetis to 
Olympus.’ Spitzner retorts, as is his 

custom in defending disputed passages, 
“Mihi quidem Homero neque indigna 
neque a Jovis et Junonis persona aliena 
videntur, quod iidem rixis et alterca- 
tionibus saepius indulgent.” Heyne sides 
with Wolf, Trollope with Spitzner. An 
editor who is familiar with the idiosyn- 
crasies of the several commentators, 
knows pretty well beforehand what view 
they will take of such questions ; and he 
values their opinion according to their 
evident prejudices. 

357. @mpnias «al €merra, “You have 
done it, after all,’ i.e. in spite of my 
wishes to the contrary, and my orders 
to preserve strict neutrality. Spitzner, 
“significat Jupiter uxorem, quanquam 
Achilis arma erant ablata, tamen con- 
silii votique compotem esse factam.” 
Heyne remarks on the sarcasm, since it 
was the design of Zeus from the first to 
do honour to the son of Thetis. The 
Schol. Min. explains, eéeréAeoas 5) rad 
hvuocas 0 NBovAnOns, avacthoaca Ty 
*AxiAdéa. Doederlein doubts if the ob- 
ject to @rpntas could be thus omitted, 
and supplies 7d avacrjva from avord- 
gaca. (This is also Heyne’s view.) Yet 
we have a similar omission with TeAéo- 
cat, i.e. Tt, inf. 362. Here however the 
Schol. Ven. supplies «axa from 367. 

365, 366. Thisdistich occurred iy. 60,61. 
367. ob Spedor, dvTl TOD ovK EuErAOY. 

Schol. B. 
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@S Ol Lev TOLAVTA Tpos AAAYAovS ayopevor.| 

‘“Hdatctov 8 ixave Sdpov Otis apyupdmela 
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apOirov acrepoevta, petampeTe allavato.ow, 370 
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Tov O Eup Lopoovta Elicaopevov TEpt Pioas, 

OTEVOOVTA' Tpimodas yap €€iKooL TaVTAS ETEVYEV 

EOTAMEVaL TEPL TOLYOV evaoTabéos pLeyapoto, 

xptoca € of v7d Kika ExdoT@ TVO MEV OjKer, 375 
” c b) / lal / 2 la 

ofppa ot avTopatou Oetov duc olat aywva 

HO adtis Tpds OGpma veoiaTo, Oatpa idécOa. 
> a Ey / \ » , + > » 
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odp oO YE TQAUT EMTOVELTO idvinow TpaTloerow, 380 

Toppa ot eyyvlev Oe Pea O€ris apyupdrela. 

368—387. Thetis visits Hephaestus in 
his workshop on Olympus. She finds 
him busily engaged in completing a set 
of caldrons moving on wheels, and is 
greeted with a friendly welcome by one 
of the Charites. 

370. apOitov. See ii. 46; v. 724. Ini. 
607 Hephaestus is said to have built each 
of the gods a residence with knowing 
mind. — «vAdAorodiwy, like auryunets 
ibid., xwdds Hesych., from kvaAdAbs, a 
form of xoztAos, in the sense of évdets, 
deficient, or not fully fitted up. 

372. EA.woduevoy, ‘going round the 
bellows,’ i.e. working at them, and 
moving to and fro, Schol. Ven. émiorpe- 
pdmevov, as xwAdy. It seems unneces- 
sary to give the sense of eiAeto@a: or 
eiAvetOa: (Soph. Phil. 291), viz. of 
limping or halting, since the sense of 

moving round, versari circa, is the 
literal and sufficient one. ‘These bellows 
were evidently small (inf. 409. 469), 
and were probably placed in a circle 
round a central furnace, so that the 
artist could go round and see that each 
performed its part. See on this scene 
Gladstone, ‘“‘ Studies,” ii. p. 276. 

374. éordmevat. He was making, or 
had to make, twenty caldrons in all 
(see vii. 161) to stand round the inner 
wall of the hall, viz. the common-room 
or banqueting-hall of the gods, Schol. 
Vict. Tov T&v Oedy, Tay em) Td adTd cley 
ovvnymevo. maytes. (Doederlein thinks 
that the hall of Hephaestus is meant, 
from which proceeded, and to which 

returned, the caldrons after they had 
served the use of the other gods.) They 
were ranged round the hall just as we 
set. chairs, viz. to leave space in the 
centre. Hephacstus put wheels under 
each of them at the bottom, that they 
might move noiselessly and unbidden 
into the company of the gods at their 
festive entertainments. ‘The notion of 
magic or miraculous art was attached to 
any piece of mechanism which was in 
advance of the popular mind, as the 
carved images of the Telchines, Pind. Ol. 
vii. 52, the ships of the Phaeacians which 
moved by ‘mind,’ Od. viii. 559, the 
brazen boys inf. 420, and those for 
lighting the palace of Alcinéus, and the 
golden dogs for watching it, Od. vii. 
91 seqq. Compare also the atrdéuarat 
mUAat ovpavod, sup. viii. 393, the golden 
Gmotrodo inf. 417, and the bellows 
which Hephaestus ‘orders to work,’ 
inf. 469.—ay@va, see vii. 298, af té wor 
evxdmevar Oeiov dicovTa ayava. These 
A€Bnres were perhaps of a form not 
uncommonly seen on ancient vases, viz. 
standards with legs and rings, the ovata 
of ver. 378. Doederlein says, “ mensulae 
tripedes in usum convivantium.” 

378. Téccoy mer, i.e. dcov uhmTw Tpoc~ 
Keio0at ovata. See inf. xxill. 322.—KdrTe 
k.T.A., “he was forging the rivets.’ Schol. 
Tas aBas, I) Tobs HAous, ois eoThpiKTat 
nH AaBh. Cf. Od. viii. 274. To show 
his ready good will, he leaves his work, 
though all but finished, to attend to his 
guest. 
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Thy O€ ev Tpopoodoa-a xapis \uTapoKpydepvos 
KaAH, THY WTVLE TEPLKAVTOS ayduyuNHets® 
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aidoin te pin Te; Tapos ye pev ov Tu Oapiers. 
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aX E7rEo TPOTEpw, Wa ToL TAP €eivia Jet. 
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Ce ae , , ¥ A , as apa dwrycaca tpoow aye Sta Yedwr. 
THY ev ETreTa Kabeioev emt Opdvov apyuvpon\ov 
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Kéxheto 8 “Hdatotov kdutotéyvyny, eiré Te pUOov. 
“"Hoaote, Tpdmon Ode. an / 99 

O€ris vv TL weto yaTile. 
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TYV 6 ypelPer emeta TEpiKAVTOS apepuyvners 
Chea oe , 8 , \ io 4 A x a 8 

7] pa VU [LOL OELV?) TE KQAL AL Oly VEOS EVOOV, 

4 3 5 , , ¢ 3 A b] vA ”~ , 

NB €TAwWo OTE L adyos adikeTo THE TETOVTA 395 

LyTpOs Euns idtnTL KvVwTLOOS, HB eOEAnoeEV 

Kpvwat ywdov edvTa., ToT av ra0ov adyen June, 

el uy bw Evpuvoun te O€tis 0 vredeEato Kod, 
[Evpuvoun Ovydtyp apoppdov ‘QKeavoto, | 
THOL Tap ElWaETES Yah Kevov datoada 7roANa, 

382. The Schol. Ven. remarks, that 
xdpis implies further the beauty of 
workmanship, and the readiness to re- 

turn a favour previously received. Cf. 
Arist. Eth. Nic. v. 8, Awd Kal Xapitwv 
iepby eumodwy mowvvTam, tv avtamddoc1s 
7)’ ToUTO yap Wiov xXapitos* avOumnpeTjoal 
Te yap Set TH xXapicauevw, kal mdédrw 
avtoy apkar xapi(duevov. Mr. Gladstone 
remarks (“Juventus Mundi,” p.291) that 
Charis as the wife of Hephaestus is 
“loosely and faintly delineated, and 
seems to hover between an idea and a 
person.” He concludes that the mar- 
riage is purely allegorical, and represents 
“the strength and the grace, the beauty 
or charm, which require to be combined 

in works of art.” (The word zpouodoica, 
if this be merely an allegory expressive of 
favours requited, aptly expresses the an- 
tecedent readiness to act. Compare how- 
ever 392.) 

386. ot: Oaul(ers, hitherto you have 
been by no means a frequent guest. See 
inf. 425. Od. v. 88. Soph. Oed. Col. 
672. 

388—409. Hephaestus is summoned 
to meet his revered guest, and at once 
promises to perform for her any boon 
she may ask, in return for the services 

400 

he had received when he was made an 
outcast by his mother. 

392. @de, ‘this way.’ So Oed. Col. 
1547, r78, @de, THde Bare. Probably a 
comparatively late use. The Scholiasts, 
aware that such a sense was not ‘ Ho- 
meric,’ explained it by otrws as Exes. 

395. GAyos, pain and grief, at the 
reproach of being an outcast. This story 
is not the same as that in i. 593; there 
Hephaestus falls in Lemnos, being hurled 
from heaven by Zeus, and was lamed in 
the fall; see Lucian, vol. ii. p. 205. Here, 
he is born lame, and rejected by his 
mother (the more shame on her, he says, 
calling her kuy@ms) on account of the 
physical defect. Not that she wished to 
drown him, but to ‘hide him in the sea,’ 

which her power over the elements would 
enable her to do. The Scholiasts give a 
forced sense to T7A€ Teodyra, viz. ‘born 
far away,’ by the shores of Oceanus. 
Different legends seem to have been 
blended in this account, and it is now 
impossible to disentangle them. The 
‘‘solar theorists’? would of course say, 

that nothing more was meant than the 
god of fire setting in the ocean. 

400. mapa tijot, in their house, or 

under their protection. 
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1) VUV NILETEPOV dd6ov LKEL’ TM MLE pada KpEw 
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pvoas pev p amavevle TiO Tupds, Oma TE TAVTA 

Adpvak és apyupény EvddeEaTo, Tots eovetro: 
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oToyyo 5 appl TPOTwTA Kat appa XElp amromopyvu 
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avyéva TE OTLBApOV Kal oTnea Kayvyevta. 415 

Ov d€ xuTa@v’, Ede OE OKATTpOV Tax, BH Se Odpace 

401. mépras, fibulas, ‘brooches.’ By 
yvaunrrad €Aices, spiral screws or spirally 
twisted (serpent-like) wires (such as 
torques) may be meant.—kdAvees, some 
kind of cup or socket, of uncertain form. 
Some of these may have been hair-orna- 
ments: cf. xvii. 52.—dpuous, bracelets. 
The workmanship, like the breastplate in 

xi. 24 seqq., was probably of the Phe- 
nician type. See on xiv. 180. 

405. Yoav, consciae erant, j5ecav. For 
Fio- or Fid-ecav, like the Attic joar, 
Prom. v. 451. 

406. tet, has come as a suppliant. — 
(waypia, the price of saving my life, Od. 
viii. 462. Schol. Ven. 2, xapiotnpia Tov 
és 7d Cav HxPat.—Tlvew, a term appro- 
priately addressed to Xdpis. Hence tavra 
means any favours that she may ask. 

408. tewhia, Eeivia, like fvyjia in i. 

124.—drobeloua, amobéwua, till I have 
put away the bellows and all the tools. 
—?voas, see sup. 372. 

410—427. Leaving his anvil, and per- 
forming a hasty ablution, the god pro- 
ceeds to give Thetis an audience. He is 
attended by handmaids, the creations of 
his own art, but endued with mind and 
motion like living women (sup. 374). 

410. akuoberoy is the anvil-stock, i.e. 
the wooden block on which the iron is 
placed. Od. viii. 274, €y 8 er akpo- 
OéTw méeyay akmova.—atnrov, huge, un- 

gainly. Buttmann (Lexil. p. 47) derives 

it from @yauo, as if a verbal aynrdv 
(&yauar). Compare ovyadders and veoat- 
yados with ois ciados. In xxi. 395 we 
have @dpoos &nrov, which the Schol. Ven. 
explains tax’ kal Kivntixdy, as if from 
aut. Hesych. a&yrow axdpeotor, &mAn- 
OTOL, Tapa Thy Tpophy (viz. as from kw, 
satio).—&ntov" moAv. &BAaBEs* of SE dp- 
Lnv.—anrous’ peyddas. AicxvAos *Abd- 
mavrt. It is clear the ancient commen- 
tators knew nothing about a word which, 
borrowed from the early epic, had long 
lost its definite meaning. Its origin is 
perhaps to be sought in some other of 
the Aryan dialects. 

411. apaal, Aewral, viz. from malfor- 
mation at birth, shrunken or weakly, 
attenuated.—fdorro, weak as they were, 
they moved nimbly, because the god 
hasted to meet Thetis. See xi. 50; xx. 
37; xxiv. 616. 

412. amdvevde tify, he turned them 
away from the fire, or put them out of 
gear, as we should say. The contrary 
action was és mip érpewe, inf. 469, the 
notion perhaps being, that the breathing 
or blowing was persistent, but not always 
on the furnace. Still the meaning here 
may be, that he took them away, and in 
468 that he went to fetch them again. 

414. onéyyo. It was the custom to 
have this detergent ready at hand for 
any sudden need; see Ar. Ach. 463, 
Ran. 482. Martial, Ep. xii. 48. 7. 
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TOTTAO evi ppEect Yow aveayeTo Knoea AUypa 430 

ooo eLol ek Tacéwv Kpovidns Zevs addye edwxev ; 

€k Lev Lh adAdov adidwv avdpt Sdpaccer, 
Aiakidn IInhjt, Kai eryv avépos ebvyiv 
mohha par’ ovK eHéhovaa. 
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KelTae evi preydpous apynyevos, adda O€ pou vor. 

417. It seems clear that this verse was 
made up from the preceding, 411.— 
Xpvoeia, see on 376 sup. 

420. épya. They were instructed bythe 
gods themselves, like Pandora in Hesiod’s 
*Epya, in such arts and accomplishments 
as handmaids should possess. Schol. 
Vict. dnAovdti Ta THs epioupylas. 

421. trai@a, in close attendance on 
their master. Cf. xv. 520.—ézolmvvor, 
see i. 600.—éppwy, limping, hobbling 
along, viz. as xwAds, and requiring such 
support. Cf. ix. 364, €o7e 5€ por uddra 
TOAAG, TH KGAALTOV evOdde Eppwv. Simi- 
larly in Plato, Symp. p. 212, p, Alci- 
biades, when too tipsy to walk, is sup- 
ported on each side by an avAnrtpls, who 
is said trovaBety avrdv. 

427. teteAcouevov, if it is a thing 
already done, and therefore such as can 
be done again, by me: cf. xiv. 196. 

428—461. Thetis commences with a 
pathetic account of her marriage with 
Peleus, a mortal, and the birth of a son 
by him whom she will never see again in 
her home. She then gives a brief sketch 
of the state of the war up to the death of 
Patroclus, and asks for a new suit of 

& pev 09 yypat uyp@ 
435 

armour for Achilles in place of that 
taken from the body of Patroclus by 
Hector. 

432. é« wev k.7.A., he has selected me 
alone out of the family of sea-nymphs to 
unite with a mortal man. The Schol. 
Ven. remarks that the poet ignores the 
story of Psamathe, who was married to 
Aeacus, and had by him a son Phocus. 
Doederlein says, “ Non queritur solé sibi 
hoe malum evenisse, sed praeter caete- 
ras,” referring to Hes. Theog. 1004 for 
the story of Psamathe.—otix é@édAovca, 
this may refer to a subject not uncommon 
on Greek vases, the transformation of 
Thetis into various shapes to avoid the 
embraces of Peleus. ‘That this was a 
figment of the of vewrepo., as Spitzner 
thinks, is a mere assumption. 

435. apnuevos, possibly from the same 
root as areo and aridus, and wrongly re- 
ferred to apn in the sense of BAdBn. The 
sense is, shrunken and withered, as op- 
posed to the full plumpness of youth. 
This word occurs several times in the 
Odyssey, but not again in the Iliad. 

Ibid. tdda, scil. efded éori, sup. 430, 
or tAye edwxer, 431. 
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THY ap Ex xELpwy EdETO KpEelwy AyapEenvov. 445 

) TOLO THS axewrv ppevas epOievy adiTap ’Ayarovs 
Tpaes emt tpvprnow €cideor, ode Ovpale 

x 267 
EL@V e€ievar. 

X Ve , 
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TONG Kaka peEavta Mevoitiov adkyrov vidv 455 
» 37 9EN , \9 na » 
EKTAV EVL TPOPaAaKXOLOL KQL Extopu KUOOS EOWKED. 

436. tpadéuev, an intransitive active 
aorist (xxi. 279), or perhaps for tTpapjvat. 

438. ey@ OpeWaca. The story told by 
the ‘later poets,’ of veérepor, says the 
Schol. Ven., about Achilles being edu- 
cated by Chiron, was unkrown to Homer. 
That story however was the tradition 
known to Pindar, and in fact it is at 
least as likely that the present Homeric 
text gives the more recent version. 

444. kovpny. The MS. Harl. has 
kovpny &. The abruptness of the sen- 
tence, where 6€ is so natural in a strictly 
continuous narrative, and as a new 

cause of grief to Thetis, somewhat con- 
firms the judgment of Aristarchus, that 
the whole passage as far as 456 was in- 
terpolated. The Schol. Ven. compares 
it with the epitome of events in i. 366 
seqq. See also xvi. 56 and 58; xi. 627. 
He remarks also, that the statement in 
450, that Achilles yielded to the request 
of the yépovres (Ajax and Ulysses), is 
untrue, since Patroclus himself had asked 
to be sent, GAA ewe wep mpdes aka, 

xvi. 88. Still, it must be admitted that 
Tovvexa in 457 has no consistent sense 
unless it refers to what immediately 
precedes. 

446. &p@ev, a rare form, imperfect of 
~0iw, as éelAeoy (eF) of eiAéw. Some 
however take it as a synonym of é@dpn, 
and an aorist of @@iva. The argument 
runs thus: ‘it was through grief for 
Briseis that Achilles pined (and refused 
to fight); then, as a consequence, the 
Trojans hemmed in the Achaeans at 
their ships. Thereupon the Argives 
entreated Achilles to arise, which he so 
far consented to do, that he sent Patro- 
clus in his own armour with a large host.’ 
Thus the blame is thrown on Agamem- 
non, while the pride of Achilles is justified 
and excused. 

449. dvduatov, nuncupabant, viz. in ix. 
121 and 261 seqq. 

451. €oce, the active aorist from root 
Fes, occurs also xvi. 680. 

455. pékayra is causal, cum multa mala 
Secisset, &e, 
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458. viet, a monosyllable, sounded as 
whee or hwee. Heyne with some MSS. 
gives vi’ eug. The Schol. Ven, thinks it 
was pronounced euwxuudpw. He notices 
also the appeal ad misericordiam made 
by Thetis, who does not here put in her 

claim to a favour in requital for what 
she had done, sup. 398.—rTpuddAciay 
k.7.A., see iil. 330 and 372. 

460. 0 yap jy ot, viz. the @épnt. Here 
6 is for ds, as the Schol. Ven. points out; 
but it is not elsewhere used by our poet. 
Hence Doederlein suggests & the Tevxea 
generally. 

461. ém x@ovi. See sup. 26. 
462—477. Hephaestus consoles hissup- 

pliant with the assurance of ready aid. 
He at once proceeds to his forge, to melt 
metals and make other preparations for 
the work. (It may be remarked, as a 
curious fact, that the school of mystic 
interpreters of Homer, so often alluded 
to in Plato, e.g. Theaet. p. 152, E, ex- 
plained the whole narrative of the making 
of the shield of Achilles as an allegory of 
the Creation. The Schol. Ven. gives a 
full and minute exposition of this theory. 
Heyne was of opinion that the whole 
episode was a later insertion; and this 
was the view of Zenodotus, as the Schol. 
Ven. on 483 expressly says. ‘To the pre- 
sent editor it appears highly probable 
that both this account and the similar 
one called the ‘Shield of Hercules,’ attri- 
buted to Hesiod, are imitations of an 
original description of the arms pre- 

470 

sented to Peleus on his marriage with 
Thetis.) 

464. ef yap «.7.A. Would that I could 
so surely hide him out of death’s way, 
whenever fate approaches him, as I can 

supply the armour you request. — déte 
ixdvo1, by a common attraction to the 

primary optative dvvafuny, the contin- 
gency being viewed hypothetically, «7 

{5 Ul 

TOTE LKQAVOL. 

466. mapéooeTat, rap a’Te €oTat, Schol. 
Ven. 2, i.e. he shall have them as soon 
as he requires them; or, they shall be 
brought to him, without his going to 
fetch them. Zenodotus and Aristophanes 
read mape~ouat, as the Schol. Ven. tells 
us; but this would be a wrong use of 
the middle future.—aite, we should ex- 
pect av@s, ‘ hereafter.” But it probably 
refers to the first suit, lost from the 
body of Patroclus, having been so gene- 
rally admired. Even roAéwy avOpdérwy 
Tis is a singular phrase for tis Tov 
TOAAOV. 

468. én) picas, either ‘to fetch the 
bellows,’ or ‘to replace them,’ accord- 
ingly as we interpret 412, where see the 
note.—kéAevoe, as if they were living 
and intelligent agents; see on 376. 

470. xodvo.owy, inverted cones, funnels 
or melting-pots; whence xwvvvew. There 
were several of these; cf. inf. 475. 
Apoll. Rhod. iii. 1299, ds & br evi rpn- 
Toisw eipwor xodvoow pica Xadnijwv 
bre wey 7’ avapopptpovor wip dAdov Tip- 
mpaoat, OT ab Ajyovow aiTpmis. 
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TavToiny evTpHaTov auvTpHny eEavieroa, 
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Tpithaka pappapeny, ex & apyvpeov Tedapaova. 480 
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471. mwavtolny, viz. some gentle, some 
violent, suited to the different metals 
that were to be melted, or the more or 
less forward state of fusion in the dif- 
ferent xdava.—évmpnorov (7p7Ow, i. 481), 
easily issuing forth, Hesych. evpdonror. 
Fortiter expressum, Doederlein.—apéu- 
pevat, ore wapervar. The bellows worked 
so as to be like handy assistants, and to 
suit the occasions of the artist according 
to his pleasure, and as the work got on. 
The subject to mapéupevar is properly 
aituhv. The ellipse in &dote 8 aire is 
peculiar ; ‘at other times as he wished’ 
implies, from the context, ‘at other 
times a more gentle wind.’ Doederlein 
supplies 4%) omrevdovTs uh Tapeumevat. 

474. év mupt. Not however in one 
xéavov, so as to make an alloy, but for 
separate use in constructing the parts of 
his design. —areipéa, copper or bell-metal 
hard to reduce.— tTimjyta, TinervTa, 
‘precious ;’ see ix. 605. 

476. yévTo, he took in his hand a stout 
hammer and tongs.—~yévtTo, an epic (or 
Aeolic) form of €AeTo, where the y repre- 
sents F, or perhaps is a corruption of the 
written letter. Compare yévrtep with 
venter (rota, Hesych.), and see xiii. 25. 
Hes. Theog. 640. 

477. parothp, <a hammer,’ is here 
feminine, contrary to the ordinary law 
of nouns in -np.  Hesych. rupaypy 7 
mupaypa* xaAkeuTiKov epyadetoy. Cf. Od. 

485 

ili. 432, #AOe SE yaArneds, GA’ ev xepoly 
éxwy xadknia, melpata réxvyns, &Kmovd 
Te odpay T ecimointdy Te Tupdypny. 
Virg. Aen. viii. 543, ‘versantque tenaci 
forcipe massam.’ 

478—482. Hephaestus first forges the 
shield of five plates, with a triple rim of 
bright metal, and a silver-studded shoul- 
der-strap. 

479. wavroce, extending or carrying 
the cunning workmanship (or perhaps, 
the ground for the patterns) in every 
direction, or to every part of the shield. 
Compare kuxAdce, xvii. 8392. Schol. Min. 
els Tay mépos Saldada evOels, 8 eort, ToL- 
KlAAwy avté.—aytvya, Toy iw THs aomt- 
dos KUKAov, ibid. Cf. vi. 118, ayrvt, 
muuatn O€evy aonidos oudadroéoons.— ek 
de, affixed to it, as xi. 38. 

481. mwévre mrvxes. So xx. 270, révte 
mTUXaS HAaTE KvAAoTOSlwy. 

483—489. First and most conspicu- 
ously, the three elements were repre- 
sented, earth, heaven, and sea, with the 
sun and moon, and the principal con- 
stellations. 

483. év wev—ev 5é. See xiv. 216. 
485. relpea, the stars; a rare word, 

of uncertain etymology, by some con- 
sidered Sanscrit (tara, staras, star), by 
others less probably referred to répas, 
Tapa To Teparwdn kal onucia Taira 
eivat, Schol. Ven. 2. This is one of 
many words in Homer which, appear- 
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ing chiefly in the Alexandrine poets, 
give rise to suspicions of late writing. 
Ibycus (frag. 3, Bergk), kata vinta 
pakpay oelpia maupavdwyta, a form that 
shows the connexion of the word with 
Xcfpios. The article before Tefpea is very 
unusual ; Spitzner gives ey 5€ te 7. 7.— 
éoteddvwtat, with which the heaven is 
encircled, lit. ‘has had placed round it 
like a crown.’ See on xi. 36, and com- 
pare Hes. Theog. 382, &oTtpa Te Aapme- 
TéwvTa, TAT ovpavds eoTEpaywTat. 

486. to Te oOévos k.7.A., “and that 
mighty Orion, and the Bear, which men 
also call by another name the Wain, 
which turns round without moving away 
(avrov, ‘there on the spot’), and keeps a 
watch on Orion, and alone is exempt 
from being dipped in the ocean flood. 
That this statement is not astronomically 
true, has been objected by commentators 
both ancient and modern. The bear 
turning round the polestar as its axis is 
described by an expression perhaps copied 
by Plato, Theaetet. p. 181, c, dpa kuvet- 
oOa: Kadeis, Stay TL Xwpay eK Xwpas 
metaBdarAdAn, H Kal ey TO aVTS oTpépyTa; 
—dorever, because the bear is supposed 
to glance timidly at the huge hunter, 
and keep at a respectful distance, since 
he never gets nearer to her. 

490—508. Two cities are represented, 
the one with scenes of joy and festivity, 
the other with the horrors of war. (Thus 
we have the principle of contrast shown 
in early art, as in Landseer’s well-known 
pictures of ‘Peace’ and ‘War.’) In the 
first, a marriage procession is seen, with 
torches, music, and dancing ; and also a 
public trial, in which the litigants, the 
judges, the heralds, and the bystanders 

are severally displayed. 
490. mwoince. In later art, the imper- 

fect emote was commonly used.—kadas, 
‘highly ornamented,’ viz. with public 
buildings, &¢.—pepdérwy, a common-place 
in our Homeric texts; see on li. 285. 

491. ydamor, a marriage-ceremony, or 

marriage-feast.—vvudas k.T.A., the brides 
(there were therefore two marriages at 
least) they were conducting from their 
virgin-chambers with the light of blazing 
torches, viz. in a k@uos. Zenodotus read 
és @aAdmous, a reading which the Schol. 
Ven. calls plausible. 

493. jyiveor isa trisyllable by synizesis. 
It is a word of the Herodotean dialect. 
Hesiod in “Epy. 576 has ofkade raprdv 
ayiweiv.buevaios, see vill.57. Hes. Scut. 
273, Tol wey yap éicodtpov em amnvns 
itryovr’ avdpt yuvatka, moAd’s 8 twevaios 
opepet. 

494. kovpor. Young men of birth (i.470) 
danced in a circle to the sound of the 
pipe and the lute, as in a «kvKAtos xopds 
ora dithyramb. ‘This and the two fol- 
lowing lines are cited by Lucian, vol. ii. 
p- 149. The avAdbs is mentioned with 
the ovpryé in x. 138.—éyoyr, ‘kept up their 
loud strains.’ So Theoer. xii. 139, dpyibes 
Aadayedytes E€xov mévov. Mure (Hist. 
Lit. i. p.170) observes that lyric song 
must have been known before Homer’s 
time,—nor need we doubt its early origin 
among an Aeolian people. Pindar, Ol. iii. 
4—8, speaks of the combination of the 
lute and the pipe as then newly invented, 
veootyados Tpdros. 

496. Oaiuatov, e@6éwyto, Schol. Ven. 
The women came out of their houses and 
stood at their doors, each in her own 
fore-court or vestibulum, to see the pro- 
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aot 6’ civ dyopn evav abpdou evOa dé vetkos 
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apdw & iéoOnv emt totops wetpap édéo Oar. 
aol & audotéporow eryrvor, audis apwyot: 

/, > » X > , 

KnpuKes 0 apa haov éprrvov. 
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ol O€ yépovTes 
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cession pass. Cf. Ar. Ach. 262, cb 8 & 
yuvat eG we amd TOU Téyous. 

497 seqq. A new scene (or rather, 
succession of scenes), in which there is a 
dispute about blood-money, mo.vy, Schol. 
Ven. hy €dld0cav Tots oikelois TOY Gy7- 
pnuevwv of aveAdytes. See ix. 632.— 
a@pdépet, lit. ‘a dispute had arisen ;’ but the 
sense is rather, ‘a trial had commenced.’ 

498. éevelxeov, Schol. Ven. €pidovelxour, 
hupisBnrovy.—evxeTo K.T.A., ‘the one 
declared he had paid all, the other denied 
it, and said he had received nothing,’ 
This assertion and denial was a prelimi- 
nary form of the trial, the Attic d.0- 
pocta. Schol. Ven. 2, 6 wev dieBeBaovto 
Aéywy Sedwrévar Td apkovv mpds BArov Td 
adinnua, 6 5€ Hpvetro. —mipatonwy, a 
reduplicated form of nul or ¢gdoKw, 
‘declaring (or loudly asserting) it to the 
bystanders.’ 

501. em) torops, lit. «at the tribunal of 
a wise man,’ i. e. before an umpire cogni- 
zant of the case. Doederlein gives the 
sense thus: ‘‘Ambo discordes ita rem 
componere cupiebant, ut gnarum aliquem 
facti (dcropa) quaererent; sed frustra, 
nam cives inter se divisi erant, pars huic 

pars illi favebat, diverse testantes.—Tum, 

ut in re incerta, ad judices itur.” Schol. 
Ven. 2, avti tov, HOcAov &udw em) Th 
pedptupt mépas AaBeiy Thy Sikny (1. THs 
dikns). Hesych. ictwp* cuverds, copds, 
€umerpos, dptup. ‘the last word refers 
perhaps to xxiii. 486.—7reZpap, a decision 
or end of the dispute. “ Finire litem 
testibus adhibitis,’” Heyne. The plural 
meipara is common in Homer. Doeder- 
lein renders it funem sumere cupiebant ; 
but this would be éAezv. He thinks the 
figure is taken from two parties pulling 
at a rope. We have totopa pera, for 
ouveroy, in Hes. Opp. 792. Spitzner 
writes the word with the lenis, but the 
analogy of ioropety favours the aspirate. 

505 

502. Aaod x.7.A. The people uttered 
acclamations to both parties, as they ad- 
vocated this cause or that. The Mar- 
seilles copy (7 MacoaAtwrikt)) had audo- 
Tépwhev enimvuoy (1. éemolmvvov), as the 
Schol. Ven. records.—épfrvoy, their noisy 
turbulence was checked by heralds or 
criers, who made them keep in their 
places; cf. ii. 96.—yépovres, the elders, 
the patres of the community, who acted 
as Judges. See Gladstone, ‘‘ Studies,” 
iii. p. 126. The £eo7o Al@o: were smooth, 
perhaps squared, seats, on which the 
elders sat. See Mr. Grote, Hist. i. p. 467, 
and Mr. Blakesley on Herod. vii. 44. 
These are the ceuvol @ako: in Aesch. 
Agam. 519. Compare Od. iii. 406, éx & 
eAbov kat ap eCer em ~earotor AlOo.ow, 
of of €cav mpomdpoibe Ovpdwy ipndAdwr, 
Aevkol, aroaTtiABovTes aAElparos. 

504. iep@ évl kvKAw. A circular spot 
was marked out, as a solemn and sacred 
tribunal, écfa Whos, Eur. Iph. Taur. 
945. Schol. Ven. 2, fepd, 61a 7d Slatov, 
ote eis Td Ociov aceBovow of mapaxpl- 
vovtes kal of ameOotvtes. ‘* De ipso con- 
sessu accipio, augusto, venerabili, sacro,” 
Heyne. 

505. oxnmrpa Se k.7.A., ‘in their hands 
they held staves of loud-voiced heralds.’ 
Schol. Ven. 67: kal of Snunyopovytes Kal 
of SinaCovres oximTpa eAduBavoy, kal év 
*Odvoceia (ii. 37), StH 5E won ayopn, 
oKnmtpov d€ of euBarde xepoly. jepo- 
pdvav St, av ) pwvh méexpt Tod euda- 
vous tkveitat. kal ev dAAw, Pav dé of 
aifép trave (Il. xv. 686). Arnold inter- 
prets the verse thus: “ ‘they had their 
(judicial) staves in the hands of the 
heralds; for their staves were in the hands 
of the heralds (whilst the parties were 
explaining themselves). They took them 
back when they pronounced the sentence.” 
Doederlein renders it better, “sceptra 
tenentes a praeconibus suppeditata,” 
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well comparing xxiii. 567, é€v ¥ &pa nipvé 
xEpol cKATTpoy EOnKe. 

506. totow «.7.A. * With these (staves) 
they then (i.e. after they were placed 
in their hands) rose to speak; or 
perhaps, ‘with these (i.e. leaning on 
them) they moved forward, and gave 
their votes in turn.” The Schol. Ven. 
gives both explanations, and adds a 
third, ‘they waved them to proclaim 
silence.’ For the dative compare the 
phrase gacydve aicowy, v.81; xi. 484. 
The Schol. Vict. thinks the action of the 
speaker is alluded to, and he compares 
the description of Ulysses as an orator 
in ili, 218, oxjmtpov & ov7 dricw ovTe 
Mpompnves evoua, GAN aoTeupes ExecKeE. 
Doederlein explains it very differently, 
Tots yépovolv ennitoov ot VELKOUYTES. 

But the change of subject between yoy 
and dika¢oy is extremely harsh. He 
endeavours to meet this difficulty in part 
by taking dikaGov for dindovro, causam 
suam agebant. (So however Heyne: 
“alter post alterum causam egerunt.”) 
—dauoiBnots, ‘in turn. So Theocritus 
uses apuorBadls, Id.i.34. Hach judge rose 
and gave his vote, precisely as the council 
of the Areopagus in Aesch. Eum. 710 
seqq-, and as the yEpovres deliver their 
opinion successively 3 in Agam. 1346 seqq. 

507. Ketro «.T.A. The two talents were 
to be given as a guerdon to the one who 
should win the cause, or ‘ plead his cause 
in the most straightforward way. “ Ki 
de litigantibus qui causa suam optime 
orasset,’? Doederlein. He considers that 
this was simply the ouv%, or fine claimed, 
brought and ‘ paid into court,’ as we say; 
and so Mr. Trollope, after Heyne, ex- 
plains it. According to the verdict, this 
sum would go to the plaintiff or the 
defendant. Schol. Ven. on 498 sup., 
duo be TdAavTa xpuciov KaTéevTo, hate 
Tov amodel~avTa TH GANOES AaBEty aupd- 
tepa. The gloss of the same Scholiast 
on the present passage is unfortunately 
corrupt; bnt it appears that some re- 
garded this money as a perquisite to be 
given to the judge who delivered the 
most upright judgment. To this inter- 
pretation Spitzner inclines. Others again 
explained it of the 7d ovynyopikoy, or 

advocate’s fee. The talent is considered 
a measure of weight, not of value, by 
those who insist on the antiquity of the 
text. This distich is cited by Lucian, i. 
p- 268. See Gladstone, “Studies,” iii. p. 60. 

509—540. Another city was repre- 
sented as beleaguered by two armies, who 
were disputing with themselves about 
the division of the spoils, which they 
either expected to take, or were treating 
for as the terms of raising the siege. 
One side, i.e. one of the armies, dis- 
satisfied with the proposal, either to loot 
the city or to divide the spoil in equal 
shares, lies in ambush for the others, as 
they are driving the cattle, and carries off 
a part of them after a hard fight. (The 
description, as the Scholiasts have. re- 
marked, is obscure, if not confused. The 
doubtful points were, (1) Whether the 
“two armies’ were both invaders, and if 
so, if friendly to each other, or one was 
the besieging, the other the besieged ? 
(2) Was the dispute between the in- 
vading armies, or between the armies 

and the citizens? (3) To which party, 
invaders or citizens, the dissentients in 

513 belong? (4) Whether the ambush 
was laid by one army for the other, or 

by the citizens for the victorious army ? 
(5) To whom pertained the cxomo) and 
the Acta? (6) By whom the attack on 
the herds was made,—by both armies or 
one? These points will be discussed in 
the notes following.) The view adopted 
by Spitzner is given nearly in these 
words: ‘“ Exercituum duorum unus est 
hostium, alter urbis obsessae. Urbani, 
conditione pacis spreta, postquam moenia 
senum, mulierum et puerorum praesidio 
tradiderunt, ad insidias hostium armentis 
struendas proficiscuntur. Quod consi- 
lium quum ab initio prospere cessisset, 
tumultu audito hostes concioni intenti 
equis conscensis suis subsidio venerunt et 
manus conseruerunt.”’ And so Heyne: 
“ Exibant oppidani et in insidiis collocati 
praedabantur obsidentium armenta, ut 
haberent, unde ipsi obsidionem tolera- 
rent. Quo conspecto, accurrit agmen 

obsidentium, et pugnam committit.” 
509. duw otpatof. The words aul 

méAw elaro seem to favour the opinion, 
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which is that of Heyne, that both were 
besieging armies ; though whether two 
parts of one host, or two armies invading 
the same city on different pretexts, is 
still doubtful. The Schol. Ven. gives 
the more generally received explanation, 
which is followed by Doederlein also, 7 
dvo otpatovs Toy ev TH mdAEL Kal Toy 
emeAO0vTa pnoiv. 

510. jvdave, a plan was being proposed 
for their acceptance, viz. at a council of 

the citizens mentioned inf. 531. Arnold 
renders it, ‘the besiegers had decided for 
an alternative which was to be proposed 
to the besieged. The imperfect how- 
ever implies that the matter was under 
consideration ; and in this sense it is 
almost indifferent whether oor refers 
to besiegers or besieged, or, as Doeder- 
lein contends, to both. In the group 
represented, it is difficult to conceive 
that only one side were engaged in the 
discussion. The terms discussed were, 
‘Whether the enemy should plunder the 
city (and so take every thing), or take 
half of the whole,’ lit. ‘divide all into two 
parts,’ one of which they were to retain, 

on condition of raising the siege. 
513. of dé. ‘The people in the city for 

a time held out, though at last (we must 
suppose) they complied with the terms 
of surrendering half their goods, includ- 
ing cattle. This was the next subject 
in the progressive history, and the enemy 

were driving off the herds they had thus 
obtained, when the citizens laid an am- 
bush to recover them. Schol. Ven. 2, 

of 5€ mWoAtTal ovK erEibovTO, GAAG OKOTOUS 
meuwaytes eAdxwv OrdTe Hkovot TA Opeu- 
para avtT@y em vounyv, iva apedowwTo TAY 
moAeuiwy. Others understand the cattle 
belonging to the enemy, not those taken 

520 

or exacted from the citizens, but the pro- 
duce of raids in the neighbourhood ; 
*pecudes, quas hostes praedati vicina 
abegerant.” It is clear that at least fwo 
separate and consecutive events are de- 
scribed. 

514. retyos wey x.7.A. The fortress 
itself was protected by the of avaykator, 
the women, children, and old men, for 

the fighting-men were for the time 
engaged partly in holding the council, 
partly in conducting the ambuscade. 
Schol. Ven. 2, exa@éCovto yap éy exraAn- 
alu Bovacuduevot, Ta Telxy Ppoupeiy Tapa- 
ddvres TH ATOAEUM HALKIa. 

516. of & toay, the party resolved on 
the ambuscade were seen (in the next 
group) going forth, headed by Ares and 
Athene, all glittering in gold. 

518. és re Oecd wep, as Oem dvTe. The 
Schol. Vict. compares iii. 381, peta par’ 
és Te Aeds.—api(hAw, conspicuous above 
the rest ; see on ii. 318.—6AiQoves, dAt- 
yloves, as wel(wy is for peylwy. The 
people under them, i.e. under their com- 
mand (or under them in position) were 
smaller in stature. 

520. of 5€ «.7.A. When they had 
come to the spot where it seemed to 
them convenient to lie in ambush, on a 
river bank, where there was a watering- 
place for all kinds of stock, there they 
halted, and crouched down all cased in 
dark bronze armour.—eixe, Schol. Ven. 2, 

avtl Tov mpérov Kat edixtdy jv. This 
should stand for @oixe, as eixws for 
eouxnws. But as the past tense is re- 
quired, it must be assumed to be an 
imperfect of a secondary present ez«w for 
eoikw, like re@ixw, Sed0ixw Ke. Itis more 
like a word of the later dialect.—apdyos, 
probably Fapduds in the early epic. 
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522. iZovro, as xiii. 285, emesdav mpa- 
Tov éoi(ntat Adxov avdpar. 

523. roio., for the party in ambush, 
who desired to have due notice of the 
approach of the enemy with the cattle. 
Schol. Ven. 2, adrots tots évedpevouot.—— 
Aa@y, as sup. 509, seems little more than 
a metrical expletive; two scouts of or 
belonging to the people in ambush. But 
it may also mean, ‘watching the move- 
ments of the hostile army.’—déyuevar, 
the epic aorist in the sense of mpocdo- 
K@vtTes, as Sedeyuevos in x. 62. Cf. 
de> ISG 

525. o? 5¢, Schol. Vict. of Bées kal Ta 
BijAa Tepl aupotepwy yap 6 Adyos.— 
mpoyevoyvto, see iv. 382. — Tepmopevol, 
amusing themselves with their pipes, 
and little suspecting what was about to 
happen. 

527. of wev x.7.A., they accordingly, 
made aware of their eppraeh rushed 
upon them. Schol. Ven. 2, bre ® avrots 
eunvvdn TO Kato Th motuvia, emiTpeXovot, 

kal ekeAOdvTes auuBddAAovat paxny.— 
tduvovto, ‘they eut off for themselves,’ 
or intercepted, ‘on each side of the road 
(Gui), some herds of oxen and some 
choice flocks of white-fleeced sheep.’ For 
this use of TéuveoAa compare Hymn. ad 
Herm. 74, rév té6T€ Matddos vibs—rrev- 
theovr ayéAns ametduveto Bods epimd- 
xovs. Theocr. xvii. 86, kal why Powliens 
dmotduverat, h.e. pepos tt. Od. xi, 402, 

VOL. Il. 

535 

Bows TepiTauywevoy HO olay THEea KAA. 
530. of d€ «.7.A. The besieging army, 

who were inactive in front of the seats 
where the council had just been held, on 
hearing the shouting near the oxen, 
mounted their high-stepping horses, and 
hastened in pursuit. (This again, of 
course, was a separate group or scene of 
the action.)—Yrmwy may refer to riding ; 
but those who believe this was not an 
“ Homeric” accomplishment, may take 
refuge in ‘‘ war-chariots.”—eipawy, lit. 
‘the speaking-places,’ or elevated stages, 
perhaps. Schol. Ven. efpas Aéye: Tas 
ayopas, oxnuatl(wy and Tod expe, 8 
éott Aeyerv. In Hesiod, Theog. 804, we 
have eYpais or eipeas in the same sense. 

533. oTnodmevor, Shaving halted,’ sup- 
ply Tas rages. Spitzner compares Od. 
ix, 54, otnoduevor 8 eudxovto maxynv 
mapa vnvol bono. 

535. ev & Epis. See sup. 483; v. 593. 
Amid the conflict might be seen demon- 
forms representing slaughter and death, 

the Kjpes of war, one of whom had 
seized three of the combatants at once. 
Schol. Vict. 7 potpa 7) abt) tay Tpiav 
ed€dpaxto. vontéov 5 bri e& aupotépwy 
TOV TayUaTwY cialy of mecdvTes. For a 
similar description see Hes. Sent. 248— 
257. Virg. Aen. viii. 700, ‘saevit medio 
in certamine Mavors Caelatus ferro, tris- 
tesque ex aethere Dirae, Et scissa gau- 

dens yadit Discordia palla.’ 

R 
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536. veottarov. One of the three 
captives was yet alive, and but lately 
wounded, another was unhurt, while a 
third was dead, und being dragged 
through the fight by the foot. Hesiod, 
Scut. 157. 253, has verses which indicate 
a common origin with these. For veov- 
Tatov (ovTd@w) see xiii. 5389. The word 
is formed like @avyards for @avpacros, 
adduatos for addauacTos. 

538. dapowedy = Sapowdy occurs only 
here and in Hes. Scut.159. The Schol. 
Ven. compares kevds, keveds, adeAdds, 
adcApeds. We must suppose the red 
colour to have been laid on; a fact, says 
the Schol. Ven., that shows the poet to 
have been acquainted with painting.— 
@utdeuvy, they seemed to engage with 
each other, and to move about in the 
strife, as if they were living men, and 
not mere figures in metal. This pro- 
bably means something more than that 
they were ‘ represented to the very life,’ 
as we say, and as the Romans speak of 
‘vivida signa,’ ‘ spirantia aera,’ &c. The 
poet implies, that actual motion’ was 
communicated to the figures by divine 
or supernatural art. See sup. on iv. 17. 

541—589. Five compartments next 
represent scenes of rural life. These are 
(1) ploughing; (2) reaping; (38) a vin- 
tage; (4) herds going to pasture; (5) a 
sheepfold and homestead. The first three 
seem to mean Spring, Summer, and 
Autumn. 

541. vewdv, novalem, a field newly 
enclosed, of rich virgin soil, and now 
undergoing the third ploughing. It 

seemed padraky, putris, because it had 
already been turned over. Cf. x. 353. 
Hes. Opp. 463, veiby 5€ omeiperv Ett Kov- 
pl(ovcay apovpay. Theog. 971, ved % 
tpimddw, Kpnrns ev lov Shum. Also Od.. 
v. 127. 

5438. divevovtes, boat peporres, making 
their teams turn round, viz. at the end 
of the furrow; or perhaps, as 494. 606, 
driving them in a circular course round 
the field.—eAdortpeov, a form of eAatvew 
used by Herod. ii. 158, 50o tpinpeas mAé- 
ew duod éAactpevpevas, and Kurip. Iph. 
T. 971, Spduois ardpitoiow AdoTpouv 
we ael. The accusative appears to depend 
both on the participle and the verb.— 
év0a kad @Oa, in different parts of the 
field ; or perhaps, one up and the other 
down the furrows. 

544, of Se «.7.A. ‘When they, the 
ploughers, i.e. some of them, had reached 
the end of the field, a man stepped for- 
ward and gave into their hands a goblet 
of sweet wine.’ Schol. Ven. 2, tAovalov 
6 aypds, map’ dv movodat mey avdAakiCovTes 
ev Baber Thy yhv, avaxTa@vTa dé (refi- 
ciunt) abtods Te wéTw.—TEACOr, the end 
or limit, téAos. Probably a_pseudo- 
archaic use. See the note on xiii. 706. 

545. ofvov. For the omitted F see 
vii. 457. 

546. rol 6&, ‘while others had just 
taken the turn up the rows, and were 
hurrying on to reach the end of the 
deep loamy field.’ 

548. wedatvero. * The earth blackened 
behind the plough, and seemed like to 
soil that had been turned up, though it 
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ev 0 eTiOyn otadvdynor péya Bpioveay ahwyvy 
was wrought in gold; which indeed was 
a great marvel in the workmanship.’ 
The gold was overlaid with black pig- 
ment to represent the newly-disturbed 
earth. See sup. on 538.—apnpouevy, a 
reduplicated Ionic perfect, like many of 
the same form in Herodotus, and regu- 

larly inflected from a@péw. The passive 
aorist 7pd0nv occurs in Aesch. Suppl. 1007. 

550—560. Neapers on a farm are cut- 
ting corn, while others are binding the 
sheaves, assisted by boys who bring up 
armfuls at a time. The master stands 
watching the work, and leaning on his 

stick. Two heralds are preparing a 
feast under an oak-tree, and women are 
making cakes. 

550. réuevos, an enclosed field, i.e 
with the boundaries marked. ‘There are 
variants Bad’ Ajiov and BabvAnuorv. Schol. 
Ven. toy amoretunmévoy Témov Téucvos 
Aéyet. Cf. vi. 194.—€pi801, ‘helpers,’ or 
‘hired labourers,’ opposed to Su@es, who 
work by constraint. That reapers were 
commonly hired is clear from Theocr. 
x. 45, obKiwor &vdpes, amdAeTO XoUTOS 6 
pic0ds.—huwy, ‘were cutting’ (the corn). 
Cf. Hes. Scut. 288, of ye wey Huwy aixpis 
dteinaot Kopuvjevta TETHAG. 

552. Spdyuata. ‘Armfuls of corn were 
here falling to the ground along the 
swathe, one after the other, while “there 
binders were tying them in sheaves.’ 
Theocr. ué sup. opiyyer auarrAodéra Ta 
Spayuata. Hes. Seut. 288, of ye pev 
Fuwv—oi 8 ap’ ev eddAcdavoior Séov Kab 
émitvov aAwhv. The word éAdAcdavodv 
seems formed from eiAeiv, YAAew, to roll 
or pack close.—émrjrpiua, see sup. 211, 

R 

and xi. 67—69, ra 5€ Spayuata Ttappéa 
mimtet. Schol. Ven. €AAcdavoior 5€, Tots 
Tov aoTaxvav Sespots, ovs ovAOdETAS 
Kadovowv* ovdAat yap at Kpt0at, mapa Td 
everhetobat ev avTvis TOUS Tupous. 

554. epérracay, stood near the reapers. 
The sense seems to be, that some were 
close to, others more remote from, the 
reapers ; and for these latter, who were 
behind the others, boys were bringing 
up the corn as it fell to the sickle. 

556. aomepxes, promptly, actively ; see 
xvi. 61.— Baoireds, viv 6 TOU Xwplou 5e- 
onétns, Schol. Min.—ciwr7y, construe 
with éorjre:r. He stood on the swathe, 
or in the line on which the reapers were 
working, but did not seem to be speak- 
ing, or giving orders. He was distin- 
guished from the rest by a staff, either 
as enforcing discipline, or as a badge of 
authority. —ynddouvos, Schol. Ven. epal-— 
VETO ap TO mpoodmep nOdmevos Kad Torad- 
THV exwv kaTaoTac.. 

559. auderov. See xi. 776. 
560. maAvvov. Heyne, comparing Od. 

xiv. 77, takes it for émémaccov, ‘were 
sprinkling (or sifting) flour on the roasted 
meat ;? but the Schol. Vict. explains it, 
éuacoov 7) &pupov, they were throwing 
handfuls of meal into the pdaxrpa, to 
make the cakes. The throwing of flour 
in any form is called maAvvewv, from the 
dust it makes. See xi. 640. So Od, 
x. 520, Ulysses is ordered, in pouring a 
libation for the dead, ém &Agita AcuKa 
madvvely, a ceremony symbolical of the 
offering bread and wine as the primary 
food of man. 

561—572. A vineyard is next wrought, 
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with dark grapes hanging from silver 
poles. Round it (or on two sides) is a 
ditch, and it is enclosed by a fence, with 
one entrance for the vinters. Girls and 
boys are seen carrying the grapes in 
wicker baskets, and moving briskly along 
in step and time to the sound of a lute. 

562. ava, av’ ath, over and in every 
part of it.—éorhres, viz. dAwh, or rather, 
the crop, é7épa, implied in Bdrpves. 
Doederlein and Trollope take this for 
eperothket, ‘the grapes were supported 
on vine-props. ‘The use of the dative 
with the simple verb is difficult to defend. 
Or we may understand, éotdcas eixe 
kduakas Siaumepés, viz. in rows reaching 
from end to end. Cf. Od. xiv. 11, orav- 
povs & exrds €Aagce Siaurepes evOa Kal 
év0a. 

564. kvavény, a trench of kéiavos, some 
dark but unknown metal or alloy. See 
xi. 35, and Mr. Hayman, Append. to Od. 
vol. i. p. exix. Schol. Ven. 2, mpds 7d 
ducemiXElpnToy Tots Kakoupyeivy BovAoue- 
vos elvat Kal 7 Tappds eokamta Kal Td 
Tetxloy mpoBéBAntar’ Bbev emipéper ula 
8 off arapmitds, btws of wy OV avrijs 
idyTes KaTapwpor ws KAETTAL Elev. 

566. dopjes. Schol. Ven. of pépovtes 
Tovs Bétpus.— dre, dméte. Compare with 
this passage Hes. Scut. 292 seqq., 

of © érpiywy otvas Spemdvas ev xepolv 
EXOvTES, 

ot & avr és taddpovs epdpevy brd 
TpvyNTHpov 

Aevkovs Kal ueAaras Bétpuas peydAwr 
amd dpxar, 

BpiBopevwy pidroiot kal apyupens EAL- 
KEeooU, 

of 8 avr’ év Taddpois epdpevr. 

567. mapevikal, ‘girlish lasses and 
clowns in the glow of youth (see ii. 660) 
with gaiety in their hearts.’ Cf. vi. 400, 

maid’ éeml KdAT@ EXOVT aTaAddpova, Y}- 
mov av’tws. The same root is seen in 
arddAew. Hesiod, Theog. 989, has mai 
aTaAa ppovéovTa. 

569. rotow 65 «.7.A. ‘For these 
(standing) in the midst of them a boy 
with a clear-toned lute was playing a 
charming air, and singing sweetly to the 
music the dirge of Linus with his tiny 
voice ; while they, beating the ground in 
true time, with chaunt and loud hurrahs, 
followed with nimbly-moving feet.’ The 
ancient commentators were much per- 
plexed whether Afvoy meant ‘the chord,’ 
or Alvoy ‘the song of Linus,’ a dirge or 
Opijvos mentioned by Hesiod (fragm. ap. 
Schol. Vict.) and Pindar, Frag.10. Herod. 
ii. 79, where see Mr. Blakesley. Spitzner 
has discussed the question at great length 
in Excursus xxix. (vol. i. sect. iv. p. lxiii 
seqq.), and his conclusion is that Alvov, 
not Afvoy, should be read, a kind of paean 
called Afvoy being meant, and not the 
dirge Alvos or avYAwos. To the present 
editor it seems very improbable that 
they should have been essentially differ- 
ent. The argument against the ‘ Linus,’ 
derived from the assumed antiquity of 
our Homer, cannot fairly be pressed. As 
Spitzner rightly contends, to make Afvoy 
the subject to &e:dev is harsh and unna- 
tural. See however Od. xxi. 411.—ézd- 
dev is succinere, ‘to sing to a lute’— 
kaAdy seems here used adverbially. Heyne 
construes &eide brd Alvoy for bmHde TE 
Alv®, ‘fidibus accinuit.’ 

571. fiocovres, an Ionic form of apac- 
covtes. Schol. Min. avt) rod kpotodyres 
aby apnovia Kad TUmy (1. KTUTw) Tots Toot 
7 Gapos.— auapTh, ‘in step. —ool cxat- 
povtes, ‘with skip and jump,’ i.e. at 
some parts of the music expressive ges- 
tures were used. <A difficulty occurs as 
to the nature of the music being joyous 
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or the contrary; for the Linus proper 
was a solemn, not a lively strain. —These 
musical processions are still kept up, and 
in precisely the same manner, e. g. among 
the Portuguese and Tyrolese. 

573—586. A herd of cows is wending 
its way from the home-stall to the pas- 
ture by the river, attended by herdsmen 
and dogs. Two lions in front have seized 
a bull, and the dogs and men are run- 
ning up to bring aid. In the next scene 
the lions are devouring the prey, and 
the pursuers hold aloof through fear. 

574. ai 5€ Boes k.7.A. The cows were 
represented in gold and tin for the variety 
of colour. 

575. «émpov, Boooractov, Schol. Ven. 
An example of a well-known idiom, by 
which the thing is named instead of the 
place of it, as tupbs ‘a cheese-market.’ 
—émrecoevovTo, META TIVOS TAXUTITOS Kal 
spodpdétntos eropevoyTo, Schol. 

576. podavdy, a bed of slender wavy 
reeds. There were several readings, men- 
tioned in the Scholia. This seems a form 
of padivdv, and connected with Kpadaivw. 

Hesych. podavév rpupepdv. It may con- 
tain the same root as our words reed and 
vod. Spitzner calls this a verse “ Cimme- 
riis quasi tenebris involutus.” He regards 
podavdy as the true form, from poddvy 
and podavi(ew, which meant (probably in 
the later dialect) ‘ woof’ and ‘to strike 

the woof home with the reed.’ Mr. Trol- 
lope says, “It is acknowledged on all 
sides, that the passage is corrupt.” With 
dovareds, ‘a reed-bed,’ we may compare 
k@mevs, wood for making oars. 

580. epvyunaov, uéya wvkduevor, Schol. 
Min. The word is formed in some degree 
from the sound, and seems referable to a 
verb epuypetv = épevyw or Hpuvyov, with 
the termination in -7Aos, as bWnAds. 

583. Aadpvacetov. Cf. x. 364; xiil. 
346, where the termination of the third 
person dual of the past tense is in -oy, 

not -nv. The Scholiasts however incline 
to take it as a praesens historicum.— 
aitws evdlecav, ‘gave chase in vain.’ 
Schol. Ven. 2, ediwkov, mapa 7d dinut.— 
Schol. Ven. (A), attws, kevas nal mpds 
ovdév. Rather perhaps, aitws ws elxov, 
without themselves attempting the res- 
cue. Hesych. evilecav: erediwtav, éera- 
Tpuvav, eonovdacav. Why not, ‘stood 
there fearing,’ as in mep) yap Sle maméevt 
Aawy, &e. ? 

586. adéovro, ‘kept out of their way;’ 
a form of GAevoyto in which the F is 
evanescent. 

587—589. A sheepfold in a glen comes 
next, a peaceful scene in contrast with 

the foregoing. Flocks of grazing sheep 
are wrought in white metal, with folds, 
roofed sheds or sleeping-places, and sheep- 
pens (anol). 
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590—606. A circular dancing-place is 
next represented, and decorated with 
varied designs. Within it young men 
and maids are dancing with joined hands. 
The circular motions and interlacing 
steps are described to the life. An ad- 
miring crowd stands round; a man with 
a harp is in the midst, and two tumblers 
fling themselves about, keeping time to 
the music. 

591. t@ ikeAov. There seem to have 
been two distinct works attributed to 
Daedalus in Crete, the labyrinth, un- 
known to our poet, and a dancing-hall, 
richly adorned. Pausan. ix. 40. 2 (quoted 
by Spitzner), tapa rovrois 5 Kal 6 THs 
*Apiadyns Xopds, ob Kal“Ounpos ev *TAidds 
pyiunv emonoato, emeipyacuevos eoTiv 
em) AcevKod Aldov. A doubt is thrown on 
the genuine antiquity of this poem by 
the statement, that a work of art de- 
scribed therein existed and was visible 
in the second century of our era. See 
Thirlwall, Hist. Gr. i. p. 233, note. The 
ancient critics quarrelled with the state- 
ment implied, that a god imitated the 
work of a mortal artist.—rol«iAAe, Schol. 
Vict. ev moiiAta elpya¢ero, oiov xtovds 
Te kal avdpiayvtas TH TUTM TpoKooMoas 
ev KUKA®. 

593. ardpeotBorw, ‘worth many oxen 
(or perhaps, an ox) apiece.’ See vi. 236. 
Schol. Ven. €vrimor kal 61d Tiv eduopplay 
Boas etipioxovom edva. ‘ Damsels who 
procure for their fathers large gifts of 
cattle from their bridegrooms,” Donald- 
son, New Cratylus, § 475, p. 176. So 

600 

too Doederlein, “quae patrem bobus 
ditant.” 

595. o0dvas, linen dresses.—xit@vas, 
tunics or inner garments finely spun 
from wool.—elato, evto, indutae erant. 
—édal, as glossy and bright as if actu- 
ally glistening with oil. Compare Od. 
vii. 108. New Cratylus, § 461, p. 698: 
«The older poets do not hesitate to say 
that ‘glossy tunics are shining with 
oil,’ or that ‘liquid oil trickles off the 
close-warped linen. ” Possibly however 
the actual use of oil in weaving or wool- 
dressing is meant. 

597, 598. These two lines, the Schol. 
Ven. informs us, were rejected by the 
critics, because a sword is never called 
udxaipa in Homer, and because it was 
not comely for dancers to be armed with 
a dirk. Yet ‘sword-dances’ of various 
kinds have been practised from early 
times. The three lines 604—606 occur 
also in Od. iv. 17—19, where they are now 
generally rejected ; see Athen. v. 180, D. 

599. Opé~ackoy, a form of aorist, and a 
somewhat strange one, from €@pega. Cf. 

546. It does not seem of the early dialect. 
—én) otlxas, in rows, or in file. The 
dative following is that of reference, or 
relation of space.—os OTe k.T.A., he com- 
pares the rapid motion in a circle to the 
turn of the potter’s wheel before it is 
weighted with the clay. See Mr. Birch, 
“Ancient Pottery,” vol. i. p. 231.— 
&puevov, of convenient size for the hand. 
Schol. Ven. 2, etre yap mei(wy fre eAaT- 
Twv yevoiTo, eumodiCer TH Xpela. 
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606. e&dpxovros, scil. adrod, the geni- 
tive absolute.—kar? avto’s—péooous, 
KaTa TO Meco avTar. 

607, 608. Lastly, Ocean was wrought 
as a circular stream forming the margin 
or border of the shield, lit. near or next 
to the rim.—avrvya, see sup. 479. Hes. 

Scut. 314, aupl & truv péev "OQreavds 
TANOovTL eoikws, Tay Se cuvetxe odKos 
moAvdatdadov. 

609—617. After completing the shield, 
Hephaestus makes a breastplate, helmet, 
and greaves, which are not particularly 

described. He presents the suit to Thetis, 
who at once descends from Olympus to 
convey them to her son. It was correct 
taste in the poet, not to dwell too long 
on these details, but to hasten on with 
the narrative. Pliny, Epist. v. 6. 43, 
‘Vides quot versibus Homerus, quot 
Vergilius arma, hic Aeneae, Achillis ille, 
describat ; brevis tamen uterque est, quia 
facit quod institut.’ 

618. éavov, made flexible, viz. by links 
or jointed plates, so as to be fit for wear. 
See sup. 352. 
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This book describes the recantation of 
Achilles, the uqvi80s aaréppnots, as it was 
anciently called, and his reconciliation 
with his offended chief. The advances 
made by Agamemnon had been haughtily 
rejected in Book ix. But the loss of 
Patroclus has subdued his pride, and he 
is now willing to co-operate against the 
Trojans to avenge the death of his friend. 
It is the opinion of Wolf (Proleg. pp. 70 
and 82) that only the first eighteen books 
are genuine. The last six are perhaps 
somewhat more grandiloquent and less 
simple in style; but, according to the 
view of the present editor, the marks 
of vewrepicuds must be expected where 
direct compilation of old materials has 
less, and a free reconstruction or recom- 
position has more, influence in the 

dSiacKev? of the Iliad which has survived 
to our time. 

1—36. Thetis brings the divinely made 
armour to Achilles, whom she finds bit- 
terly lamenting the fate of his friend. 

He is excited both by her words and by 
a sight of the arms, and promises at once 
to put them on. Meanwhile the goddess 
engages to protect the corpse from un- 
seemly decay, and bids him summon the 
chiefs at once to a conference. 

3. % de, viz. Thetis, xviii. 616. 
4. dv, suum, is here without the usual 

digamma. Cf. inf. 20. Bekker reads 
viby éja, without authority. 

9. mp@ta. Cf. i. 235, 7d wey ovroTe 
pvAAa Kal OCous ioe, ered) TpOTa. 
Touny ev obpeoot A€Aowrev. Our idiom 
will not render it exactly ; the notion is, 
that the act has been first done, and the 
wailing for it afterwards is needless: 
‘Now that in the first instance he has 
been defeated and slain by the will of the 
gods.’ Doederlein oddly renders it, statim 
ab eo tempore quo. Heyne’s eum semel 
is better. 

11. add war’ x.7.A. Schol. Vict. 6 
Tov bmAwy eravos xphomwos eis Td 
dieyetpar toy piddtiwoy ~AXiAAEa.— 
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gdpnoev, in the active, as iv. 137; xv. 
530. 

13. avéBpaxe, like avéoreve, ‘a clang, 
or crashing sound, rose from them, all 

spangled as they were.’ ‘The simple 
Bpaxety (‘bray’) is often used in this 
sense, while marayos is ‘ clatter,’ e.g. of 
shields, dov70s the heavy thud of a falling 
body. 

14. ran. Schol. Vict. rpds thy abyhy 
avTay aduvatovyTes avTopbadruery. 

16. @s—as. See i. 512; xiv. 294. 
—xéros, Schol. Vict. Quumodta: brép ris 
apaiperews TOV UAAwWY,—7) OTL aVTdS yap 
epeAcetat &vdpa oldnpos. 

19. terdpmero, the reduplicated epic 
aorist (Tépmw), as in ix. 705. The notion 
of satiety generally attaches to this form 
of the word. 

22. unde, i.e. emiemeés 
BporG@y roigtra emiter€eou, 

24. réppa, ‘in the mean time,’ Téws, 
viz. before I have avenged his death and 
buried the corpse. 

25. nadddoa, Kataddom, getting in 

eoT. pndeva 

through the wounds made by the stroke 
of the brass.—evAas, cf. xxiv, 414, Schol. 
Min. oxdéaAnkas eyyevvnowow. But the 
medial aorist means, ‘should breed in 
them for themselves,’ or as their off- 
spring.—deixiCew, foedare, as in xvi. 
559, and xxii. 256, where the Attic con- 
traction of the future occurs, dei. 

27. ék & aidy x.7.A., ‘for the life is 
slain out of him,’ i,e. he is now liable 
to putrefaction (Schal. Ven.), though 
maggots may infest wounds during life. 
—oanrny, katacany, ‘lest it (the vexpds) 
should putrefy in all the fleshy parts.’ 

30. meipjow. Perhaps this word implies 
the pertinacity of the flies, There was 
a variant meipjoow addadKéeuev. The 
sense is, ya méev TOVDE erimeAHoouat,—ov 
d€ ailva Owphoceo k.7.Ar. (36). 

32. Hv wep, ‘even though,’ a common 
Homeric use.—«jjrat, céentrat (Keto@ar), 
like 5jcev for dénoev in xviii. 100, may 

be regarded either as a contraction or 
a synizesis. 
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35. amoemav, formally disclaiming, 
renouncing, your long-enduring anger, or 
sulkiness. He means, he is to do this te 

Agamemnon in person; cf. inf. 67.— 
aAKhY, ‘put on prowess,’ as avadelny 
émetmévos, i. 149. Soix. 231, ef ph ov ye 
dbueat GAKHY. 

37. wévos, Schol. Vict. no0erjKe: yap TH 
ayputvia Kal TH AUTH. 

38. éepudpdv, Schol. Vict. aluatos moim- 
Tidy, i.e. preservative of the natural 
colour in life. So Aphrodite protected 
the body of Hector in xxiii. 186, and gave 
immortality to Berenice, auBpoctay és 
oTHO0s amoatdtiaca yuvaikds, Theocr. xy. 
108. In all these passages there may be 
an allusion to the process of preserving 
mummies. See inf. 347. Some kind of 
material unguent appears to be meant ; 
for Achilles probably witnessed the pro- 
cess, and so departed content. The body 
of Patroclus was lying in the tent of 
Achilles, xviii. 345 seqq. 

40—73. All the Greeks, even those of 
inferior rank, and not properly fighting- 
men, rush gladly to the council, on seeing 
Achilles again prepared for the fight. 
Even the wounded chiefs, including 

Agamemnon, flock thither. Achilles in 
presence of them all makes a full apology 
for his past conduct, and professes his 
willingness to assist the Grecian cause. 

40. mapa Oiva. He went along the 
strand, passing from ship to ship, and 
summoning the crews as he went. 

42. kal fa x.7.A. Schol. Ven. rai 
doo. mpdtepov ey TG vavoTdOuw Euevoy, 
kal ovToL TéTE Taphoay eis THY exkANTiay. 
The two following lines read rather like 
an interpolation, especially 44. Yet oijua, 
‘rudder-paddles ’ (Od. ix. 540, xii. 218), 
with the digamma, seems an ancient 
form. So we have ed oijkecow (Finkeo- 
av) apnpds in xxiv. 269.—oi re, supply 
Hoav. 

45. otvexa k.T.A. See xviii. 248. 
47. oxa¢ovre, ‘limping. The Scho- 

liasts remark that Diomed alone had been 
injured in the foot, xi. 377. 

50. mpétn ayopy, Schol. Min. 77 apo- 
edpela. They took their seats ‘among 
the first,’ i.e. in the front part of the 
council. 

51. SevTaTos, ‘last,’ a form that oecurs 
also in Od. i. 286, is evidently the super- 
lative, Sevtepos the comparative, like 
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€xaoTos and éxdtepos, veapds and véaros. 
The grammarians connect it with devec- 
Oa, rightly, it would seem. Hesych. 5ev- 
Tatos' UaTaToS, €oXaToS, MEO Ov OvK EoTLY 
érepos. The positive must be sought in 
the digammated root of 6vo (Sanscrit 
dvi). “The word 6€Fpo signifies ‘in this 
direction,’ devrepos, a man who is nearer 
to us than another man,’ and devtatos, 
‘a man who is nearest to us of a series 
of men,’ i. e. ‘ the last,’ and thus it is used 
as a synonym for toraros.” New Cra- 
tylus, § 155. 

52. Kal yap Tov, kal TovTOv ydp.—odTa, 
see xi. 248 seqq. 

56 —73. Briefly and candidly Achilles, 
in compliance with his mother’s desire, 
sup. 35, offers his apology to Agamemnon. 
He intimates, however, that both were in 
the wrong, and remarks that their con- 
duct was as much to the advantage of the 
enemy as to the damage of their own 
cause. He on his part will forgive and 
forget the wrong, if his chief will lead 
the army again into the fray; and he 
foretells the confusion of the Trojans if 
he again presents himself at the fleet. 

56. 4 &p te «.7.A. ‘Truly, in some re- 

70 

spects this course (viz. mutual concession 
and forgiveness) would have been better, — 
to me as also to you, (than that which we 
pursued) when we two, vexed in heart, 
spent our fury in a soul-consuining strife 
about a girl. — érAeto, like erat for 
Suisset, is conditionally used without rev. 
Mr. Trollope construes tT: Tdde, “ some- 
thing of this sort, this reconciliation.” 
— pede x.7.A. See vi. 345. ‘Much as I 
love her,’ he says, ‘ I had rather she had 
died by an early and a sudden death.’ 

60. Avpynoody, the town whence he 
had taken the captive Briseis, ii. 690. 
See inf. 296, and xx. 92. 

61. 7@ ke, ‘in that case.’ Cf.i. 418.— 
amrounvioa, ‘to keep aloof in anger,’ 
occurs vil. 230. He says this bitterly, as 
the Schol. Ven. 2 remarks, with especial 
reference to the death of Patroclus. 

63. 7d, Tovto. For the sentiment 
compare i. 255, 4 Kev yn@joa Tplawos 
Tipiduord re matdes,—ei opaw Tdde TavTE 
mudolaro wapyamevour. 

65. mporetvxOa. The favourite word 
with Achilles. See xvi. 60. 

68. doxeAéws, ‘obstinately,’ oxAnpas, 
muxpas. See Od. i. 68; x. 463. From 
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the root okeA, oxAe, meaning dry, harsh, 
unyielding, the a being a prefix, as in 
&BAnxpés. 

71. iaveww. Schol. Ven. 2, mapav- 
Al€ecOat’ capractikds 5 6 Adyos. He 
will see if the Trojans will try to sleep 
quietly at the fleet to which they have 
now advanced, or if they will try to save 
themselves by flying before him. He 
will give them work enough to tire them, 
even if they escape with their lives.— 
Kdumrew yovu, ‘to rest,’ as in Aesch. 
Prom. 32. This distich is nearly identical 
with vii. 118, 119. 

74—143. The long reply of Agamem- 
non, resembling some of the speeches in 
the ninth book, seems in part adapted 
by a compiler from ancient legends (éepol 
Adyor) about Hercules. Compare the 
long episode about Meleager in ix. 529 
seqq. The point of the speech is, that a 
mental delusion or infatuation, &77 (the 
favourite theme of Agamemnon), had 
seized him, and others before him who 
were better than he. Even the loqua- 
cious old Nestor could not have been 
more expert in “ dragging in” a story, 
than Agamemnon now proves himself to 
be. Mr. Trollope, whose tendencies are 
somewhat one-sided in all questions of 
genuineness, says (on ver, 99) that “the 
episode is so entirely in Homer’s manner, 
that those who would reject it as spurious 
are not to be heard fora moment,” which 
seems to mean, that not even their argu- 
ments ought to be listened to at all, 

75. This verse, especially as compared 
with 35, seems likely to have been inter- 
polated. : ; 

76—80. The difficulties of this passage 
are considerable, both critical and gram- 
matical. For the remarkable variety in 

80 

the reading of 76, 77, recorded by the 
Schol. Ven., the student may consult the 
long and learned note of Spitzner. The 
reading in the text, said to have been 
introduced by Aristophanes, gives an 
apparent inconsistency between ov& éy 
wécoow avactas and éoradros in 79. 
The most probable explanation seems to 
be, not that Agamemnon spoke sitting, 
as feeling weakness or inconvenience 
from his wound, but that he stood up on 
the spot where he had sat down, and 
without coming forward into the middle. 
Schol. Vict. avaoras eSnunyoper ovk év 
Méoools, GAN ex Tis Edpas Tay BacirAéwr. 
Zenodotus read the single verse rotor 
& aviordpevos wetépy Kpeiwy "Ayaneuvwv, 
to which was added, in the copies of Mar- 
seille and Chios, piv avactevdxwr, Kat 
bp EAkeos tAyea Tao XW. 
78—84. ‘ Friends and warriors! it is 

to your credit to listen patiently to one 
who has risen to speak, but to your dis- 
credit to interrupt him ; for the cleverest 
speaker will find it hard to be eloquent 
amidst tumult and confusion. Though 
I shall address myself specially to 
Achilles, do you ail mark well my words, 
and consider severally the justice of what 
I shall say,’ 

80. bBBaAAEw, broBdAAew, here in the 
unusual sense of ‘to interrupt,’ droxpoveuw, 
Properly, as in Dem. Mid. p. 580, ‘to make 
suggestions,’ to throwin words, objections, 
or retorts, while a man is speaking. Schol. 
Ven. kad@s Exet ToD Eot@tos Kal Snun- 
Yyopotvros akovev, kal uh dmoKpoverv unde 
eumrodiCerv* TOUT yap SnAot Td BBBAdAAEw" 
xarerdy yap Kal 7G wavu bew@ ev tapaxh 
cireiv. He alludes, as Heyne suggests, 
to the partisans of Achilles. It must be 
confessed that the ellipse of ev rapaxf 
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mpéaBa Ads Ovyatnp “Aty, }) TavTas dara, 
eimezy is extremely harsh. A more natural 
way is to supply b6BaAAev, giving the 
word a different interpretation, with the 
Schol. Ven., xaderdy é€otw éEtépw bro- 
Barre tov Adyov, dv avTds TIS eimeEty 
BovrAeto, Kav OTe pdALoTa emiTiMaY TIS 
jv (1. évtiuwy tis 7). The method of 
speaking e€ smoBoAjs, by dictation or 
suggestion, is supposed to be meant. This 
is Hermann’s explanation, as given by 
Spitzner, who however prefers the other, 
and gives the sense thus: ‘“ xadembv 
k.T.A.dedicente, quem milites vociferando 
turbabant et quasi obtundebant, acci- 
pienda esse patebit, idque versus proximi 
egregie confirmant.” Heyne and Doeder- 
lein read émiorduevoy, an ancient variant 
of equal authority (the dative is attributed 
by the Schol. Ven. to Aristarchus), and 
Doederlein takes it as the subject to 
bBBdAAEw, regarding yademby yap as a 
mere parenthesis: “ne prudenti quidem 
fas est interpellare dicentem: nam mo- 
lesta res est interpellari.’? And _ this 
seems a reasonable interpretation. Mr. 
Newman’s version is this: ‘ Friends, 
heroes of the Danai, and ministers of 
Ares, When any riseth for harangue, to 
him ’tis well to listen, Nor interrupt ;— 
which worrieth even a skilful speaker. 
For in the hurly of a crowd what ears 
avail for hearing ? What voice for speak- 
ing? fluent tongues and ready hearts 
are crippled.” 

82. BAdBerau, is hindered, stopped in 
his argument, though a clear-speaking 
and loud-voiced orator. A form of 
BAdmrerat used only here and inf. 166. 
Compare yAdg¢w with yAdmrw, and réuw 
with Téuvm. 

83. évdeltouat, evdertiv mornoopat, I will 
point my words at, or address myself to, 
Achilles. Schol. Ven. thy arétacw taev 

Adywy mpds "AXLAAEA ToIhTomar pavepas, 
7) arrodoynoouat. Compare the later rhe- 
torical terms éemideixvvcOa and éerideiéis, 
used of a lecture or oratorical display.— 
cvvOecbe, as in the formula od 5é ctyvOco 
duu, Schol. Ven. kpivare, Soxmacare. 

85—94. ‘Many a time did the Achaean 
host reproach me for my conduct ; but I 

was not responsible; a gloomy fate had 
infatuated me, and induced me to take 
from Achilles the prize which I had 
assigned to him. What could I do, of 
my own will? The god overrules the issue 
of all things. None are free from the 
assaults of “Arn, which walks gently and 
unfelt over the heads of men.’ 

85. tovrov. The Schol. Ven. 2 refers 
this to 56 sup., but the re in the next 
line may be regarded as exegetical, ‘ that 
is to say, they upbraided me.’ See, for 

instance, 1. 244, 11. 240, and ix. 109.— 
hepoporris, see ix. 571. 

88. «iv ayop7. See i. 130 seqq. 
89. adrés. Agamemnon had threatened 

this, i. 137. 324; but his heralds had 
executed the order, ib. 320 seqq. 

90. pega. The sense virtually is, as 
Doederlein and Mr. Newman render it, 
‘what could I have done?’ though it 
may be doubted if the Greek means more 
than ‘what could I do?’ The most 
natural sense, ‘what can I (now) do?’ 
would imply doubt as to his present 
course.— 6d, by tmesis, diareAe? mdvra. 
An old variant was @eovs did, ‘ through 
the gods all things are accomplished.’ 
The usual fatalism of the Greeks is 
embodied in the sentiment. 

91. adra, BAdmret. From a root aF 
(arn, avarn), the long a in &rn resulting 
from the contraction of addw, andthe long 
ain dara from the contraction of aderat. 
“ Medii vis hic et ver. 129, ubi simillima 
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repetuntur, ea esse videtur, ut Ate suo 
numine ac potestate insita homines in 
perniciem inducere dicatur.” Spitzner. 

92, 93. These lines are quoted by Plato, 
Sympos. p. 195, Dp. The idea is a some- 
what singular one, that the goddess of 
infatuation walks softly and imperceptibly 
over men’s heads, as on a carpet, —albeit, 
as Plato drily says, the heads are ov 
mévu wad@aka,—whereby it is meant, 
that though not of earth, being an out- 
cast from heaven, inf. 130, she neverthe- 

less has to deal with mankind. The im- 
perceptible progress of error over men’s 
minds is thus allegorically described. It 
comes to them from above, and leaves 

its impress and its effects on the part 
that it first touches. A similar passage 
on &r7, in the sense of temptation, is 1x. 
505 seqq. 

94, erepov, some other beside myself; 
so in Soph. Trach. 444, 7@s 8 od xaTépas, 
olas y emov; 

95—105. ‘Even Zeus, the chief of 
gods and men, was once infatuated and 
beguiled by Hera. When Alemena was 
about to bring forth Hercules at Thebes, 
Zeus proclaimed before all the celestials 
that a hero was destined to be born, who 
should rule over all the neighbouring 
peoples,—a hero sprung from a race of 
men who had his blood in their veins.’ 

95. &oato, ‘had his mind possessed ;’ 
so xi. 340, ddoato 5¢ wéeya Ovum. “Ju- 
piter imprudentius agendo sibi et Her- 
culi damnuin intulit, idemque accidit 
Agamemnoni, vid. ix. 119.” Spitzner. 

105 

Schol. Ven. 2, pwakporoye?, Oeparetwv 
°AXIAAEG, @S OvK adTLS ANTE THS GmwAclas 
aitios WatpékAov. The point of the 
fraud is thus explained by Heyne: 
“Latebat fraus in Jovis verbis obscuris : 
volebat ille declarare aliquem ex se pro- 
creatum filium ; at ille utitur voce gene- 
raliore ; nasciturum esse aliquem e suo 
sanguine, vv. 105. 111.” Doederlein : 
“ Dum Alemena Hereulem enixura erat, 
Jupiter juravit hodiernum partum reg- 
naturum inter mortales esse ; Juno autem 

Alemenes puerperium remorando donec 
Leucippe Eurystheum peperisset, sic Her- 
culem regno destinato privavit, Eurys- 
theum beavit.” 

97. @nAUs éotvoa. This is said in con- 
tempt of the sex, as in Soph. Trach. 1062, 
yur d€, OjAUS Otoa KOK avdpds puoLY. 

105. yevejs. It seems better to make 
the genitive depend on &vdpa, ‘a man of 
that race’ &c., than with Heyne to 
coustrue of Te yevefs cioly ef K.7.A., ‘ who 
in descent are of my blood,’ or with 
Doederlein to regard it as the genitive of 
quality or apposition depending on zrepr- 
xt.idvecot. He compares xx. 180, éAméd- 
Mevov Tp@ecow avdéew immoddmoow TYnis 
THs TIpiduov. Alemena was descended, 
through Perseus, from Jupiter. On the 
Lycian affinities of the old Perseid race, 
see Curtius, Hist. Gr. i. p. 99. 

Ibid. eued is not the genitive of the pos- 
sessive for e €uod (or Tov euod) aluaros, 
but of the personal pronoun; ‘whoin blood 
are from me.’ Cf. inf. 111. Schol. Ven. 
ois Td aiua ef euod early, odx) of aluatos 
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é& euod eiotv. Doederlein, not impro- 
bably, supposes a confusion between éx 
Tov euwov atuatos and é afuards mov, and 
he explains o7jjs in 111 as an enallage for 
gov. Schol. Ven. tay avipay ot ek THs 
ons omopas Td aia éxovow. Perhaps, 
ot offs yevebAns ciolv e& atuatos, *‘ who 
are of your stock by blood,’ 

106—119. Hera rejoins (or perhaps, 
says aside, and to herself) that his words 
shall prove false; and she first induces 
Zeus to swear that the hero born on that 
day shall hold rule over the nations, and 
then hies to her own city Argos, where 
the wife of Sthenelus was then pregnant, 
and by virtue of her office as E/Aci@ua, 
Juno Lucina, she brings on her a pre- 
mature travail, while she withholds and 

delays that of Alemena. 
107. edorns els (xxiv. 261), a variant 

of the vulg. Wevorioets, Pevorns Evel, 
‘your words shall prove false.” A verb 
formed like aAndevew, but occurring only 
in this passage, and by no means one of 
archaic character. 

110. wésy pera rocot, a primitive ex- 
pression for delivery by quick travail. 
By the deception conveyed in the exac- 
tion of this oath, Eurystheus became lord 
not only of the nations around, but of 
Hercules himself, who was thus bound to 
obey him. It was thus that Hera satis- 
fied her jealousy of Alemena. 

113. ado@n, “afflictus est, propterea 
quod Hercules ex Jove natus spe regni 

120 

privatus est.” Doederlein. Rather, per- 
haps, ‘afterwards he found that he had 
been greatly deluded.’ ‘“ Jupiter de Her- 
cule cogitabat, at Juno de Eurystheo, 
qui non quidem ex ipso Jove erat pro- 
gnatus, genus tamen ducebat a Jove, pro- 
genitore Persidarum; nam e Jove et 
Danae natus Perseus, e Perseo Sthenelus, 
Eurysthei pater.” Heyne. 

115. ’Axatikdv, as elsewhere “Iacoy 
“Apyos, means Argos proper, in the 
Peloponnesus ; the same term extending 
to the northern region, including Thes- 
saly, A. TleAaoyixov. See on ii. 681.— 
7757, ‘she knew of, i. e. odcar, or oikotcar, 
or even kvovcar, implied by the context. 

117. pels (unv-s, mensis), the Tonic 
form, occurs also in Hes. “Epy. 557.— 
éoTHKEl, Taphv, ovmw mapeAfAvde. An 
obscure expression, which Heyne regards 
as the origin of the phrases why iorduevos 
and @ivey, Od. xiv. 162. 

118. 7Aitéunvoy, Schol. Ven. 2, rdv 
jmaptnk6ta tev SedvTav pnvev: éxra- 
Myviatos ovv 6 Evpucbeds tv: GAcrety obv 
7) amotuxetvy. Hesiod, Seut. 91, has 
GAITHuEpov Evpvcbja (by conjecture for 
aAithwevov). On mpd ddwode see xvi. 188. 
—ceideiulas, Schol. Ven.tas wdSivas. But 
the goddesses or powers presiding over 
travail may be meant. 

120—133. When the child was born, 
Hera hastened to Olympus to inform 
Zeus of the real purport of his oath: it 
is Eurystheus who is to hold sway, a 
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descendant of Zeus through Perseus ; and 
she ironically adds, that he cannot be 
unfit for such a privilege. Zeus, vexed at 
the deception, seizes Até by the head, and 
hurls her from heaven, with an oath that 
she shall never return. Thus she came 
upon earth, and the god never saw his 
dear son without bewailing the labours in 
which he had unwittingly been involved. 

120. ayyeA€ovea,as a future participle, 
requires a verb of motion, as ‘ero. 
Perhaps it is a spurious form of a present. 
Doederlein thinks a verse has dropped 
out. Possibly we should read ayyeAAouca. 
The Schol. Ven. rightly observes, exp7yv, 
ayycdéovoa hKe kal rpoonvda. But there 
is a passage not unlike this in Apoll. 
Rhod. ii. 186, GAN exédacbey eclow 
BeBpuxins, “Auixou udpoy ayyed€éorTes. 

132. rv, sc. &rny, not here the person, 
but the folly itself, or delusion, that had 
seized him.—épyov aeiwés, “she (Hera) 
hates Heracles, apparently because he is 
in antagonism to the Perseid dynasty.” 
(Gladstone, “Juventus Mundi,” p. 237.) 

134—144. ‘As Zeus was mindful of 
the mistake he made, even so I never 
cease to regret that I was so far led astray. 
Since however that cannot be undone, 
Iam desirous to make the best amends 
in my power, and to give the recompense 
formerly offered by me, but refused. The 
gifts shall be brought to the spot at once, 
if Achilles desires it.’ 

134, @s Kal éyoy, scil. ddoOnv.—bre 5} 
avre «.T.A., ‘when on this late occasion 
likewise’ &c. Here aire implies the repe- 
tition, in Agamemnon’s case, of the fatal 
effects of &r7. 

137. aacdunv. See ix. 116 and xi. 
340.—é&éAero, vi. 234; xvii. 470. 

140. wapacxéuev. ‘lam here in person 
to supply the gifts which my envoy 
Ulysses so lately (viz. in Book ix.) pro- 
mised in my name.’ Doederlein supplies 
20éAw from 138, requiring an example of 
eym 55 (ETomos) mapacxetv. A similar 
construction is Kur. Hipp. 294, yuvatkes 
aide cvyKabioravatvdoor,‘ here are women 
at hand to help to cure your ailing.’ 
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Mr. Grote (Hist. Gr. vol. i. p. 559) 
remarks on this distich, ‘I feel persuaded 
that this passage, and inf. 192—5, are 

specially added for the purpose of esta- 
blishing a connexion between the ninth 
book and the nineteenth.” Nothing 
more is really shown than a unity of 
design such as either an author or a 
skilful compiler would impart to his work. 
The gifts were then haughtily rejected ; 
they are now offered again, because 
Achilles has generously avowed his error, 
and has shown himself willing to accept 
them, which he before was prevented 

from doing by his pride. 
144. 3, i.e. drt. ‘Ut videas, me 

munera tibi accepta daturum esse,” 
Spitzner. 

145—153. Achilles professes indiffer- 
ence as to the time of receiving the gifts, 
and urges an immediate return to the 
fight, for now is not the time for delay, 
but for the army to see their champion 
routing the Trojan ranks. 

147. The construction is, «7 K° e@éAns 
(})) mapacxety H Tor exew, mapeoTl oot. 
Doederlein reads eyéuev mapa col, ‘to 
keep them for me in your ship.’ 

149. kAotorevery, a word found only 
in this place, and perhaps of questionable 
antiquity, is explained to mean ‘ to cheat 
time,’ ‘to play the deceiver,’ KAemreiy, 
kAwmevery. Hesych. kAotomevtis* ebad- 
AakT}s, araldv.—kAoTomevev’ Tapado- 

VOL. II. 

yi¢ecOat, amwarav. Possibly transposed 
from KAomotevery.—apeKToy, = uppeKTor, 
‘undone,’ seems also rather against the 
genius of the old epic. The ‘great 
work’ which remains to be done is to 
exact vengeance for the death of Patro- 
clus. Some refer épyov to what follows, 
placing a full stop at @dAayyas. Doeder- 
lein makes és re and @de (153) correla- 
tives, placing only a comma after pdAay- 
yas, “quomodo quis vestrum Achillem 

totas Trojanorum catervas occidentem 
videbit, eodem modo vos singulé cum sin- 
gulis pugnatote.” So also Bekker, ed. 2. 
In either case aire will refer to the return 
to the fight. The Schol. Ven. 2 appears 
to take the same view, otrws 5€ Tis buav 
pax Erde, as kv ewe “AxidAéa i501 Tpdwy 

oA€KovTa dAaryyas, peuvnucvos Tov 

piwetobal me. 
154—183. Ulysses raises an objection 

to the men being led into the fight while 
fasting, especially as the contest is likely 
to be a protracted one. A hungry man, 
he wisely observes, has neither strength 
nor stomach for a fight. Let the men 
take a meal, and let the king meanwhile 
produce the gifts that all may see them, 

adding an oath that he has not taken 
Briseis for his coneubine. A cheery ban- 
quet is to conclude and ratify the recon- 
ciliation. 

155. wy 3%, used in expostulation, 
‘nay, do not so’ &c.—ayaéds wep eav 

8 
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i.e. brave as you may be as a leader, 
your followers will not be equal to the 
emergency. A slight reproach on the 
self-confidence and impetuosity of the 
chief seems to be implied. 

158. dutAczy is here used in its primary 
sense of joining ranks (%A7). 

161. This verse occurred ix. 706. 
Compare vi. 261, and the advice of 
Agamernon in ii. 381. 

163. &kunvos, ‘fasting.’ Hesych. éou- 
Tos, viotis, &yevoTtos &prov. ‘This word, 
of uncertain etymology, occurs only in 
the present book, where it is repeated, 
vv. 207. 320. 346. The Schol. says 
axkuy was an Aeolian term for aouria. 
Doederlein would derive it from xopety, 
curare, comparing émevnvds, but this is 

most improbable. 
164. €% zep, ‘even if,’ the usual Homeric 

sense.—Ad0pn, i.e. without his being 
sufficiently aware of it; his spirit is be- 
yond his strength. 

170. épwicai, have withdrawn, have 
retired, from the fight. 

172. The rare verb émAouar occurs 
inf. xxiii. 158, in a passage similar to the 
present. 

173. oicérw, the epic aorist, iii. 103.— 
iva k.7.X., for the twofold purpose of giving 
confidence to the people in the will and 
the ability of the king, and for making 
amends the more fully because publicly. 

176. un mote k.t.A. This verse oc- 
curred ix. 133 and 275, where the follow- 
ing line is added. 
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180. tva wh Ti k.7.A. “ut nulla justae 
satisfactionis parte egeas,’ Doederlein, 
who construes tT: dixys. We might also 
render it ‘that you may have nothing (to 
complain of) that is yet unsatisfied.’ 
Heyne, tva uh den tTivds Tay Sikatwv. 

181. ém GAAw, ‘in the case of another,’ 
‘in your dealings with another,’ zep) 
&AAoyv, Schol. Ven. 2, eis 4AAous, Heyne. 
Mr. Newman renders it ‘in other men’s 
esteem.” In either case, this is a re- 
markable use of ézt. 

183. amapéooac Ga, to restore tofriend- 
ship, to make up with, a man, when one 
has been the first to be angry, i.e., and 
therefore principally in fault. Schol. 
Ven. 2, ovk forte veweonrdy, ei BaciAeds 
&vdpa BAdwpas kal Tis adiclas mpovmdptas 
amapecetat avTdv. ott Se Td arapéooa- 
cOai—rHs BAdBns aradAdiacbat Kal ek- 
AdcacOat. So also Hesych. arapécac 0a 
eis apéokemay ayayeiv. The context 
seems naturally to require this, which is 
the common interpretation. But others, 
including Doederlein and Mr. Trollope, 
following the sense of the Attic amapé- 
okey, ‘to displease,’ construe BaciAjja 
&vdpa, and render the verb ‘to show dis- 
pleasure.’ Heyne also contends that the 
sense Svoapecreiy suits the context 
better: “non enim indignandum est, 
virum principem alienari animo, si quis 
eum ultro lacessierit.” Doederlein thinks 
avdp stands for avdpt, and he gives a 
transitive sense to xaAdemnvn, “ei suc- 
censere, qui prior irritaverit.’ Those 
who take this view, understand Achilles, 
not Agamemnon, in BaoiAja. The simple 
sense seems to be, ‘it is but right and 
fair that a chief who has done a wanton 
injury should be willing to repair it.’ One 
such act, it is argued, will induce you to 

S 

be more just in future, viz. because you 
will have felt both pain and loss at the 
making amends. Doederlein is unable 
to see how this can be “idoneum argu- 
mentum, cur Agamemno justior in pos- 
terum sit.” See on this passage Mr. 
Gladstone, “ Studies,” iii. p. 101. 

184—197. Agamemnon professes his 
satisfaction at the views expressed by 
Ulysses. He will take the oath in all 
sincerity ; but let Achilles wait awhile, 
till the gifts can be brought ; and Ulysses 
is charged to take with him some trusty 
companions to fetch them at once, while 

Talthybius the herald gets ready a boar 
for sacrifice. (Tacitly, the king supports 
the view of Ulysses, about first giving 
the men their meal, which is impugned 
by Achilles, inf. 205. The self-con- 
sciousness, and almost conceit, of Aga- 
memnon, and the hardly less selfish 
haste of Achilles, are well portrayed. 

It is Ulysses who takes the popular part 
in both his speeches.) 

186. Silico, SinAGEs, Sinyfjow. Cf. ix. 61, 
GAN ty eyov—eteimw kal mavta dilto- 
pot. Apoll. Rhod. ii. 411, @ yépov, 75n 
pév te ditkeo meipaT &eOAwy vavTiAlns. 
—ey wolpn, ef. Od. xxii. 54. 

188. mpds, i.e. mpd, in the sight of 
heaven ; as in the phrase of adjuration 
mpos Ge@v Ke. Doederlein, with Heyne, 
construes dudoa: mpds Satuovos, but need- 
lessly and even incorrectly supplies épé- 
mevos. In most copies and editions the 
ye is wanting after téws, which may 
have been pronounced reios. (So in 194, 
the best MSS. give 8@pa eujjs K.7.A.) 
Perhaps airdé6: for ai@: is the true 
reading (and so Hermann proposed). 
—"Apnos, the genitive from the implied 
sense of épi€wevos, emibuuar. 
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193. kotpntas, Kovpous, fighting-men. 
See on ix. 529, where the word occurs 
as a proper name.—x6i(dy, mpeny, ‘the 
other day,’ viz. in Book ix., the scene of 
which was about three days earlier. 

197. *HeAfw. So in iii. 277, an appeal 
is made to the sun to be a witness to 
a compact made and ratified by the 
slaughter of a lamb. 

198—214. Achilles is impatient for the 
fight, and prefers that food should be 
taken after he has avenged the death of 
Patroclus. A great banquet shall be pre- 
pared at eventide, when his vengeance 
has been sated. For himself, he will 
taste nothing till that is done. While 
his friend lies dead in his tent, his weep- 

ing companions around him, he can think 
of nothing but slaughter. 

200. ratra mévecOat, viz. to prepare a 
sacrifice and a feast. This, he says, you 
ought to do, and even more zealously, on 
some future occasion, when there has been 
some respite or cessation from fighting. 
Cf. inf. 205. 2138. The old reading was 

beta mavowdAnh. The compound substan- 
tive does not elsewhere occur.—pévos, 
‘rage. Kata Tov ToAculwy dpyt, Schol. 
Ven. 2. “Animus tam concitatus ultionis 
rien et pugnandi amore,” Heyne. 

208. ot wev. Schol. Vict. va wh Sony 
dia MdtpokAoy pdvoy mwoAeuetvy GAAG Kat 
ToVS AolTOUS, KoLvoTOLE? TOY Adyov.—ZTE, 
ére.d7y. He refers Hector’s success rather 
to the will of Zeus than to his own 
prowess. 

205. buets Se. But here you (Aga- 
memnon and Ulysses) are urging us to 
take food.—Bpwrds, like gayainee opxnotus, 
orpuryTis, a common lonic termination. 
Cf. inf. 3806.—ey# ye, emphatic, i.e. 
‘differently from you.—dakunvovs, sup. 
163. 

208. The reading of some copies, Tev- 
taoOa, might fairly be preferred.—rical- 
fea, more regularly tic@ue8a, seems 
influenced by the preceding optative 
aveyou ay. 

209. mply S¢ «.7.A. ‘Till that is done, 
Z will let neither food nor drink pass my 
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throat, while my friend lies dead,’—iefn, 
a very uncommon form of optative from 
iévoz. Compare e%jy = Youu in xy. 82. 
We might conjecture éywye pidov kata 
Aaimoy teltny ov méow x.7.A. Perhaps 
indeed the whole passage 209—214 is a 
late interpolation. The Schol. notices 
the emphasis on the pronoun ; €/ ka) dpiv, 
GAN ovUK euol. 

212. ava rpd0upor, turned, or laid, ina 
direction as if to pass along or over the 
fore-court, i. e. space in front of the tent. 
Schol. Ven. 2, ém) thy Ovpay dpay, 6 ear, 
TETpauuevous ev OUT exwy Tos Tddas. 
oUTw yap TiWevTat of vexpo) dia Td ekepxo- 
bévous Tov avOpwmivou Biov unkéti ava- 
oTpépew eis Tovs otkovs. The custom is 
not, perhaps, elsewhere mentioned by 
Greek writers. But the similar Roman 
rite is referred to by Persius, iii. 105, ‘in 
portam rigidos calces extendit.’ 

214. pévos ral aiua. The innate 
ferocity, almost brutality, of Achilles, is 
here brought out. The gentleness, évneln, 
of his friend Patroclus forms a contr ast 
with it, just as the prudence of Puly- 
damas does to the rashness of Hector. 
** Achillem vero Hectoris potissimum cae- 
dem meditari consequens est,” Spitzner. 

215—237. Ulysses, in a cautiousspeech, 
pleads his own age and experience in sup- 
port of his view. He trusts that Achilles 
will not oppose it. Men are soon tired 
of fighting and of slaying the foe, unless 
they have strength to pursue it. The 
dead will not be fitly lamented by stary- 
ing the troops. If that is to be done,— 

since deaths take place every day,—there 
will be no end to that kind of grief. No, 

let the dead be buried, with lamentations 
for the day only; but let the survivors 
take food that they may fight the better. 
And let them go at once, w ithout w aiting 
for any other order. Those who stay 
behind, expecting it, will do so to their 
cost. Rather let all take their meal 
together, and then go forth together 
against the enemy. 

(This speech is difficult throughout ; 
the language is ambiguous and enigma- 
tical, and the connexion of the sentences 
by no means clear. Spitzner has an 
Excursus (xxx. vol. i. § 4) of fourteen 
pages upon it, part of which is devoted 
to the discussion of the accent in &unTOos, 
‘harvest-time,’ and aunrds, ‘the corn- 
crop. Doederlein remarks that the 
object of Ulysses is twofold ; to show that 
the haste of Achilles is both baneful and 
useless.) 

218. mpoBadroiuny, lit. <I would put 
myself much before you in respect of 
thought.’ 

2 20, ETLTANT W, EMMELVATH, OY ETIWEVat 
TAnTw, let it bear with or abide by my 
proposals, 

222. kardduny. ‘The brass (a double 
sense, between the sickle and the spear) 
strews on the ground plenty of straw, 
though the time for reaping it is very 
short,—when Zeus inclines his scale to 
the side of victory.’ ‘ Imagine detracta, 
haec fere loquentis erit mens: cito enim 
homines subit pugnae fastidium, in qua 
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etsi plurimi ferro sternuntur, caedes 
tamen, Jove victoriam concedente, bre- 
vissima est; quia milites inedia enecti 
laborem perferre non possunt.”’ Spitzner, 
Excurs. p. lxxxvii. ‘Though we may 
slay many enemies at first in a very short 
time, should Zeus give us success, still 

the time will be but short, and we shall 
not be able to carry on the slaughter, 

unless we have first refreshed ourselves.’ 
Schol. Ven. 2, é¢” fs by maxns tpom) 
yevntat ex puxpas cupBodrAns Kal dAlyou 
GaunTov, Taxvs 6 Kdpos Tots avaipovar Kal 
Thy KaAduny moAAhv To.ovaw, «f ph 
TUXWOL THY iaxdy 51a THS TpOdTs avTapK} 
mapackevdcavtes. Heyne thinks the 
sense is, ‘the mowing down of the enemy 

(&mntos) is scant, viz. to tired men, when 
Zeus causes the enemy to fly.’ 

225. yaorép, by stinting the food.— 
Alnvy yap «.7T.A., a reason why it 
is not possible mevOjca Ke. ‘So many 
fall every day, that we can hardly look 
for any spare time or respite from fight- 
ing, in order to take food.—zévo10, Tod 
éy mwoAéuw épyov, Schol. Ven. 2. But 
it may mean, ‘the hardship of fasting,’ 
viz. if we have to fast for those who are 
dying off day by day. Heyne takes 
movos for mévOos. 

229. ém quart, ‘for aday.’ Cf. x. 48, 
avip’ €va Toooade pmepucp ew Huat untl- 
sac0a. Cicero, Tuse. Disp. ili. 27, § 65, 

‘Quid, quos res ipsa lugere prohibet ? 
ut apud Homerum quotidianae neces 
interitusque multorum sedationem moe- 
rendi afferunt: apud quem dicitur, 

Namque nimis multos, atque omni luce 
cadentes 

Cernimus, ut nemo possit moerore va- 
care. 

Quo magis est aequum tumulis mandare 
peremptos 

Firmo animo, et luctum lacrimis finire 
diurnis.’ 

230. mep_—AlmwvTa, in the sense of 
mepryevwvta, as Aesch. Ag. 517, orpardy 
déxecGar Thy AcAELmpevoy Sopds. 

233—237. These lines read very like 
an addition. The word é7purytbs, though 
of the Ionic type and age of Herodotus 
and Antimachus of Colophon (Schol.), 
does not elsewhere occur in Homer. 
Schol. Vict. uy tis Tv Aawy Thy e 
ETepou OTpuyTvY eKdexXéoOw, GAN avTO- 
KéAevoTtos eéirw. But the order of the 
words requires us to construe Aa@y 
érpuvTvy, ‘ exhortation given to the host.’ 

“Cibo sumto, non alio novo expectato 
jussu, copiae continuo in pugnam ex- 
eunto,’” Heyne.—kakby, exeivw TO Tepi- 
mevovtt, td. If any man waits further 
orders to go forth to the fight, it will be 
to his cost. 

238—265. Ulysses goes at once with 
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two companions to the tent of Agamem- 
non, to bring out the presents, and to 
conduct Briseis, the cause of all the strife. 
Agamemnon then, standing in the midst, 
makes a solemn oath over a sacrifice, that 
he is restoring the girl intact to the 
chief to whom he had first given her. 

238. émdooato, he took to himself 
as companions, émadobvs e€AaBev, Schol. 
Hesy ch. Tpooerdero. Cf. x. 238, Toy 
bev apetw KaAAelmev, ov Oe Xelpov" omdo- 
oeat aidot efkwy. ‘Se sequi jussit,” 
Heyne, who refers to ii. 627. 638. 651, ix. 
84, for the names of the heroes chosen. 

242. Gua pi0os x.7.A. A variant of 
the phrase dw’ ros te kab Epyor, ‘no 
sooner said than done,’ Hymn. Mere. 46. 

245. yuvaikas x.7.A. See ix. 128. 131. 
247. oTioas. Schol. Min. apiOunoas 

} 51a Cuyob oT hous. 
249. ev wéoon ayopp. They are brought 

out and placed in the middle of the meet- 
ing for all to see, and afterwards, inf. 
279, removed to the tent of Achilles. 

252, 253. ‘This distich occurred iii. 

271, from which the present scene appears 
copied or repeated. 

255. é@ avrédiy, ep Eavtar, ‘by them- 
selves... So Doederlein, who well com- 

pares vil. 195, e¥xecOe—aryf ep buclwv, 
and Herod. ix. 17, 6 MapSdvios exeAcucé 
opeas er éwuta@y ev Te Tediw tWeoa. 
The phrase however reads suspiciously 
like an affected archaism. Spitzner ren- 
ders the phrase ‘‘interea, sive dum haee 
geruntur.” Heyne, em avtov Tov xeépov. 

256. kata wotpavy. The meaning here 
seems to be kata mpeoBelay or akiwua, 
quisque ordine suo. Others render it 
‘fitly,’ ‘as they ought to do; with 
sober and proper behaviour on the 
solemn occasion. 

258—260. Compare the almost iden- 
tical passage, ili. 217 seqq. Mr. Glad- 
stone (“ Juventus,” pp. 188, 189) dwells 
on such differences as he detects between 
the two accounts, with considerable mi- 
nuteness. ‘ We perceive” (he says) 
“from the first Invocation, either that 
the Earth and Sun stood to the Trojans 
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as Zeus did to the Greeks, or that, when 
all were to be addressed, the Earth and 
Sun fell to the Trojans from some greater 
affinity to their creed. But when we 
come to an Invocation affecting the 
Greeks alone, in the Nineteenth Book, the 
Sun is less prominently named, and the 
purely ethical element is introduced in 
the Erinues, ayengers of perjury in the 
nether world.’”? The Schol. Vict. records 
an ancient variant, of 7 ém) TlAovTwyvos 
kal Tepoepdyns brd yatay K.T.d. 

261. éweveinar. Perhaps éwéveyxa or 
éméveirka, as in xv. 41, for the ey can 
only be explained with the infinitive, as 
Doederlein remarks, by supposing to7w 
Zevs asynonym of duyuu. ‘1 swear I 
have not laid a hand on Briseis, either 
taking her as a concubine or for any 
other purpose,’ e. g. as a slave or hand- 
maid to work wool or embroidery. ‘The 
ey yepresents «iy, as in the formula 
dpvume 4 phy &e. The construction of 
the negatives is very remarkable ; duvupt 
ph emevetkat Xeipa, ote K.T.A., Where we 
should expect whte. Not less suspicious 
is Gmpotiuactos in the next verse, i.e. 
ampdapmaortos, from mpocudcoerbat, to be 
in close contact with, like ype (ec@a. It 
was cited by the late writer Kuphorion 
(ap. Schol.) as from ‘Homer,’ ‘The form 
of the compound, however, seems any 
thing rather thanarchaic. Possibly this 
distich is interpolated. As for kexpn- 
uévos, it seems simplest to supply airy, 
and to take edvjs mpdpaci with the 
Schol. for coirns xdpiv, though he limits 
it to rod orpaom. Doederlein strangely 

construes Kexpnuevos evyjs, quanquam 
desiderio flagrans, and mpdépacw pr opter, 
which is simply unintelligible. Nor is 
Heyne much better, edvijs kexpnuevos 
51a mpdpacw, expetens ejusamplexus ulla 
de caussa. He prefers however to con- 
strue KeXpnmevos aura. 

265. ope, probably the accusative, as 
in GAuTety or GAiTéegOat Beovs, Hes. Opp. 
330, Scut. 80. For the use of oge in the 
plural see xi. 111. It there appears to 
be the dual: according to Buttmann, 
Lexil. in v., here only in Homer it is 
plural. Doederlein takes it for op, com- 
paring Od. iv. 807, od ydp Tt cots aAiTH- 
pevds eoTiy. 

266—275. After the oath has been 
solemnly uttered, the victim is slain, but 
not for the purpose of a feast. As be- 
longing to the gods tmd yatay, it was 
cast into the sea, or perhaps, like the 
Jewish scape-goat, and the Avuara in 

i.314, the creature was regarded as defiled 
by having contracted a moral guilt and 
uncleanness. See on iii. 310. Achilles 
then stands up, and exonerates Aga- 
memnon at least from a chief share of 
the fault, by attributing the quarrel to 
the dispensations of Zeus, which, in fact, 
is Agamemnon’s own doctrine of the &r7. 

271. od &v 5H .7.A. ‘Never would 
Altreides so thoroughly have roused my 
mind within my breast, nor indeed would 

hehave taken away the girl at all, trouble- 
some that he is! against my wish, but that 
Zeus desired that death should come to 
many Achaeans.’ The Schol. Vict. con- 
nects aunxavos with Zed’s following ; but, 
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like cx €rAvos, itis well enough used of any 
person or thing that is difficult to deal with. 

275. This verse occurred ii. 381, and 
the next distich is read in Od. ii. 257, as 
Spitzner points out. 

276—281. The business is concluded, 
the assembly dismissed, and the gifts, in- 
cluding women and horses, are conveyed 

by the Myrmidons to the ship and tent of 
Achilles. 

276. atynphv, quickly convened, subztum 
concilium. Doederlein compares Oo07y 
daira, ‘an extempore feast,’ Od. vill. 38. 

281. ayéAnv. Schol. Ven. 2, 0d pop- 
Bdiwy immwy GAG moAcmioTyplay, ov 
TOUS NYLdxXoUS avEtdev. 

282 seqq. The lament of Briseis for 
the death of Patroclus, and the charming 
trait of his gentleness and kindness to 
an unfortunate captive, are sufficiently 
touching. The resemblance of this pas- 
sage to the lament of Andromache in 
vi. 407, and again in xxii. 477 seqq., 
tends to throw some doubt on its genuine 
antiquity, especially as it is clear from 
Propertius, ii. 9. 9, that another account 

existed of the grief of Briseis for the 
death of Achilles, ‘At non exanimem 

moerens Briseis Achillem Candida vesana 
verberat ora manu, Foedayitque comas, et 
tanti corpus Achilli Maximaque in parva 
sustulit ossa manu.’ It may be observed 

too that ixéAn in 282 does not take the F. 
If passages so fine were really known to 
the ancients, their total silence about 
them is extremely perplexing, while the 
most trivial and common-place details of 
the Trovca were repeated by the tragic 
writers till they were almost hackneyed. 
—It is to be observed that Briseis does 
not know of Patroclus’ death till she is 
brought to Achilles’ tent. Hence the 
suddenness of her paroxysm of grief. 

287—300. ‘ Patroclus! the best and 
kindest friend left me on earth, so art 
thou gone, whom so lately I left alive in 
the tent of my lord. O the weight of 
this new woe! My noble spouse I saw 
slain in fighting for his city, and my 
three brothers. You it was who, when 
Achilles had killed my husband and 
sacked my city, bade me not weep, for 
that I should e’en be the lady-wife of the 
great chieftain. Ever kind wert thou; 
so with bitter tears do I bewail thy fall.’ 

287. WdrpokAé wot. This idiom, by 
which the ethical dative is added to a 
name in address, is fully illustrated by 
Stallbaum on Plat. Phileb. p. 54, B.— 
KAtoindev, cf. i. 346, where Patroclus 
himself takes Briseis out of the tent of 
Achilles and consigns her to Agamemnon’s 
heralds. This therefore may fairly be 
cited as one of the unities of the Iliad. 
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290. déxerar seems not so much used 
intransitively (Doederlein) as indefinitely, 
for S:ad0xdv mor yiyverar. Cf. Soph. 
Trach. 29, vd& yap ciodyer kal vYE awe? 
diadedeyuevn movov. 

294. kndSelous, ‘my own dear brothers,’ 
Schol. Ven. 2, mpoopidrcis, teppovTiome- 
vous wot. There is no need, as Spitzner 
observes, to read kndelous 6, ‘and my 
other relations,’ with the Townley MS. 
—tpeis kaovyyntous, cf. Ovid, Heroid. 
iii. 47, ‘ Vidi ego consortes pariter gene- 
risque necisque Tres cecidisse; tribus, 
quae mihi, mater erat.’ 

295. ovdé mev, i.e. ovde why elas pe 
k.T.A., you begged me not to give way 
to tears. 

296. Mivnros. Mynes was king of 
Lyrnessus, ii. 689—692, and the father 

of Briseis. 
298. €packes Ohoev. You told me 

you would make me, not the concubine, 
but the lawful or lady-wife of Achilles, 
i.e. you would persuade him to marry 
me. We see therefore that Briseis is 
represented as a widow. For soupidin 
see i. 114. Herod. v. 18.—dalcesy, ‘ that 
you would give a marriage-feast.’. From 
dale, ‘to divide; Doederlein says, 
“»raegnanter pro dalcew dadas em 
yauw. Cf. Od. iv. 3, Toy & eipoy Sai- 
yuvTa YyaLov moAAOIoWW ETHOLW.” 

3801—308. The other captives (sup. 
280) join in the wail over Patroclus, 
though in fact their hearts were heavy 
with their own woes. Achilles himself 
resists all solicitations to take food; he 
declares that he will continue his fast 
till the sun has set. 

302. The genuineness of this verse 
might be doubted, as €xacros usually 
takes the digamma. (Cf. inf. 332. 339.) 
Col. Mure however (Hist. Lit. vol. ii. 
p- 35) contends that it is a fine stroke of 
poetry, and one which represents a foible 
of human nature, to mix with our sym- 
pathy for others something of the selfish 
from a recollection of our own griefs. 
Cf. inf. 339.—7pépaci, in pretence, or 
as an excuse for their own woes. “Caussa 
oblata luctus de morte Patrocli, simul 

sua ipsorum mala in memoriam revo- 
cando,”’ Heyne. In fact, the lamenta- 
tion of women was a custom, and a uni- 
versal eastern custom, both privately 
and professionally. The verse seems to 
have been added by some one who did 
not see why (as the Schol. says) they 
should weep for a man whose kindness 
they had never experienced. Heyne also 
thinks it spurious. 

303. avroy & aud, viz. "AxiAAEa. 
*Haec cum vers. 288 proxime cohae- 
rent,” Spitzner. 
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307. toacbar, kopécacbat.—eés HéALov, 
ef. sup. 207—209. 

309—337. Achilles dismisses all the 
chiefs but the Atridae and two or three 
private friends, who vainly try to console 
and amuse him. He bethinks himself 
of the many meals his friend so carefully 
served up to him in all the hurry of the 
camp, and says that he has now no 
heart for the repast. Even the death of 
his aged sire in Phthia would not have 
afflicted him more, or that of his son 
Neoptolemus at Seyros. His hope had 
ever been, that if his own death must 

take place at Troy, Patroclus might yet 
return to Phthia and bring thither Ne- 
optolemus to take possession of his fa- 
ther’s goods; for Peleus he supposes to 
be either dead or in extreme old age. 

312. ovd€ tt, nec tamen Ke. He re- 
fused to be comforted till he had again 
entered, as it were, into the very jaws of 

325 

the fight. That was his ydpua, as ven- 
geance was the only food he desired. 

314. avevetkato. Schol. Ven. 2, ckaérw- 
Bev Thy pavhy abpday ex Babous avhveykev. 
Spitzner remarks that this is a word of 
the Herodotean and Alexandrine dialect, 
Her. i. 86. Apoll. Rhod. i. 463; iy. 
1748. 

320. &kunvoy, sup. 207. This seems 
precisely like our idiom, ‘I have no heart 
for food’—o7 7007, through my regret 
for you as the server of my meals.— 
évdov edvtwy, cum in penu suppetant, 
Heyne. 

322. 008 ef kev. The kev properly be- 
longs to the preceding maAoims.— Tov 
matpos, the Attic use of the article. 
Heyne conjectured ov. 

324, xhTerK.7.A. See vi. 463.—0 5e, 
GAN b5e, ‘but here am I in a strange 
people fighting with the Trojans for that 
odious Helen.’ 
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326. 7e tTOv. As mvOéo8at governs 
either a genitive or an accusative, the 
latter is here used in place of the former 
in 322. Or we may supply aropOicba. 
—éyv Sxvpe, the island of Scyros, whence 
Neoptolemus is contemptuously termed 
vno.wTns in Hur. Andr. 14. The story 
alluded to (if not directly taken from) 
was expanded in the ‘ Cyclics,’ where 
the education of Achilles at the court of 
Lycomedes, and the birth of a son to 

him, were given in detail. Compare Od. 
xi. 506 seqq. 

332. eayadyois, might bring him out 
to Phthia; whether before or after his 
father’s death, is left uncertain. The 
yap in the next verse gives the reason 
for the voyage: ‘I hoped to have my 
son instructed by Patroclus in family 
affairs, for Peleus is too old to attend to 
them.’ 

335. axaxnoba, thus accented, is the 
epic aorist, whence axaxnjuevos. The 
perfeet passive would have been aka- 

xnoPa. 
336. euyy, i.e. euod, ‘sad news about 

me.’—6re, for dray, denoting a pending 
event, and exegetic of moTidéyuevov. 

338—348. As before (301) the women 
over Patroclus, so now the elders weep 
with Achilles, and (as before too) with 
not wholly unselfish feelings. Zeus pities 
their grief, and charges Athene with 
neglect of her champion. He asks her 
to support him during his fast by instil- 
ling nectar and ambrosia into his breast. 

342. 67) mdumay, ‘surely you have alto- 
gether lost sight of a brave hero.’ Schol. 
Ven. Kkexdpioa. eos 5€, Tov ayalov.— 
Znvddoros ypaper €oto. There is usually 
this variant, the compilers confusing jis 
and éds, the personal pronoun. 

343. weuBActat, for wemeAeTat Or pmeme~ 
Antat. See iv. 11.—xeivos 6 ye, ‘yonder 
he is sitting in front of the high-prowed 
galleys.’ See on iii. 391, ketvos 6 y & 
Oarduw x.7.A. He is here pointed out as 
an object of compassion. 
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348. otdéov. See sup. 38. 
349—403. In a very fine and gra- 

phic passage a description of the divine 
armour of Achilles is given. It is only 
by a close comparison of such details 
with the paintings on Greek vases that 
conclusions can be drawn as to the age 
of our Homeric texts (see Preface, § 4). 
—Athene, thus urged by Zeus, darts 
from heaven to prepare Achilles te sus- 
tain the fight. The helmets of the men 
gleam thick and bright as snow-flakes. 
Achilles puts on greaves, breastplate, 
crested helmet, and takes sword and 
shield and lance. The armour feels light 
upon him, and even seems to upbear him 
like wings. Lastly, he yokes the horses 
to the car, and ascends it with his 
charioteer Automedon. 

350. &pmn,a falcon or osprey.—érkat- 
éraAto, from &\AeoOat,—the epic aorist 
with the three prepositions signifying 
‘from out down to.’ The dactylic verse 
implies the ease and rapidity of the 
motion. 

356. exeovTo, the men kept pouring in 

a stream that reached far away from the 
ships. 

308. This verse occurred xy. 171.— 
yavdwoat, bright, glittering ; ef. xiii. 265. 
The pouring out of thick and bright 
objects in close and rapid succession, is 
the point of the comparison. Doederlein 
explains éxpopéovro ‘ were worn on the 
heads of the warriors as they came forth. 
Spitzner renders it “e nayibus processe- 
runt,” and so Heyne, ‘‘prodibant, egre- 
diebantur, ut arma dicta sint pro 
armatis.” 

361. Kkpatavyvador, ‘with strong bent 
plates,’ or casings, occurs only here. See 
on xv. 530. 

364. ev wéooo. A fine picture is 
presented by Achilles donning his divine 
armour in the sight of all. ‘Those who 
regard the remote origin of the Iliad as 
a “solar epic,” dwell much on the com- 
parison with the avyAn and the céAas, 
362. 374. This notion of a supernatural 
light from helm and shield occurred v. 4. 
For the following lines see iii. 330 seqq. 

366. ev 5€ of x.7.A. * But (all radiant 
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as he was to behold) deep in his heart 
sank a grief that he could no longer 
endure ; and so it was in anger against 

the Trojans that he donned the gifts of 
the goddess.’ But the four verses in 
brackets were justly rejected by the 
Alexandrine critics. 

376. Td dé Kalerat. A fire lighted by 
night in a cattle-station on the hills is 
seen by mariners as they are being car- 
ried out to sea. The general sense is as 
Doederlein gives it, “Tam longe scutum 
lucebat quam ignis conspicitur tempestate 
abreptis.” 

380. tpupdAciav. The helmet there- 
fore, as the Schol. Ven. remarks, was put 
on last of all. 

382, 383. The same distich (nearly) 
occurs inf. xxii. 315, 316, where @€e:pa 
takes the F. 

385. epapudocete, ‘ whether they fitted 
him.’ This seems the natural sense, and 
is defended by xvii. 210,’Exropi 8 jpuoce 
tevxe em) xpot. But Doederlein, compar- 

ing Hes. Opp. 76, mavra d€ of ypot kécmov 
epnpuoce MadAas ’AOhyn, contends that 
the sense is, ‘num recte ipse sibi adap- 

tavisset arma, nec strictius justo nee 
laxius ligando.”—éyrtpéxou, in allusion to 
his wodéKxerw. He tried whether his 
glancing limbs would run with greaves 
on (or under the weight of the armour 
and shield, like the éA:rodpéuor at the 
Olympian contests). 

386. ylyvero, viz. 74 btAa. They felt 
not only not heavy, but even buoyant 
upon him. Plat. Phaedr. p. 246, p, 
mepuKev 7 TWTEpovd Sivas TH euBpibes 
&yew &yw merewplCovca. “ Xenophon is 
supposed to have had his eye upon this 
passage in Cyrop. ii. 3. 14, dare viv euot 
doxeiy TO TOY BrrAwY HPopnua TrTEpors 
maAdov eorkévar 7) opti». Compare 
Memorab. iii. 10. 13.” Trollope (from 
Heyne).—edre, only here and in iii. 10, 
seems to stand for #vTe. 

387. Hesych. otpryt Sopato@jkn, the 
spear-case, perhaps the dépatos éAutpov 
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of Ar. Ach. 1120, or possibly, a hollow 
socket in which it was placed so as to 
stand upright. The word does not seem 
to be elsewhere used in this sense. 

388—393. Repeated or partly adapted 
from xvi. 141—145. 

393. Aeémadva, the strap round the 
neck, fastening the ¢evyAn, or curved 
neck-piece of the yoke. It is often re- 
presented on Greek vases.—€éoav, from 

evvysut, ‘they put on.” But the usual F 
is wanting. 

394. dmlcow, viz. to the &vrvé, the 
handle or loop at the rear of the car. 

396. Doederlein, perhaps rightly, con- 
strues xelp) apapviay, as in iil. 338, eyxos 
& of maddunpw aphpe. For udorrya see 
xxill. 510. 

397. Omidev, viz. as mapaBaTns, or 
fighting-man. 

398. 7AEKTwp, an epithet or attribute 
of the sun, perhaps as éAKkhrwp (New 
Cratylus, § 116), perhaps from his golden 
colour, #AekTpov, or perhaps as aAéxTop, 
the cock being sacred to the sun with 
most ancient nations, as it is to this day 
with the Chinese. See Aesch. Suppl. 
212, 213. It is likely that the second 
meaning was assimilated to or confused 
with the third, and that the idea con- 
veyed by the phrase was ‘the bright- 

plumed bird that walketh aloft. The 
word occurs also in vi. 513, in a nearly 
identical verse.—‘Yrepiwy, cf. viii. 480. 

400. Tloddpyns. See xvi. 150. 866. 
Stesichorus, frag. 1, Bergk, ‘Epuelas 
bAdyeov wey Cdwke kal “Aprayoyv, wkéa 
TéKva TModdapyas. 

401. @AAws, Schol. Ven. 2, ut} &s em 
TlatpéxA@. ‘Mind now in another way 
to bring back safe your charioteer to the 
host of the Danai, so soon as we have 
been sated with war, and leave him not 
dead on the field, as ye did Patroclus.— 
cawoémev, the epic aorist.—For the difii- 
cult word é@ey (an archaism, perhaps, 
like €ap0y, adopted from earlier epics 
without a full comprehension of its origin 
or meaning) see Buttmann, Lexil. p. 27; 
Spitzner, Excurs. xxxi., who thinks, with 
Heyne, a verb €m = &w may have existed ; 
while Buttmann and Doederlein refer it 
to tut, in the sense of pebiévar, ‘to be 
remiss in, to give up, fighting.’ It is 
difficult to believe that the simple verb 
could, in such a case, take the force ofa 
compound. Perhaps, as Aews for Aads 
&e., Faouwev, Feowev, may be regarded as 
a metathesis for dFwuev. Compare &uevat, 

xxi. 70, for aFéeuevac. 
404—417. The strange episode of the 

talking horse concludes the book. To 
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compare ‘ Balaam’s ass’ in Scripture and 
the vocal ox in Livy xxiv. 10, ‘bovem in 
Sicilia locutum,’ is obvious enough. See 
Mr. Gladstone, ‘ Studies,” iii. p. 413. 
Heyne regards the whole passage as the 
work of a late rhapsodist. The point of 
it appears to be, to show the chivalrous 
bravery of a hero, who would rush into 

the fight to avenge his friend’s death, 
though warned at the time by a portent 
that he would certainly be slain. Cf. 
423. It may be added, that the weeping 
of the same horses for the death of 
Patroclus, xvii. 426, seems but a variety 

of the story. In the Homeric picture- 
gallery we ever and anon come upon a 
replica of a composition we have already 
seen and admired. In this case, the 
animal was not only vocal, but prophetic. 
He addresses his master by name, and 
tells him not to blame his faithful steed, 
but destiny inevitable, and the might of 
Apollo, for the death of Patroclus. If 
speed would save Achilles, the car should 
speed along like the wind; but it is 
ordained that he should die, and by the 
hand of a mortal man, directed however 

by a god (Paris by Apollo). 
404. aiddAos, which would suit a dap- 

pled or piebald horse, is hardly a fit 
epithet ofa bay (avs), if we understand 
the word of colour. It may mean ‘lithe,’ 
‘nimble.’ See on iii. 185. Heyne explains 
it here by Taxus. 

405. #juvoe, drooped, hung down his 
head. Compare viii. 8308; xvii. 437. 

406. CevyAns x.7.A. This phrase oc- 
curred xvii. 440. 

407. avdjevta. Not merely ‘ vocal,’ 
as the Schol. Ven. 2 observes, but ‘ speak- 
ing with human voice. He compares 
Od. x. 136, Klprn etmAdkamos, den) eds 
avdnecoa. ‘The Alexandrine critics re- 
jected this verse, as inconsistent with 
418, where the Erinyes, not Hera, seem 
the authors of the prodigy. Spitzner 
replies, ‘Junonis et Furiarum mentio 
sibi minus adversabuntur, si dea illa 
equum fecerit loguentem, Furiae autem, 
ne quid nimis indicaretur, prohibuisse 
existimentur. ” 

416, 417. This distich also wasrejected 
by the critics of old, but has retained its 
place in most modern editions. They ob- 
jected to paciv, as if a horse could know 
the opinions and conversation of men. 

418. épwies. They act either as god- 
desses presiding over the vengeance 
about to be taken, or, like Hecate, as 
infernal powers: mayta yap Ta mapadoya 
kal Tepdotia Soke vd “Epwiey yiverbat, 
Schol. Ven. It was an ingenious device 
of the poet, to leave Achilles and his 
hearers only half informed of the hero’s 
fate. Something of mystery always 
enhances interest ; and we need not seek 
too curiously, with Heyne, to devise a 
reason for the action of the goddesses. 
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421, ed vd 71 Fotba, Bentley. Vulgo them till they are tired of war.’ See xiii. 
Tot olda.—kal avtds, viz. because he had 3815. 
been forewarned by his mother. 424, Exe, jAavve, as frequently. So 

423. Ginv éAdoa, ‘before [havechased xxiii. 423. 
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The ancient title of this book was 
Oeouaxla, because it recounts the active 
interference of the gods once more (see 
viii. 10, xiii. 8) in favour of the con- 
tending parties. By this device the 
prowess of Achilles, which would have 
proved at once irresistible, is tempered 
and restrained by superior powers, and 
some of the leading Trojan chiefs who 
oppose him, as Aeneas and Hector, are 
rescued from immediate destruction,—a 
poetic device by which the final cata- 
strophe, the death of Hector, is suspended 
and postponed. On the whole, this book 
is remarkable for passages, words, and 
phrases differing from the ordinary style. 
The latter part of it is largely made up 
of verses repeated from preceding books ; 
and in the opinion of the present editor, 
it has further been tampered with to 
some extent by later rhapsodists or 
diackevacrat. 

1—18. While the Greeks and the 
Trojans are preparing to renew the fight, 
Zeus summons a council of the gods in 
Olympus, to which all are invited, in- 
cluding even the nymphs and the river- 
gods (since even the Xanthus was des- 
tined to take part in the coming fray). 
Poseidon takes his seat among the rest, 
and inquires of Zeus the reason of the 
summons. 

2. a&kdpnto, a variant recorded by the 
Schol. Ven., and found in several copies, 
reads rather more naturally, but is re- 
jected by the modern critics. 

3. Opwou@, x. 160, a rising ground 
still visible, according to Sir W. Gell, 
near the ford of the Scamander. 

4. @€uiora. This goddess somewhat 
rarely appears in Homer, xy. 87, Od. ii. 
69, where she is said avdpav ayopas Avew 
nde Kkabicew. Pind. Isth. vii. 31, efrey 
eBovados ev wécoict O€uis k.T.A. Her office 
differs only from that of Iris, that it is 
special, and confined to the convening of 
councils, in which matters of justice are 
discussed. It is to this scene, appa- 
rently, that Plato objects, Resp. ii. 
379 fin., ovK emawerducba—leay Ep re 
kal Kptow bia @€uidds Te kal Aids. 

5. Kkpatds awd «.7.A. If this referred 
to KkaAéooat, to issue summons from the 

top of Olympus, Themis would hardly be 
said mavtn moray. It seems therefore 
better to take it with «éAevoe, in the 
preceding verse. Some, according to the 
Schol. Ven., referred it to the éxéAevoe 
next following, removing the stop after 
TOAUTTUXOU. 

7. voop ’Qreavoto. The Oceanus was 
hardly a true river, but a great cireum- 
ambient stream. Were that to cease, 
or be absent from its place, the whole 
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mundane system would be disturbed. 
On the same principle, in enumerating 
the procession of the twelve great gods, 
Plato says that Vesta alone remains at 
home, viz. as the centre of the universe, 
Phaedr. p. 247, a. See Mr. Gladstone, 
“Studies,” ii. p. 273. It is clear that 
the part taken by the Xanthus in the 
next book accounts for the presence of 
the rivers in council; and as fountains, 
marshes, and glades are associated with 
these, so also the presiding nymphs of 
each are included. 

9. micea, connected with mriyw, occurs 
Od. vi. 124, where this verse is repeated ; 
miojes, inhabitants of marshes, Theocr. 
xxv. 201. 

11, The common reading is épi¢avoy, 
“assederunt potius quam in sedili- 
bus consederunt,’ Spitzner, who, with 

Doederlein, compares deimvm epiCaverny 
in x. 578.— aifovoas, perhaps ‘on 
sunny seats,’ in the primary sense; then, 
from their proper position in the front 
portico, any seats placed against a wall, 
like the stone sedilia in the chapter-house 
of a cathedral. But there is much 
obscurity in the meaning here. The 
Schol. Ven. appears to say, that if 
‘seats’ proper had been meant, the poet 
would have said éviCavoyv or évidpavov. 
Bekker (ed. 2) accordingly prefers évi¢a- 

voy, which is also adopted by Heyne. See 
on vi. 243. Doederlein says, “ caelites dii 
ev déuart, caetera numina év 7p0ddu@con- 
gregabantur.” But the notion seems to 
be that of a meeting ina large hall, where 

the speakers rise in the presence of all. 
14. od vnkovatyace. Schol. Ven. roiro 

elpnke did Thy yeyovviay aiTG pikp@e 
mpdabev mpos Tov Ala dtAoverklav. 

18. &yxiora Se5nev, “proxime instat,” 
Heyne. Doederlein supplies byrwy, 
“horum qui proxime ad nos pertinent 
bellum.” Perhaps we may render the 
verse, ‘for between them now the fight 
rages in a way closely concerning us.’— 
dédnev, see il. 93. 

19—380. Zeus replies that his appre- 
hensions are correct; he is anxious 
about the contending parties; he will 
not himself however interfere, but permits 

all the gods to join and aid which side 
he may please. If Achilles fights alone, 
there is no hope left for the Trojans. 

21. &v vera, ‘for whose sake” He 
means, principally perhaps, the Trojans. 
—6AAvmevol ep, ‘now at least that they 
are being slain,’ viz. though hitherto I 
have shown no marked favour to them. 

22. mux), lit. a ‘fold’ or ‘double’ of 
the mountain, seems here used in the 
sense of mpwy or oromia rather than for 
a concave valley or recess. 

7 2, 
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26. olos, without some overruling 
authority or superior control, viz. to 
thwart or moderate his fury. It is to 
be observed that the intention of Zeus 
to do honour to Achilles, in accordance 
with his promise to Thetis, is here made 
subordinate to the declaration of the 
prophecy uttered by Apollo, that Troy 
was not destined to be captured by 
Achilles. See Pind. Ol. viii. 40 seqq.— 
paxetrat, an Attic future. See ii. 366. 
—etovai, avOczove1, Schol. Vict. Cf. xiii. 
51, efovow yap tmavtas evKviudes 
"Axatot. 

28. kal 6€ re, Kal 67 Tor. 
30. bmtp pdpor, as trep aicay, vi. 487, 

jméepuwopa ii. 155, which appears to have 
been formed on the supposition that 
bmépuopoy was a neuter adjective, as 6 
mapdAovos is anoun used by the Attics, 
from mapa Adyor. 

31—40. The gods depart to the war, 
joining each his own side in the contest, 
—Hera, Athene, Poseidon, Hermes, and 

Hephaestus, with the Greeks; Ares, 
Apollo, Artemis, and Latona, the Sca- 
mander (Xanthus) and Aphrodite, with 
the Trojans. 

33. meT Gy@va ve@y, to join the as- 
semblage at the Grecian fleet. 

35. em, “insuper, h.e. qui praeter 
vires divinas, cum Junone Neptuno com- 
munes, etiam vafritia praeditus est.” 
Doederlein. 

36. BAcueatvywrv, looking fierce. 
Vili. 337. 

37. This verse occurred xviii. 411. 
41—53. The Greeks are at first de- 

lighted at the reappearance of Achilles, 
while the Trojans are equally depressed. 
But when the gods rejoin the fight, and 
the war-cry is raised by them on each 
side, the contest is renewed with the 
same fury as before. 

42. éxvdavoy (imperfect of ckvddve, xiv. 
73) is here used intransitively, ‘boasted,’ 
‘prided themselves.’ The next verse is 
repeated from xvill. 248, xix. 46. 

Cf. 
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48. The 5¢ here marks the apodosis. 
—)Aaoocdos, see xill. 128.—aie, ‘shouted,’ 
ibid. 477, ate 5 Eralpovs. The next two 
verses Doederlein marks as parentheti- 
cal. The construction of ave and atte: 
without a copulative is irregular: it 
should rather have been aurotca. Pos- 
sibly orac’ } wey was the older reading, 
and ver. 50 was interpolated. 

49. telxeos extds. See vii. 440. 
51. icos. The dark gloomy form of 

the god is compared to a rain-cloud, 
without reference to sound. 

53. Oéwy, Schol. Ven. tpéxwv. Strabo, 
xili. p. 597 fin., dwep THs “IAréewy Kouns 
déxa oTadlos eotly % KadAtkoAdéyn, 
AdHos Tis, Tap dv 6 Simders pet mevTacrd- 
dioy dié€xwy" yiverat oby evAoyov mpOTov 
pev Td emt tov “Apeos, pto 8 ~Apas 
éTéepwhev . . . . KaAAtKoA@vn. — TeTTA- 
pakovra 5& otadious Siexovons THs K. 
amv tod viv “IAlov, «.7.A. The variant 
&pro for ave is noticed by Spitzner. 

54—74. In a passage rather over- 
wrought the terrific effects of the gods’ 
interference in the fight are described. 
Thunder in the sky and convulsions of 
the earth threaten to rend the very 
ground and disclose the gloomy regions 

of Hades. The gods pair off in direct 
opposition, the river Xanthus taking part 
against Hephaestus, — the element of 
water against fire.— Whether any actual 
volcanic phenomenon of antiquity is here 
recorded, it is vain to inquire, though it 
seems in itself not improbable, from the 
nature of the adjoining region.— Heyne 
remarks that the passage resembles the 
description in Hes. Theog. 840 seqq. 

55. cvuBadrdov. It is rather doubtful 
whether this is transitive, committebant, 
or as in xvi. 565 used absolutely, con- 
currebant.—pnyvurvto, a remarkable in- 
stance of a causative middle verb, ‘made 
the strife to break out among them with 
deadly force.” Or may the subject be 
aupdrepot, i.e. ev oploww ators pnyvuvto? 

61. *Aidwveds occurs also in y. 190. 
Hes. Theog. 913. 

62. Sefoas. This notion of fear on the 
part of the powers below, lest their 
domain should be opened to the day, and 
no longer be a dark and secret prison- 
house, is expressed by the ghost of 
Darius in Aesch. Pers. 683, when he 
hears the sound of battle above, oréveu, 
KéxoTTal, Kal xapaooeTat wédov. Virgil’s 
fine rendering of these lines is well 
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known, Aen. viii. 248, ‘Non secus ac si 
qua penitus vi terra dehiscens Infernas 
reseret sedes, et regna recludat Pallida, 
diis invisa ; superque immane barathrum 
Cernatur, trepidentque immisso lumine 
Manes.’ Plato, Resp. iii. init., says that 
this and similar passages that inculcate a 
fear of the Seva Ta ev “Ardov ought to 
be expunged from a poet, before he is 
allowed to be heard in a state that would 
bring up its citizens to be avipeto. 

66. This verse is nearly identical with 
Hes. Theog. 705, téac0s Sovmos eyevto 
Oeay Epidi Evvidytwy. Compare xii. 338 ; 
inf. xxi. 3887—390. 

67. The omission of the F here and in 
Yaxe sup. 62 should be noticed, and also 
the amak cipnuevoy form of the plural of 
ids. Hesych. ION’ BéAos Tokikdy. *1a:— 
BéAn. Connected, perhaps, with Bids and 
bow, through the F. 

72.. c@kos. Here only the word is 
used as an attribute of Hermes. The 
grammarians derived it from od ew 
oikov (Hesych. owotoixos, odotros), 
covcba: wkéws, or from corey, ‘to be 
strong’ (a Sanscrit root gak, according 
to New Cratylus, § 447, where caxeiy 
from o@kos is the more correct state- 

80 

ment).—The whole of this passage about 
the contest of the gods was explained 
allegorically by a school of ancient 
critics, who regarded it as descriptive 
of meteoric phenomena. The student 
should carefully read chap. viii. of Mr. 
Gladstone’s ‘ Juventus Mundi,” espe- 
cially p. 270 seqq.; see also “ Studies,” 
li. p. 154. 

74. See i. 404; xiv. 291. Plat. Cratyl. 
p- 391, EB, ov« oic8a ort wept Tod ToTa- 
ov Tov ev TH Tpola, ds euovoudxer TO 
‘Hoalotw, dv ZavOov, pnol, rad€ovar Geol, 
&vdpes 5€ Sxauavdpoyv; — ove olet TodTo 
ceuvdv Tt elvat, yvavar brn ToTe pbs 
exe exeivoy Thy woTaudy ZdvOov Kadciy 
MaAAov 7) Skapavdpov ; 

75—85. Achilles burns to meet Hector 
in fair fight. Apollo however, in the 
guise of one of Priam’s sons, incites 
Aeneas to confront him first. 

75. The Schol. Ven. 2 well observes, 
that the matching of the heroes in fight 
follows next after that of the gods. The 
actual conflict of the gods, Heyne re- 
marks, is postponed to the next book, 

by which the interest of the narrative is 
kept in suspense. 

78. This verse occurred v. 289. 
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81. For Lycaon see iii. 333; xxi. 35. 
82. See ii. 795. 
83. deal, kavxjoets, the boasts you 

used to utter, or the deeds you boastfully 
undertook, when sitting over your cups 
and venting your spleen against the 
reigning dynasty (with which Aeneas, 
as a Dardan, was at variance). The sense 
is, that Aeneas, in his hostility to Hector, 
used to disparage his prowess, and declare 
that he only wished to meet Achilles in 
the field.—imicyeo, the same in sense as 
trioxveo. Hesych. tricxerat’ avadéxe- 
Tau’ UmioxXveiTrat. Spitzner gives brécxeo, 
as in xv. 374. Doederlein explains 
ameidas brlioxeoOa ‘to undertake to aid 
the Trojan cause by threatening the 
Greeks.’ 

86—102. Aeneas hesitates, and replies 
that before this he has faced Achilles, in 
his raids against the herds on Ida, and 
found to his cost that he is irresistible, 
because some god always fights with 
him, and directs his javelin. Without 
such aid, and in fair fight, he would not 
decline to meet him. 

100 

92. Aupynoody k.7.A. See xix. 60. This 
passage, like ix. 328, d@dexa 5 ody ynuoh 
TéAcis GAdrak avOpdmrwv, must have been 
composed with reference to pre-existing 
ballads. 

93. eip¥oato. As from épvw, the v is 
here properly short; but not so in 
piocuny from proua, xv. 29, where the 
v appears to be radically long, though 
occasionally made short in the present 
tense from its juxtaposition with a short 
vowel.—ém@poe k.T.A., cf. xxii. 204. 

95. pdos, thy cwrnplay, Schol. Ven. 2, 
who compares xvi. 39.—AéAeyas, see 
x. 429. 

98. Compare v. 603, TG 8 del mupa 
eis ye Oe@v, ds Aovydy audver.—eis, as the 
aspirate shows, and the form €e:s in Hes. 
Theog. 145, took a_ sibilant-guttural 
sound analogous to the F, like €xaoros. 

99. kal 8 %AdAws, for kal HAAws 5é, as 
kal 5€ oé for cad oé 5, inf. 105, ‘besides, 
his dart generally flies straight to the 
mark,’ viz. without such help from a 
god. Cf. ix. 699, 8 8 ayfvwp ear Kar 
tAAws.— GmoaAnyet, supply meTdpuevor. 
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101. foov telverey. “Si vero deus 
quidem fortunam pugnae, seu pugnam, 
faciat parem, ita ut a neutra parte stet 
deus aliquis.”” Heyne.—péa, a monosyl- 
lable, as in xiii. 144. 

103—109. Apollo bids Aeneas to fear 
not, but offer a prayer to the gods, and 
trust for success to his being born of a 
more powerful goddess than the mother 
of Achilles. 

107. yépovros, Nereus. Apollo uses a 
term which almost ignores the divinity 
of Thetis. 

108. maumayv, ‘let him not by any 
means turn you from the attempt by 
threats of death or curses.’—Aevyaaéors, 
Schol. Ven. 6AcOpiois.—apem, see xvii. 
431; xxi. 339. 

110—131. Hera sees Aeneas advance 
against Achilles, and asks Poseidon and 
Athene to join her in turning him back, 
or at least to aid Achilles. ‘Thus he will 
know how much more powerful his pa- 

peya, pnde te Ovo 

trons are than the gods on the Trojan side. 
It was to save Achilles that the (Grecian) 
gods descended from Olympus. If he 
does not feel and know this from some 
visible declaration, he may be scared 
when he recognizes Apollo aiding the 
cause of the enemy. 

114. &uviis orhoaca, ovvayelpaca, 
Schol. Ven. eis €y cuvayayotoa Tovs 
Geovs.—ppaecboy, ‘consider now, you 
two, in your minds, how this matter is 

to end,’—how these actions are to take 
place. 

119. wiv seems to mean Aeneas, not 
Apollo; but Heyne says “ et ad Apollinem 
et ad Aeneam trahi potest. Praefero 
prius.’—ep, saltem, as frequently. — 
avTd0ev, ‘at once,’ lit. acting from the 
spot on which we now stand.—éreita, 
viz. if we cannot do that, but Aeneas 
proceeds to battle led by Phoebus, then 
we too on our parts will side with 
Achilles. 
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VlyVOMev@ ETEVHTE Aiv@, OTE MLV TEKE LYTNP. 

el 0 "Aywdevds ov Tadvta Deady ex TEvoETAL Oudys, 
deloeT ee’, OTe Kev Tis evavTiBiov Deds EAOy 130 

€v Toheu@ yaderrot dé Geot datver Oar Evapyeis.” 

Thy Oo neiBer ererta Hoceddov évociyIwv 
“cc 4 MS , x , b] , , 7 

Hpn, py xadérawe apex vdovr ovd€ Ti we ypy. 
> oy > , 35 , \ » , 

ouK av eyo y eOédowpe Oeovds Epidu Evvehdoaau' 

[nuéas Tovs addous, eel 7} TOAD épTepor elev | 135 
> Se la} \ »~ 4 / 

ahh’ ymets pev ererta KabelLiperOa Kiovtes 
> , > , , ey , 
€k TATOU ES OKOTIAV, TONEMOS O' aVOpEeToL EAHCEL. 

122. SevecOw, ‘let him not be deficient 
in spirit.2 Doederlein suggests @uuod, 
comparing Od. vii. 73, od wey yap Tt vdou 
ye Kal ath Severo eoOAod. 

123. aveudAro, vain, axpetor, imbecilli, 
empotentes, Heyne.—o? k.7.A., viz. Apollo, 
Ares &¢., sup. 38. 

125. avridwytes is the future of ay- 
TiaCw. See 1. 31; xiii. 752, efue ral 
aytid@ moAeuoto.—mavres, ‘all of ws,’ 
namely, on the Grecian side.—zaénow 
«.7.A., Mure (Hist. Lit. vol. ii. p. 19) 
compares Od. vii. 195, undé Tt weconyus 
ye kandy Kal mia mdOnow, mply ye Toy 
js yains emiBhoetar avTap ereita Telce- 
Tat Gooa of aica Kata KA@OEs Te Bopetar 
yiyvouev@ vhoayto Alyw, bre pw TEE 
pATnp. Such repetitions and adaptations, 
in our opinion, are indications of the hand 
of a compiler from earlier poems. Here 
however the Schol. Ven. says that 125 
—128 were rejected by the Alexandrine 
critics, on the ground that here appre- 
hension is expressed for Achilles’ safety, 
while sup. 26 the fear was that the 
Trojans would not be able to resist him. 

129. dup7js, from a divine voice; from 
express declaration on our part.—deice- 
rat, he will be alarmed when he sees a 
god present to assist him, supposing him 
an enemy rather than a friend.—xadezrol 
.7.A., the gods are awe-inspiring to appear 
in their proper and visible form. Cf. Od. 

xvi. 161, ob yap mw mavtecot 0eo) patvov- 
zat evapyets. Doederlein construes, Aco) 
evapyets cial xaderol gatvecOa, dit 
apparentes graves adspectu sunt. But 
evapyis means “in a form visible to 
human ken,’ and must be taken with 
patvecbat, as even the order of the words 
shows. 

132—143. Poseidon replies to Hera, 
that he would rather the gods should 
abstain from interfering in the fray, and 
should watch the result from afar, while 
the men fight. If however Ares or 
Apollo attempt to stop Achilles, then 
they too will take part in it, and he has 
no doubt they will prevail. 

133. mapé« vdov, Schol. Vict. rapa rdv 
kaljkovta vovy, i.e. let not your anger 
carry you away beyond your judgment. 

134. ov by «.7.A, ‘It is not my wish 
to bring the gods into conflict with each 
other in any strife. The Schol. Vict. 
compares i. 8, tls 7 dp odwe Oeay epidi 
tuvenre; The next verse seems borrowed 
from viii. 211 (where nearly the same 
distich occurs), and is justly omitted by 
Spitzner and Bekker. 

137. é« wdrov, méppw, iw, Extobev Tijs 
kow7s 6000, Scholl. So éxmartois tAyeot 
maidwy, ‘in solitary grief for their young,’ 
in Aesch. Ag. 49. Sup. vi. 202, marov av- 
Opdtwy &declywy.— kvd5peco, Viz. Bporots. 
This clause occurred vi. 492. 
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el O€ K "Apys apynot paxns 7) BotBos "AmodX\or, 
a9 a>» \ > a , 
n Ayiry LOXKWOL KAL OUK ELWOL payer Oa, 
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auTik €TELTA Kal Appe TapavToOe vEtKos dpEtTat 
duhomoos. 

140 

parad aka Suaxpwlevtas diw 

ai tuev Ovhuptrovec, Oeov pel duyyvpw adda, 
HMETEPNS UTS Xepoly avayKainds Sapevtas.” 

@s dpa hpavncas nyyoato Kvavoyaitys 
TELYOS €S applyutov ‘Hpakhnos Gevouo, 145 

dYndov, 76 pa ot Tpwes kat Iladdas “AOjvn 
, ” ‘\ lal ¢ ‘A >) , 

Toleov, Oppa TO KHTOS UTEKTpOduyaV ah€alTo, 
OMTOTE LLY DEVALTO am HLoVOS TEdLOVOE. 
ev0a Iloceidawv Kat ap eleTo kat Oeoi addou, 
>) SN et eee) » , » y 

audi O ap appynKtov vepedyv apoio ExavTo. 150 

ot 0 erépwoe Kabilov ém ddpvou Kah\uxohdvys 
appt o€, nue BotBe, kat “Apya mToNropOHov. 

& a \ ¢ , , , 

@S ov wey ExaTtepHe Kabeiato wynTiowvTes 

138. The reading of the highest MSS. 
authority is apxwo1. Zenodotus read 
&pxnot, others «al for #. For the 
plural preceding the second term (schema 
Alemanicum) compare v. 744. Od. x. 513. 

139. toxwo, Katioxwor, ‘attempt to 
restrain.’—6épeirai, an Attic form of the 
future, like maxetra sup. 26.—7ap’ 
avtépi, map avtois, “juxta eos, ut xvii. 
421, map’ avépi THdE Sautvai, non adver- 
sus eos,’ Doederlein, who retains the 
common reading. Bekker now edits 
mapavTd@1, and the Schol. Ven. 2 appears 
to explain it ‘at that very time and 
place.’ 

141. dSiaxpw6evras, separating them- 
selves from the contest. 

143. avayralnp: reads very like a 
spurious or imitative archaism. There 
was a variant avaykn ii Sapeévras, 
which Heyne adopts, but Spitzner thinks 
less apt, because destiny rather than 
force was the power that controlled the 
weaker divinities. 

144—152. Poseidon and the other 
gods on the Grecian side retire to the 
‘mound of Hercules,’ and sit there in 
concealment apart from the fight. Those 
on the Trojan side take up their position 
on Callicolone (oxoma, sup. 137). 

145. augixvrov, a mound made by 
throwing up loose earth (xv77 yata) 
on both sides. Perhaps, like the old em- 

bankments called in this country ‘ Devils’ 
Dykes,’ this was an old earthwork raised 
to keep out the sea. The legend attached 
to it is one of the many Achaean tales 
about Hercules dispersed through the 
Iliad. It was said that Pallas raised it 
as a defence for him against a sea-mon- 
ster sent by Poseidon to devour Hesione, 
the daughter of Laomedon, because he 
had been defrauded of his promised 
reward for building Troy. See v. 640. 
The adaptation of the passage from older 
ballads cannot reasonably be doubted. 
The use of the article with «7jTos seems 
somewhat late. The Schol. Ven. re- 
marks, ‘he says the monster, presuming 

the story to have been handed down by 
tradition.’ 

148. cevaito. Whenever he, Poseidon, 
caused it to make a rush from the shore 
into the plain. For the transitive use 
of cevacOar see ili. 26; xi. 414. 549. 
Doederlein places the comma at ceva:to, 
and joins trexmpopuyay am jidvos. Mr. 
Newman, ‘ When the sea-monster from 
the shore unto the plain would chase 
him.’ 

151. of 5 .7.A., i. e. of Gud boiBor, 

the Trojan party, as in iii. 146, of duh 
TIplauov. 

153—175. The two great chiefs, 
Aeneas and Achilles, now go forth to 
fight, amid the expectations of gods and 
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Aivelas 5€ mp@tos ameyoas EBeByKew, 
vevoTtalwv Kopvbt Bprapy: 

3 ‘ > / lol 

aTap aomloa Jovpw 
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Tpoa lev EXE OTEPVOLO, TWAGCCE de YaXKeov EYXOS: 
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OLWTNS, OV TE KAL avopes ATOKTALEVAL [LELAAC LW 165 
> , a A aA \ va Q S\ney 4 
aypopevor, Tas Onmos: 0 S€ mpaTov pev atilov 
¥ > > & Ay > , > la 

EpxeTat, aAd’ oTE KEV Tis apyiOowy ailnav 
‘ / oe. ? 7 se, Ss X > ye 

Soupt Bary, éadyn TE yavav, Tepi T adpds dd6vTas 
ylyvera., ev O€ TE ol Kpadin oTéver AKYyLoV HTOP, 
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ovup?) de TEeupas TE KQL lox la appotépwlev 
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ivOpav Wy avTos Pbierar TPaTH ev dpto ae ures Ce One 

men. Aeneas utters vaunts; Achilles is 
compared to a wild boar that lashes 
himself into fury at the sight of the 
hunters. 

154. Suondeyéos, root Aex, 
kakokouuntov, ‘comfortless.’ 
viii. 70. 

157. xkdpraipe, creaked, jarred, trem- 
bled. A word éraét cipnuévoy, and formed 
from the sound it expresses. Hesych. 
Kapkalper’ Wopel. Kdpkatpe dlwua Hxov. 
Schol. B, expadatvero, éoelero, eWdper. 

159. This verse occurred vi. 120. Cf. 
xxiii. 814. 

161. ameiAjoas, with loud vaunts. 
165. otvrns, injurious and destructive 

to the flocks or herds. Cf. xvi. 353.— 
aypduevor, ‘collected together, a whole 
people,’ i.e. their fear of so terrible a 
beast prevents them from facing him in 
any other way. He, says the poet, at 
first advances with contempt or in- 
difference to the foe; but when once 

wounded, he lashes himself to fury, and 
makes a spring upon some one of the 

Schol. 
See on 

company, to kill him or to be himself 
killed. By this simile the coolness of 
Achilles in facing the foe is happily de- 
scribed, as well as his after choice of a 
foe to grapple with. 

168. €¢A7 xavav, with open mouth he 
gathers himself up (as it were), or 
shortens himself, for a spring. For the 
aorist of FefAew see xiii. 408 ; xxi. 571; 
xxli. 12. Schol. Ven. 2, cuveatpddn mpds 
To THdRCAL. 

169. «kpadin here seems to have the 
physical sense of gpyv, or the chest, 
pericardium. 

171. pwaorterar. Compare paorie in 
xvii. 622. Hes. Scut. 4380, yAauaidav 8 
dooo.s Sewdy wAeupds Te Kal &umous ovph 
faoridwr mooal yAder. — é€, a resolved 
form of Fe or oFe, like €07, é6u &e. 

172. wéver depends on Pépetat,—he is 
borne or led by his rage to go straight 
at them. 

173. pOlerat, for POinra, which must 
be the epic aorist, though the forms 
P0icAat, POluevos, POelunyv, point to a 
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as Ayn’ wrpuve wévos Kal Oupos ayynvop 
avtiov ehO€uevar beeyadynTopos Aivetao. 

ot © ore Ox) oyedov Hoar em addyHroLow LovTeEs, 
TOV MPOTEPOS Tpoce€erTTE TOOAPKNS Stos “AyiAdevs 
“Aivela, TL OV TOTTOV Opidov ToANOY ErrehOav 

eoTns; 7 o€ ye Oupos enol paxyécacbar averyer 
5 fe iZ 3 iy, ¢ / 

ehropevov Tpwecor avakeuev imToOdfLoucw 180 
wn lal , 5 iN y Ade) , 

TYyuns THS IIpitpou; ardp et kev ew’ eEevapiEys, 
ov Tou TovvEKa ye IIpiapos yépas &v xept Ojoe 
EN 4, ¢ A aA > »~ 51Q3, 5 / 

cloly ydp ot Tatdes, 6 5 Eumedos 0vd aeoippar. 
H vv Ti Tor Tpwes Téwevos Tapov e€oxyov adhar, 
Kahov dutahins Kat apovpys, oppa véunar 

subjunctive ¢@@ua:. The ¢ of the root 
seems preserved in all the moods. 

176,177. Compare the address of 
Diomede to Glaucus in vi. 121, of which 
this seems a repetition; especially sup. 
159 with vi. 120, and 213 with vi. 150. 

177—198. Achilles ironically asks 
Aeneas if he expects that he, as a Dardan, 
and of a family at feud with that of 
Priam, will become king of Troy, sup- 
posing he should slay the great Achaean 
chieftain, viz. himself. He reminds him 
that on a former occasion (sup. 90), in a 
raid on the Troad, Aeneas fled before his 
spear when guarding the herds on Ida. 
Then, indeed, by favour of Zeus, he 
barely escaped with his life; but such 
good fortune will not await him now.— 
This passage, like so many others, clearly 
refers to other epics on the Troica, current 
before the Iliad assumed its present form. 
«The distant expeditions of Achilles on 
land and sea; the conquests of Tenedos, 
Lesbos, Lyrnessus, Thebae, Pedasus; the 
coming, going, and return of the be- 
siegers; all these are features which ena- 
ble us to recognize a long period of war, 
a territorial conquest advancing from 
place to place, and an endeavour perma- 
nently to occupy the country” (Curtius, 
Hist. Gr. i. p. 134). 

178. Spitzner construes téccov ToA- 
Ady 6uldov, a singular use, but like our 
simple phrase ‘so far from the crowd.’ 
Doederlein renders téccov adeo, és 
téccov. Perhaps, téocov, dulrov TodAdvy, 
the last two words being exegetical. 
Heyne explains éreA@ay by dieAOdv. The 
genitive appears to depend on the implied 

185 

notion of réppw. There are variants Ti 
vu and a@weA@dév. The personal pronoun, 
if correct, is emphatic: ‘why have you 
come so far from the rest to meet me ?’” 
i.e. do you think that yow are the best 
man to make a stand against me ? 

180. €Améuevoy, because you hoped 
that, as a reward of your prowess, you 

would succeed to the office that Priam 
now holds, and would become king of the 
Troes. Aeneas, of the old hill-family of 
the Dardans, was not likely to oust the 
party in power, while Priam had sons 
left to succeed him.—Tipjjs, i.e. BaotAetas, 
the genitive after avdiew = dvarra eve- 
0a, while Tp#ecow follows another and . 
equally common construction, as 1i. 108, 
ToAAHoW vioow. Kal “Apyet mart) avac- 
ce, and xix. 104, ds mdvteco mepikTid- 
veoow avagéer. Compare the double con- 
struction nyeto@at Tivos and tu. Doe- 
derlein well cites Od. xxiv. 30, tiujs 
amoviuevos howep &vacoes. On the 
Dardanian claims to sovereignty see 
Curtius, Hist. Gr. i. pp. 78, 133 seqq., 
«Juventus Mundi,” pp. 162, 163. This 
and the six following verses were rejected 
by the Alexandrine critics, as being poor 
(evTeA ets) in composition and unsuited to 
the character of Achilles. They have 
retained their place however in the mo- 
dern editions. 

182. Cf. viii. 289, mpét@ To. wet” ewe 
mpcaoBniov ev xept Onow. 

183. elo) matdes. See inf. 306.—dect- 
ppwy, in his dotage; Kodos kal dovveros 
Thy ppeva, Schol. Ven. See Lexilogus, 
p- 7.—€umedos, cf. vi. 352. 

185. kadby «.7.A. This verse seems 
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KApTAaNipwws ; TOTE © ov Tt petatpoTradileo pevywr. 190 
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evev 0 €s Auvpynoooy brékpuyes’ avtap eya THY 

tépoa peHoppnbets ory "AOnvy Kat Aut warpt, 
Aniddas dé yuvaikas, ehevMepov Huap arovpas, 
Hyov: arap oé Zeds éppvoato Kat Yeo addou. 
> > > lal Ce 3:7 e SaN “ 

ad’ ov viv oe pve Oar diopat, as Evi Oupe@ 195 

Badrreav? adda o eyd y avaywpnoavrTa Kehevo 
> \ 2 ‘9 9 , y ee) an 

és wAnOdvy i€vat, pwnd avTios \aTao epEL0, 
, N , e \ , , ¥ 99 

T Pw TL KQKOV mabéew: pexOev O€ TE VYTLOS cyvo. 

> 3 3 > , , 

Tov © avt Aivetas amapetBeto, daovycey Te 
“ TIndcidn, 7) O4 pe ETETo! ye VyTUTLOV ws 200 

edmreo Sevdiéer Oar, eet cada olda Kal avTds 
oJ \ , >) b>) + , 

Hey KEpTomias NO atovria pvoyoac Oar. 

adapted from vi. 194, xii. 314. There is 
a variant éo@Aby for kaddv. Compare 
Téewevos TepikadA€es EACTOaL, ix. 578. 

186. xadem@s k.7.A., ‘I fancy you will 
not do that (kretvew ue) easily.’ 

187. kal %AAote. See sup. 90.—Bowy 
amo, away from the oxen which you were 
protecting, and of which I took posses- 
sion. The Chian copy (7 Xta) had Boay 
mi, i.e. €mtotatovvTa. Spitzner thinks 
this should rather have been Bovotp, 
according to Homeric usage.—ceva, ‘I 
chased you at full speed down from the 
mountain glades of Ida.’ See vi. 133; 
xv. 681. The Schol. Ven. 2 corapares 
this taunt of cowardice with Od. xvi. 
424, 7 ovx oic@ dre Sevpo mathp Teds 
tketo pevywy; Again we have allusion 
to narratives current about the early 
adventures of the army on Trojan soil. 

192. peOopundels, Shaving gone thither 
in quest of you.’ 

193. This verse is nearly identical with 
xvi. 831. 

194. jyov, exetpovunv, <1 carried off 
captive.’ — épptoaro, Schol. B, avaAaBé- 
c0a avtdv pnot Toy Deby Kal aAdAaXov 
dvaca@ou, ewet uy evpeOn ev Avpynoae. 

195. fiec@a. The v is here short, and 
it is so used in Aesch. Theb. 158. 291. 
820. See on xv. 29, and Lexil. p. 308. 

Aristarchus read aad’ ov viv éeptecbat, 
without the pronoun (xwpls Tod ce), as 
the Schol. Ven. expressly says. ‘This, 
probably, was intended for the future ; 
see xi. 454.—The next three lines oc- 
curred xvii. 30—32. Hence the Alex- 
andrine critics rejected 195—198. 

199—258. Aeneas, in a long genea- 
logical narrative (closely resembling that 
of Glaucus in vi. 144, and apparently 
composed in imitation of it), asserts his 
full knowledge of his own pedigree as. 
well as that of Achilles. He especially 
dwells on the history of the hill-Dardans, 
and their relations to the family of Priam. 
He ends with a challenge to settle the 
dispute not by words, but by the spear. 

200. émeoot, viz. by telling me of my 
former defeat, or flight before you.— 
ynmutiov &s, cf. vil. 235, wh Th wev HvTE 
Tra1d0s Apavupov TEIpHT ICE, NE YUVALKOS, 9) OUK 
oldev moAcunia epya. Apollo had warned 
Aeneas (sup. 109) not to be deterred by 
taunts or threats.—keptouias, Schol. Ven. 
2, To’s capkacpmols ois cimey ws wep) THs 
apxijs avTov pwaxouevov (180).—alovAa 
dt, Tas mapa Td KaOKov AEcyouevas amet- 
Ads. It seems to have the meaning of 
éveldea, with the notion of unfairness 
attached. Hesych. atovAa Kara, &diKa, 
GuapThmara. 
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Lopev O addyjwv yevenv, tOwev O€ ToKHaSs, 
mTpoKAvT akovovTes een Ovntav avOpadrwr: 
4 S Fos” \ > \ lo a eee tees Abat Fae) \ 7, 

ower O OUT AP TW GU EOUS LOES OUT ap €yw aous. 205 

pact oé pev IInhjos apvpovos exyovov eivat, 
pentpos © €x O€riWos KahdutoKdpov ahoavorys: 
avTap éyav vids peyahyTopos “Ayyxiaao 

¥ > , , 8 , L33 bed) OL 
EVYOMaL Exyeyapmev, pHTNP O€ Lol Eat “Adpodity. 
Tov 01) VUV ETEpol ye hiov Tatda KNavoovTaL 210 

oHLEpoV" ov yap dnus ETET CL ye VHTUTLOLO WW 
ade duaxpwh&rTe payns €Earrovéer Oar. 

ei 0 eOéders Kal TadTa Sajpevar, ofp ed eidns 
neeTepnv yevenv: Tohdot O€ pv avdpes toacw: 
Adpdavov av mpatov TéKxeTo vehednyepéera Zevs, 215 

KTiaoe O€ Aapdaviny, Eel ov mw "Ios ipy 
b) , / / , =) , 

ev TEdlw TETONLGTO, TOALS MEpdTTaV avOpaTar, 

Gdn €0 brwpeias wKeov ToruTIOaKos “Idys. 

203. “To omit 203—255 would be an 
improvement to modern taste; yet Ho- 
mer wanted to introduce the pedigree 
of Aeneas, which excuses 203—245. 
The last passage, 246—255, seems to 
have no excuse.” Prof. Newman. Lach- 
mann regarded the passage from 213 to 
258 as spurious, and Heyne thinks that 
it is due to rhapsodists or Stackevacral. 
The Alexandrine critics ejected 205 —209. 

204. mpdxkAuta, a verbal adjective only 
occurring here, as mpoxAvew is found 
only in Aesch, Ag. 250, where it is pro- 
bably a gloss. Schol. B, mponkovopeva 
kal mpoeyvwopneva. The oral recitation 
of family ballads is clearly recorded in 
this verse. 

207. adoavdyns, the sea-queen; an 
Odyssey word, iv. 404, p@kar vémodes 
KaAjs adooverns. 

208. adrap eywy x.t.A. Schol. Ven. 2 
on 202, irouimvjores O71 melovos yeverews 
tuyxdavet map aitév. Heyne well com- 
pares xxi. 186 seqq. 

210. €repou, the parents on the one side 
or the other. Hence, says the Schol. B, 
it is clear that Anchises is still alive. 

213, 214. This distich occurred at vi. 

150, 151. 
215. ad. This little word, quite inap- 

propriate to the context, seems to indicate 
the insertion of an episode from some 

other ballad. Heyne has Adpdavoy tp. 
Spitzner’s account of the ad is by no 
means satisfactory; “Aeneas Jovem et 
aliorum multornm et Dardani patrem 
fuisse significare videtur.” ‘The two next 
verses are cited by Plato, Legg. p. 681, B. 
Dardania was the old or ‘high town,’ 
before the lower or new city was built. 
“The sons of the Achaeans” (i. e. the 
Aeolic immigrants from Boeotia) “ who 
cast down the kingdom of Priam, really 
remained in the land, and built a new 
Aeolic Ilium below Pergamus, the fated 
city, on the actual site of which they 
feared to build”? (Curtius, Hist. Gr. i. 
p- 134.) Virg. Aen. ii. 110, ‘nondum Tlium 
et arces Pergameae steterant ; habitabant 
vallibus imis.’ (This rendering perverts 
the words in the text, which makes the 

town on the lowland the more recent 
one). Ovid, Fast. vi. 412, ‘Moenia Dar- 
danides nuper nova fecerat Ilus.’ His- 
torically, this founding of the new city 

must refer to the Aeolo-Achaean oceupa- 
tion of the Troad, so lucidly explained by 
Curtius (see Hist. Gr. i. pp. 155—157). 
Heyne observes that the Homeric epithets 
of llios, 7veudeooa, aime}, do not suit 
a town really built in a plain. The form 
meméAtoTat, rather a remarkable one, 
belongs to the Herodotean dialect, as 
vii. 59. 
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223. Bopéns. See on xvi. 150.—zrape- 
Aé¢éaro, an inappropriate word, as the 
Schol. Ven. remarks. 

225. dvoxaldexa is perhaps the nomina- 
tive = the sense, at all events, is the same. 

227. avOepikwy, over the tops of the 
ears of corn. Hesych. avéépicas’ Ta TOV 
otaxvwy axpa. Virgil imitates this beau- 
tiful passage, Aen. vii. 808 seqq., where 
he applies it with not less art to the light- 
footed huntress Camilla. — karéxAwy, 
‘broke down,’ gravabant. 

229. em &kpoy pnyutvos, em aiyiaddy, 
on the surface of the breakers on the 
shore. The accusative expresses transi- 
tion over or along. Schol. Ven. ém r7js 
TOV KUudT@Y emipavelas, i BawTiCduevan 
7@ tdatt. The Schol. Vict. notices adds 
moAtoto for moALas. 

231. audpoves, ‘handsome.’ 
vi. 155. 

234. avnpelbayto, avjpracay (Od. i. 
241. Hes. Theog. 990), caught up and 
carried to the sky, as Pelops the son of 
Tantalus was said to have been, and for 
the same end, viz. to become the favourite 
of Zeus, Pind. Ol. i. These names appear 
to indicate different families who united 
in founding the Trojan settlement on the 
plains. See Curtius, Hist. Gr. i. p. 78: 
«Tn the midst of this intercourse on the 
coast (viz. of hill-Dardans, Phoenicians, 

See on 

Hellenic and other tribes) arose, out of 
the tribe of the Dardani, which had 
deserted the hills, the branch of the 
Trojans. The family of their ancestor 
Tros branches off anew in the brothers 
Ilus and Assaracus. The name of the 
latter has been found on monuments in 
Nineveh ; the son of Assaracus is Capys, 
a Phrygian name, as is that of Dymas, a 
son-in-law of Priamus, and of Até, the 
old name for the city of Troja; the 
grandson of Assaracus is Anchises, the 
favourite of the Aphrodite whose origin 
belongs to Assyria. The younger Ilium, 
with its Heroes, stands under the especial 
protection of Apollo: he watches over 
the whole city community ; he gives his 
personal affection to individual families, 
such as the Panthoidae ; he avenges his 
Hector on Achilles, and bears the wounded 
Aeneas into his temple. The Heroes 
themselves bear each a double name, as 
Alexander and Paris, Hector and Darius ; 
of which the one indicates their connexion 
with Hellas, the other with Interior 
Asia. Thus, in the midst of the full life 
of the nations of Asia Minor, on the soil 
of a peninsula (itself related to either 
side) on which Phrygians and Pelasgians, 
Assyrians, Phoenicians, and Hellenic 
mariners met, grows up the empire of 
the Dardanides.” See also Gladstone, 
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ada TL) Epioas Kal VELKEA VOW avayKn 

“Studies,” iii. 399. The rape of Gany- 
mede, and the gift to Tros of the divine 
steeds in return, were briefly mentioned 
in v. 265. 

235. This verse occurs also in Od. 
xv. 251. ; 

238. This verse occurred in iii. 147. 
Ovid, who gives the pedigree of Aeneas 
from this passage, Fast. iv. 31 seqq., 
omits the collateral branches; ‘Dardanon 
Electra nesciret Atlantidecretum Scilicet, 
Electran concubuisse Jovi? Hujus Erich- 
thonius: Tros est generatus ab illo; 
Assaracon creat hic, Assaracusque Capyn.’ 

242. aperjv. Much as you, Achilles, 
may boast of your valour, the issue is in 
the hands of Zeus, who can give the 
victory to the weaker side. Spitzner 
well compares xvii. 176—178.—uwvéet, 
transitive, as in xv. 492. Hes. Opp. 6. 

244, 245. See xiii. 292, 293. 
246. @¢71 yap x.t.A. Lord Derby: 

“Terms of reproach we both might 
find, whose weight 

Would sink a galley of a hundred 
oars. 

For glibly runs the tongue, and can 
at will 

Give utt’rance to discourse in evry 
vein. 

Wide is the range of language; and 
such words 

As one may speak, another may 
return.” 

The dveidea, as the Schol. Ven. observes, 
refer to the taunt in 188. 

247. Exatd(vyos, “immanis ac tanta 
quanta nulla unquam navis fuit, ne 
moAvCvyos quidem, ii. 293.”’ Doederlein. 

248. orpert?, Schol. Ven. roAvctpogos, 
evuerdabetos. The meaning is somewhat 
different in ix. 497, xv. 203.—éu, for 
évecot, a use which is rather rare in the 
plural. 

249. This and the next verse seem to 
have some Hesiodic affinities, e. g. “Epy. 
403, axpetos 8 gota eméwy vouds, and 

ib. 721 (referred to by Schol. Vict.), ei 
5€ Kakdy elrns, Taxa Kk abtds petCoy 
arovcas. Compare xvi. 886 seqq. By 
év0a kal @y@a, the scattering of words 
on each side of you as you go, appears 
to be meant. The words themselves, 
once uttered, are repeated and spread 
from. mouth to mouth. 

251—254. This passage was rejected 
by the Alexandrine critics, as being in- 
consistent with the resolve in 244, and 
because the allusion to women’s disputes 
was thought unworthy of the heroic 
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character. Wolf defends the verses, while 
Heyne and Bothe regard 246—255 as 
spurious. Spitzner says, ‘‘ Wolfii vere- 
cundiam malui sequi quam Bothii auda- 
ciam.” 

253. Epis seems used, as in vii. 301, 
and Aesch. Ag. 699, 57 épiy aiuatdeccay, 
for a cause or object of dispute. 

254. ayuiay. The use of the singular, 
as conversely the use of ered in the 
plural, is remarkable. For this latter, 
which the Schol. Ven. says was the 
reading of the inferior copies, Ta pavAd- 
TEpa TaY avTiypapwy, there were variants 
mohAd T edvra (so Spitzner reads), Ta & 
ovxl, and woAAG Ta 7 bvTa. Mr. Peile 
(Introduction to Gr. and Lat. Etym., p. 
77) thinks that éreds is sat-ya-s, from 
the Sanscrit root as (the és in éop, eiul). 
Hence éred& means Ova. 

256. See sup. 102. 
259—272. Aeneas flings his dart with 

great force against the shield of Achilles; 
but the divine workmanship is proof 
against human prowess. Nevertheless, 
two out of the five plates of metal are 
penetrated by the point. 

259. év—ijaAacey, drove into the shield, 

which péya wire, ‘loudly creaked,’ as 
the point entered and crashed through 

VOL. I. 

the outer layers. There was a variant 
év dwv@ (i. e. Stvwr@) caked EAao’ K.T.A. 
Similarly decvoto in xx. 25 was by some 
interpreted Sivas €xovTos. 

261. €0 must have been pronounced 
oFéo (identical with sui). Zenodotus 
read amd ov.—€axeTo, mpoerxe, mpouBa- 
Aeto. Schol. Ven. @&w avérewey éavtov. 

263. péa, as sup. 101, is a monosyllable. 

See xiii. 144. 
266. daunuwevar. See x. 403. Divine 

arms may be more or less damaged or 
penetrated (of which the Schol. Vict. 
collects many examples), but not van- 
quished, or proved inefficient to protect. 

268. xpuods k.7.A. This passage, to 
judge by the unusual length of the 
comments, was much discussed by the 
grammarians who compiled the Scholia. 
The four following verses, which in fact 
form an exegesis of the preceding, were 
rejected, as the interpolation of diacKev- 
agtat who wished to show how and why 
the shield was impenetrable, and as 
appearing to contradict the preceding od 
pnée odkos. The golden plate, softer in 
its nature than the bronze, should have 
formed the outer surface; whereas it is 
interposed in a position where it could 
be neither useful nor ornamental. ‘Tin, 

U 
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again, is a soft metal. Perhaps this 
allusion to Phoenician arts is due toa 
poet who himself knew nothing of the 
nature of the metals, but thought that, 

because gold was the most valuable, it 
was therefore the most useful for works 
of all kinds. What we use as bronze or 
bell-metal is extremely hard as well as 
brittle, the others being soft and ductile. 

273—308. Achilles in his turn throws 
his spear, and drives it right through 
Aeneas’ shield near the margin. By 
crouching down, Aeneas evades the wea- 
pon, which passes over his shoulder and 
is fixed in the ground. See xxi. 69. 
Achilles then draws his sword, and rushes 
at him with a shout. Aeneas is about 
to hurl a huge stone, but Poseidon in- 
terferes to save both, by invoking the 
gods to preserve the race of the Dardans, 
who, he foretells, will yet succeed to the 
throne of Priam. 

275. Aewtératos. For the sake of 
lightness, the plates were thickest in the 
middle, as we make guns strongest at 
the breech, lightest at the muzzle. 

277. AaKe, “was rent with a loud 

noise.” 
26. 

278. éddAn, crouched, shrunk behind 
his shield. See sup. 168. 

280. orn. Compare xxi. 70.—SdleAe, 
the spear, piercing right through, divided 
the two layers or plates, roby Bupowoy 
kal Toy xaAdkovv, Schol. Ven. 2. From 
323 inf. it appears that the javelin had 
stuck in the shield.—au@iBpdrns, see ii. 
389; xii. 402. 

282. &xos, vexation on seeing the 
destruction of his shield; or a feeling of 
disappointment, perhaps, that it had not 
resisted the blow. The ddépv paxpdy 
seems to be the long lance, used for a 
hand-thrust, as distinct from the javelin, 
which had been thrown. Or perhaps, 
‘having thus avoided the long spear 
(273), he stood motionless.’ The lance 
might be used as a BéAos, 283. Broken 
as the shield was, and impeded by the 
javelin fixed in it, Aeneas was compelled 
to relinquish it, and take up a stone in 
his defence. 

285—287. These three lines occurred 
v. 302—304. 

So AaklSes €pAadov, Aesch. Cho. 
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288 seqq. ‘Thereon Aeneas on his 
part would have struck Achilles, as he 
rushed upon him, with a stone, either 
on the helm or on the shield which had 
warded off for him a sad fate (sup. 268), 
and Achilles would have deprived Aeneas 
of life by the near blow of his sword, had 
not’ &e. 

296. xpaiounoes, apeéoe:. For the con- 
struction see i. 566; vii. 143, 0d Koptvn 

of bAcOpov Xpaicue oLdnpeln. The subject, 
perhaps, is 71, not “AmwéAAwy, though it 
is a matter of indifference. 

298. way, without deserving it. — 
&xewv, viz. the grief of Menelaus for the 
abduction of his wife. Doederlein re- 
gards it as a participle, alienas ob res 
dolens, and he interprets aAAotpiov of 
the sovereignty of Priam, as well as of 
the misdeeds of Paris. — keyxapiopeva, 
freely offered as a tribute, or present. 
So Ar. Pac. 387, ef Tt Kexapiopévor olaba 
xopldiov map euod ye KatedndoKkds. 
Heyne thinks this passage is the origin of 
the Virgilian character of ‘pius Aeneas.’ 

300. nucts wep, ‘we at least,’ i. e. if 
not Apollo. 

303. womepuos, without offspring. — 
&paytos, as vi. 60, *IAlouv ééamroAolar’ 
aKndecto kal apavta. “< Fatale itaque 
erat, ut ex Dardani stirpe altera pro- 
genies succederet alteri,’” Heyne; who 
remarks that both Priam and Aeneas 
were descended from a common ancestor 
Dardanus, but from the brothers Ilus 
and Assaracus respectively, the sons of 
Tros, sup. 231 seqq.—idato, cf. v. 61, 
coxa yap ww epidaro Maddds AOjv7. 

306. 7xOnpe. Schol. Ven. 2, dia thy 
TY Opkwy mapaBacw miocntoy 6 Zevs Hyh- 
gato T) Tov Tpiduov yévos. Zeus, he 
says, wishes the empire to revert to the 
old line descended from himself, and 
represented by Aeneas; and he dislikes, 
and therefore has aftlicted, the family of 
the Priamidae. See on this passage 
Grote, Hist. Gr. vol. i. pp. 263, 264. The 
jealousy between these houses is referred 
to sup. xiii. 460. 

vu 2, 
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309—817. Hera replies to Poseidon, 
that he must seek aid for Aeneas else- 
where, for she and Pallas have sworn 
never to assist the Trojans even in their 
utmost strait. This virtually leaves it 
in his hands whether to save him or not, 

as he pleases. 
313. Gpkovs. See xv. 36—42, where 

Athene swears it is with no consent of 
hers that Poseidon acts either for or 
against the Trojans. ‘“ Juno does not 
here mean that she has sworn the de- 
struction of Troy in many and oft-repeated 
oaths, but in one single oath, which 
indeed is a multifarious one, and in 
«hich she swore at the same time by 
many different objects; as in that, the 
beginning of which we have cited from 
xv. 36, where this same Juno swears by 

earth and heaven, and by the Styx, and 
then by the head of her husband and 
her marriage-bed.” Buttmann, Lexil. 
p- 486. 

315. ém belongs to aAckjoeny, as vill. 
365, T@ emadcEjoovoay, and xi. 428. See 
Lexil. p. 548, where €raaéis and émapke- 
oa are compared. 

316. Sdnta: seems a doubtful reading, 
since Satouevy expresses the mode of 
destruction. Hence Bothe conjectured 
daunta (a vow nihili), while others, to 

avoid the repetition, have suggested 
katowevn and kalwor in the next line. 
The epic aorist S5a€0@a: occurs only in 
this passage. Hesych. ddnrau’ Kalerat. 

318—339. Poseidon, having met with 
this rebuff, returns to the spot where 
Achilles and Aeneas were fighting. He 
first throws a mist round the eyes of 
Achilles, and then replaces his javelin 
by his side, but removes Aeneas from the 
scene by lifting (or rather, tossing) him 
through the air. There, among the 
Caucones who were arming for the fight, 
he rejoins the hero, and reproaches him 
for his folly in venturing to contend 
against Achilles. 

320. 6 kAvutds, the Attic use of the 
article. 

821. axAdvy. 
supernatural 
127, xv. 688, xvii. 
444; xxi. 6. 

322—324. These three verses were re- 
jected by the Alexandrines, and not with- 
out reason; for they make it necessary to 
suppose that the spear, which sup. 276 
had gone right through the shield and 
stuck in the eround, had remained affixed 
to the shield near the handle.—d dé, viz. 
Poseidon. 

Heyne compares the 
darkness described in v. 

644. See also inf. 
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325. eooever, he flung him ao yeipds, 
inf. 327. So xi. 147, dAwov 8 ds Eoaeve 
KvaAtvdeOar Sv dulrov (said of a headless 
trunk set to roll like a round mortar). 
This figure seems far-fetched and even 
undignitied. Doederlein renders ad 
xetpos ope et tractu manus divinae. The 
same idea, less forcibly expressed, oc- 
curred vy. 445, Aivelay ® amarepOev éulrAouv 
OjKev ArddAdwv Tlepydup ety tepi. 

329. Kavewves. These are thought 
to have been a tribe of the Leleges, 
whom Curtius (Hist. Gr. i. p. 50) re- 
gards as primitive inhabitants of Lycia, 
Miletus, and the Troad.—éAcnov péra, 
to join the war. 

330. eyyidev. From the friendly in- 
terposition of Poseidon in behalf of 
Aeneas, and his hostility to the city of 
Priam, Mr. Gladstone argues (“ Juventus 
Mundi,” p. 137) that in the newer city, 
or Troy of the plain, the Phoenicians, 
or the Phoenician worship of Poseidon, 
had been cast out, while it had been 
retained by the people of Dardania. 

332. atéovta, Schol. Ven. appovtic- 
Tovvra, ppevoBAraBovvra. He cites from 
Callimachus Mousey Keds (i. @. kevds) 
avinp aréet, <a man without poetry is 
good for nothing.’ ‘This was one of the 
words common to Homer and Herodotus, 

who writes, vil. 223 fin., amedelevuyto 
paouns boov elxov péyiotov és Tovs 
BapBdpovs, mapaxpedmevol Te kal atéov- 
tes. There is a variant of good au- 
thority, xatéovta. As the a in aréw, as 
from &ryn, should be long (unless it 
follows the analogy of kipew, kipw &c.), 
the word may be a dissyllable by syni- 
zesis. On the other hand, &rdo@ados, 
arigecba, atraprnpds, indicate a short 
form of the root. See on this question, 
Lexilogus, p. 10 (note).—Poseidon, it 
will be observed, now first presents him- 
self to Aeneas, whose rescue he had 
effected without visible.interference. 

335. It is not clear whether BAjoeat 
should be referred to a future BAjoowat 
or an epic aorist eBAnoduny, after the 
analogy of edvcero, €Bhoeto. The pro- 
per form is eBATNY, BAjobat, and BXI- 

flevos.—tmep fotpay, like UT@Eepuwopa in 
ri, 155%, 

340—352. Aeneas being safely with- 
drawn, the mist is removed from 
Achilles, who sees with surprise that his 

adversary is gone. He suspects that 
he has been favoured by some god, but 
thinks he will not care to renew the fray. 
He resolves at once to seek some other 
champion among the Trojans. 
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342. weya ide?v is a phrase not easily 
explained. The sense seems to be peya- 
Anv or Aawmpay Ow eixe. The verse 
may be an interpolation. 

345. €yxos Té5e. See sup. 324. 
348. pny x.7.A. Cf. sup. 186. 208. He 

means, ‘I said to myself, ‘1 thought’ 

&e. 
353—372. Achilles rushes away to the 

ranks to exhort the Greeks to assist 
him, for he cannot, he says, alone fight 
with all. Hector on the other side encou- 
rages the Trojans to stand, and professes 
his readiness to meet Achilles himself, 
whom he declares to be a man of words 
rather than of action. 

354. éorare, the imperative of the 
perfect (€07a0:), like deldire inf. 8366.— 

dvr’, i.e. tyra. 
357. epémey, to deal with, to engage 

in the fight. See xv. 742. Below, epeme:y 

oTéua voulyns,—a somewhat strange 
phrase,—is to face the jaws of war, to 
fight in the very face of the enemy. 
Cf. x. 8, mroAguoio méya oTdua meuKe- 
davoio. 

361. weOnoéguev, to be remiss. Cf. xi. 
841, GAN ov® bs wep ceto meOh}ow TELpo- 
Mevolo. 

362. Siaumepes. Schol. Ven. 5° GAns 
THs Takews mopevooua b:° avralas (diav- 
Talos?) am apxis Ews TOD wépatos THs 
padayyos. “ Oberrabo totam aciem hos- 
tilem, et aggrediar, quicunque se ob- 
tulerit,”” Heyne. 

365. Zuueva, iturum, a notable form, 
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as also SefSire in the next verse, 56.0 
(for 6e/-10:) being the imperative of 
the perfect. 

370. rkoAover, he breaks short off, i. e. 
leaves imperfect. So Od. viii. 211, €o ® 
avtov mayta KoAover. ‘The phrase per- 
haps is derived from a broken lance, 
KoAoy ddpv, xvi. 117. 

372. The repetition of the last words 
of the preceding line (emravaAnis) is 
here forcible and emphatic, showing firm 
determination and defiance. See xxii. 
127; xxiii. 642. Goettling on. Hes. 
Theog. 408. 

373—392. The fight now becomes 
general ; Hector is advised by Apollo to 
shun Achilles in single contest, and to 
keep within the serried ranks. Achilles 
makes havoc of the Trojans, and slays a 
Lydian chief who had stood forth to 
meet him. 

375. ele, mpooeime, as xvii. 237. 
376. maumay, like the later mévu, means 

‘do not at all, ‘do not by any means.’ 
—mpouaxice, see iil. 16. Schol. Ven. 2, 
Mndaua@s mpoudxel, AAAG civ Tots HAAOLS 
auToy exdéxov.—kata mAnOvY, ‘in the 
crowd,’ not alone and in front. — ék 
parotoBo.w, e media turba, ‘wait your 
opportunity to attack him from the thick 
of the fight,’ viz. when he is the less 
likely to select you for his mark. 
Doederlein renders it éxtds, which gives 
a somewhat different sense, ‘ wait till he 
attacks you away from the turmoil,’ viz. 
Tav Tpouaxwv. Mr. Newman, ‘ Hector! 
no longer forward stand, alone Achilles 
fronting, But mix’d in tumult of the war 
and in the crowd await him.” 

381. ciuévos. See ix. 231; xv. 389. 
“Cum nemo Achilli se offerret mpo- 
paxiCwyv, turmam. Trojanorum ille adori- 
tur facitque caedes promiscuas,” Heyne. 

884. vyis, a Naiad; cf. vi. 22; xiv. 
444.—'T5ns, in Lydia; see vii. 221. The 
Scholia Minora identity it with Sardis. 
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387. This verse occurred xvi. 412. 
390. éevOade Tot K.7.A., ‘here you die, 

though you were born at the Lydian lake 
of Gyges,’ i.e. thus you shall be slain 
fur from your home,—a taunt intended 
to embitter his death. Virg. Aen. xii. 546, 
‘hic tibi mortis erunt metae, domus alta 
sub Ida.’ For the Hyllus and the Gy- 
gaean lake see Herod. i. 80 and 93. 
Propert. iv. 11. 18, ‘ Lydia Gygaeo tincta 
puella lacu.’? Sup. ii. 865, vie Tada- 
péveos, TH Tuyain Téke Aluyn. 

393—418. Achilles continues his ra- 
vages on the Trojan ranks, and slays 
several chiefs whose pedigree is briefly 
iven. 
394. Saréovro, ‘eut to pieces with the 

wheel-tires.’ See v. 725. 
395. em avr@, ‘after him.’ See Lexi- 

logus, p. 244. 
397—400. A repetition, with slight 

variations, from xii, 183—186. Compare 
also xi. 97, 98. 

401. aitavra, ‘who had hastily alighted 
from his car, and was fleeing before (or 
in front of) him.’ Cf. xi. 423. 

403. tuo8e x.7.A.. ‘he laboured to 
draw breath, and uttered a cry of 

distress.’ These words are hard to ren- 
der, but evidently express the gasping 
of death. For aic6w see xvi. 465.—ipvye, 
an aorist from a root épevy, descrip- 
tive of the sound, like our word ‘death- 
ruckle.’ In Theocr. xiii. 58, tpls mév 
“Yrav tuoev, boov Babds hpuye Aamods, it 
is applied simply to a loud and deep-toned 
shout. Buttmann (Lexil. p. 203) compares 
rugire, opumaydos, wpverOat. 

404. “EAik@viov. Whether from He- 
lice in Achaea or Helicon in Boeotia is 
doubted by the Scholiasts. In either case 
some ancient ceremony in the Achaean or 
Aeolian worship of Poseidon at Miletus is 
described; and as the Aeolian migration 
to Asia first set out from Boeotia (Cur- 
tius, Hist. i. p. 127), the name of the 
mountain is more probably contained in 
the adjective. — kotpwrv, ‘the young 
nobles” Some feat of strength is de- 
scribed, like that in Theocer. iv. 35, rnve7? 
kal Toby Tavpoy am @peos aye makas Tas 
émAGs, KidwK ~Auapvddtor. — ydvuTat, 
‘brightens at the sight,’ as in Plat. 
Phaedr. p. 234, D, euod eddKers yavucbau 
trd Tod Adyou petakd avayryvdckar, 
where there is an allusion to the name 
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408. ovk elacke, ovK HOcA€, wished him 
not to fight. — ydvo.0, ‘totius sobolis 
suae, ut Od. iv. 12, ‘EAévn de Geol ydvov 
ovKer %paivoy, Doederlein; who re- 
marks that the usual rendering, ‘natu 
minimus,’ is not defended by ever 
yvedtratos in vil. 153. In Eur. Hee. 13, 
Polydorus is described as veétaros Mpta- 
mda, but there it is said that his father 
sent him out of the country as being too 
young to fight. Spitzmer compares a 
similar narrative about Nestor in xi. 717. 
Heyne contends that this Polydorus is 
distinct from the other. In xxii. 46 
Lycaon (killed in xxi. 91 seqq.) and 
Polydorus are described as brothers, born 
from Priam and Laothoé, whereas the 
Polydorus of Tragedy is a son of He- 
cuba. 

411. vnménoi, ‘in boyish sport.’ This 
plural form oceurs xv. 363. Od. xxiv. 
469. 

412. This line occurred xi. 342. Cf. v. 
250, undé wor ottws Odve Sid mpoudxwr, 
pA mws pldoy irTop oAécons. 

414, 415. This passage is repeated 
from iy. 182. Achilles struck him just 

in the point where the belt was buckled, 
and the division of the double breast- 
plate offered an entrance to the weapon. 
The Schol. Ven. 2 explains véra as the 
accusative after mapaiccorros, but his 
gloss is rather obscure, T&4 v@ta tapa- 
kAlvoytos. There seems to have been an 
ancient variant mapatcoovta. The lite- 
ral sense is, ‘on the back of the man as 

he was rushing past.’ Or perhaps, rdv 
Bar veTa, TapatccovTos (avTov). Heyne 
construes, BadAe v@Ta TovToy mTapalo- 
covta. As the weapon came out in 
front, or ‘near the navel,’ the blow 
would be on the side, which is the 
place where the breastplates would 
meet. By SitAdos Hvteto Heyne under- 
stands that the breastplate was rendered 
double by the uitpy or woollen append- 
age fastened to and hanging down from 
it. 

418. Atac@els, as he sank down, he 
held to himself the entrails that pro- 
truded. See xv. 543. 

419—427. Hector, maddened by his 
brother’s fall, singles out Achilles, who 
is equally eager to meet him. Lach is 
exasperated by the death of one nearest 
and dearest, inflicted by the other. 

421. Kap, i.e. Ka or KAT, aS KAS Epa, 
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Kay ydvu inf. 458.—éxds, here without 
the F or initial sibilant, sometimes lightly, 
sometimes strongly, pronounced in €xao- 
Tos.—aTpwpacbat, i.e. KaTa TANOdY, SUP. 
377. — érAn, “immemor praeceptorum 
Apollinis, 375 seq.” Heyne. 

424, ws 10’, @s k.T.A. See xiv. 294.— 
avémaATo, see vill. 85. Here the sense 
may be ‘sprang up against, or to meet, 
him,’ as from GAAeoPa (Schol. Ven. 
averhdnoev, avhAato), but the compound 
is generally referred to avamdAAcoOau, 

425. éseudooaro, literally, perhaps, 
‘has left an impression of himself on,’ i. e. 
touched or afflicted, my feelings. See xvii. 
564. Hesych. cadqWaro tis buxijs, eXAU- 
mnoev eis Tov Oupdy, eudotitev. The 
word may therefore be an aorist from 
the same root as udooev, rather than 
from patecOar (whence émeualer ap’ 
drmovs, v. 748). For exudooew (whence 
the well-known eéxuayetov, or * waxen 
tablet’ of the memory, in Plato’s Theae- 
tetus) and écudooew are properly ‘to 
wipe off from or upon,’ and so to take 
or leave an impression, outline, or likeness. 
Hence mwodav Exuoertpov, Eur. Electr. 
535, and avréxmayua, ‘the very image,’ 
Ar. Thesm. 514. Compare Ran. 1040, 
SOcev uh dphy arouakauevn moAdaS 
Gperas amédekev. ‘Theocr. xvii. 37, Tas 
—x«éddtov és evdédn padwas eoeudtato 
xetpas. Ibid. 121, &ri Oepua kovia orei- 
Bouéva kabbrepbe Today exudooeTa txv7, 
‘the dust takes off a copy of the foot- 
prints’ (like an impression from an 
engraved plate, or wet ink upon blotting- 
paper). It seems difficult to explain the 

compound with és in any other way ; 
whereas émimateoOar means ‘to reach out 
at’ and strike, or ‘aim at,’ ‘ desire.’ 
Theocr. xxiii. 57, kal THA PlAwy éne- 
falero AouTpav. 

427. The obscure phrase moA€uo1o 
yehtpas occurs iv. 371, villi. 378. Schol. 
Ven. 2, év tots metat) tay otacéwy 
diactHuacw. Prof. Max Miiller observes 
(“Chips from a German Workshop,” i. 
p. 136), “It is easy enough to translate 
moAemoto yepupat by ‘the bridges of war,’ 
but what Homer really meant by these 
yépupa: has never been explained. It is 
extremely doubtful whether bridges, in 
our sense of the word, were known at 
all at the time of Homer; and even if it 
could be proved that Homer used yédupau 
in the sense of a dam, the etymology, 
i.e. the earliest history of the word, would 
still remain obscure and doubtful.” That 
the word really meant ‘a causeway or 
embankment’ across a morass, or along 
a river, cannot now be doubted; and 
a pathway or passage between the 
ranks of an army might thence be 
called yépupa. 

428—437. Achilles bids Hector ap- 
proach him to receive death at his hands. 
Undaunted, he replies that he is not to 

be frightened by threats, and leaves the 
issue of the contest in the hands of the 
gods. See the same verses in the reply 
of Aeneas sup. 200. The suspicion of 
patchwork here is strengthened by 429 
occurring in the address of Diomede to 
Glaucus, vi. 143. 
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434, The irony which the Schol. Ven. 2 
points out in this verse, is somewhat 
confirmed by the tone of 4386. Spitzner 
thinks that such expressions are natural 
to the Homeric chiefs, as xix. 217. 

435. See xvi. 514. 
437. mapoibev. Schol. Vict. dre rdv 

IldrpokaAov avijpnkev. 
438—454. Hector throws his javelin 

first, but it is diverted by Pallas. Achilles, 
rushing on to slay him, is thwarted by 
Apollo, who conceals Hector in a mist. 
Aware at last of the divine aid, he taunts 
Hector with his escape for the present, 
but promises to meet him again. 

439. mvowm, ‘with her breath. The 
Schol. Ven. observes that a slight pause 
should be made at this word (so as not 
to construe myo Ax1AAqjos). He explains 
witara by puohocaca Th EavTis mvedmare 
améotpewe TO Odpv. Thus madAw érpame 
means maAlytpomoy érolnce, the contrary 

way, from Achilles. She blew it back 
again, so that it returned to and fell at 

the feet of him who sent it (like the 
wooden implement called a boomerang). 
This is, no doubt, very absurd, and very 
undignified, if viewed according to the 
exaggerated idea of Heyne, who re- 
marks that we should dismiss the “ spec- 
taculum dese inflatis buccis spirantis,” 
and think only of the supernatural power 
implied by the act. He adds, that Pallas 
is hereby violating the convention of non- 
interference, sup. 136. 

443. e&jpmatev, as Poseidon had re- 
moved Aeneas, sup. 325, and Aphrodite 
Paris, 380, where the same verses occur. 

447, 448. Repeated from y. 4388 and 
xvi. 705. 

449—454. The whole of this passage 
oceurs verbatim in xi. 862 seqq., where 
the lines are addressed to Hector by 
Diomede. 
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455—489. Achilles slays many Trojans 
with the most brutal ferocity. (The 
passage is evidently composed with a 
special view of exciting horror by its 
details, and to suit the character of the 

hero given in 467, 468.) 
458. ipikake, the reduplicated aorist 

of épixw. Cf. v. 321, aad’ b ye Tobs mev 
éovs jpikake pmovuxas trmovs. Schol. 
Ven. 2, katréoxe Tov puyeiv.—etalyuto is 
used as an aorist. Seeiv. 531. 

461. epopundels, consectatus. For the 
accusative see xv. 691. 

463. Tpéa. The construction is sus- 
pended till 469, pacydv@ obra kal? irap. 
—yotvwv AaBwv, ‘grasping him by the 
knees, if perchance he would spare him 
and let him off with his life.” The order 
of the words is more artificial than usual, 
and the form of the personal pronoun ¢d 
(€0, for avrod) is not elsewhere found in 
Homer. Hesych. €d- kada@s, ioxupas. 
dacéws Se (i.e. €%), avTOv 7) avTis. 

06 “Ayyvopos viov “Exexhov 

475 

Compare ted for Tod. 
466. This verse occurs in Od. iii. 146. 
467. yAu«tduuos does not occur else- 

where in Homer, and seems a word rather 
of the Attic period. Schol. Ven. ov« 
avemevos TS OuuGd kal Haidppwv, GAN ek 
Tov evaytiov okAnpos Kal yadewds.—eu- 
Meuaws, ‘eager,’ ‘excitable ;” see v. 142. 

470. kat’ avtod, down from it. Schol. 
Ven. 7d aiua amd tod tratos expovuice 
xvonv, Kal Toy Tov xITa@VOs KdATOV eveE- 
gvonoey. Spitzner: “sistit poeta sinus 
ex ipso jJecore sanguine oppletos.” The 
genitive is ambiguous; it might also 
refer either to the slayer or the slain, if 
we suppose the spurting of the blood is 
meant. Doederlein supplies katappéoy 
from the sense implied in évérAnceyv. 
Aristarchus read évémpyngev, which is 
rightly rejected by modern critics. ‘This 
word, as Spitzner remarks, is used in 

Homer only of the rush of fire or of 
wind. 
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476, 477. Repeated from xvi. 333, 334. 
See also v. 83. 

479. €reipev, he pinned or transfixed 
him.—uw péve, he did not fly, though 
he was disabled from fighting, but looked 
death (as we say) in the face. Zenodotus, 
who read mpds dpdwv, may have consi- 
dered that it was pronounced Fopay, 
which is also the opinion of Mr. Peile 
(Introduction to Etymology, p. 52). 

482. Bdrc, aréBare, aréxove.—pverds, 
the spinal marrow protruded, with a 
vital motion, from the vertebrae. 

484. Tleipew, a genitive formed on the 
analogy of MevéAew, and therefore from 
a nominative Telpews, supposed to be the 
Tlefpoos of ii. 844. 

489. Cf. xi. 129, re 5€ KuKnOjtny. 
490—503. The rage and havoc of: 

Achilles are compared to a fire in a 

wood, and the trampling of the horses 
on the bodies to the treading out of 
grain by oxen in a threshing-floor. The 
passage is fine, but by no means free 
from the suspicion of having been made 
up from verses in the earlier books. 

492. eiAupaer, a Hesiodic word, con- 
nected with FefAewv. Scut. Here. 275, 
Tide & am’ aidouévwy Satiwy oéras cidv- 
oa¢e, where it is intransitive. Compare 
xi. 156, ravrn 7 ciAupday tivenos Peper. 

494, KTewvopéevous, ovs HOcAc KTelvely. 
Or, as Doederlein explains it, “ Achilles 

plerosque eminus vulnerabat, deinde ac- 
currens cominus conficiebat.” 

496. évetiysévn. See xxi. 77. The 
Schol. Ven. records a variant evtpoydAe. 
—Aenta, from the context, must mean 
‘shelled out,’ as if a verbal adjective 
from Aémw. (See Hesych. in Aemrvéis). 
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498. im “AxiAAgjos, sc. éAavyduevor, of so rare a breed, they do this as readily 
diwkduevor. Horses are said to avoid as oxen tread a threshing-floor. 
treading on corpses in battle. Here, 499—502. This passage is repeated 
guided by such a hand, and themselves almost verbatim from xi. 534 seqq. 
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This book is one of the most remark- 
able and interesting in the poem. It 
describes in the most vivid language and 
with much picturesqueness and diver- 
sity of imagery, the vengeance taken by 

Achilles on the Trojans for the loss of 
his friend,—the wholesale slaughter and 
butchery in the river, terminating only 
by the rising of the elements themselves 
against the victor, and the intervention 
of Apollo. The ancient title of the book 
was uaxn Taparotdmuos, the fight near 
and in the Scamander being the principal 
event in it. But it ends with a scene 
which perhaps was introduced from some 
other epic,—a violent and by no means 
dignified quarrel between the rival gods. 

1—16. The Trojans attempt to cross 
the Scamander to escape from Achilles ; 
but he separates a part of them, whom 
he pursues with slaughter towards the 
city, while the rest throw themselves in 
confusion into the river, where the shrieks 
of drowning men and horses unite with 
the roar of the waters. The scene is 
aptly compared to a flight of locusts 
driven into a river by smoke and flame. 

1, 2. This distich occurred xiv. 433. 
—répov, the ford or shallow, viz. in order 
to cross it. Aristophanes read fdov.— 

éuppetos, as if from evpevs, says the Schol. 
Vict. But it may stand for eéuppedos, 
from évppeys, or the crude form éeupeF-s 
may account for the 1 = F.—rékero Zebs, 
viz. it was d1imer}s, descended from the 
rain or mists of Ida, whereon Zeus some- 
times took his station. See xvi. 174, 

3. diatunias, Hesych. dieAay, Siacmd- 
cas, SiakdWas. See xvi. 390; xviii. 34,.— 
jimep, by the very same road the Greeks 
had before taken when driven by Hector. 
Thus, as the Scholiasts remark, the retri- 
bution was the more pointed.—eéuatvero, 
Schol. Ven. év@ovciwdas eucdyero. 

6. mepuCdres, ‘in wild alarm,’ de:Ardv- 
Tes, Schol. Ven. 2, who compares deoreoly 
éxe pica in ix. 2.—7épa, a mist to retard 
their progress, and conceal the river 
before them. Schol. Vict. éore éxmrecdy- 
TAS TIS TOAEWS EULTETEIY TH TOTAL TOTO 
mot 7 “Hpa. Compare v. 506, au 
d€ vinta _Boupos “Apns exddruwpe MaXN 
Tpdeoow aphyav.—mrirva, the imper fect 
of altynu, a by-form of werdyyuui, as 
vien or evikn of vienur. In Eur. El. 
713 we have @uuéAa 8 eritvavro xpuc- 
hrarot. 

8. eiAetyro (F), were driven towards 
the river, and there crammed, or closely 
packed together. See Lexil. p. 258. Od. 
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xi. 572, OQpiwva merAdpiov cicevdnoa Ojpas 
dmod ciAcdyTa Kat arpodeAdy NEmava. 

9. Bpaxe 5€ «.7.A. The d&=yap is 
exegetical, as the Schol. Ven. 2 points 
out: mataryos d€ Wodos ex Tpiav yivdme- 
vos, 8tAwy, Bots, vdaTos.—vxOa, the 
banks re-echoed the sounds. 

10. dAaAnte@, with confused cries of 
distress. See ii. 149.—é€vveov, they tried 
to swim this way and that, as they were 
carried round by the eddies. The Schol. 
Ven. gives a variant kara divas. ‘* Circa 
vortices, vitabundi, ne haurirentur, quo- 
niam Babvdivyns erat Scamander.” Doe- 
derlein. 

12. axpides. The custom of driving 
locusts from vineyards or corn-fields, by 
lighting bonfires, is here meant.—7epé- 
Oovrat, Schol. Ven. 2, épeOiGovrar. Schol. 
Min. cis dépa atpovra kai amoxpimroyTat. 
Properly, ‘hang aloft in mid air.’ See 
ii. 448; ili. 107, aie) & drAoTepwy avdpav 
ppéves jepeOovra, ‘are light and fickle 
as the wind.’ 

13. pAéyet, sc. adtds. By the sud- 
denness of the fire they are caught before 
they can escape, and fall in their alarm 
into the water, as the Trojans in the 
mist fall into the river, sup. 6—8.— 
mréocovet, Schol. Vict. €umlarovet kata- 
TTHEAT AL. 

16. keAddwy, one of the many partici- 
pial adjectives (like maupavdwv) of which 
there is no verb in existence. See xviii. 
576. Theocr. xvii. 92, kal motamol 
KeAddovTes avdooovTa TiTroAcuaiw. Ar. 

Nub. 283, xa motauay (abéwy KeAadn- 
patra. A similar word descriptive of the 
sound of water is KeAapvCev. 

17—33. Achilles leaves his heavy spear 
on the bank and plunges in, to slay all 
he can reach with his sword. The Tro- 
jams are compared to fishes scared by a 
dolphin or porpoise. Twelve captives 
are taken alive out of the river, and sent 
to the ships to be butchered in cold 
blood in revenge for Patroclus. He had 
promised to do this, xviii. 336. 

17. Sépv Atrev. He uses it however 
inf. 67, so that, as the Schol. Ven. ob- 
serves, we must suppose that he had 
resumed it, though this is not mentioned. 
—Sdatuou, like one more than mortal, or 
possessed of preternatural power, by 
which he was saved from sinking. 

20. émiorpopadny, turning upon them 
on every side. Nearly the same distich 
occurs x. 483. 

22. weyarnreos. Buttmann, Lexil. p. 
381, interprets this ‘frequenting the vast 
depths of the sea” It is not easy to 
evade the more natural interpretation, 
MeydAou KiTous bvTos. The Schol. Ven., 
who felt that this did not suit weyarjrea 
movrov, Od. iii. 158, weyarhre’ yn, vill. 
222, suggests 7) méya KvTos ExorTos. 
This is one of many Homeric words (on 
which see the Preface, § 3) that one 
may suspect of having been used by 
compilers under a mistaken notion of their 
primary meaning.—svxovs, Schol. Min. 
TOUS €owTaTw TdToUS Kal amoKpUdous. 
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24. uddra, AdBpws. So in the oft-re- 
peated verse Téppa war aupotépwy BerAC 
HmreTo, wWimte SE Aads. 

26. Kdue xetpas. Cf. ii. 389, rept & 
eyxet XEtpa Kapmerrat. 

27. Kovpouvs, young nobles. See on iii. 
25. Schol. Ven. 2, exréyerar adtois ws 
eis buolav, weAAwY TapioTavew TarpdéKrA@ 
kare Thy trécxXecw.—row}y, in apposi- 
tion, ‘as blood for blood,’ viz. to be sacri- 
ficed at the pyre of Patroclus, xxiii. 175. 
Cf. xvi. 398.—Ovpae, eis thy viv, Hesych. 

31. popéecxov. They wore straps or 
girdles to tie up or gird round their flexible 
tunics or frocks. Cf. v. 113, aiua 8 avn- 
KoyTiCe 614 oT pew To10 xiT@VOS. “ Probabile 
fit eos pro balteis affabre factis ilia 
cinxisse loris coriaceis,’? Heyne. The 
word qopeivy, as Doederlein observes, 
shows that part of the dress is meant, 
not cords which they had brought (€pepov) 
for binding captives themselves, or for 
any other purpose. 

34—63. Achilles meets ason of Priam, 
Lycaon, in the act of escaping from the 
river. He recognizes him as a former 
captive, whom he had sold to a Lemnian, 

but who had been redeemed and returned 
to his home only a few days before. 
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Amazed at his sudden appearance, all 
unarmed as he was, Achilles determines 
to despatch him with his lance. 

36. avtds jye. Achilles had taken 
him captive with his own hand, in one of 
his raids into the Troad. It seems that 
wye must here be an aorist.— dAwjjs, ‘an 
orchard,’ Sevdpopdpou yijs, Schol. Ven.—d 
5é, he, Lycaon, was occupied in cutting 
a fig-tree, the young and pliant branches 
of it, that they might serve for the 
handles or loops at the hinder part of the 
car (xx. 500). This passage shows they 
were made of bent or split sticks, as the 
extreme lightness of the Greek car would 
suggest. Theocr. xxv. 247, as 8 bray 
apuaromnyds avyp, Tokewy pts epywr, 
Sprnkas Kam Noy epiveou edKedro10, OaA- 
Was ev rupl mp@tov, emakoviw KiKAa Sippy. 
For the double accusative the Schol. 
Ven. 2 compares xxiv. 58, yuvatkd Te 
Ojoaro may. 

39. avéiorov, ampocdéxntov, he had 
little thought to meet Achilles in that 
place. 

40. rére, on the former occasion of the 
capture. —Ajjpvor, perhaps the accusative 
after &ywv.—eméepaocev, had carried him 
off for sale: Schol. Min. répav Oaddoons 

xX 
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eréAnoev. Cf. sup. 58. This son of Jason 
was the Evenus of vii. 467, who supplied 
wine to the Achaean host.—dévoy, a price, 
as in Theocr. i. 57, 7@ pev eyw ropOuet 
Kadvdwrlw aiyd 7 @wka ovov k.7.A. Od. 
xv. 386, 7) o€ ye—&vdpes Sutmevees vnuoly 
AdBov 78 emrépaccay tovd avdpds mpds 
ddéual’, 6 8 eiioy avov Cdwkev. The 
ransom paid was a silver bowl, xxiii. 
741—747. 

42. tetvos. A guest-friend of Priam’s, 
from Imbros, had ransomed the cap- 
tive for a large sum (three hundred oxen, 
inf. 80), and had sent or conducted him 
to Arisbe in the Troad: see ii. 836; 
vi. 13. Once on the mainland, Lycaon 
had stealthily made his way home. 
Arisbe was a town between Percote and 
Abydos (Schol. Vict.). 

46. €AO@ayv ek Afhmvoio, Schol. Ven. 2, 
gwlels ard THS Anuvias SovAcias. 

48. ov €0€AXovTa. He was as unwill- 
ing to be taken captive, sup. 36, as to 
lose his life. Schol. Ven. 2, Yows 7d 
pirdpuxov aitod Kwpmde? Kal 7rd ToD 
tpémov Berdv. This is confirmed by 
mepl & H0edXe x.7.A. inf. 65. Doederlein 
is perhaps right in taking véec@a as 
depending on mwéuWew rather than on 
e0€dovTa. 

49. evénoe yuurdv. Achilles had cap- 
tured him unarmed, and was more likely 
to recognize him in the same condition 
than if he had been equipped as a é7Al- 
TnS.—ovd Exev, ovdé Exovta. The Schol. 
Vict. compares iii. 80. 

53. 6x@hoas. “Achilles is indeed as- 
tonished at the unexpected reappearance 
of an enemy whom he thought long ago 
in slavery; his astonishment however 
would not have been expressed by 6x67- 
ga but for the vexation which accom- 
panied it.” Lexilogus, p. 464. The 8é, 
as frequently, marks the apodosis. 

55. 4 udda «.7.A. The banter usual 
on the death of an enemy: ‘Surely I 
may expect those very Trojans whom I 
have slain to rise again, now that this 
man has once more come into my hands, 
after having been sold to Lemnos, and 
escaping from captivity ;’ i.e. the one 
event would hardly be more improbable 
than the other appeared to be. Achilles 
did not therefore know that Lycaon had 
been ransomed by Eétion. Schol. Ven. 2, 
diavaothoovTa: apa kal of TeOve@res, ef 
ye ovTos taxuce SiatepaiwO vat. 

57. otov 8%, ene) of rws.—memepnuevos 
(sup. 40), eis 7d mépas mempapévos, 
Schol. Ven. 
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62. duds, in the same way as he has 
returned from Lemnos.—kal Ketdev, even 
from the other world.—% uu epbker Yn» 
whether the earth will keep him in its 
bosom, though the sea has not kept him 
from his home, as it has kept others, 
sup. 59.—karepvcer, by tmesis, i. e. KaT- 
EXEL. 
64—96. Achilles is about to transfix 

Lycaon with his lance, when the latter 
rushes to embrace his knees, and by the 
suddenness of the action evades the blow. 
With pathetic earnestness he begs for 
quarter, pleading that he is but a half- 
brother to Hector, and that one brother, 
Polydorus, has been already slain. 

64. wévwy. Achilles, sure of his vic- 
tim, and confident in his superiority, 
stands his ground; Lycaon, seeing there 
is no escape, and dreadfully frightened, 
clings to the last hope of life, and ap- 
proaches his captor.—te@ynras, cf. 29. 

67. 5dépv pwakpdy, the long lance, not 
the javelin; so ovrduevar, to deal a 
hand-blow, not Badetv, in the next line. 
Lycaon however stooped and ran under- 
neath the uplifted spear, and so seized 
Achilles by the knees. So bromtmrew és 

x 

75 

TOUS Tapoo’s TOY Todculwy vnoy, Thue. 
vii. 40, ‘running close in upon their 
oars.’ 

70. éorn. See xx. 280, where the 
same phrase occurs, and inf. 167. The 
spear was held aloft, and above the cap- 
tive’s back, but missed its mark and 
stuck in the earth, or was arrested by 
the earth in its eager desire to glut 
itself with human blood.— teva, aéwevat, 
a present infinitive of a. See Lexil. 
p- 25, and on xix. 402, where the sub- 
junctive of the aorist is €@uev, the aspirate 
being the residue of a lost F. See inf. 
on 221, Hesych. @uevar wAnpwOjva. 

72. €xev. liycaon grasped and de- 
tained Achilles’ lance, viz. lest it should 
be drawn out of the earth and again di- 
rected against him.—weie:, cf. xv. 716 ; 
xvi. 762. 

75. avtlixérao. Though acaptive, he 
had tasted bread first with Achilles, and 
therefore he could claim the religious 
respect due to a févos, which was as 
binding as that due toa suppliant. Sclol. 
Ven. mpos Thy ixeclay elxé Tiva Bonbeay 
TovTo, domep TETUXNKDS tevinns Tpame ns 
map éekelym mpw@tov. Cf. Od. viii. 546, 
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att Kacvyyhtov teivos O ikérns Te TETUK- 
Tat avepl, ds K.T.A. A Zebs Aidotos was 
worshipped as the god of suppliants, 
Aesch. Suppl. 188. 

76. map ool, at your table.-—daAwif), cf. 
sup. 36. In xx. 496 we have the same 
epithet applied to aAw7) as a threshing- 
floor, which shows that it is only a com- 
mon-place. 

79. jAgov, the aorist of aGddavw, ‘I 
obtained for you.’ So Od. xv. 452, 6 & 
duty uuployv voy wa. Ib. xvii. 250, iva 

pot Bloroy moAvy %Agpa. ‘The supposed 
Sanscrit affinities of the word are dis- 
cussed by Mr. Peile (Introd. Etym. p. 
65). — éxatduBoiv, the @vos sup. 41, 
worth in value a hundred oxen. 

80. viv de, ‘as it is, 1 was ransomed 
by bringing twice that sum.’ He re- 
minds Achilles that he is the property 
of another, Eétion, and claims his life 
on that score. We must take éAvuny 
as the indicative of an epic aorist, though 
a remarkable and unusual form; com- 
pare BAfhmevos, xvuevos, TANuEvos. The 
Scholiasts regarded Avuny as an optative, 
AuTpwOeinv, ky TpimAdoia 615 co, Schol. 
Ven. There can be no doubt that their 
explanation better suits uf mor &rowa 
mipavoreo, inf. 99. But if such a form 
of the optative existed, the v would be 
long. It is therefore a question of in- 
terest, whether Avuny is not a spurious 

90 

and mistaken form for Avetuny, like Oeiunv, 
KexAnunv. By mopwy he means that in- 
directly he brought the possessor a large 
sum asa ransom. Hesychius rightly has 
éAvunv eAuTpwoduny, €AuTpweOnv, where 
the double gloss shows that he was 
doubtful between the medial and the 
passive sense, though the latter is always 
the true sense of the epic aorist.—éuw- 
dexaTn, cf. sup. 46. 

83. “éeAAW Tov k.T.A., ‘surely I must 
have incurred the anger of father Zeus.’ 
Schol. Ven. oka amex Ons yeyovevar TO 
Att. See xxii. 356. 

86. avaooce:. Aristarchus appears to 
have read &vacoev (avdooew Schol. Vict.), 
which would imply that Altes had not 
regained the possession of Pedasus after 
its capture by Achilles. See vi. 35; xx. 
92. The AéAcyes were mentioned x. 429. 
—Zarvidevti, sc. ToTaU@, see xiv. 445.— 

aimnecoav, like Tetxidecoay in ii. 559, 
clivis plenam. 

88. moAA@y Te Kal 4AAwy the Mar- 
seilles copy, according to Schol. Ven. 
The Schol. B remarks that Lycaon wishes 
to show that he is not directly related to 
Hector. Do 

89. dSeiporounoers seems to mean KTe- 
vets, unless Lycaon foresaw his own death 
by the sword (inf. 117), as indeed he 
was too close to be struck with the long 
lance. For Polydorus had been killed 
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with a javelin, xx. 413. His death is 
here spoken of as sufficient to satisfy 
Achilles’ anger against Hector. 

93. daiuwy. He here takes the fata- 
list’s view. This clause occurred also 
xv. 418. 

95. duoydorpios. See sup. 88.—evnéa, 
see xvii. 204. He uses an expression 
intended to pacify Achilles, as well as to 
suggest that the hero should, like his 
friend, combine mercy and gentleness 
with strength (Schol. Ven. 2). 

97—113. Achilles replies that he was 
always averse to killing his captives, 
till Patroclus had fallen. Now not a 
Trojan shall be spared. He taunts his 
captive with his cowardice, and reminds 
him that both himself and Patroclus, 
better men than he, must yield to the 
law of fate. 

98. Compare xi. 137. 
99. vim. Schol. Ven. 2, 8a Tov 

émiOeTov wacay eAm(da TOU melOew ekeKoWe. 
—tmowa, Schol. Vict. émel 2Zeyev ‘Exa- 
TéuBovov SE Tor HApov (79), H ered did 
Tov My me KTeive (95) TodTO bwépyvev" }) 
51a ToD Nov & eAvuny (80). 

100. émiomety, before he met, or fell 
in with, his day of doom. See int. 588. 

The sense may be, says the Schol. Ven. 2, 
that Patroclus had always advocated 
lenient treatment of the captives, and 
that was why the women showed him so 
much regard. See Col. Mure, Hist. Gr. 
Lit. i. p. 290.—egidéo 0a, like remibéc- 
Gat, memiBeiv, an aorist as if from peldnut, 
melOnut.—méparoa, ‘I sold them and did 
not kill them.’ Cf. sup. 40. 

103. guiyn, like €Antra: inf. 112, is an 
epic use of the aorist for the future.— 
Bddrnoww, euBddrn, eyxeipion. 

105. wep & ad, ‘but especially.’ This 
is an answer to the apology in 95, that 
the captive was not a son of Hecuba, 
the mother of Hector. 

106. pidos. Schol. Ven. 2, 4 eipwrela 
mpos Toy teviay mpoBardAduevoy (sup. 76). 
The next verse seems to have been cele- 
brated in antiquity; see Spitzner’s and 
Trollope’s notes. For ofrws Buttmann, 
Lexil. p. 173, is inclined to prefer aitws 
(atrws), but Spitzner thinks this read- 
ing has “intempestivam ironiam.” 

108. «adds k.7.A., exegetical of ojos, 
which is to be distinguished from as 
KaAds.—matpds ayafoto, viz. even as you 
plead your descent from Priam. 
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110. @m, rect, tmminet mihi etiam 
mors. The Schol. Ven. compares Od. xi. 
367, col & em wey popdh eméwv. Some 
of the ancient interpreters construed ez! 
Toi—eooeTat, regarding ws K.T.A. as 
cases of time, ‘either in the morning, or 
afternoon, or midday.’ So also Heyne. 
Spitzner, in a very long note, concludes 
that 111 is parenthetical, and the con- 
struction GAA’ éreota Kal éuol Oavatos, 
émrnéte Tis—EAnTa. But this is very 
unsatisfactory. The indefiniteness of the 
hour is well expressed by the punctuation 
in the text. So Pindar, Pyth. iv. 255, 
akrivos bABov Sékato porpldiov auap 7) 
vixtes. Compare also Theocr. xxiii. 33, 
hier Kapds exeivos, dmavika kal TU pida- 
gets. As the Schol. says defAn should be 
read without the o (defAns), it follows 
that either 700s agreeing with SefAns, or 
7® agreeing with jap, must have been 
an ancient variant. This division of the 
day into three parts is perhaps the earliest 
that occurs. As for SefAn, and its de- 
rivatives evdefeAos, ‘conspicuous,’ and 
SeleAvs inf. 232, deceArjoa Od. xvii. 599, 
it seems a form of d7Aos, i.e. ‘day yet 
visible,’ rather than from efAn, to which 
Buttmann refers it. 

112. “Ape, apparently a later form for 
“Apni. Cf. Aesch. Eum. 689. The Schol. 
Ven. explains it by o:dqpw, but it more 
probably means paxn, since the next 
verse expresses that Achilles’ death will 
be by the javelin or the arrow, viz. shot 
by Paris. Schol. Ven. 2, mémeora yap 

@s ovdels avT@ cuveAOwy avaTadny maxet- 
Tal. 

114—135. Achilles lays his suppliant 
low by a stroke of his sword on the neck, 
and then flings the corpse into the river 
for the fishes to feed upon. He mixes 
with his taunts ferocious threats against 
the Trojans, who will find no safety in a 
river to which they have offered many 
a live victim. 

115. apeénrer, he let go his hold of the 
spear, sup. 72, and sat with outstretched 
hands, either inviting the blow, in despair 
of life (Schol. Ven. 2), or as still asking 
for quarter. 

120. jje, he took him by the foot and 
threw him in the direction of the river, 
to be carried down by it. Such an act, 
as violating the sanctity due to river- 
water, suggests a motive (the Schol. says) 
for the river rising in contest against the 
hero. 

122. évrav@ot «.7T.A., a common for- 

mula of taunting, as in Aesch. Prom. 82, 

evtuvda viv UBpice. Here there was an 
ancient variant joo for Kketoo.—wTetAny, 
a third accusative after amoAixunoovTat, 
‘shall lick your blood on your wound.’ 
See xv. 24; xvi. 668; xviii. 345.— années, 
ov Kndduevol, undeutay ppovTida ExovTEs, 
Scholl., ‘unconcerned.’ ‘A nemine tur- 
bati secure pascentur,” Spitzner. “Quo- 
niam non ita cruorem quasi abluent ut 
kndeudves, xxill. 163,” Doederlein, who 
compares €Akov akndéoTws, xxii. 465. 
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126. bratte:, ‘shall dart along beneath 
the dark ripple,’ i.e. the ripple that 
reflects on its dark surface the gathering 
clouds or coming storm which causes it. 
The Schol. Vict. gives the commentary 
of Aristarchus on this obscure phrase: 
Tov ixOvwv Tis KaTa Td Kiya OpdoKwy, b 
é€ott KoAUEBaY, emi Thy ppika aléer, va 
payn ve pepduevov" Set yap Toy MéEANOVTS 
ixOdv hepomévou Tivds yeverOat, wet ewpov 
én) thy ppika THs Padacaons eAOciv. A 
body would float, and the fish would rise 
nearly to the surface, but not so as to be 
exposed, in order to nibbie at it. Spitz- 
ner renders it “a nigra maris superficie 
emergens,”’ which would surely be peAat- 
yns ppixds. Others (Schol. Min.) under- 
stood it rather more literally, ‘shall dart 

beneath the ripple; epadAduevos Kal 
ynxdmevds Tis TaY ixOUwY, Kal eumAj700els 
THs AuKdovos TiEATS, TAAL UTO THY MEAGL- 
vay pptka kateAevoeTat. The accusative 
seems to depend not directly on md, but 
on the notion of passing over, as in 
Opdcketv Sduous, Tnday media, Ke. Com- 
pare xxili. 692. There was a reading 
éeratéer, which Aristarchus seems to have 
adopted, and also taaAvéer, which the 
Schol. attributes to Philetas. The latter 
is adopted by Heyne. It is to be re- 
marked that the a in &toow is commonly 
long, e.g. in vi. 510, and ii. 310, Bayod 
brattas, inf. 234, cpnuvod amattas.—bs Ke 
paynot, an epic subjunctive in the future 
sense. Aristophanes read és ke paynot.— 
apyéra,an archaism for apy7ta,as Aeschy- 
lus has apyjt: madA@, Kum. 45. Cf. Hes. 

135 

Theog, 541, cadvwas apyére Snug. 
128. pOelpecde, lit. «go on perishing,’ 

be none of you spared, till I follow you 
into Troy. The spets wey, ey dé refer 
to Kixelomev. 

130—135. Aristophanes rejected these 
verses, and the Schol, Ven. says that 
perhaps Aristarchus assented, by not op- 
posing his criticism. The sacrifice of 
horses seems rather a Persian custom 
(Ovid, Fast. i. 385. Compare Herod. i. 
216), the throwing of them into the river 
being perhaps a Chthonian rite to pro- 
pitiate the sun while under the earth. 
Thus the Argez were straw effigies of men 
thrown into the Tiber, Ovid, Fast. v. 621 
seqq. Victims were thrown as mop- 
tiouata into the sea to those who had 
perished there, Eur. Hel. 1548. Com- 
pare Tac. Ann. vi. 37, ‘Sacrificantibus, 
cum hie more Romano suovetaurilia 
daret, ille equum placando amni adornas- 

set, nuntiavere accolae Euphraten nulla 
imbrium yi sponte et immensum attolli, 
simul albentibus spumis in modum dia- 
dematis sinuare orbes, auspicium prosperi 
transgressus.’ 

131. 6n@a, Schol. Ven. 2, ée« moAAov 
xpévov. The Schol. Ven. (A) adds, 7d 
5n0G ws ovx ‘Ounpik@s kelwevoy aiti@vTat. 

133. kal @s, i.e. with all your sacrifices, 
you shall be drowned in the river that 
you thought would save you. 

135. vécpw eueto, Schol. Ven. 2, 
Aelrer Td bvros. It may mean &veu emod, 
or xwpls, ‘apart from me,’ when I was 
not there to protect them. 
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136—151. The river-god is indignant 
at the cruelty of Achilles, and resolves 
to check his career. He imparts strength 
to Asteropaeus, who has just come forth 
from his waters, to make a stand against 
Achilles. 

136. yoAdéaaro. Not from the words 
just uttered, says the Schol. Vict., for that 
cause of anger is not mentioned inf. 146, 
nor to Hera inf. 369 seqq. But it may 
be doubted if he is right, and the Schol. 
Ven. 2 gives both causes of the anger. 

137. mévo.o, the slaughter of the Tro- 
jans. 

140. éradro, Hesych. ephaaro. Inf. 
144, émdpovocev.—tTlnacyovos, a symbolical 
name, ‘born from mud,’ as the son of a 
river. So Mep{Bo.a refers to the feeding 
of cattle, and “Akecoauerds to a remedy 
for drought. 

144. aytios, he advanced to face him, 
coming out of the river, and stood his 
ground against him. As the grandson 

of a river-god, Asteropaeus was regarded 
by the Xanthus as deserving of his spe- 
cial protection. 

147. oS édAdaipey, i. e. vnAc@s. 
148—151. This passage seems a mere 

reproduction of the address of Diomede 
to Glaucus, vi. 121—127. Compare also 
153 with vi. 145. 

151. avridwoty may mean simply av- 
tho torayta. Buttmann (Lexil. p. 142) 
gives it the sense of évtuyxavovow, < fall 
in with,’ including a sense of harm or 
misfortune. 

152 — 160. Asteropaeus, nothing 
daunted, replies that he has lately arrived 
at Troy from Paeonia; that he comes of 
a stock renowned in war, and is now 
willing to fight. 

156. €vdexdrn. Compare sup. 46. To 
this recent arrival the Scholiasts attri- 
bute the omission of the name in the 
Catalogue (ii. 148), where the Paeonians 
are described as ayxvAdroto.. These 
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therefore, who carry long lances, are 
regarded as a distinct horde or tribe. 

161—199. They fight, and Achilles is 
slightly wounded on the right arm. His 
spear is thrown with such force that it 
is driven half its length into a bank. 
Asteropaeus, in trying first to draw out, 
then to break it, is killed by the sword 
of Achilles, who taunts him on_ his 
boasted descent from a river-god. His 
own race, direct from Zeus, is mightier 
than that of any river. 

162. auapth, ‘with a spear in each 
hand at the same time.’ See Lexilogus, 
p- 96. The construction is dovpacr 
Badev, 164 and 166, but the distribu- 
tive datives (€répq) are interposed.—7repi- 
détos, according to Buttmann, Lexil. wt 
sup., is here a synonym of édudideétos, 
‘double-handed,’ the metre not allowing 
of the more correct form. Perhaps it is 
safer to render it ‘very skilful,’ i.e. in 
the use of the javelin. Schol. Vict. tivés 
avt Tov bmepdetios, weydAws Sekids, of 5E 
Gudidétvos. Hesych. mepidétiovy of pev 
mepiooa@s Sekiby mepl thy Tov Séparos 
Bodjv’ of SE auporepas Tals xepaly cs 
7H Seba BdAAwv. Spitzner and Doeder- 
lein agree with Buttmann in preferring 
the latter sense. Doederlein observes 
that defibs in the sense of ‘ dextrous’ is 

an Attic rather than a Homeric mean- 
ing. 

165. xpvobs yap «.7.A. See xx. 268. 
—emiypaBiny, strictim, ‘just grazing it,’ 
Tunony Vii. 262, emiArlydnv xvii. 599.— 
xeipds, ‘the arm,’ i. e. the lower part of 
it to which the hand is attached. It is 
so used in xi. 252, as @uos sometimes 
means ‘the arm from the shoulder.’— 
avo, ‘started,’ avéccuto xi. 458. Nearly 
the same as the next verse occurred 7bid. 
574. Compare sup. 70. 

167. % de, the aixur implied in BéAos. 
—itmép avtov, because the arm wounded 
was raised at the moment above the head 
for a throw. 

169. i@urtiwva, ‘straight-flying,’ or 
well-poised and weighted so as usually 
to have that effect. The word only 
occurs here, and appears to involve the 
root met, as if i@umere@va or -twva. The 
t is made long by a common epic use both 
in arsi and in thesi. Cf. xx. 99, kal & 
tdAAws Tov y i0b BéAos meter. Sucha 
form does not seem a word of the ancient 
epic. 

172. peooorayés €Onke, meXpt MEoov OY 
és méoov ernie, he drove it at or against 
the river-bank with such force that it 
was fixed up to the middle. Spitzner and 
Heyne give the reading of Aristarchus, 
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mecoomadés. This has more authority 
from the Scholiasts, and is recognized 
by Hesychius, who explains it by ék 
pécov xpadawduevov. But he also has 
frecoTayes* Ews meaov memnyos Td Sdpv. 
Two explanations were given of ueaoo- 
maAdeés, ‘quivering up its middle,’ viz. 
not merely at the end farthest from the 
point, and ‘poised by holding it in 
the middle. As far as the context is 
concerned, pecoorayés is clearly better ; 
see 175 seqq. 

174. 60 &pak.t.A. Asteropaeus, see- 
ing Achilles advance against him with a 
drawn sword, endeavours to seize the 
weapon nearest to his hand, the spear of 
Achilles ; but he finds it too deeply fas- 
tened to draw it out, and too tough to 
break it, and so obtain a fragment of the 
shaft for his protection, by using it as 
a Kopuyn. — emvyvduwas, ‘by bending it 
towards him.’ 

177. Bins, ‘his effort.? Spitzner thinks 
this passage has been made up from Od. 
xi. 125, where the preceding verse also 

occurs. Heyne gives Bin, which has MSS. 
authority, as also Bin, i.e. ‘he relaxed 
in strength,’ defecit robore, or “his 
strength relaxed. But the genitive is 
the usual idiom, e. g. iv. 234. 

180, 181. Nearly this distich occurred 
iv. 525, 526. 

185. épiCéwevar, ‘to contend in birth,’ 
not in arms, as Doederlein remarks, for 
tliis is not the Homeric use of épi¢euw.— 
Kpoviwvos, for Aeacus the father of 
Peleus was the son of Zeus, inf. 189. 

190. 7@ k.7.A. ‘ Wherefore, as Zeus 
is superior to all rivers that flow into 
the sea, soa race from Zeus is superior 
to one from a river,’ yevejs morapoio. 
By the epithet adA:uupyévrwy the prin- 
cipal rivers, and not merely tributaries, 
are meant. ‘There isa similar argument 
in Aesch. Theb. 513, «i Zets ye Tupad 
KapTEP@TEpos MAX, K.T.A. 

192. nal yap. ‘If you doubt my 
assertion, here is a river at hand, if it 

can ward off destruction for you He 
ironically invites Asteropaeus to try if 
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the Scamander can heal his mortal wound. 
On xpatopety, rarely (cf. xv. 32), used 
without a negative, see Lexil. p. 547. 
The negative is implied, as Buttmann 
observes, in the irony. 

194. 7, illi, Znvi.—kpelwv, because 
the Achelous was always regarded as the 
prince of rivers, insomuch that it passed 
into a generic name for ‘water. The 
Scholiasts attribute this pre-eminence of 
dignity to its course through the sacred 
Dodona.—icopapi¢er, without the F, vi. 
101; ix. 390. Hes. Opp. 490. Bekker 
adopts avtiepi¢er from Bentley. 

195. ’Qreavoio. See xvili.607. Zeno- 
dotus, the Schol. Ven. tells us, omitted 
this verse. 

197. pelara, ‘springs in wells’ (as 
opposed to kpijvat, those which gush forth 
on the surface), does not occur again in 
Homer. 

199. cuapayfjon, ‘when it comes 
crashing (or flashing) from heaven’ In 
the Prometheus Vinctus, Oceanus clearly 
avows his fear of the anger of Zeus, 
where he says (391) he will take warning 
from the punishment of Prometheus not 
to offend him.—opapayety, explained by 
Hesychius 7xetv, Wopety, occurs also in 
ii. 210, where it describes either the 
brightness or the roar of the sea. Doeder- 
lein in both passages refers it to bright- 

ness, not to sound. Mr. Peile (Kty- 
mology, p. 101) gives SMAP as the 
Indo-European root, whence papuaipw. 

200—221. Achilles regains his spear, 
and leaves the body lying on the sand, to 
be eaten by eels and other fish. He then 
goes in quest of the Paeonians, whose 
leader he had just slain. Of these he kills 
several, but he is accosted by the river- 
god, who bids him stay his hand, for 
his stream is encumbered by the dead. 

200. €« kpnuvoto, from the river-bank, 
bxOns sup. 172. 175.—épiccato, see 
Lexil. p. 304. 

202. Siave, ‘wetted,’ xxii.495. Aesch. 
Pers. 1038. 

203. eyxéAues, ‘eels,’ are distinguished 
from fish, because, as the Schol. says, 
they are viviparous; or perhaps, as the 
root is the same as in anguis and éx1s, 
they were regarded rather as water- 
snakes than as fish.—6nudy k.7.A., ‘feed- 
ing on the fat round the kidneys by 
gnawing it. The adjective does not 
elsewhere occur, nor can it be a very 
early word; Aeschylus however has ém- 
tuuBidios (Cho. 342), and Thucydides 
mapabaracatdios, vi. 62. 

206. ot—epoBharo, who had dispersed 
in alarm along the river-bank, and were 
yet flying.—rdv &pioroy, their chief, their 
best man, Asteropaeus, sup. 155. 
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209. Ae, viz. Sidxwy, he caught and 
killed. 

214. wept wey k.7.A., ‘as you are strong 
beyond men, so you do evil beyond men, 
for the gods themselves support you.’ 
You ought not, he says, to abuse the 
divine aid in doing wrong. Schol. Vict. 
To.ovtdéy Ti eat 0 A€yer’ ev @ Sid TOS 
Oeovs Kparets, adiKets. 

217. e& euédey ye, at least drive them 
out of my stream, and do your deeds of 
horror on (or over) the plain.—verdwr, 
it was a violation of religion to die in a 
river, Hes. Opp. 759. For the construc- 
tion compare Aesch. Pers. 419—421, 
OddAacca 8 ovKer Hv idety, vavayiwy 
TANVovea Kal pdvov Bpot@v' axa Se 
vexpav xowpddes 7 emANOvor. 

220. orewdmevos, ‘being choked,’ 
otevoxwpovmevos, Schol. Ven. So Od. 
ix. 219, orelvovro 5& onkol apyvav 7X 
epipwv. — aidjAws, destructively. See 
ii. 455; xi. 155. Lexil. p. 47 seqq. 
The word, properly meaning ‘invisible,’ 
was transferred, according to Buttmann, 
to the active sense of making invisible ; 
and this sense is peculiarly adapted 
to the combination mip aldnAov, i.e. 
apaviCor. 

221. éacoy, ‘let be,’ &pes, Schol. Ven. 
Some of the ancients aspirated the word, 
as if from doo, and explained it rAnpé- 
Ont, KoperOntt, ‘be satisfied.” — ayn, 

‘awe, i.e. Iam shocked, amazed; the 
same formula occurs Od. iii. 227. 

222—232. Achilles gives an ironical 
consent to move away from the river, but 
refuses to stop the slaughter till he has 
met Hector hand to hand. The Scaman- 
der then reproaches Apollo, as the patron- 
god of Troy, for not protecting the 
Trojans till the close of the day. 

223. ora: tavta. There is, 
Schol. Vict. remarks, ambiguity 
answer (or sarcasm, as Heyne under- 
stands it). He says he will do as the 
river asks him to do (217); and imme- 
diately afterwards he plunges into the 
stream, as if for the purpose of driving 
out of it the Trojans who were swimming 
for their lives. There is much proba- 
bility in Doederlein’s suggestion, that 
228—233 are interpolated. He would 
thus construe Tpdecow émécouto Saluovu 
icos, Kpnuvod amaltas. The appeal to 
Apollo, he observes, only interrupts the 
narrative, and has no result. Without 
these verses, the connexion would be, 
that the river implores Achilles to spare 
at least the people in the river, and slay 
those on the plain ; and Achilles accord- 
ingly xpnuvod amatooe:, rushes away 
from the bank and retires to the plain, 
where however he is pursued by the 
river, and to save himself, grasps an elm- 
tree, not on, but near the bank. 

as the 
in the 
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225. Aca (F). See i. 409. Lexil. p. 
255.—% nev x.7.A., Schol. Ven. mérepoy 
auTos avedret pe 2) eym ator. 

230. eiptoao, ‘you did not keep, or 
observe, the designs of Zeus,’ viz. those 
given in xx. 25—27, dugotepoior & apn- 
ye, orn vdos eotly Exdotov. For this 
use of epvecOu see i. 216. 239. Lexil. p. 
306. From the primary notion of drag- 
ging away and rescuing came the secon- 
dary one of saving, keeping, or preserving. 

232. deleAos oe Svwy is a variation of 
delAn owia, ‘eventide.’ Seesup.111. The 
Schol. Ven. regards it as a noun after 
the analogy of éomépa and €omepos. 
Hesychius explains it by 6 éomépios 
aorhp. It is used as an adjective in 
deieAov 7uap, Theocr. xxv. 86. (Butt- 
mann (Lexil. p. 223) distinguishes this, 
the actual sunset, from the Attic SeiAn 
ola, the later part of the afternoon.) 

233—283. Achilles plunges all armed 
into the river, which at once begins to 
swell and carry the corpses before it. 
He is taken off his feet by the current, 
and grasps at a tree on the bank, but it 
gives way, and falls across the stream. 
He gets on land, but is pursued by the 
overflowing river. Almost subdued by 
the exertion to escape, he appeals to Zeus 
to save him, and upbraids his mother for 
having foretold that death under the 
walls of Troy, which he is about to suffer 

by drowning. —The whole passage is 
remarkably fine, and of the highest 
poetic elaboration. 

233. 4 «.7.A. The sense is, ‘he (the 
river-god) spoke, and when Achilles 
plunged into the river from the bank, 
he rushed after him with angry surge to 
overwhelm and drown him.’ — dazaitas, 
springing, taking a leap from the steep 
overhanging bank, which was bynAy, sup. 
171.—o%5uar1, with swelling waves like 
those of the sea (Schol. Ven. 2). Cf. 
xxii. 230. 

235. dpive, he stirred or roused all his 
currents while he went foaming along, 
some of them to propel and push forward 
the corpses, others to cast some of the 
swimmers on shore, others again to save 
them by concealing them in his eddies. 
So the Schol. Vict. explains the passage. 
It was a divine effort, he says, Qeias évep- 
yelas, to do all this at once, and yet to 
surround Achilles with its hostile waters. 

238. cdw (caody, see xvi. 363), ZowCe. 
Schol. robs (@vras éyxpimrew KoATODYTA 
éavtév. Perhaps the sense is, that the 
river allowed them to dive, and so get 
safe to land. Otherwise we must con- 
ceive subaqueous grottos of a super- 
natural kind, like those to which the 
nymph Cyrene conducted her son Aris- 
taeus, Virg. Georg. iv. 360. Cf. Od. xi. 
241—245. 
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240. toraro. So Virg. ibid. ‘ curvata in 
montis speciem circumstetit unda.’—é0e1, 
it pushed him along by coming with its 
full force against his shield, so that he 
could not support himself, or get a firm 
stand on his feet. Herod. ii. 96, 7 wer 5) 
Ovpn, TOU pdov eumimTovTos, XwpeELTAX EWS. 

243. edpvea, ‘ well-grown,’ iv. 14’7.— 
d.é0ev, made a gap or cavity in the bank, 
as if the two sides of it had been thrust 
apart.—eméoxe may mean ‘stopped,’ or 
formed an obstacle to the stream, which 
is the Attic use of éméxev, as in Soph. 
El. 517. Arist. Equit. 915. Vesp. 339. 
But we may also render it ‘reached over,’ 
‘came upon’ the clear runlets. And this 
seems better, and is preferred by Spitzner; 
cf. inf. 407.—yepipwoev, ‘made a dam 
or way over; see xv. 357. 

246. avopovoas, springing out of the 
eddy by catching hold of the tree.— 
medio, see vi. 507. ‘The Schol. Ven. re- 
cords a variant medlovde pépeo at. 

248. ovdé 7’, ovdE ToL, OVdE UHY.—With 
akpokeAaiviay compare dadnpiay and 
KeAeuTiay, xiii. 799 and 125, though only 
the participial forms occur.—ém avrdy, 
against or in pursuit of him, viz. imme- 
diately overflowing its banks. Spitzner 

prefers ex’ avrg, as in xiv. 401. 
250. This verse reads like an inter- 

polation. See sup. 138. 
251—256. amdpovoev—evdye. Achilles 

had darted away from the river about a 
spear’s throw, and having got clear of 
the river (Acac@els) was flying, when the 
river overtook him with a great roar. 
Cf. xi. 357; xv. 520. inf. 300: 

252. ofuara, the nimble spring of the 
black eagle, xvi. 752.—rov Onpntnpos, the 
Attic article with a descriptive epithet. 
Cf. xxiv. 315, a’rixa § alerdy jre— 
udppvov OnpnT ipa. Aristotle read weAar- 
oToU, 1.€. meAava ooTa ExovTos, Aris- 

tarchus wéAavds me: others weAavocoou, 
as the Schol. Ven. 2 informs us. 

254. eikws, eounds, an Attic form, e.g 

Aesch. Cho. 560, t€vm yap cixds.— 
traida, ‘from under the river.’ The Schol. 
Ven. says eis Tovumpoobey onpatver, the 
point of which is not clear. Hesychius 
too has bmra0a* Gurpoobev. But this ap- 
pears to refer to xviii. 421, a? wév trada 
dvaxtos eroiryvvoy. Buttmann, Lexil. p. 
405, renders the present passage ‘ turning 
aside out of the river’s way,’ dmexkAlvwv. 

257 seqq. A beautiful simile from the 
operations of a man who conducts water 
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through a vineyard down a declivity, 
precisely as is now done in arid tracts 
devoted to the culture of the vine or 
other garden produce. Compare Virgil’s 
well-known ‘Ecce supercilio  clivosi 
tramitis amnem elicit,’ &., Georg. i. 
108. — fdoy vdar1, ‘a channel for the 
water’ to run in, which he is said 
Nyemovevew, ducere, as ddbv nyemovevery, 
bonyetobal TL. 

259. audpns et, ‘throwing the stop- 
pages out of the channel,’ 7a kwAdvuara 
THs Sidpuvxos exBaddAAwy, Schol. Ven. 2. 
Pieces of sod or clay are used to stop this 
or that streamlet; and the removal of 
these may here be meant. Both of these 
nouns occur in the Alexandrine poets, and 
are not perhaps very old. Theocr. xxvii. 
53, BadAeis eis Gudpay we. See sup. xiii. 
139, avaidéos Exmara méetpns. 

261. Theoer. vii. 136, 7d & eyyidev 
tepby tiwp vuupar é& &yTpoio KaTeiBouevov 
KeAdpuCe. 

262. mpoare?, proclivi, cardvret, Schol. 
Ven. 2, katapepe?, kataBarg, Hesych. 
Idem, mpoadjs* mpomeths, mpdxeupos. 
Another Alexandrine word, perhaps ; see 
Apoll. Rhod. iii. 73. The etymology 
is uncertain.—0dve., pronounced with 
double vv, unless the reading of Zenodotus, 
pOavéet, be preferred. 

269. wAd¢e. It is rather doubtful 

A > \ CS , 

Jeav €heewdv treaty 

whether this is from 7Ad¢euy, ‘to bewilder,’ 
‘draw away from the course’ (Od. i. 75, 
ii. 396, v. 389), or contracted from 7éAa¢e, 
as in xii. 285, kdua 5€ viv mpoomAdCov 
epUkeTat seems to mean mpoomedd(oy. 
Heyne prefers the former, Doederlein and 
Spitzner incline to the latter. The ex- 
planation of the Schol. Ven. 2 is rather 
vague, dare kal Tovs mous emKadvcew 
Tov “AxiAAéws, and again, mAdCew 7d 
oTpopodivety kad oiovel ckoricew. But 
the sense seems to be ‘ the wave reached 
his shoulders at the upper part.’ So in 
Oed. Col. 1060, we have mweAd(ew with 
an accusative, 7 mov Toy epéamepoy Té- 
Tpas vipddos teA@ot. In the other sense, 
mAaCew Sous could only mean ‘to throw 
the upper part of his body off its balance,’ 
opddAcw.—avidCwy, xviii. 300. 

271. brépenre, baja bev, brécupey, IT éeT- 
ma, opnpmacev, Scholl. The stream, flow- 
ing witha strong under-current, kept re- 
moving from under him the shifting sand. 

273. édcedv, Schol. Ven. €Agov aiiov 
TuyxXdvovTa.—bmréoTn, ‘undertakes.’ — 
éreita, ‘do but save me, and then I care 
not if I die,’ i.e. in fighting, if only I 
am spared from an ignoble fate. Schol. 
Vict. werd 7d cwOivar ex TOV TOTapOD. 
Similarly xvii. 647, ev 5¢ der kal bAcooov. 
—For érpape as an intransitive aorist 
see v. 555; vil. 199. 
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280. ayabdy. Schol. Ven. 2, ro:odrdy 
eotiy 0 A€yel, ayabby dvTa Kal mpatrovTa 
T yevvaiov. 

281. This verse occurs also Od. v. 312. 
282. svpopBov. Schol. Ven. 2, ‘It is 

in respect of the ignoble and common- 
place death that he lowers the character 
by both the age and the employment ;’ 
i.e. he compares his case to a mere boy 
of no note, who is accidentally drowned 
ina ditch. Cic. de Div. 1.17, § 31, ‘qui 
quum propter paupertatem sues puer 
pasceret.’—évavaos, inf. 312, xvi. 71, a 
torrent flowing in a hollow bed, ev avAd. 
—amoepon, ‘has swept away,’ inf. 329. 
The word seems to have been pronounced 
amooFéepon, though in vi. 348 we have a 
less sibilant digamma, év@a we Kody’ aard- 
epoe. Buttmann, Lexil. p. 156, connects 
it with &pdw through épdw, comparing 
éépon, and connecting the root with pew 
and éppw. But this seems very impro- 
bable. The root was perhaps oFep = ovp. 
Max Miller (Lectures on Language, i. p. 
379) refers it to a root rw or sru, the 
same as ovp. Doederlein will have it to 
be a form of amonpuce (eptw). See Mr. 
Peile, Etymol. p. 252. 

284.—297. Poseidonand Athene appear 
to Achilles in human form, and extending 
to him each a hand encourage him to 
continue his efforts to escape. The river, 
they assure him, will soon stop from 
the pursuit; but he is to continue the 
slaughter till the Trojans are driven into 
the city and Hector is slain. 

286. éemistéoavto, they pledged their 
faith to him per dextras. So in vi. 233, 
Xeipds T GAANAwY AaBeTnY Kal moTd- 
cayvto. ‘The assistance was given rather 
by assurances than by direct aid; and 
this illustrates the Greek doctrine (Eur. 
Hipp. 1329) that one god seldom inter- 
feres to thwart directly the counsels of 
another. In this case Apollo had been 
appealed to by the river to side with it 
(sup. 228). 

288. Cf. x. 249, Tudeldn, unr tp ue 
Mad alvee unre TL vetlel. 

290. The ancient critics rejected this 
verse, which seems hardly consistent with 
285, unless we suppose that Achilles, asa 
divine hero, suspected who the speaker 
was, and the speaker saw and knew that 
he did so. See i. 199. Spitzner com- 
pares xiii. 72. 
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292. Awophoet, ‘will stop to rest,’ 
komdoet (1. komiacet), Schol. Vict. 

295. The construction seems to be, ply 
oat (i. 409) Aady *IArdgu, ev 7IAi@, Kata 
KAUTG TEVX ER. 

298—323. Encouraged by the divine 
promise, Achilles proceeds to the Trojan 
plain, though still covered with water, 
and full of floating bodies and shields. He 
makes head against the current, aided 
by Athene. The river still continues 
its rage, and calls on the Siméis to join 
its stream and stop Achilles from sacking 
the city of Priam. For all his strength 
and beauty he shall perish in the flood, 
and be covered deep with sand and silt. 

298. Tw wev k.T.A. Though Poseidon 
alone had spoken, Athene had shared in 
the address, sup. 286. 

301. daikrapévwy, ‘slain in fighting,’ 
a compound of dat- with the intransitive 
or epic participle, like dpyicrauévm in 
xxii. 72. The Schol. Ven. would write 
the words separately, to which Spitzner 
replies by comparing apniparos. Aeschy- 
lus however has féywy otlyas moAv- 
pOdpous ev dat, Theb. 916. See also xiv. 
387.—mA@or, ‘were floating ;? Hesych. 
éxdeov. Cf. Od. v. 240, ada mara, mrepl- 

VOL. Il. 

KnAa (i. e. EUAa), TA Of TAdOLEY CAaHpas. 
303. av idiy, ‘directly against the 

current,’ lit. ‘along the line of straight 
direction to it.’ So in Od. viii. 377, of 
a ball tossed upwards, avtap eel dh 
cpatpn av iby meipjoavto, Viz. as op- 
posed to ludere datatim, ‘throwing it 
from one to another. We have racay 
er idvy, ‘for every direct attack,’ vi. 79. 
The meaning may be, either that he 
sprang along nimbly even though the 
current was against him, or that he 

could make progress only by successive 
leaps. Heyne construes érjda mpds pdor, 
“prouti fluctus auctus in eum ingrueret.” 

305. éAnye, emave. So xiii. 424, *I50- 
pevels & ov Aye mevos ueya.—Kdpvoce, 
ewerewpicey 7) drake Kata "AxtAA€ws, 
Schol. Ven. 2. The river crested, or 
brought to a head, the wave of its stream 
by raising itself aloft, asif elevating itself 
to address the Simdis. 

308. aupdrepot wep, ‘let us both at 
least,’ i. e. if one cannot do it. This verse 
is quoted by Plato, Protag. p- 340, A, 
Boxe ovy ot eye Tapakanely oe, Bomep &pn 
Ounpos tov SKauavdpov moAopkovmevoy 
imd Tod "AxiAA€ws THY Siydevta Tapa- 
Kade, elmdvta, PiAe—oX@uEV. 

Y 
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310. kara pd0ov, Schol. Ven. 
wdxnv. Cf. xvili. 159.—pevéovery, scil. 
"AxtAAea. The Schol. Vict. records a 
variant kakdv @edy, which referred to 
Poseidon. 

311. eumlrAn, a present imperative 
like 741, Yo, ADL, Ke. * Fill your cur- 
rents with water from the springs ;? as if 
the river had the power of drawing upon 
its own sources ad libitum. 

313. torn (for fora6r), ‘set up a great 
wave. Cf. 327.—dpuuayddv, a clatter of 
stumps and stones, viz. as obstacles to 
his course. Cf. xvi. 663. 

315. wéuovey, ‘he is minded,’ ppove?. 

317. Ta TevXEa Kara, With which the 
Schol. Ven. compares i. 11, thy Xpdanv 
apntnpa, may be called an instance of the 
‘Homeric’ or demonstrative use of the 
article, ‘those arms, beautiful as they are.’ 
—ve1d1, ev vew, novissimo fundo ; a word 

used by the Alexandrine poets, and in 
Hes. Theog. 567. Sup. x. 10, verddev éx 
Kpadins. 

318. iAtos. Thev is made long before 
F, as Spuvds €Avua in Hes. Opp. 486.— 
xépados, ‘shingle. Pind. Pyth. vi. 13, 
maupdpm xepad. tumTduevov. Like xep- 
pas, the word xepas implies hard and 
rough pebbly beds, such as we call ‘ con- 
glomerate.’ Dr. Donaldson (New Crat. 
§ 281) connects both with X€poos, Xotpos, 
and less directly with yelp. But most 
editors take xépados as a neuter ac- 
cusative. Schol. Ven. mag elpnrar mapd 
TS mounT hy onwatver de Tas Whpidas TOY 
moTauav, 7) Tas axabapolas. Hesych. 

2, Kata Xépados: ) met OoTpdkwy kal Aldwy vA. 
But puuptoyv might be taken separately, ‘in 
quantities. FY, ipsum, as opposed to 
TEVXE. 

320. émathoovta, Suvncovra. The 
Scholiasts compare xvi. 142 and Od. xiii. 
207.— Ad ééat, see xxill. 253.— tow, ‘silt;’ 
a rather rare word. Aesch. Suppl. 31, 

mply 7éda Xepaw THOS ev aowder Ocivat.— 
kadvyw, ‘I will spread as a covering.’ 
So v. 507, dup) 5€ vinta Godpos ~Apns 
exddvpe paxn. Ib. 315, mpdoGe Se ot 
mémAoLo pacivou mrvyu exddvwev. Cf. 
viii. 331. 

322. kal ojua. ‘There, where he lies, 
shall also be made for him a tomb, and 
there shall be no need to raise a barrow 
over him when the Achaeans are about to 
bury him.’ The accusative (wiv) depends 
on the transitive sense implied in tuuBo- 
Xojoal, i.e. Tapoy x@ou. Schol. Ven. 
ovK €oTar avT@ xpela xadoEws TApov. 
This appears to explain the reading 
which, he says, was adopted by Crates, 
tuuBoxdns. It is preferred by Spitzner 
and Heyne, and Doederlein inclines to 
it, comparing Od. iv. 684, ewe 5& xpew 
ylyverar a’tjs. See also sup. ix. 607. 
Hesychius recognizes both the verb and 
the substantive from this passage. Cf. 
Aesch. Theb. 1025, kal ph@ duaprety 
TuuBoxsa xepouata. The notion is, 
that the x@ovs will be sufficiently per- 
formed by the river, and this is ironi- 
cally expressed. Compare Plat. Theaet. 
p. 177, C, wAclw Gel emippéoyta KaTaxXaoet 
Huey Tov e& apxis Adyor. 
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324.—341. Achilles is all but overcome 
by the foaming stream, when Hera, 
alarmed for his safety, calls on her son 
Hephaestus to bring fire to bear on the 
hostile river. She herself will bring 
blighting airs from the sea, while he 
burns the river with all the trees on its 
bank. (Such passages are insisted on 
by those who think the iad in its most 
primitive form was a poem on the sun. 
The solar rays drying up a flood, or 
making a desert of a marsh, and killing 
the trees, is a ready explanation of the 
passage, if taken as an allegory only. 
Mr. Gladstone recognizes this, ‘‘ Juventus 
Mundi,” p. 324.) 

324. toe OUwy, ‘running high,’ dpod 
kopuooduevos. — hopuvpwy, though akin 
to murmuro (ef. xvili. 403), seems to in- 
volve the root mup, ‘to flow.’ Schol. Vict. 
avaBpaoowy.—éott de idely kdua pere- 
wpov alwat. Kal appa jeurywevov, kab 
TOUT® ETITACOVTA Ta THMaTa. 

327. Compare ii. 151, today & bmévepbe 
kovln lorar’ aeipomevn.—kabypec, tried to 
pull down, or master; a metaphor from 
wrestling, as @@7r &ixoy Kadapery in 
Aesch. Ag. 389. Thue. iii. 13, "A@nvatous 
pGov kabaipnoere bpaipovyTes alTay Tovs 
Euyuaxous. Schol. Ven. 2, karéBadrrc 
kal Karemovel, 

329. amoepoee, ‘fearing for Achilles, 
lest the river should sweep him away.’ 
See sup. 283. 

331. dpoeo, an epic aorist like Bhcero, 
dicero, &Ke.—KvaAdromddiov (i. 591, xviii. 
371), here a broxépicua, but not very ap- 
propriate to the occasion, as the Alex- 
andrine critics thought, who appear to 
have rejected the couplet.—tyra oébev, 

“surge adversus Xanthum, quem tibi 
hostiliter obstare in hac pugna ego et 
Minerva adhue arbitrabamur,”’ Doeder- 
lein; who observes that the imperfect 
refers to an opinion that had been held 
up to this time. Buttmann however 
(Lexil. pp. 275, 276) contends that 
nickouey is only a changed form of the 
digammated present tense, elioxomer 
(FeF). Lord Derby, “Up, Vulcan, up, 
my son; for we had deem’d That eddy- 
ing Xanthus stood to thee opposed.” 
Mr. Newman, “for thee we deem to be in 
combat A match for swirling Xanthus.’’ 
And so Spitzner appears to understand 
it: “nihil offensae est in oratione in- 
versa, qua Juno, cum Vuleanus Xantho 
par esset dicendus, fluvium filio parem 
appellat.” Yet this seems very harsh. 
Schol. Ven. 2, elxétws voulouev brr 
evavtlov eat) Td Hdwp TH Tupi. Spitzner 
rejects this as “ subtilitas nimis arguta.” 
The meaning is rather obscure ; but the 
most natural sense is (with irony), ‘We 
thought it was against you that the 
eddying Xanthus was arrayed in fight ; 
‘(but it seems we were mistaken, for you 
are not acting as an adversary.) Perhaps, 
EavOm Swhevte maxny K.T.A. 

333. mipatoreo, paive. Schol. Ven. 2, 
evdelxvue, etvpamre. 

334. apyeorao, ‘clear,’ Aaumrpod (the 
clear hot wind now known as the Se/- 
rocco). See on xi. 806.—elooua, eur. 
Zenodotus interpreted it yydéooua, and 
read dpoaca and # Kev, ‘whether it will 
burn’? &e. See on xiv. 8.—Aéyua, 
Schol. Ven. thy pAdya, i.e. the fire 
kindled by Hephaestus. Hesych. adé, 
kavoos. Rather, perhaps, gAoyudy, a 

We 
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burning and blighting air, and that of 
such a supernatural kind as to burn up 
the Trojans’ heads and armour together. 
Doederlein objects to this sense of daro- 
kate.v, and thinks the sense is mopéovca 
préeyua amd ris paoyds. The literal sense 
seems strange, ‘which may burn the heads 
and armour off the Trojans” Heyne 
explains it, “a mari venientibus ventis 
flamma concitabitur.” Cf. Virgil, Georg. ii. 
311, ‘glomeratque ferens incendia ventus.’ 

338. undé ce r.7.A. A nearly identical 
passage occurs xx. 109.—avrdy, the river 
itself. 

341. idyovoa. Schol. Vict. &s pépovca. 
He means to show that the participle 
is the present tense, net the aorist.— 
pbeyiouat, perhaps an epic licence for 
pbevyEwpar. The eye is rather essential 
to the sense, or we might accept Heyne’s 
pbevyEwmoar FidxXovca. 

342—360. Hephaestus at the bidding 
of Hera throws fire upon the scene, by 
which many of the bodies are consumed, 

and the deluge over the plain is dried up. 
Even the trees on the banks and the 
river-weeds are consumed. The fish and 
eels feel the exhausting blast, and the 
river itself at length gives in, and cries 
for quarter. 

342. titdoKeTOo, ‘got ready,’ Hesych. 
HrTomacero, mapeckevaceto. Cf. xiii. 23. 
—ev medio, the fire blazed first on the 

0 8 és moTapov Tpebev proya Tappavowcar. 

350 

plain, since to drive off the water was the 
first object. One might speculate on some 
ancient voleanic outbreak in the region 
of the Troad, somewhat like that de- 
scribed by Tacitus, Ann. xiii. 57, in the 
state of the Ubii near the Rhine, where 
“jones terra editi villas arva vicos passim 
corripiebant, ferebanturque in ipsa con- 
ditae nuper coloniae moenia, neque ex- 
tingui poterant, non si imbres caderent, 
non [si] fluvialibus aquis aut quo alio 
humore.” 

344. Perhaps interpolated from 236 
sup. Wolf proposed kat’ avrdé’, ib2, 
Bentley kar’ adré. In fact, there is no 
word to which avrdy can refer. 

345. oxéro, the intransitive epic aorist. 
346. veoapdSéa, a vineyard or orchard 

(sup. 36) lately laid under water by irriga- 
tion (sup. 257), and too wet to be worked 
till the surface has been dried by the wind. 
—Whether avinpavn should be written, 
with Aristarchus and Spitzner, or a&yé- 
pavn with Bekker, or e&avatve: (efevatvew 
Schol. Vict.) with Aristophanes, may be 

doubted. Most copies give the solecism &y 
Enpavn.—edelpn, a word anak cipnuevor, 
and derived by the Schol. Ven. 2 from 
200s, is rather to be referred to the root 
ep, as in Oepamedw, a0epi(w, and perhaps 
ép.0os, a workman.’ Hesych. é@eipy* 
emmeAclas atidon. 
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351. AwTds, apparently a water-plant, 
not the trefoil mentioned in xii. 283.— 
Opvov and kvre:poy we may render ‘rushes’ 
and ‘sedge,’ in ignorance of the precise 
plant.—pupikn, perhaps, is ‘tamarix gal- 
lica.’ 

3538. éyxéAves k.7.A. See sup. 203.—of 
kata divas, sc. bytes. Spitzner reads o?, 
which he regards as repeated in the next 
verse. — xuBiorwy, ‘kept diving,’ viz. to 
avoid the heat, and in search of cool deep 
water. 

356. Vulgo kalero 5 ts, where the 6¢, 
which violates the digamma in Fls, may 
well be omitted. Ptolemaeus, a gram- 
marian (says the Schol. Vict.), read Kal € 
765 ts K.T.A., i.e. Kal avtoy Té5¢€ cimev 
K.T.A. 

360. efeAdoese, exmépoere. ‘Let Achil- 
les at once drive the Trojans out of the 
city: what have I, a river-god, to do 
with contention and lending aid?’ ré 
de7, or Xpew eorww, euol Epidos; The river 
affects an indifference in the cause of 
the Trojans which he did not feel; but 
it is the apology of defeat. 

361—382. Boiling with the heat, like 
a caldron over a fire, the river addresses 
Hera and asks the reason of this attack. 
He promises never to aid the Trojans 
again, if the fire is once removed from 
him. Accordingly, Hephaestus at her 
desire extinguishes the flames. 

361. pave, ‘bubbled,’ the imperfect 

365 

of @Avw, which occurs Aesch. Theb. 661, 
XpuodTevKTa ypduuata em aomidos prv- 
ovta, where it means ‘babbling,’ ‘idly 

talking. Compare Aé€ws, pAvapeiy, 
prdvKTaiva, BAUGw, Lat. fleo and fluo. 

363. uweAdduevos, in a medial sense, 
‘seething,’ ‘cooking,’ ‘melting the sa- 
voury meat of a delicately-fed sow’ (cf. 
ix. 207). There was a variant «vio, but 
Aristarchus rightly preferred the ac- 
cusative. Some read xvion, as if the 
plural of kvioos. Schol. Ven. ay7) tod 
MeAdwy, THK@Y Ta KVion. Hesych. uédAder” 
THhKEL, EWel, POiver.—MeAdduEvos: wEeAdwY, 
ThKov. —auBordddny, throwing up the 
water. A word of the Herodotean dialect, 
lib. iv. 181, 7d t5ap—rTyvikadra Céer duBo- 
Addnv. Hesych. avaBory xpeuevos, ava- 
(éwy, avaBdrAdwy. ‘The ancient critics 
noticed this distinct account of ‘boiling 
pork,’ which can only mean for food, 
unless xkvion be taken for ‘lard’ (ray 
Td muedes, Schol. Ven., 7d Alaos Tod 
fepelov, Hesych.) See Wolf, Proleg. 
p- 47.—évAa kayrava, ‘dry fuel; Theoer. 
xxiv. 88, kdykava 8 domadddw kN 
éroyudoat. Od. xviii. 308, ep) 5€ tvAa 
Kdykava OjKav. A late word, perhaps. 
Hesychius recognizes a verb kaykalvewy, 
OdAmewv, Enpatverw. Perhaps the root is 
Sanscrit, as the lexicographer says kdy- 
kapoy was the Indian name for a kind 
of gum. We have odvkaykis, an 
epithet of thirst, xi. 642. 
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366. €0erXe, HOVvaTo, Schol. Ven., who 
compares Od. iii. 120, @@ ovtis more 
BATW dSuowlnuevar awvTny HOcAc. See 
Lexil. p. 195.—dautph, ‘steam.’ 

369. éxpae, ‘attacked ;’ a form which 
is properly imperfect, but seems here to 
bear an aoristic sense, as atvuto, v. 848 
and elsewhere. Schol. Ven. 2, pera 
AuTicews emmrAVe, BAaTTIKas epopunoev. 
Compare Od. ii. 50, v. 396, oruyepds 
dé of €xpac Saiuwy, and see sup. on vy. 138. 
—é~t &ArdAwy, Schol. Ven. 2, mapa rods 
&AAous ‘EAAnvikovs Oeovs.—xKhdewv, 1. e. 
ore Aumeiy ewe. 

373. emi — dpodvmuat. 
promise, but I will also swear.’ See on 
ix. 132.—éml, to be construed with 
aAcinoew. This and the two next lines 
occurred xx. 315—317. For the infini- 
tive compare xix. 261. 

380. orvpedicew, ‘to treat harshly.’ 
Schol. Ven. 2, oxAnpads timrew kal 
BAamrey. 

382. &Woppov, returning to its channel. 
—katéoourTo, ‘rushed along the channel,’ 
i.e. no longer impeded by the corpses, 
sup, 218. There wasa variant katéoxero. 

«I will not only 

383—399. For a time, all is still; but 
a contest breaks out among the gods as 
to which side they should take in the 
war. Zeus smiles at the sight, while 
Ares attacks Pallas with both words and 
weapons, taunting her with having 
caused him to be wounded by Diomede 
(v. 855), and having herself thrust 
against him that hero’s lance. — This 
episode, though it has the strongest 
marks of a comparatively late hand, still 

shows that unity and continuity of the 
design which is conspicuous in the Iliad, 
but is not of necessity a characteristic 
of an entirely original poem. In great 
measure, the first part of the description 
is repeated or adapted from xx. 55 seqq., 
and both may have been taken from 
some earlier Qeouaxia. Both Heyne and 
Payne Knight, as Spitzner confesses, 
doubted the genuineness of the whole 
passage. 

383. of perv, the two gods who had 
hitherto contended, Hephaestus and 
the Scamander.—xwouevn, though angry 
with it, she had yielded to the en- 
treaties of the river, sup. 373. 
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385. BeBpiOvia, euBpiOys, Bapeia éevé- 
meoe. — Unto, lit. ‘their spirit within 
them blew in different directions.’ Schol. 
Ven. 2, 7 metapopa amd tay GAAHAoLS 

avtimvedytwov dveuwy. Cf. Aesch. Cho. 
383, mdpoidey d& mp@pas BSewds &nrat 
Kpadlas Oumos. 

388. odAmytev. The heaven by its 
thunders acted as trumpeter to the com- 
batants. A forced and far-fetched idea. 
For odAmryé see xviii. 219. 

389. eyéAacoe. Schol. Ven. yalper 
yap, i” emiteOH TéAOS TE MpogTdymarTt. 
The meaning perhaps is, that Zeus put 
no restraint on either side, as he had for- 

merly done, being now willing that events 
should take their course, and Achilles 
obtain the promised honour. Hence évéa 
(391) means that asa result of his for- 
bearance both sides joined in the fray. 
—tuyidvras, compare xx. 66. 

393. dveldeov. Seei. 519. 
394, kuvduuia occurs only here and 

inf.421. If it really meant ‘dog-fly,’ we 
should expect xuyduuia, as Hesychius 
writes the word. The Schol. Ven. says 
it is a compound representing the 7d 
avaides of the dog and 7d Opacd of the 
fly. — tmrov, see xviii. 410, — dvijxev, 
éxeivev, dpunoer, as frequently. 

397. att Edovoa, viz. v. 856, éz- 
épeiwe 5¢ (@yxXos) TlaAAds "AOHYn velaroy 

400 

es Keve@va.—mrravdyiov, ‘in the sight of 
all.” A strange epithet, found only here. 
Schol. Ven. ofovel mavdparov kal Aaumpoy 
kal empaves. Hesych. ravtwy dpdévtwr, 
mao. obvoTTOY, Kaumpév.—aas, ‘pushed 
it right against me.’ So Eurip. ris 
Tekovons es ohayas @oa tipos. Hel, 
1564, pdoyavdy 0 Gua mpdxeipoy Oe. 
— awas, repeated from y. 858, TH pd 
pw ovTa Tuxa@Y, Sia SE xpda Kaddy 
edawev. 

400—414, Ares strikes the goddess 
on her aegis, but she picks up a rough 
stone, and his huge form is laid sprawl- 
ing on the earth. Pallas taunts him 
with stupidity in not knowing how far 
she was his superior in the fight.— With 
deference to the great name of Homer, 
which hides a multitude of sins, it is not 
too much to say that this is absurd 
bombast, at once undignified, over- 
wrought, and devoid of that plausibility 
or possibility which even fictitious nar- 
ratives should possess.—On the superior 
power and uniform successes of Athene, 
see “ Juventus Mundi,” p. 270 seqq. 

400. kar’ aiyida. See v. 738. There 
was a variant aomida, perhaps imported 
from xvii. 43. Doederlein notices the 
irony in 7H suv «.7.d., ‘that was where 
he struck her,’ i. e. stupidly forgetting 
that it was impenetrable. 
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403. Repeated from vii. 264, 265, 

where the distich is applied to a fight 
between Hector and Ajax. 

405. odpoy, a boundary mark, a termi- 
nus. Cf. xii. 421, GAN bor’ aud’ ovpo.ot 
dU’ avepe Snpidacbov. So SicKov ovpa, 
xxiii. 431. Mr. Trollope compares Virg 
Aen. xii. 897, where this passage is 
rendered. 

407. éméoxe, he covered, extended 
over. Cf. sup. 244. — méAcOpa, rA€Opa. 
The god was therefore 700 feet high.— 
exdvice, cf. xvii. 349, Oadrep) F euiatvero 
xairn. Spitzner compares xiv. 144, aAr’ 
€rt mou Tpdwy nyntopes nde péidovres 
evpv Kovicovaw medlov. 

412. ottw kev k.7.A. ‘Perhaps in this 
way you will pay off the vengeful wrath 
of your mother, who in her anger means 
evil to you, for deserting the Achaeans 
and assisting those overbearing Trojans.’ 
For the parental curse represented by the 
epivvs, see ix. 454. Schol. Ven. tiuwplas 
aroboins Th “Hpa.—ottw, Schol. Ven. 2 
&s mpos kpetooovas e0eAwy paxerba. Cf. 

Hes. Theog. 472, tica:to & epivis matpds 
€oto, ‘be punished for a father’s cursing 

his sons.’—Ares, as the son of Hera the 
Argive goddess, should have sided with 
the Achaean host; but Athene taunts 
him with being a traitor to the cause in 
assisting the Trojans. 

415—422. Ares is led out of the fight 
by Aphrodite, exhausted and in pain. 
Hera then addresses Athene, and urges 

her to pursue that goddess and punish her. 
415. mdAw tpémev. See xiii. 3 and 7. 
417. See xv. 240. 
421. kad 5% ave, perhaps Kad 8 avd’, 

i.e. kaTayer ex moAcuov. Here, it would 
seem, Ares is either the husband or the 
paramour of Aphrodite, who in the Odys- 
sey is the wife of Hephaestus. Cf. Od. 
vili. 267 seqq.—attre perhaps means, 
that the goddess is again attaching 
herself to Ares.—As Pallas had averted 
her eyes, sup. 415, she did not know 
that Ares was returning from the fight 
till Hera informed her. 
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423—433. Athene pursues and strikes 
Aphrodite, who falls with Ares. She 
wishes that all the enemies of Troy were 
punished in like manner, for then the 
city would soon be taken. 

424, emieroapévn, emiovoa, Schol. Ven. 
emeAOovca, epopunocaca, amd Tov elt. 
See sup. 335; xx. 454. The word seems 
here to take the F, as in kataeloaro, xv. 
544. — fAace, she struck her on the 
chest, i. e. knocked her backwards; for 
it is added, that both she and Ares lay 
sprawling on the ground. But Aphrodite 
had led Ares out of the fight. Now 
therefore he falls again, when deprived 
of her support. 

428. to.otro., so easily vanquished. 
429. dre paxolaro, by attraction to 

elev, in the sense of déTavy paywvTa. 
See iii. 299—301.—@wpnkriow, a form 
more familiar in the clause mica @wpn- 
KTdwy, as xii. 317, xv. 689. 

430. @d¢ Oapoadréo, exegetical of ror- 
ovra, ‘so bold, and therefore meeting 
with such a rebuff,’ is implied in the 
context.—davtidwoa, either the present 
from avtiay or the future from dayrid- 

440 

(ew. See i. 31, eudyv A€xos avridwoar, 
and sup. 151. 

434—460. Poseidon challenges Phoe- 
bus to a conflict, on the ground that it 
would be disereditable to them alone 
to stand neutral. He reminds him of 
the service they jointly performed for 
Laomedon in building Troy, and how 

Laomedon treacherously withheld the 
promised reward, and even threatened 
them with violence. Why then, he asks, 
should these Trojans now receive any 
favour P—See on this episode Mr. Glad- 
stone, “Studies,” ii. p. 76. 

436. diéorapev, dreathKauer, “why do 
we stand apart from each other 2? Schol. 
Ven. avr) rot apéeotapey THs maxns. But 
Spitzner rightly distinguishes dreordvar, 
“pugnam singularem refugere,” and ap- 
eordvat, “bellum quodeunque detractare.”’ 

439. &pxe. See vii. 232, adr kpxe 
paxns NE MroAE€woro, 

440, ob kaddy. Schol. Ven. 2, aioxpdy 
a) apryeiv, MAX OMEV OY Tay duopiAwy, kab 
7d mpeaBirny be Tis waxns upxew dewd- 
Tepov.—mpdTepos K.T.A., iN Xill. 355 is 
applied to the superiority of Zeus over 
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Poseidon, and in xix. 219 to that of 
Ulysses over Achilles. 

441. Exes, the Attic eixes tpa. 
haps there is a taunt on Apollo for his 
reputed wisdom.—dugls, here apparently 
the same as aup}, ‘about Troy,’ i. e. con- 
cerning it. 

444, map Atds, ék Tod ovpavod, amd Tod 
Aids ofkov, Schol. Vict. — @nrevoaper, 
‘we served for hire,’ as Apollo did to 
Admetus, Eur. Alcest. 2, where a cause 
is assigned, which in this passage, as 
the Schol. Ven. remarks, is suppressed. 
The legend is evidently the same (see 
inf. 448), but whether an allegory of the 
obscuration by eclipse of the sun, or 
some ancient tradition of the incarnation 
of a deity, it is vain to inquire. There is 
every probability that this is compiled 
from earlier and fuller epics about the 
building of Troy, which were known to 
Pindar; see Ol. viii. 33 seqq. The story 
is briefly alluded to sup. vil. 452, rod & 
emAhoovTa To ey Kad PotBos *AmdAAwY 

Hp@w AaoucdovT: ToAlcoapey GOAnCaYTEs. 
In this passage, Poseidon is alone the 
builder, while Apollo tends the herds, 
448. 

445. pioO@ x.7.r., ‘for a fixed pay ;’ 
Schol. Ven. ém) &moroynmeva kal opirmevy 
uic0G. So x. 304, TedAeoa Epyov dHpe 
émi peyddAw. Thucyd. i. 13, em pnrots 
yépact matpikat BaotAccat. Hur. Hippol. 
459, xpiv o em) pyntois apa matépa pu- 

Per- 

tevey. The Ores and ép.io. differed 
from the du@es, in working for hire. 
onuatver, ‘giving us orders,’ émtdcowr. 
See xvi. 172. 

447, Perhaps interpolated, as there 
is an awkward repetition of méAus. 

450. Either ré€Aos means ‘the pay- 
ment,’ or picdoto means ‘the hired 
labour.—Bijcaro, with a double accusa- 
tive, as BideoOal Tid Tt &e., ‘he forcibly 
withheld from us our pay.’ Alluding to 
this story, Horace says ‘ex quo destituit 
deos mercede pacta Laomedon,’ Carm. 
ili. 3. 21, i.e. mpovdwxe, eevoato.—éex- 
mayAos, ‘terrible;? i. 146, mayvtwy éx- 
mayAdTtar avopav. 

453. Uep0ev refers to xetpas alone, and 
the phrase simply means ‘to bind hand 
and foot,’ as captives were (Plat. Theaet. 
p. 165, £). Most copies give ody méy 6 
 «.7.A., where the civ may easily be 
referred to Shoe, as Plato has cuvijoas 
ibid. 'The antithesis to ool ev is aupo- 
Tépwy dé, 455.—mepaav, mepacery, ‘to take 
you for sale to (towards) distant islands ;’ 
Schol. Ven. 2, waxpay ard ris Tpotas 
ovcay. See sup. 40. Cf. xxii. 45, «rel- 
vov Kab mepyas viTwy emt THACdaTdwY. 

455. orevro, ‘he pledged himself,’ ‘he 
engaged.’ See ii. 597; iii. 83.—amoAepe- 
wev, ‘that he would lop (or peel) off the 
ears of both,’ like stripping bark from a 
tree; see i. 236. ‘This was the greatest 
insult both to a slave and a master. 
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Cf. Tae. Ann. xii. 14, ‘auribus decisis 
(Meherdatem) vivere jubet, ostentui cle- 
mentiae suae et in nos dehonestamento.’ 
There is a variant amoxoéeuev. 

456. &poppor, Schol. Vict. mic @dpunror 
eis ovpaver. 

458. wel ucwy. ‘It is to the people of 
this Laomedon then, who so deceived you, 
that you are now doing favour, and do 
not, by siding with me (ped juéwy 
yevouevos, Schol. Vict.), use your efforts 
that the treacherous Trojans may perish 
utterly by a wretched fate.” In the 
same strain Juno speaks of Troy, Hor. 
Carm. iii. 3. 23, as ‘mihi Castaeque 
damnatum Minervae Cum populo et duce 
fraudulento.’ — mpéxvv, lit. ‘low on the 
knees,’ ix. 570. 

461—467. Apollo declines to fight 
with a brother-god on account of mor- 
tal men, who are but ephemeral beings. 
See “ Juventus Mundi,” p. 268. 

A462. od &y K.T.r., “you would hardly 
say I was wise (but rather &vous, sup. 
441), if I should fight with you.’ Schol. 

Ven. 2, ef wdynv cor cupBadroluny, > mh 
det, ovx ky rt pe ovvetdy brodAdBors. 
Spitzner reads wroAcuttw. The reading 
in the text is the subjunctive. — pva- 
AoW x.7.A., cf. vi. 146. Ar. Av. 685, 

puow aydpes apavpdBio1, pvAdrAwy yeved 
mTpoodMouot. 

465. Capaeyées, ‘ardent,’ ‘fiery,’ ‘im- 
petuous.’? Schol. Ven. 2, peyadrdppoves 
ylvovtm, Kaimep Ovnthy otrovmevor Tpo- 
ony. Hesych. opddpa Adumovres, cv0a- 
Acis, meydAws mvéovTes 7) weyadopeyyeis. 
The word occurs only in this passage. 
Doederlein explains it ‘ bright and glow- 
ing,’ Aaumpol. Compare, in this sense, 
nifeos. Cf. vi. 142, ef 5€ tls €oor Bpotav 
ot apovpns Kaprdy ovo. — aKnhpio., 
‘heartless,’ ‘lifeless ;? see xili. 224. 

467. avrol, ‘by themselves.’ 
468—496. Apollo, retiring from the 

fray, is rebuked by his sister Artemis, 
who in turn is taunted by Hera for in- 
terfering in behalf of the Trojans. Her 
duties are to look after women in child- 
birth and to hunt the wild beasts on the 
mountains. She then boxes the ears of 
the goddess with the bow and quiver 
pulled from her shoulders, and sends 
her away weeping, and as frightened as 
a timid dove. 

470. wétva, 7 Seordtts, Schol. Ven. 2, 
who cites from Anacreon déo0mow “Apree 
Onpav. 

473. wéAcov, vain, groundless; ‘an 
easy victory,’ as we say. Schol. Ven. 2, 
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%uoxOov kal &Avmov. Hesych. meéAcos* 
pdraos. So xxiii. 795, od wév Tor weAcos 
ciphoetar alvos. Od. v. 416, werden d€ 
pot ooeTa Spuh.—aveudAtov, avwpenres, 
see iv. 355. 363. 

475—477. The Schol. Ven. says the 
critics rejected these three verses, as 
inconsistent with aSero in 468. The 
Schol. Vict. thinks they were made up 
from i. 896 seqq. ‘Do not let me hear 
you boasting in the halls of your sire, as 
often before among the gods, about 

fighting face to face with Poseidon.’ 
Perhaps moAculéew, ‘that you will fight,’ 
the reading of the early edd. 

480. This verse is not recognized in 
the Scholia, where we are told to supply 
mpocepn from the preceding. See Wolf, 
Proleg. p. 15. 

481. ov, as usual, is emphatic: ‘what 
brought you here to oppose me ?” 

483. éwef. This appears to explain 
totopdpw. ‘Zeus has given you arrows 
to slay women,’ viz. in child-birth. 
Hence, as Aoxla Oeds, she is called A€é- 
ovra, an object of dread, fierce and for- 
midable to women. The Schol. Ven. 2 

remarks that Homer nowhere uses A éaiva. 
487. ei 3 é0eAes. Cf. vi. 150, ci & 

edére1s Kal TadTa Sanuevat, Opp cd eiO7s 
nuMeT epny yevehy, where there is a similar 
ellipse, Aéyw oo. Here we may supply 
mpdacA0e. The genitive is used as in 
the formula tééwy ed cidas Ke. 

490. okay. The holding both the 
hands, and with her left only, shows the 
power of the goddess, says the Schol. 
Ven. 2, who rightly explains tééa by 
Tacay THY TokiKhy KaTacKkevhv. For it 
is clear from what follows that the quiver 
is included. 

491. avrotow, though standing first 
in the sentence, seems only to mean Zis, 
not zpsis. Doederlein says, “ papérpn 
oiv avtots duorots, pharetra simul cum 
sagittis—nam do To7s ad avTots ex seq. Vv. 
adsciscendum.” This however can hardly 
be defended.—éyrpomadrtCec@ar occurred 
xvii. 109. Some critics here preferred 
the nominative, which they referred to 
Hera ‘turning upon’ Artemis; but 
the turning away of the head and 
retiring of the maiden goddess seems to 
be meant, 
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493. Uraida. See sup. 255.—7éAeia, a 
rock-pigeon, that flies into a cleft at the 
approach of a hawk.—xnpaudy, an Alex- 
andrine word, not elsewhere found in 
Homer. Hesych. yxnpauot of pwAcol Trav 
Onpiwy, kal ai Katadvces, oThAaia, Kal 
TETPal KOtAat.—ovd &pa xk.T.A., ‘for she, 

—herself a huntress,—was not to be 
captured by others.’ 

497—513. Latona is addressed by 
Hermes, who declines to offer her a chal- 
lenge. She then gathers up the arrows 
of her daughter Artemis, who at once 
goes to lay her complaint before Zeus of 
the ill-treatment she has experienced 
from his spouse. 

499. mAnkti¢ecbat, Schol. udyeobat, 
and so Hesychius. The term is probably 
borrowed from the spurs of fighting- 
cocks. It occurs in Arist. Eccl. 964, but 
not elsewhere in Homer; and it can 
hardly be referred to the archaic epic 
dialect.—aAdxo101, viz. Leto herself being 
a wife of Zeus, xiv. 327. Od. xi. 580. 

501. e’xec0at, Schol. Ven. avr) tov 
exov, Kavx@. ‘You are quite welcome 
to boast among the gods that you con- 
quered me by strong might,’ i.e. not as 
Poseidon defeated Apollo, sup. 473. “He 
(Hermes) never hates, or punishes, or 
quarrels, or is incensed with any one. 

Nor is he troubled with  self-love. 
Though ranged on the Greek side in the 
poem, and in the Theomachy, he declines 
the contest with Leto, his appointed 
antagonist, as a wife of Zeus, too great 

for him to cope with; and tells her she 
may give out that she has worsted him.” 
* Juventus Mundi,” p. 300. Doederlein 
observes that there is a playful irony on 
the temper and violence that Hera had 
just manifested. — mpdppacca, readily, 
without hesitation. Cf. x. 290. 

502. ovvatvuto, gathered up the arrows 
which had fallen from the quiver (sup. 
492) on the whirling dust, viz. that made 
by her hasty departure, 493. Compare 
xvl. 775.—aemre@ta, see ii. 312.—The 
epithet kaumvAa is remarkable, as applica- 
ble only to the bow, though rééa includes, 
and in fact here means, the arrows. 

504. @vyatépos perhaps depends on 
tééa, rather than on amd implied in 
waAW. 

507. €avds, here only used in the no- 
minative, takes the place of a substantive, 
though mémAos is implied. See on iii. 
385. 419; xiv. 178, where the masculine 
also occurs as a noun, though in the 
accusative.—Tpeue, her agitation was so 
great that her very dress quivered (Schol. 
Ven. 2). 
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EOTYKEL 3) O YEpav ITpiapos Jetov e7l TUPYOu, 

510. This verse, omitted here in many 
of the MSS., occurred v. 374. 

511. keAadew7, a descriptive epithet 
of a huntress, mapa Thy KeAaddy dy ToLov~ 
ow ot kuvnyol, Schol. Ven. 2. So Eur. 
Iph. T. 284, kal Bod, kuvaryds &s. See 
xx. 70. 

513. e& fis «.7.A., lit. ‘to whom the 
strife and quarrel for the immortals is 
tied” i.e. who is intimately connected 
with all the strifes and feuds in Olympus. 
See on ii. 15. The antithetical terms Avew 
and épdmrew are well known from their 
use in Sophocles, e. g. Antig. 40. Ajac. 
1317. Trach. 933. Spitzner adopts a 
variant velke’, the reading of Aristarchus. 

514—525. The gods having departed 
to Olympus, Apollo alone enters Troy, to 
prevent the capture which now appears 
imminent. Achilles continues his ra- 
vages on the Trojan ranks, and the havoc 

he makes is compared to a city on fire. 
The economy of the poem (says the 
Schol. Vict.) requires the presence of the 
god, to draw off Achilles from the wall 
(inf. 599). 

Ibid. Zeus offers no opinion on the 
outrage committed, lest he should either 
vex the complainant or irritate the 
assailant, Hera (Schol. Ven. 2). 

517. trép udpov. See xx. 30. 

519. kvdidwytes (xv. 266), ‘exulting,’ 
viz. in the destruction of the Trojans by 
Achilles. 

523. ai@ouévoro, Schol. Ven. tmd trav 
Tmokeulwy Sndovdtt.—aviKke, avt Tod 
epyjxe. The context rather points to an 
accidental fire, caused by the wrath of 
the gods, who are said ayiévat, ‘to send 
up the smoke’ as if from a spontaneous 
source, and so cause trouble and anxiety 
to many in their attempts to quell it. 
The comparison, as Doederlein points 
out, is with the inextinguishable fire 
and fury manifested in the attacks of 
Achilles. Mr. Trollope hazards the 
opinion that the poet followed a tradi- 
tion of the destruction of Sodom and 
Gomorrah. 

524. epjrey. There was a variant 
éreviey. Perhaps epjev. See sup. 513, 
where there was also a reading érevx6n. 
The termination of three consecutive 
verses in -y«ev is unpleasing. Bothe in- 
cludes this verse in brackets as spurious. 

526—536. Priam stands on the ram- 
part gazing at Achilles. Seeing the 
Trojans routed on the plain, he calls to 
the warders to hold open the gates, and to 
shut them again so as to exclude Achilles 
when the people have entered the city. 

526. 6 yépwv. See i. 33, and compare, 
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for the context, iii. 146, xxii. 25.—@efov, 

Ocoduntov, sup. 446. 
530. dtpuvewy, ‘to summon to the 

wall the sturdy warders,’ who appear 
for the time to’have left their posts. 
The future participle implies motion to 
the spot; érpvvwy, the reading of Aris- 
tarchus, “Priamum inter custodes ver- 
santem eosque adhortantem facit” (Spitz- 
ner).—memtamevas, an epic aorist, per- 
haps, like xrdwevos, from root mr or 
wer. Cf. xii. 122.—7daAas, the Scaean 
gates. — mepu(dres (sup. 2), ‘helter- 
skelter,’ without order, each trying to 
save himself. 

534. aaévtes. See xvi. 403. 714.— 
eravOeuevon, emiOetvar, v. 751. Spitzner 
compares Od. ii. 344, eAniotal 8 érecay 
cavides mukuas apapviat. ‘There was a 
variant ém bp O€uevau, justly rejected by 
Aristarchus and the most recent editors. 
—obdos, dAods, ‘ destructive,’ ii. 8.—é&A7- 
rat, like &Aerat in xi. 192, is the medial 
aorist of GAAco Oa. 

537—569. The gates‘are held open to 
admit the fugitives, who pour in covered 
with dust from the plain. Apollo him- 
self goes forth to protect them, and 
incites Agenor to make a stand against 
Achilles. After a short debate with 

himself whether to fly to the mountain 
thickets or stay, Agenor resolves on the 
latter course as the safer, since Achilles, 
keen-eyed and swift-footed, may cut 
him off in the attempt to escape. 

537. avecav, avetoav, slackened or 
opened the gates. See on xili. 657.— 
gdos, scil. cwrnpias. Cf. vi. 6.—dyrtos, 
7@°AxiAAet, Schol. Ven. 2. 

541. Kapxard€or (al. kappadéor), Hesych. 
katdinpot, otpoyyvAa (?). Apollonius 
Rhodius has 64/y rkapxadéos, iv. 1442, 
which Spitzmer supposes he borrowed 
from this passage. The root perhaps is 
xap, as in Xapdoow, the p in the re- 
duplication passing into A. So Virgil 
has asper siti, Georg. iii. 484 (Doeder- 
lein). 

542, chedavdy, opddpa. See on xi. 
165. The authority of the Scholiasts is 
on the side of opedavav, which is found 
in some MSS., and was interpreted o@o- 
dpas didkwy, kaTereiywy, and by Hesy- 
chius govedwy, dAAds, KTelvwy. But this 
variant perhaps arose from a metrical 
correction. It is adopted however by 
Heyne. 

543. Kvd0s apéobat, viz. by slaying 
Hector (Schol. Ven. 2). 
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544. The Scholiasts remark the un- 
usual phrase iflrvAos Tpoin for the city 
of Ilium.—dyjKev, ereicev, Viz. oT IVa, 
inf. 551. 

548. xipas for xetpas is the correction 
of Barnes.—ony@, the oak-tree near the 
Scaean gate. 

551. Spitzner compares Od. iv. 427. 
572. 

555. avdAkida, he will kill me as a 
coward. He considers whether he shall 
join in the general flight, or pursue a 
way of his own, along the upper part of 
the medlov Skapdvapoy (ii. 465), till he 
gets into the thickets on the slopes of 
Ida. See Gell, Geography of the Troad, 
pp- 47 and 88. The apodosis is at 560, 
‘then perhaps in the evening, after 
bathing in the river and airing the 

sweat off my clothes, I might get back 
to Ilium.’ Compare xi. 621, tol & idpa 
amelixovto xitévwv. Inf. xxii. 2. Or 
perhaps, ‘refreshed from the sweat,’ 
amomopx Gets. 

563. amaeipduevoy, as I leave the city 
and go towards the plain. The Atties 
use amjpa and drdpas in the sense of 
ameAOetvy.— i}, i.e. Fedora wh.—pdpwn, 
see vi. 264. 

567. ei de, ‘but what if?’ Schol. Ven. 
TOUTO SmoAoyouLEevws Siamopytikdy earl, 
avtl tov dpa. In other words, the 
apodosis is suppressed, ‘perchance I may 
slay him,’ or (Doederlein) &mewov €orat. 
—katevaytloyv, a word not used elsewhere 
in Homer; but Spitzner cites Hes. Scut. 
73, and Apoll. Rhod. ii. 360.—rpwrds 
XpHs, cf. iv. 510, eel ov spi AlOos xpws 
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ovde oldnpos xXaAkby avacxéecbat Tame- 
atxpoa.—ia, Fia, ‘there is in him but 
one life, and men say that he is mortal 
(though born of a goddess).’ See ix. 319. 
Dr. Donaldson (New Crat. § 154) would 
write fa, and he thinks the word is not 
the same as pia, but contains the same 
element as Hic. 

571—589. With the fierceness of a 
leopard ready to spring on his hunters, 
Agenor awaits the attack of Achilles, 
whom he addresses with threats and 
words of defiance. 

571. aaels (ciActv), drawn up ready for 
the attack, putting himself in an attitude 
of defence, Lexil. p. 258. See xvi. 403; 
xx. 168. The attitude described forms 
part of the simile.-—zapdaA1s, cf. xiii. 103. 
The extreme ferocity of this animal is 
well known. It will show fight, says 
the poet, even when transfixed with a 
lance. 

575. poBetra, Schol. Min. avr) rod 
pevye:. The Schol. Ven. 2 says that 
Zenodotus read kuyvAaymodv, and he cites 

VOL. II. 

from Stesichorus, whom he supposes to 
have copied the passage, ameipecto.o 
kuvvAayuoto, ‘The compound is a very 
improbable one, and the words attributed 
to Stesichorus may have been corrupted 
from dmeipeciow Kuvay bAayuov.—ped- 
pevos, if the hunter, anticipating the 
attack, strikes it either close at hand with 
a spear, or from a distance with a dart. 

—G)AG Te, GAAG Tol, ‘yet surely even 
when writhing on (or spiked by) the lance 
it ceases not from the fight, till it has 
either grappled with the hunter or been 
killed by him.’ So in 585 # 7° clearly 
represents 7 Tot. 

581. mpdo0e, in front of him as a 
defence. Cf. xiii. 803. 

585. ém avr, for the possession of it, 
bmep or mwep) avris. 

586. There is a variant avépes elwev. 
—eipuduecba, the imperfect of épvo- 
pat, in which the vis regularly short. 
Doederlein regards it as the future, like 
épvovor xi. 454, and supplies waxdmevor 
with mpdoe, i. e. mpd. 

Z 
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588. epévers, like Gupeme, mepiéome, 
elon, ll. 309, implies a present tense e7w. 
There appear to have been two forms of 
the aorist, éomov and €roy or eizov, without 
the aspirate (like a@Ato from GAAomat). 
The active future is rare. Hesych. epéwer 
KkaTadnpera. Perhaps he read in this 
passage ot & evOdde métmos epee: 
Schol. Ven. 2, 7 wempwpévn cor, pyoly, 
év0dde teAcuThoerar. We should read 
TeAeuTHoa, and this gloss also points to 
the nominative wétuos. The Homeric 
idiom however is rétpov émomety. 

590—611. Agenor aims at Achilles 
with his lance and strikes him on the 
shin, but the greave of divine workman- 
ship protects him. Achilles aims at him 
in turn, but he is suddenly carried away 

by Avollo, who had been waiting close 
by (649). Assuming the form of Agenor, 
the god then induces Achilles to give him 
chase ; by which device the Trojans have 
time to enter within the walls of the 
city. 

590. Cf. xiii. 410, 008 &Ardv fa Bapelns 
XElpds Apjer. 

594. Cf. xx. 268. 
595. wpunoaro, wpetaro, either ‘aimed 

at’? with his lance, or ‘rushed upon’ 

with his sword, érdépovoe, xx. 442—a 
passage closely resembling the present. 

598. jovx.v, a word of Herodotean 
and Pindarie dialect, does not elsewhere 
occur in Homer. Schol. Ven. 2, kpup7 

Kal aBoptBws, ‘quietly and without effort.’ 
600. ad’t@, viz.’AxiAARL. Of course, it 

may also mean ipsi Agenori similis. 
602. medio1o, the genitive as in xv. 264. 
604. tuT@dy. He kept only a short 

distance before him on purpose to deceive 
Achilles with the hope of catching him 
(Schol. Ven. 2).—as, Iva EAmolTO k.T.A. 

607. Antimachus read miAm & 
mAnYTO, according to the Schol. Ven. The 
common reading is méAis & €wrAnTo.— 
adévtwy, massed together, closely packed. 

608. éxrds, scil. dvtes.—peivat, cf. xi. 
171. None ventured to wait for his 

eu- 
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comrade, or to ascertain who had escaped, 
who had been killed.—egevyou, an Ionic 
use of a perfect optative, as in Herodotus 
ebphkol, TemonKol, BeBpdkot, &roBeBHKo1, 
nAexo., and in Thucyd. (ii. 48) €oBeBAn- 
koev. Bekker edits mepedyeiv, against 
the copies. 

610. écéxuvro. See xii. 470.—cadoa, 
caéoee. Bekker gives cadoay, as if for 

caéoeey. It is very unlikely that cad- 
caw should be a form of the old epic. 
The Schol. Ven. says, rather ambiguous- 
ly, ’Aplorapxos evKTIKG@s TaGoa avT Tod 
caéceev. It is not clear whether he 
meant the singular or the plural. The 
meaning is, guemcungue pedes servas- 
sent. 
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This book was called “Exropos avaipe- 
ots, since it describes the vengeance taken 
by Achilles for the death of Patroclus 
by the slaughter of Hector. It is a 
very fine book, and one in which pathos 
and chivalry are combined and con- 
trasted with the greatest effect. What- 
ever we may think about the antiquity of 
this particular description, it is certain 
that the dragging of Hector, alive or 
dead, at the car of Achilles was a familiar 
subject both to Tragedy and to vase- 
painting in the fifth century B.c. 

1—18. The Trojans, safely ensconced 
within the city walls, take rest and 
refreshment. Hector however remains 
without, and Achilles is accosted by 
Apollo (whom he had been pursuing, 
xxi. 601, under the idea that he was 
the Trojan Agenor), not without banter 
for the deceit that had been practised 
upon him. 

1. kara torv, sc. ovtes, dispersed 
through and over the city.—amepixorTo, 

lit. ‘ aired away,’ Schol. Min. rpds tiveuov 
e&npaivoyvto. Cf. xi. 621; xxi. 561.— 
divay «.7.A., as Pind. Pyth. ix. 103, 
do.day Sivay akerduevov. 

3. emdAters are here sculptured or 
painted parapets or breastworks behind 
which they took shelter, and against which 
they leant to rest from their fatigue. 

4. kAlvaytes. The Greeks came close 
up to the wall, after throwing back 
their shields so as to recline on their 
shoulders by the reAauay, i. e. no longer 
wielding them as in action. 

5. woipa. The death of Hector is 
attributed to fatalism, not to any fault 
or imprudence of his own. 

9. mw is here perhaps, as elsewhere, 
the same as mws. ‘You certainly are 
not aware that I am a god, since you 
show such persistent courage and fury 
in the pursuit.’ Spitzner compares iv. 
32, O7 aomepxes peveaivers. 

11. wévos. Spitzner seems right in 
taking this word to mean pugua. 
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Schol. Ven., ov méAer cor Td Tepl Tovs 
Tpaas movety kal evepyeiv. ‘* Apollo uses 
a word to imply that, although routed, 
they were not subdued.” Mr. Trollope. 
—taAey, ‘are crowded,’ ‘have been closely 
driven ;’ cf. inf. 308; v. 824; xxi. 571.— 
AidoOns, see Lexile p. 404, ‘you have 
turned out of the direct road hither,’ 
viz. by the Scamander, xxi. 603, leaving 
the rest of the Greeks, sup. 4. 

13. udpomos, a fit subject for udpos, 
i.e. liable to death. Schol. Ven. 2, 
povetoipos, ovx bTdKELUaL Molpa.—ov MeV, 
i.e€. ov why, Or méyToL. 

14—20. Achilles reproaches Apollo 
with a fraud, which has prevented him 
from continuing the slaughter of the 
Trojans. He even hints at vengeance, 
but that he has not the power to exe- 
cute it. 

15. €BAawWas, you have stopped or im- 
peded my progress, viz. against the Trojans. 
—0dowTare, Sndovdtt euol, Schol. Ven. 2. 
“ Achilles spe deceptus deum oAodéraror, 
i. e. sibi perniciosissimum, vocat.” Spitz- 
ner, who rightly rejects the variant 
doAtétare. Cf. Plat. Resp. iii. p. 391, A, 
dxv@ Sé ye, hv & yw, 50 “Ounpov Aéyew, 
bri ovd boiov Tatra ye kara "AxtAAEws 
pdvat, kal tAAwy Acydvtwv weletOat, Kal 
at as mpos Tov AméAAw elev, *"EBAaWas 
—rapeln. 

22. cevduevos, ‘at full speed,’ lit. 
‘having put himself in active motion.’ 
Cf. xiv. 227. Od. v. 51.—ds tr7mos, ‘like 
a horse that has won a prize with a 

~) 

car,’ i.e. in a chariot-race. Spitzner 
compares xxiii. 518, drmos—és pa tivakta 
EAknow Tedlo.o TiTALWdmevos GUY BxETHLY. 
The Schol. Ven., remarking that the car 
was not drawn by one horse, explained 
it of a racing horse running against a 
yoked pair, KeAnta amAAdmevov OxnmaTl. 
—bs dénor, qui currat. This use of the 
subjunctive, for an indefinite and possible 
event, is rather rare. Compare v. 6, 
aorep oTwpive evadlykios, bs Te waALoT, 
Aaumpds maupatynot. Thiersch and Doe- 
derlein would read @éno1, as if the in- 
dicative from 6énu:.—For the next verse 
Spitzner compares inf. 144, x. 358, xv. 
269. 

25—76. Priam, who had descended 
from the ramparts (xxi. 526—529), but 
perhaps reascended, now sees Achilles 
glittering like a baleful star. Alarmed 
for the safety of his son Hector, he calls 
loudly to him to desist, and not to face 
in the fight one manifestly superior in 
prowess. Others of his sons have already 
been slain or taken captive; but their 
loss is as nothing compared with Hee- 
tor’s. Enough of woe has already fallen 
on his aged head; unless Hector enters 
into the city to protect him, his own 
death and ignominious mutilation will 
soon follow. A passage of singular beauty 
and pathos. 

25. 6 yépwv. See on xxi. 526.—&s 7° 
aorépa, see v. 5; xi. 62. The dog-star, 
which was thought to bring pestilence, 
is meant.—elow, Schol. B eképxerat kad 
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&veiow.—aorpdo., a rare dative as from 
aorhp. ‘Conspicuous among many other 
stars is the light of this at midnight.’ 
In the dog-days the star was considered 
rather to rule the day, and so cause the 
heat; but towards autumn it rises in 
the night, and then its influence was 
thought even more baneful; see Hes. 
Opp. 419, and Lexil. p. 87. Also sup. 
xi. 173. Virg. Aen. x. 274, ‘ille sitim 
morbosque ferens mortalibus  aegris 
Nascitur, et laevo contristat lumine 

caelum.’—apoay@, the darkest part of 
the night ; T@ uecovuKtiw, Hesych., who 
cites auoAydy vinta, i.e. Copepay kal 
ckotewyy, from the Alemena of Euri- 
pides. 

29. xiv’ "Oplwvos. The dog attending 
the hunter Orion: other names were 
mpokuwy, canicula, canis Hrigones ; see 
Ovid, Fast. iv. 939; v. 723. Hes. Opp. 
619. 

30. Aaumpétatosk.T.A. It is brightest, 
but yet it is a bad star, for it brings 
fever. The Schol. Ven. notices the @rat 
eipnuevoy term mvpetdoy, which perhaps 
pertains to the later dialect. 

32. xaAkds, viz. from the 
shield. 

divine 

34. avacxduevos. Schol. Ven. 2, 7pa- 
Tov Tots Oeois &pas Tas XeElpas, oVTw 
KémTEL THY KEepadny. — eyeyavet, She 
called loudly to;’ either imperf. of ye- 
yevew, formed from an aorist yeyevet, 
as xpaouew from xpaouetv, or pluperf. 
of yéywva, like avéyeuv, &vwya.— TVAGwY, 
see sup. 6. 

37. éAcewa, in 
move pity. 

41. pfAos is used in bitter irony for 
éxOpds. ‘I only wish he were liked by 
the gods as much as, and not more than, 
he is by me!’ The sentiment is the same 
as in Aesch. Suppl. 733, kad@s dy quiv 
cumpepot TadT, @ TéKvoy, ei col Te Kal 
Oeoiow éxOatpotaro.—édorey, ‘soon would 
the dogs eat him!’ There are variants 
édovrat (future), €OwyTa, and €do.vTo. 
The subjunctive is defended by Spitz- 
ner, though he retains €doey, from 1. 
205, fis bmrepomAlnot Tax’ Hy ToTe Bumdy 
oA€oon. 

43. €AOo1, i.e. grief would be removed 
from my heart.— ctv, éeorepnuevoy, 
fewovmuevoy Scholl., who derived the 
word from eis. Cf. Aesch. Cho. 241, 
idov d& yevvay cbviy deTOd waTpés. 

words intended to 
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45. nretvwy x.7.rA., by killing some 
and selling others as captives. See xxi. 
454. There was a variant @nAuvTepdwr, 
which may mean ‘fertile,’ cdyelwr, 
Schol. Vict.—évo aide, see xx. 407; 
zoo, Sil 

50. xaAKov x.7T.A., the genitive of 
price: ‘we shall procure his ransom for 
brass and gold.’ 

51. madt, to his daughter Laothoé, 
xxi. 85. 

52. nal civ x.7.A. Some took this 
as the apodosis, ‘even in Hades we shall 
grieve.’ 

54. Aaotow x.7.A. The grief of the 
people generally will be less lasting if 
your loss be not added. 

56 seqq. ‘Totum hune locum usque 
ad versum 78 Plutarchus Consolat. 
ad Apoll. vi. 433 inseruit.” Spitzner.— 
pndé «.7.A., he deprecates the double evil 
of giving glory to an enemy, and losing 
a precious life. 

59. tov Svornvov, another instance of 
the Attic use of the article.—ér: ppové- 
ovra, “adhue mente compotem necdum 

ad dolores sentiendos obtusum,” Doeder- 
lein; who remarks that in the next line 
em) yipaos ovdg means ‘entering upon 
old age,’ not (as Mr. Trollope explains it) 
‘in extreme old age.’ It is remarkable 
that the phrase occurs in Herod. iii. 
14, os ek mwodAA@y Te Kal cddamdywy 
exmecwy és mTwxXniny amiktat em 
Yhpaos ovd@.—emiddvTa, ‘Shaving lived 
to see,’ viz. in the capture of Troy; 
which, says the Schol. Ven., he predicts, 
mpoavapwvet. It is however evident that 
the *IAfov &Awors is the older poem, and 
from it the allusions to the rape of 
Cassandra and the death of Astyanax 
are clearly taken. So fixed a belief had 
the grammarians in the antiquity of our 
text, that the Schol. Vict. says ‘from 
this passage the story about Cassandra 
and Astyanax was introduced (éppin) by 
the tragics.’? The violation of the 
digamma in émddyta is another indi- 
cation of lateness. Cf. Soph. Trach. 
1088, Trav 9 eridoius mecovoay, atrws, 
&s avtws, &s w wAcceEV. 
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65. vvovs, anciently vucois, nurus, is 
said to be the Sanscrit snushd, ‘ daugh- 
ter-in-law.’ 

66. ay, here with the future (see xi. 
454, xv. 351), ‘it may be that I myself 
shall last of all be torn by ravening dogs 
at my own outer door.’ The idea of 
lying exposed to the gaze of all before his 
own palace-door, adds a pang to the old 
man’s sad presentiments. Plutarch reads 
épvowot, which is defensible as an epic 
construction. Cf. inf. 505. 

69. tpame(jas k.7.A., ‘fed at my own 
table and keepers of my house-door.’ 
Perhaps these verses are of doubtful 
antiquity ; see however xxiii. 173. It is 
very unlikely that a dog would ever 
devour its own dead master.—daAvooor- 
Tes, GAvovTes, ‘distressed,’ ‘ bewildered ;’ 
a word occurring here only. Com- 
pare dAvokd(w and arAadvaTnuat. Schol. 
Ven. ddnuovotyres, tro TAHT MOVAS GAvov- 
Tes, olovy é€vy &An OvTEsS, SucopodyTes. 
Others wrongly explained the word by 
&yav Avoo@vtes. Doederlein is at some 
pains to show that the aunoral are the 
wild dogs, opposed to tpame jes, the 
domestic ; and he places a colon at €A7- 
tat, taking of in 70 for obror. +“ Duplex 
praevidet fatum corporis sui Priamus: 
aut ferorum canum morsibus in publico 
lacerabitur, aut suis a ecanibus vice 
KndeoT@y Miserum in modum curabitur.” 
But aia mdvres, which he interprets 
‘licking my wounds,’ naturally contains 
the same idea as @unotal. For the 
death of Priam, as described in the so- 
called ‘ Cyclics,” see Virg. Aen. ii. 557, 
‘jacet ingens litore truncus, Avulsum- 
que humeris caput, et sine nomine cor- 
Dus.” 
71—76. vem «.7.A. ‘For a young 

man any treatment is likely and reason- 

able,—that slain in war, or even slashed 
with sharpened brass, he should lie on 
the field; since any thing is right and 
proper for him, as to one dead, whatever 
may present itself; but when the grey 
head and grey beard, and the naked parts 
(aidota) of an old man slain in war are 
mangled by dogs, —that indeed is a most 
pitiable fate for mortals deceased” If 
we construe éméotke KetoOau, then mavTa 
will] signify mayrws. Compare vy. 181; 
ix. 645. But the same sentiment seems 
repeated nearly in the same words in 73. 
Doederlein punctuates thus, which is 
perhaps better, mavra 5€ Kada, Oavdyee 
wep $77 havin. ‘Omnia decent juve- 
nem, et occidere in pugna, et omnia pati 
quaecunque vel post occasum ei eve- 
niunt.” He takes keto@a for cadere 
rather than for jacere, comparing xvii. 
300.—For the compound apyiktanéev@ 
see xxi. 301.— aida, ef. ii. 262. 

73. pavin, i.e. paven, pavyj. So dauhn 
inf. 246. There are some verses of 
Tyrtaeus (Frag. 10. 21—27 Bergk) 
so like this, that either the epic passage 
itself is really ancient, or Tyrtaeus is 
wrongly made the author of later verses, 
or the sentiment in some form is ancient, 
and this passage took its colouring, in 
common with that of Tyrtaeus, from the 
earlier epics, which perhaps is the most 
probable account of the matter :— 
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77—89. At the end of his address the 
aged Priam rends his hoary hair, while 
Hecuba stands by and with tears implores 
her son, by the breast that suckled him, 
to keep within the walls and not meet 
Achilles in the fight. If he is slain, his 
corpse will be thrown to the dogs, and 
not obtain burial from his friends. 

80. avieuevn, ‘stripping off the folds 
of her garment so as to bare her breast.’ 
So Aesch. Cho. 27, mpéarepvot croApol 
metAwy. ILbid. 882, tévde & avdeoa, 
TéKVOV, macToY, mpos @ ov moAAG dH 
Bplay Gua otAowww e&jwedtas evTpapes 
yadda. Properly, avlec@a is to relax a 
tight or tense hide in the process of skin- 
ning an animal; so Od. ii. 300, alyas 
avieuévous, and Hur. El. 826, davetro 
Aaydvas. The Schol. Ven. here rightly 
explains amoyuuvovoa Td Kara TOUS pao- 
Tovs KdAT@ua. Hesych. dvieuéevn aver- 
Kkovoa Kal avaxadka@oa Toy mémAov, Kal 
Toy pacbdy Sexvvovca. 

83. emérxor, ‘held to your lips.? See 
ix. 489., inf. 494. Eur. Ion 1492, yd- 
Aaktt & ovK emeaXOV ovde MarT@ Tpo- 
eta patpods, ovde Aout pa Xelpor. Ar. 
Pac. 1165, hy pnanx’ dpav oldavove’, 
émétayv 7 mémwv, eobiw Kaméexw (i.e. I 
hold the fig to the mouth of a friend that 
he may taste it). Heyne, Spitzner, and 
Doederlein place a comma after érécxor, 
a colon after avrt}yv, with some of the 
ancient commentators. 

85. eay (al. ivy), keeping within the 
rampart. ‘The emphasis is on évtds, 
since Guvvew &vdpa was the desire of 
Hector even outside of the city.—roira, 
ist, * that enemy of yours.’ 

86. oxéTALos, ‘cruel man!’ i. e. much- 
enduring and obdurate to entreaty. 

88. moAvdwpos. See vi. 394. Schol. 
Ven. €dva edi50cav of madaol Tats Ouya- 
Tpdou Kad ToAVSwpov A€yet Thy ToAVESVOY. 
—péya, i.e. uddAa &vevde, or waxpav. A 
rare use, noticed by Schol. Ven. 2, 7d 
méya viv em) rod Térov (viz. in a local 
sense). 

90—98. Hector resolves to await Achil- 
les outside the city, as a fell dragon 
waits to attack the invader on the out- 
side of its lurking-place. 
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93. xerj. A rare word, variously 
derived from xavddvw, xeloowa (Od. 
xvili. 17), and yefo@ar. Perhaps from the 
same root as xdos, which implies a yawn- 
ing or gaping vacuity. Pind. Isthm. vii. 
70, jBay yap ovK treipov bd Xela Kaday 
dduacev. Doederlein compares 6x«q, 
used in the same sense by the Alexandrine 
poets.—épéarepos (al. dpéorepov), not a 
mere epithet, but in the local sense, and 
thus having a meaning consistent with 
its position in the verse, ‘in the lonely 
mountain-wilds.’ — kaka pdpuaka, as if 
the venom proceeded from eating poi- 
sonous plants. So Virg. Aen. ii. 471, 
‘Qualis ubi in lucem coluber mala gra- 
mina pastus—linguis micat ore trisulcis.’ 
This mistake was a want of science ra- 
ther than observation ; but to the latter 
(a rare fault in our author) we must 
attribute the statement that a snake 
waits to attack a man near its hole, 
instead of entering it; since the habit of 
all snakes is to be timid and harmless if 
unmolested. But snakesand dragons are 
more mythical than real in most of the 
ancient descriptions. 

99—130. Hector soliloquizes, and be- 
gins to hesitate between entering the 
city and remaining without. If he 
enters, Pulydamas will taunt him for not 
having before followed his advice; if he 
meets Achilles, and offers in the name of 
the Trojans to restore Helen and her 
possessions, not sparing any property of 
his own or the rest of the citizens,— 

105 

why, Achilles will not listen to him, but 
kill him regardless of truce. No! there 
is no help for it now; he must meet the 
foe, and heaven defend the right ! 

100. TlovAvoduas. See xviii. 255, 
where Pulydamas says, xéAojau yap &ywye 
dotvde viv ievat, py pluvew 7@ Siar. 
The passage is alluded to by Persius, 
i. 4, ‘Ne mihi Pulydamas et Troiades 
Labeonem Praetulerint,’ compared with 
inf. 105. Aristot. Eth. N. iii. ch. 11, 
To.ovTous 5€ Kal “Ounpos motel, oioy Tov 
Avoundny kal roy “Exrtopa, TovAvdduas— 
avabjoe. Other citations from the 
ancients are fully given in Mr. Trollope’s 
note. The metaphor in éva0joer is that 
of a burden laid upon one; see Hes. 
Opp. 761, ohun yap te kakh méAcTa 
Kovpn Mev Geipor peta Mar’, apyaréen dé 
pepe, Xadrem?) F arolécba.  Spitzner 
cites eAeyxelnv Kkatéxevas, Od. xiv. 38. 

102. ére Spero. The fact that has 
occurred is taken into account, in respect 
of tivde_ vinta. The oratio obliqua 
would require te or émdére bpoiro. 

104. aracOarAinow. Mr. Gladstone 
discusses the meanings of this word, 
«Juventus Mundi,” pp. 387—889, and 
he calls this passage “the weakest case 
of its application,” meaning here only 
‘obstinate folly ® instead of “deep, de- 
liberate wickedness; sinning against 
light; doing what, but for a guilty 
ignorance, we must know to be wrong.” 
—The next verse occurred vi. 442. 
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106. Compare xxiii. 575. Aesch. 
Suppl. 399, uy Kal mote ein Aews, ef ov 
TL Lh ToLoy TUXOL, emHAVOAS TIL@Y GadAe- 
oas TéAW.—mi0hoas, mioTEvwy, meioOels. 
“*Obsecutus violentiae suae,”’ Doeder- 
lein, who adds, “semet ipse condemnat 
Hector tanquam impar tune cupidini 
libidinique pugnandi fuerit.” 

108. éuol béx.7.A. ‘ But for meit would 
in that case be a much greater gain, 
either to slay Achilles in the sight of my 
countrymen and return in triumph, or 
myself to die gloriously before (or in 
defence of) the city.” He means, ‘if I 
am to bear such reproaches, it were 
better for me to die in my country’s cause, 
if I cannot slay Achilles.’ Spitzner with 
some MSS. reads aitby ddAécOa. He 
remarks on the ambiguity of atr@, which 
might refer to Achilles. We might sug- 
gest abrov, ‘there on the field.’ 

111 seqq. He now reasons on ano- 
ther contingency ; ‘ Or, if I lay down my 
armour and meet Achilles under truce 
tooffer terms by restoring Helen, I fear it 
would be a vain attempt, for he would 
take advantage of me and slay me un- 
armed,’ viz. under the idea that any 
thing was lawful in obtaining redress 
for the death of Patroclus. The apodosis 
is at 122, and a full stop is wrongly 
placed in some editions at dacac0a. 

111. keradefouo, an interchange of 
syllables for karabéwpmat (Gar). 

116. velxeos apxh. See v.63; xi. 604. 
Tn some of the old epiecs,—perhaps the 

Cypria,—emphasis seems to have been 
laid on the mpétapxos &tn of Paris in 
carrying off Helen. 

117. apuols, ‘separately,’ distinctly from 
Helen’s property, which belongs only to the 
Atridae. Schol. Ven. 2, dua rH mpotépa 
brorxéoet Kal Erepa, Xwpls av’ AAcEavOpos 
iptacev. Translate, ‘and at the same 
time to distribute to the Achaeans (ge- 
nerally) other prizes apart, from what- 
ever stores this city has laid up.’ Butt- 
mann (Lexil. p. 99) explains aug?s ‘man 
by man,’ citing Od. xix. 46, } 5€ w 
odvpouevn eiphoetat duis Exacta. (The 
true reading is probably aud) Féracra.) 
Doederlein’s explanation is untenable, ro7s 
auprs, «the Achaeans who accompanied 
the Atridae.? The Schol. Ven. and 
others, perhaps from xviii. 510, inter- 
preted aupls by dvdixa, diya weploac ba. 
And so (apparently) Spitzner: “ omnes 
divitias, quascunque urbs occulat, se 
inter Troas et Achivos partiturum esse 
Hector spondet.” 

119. Tpwoly & ad .7.A. ‘And if, 
further, I should get from the Trojans 
an oath passed in solemn council, that 
they will hide away nothing, but divide 
every thing into two shares,’ viz. that 
they will give half to the Greeks, retain- 
ing the other half for themselves. The 
dative Tpwaly depends on the idea of 
relation; or it may be compared with 
dekard of oKAmTpoy, eye mplwua THde, 
Ar. Ran. 1229, Tpdeoor Kvdos apéoOat, 
sup. iv. 95. For €Aéobot dpkoyv (the 
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Attics say d¢fac8ar) compare Od. iv. 746, 
eued & EdeTO peyay Spkov, uh mply oot 
epéewy k.T.A. The Schol. Ven. cites a 
variant 6woduar, which Spitzner supposes 
to have crept in from i. 233, ix. 1382.— 
yepovotov, ceuvoyv, 7) Toy Tots yépovow 
dpelAovta mpotelverOa, Schol. Ven. 2. 

123. un py #.7.A., Sc. S€do1Ka .— 
tewmat, ixetevow. Cf. Aesch. Suppl. 327, 
Tt gs ikvetoOar TavS aywviwy Oedy ; 
For the subjunctive followed by the 
future, also depending on «7, see Aesch. 
Pers. 121, and the note there. Also inf. 
xxiii. 341—343. 

124. aidéoera, 
i. 23. 

125. atrws, just as if I were a woman. 
126. ov wév mws k.T.A. ‘Certainly *tis 

not now the time from tree or rock to 
hold lovers’ converse with him, such as 
a maiden and an unwedded youth hold 
with each other.’ For dapi¢ew see vi. 
516, xxiii. 640; and for the phrase ard 
dpuds 7) amd wétpns, Goettling on Hes. 
Theog. 35. Gladstone, ‘ Studies,” iii. 
p- 407. Plato, Phaedr. p. 275, B. Od. 
xix. 163, ob yap amd Spuds éoo) mada- 
parov, ovS’ amd méetpys, which however 
has a different sense from the proverb as 
here used, and which the Scholiasts ex- 
plain of foundlings exposed under a tree 
or a rock, and so of unknown parentage. 
“This expression was most probably a 
familiar form in the time of Homer, in- 
dicating a conversation between two 
persons in easy security ; in which one 
of them is represented as seated upon 
the trunk of a tree or a projecting rock, 
while the other stands carelessly by.” 

se. os tkérny. Cf. 

Mr. Trollope. “ Hector immiti Achillis 
animo, nullo verborum lenocinio flectendo 
et expugnando, cum irrisione quadam 
blandos amantium  susurres  objecit.” 
Spitzner. For the repetition of words, 
called éravapopa or émavdAnis, see xx. 
371. So Cic. de Div. i. 8, § 14, ‘et matu- 
tinis acredula vocibus instat, Vocibus 
instat, et assiduas jacit ore querellas.’ 

130. efdouevr, for eidducev. So Aesch. 
Cho. 876, cidduev 7) vik@uev 4) vikducda. 
Inf. 244, wa efSouev, We might 
have expected dfpa taxioTa, and the 
Schol. Ven. records this as a variant. 
Spitzner cites the combination 6r7t 
taxioTa from ix. 659, xv. 146, and else- 

where; and he renders the passage 
“quam celerrime videamus, utri Jupiter 
victoriam sit oblaturus.’ Doederlein 
construes fuveAavyeuey btT. Tdx.oTA. 
The rev obviously belongs to épéén, not to 
é6mmotep@, Which is a very different con- 
struction, e.g. Aesch. Suppl. 429, érdrep’ 
dy «tlons, mever ~Aper *KTive duolay 
Oéuty. 

131—166. Hector sees Achilles ap- 
proaching with poised spear, and flies 
from him in terror. Achilles pursues 
him as a kite chases a dove. They pass 
by the sources of the Scamander, one hot, 
the other cold, and the pools once used 
for washing by the Trojan women, but 
now deserted in the time of war. The 
race for life is compared to the efforts of a 
horse drawing a car round the stadium 
for a prize. Thrice did they run round 
the city, turning each time at the river- 
head as the répua of the course. 
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132. évuadt@, elsewhere a proper name, 
and of four syllables, seems here an 
epithet, and the derivation suggested 
(vii. 166) from évadAAcoOar well suits the 
context.—kopvbait, like Kopuv@alodos, im- 
plies the nodding of the plume or crest 
on the helmet. 

135. jeAfov. Again Achilles is com- 
pared to the sun 5 cf, xix. 398, Tedxeor 
mappalveov os 7 TAEKT ep ‘Creplwv. 

137. édrlow, kata vetov. He fled 
towards the plain, leaving the gate behind 
him which Priam had called on him to 
enter.— 7 5€ poBndels, Schol. Ven. avr) 
Tov pevywy aren. 

140. ofunoe, as aietov otuar exwy 
péAavos, xxi. 252. The dactylic rhythm 
of 141 and 139 seems to express the 
rapid flight of the birds. 

141. taa0a, which the Scholiasts ex- 
plain ‘ close in front,’ may simply mean 
*from under him,’ as #ra0a AtacOels, xxi. 
255. 

143. érpece, wea S€ous Epuyev, Schol. 
Vict. It may be questioned if the next 
verse is not an interpolation. 

145. oKomiyjy, Schol. Vict. 7d Aicufrov 
pvjwa. See ii. 793.—epivedy, Spitzner 
thinks, is not the solitary fig-tree that 

was close to the city walls, vi. 433, 
xi. 167, but a grove of waving (jveudevTa) 
trees extending from the walls into the 
plain. ‘“Troas Ili sepulerum praeter- 
vectos et medium per campum fugientes, 
priusquam ad fagum et portam Scaevam 
venerint, ficos a parte sinistra reliquisse 
consentaneum erit. Hector autem, 
Achillis conspectu territus, per viam 
publicam ad Scamandri fontes gressu 
citato fertur, et proinde ei ficorum lucus 
a dextra fuit manu.” For cevecOau mapa 
TE he compares Xvill. 576. By tetxeos 
aity tmtk, the poet means that they 
kept getting farther and farther away 
from the walls. 

149. kamvds, atuds, the steam. That 
a warm spring still rises near the cold 
sources is stated by Sir W. Gell in his 
Geography of the Troad. The water 
as it gushed from the ground was 
received in stone troughs for the pur- 
poses of washing, as is still done in rivers 
and mountain streams in the Romance 
countries. See Od. vi. 40. There is a 
fine touch of pathos in adding 7d ply 
ém’ eiphyns k.T.A. (156).—Oépei, ‘even in 
summer. From the context, the Scho- 
liasts supply xeyuove with 149, 
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158. em avrdwy, ‘over’ or ‘on them,’ 
i.e. constructed round the spring itself. 
The explanation of the Schol. Ven. is less 
correct, ayt) Tov map avTais. 

157. mevywy. Supply 6 wey. 
159. Boelny. Schol. Ven. 2, 7d madaidy 

yap év ayaui Bipoas edld0uv érabaAa Kar 
iepby pev wav Ovdua, idlws 5 mapa *Ar- 
tixots To mpdBatrov. The Schol. Vict. 
adds, kal viv Oiratot, “HpakAe? mevreTt- 
piov ayava mowdvtes, Bipoas diddacw. 
Mr. Trollope notices that in Herod. 
ii. 91, among other prizes given to gym- 
nasts 5épuara are enumerated. 

161. The phrase Ociy wep) Wuxijs, or 
imep Wuxis wywyr, is said to be taken from 
this verse. Mr. Trollope compares Aen. 
xii. 764, ‘neque enim levia aut ludicra 
petuntur Praemia, sed Turni de vita et 
sanguine certant.’ Orest. 868, ayava 0a- 
vdoimov Spayovmevoy. The plural @éor, as 
the Schol. Ven. observes, includes Hector 
himself as one of the parties, who ran 
for his own life; though it is put ob- 
jectively, wep) Wuxijs “Exropos. 

162. ep) Tépuara, i.e. round a course 

marked by a or?An or Tépua at the end. 
See xxiii. 333. This form of the stadium 
seems to have been universal, probably 
because the danger and difficulty of the 
turn furnished the chief excitement and 
interest of the race. 

164. avipés. The genitive is rather 
irregular; the sense is ‘ina contest held 
in honour of some deceased chieftain.’ 
Doederlein supplies é€v td: the Scho- 
liasts seem to have taken xaT& separately, 
for ert. 

166. épavro, ‘looked on.’ According 
to Doederlein, differing from éépwy, 
‘they saw it.’ Cf. xxiii. 448. 

167—176. Zeus and the other gods 
witness the chase. In pity for Hector, 
a pious worshipper, he appeals to the 
rest of the immortals whether they should 
save him or allow him to perish. 

169. dAopiperat. Plato, Resp. iii. p. 
388, Cc, where this and part of the pre- 
ceding verse are cited, objects to the 
gods being made to express sentiment 
and grief. 
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171. év kopuvpfot. Hill-altars (said 
to be the ‘high-places’ of Scripture) 
were a natural part of a materialistic or 
anthropomorphic worship, in order that 
man might approach as nearly as possible 
and so be heard by the being he was 
supplicating. 

174 seqq. Compare xvi. 435—443. 
177—187. Athene threatens the dis- 

pleasure of all if Hector is delivered. 
Zeus assures her that the proposal was not 
seriously meant, and that she may act 
as she pleases. 

179—181. These three lines occurred 
xvi. 441—443, and the three following 
viii. 388—40. See also iv. 29. The ge- 
nuineness of the passage, either here or 
in vill. 38 seqq., was disputed by the 
grammarians. ‘The fact, pointed out by 
Mr. Gladstone, that Zeus and Athene are 
never openly at variance, seems to justify 
the concession to her wish in the present 
case.—éraivéouev, the Ionic future. 

185. uy epwder, do not recede or retire 
from your design. Spitzner reads uj? 
ér épwet. The re represents the later 

tot. The same formula occurs 1. 303, 
rs LES 

186, 187. This couplet occurred iv. 
73, 74, and the latter verse ii. 167. 

188—223. The chase is continued, 
and the fruitless efforts of Hector to 
escape are compared to those of a deer 
to elude a wary hound. If he makes for 
the space under the walls, in hopes that 
darts will be directed from them against 
his pursuer, Achilles by a side-movement 
drives him away. The hopeless feeling 
is compared again to a nightmare, 
where motion seems to the sleeper im- 
possible. The appearance of Apollo for 
the last time imparts new strength and 
courage to Hector for a while: but the 
fates are now against him; Athene ap- 
proaches Achilles, and assures him of 
victory, though it is won by a fraud 
practised upon Hector. 

188. kAovéwy, keeping him in constant 
motion before him; perhaps with the 
notion of bewilderment. 

189. Sintat, Sidney, as in vii. 197, 
xii. 276.—dpoas, ‘having started it,’ 
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Kwihoas.—ode wyKea, as bid 7 evten Kab 
péAay aiua, x. 298 (Schol. Ven. 2). 

191. ef wép Te, ‘even if it escapes him 
for a moment by crouching down under a 
bush, yet assuredly (re = Tor) recovering 
the track he keeps on staunchly running 
tillhe has found it.’ This describes the 
dodging up and down, the running round 
and about, as opposed to the straight 
course. Cf. viii, 186, ta & trmw del- 
CavTe KaTanThTHy UT 0xETpw.—euTredor, 
xii. 141, xv. 684. 

195. aytiov, i0v, right towards, right 
in front of. The Schol. Ven. thinks the 
Dardanian are the same as the Scaean 
gates, sup. 6. Mr. Gladstone (‘“ Juven- 
tus,” p. 470), says the Scaean gates were 
on the north, the Dardanian on the south 
of the city.—trd, so as to get close 
under the shelter of the rampart, i.e. 
that his retreat might be covered by the 
javelins of his friends.—apap0as, by 
getting first on that side of him. The 
Schol. Ven. records a variant wapaorpé- 
Waoke, which Spitzner supposes to have 
originated from a double reading, wapa- 
oTpelacke mapactas and amoorpéWacke 
mapapdas. And mapaoras is still the 
reading of some copies. — mpomdpo.bey, 
whether xpovixdy or TomiKdy was doubted 
by the Scholiasts. It seems to mean ‘in 
front of him’ in respect of the city, i.e. 
keeping ever between Hector and the 
city. For the effort and desire of Hector 
was to fly mpds méAxos, facing or in full 
view of the city. Compare 6d:7Aovy 
placma mpds moAews paver, Aesch. Suppl. 
619. Doederlein strangely explains the 

passage, construing toood«: with méreTo 
also; “ quoties Achilles praecurrendo 
Hectorem intercluserat ab moenibus, 
ipse, utpote propior urbi, ultro ab urbe 
inde adoriebatur,—nam mpot) mrdALos 
idem est quod amd, ut x. 428 mpbs ards, 
xv. 670 (apbs ver). 

199—201. The Schol. Ven. says these 
three verses were rejected as common- 
place (evreAc?s), and derogatory to the 
fame of Achilles for swiftness. Mr. 
Trollope thinks 200 is a mere tautology, 
and an interpolation. The idea is re- 
markable, and worthy of a great poet ; 
for the distressing feeling of being un- 
able to run, or move, or call out, in a 
dream, illustrates by an apt figure the 
futility and nothingness of both the 
pursuer’s efforts and those of the pur- 
sued. Compare Plat. Theaetet. p. 158, 
B, eel ws GANOGs ye ovK dy Suvatuny 
aupicBnTHoal, ws of wavdmevot 7) of dver- 
poértovres ov Wevdn SokdCovow, Stay of 
bey Oeol avT@y otwyTai elvat, of 5 wrnvol 
Te Kal ws TeTOMEVOL ey TS UTYW SBiavoay- 
vat. Virgil finely renders this passage, 
Aen. xii. 908—912. 

200. ot7 ap’ x.7.A. The sense is, 
‘and the pursued is as unable to escape as 
the pursuer is to pursue.” A man may 
dream either that he cannot run after, 
or that he cannot run from, another. 

202—204. It may be questioned if 
these verses come here in their right 
place, i.e. whether they have not been 
adapted and inserted from some ear- 
lier narrative. We might have expected 
ovdé Kev “Extwp k.7.A., but the chief 
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objection is, that so important and strik- 
ing an incident as the final appearance 
of Apollo should be dismissed, without 
further reference to it than the brief 
allusion in 213, in three verses. They 
were designed, it would seem, to explain 
why Achilles did not at once overtake 
Hector by his superior speed. The 
Schol. Ven. says that some read the 
single verse 202 interrogatively. The 
other two, of course, would then convey 
the answer, with the ellipse of ov« &y 
egépuyev. Others, according to the same 
authority, took mwws in the indefinite 
sense, which is manifestly untenable. It 
is to be observed that 204 is repeated 
from xx. 93, and also that @xerTo in 213 
does not suit the case of Hector, who is 
yet alive. That verse, at least, must 
have come from some other account.— 
miparév re «.7.A., ‘at the end of the 
race, and for the last time.’ 

205, 206. Compare iii. 82, faxeo@, "Ap- 
eto, wn BddAAETE, Kovpor AXatay" oTEDTAL 
yap Te eros epéew KopvOalodos “Extwp. 
By avéveve the poet seems to mean that 
Achilles, while running, shook his head 
at any Greek whom he saw poising a 
lance at Hector as he passed. The act 
was, perhaps, really impossible, as the 
Schol., Ven. perceived. 

VOL. II. 

208. 7b réraprov. It is tpls inf. 251. 
209, 210. This distich occurred viii. 

69, 70. 
210. Sto xijpe. The Schol. Ven. 2 

records as a curious fact, that Aeschy- 
lus in the Yuxooracta took kjpe as if 
the dual of xéap, interpreting it puyxal, 
whereas it is from «yp = poipa. The 
grammarians assumed, what is very dif- 
ficult to show, that Aeschylus was fami- 
liar with our Homeric text; though, of 
course, he may have had the verse in 
older epics. 

213. @xero. Some supply j#uap as the 
subject, which is very harsh. Others, 
with Schol. Vict. and Doederlein, inter- 
pret it of the virtual death of Hector, 
since the fates had now gone against 
him. 

217. ofcec@a. The construction is 
rather remarkable, and seems to confuse 
two ideas: ‘to win great glory from the 
Achaeans, on returning to the ships,’ 
and ‘to bring them great glory to the 
ships.’ Compare pépnta inf. 245. 

218. a@rov. See v. 388; xi. 430. 
219. repuypevoy yeverOa, for puyeiv, 

is defended by vi. 488, woipay 8 ob tid 
pnut mepuyuevoy eupevar avdpav, and 
Od. i. 18, ix. 455. So mepvdaypevos 
elva inf, xxiii. 343. Hes. Opp. 706. 

A a 
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Translate, ‘no longer now is it possible 
for him to get clear away from us; no, 
not even if Apollo the far-darter should 
suffer ever so much grief in throwing 
himself as an abject suppliant before Zeus 
the aegis-bearing sire.’ Cf. Od. xvii. 525, 
evOev 3h viv Setpo dd Tkero mhuara 
maoxwv, TpoTpokvaAwdduevos. ‘The repe- 
tition of the mpd conveys the idea of 
abjectness and importunity. Doederlein 
and Heyne would read zpézpo separately, 
as mpdémpo 8 tp’ op0aduey, Apoll. Rhod. 
iii. 453. Doederlein thinks the participle 
implies rather despairing grief than sup- 
plication. 

223. memOjow is not elsewhere found 
as a future. It would seem to come 
from a reduplicated aorist memGety, 
regarded as a contracted form of the 
present. Aristophanes, probably satiriz- 
ing the use of an archaic form, has 
teropjow in Pac. 381. Compare also 
KEKaOnTW. 

224.—231. Achilles stops from the 
chase, while Athene under the form of 
Deiphobus addresses Hector, offering 
aid in making a stand against his foe. 

224. xaitpe, viz. at the proffered aid. 
—xarkoyA@xis refers to the bronze 
point, cavpwrhp, of the long lance. He 
planted the lance and leant on it in 
order to rest. 

226. “ Even the highest conception of 
deity in Homer does not exclude the 

element of fraud.—In the great crisis of 
Hector and Achilles, when the intrinsic 
superiority of the Greek hero makes him 
independent of any even more honour- 
able aid, Athene descends to the mean and 
shameful artifice of assuming the form of 
his brother Deiphobus, whom he espe- 
cially loved and trusted, to induce him 
to turn and meet his adversary. This 
arrangement is the more remarkable, 
because it is somewhat difficult to dis- 
cern the motive for such an intervention, 
or to see why Achilles could not, with 
his extraordinary swiftness of foot, have 
overtaken Hector apart from any as- 
sistance whatever. Perhaps it was an 
artifice of the poet to uplift the charac- 
ter of Hector, of course in order to glo- 
rify yet further the Greek hero, who was 
to overcome him.” ‘ Juventus Mundi,” 
p. 208. 

229. nOezte, connected with @00s and 
790s, combines the notions of familiarity 
and respect. See vi. 518; x. 37; xxiii. 
94, and on xvii. 680. 

231. This verse occurred xi. 348. 
Compare orelouey (= oréwpev) xv. 297. 

232—246. Hector thanks his brother 
(as he supposes him to be) for his ready 
and disinterested aid; to which Deipho- 
bus replies that he has acted against 
the wish of all his friends. Now how- 
ever let their prowess be tried in the 
fight. 
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235. Tiuhoacba:, ‘to hold you in 
honour, tiwov moihoacda. A very 
remarkable use of the middle voice. 
Schol. Ven. 2, viv 5& ral waddAov Kara 
voov éxw Tyujoal oe. The commentators 
compare, for the aorist, xxiv. 560, voéw 
dé Kal aitds“Extopd ror Adoat. 

239. 7 uty woAAG x.7.A. ‘Truly with 
many words did my father and lady 
mother implore me, clasping my knees 
one after the other, and on each side my 
companions, to stay there; for so much 
do they all dread him. But my heart 
within me was worn out with a sad 
grief. Now then let us take courage 
and go straight to the fight, and not 
spare our lances, that we may learn 
whether Achilles shall kill us, and win 
for himself the bloody spoils to be con- 
veyed to the hollow ships, or himself be 
overcome by your lance.’—roiov, the 
neuter, as Doederlein points out: so also 
Schol. Ven. 2, rolws.—dotpwv peiiwrh 
Spitzner renders “nulla omnino pugnae 
sit mora.’—# kev—épynta, the epic use 
for wérepov ofcera:. Spitzner reads ef 
kev, and in the next verse dapueln. He 

compares xviii. 3808 (where he reads 
pépnor for pépoito). 
247—259. Athene leads Hector against 

Achilles, whom he addresses in dauntless 
words, and suggests a mutual promise 
that the survivor shall offer no indignity 
to the slain. 

247. kat «.7.A. Schol. Ven. 2, od 
pdvoy bia Adywv adrdy Amdrnoev, GAAG 
kal 514 Tod mpocedAOety atiorlarws.—} 
Tpds TO TadTa ecipnkévat Kal SoAlws 
‘Rynoato. So Doederlein: ‘*Non satis 
rata astute suasisse, duxit etiam astute 
ad exitium.” 

251. Siov, ‘I ran away from,’ ‘I fled 
before you.’ Hesych. ed:éxOnv. In the 
middle, 5feo@a: means ‘to have a person 
fly before you,’ i.e. to pursue him. See 
xvili. 162. There was a reading dies, 
which the Schol. Ven. says was found 
in the better copies. But df in the 
sense of diéxw has no other authority, 
as Spitzner remarks. The verb seems 
clearly connected with déos. Aeschylus 
has Sioua: in the sense of pPoBotua in 
Pers. 699. Bekker reads dles, omitting 
the stop at mdpos ep. 

Aa 2 
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254. We can hardly doubt that 
émdéueba is émddc0a, ‘to give the gods 
as witnesses mutually,’ where the ém) has 
the sense of reciprocity, as in émyaputa, 
emixnpukeverOar. Others however (as 
Doederlein) refer it to émdéc0a. The 
passage in Aesch. Suppl. 646 is remark- 
able, diov émidduevor mpdKtopa Te okoTdy, 
where mpaktop érickomoy is perhaps the 
true reading. The Scholiasts, in explain- 
ing it by empaptupéucba and éemade- 
oapec0a, leave it uncertain to which verb 
they referred it. So also Hesych. ém- 
Saucba emid@ucev Ocovs, YOwuev. See x. 
463. The Attic mepiddc0a, ‘to wager,’ 
may be compared, and mepidameOov in 
xxili. 485. Cf. Od. xxiii. 78. Doederlein 
renders it “hue spectare jubeamus,” 
which seems an impossible sense. 

255. appovidwy. Schol. Ven. duodro- 
yiav kab cvvOnkav, cvpBodrAav. 

256. de®. ‘I will not horribly mu- 
tilate you (see xix. 26), if Zeus should 
give me to withstand you, and I should 
take away your life.’ The Schol. Ven. 
and Hesych. explain raupovtn, which 
occurs again in xxiii. 661, by thy ek 
karapovns vicnv. It may mean simply 
‘a standing one’s ground,’ by the adver- 
sary either falling or flying. 

259. féCew, avril rod pee, Schol. Ven. 
260—272. Achilles sternly refuses any 

compromise or agreement between them. 
The wolf and the lamb can never unite 

in friendship. He warns Hector that_ 
his hour is come; he will need all his 
valour to avoid the just vengeance for so 
many Greeks that he has slain. 

261. &Aacte, ‘Wretch!’ &aacra de- 
dpaxds.—ournuoctvas, cvvOjkas. A rare 
word, from ovviec@a. We have the 
aorist cuvdéueOa in xiii. 8381. Compare 
MeOnuootvnot, xiii. 108.—The evident 
hesitation of Hector, and the attempt 
to bargain with his foe, are well con- 
trasted with the clear confidence, the 
certainty of victory and revenge shown 
by Achilles. Every part of the scene is 
so contrived as to enlist sympathy on 
the side of Hector. 

263. This line is parodied by Plato, 
Phaedr. p. 241, D, @s AvKot &py aya- 
mao, @S maida gpidovow epacral, and 
perhaps by Arist. Pac. 1076, aply kev 
Avxos Xpy’ Suevaiot. Hor. Epod. iv. 1, 
‘Lupis et agnis quanta sortito obtigit, 
Tecum mihi discordia est.’ 

265. eue nal ot, i.e. for you to love 
me, or me you.—zply 7 k.7.A., said with 
some irony; but the hope of a compact 
is not meant to be conditional, but is in 
fact refused, as Doederlein remarks.— 
doat k.7.A., see v. 289; xx. 78. 

266. The Schol. Ven. notices the un- 
usual idiom of the plural verb. 

268. wayroins. Doederlein well com- 
pares the versatile arts of Hector as enu- 
merated by himself in vii. 237—241. 
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269. aixunthyv. Not merely skilful in 
the use of the spear, but a warrior of a 
bold heart. See v. 602; xvi. 493. 

270. ’A@nvn. Achilles, by his divine 
birth, was able to recognize the goddess 
under the guise of Deiphobus. See sup. 
215; i. 199.—viy k.7.A., Schol. Ven. 2, 
viv déces aOpdas Sikas bwep THs AuTh- 
Tews THS yevouevns mot Eveneyv Tov éEral- 
pov. 

271. Saude. Lengthened from dang 
(i. 61), Sandor, like Saudwor vi. 368. 
273—305. Achilles throws his spear, 

but Hector warily avoids it. Athene 
restores it to Achilles. Hector, with his 
usual vaunting, bids him now await his 
throw. He strikes the shield in the very 
centre; but the divine workmanship is 
proof against mortal arm. Believing 
Deiphobus to be still at his side, he asks 
for another lance. Finding he has been 
deceived by Athene, he at once resigns 
all hope of life. 

275. €¢ero, he crouched down, di Cave, 
so that the spear flew over him. 

277. AdOe, scil. &W S:d5000a, the aorist 
implying the single act. 

279. of mw, perhaps in the sense of 
ovdauas.—ex Ards, revealed to you by 
Zeus ; ironically said. He refers to the 
boast in 270. 

281. aptierys, one who speaks to suit 
the occasion, &pria Baer, i.e. kalpia, xiv. 

92. In Hes. Theog. 29, the Muses ara 
called apriémerat. In Pind. Ol. vi. 61 
and Isthm. iv. 46, the context is slightly 
ambiguous between this sense and that 
of ‘true,’ verax. But in Aesch. Pers. 696, 
Sleuat ev xaplracOa, dleuae 8 &pria 
pdcbat (MSS. avria), the meaning is very 
appropriate, ‘I fear to say that which is 
only suited to the occasion.? Hesych. 
GpTienmns* amnptismevos ev TH A€yerv. 
Aéyerat 5& ottws Kal 6 emitpoxddny 
ppacwy- b0ev Kad em) Wéoyou tdcoeTa.— 
émikAomos, a deceiver; so émlxAomos 
TéEwy, Od. xxi. 397. émikAomov 700s, Hes. 
Opp. 67. The sense is, ‘you have 
spoken falsehoods merely to frighten 
me,’ viz. by saying the fates were 
against me. That Hector was a fatalist 
is clear from 300 inf. 

283. pevyovr:. ‘If I am to feel your 
lance, it shall not be in the back, while 
I fly, but in the breast while I stand 
against you; if indeed (he adds) the god 
has given you to strike me at all; but 
now in your turn avoid my lance: may 
you receive the whole of it in your 
flesh!’ i.e. may it go right through 
you, and out again. The Scholiasts say 
there is irony in &evat, as if Achilles 
were likely to shrink. But the sense 
seems simple, ‘Evade my lance, if you 
can, as I evaded yours,’ sup. 274, 
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286. Schol. Ven. 7d as dyt) rod eYOe. 
288. ogiot. A notable instance for 

opt or avrots, as of and € are sometimes 
ez and eum, &e. 

289, 290. See xi. 349. 
293. katnphoas, ‘dejected.’ Schol. 

Ven. kétw Te pan exwv. This etymology 
is at least as good as Doederlein’s, from 
KabdnrecOa. Neither has any proba- 
bility. The latter renders it “pudore 
suffusus, velut conviciis compellatus.” 
The custom was, as Spitzner remarks, 
quoting xi. 43, for a warrior to go into 
the fight with two javelins. 

294. éxdAe, compellabat, he called 
Deiphobus by his name. Some of the 
old copies read €Béa.—Acvxaoms, a word 
of the tragic age, is Gat eipnucvoy in 
Homer. 

295. 7ret. For the absence of a con- 
necting particle compare iv. 89. Doe- 
derlein is so displeased at the asyndeton 

that he makes this clause parenthetical. 
300. Doederlein would read ov& @7’ 

avevdev. The meaning is xwpis, apart, 
or away from me. 

301. Hesych. dAén: &Aviis, 6 eorw 
&ekArois.— 76 ye, “scil. 7d adreverOat 
Qdvatov.’ Mr. Trollope. The sense is 
ambiguous; we may equally well supply 
Td wh arevecOa. ‘Long ago Zeus and 
Apollo, who used to protect me, have 
resolved on my death’ 

304. aomovd), without causing trouble. 
See viii. 512. Cicero cites this couplet, 
Epist. ad Att. x. 1, and ad Fam. xiii. 
15. 

306—336. Hector draws his sword and 
rushes upon Achilles, as an eagle upon 
a fawn. Achilles, in splendour bright, 
and with terrible aspect, holds aloft his 
gleaming spear. Hector, wearing the 
armour of Patroclus, is covered except 
just below the neck. There Achilles hits 
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him with his lance, and drives it right 
through. With boastful triumph Achilles 
tells him that his body shall be cast to 
the dogs, while that of Patroclus shall 
have funeral honours. 

308. aAeis, gathering himself up for 
the conflict. See xvi. 403. 

313. aypiov. Theis made long by the 
ictus (or rather, by a peculiar property 
of this letter, either in arsis or thesis). 
Compare 7js drepotAlnat, i. 205, aveyiov 
xv. 554, *IAlou mpomdpode, &c. But the 
lines 313—816 read like an interpola- 
tion, and are in part repeated from xix. 
382, 383.—kdAvwev, ‘he held as a 
cover. See vy. 315. 

317. wer aorpdci. See sup. 28, and 
compare, for the simile, v. 5 and xviii. 
206. 

319. amréAaure, supply pappapuy? im- 
plied in dorhp preceding.— évqKeos, Schol, 
Ven. 2, Kadhy ahy (axurhy ?) exovons. 

B21. eftere, scil. xpws, ‘where it 
might present a way for the spear.’ 
Doederlein supplies tév revxéwv. The 
Schol. Ven. 2 explains it by dmov xwp7- 
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el€ere paduoTa. 
Evev xpoa xahkea TEVXED 

325 

eyxel Stos “AyudXdevs, 

celey 7) aixen. 
322. &AAo Técor is exegetically added, 

mépos being supplied: ‘But Hector’s 
skin,—that is, all the rest of it,—was 
covered by the beautiful armour, but it 
showed just where the collar-bones 
divide the neck from the-shoulders’ (i. e. 
hold the shoulders projecting from each 
side of the neck). The récoyv is added 
as if demrixn@s, ‘to this extent.’ Cf. 
xvili. 378, of © #row téooov pmev Exov 
TéXOS, ovaTA ST otmTw K.T.A. XXIli. 454, ds 
To pev BAAO Técov home Fv, ev BE 
peTomy AcuKoy on eréruKTO. “ Facilius 
verba sic conjungemus, ut &AAo técov 
adverbii loco positum ducamus: eujus 
corpus reliquum quidem totum arma 
obtegebant.’ Spitzner. Schol. Ven, 7d 
pev UAAo oGua KabdmAioTo, yuuvdy 5¢ 
pévov dStepalvero amd Tov buwv em Tov 
aux eva, ; 

323. Repeated from xvii. 187. 
325. Aaveavinv, Aamdy, the gullet. 

See xxiv. 642. This passage seems 
adapted from viii. 325—327. The next 
verse (327) occurred xvii. 49. 
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328. aadpdparyoy, the wind-pipe. 
329. This verse was rejected by the 

Alexandrine critics, because it is absurd 
to attribute volition and intention to a 
spear. Other critics replied, that acci- 
dents were sometimes put in the category 
of causation, as Od. ix. 154, xii. 427. 

332. ovdév dmifeo, You held me in 
no regard, seeing that I was at the 
time absent. 

333. doconthp. See xv. 254.—péy 
Gpelvwy, TOAAG, i.e. much more valiant 
than Patroclus was. 

336. The trisyllable is the established 
reading, since aixaés for dems is an 
Attic contraction: cf. Aesch. Prom.472, 
mérovOas aikes miu. Hence Antimachus 
is said to have read €Akhoovo: Kak@s 
(Schol. Ven.). To evade the difficulty, 
perhaps, the Scholiasts assumed aixéws 
and aikéws to be the uncontracted forms. 
We have €Akhow in xvii. 558. 

337—343. The threat of Achilles to 
cast the body to the dogs has stung 
the dying man, who implores that he 

may be spared that indignity at least, 
and a ransom accepted for his remains. 

337. dAvyodpavewy. See xvi. 843.— 
tmep Wuxijs, ‘by your life,’ i.e. as you 
desire to live. See xv. 665.—Ayxaday, 
to be construed with vyuct. 

342, 343. This distich occurred vii. 
80. Compare xy. 350, ovd€ vv tév -ye 
yetot Te yywtat Te mupds AcAaXwor 
Gavdvra, and xxiii. 76. This passage 
shows, says the Schol. Ven., that those 
who died in their own country were 
burnt. Aeschylus (Ag. 440. 452) seems 
to vary or qualify the statement. 

344—354. Achilles sternly refuses the 
offer of ransom, and wishes he could eat 
the flesh of his enemy raw, to glut his 
intense hatred. 

346. aveln, <I only wish my passion 
and my emotion would allow me to 
cut raw collops from your flesh, and eat 
them!’ Here, as in iv. 35, xxiv. 2138, 
the impulse for cannibalism, probably 
natural to primitive man, breaks out as 
an inclination, checked however by rea- 
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son or custom. The MSS. and Scholia 
generally give avn, i.e. avp. They 
appear to have understood the passage 
thus: ‘if my rage would allow me to 
eat your flesh, (I would do so.)’ Others 
make the clause oid yw’ Zopyas parenthe- 
tical, and regard @s ov« 08’ k.7.A, as the 
apodosis. ‘The wish is” (says Mr. 
Gladstone, ‘‘ Juventus Mundi,” p. 396) 
“that Achilles could prevail upon himself 
to perform the act ; which accordingly 
he cannot do. From these passages, as 
well as from the case of the Cyclops, we 
may learn that cannibalism was within 
the knowledge, though not the ex- 
perience, of the nation ; that it might 
even come before them as an image in 
the hideous dreams of passion at seasons 
of extreme excitement, but never could 
enter the circle of their actual life.” 

348. amaddAko. Probably kev is to be 
supplied; otherwise amaAdAnn is the 
usual idiom. We may compare however 
the Attic idiom otk 00 dmws Adéam, 
Aesch. Ag. 620. 

349. Doederlein, comparing ix. 379, 
ovo ef por SexaKis TE Kal eikoodKis Téa 
doin, reads efkoot vhpita separately, and 
refers the adjective, with the Scholl. 
Vict. and Ven. 2, to épi¢ev. The latter 
however says bf ty dvaryvworéoy, ‘the 
word must be read as one.’ There was 
an ancient word vfpitos, of which the 
etymology is quite uncertain. We have 
vhpitos tAn, Hes. Opp. 511; Napitrov 
eivooipuAAoyv, Od. ix. 22; vipitos bpos 
kataepmevoy UA, ib. xiii. 351. Hesych. 
ynpirdpuddov? moAvpuAAoY.—vipirov, Td 
TOAV, xAwpoy, bypdy, Oadrepdy, amadrdy, 
del feov. From these passages we may 
fairly infer that the word expressed the 
idea of foliage im motion, and has 

2) SN 7, 4 1O- ys » 
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nothing whatever to do with épi¢ew. 
For the compound the Schol. Ven, 2 
compares eixootBo.a. 

350. orjowat, ‘should bring here and 
weigh out.’ So amoorhowvTa *Axato) 
Xpetos, in xiii. 745. 

351, épdoac@a, here a synonym of 
pioac@a: or Avoacba, to ransom, or 
rescue from the hands of the foe. Heyne 
happily compares Theogn. 77, miatds 
avhp xpvaoio kal apyvpou avrepioacbat 
&iios. Mr. Trollope is clearly wrong in 
saying that éptoac@a: here is used like 
€Akew sup. 212; nor is the synonym of 
the Scholiasts, (vyooratjoa, quite cor- 
rect.—airdy, i.e. the body itself, weighed 
against gold. This is not said dzep- 
Bod:k@s, nor is Aeschylus open to the 
criticism of the Schol. Ven. 2, for having 
in the “Extopos A’tpa (or @piyes) re- 
presented gold as weighed against the 
body (av@:aTduevov xpuody mpds Td 
“Extopos o@ua). Compare Plat. Phaedr. 
p- 2385, D, ey oot, domep of evvea 
upxovTes, wmiTXvOVMAL xXpvony eikdva 
isouerpntov eis AcAgovs avabhcerv. 
There is some obscurity in avéyn, which 
should rather be @éAn. Otherwise the 
medial infinitive is less appropriate, 
because the subject would properly be 
*Axaovs. As it is, we may supply rods 
girovs (by an ellipse common with 
verbs of commanding), i.e. ‘should bid 
his friends procure the ransom of.’ 
Most of the copies and edd. have avéyor. 

355—366. Hector dies with a solemn 
warning that his fate will yet be avenged 
by Paris. Achilles accepts it with the 
calm resignation of a fatalist. Compare 
the last words of Patroclus, xvi. 851— 
854, 

356. # oe k.7.A. ‘Truly, I know you 
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Tov © émet eEevdpiEe Toddpxys Stos *Ayuddevs, 

well, and thence augur my fate.’ (Mr. 
Trollope.) Buttmann (Lexil. p. 445, 
note) renders it, “‘ I see thee exactly as 
thou art.”—uedAdor x.7.A., ‘it seems then 
it was not to be expected that I should 
persuade you.’ Compare the Attic per- 
sonal use of weAAw, Ar. Ach. 347, Vesp. 
460, Ran. 269, and sup. xxi. 83. 

358. Oey whviwa, a cause of enduring 
anger to the gods. The same words 
occur Od. xi. 73. Cf. Plat. Phaedr. p. 
244, Dd, & 8) Tadaay ek pnviudroy 
mobey &y tTiot Tay yevav jv. The pro- 
phecy here uttered is the same as that 
given by Thetis, xviii. 10 and 96. The 
death of Achilles by the hand of Paris 
was described in the older epics from 
which (in the judgment of the present 
editor) our “Iliad”? was largely com- 
piled. 

361—364. These four lines are re- 
peated from the similar scene, the death 
of Patroclus, xvi. 856 seqq. 

367—377. Achilles now removes from 
the body of Hector the armour worn by 

Patroclus, and thus in fact regains his 
own (see xvi. 130, sup. 323). The 
people run up to gaze at the body, and 
cannot abstain from treating it with 
reproaches and insults. 

370. O@nhoarvto, viewed with wonder 
and admiration. So Od. x. 180, @nheoavr’ 
€Aahov, udda yap meya Onploy jev. The 
commentators compare the scene over 
the corpse of Masistius in Herod. ix. 25. 

371. avournti, without inflicting a 
wound. The active sense (ei uw erpwoer 
avroy, Schol. Vict.) is very unusual. 
Doederlein explains it ‘unwounded,’ i. e. 
in former fights led by Hector. This 
would at once be a testimony to his 
prowess, and avoid the tautology in 375. 
But we should thus expect avotrntos. 

373. wadakorepos is ambiguously used, 
in the sense of ‘more barmless,’ and 
‘more limp,’ ‘less muscular,’ than in 
life.—évémpynoev, said somewhat laxly. 
The imperfect évérpnéey is found in 
some copies. 
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378—394. Achilles addresses the as- 
sembled Greeks. Now that their most 
dreaded enemy has fallen by his hand, 
let a general assault be made on the 
city, to see whether the Trojans will 
surrender the acropolis or still resist. 
First however let them bear to the fleet 
the body of Hector, singing as they go 
a joyful paean for the victory vouchsafed 
by the gods. (See Mure, Hist. Lit. i. p. 
170.) 

379. émet 5) commences a verse also 
in xxill. 2.— dup) woAw, supply aypduevor. 
“Cingamus urbem armati, eamque 
tentemus oppugnando, donee cogno- 
verimus num ad deditionem proni sint 
post Hectoris sui necem.” Doederlein ; 
whose suggestion, dppa Kk rx for Ippa 
xé tt, had already been adopted from 
MSS. by Spitzner; “id enim solum 
Graecis superesse censet Achilles, ut quo 
jam animo sint hostes cognoscant.”” In 
truth, as Doederlein observes, dppa Kev 
is not a more legitimate combination to 
express purpose, than iva kev. Perhaps 
he meant to suggest opp’ Er: Kal. 

885. GAAG rh H «7A. “The first 
thought of Achilles after the death of 

Hector naturally turns to the demolition 
of Troy. But as this was not in the 
fates, the poet judiciously finds an ex- 
pedient to turn him from the enterprise, 
which would probably have been an easy 
one, by reverting to the last duties, 
which were yet unpaid to his friend.” 
Trollope. 

388. weTéw, as €w in i. 119.—dpdpn, 
as if a reduplicated present: ‘ while my 
knees have motion.’ Cf. ix. 610; x. 
90. 

389. «i 5&—ep. ‘And even if the 
dead in Hades forget the dead (i. e. their 
former friends on earth), yet I even in 
the other world will remember my dear 
companion.’ 

392. &ywuev. “Cum irrisione quadam 
pro €Akwuev.” Doederlein. 

393. npduweba x.7.A. Perhaps these 
two verses were the burden of the 
paean. The Schol. Ven. says they were 
rejected by the critics as unworthy of 
Achilles, who in xvi. 243 had stated that 
Patroclus was sufficient in himself to 
slay Hector. We might fairly reply, 
that the event had shown he was wrong 
in that boastful surmise. 
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395—404. Achilles proceeds to fasten 
the body of Hector by the feet to the 
hinder part (the &vrvyes) of the car, in 
order to drag it round the city.—It may 
here be remarked, that the author of 
this account appears to have departed 
from the older legend (which made 
Hector killed by being dragged alive to 
the car), in order to save the character 
of his favourite hero. The older and 
more savage story was followed by 
Sophocles, Aj. 1030, who says that 
Hector was tied to the car by the belt 
which Ajax had given him, and that 
exvanrer aiev, és T amewutey Biov. So 
apparently we must understand ogayas 
TpoxnAdrous”Exropos, in Eur. Andr. 107. 
The subject is often represented on 
Greek vases, generally of the less archaic 
type. Plato thought the dragging even 
of the corpse was bad enough, Resp. iil. p. 
891, B, Tas Te ad “Exropos €Akeis wept 7d 
ojua To MatpdéKaAov, kal ras TY Cwypn- 
Oéytwy opayas és mupay (xxiii. 175) 0d® 
edoouey melOecOu Tovs HueTEepous K.T.A. 
Cicero, Tusc. Disp. i. xliv. § 105: 
“Trahit Hectorem ad currum religatum 
Achilles: lacerari eum et sentire, credo, 
putat. Ergo hic ulciscitur, ut quidem 
sibi videtur. At illa, sicut acerbissimam 
rem, maeret ; 

Vidi, videre quod me passa aegerrime, 
Hectorem quadriiugo eurru raptarier. 

Quem Hectorem ? Aut quamdiu ille erit 
Hector? Melius Accius, et aliquando sa- 
piens Achilles, 

Immo enimvero corpus Priamo reddidi, 
Hectorem abstuli. 

Non igitur Hectorem traxisti, sed cor- 
pus, quod fuerat Hectoris.” 

396. werdmicbe. He made a hole or 
slit in the hinder part of each foot from 
the heel to the ankle-joint, so as to 
separate the tendo <Achillis from the 
hinder part of the leg. 

400. The fa is here a mere metrical 
expletive. Perhaps it was pdaoritey © 
éeAdav before the preceding verse was 
interpolated. 

401. kovicados, kovioptds, a dust-cloud. 
See iii. 13.—zIrvayro, fell loose, eéeme- 
tdvvuyto, Schol. Vict. There were 
variants, of no great probability, mia- 
vavto, ThutAavTo. Capillos Hectoris 
caesi galea solutos fluitare et jactari, 
consequens est.” Spitzner. 

405—428. Hecuba tears her hair and 
shrieks aloud at the sad _ spectacle. 
Priam, in common with all the people in 
Troy, gives vent to frantic grief. He 
would fain go forth from the city, but is 
forcibly withheld by his friends. Achilles 
himself, he urges, has an aged father, 
and will be moved by his prayer. This 
one loss, he concludes, is more bitter 
than that of all his other blooming sons 
who have been slain by Achilles. 

407. écidovca. If we were sure of the 
antiquity of the passage, it would be 
easy to read maida Fidovca. The eis, as 
in cicakovery, gives the notion of sight 
reaching as far as the object or action 
described. 
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409. Schol. Vict. em) pev &ppevos 
@uwtev, em 5€ tHS Ondrclas KedKucer. 
So Doederlein also, who compares Aesch. 
Pers. 426, oiuwyh © duotd kwkduaow 
KaTeixe mweAaylay mAdKa (GAa). There 
however the presence of women is out of 
the question. Compare inf. 447. 

410. 7@5€ x.7.A. ‘And the scene was 
most like to this,x—as if all Ilios on 
its frowning rock were wrapt in stifling 
flame from its very summit.’ The cap- 
ture and burning of a city presented to 
the Greek mind the strongest picture of 
urgent distress. See Aesch. Theb. 321 
seqq. Ag. 818. Eur. Hec. 910. The 
Schol. Vict. quotes, probably from me- 
mory, Thue. vii. 75, ovd&y yap &AAo F} 
méAet GAtoKonEevH egKeoay, which differs 
somewhat from our text. 

413. Aapdavidwy. See sup. 194. 
414. kard& Kémpov, an eastern custom 

of abject grief and humiliation,—an 
affectation of the dirt and squalor 
naturally resulting from personal neg- 
lect. The avdAy} or front court con- 
tained cattle for family use, whence 
«émpov may be understood in the literal 
sense. 

416. olov. Schol. Ven. 2, dveidiorikds. 
ei Kad Gueis, onal, SetAcare ekeAOetv, GAN 

ewe pdvoy edoare.—oxeobe is ‘desist,’ 
andarxerbe.—ixéobat, ixereverv, to go as 
a suppliant, perhaps. 

418. Aioowua, ‘Let me entreat,’ earé 
fe Alooeo Oat, a peculiar use of the hor- 
tative in the singular, when addressed 
not to oneself (as in gépe, %w, Ke.) but to 
another. So inf. 450, and Soph. Trach. 
801, GAAG Ww Ek ye Thode ys wépOuevoov 
@s TaXLOTA, UND avTod Odvw. The Schol. 
Vict. is wrong in supplying an ellipse of 
tva.—aidéocerat, aidéonta. The strong 
epithets added, ‘this sinner, this doer of 
reckless deeds,’ show the deep hatred 
concealed under the effort and resolve of 
asking for his mercy. By 7Ackinv, as 
Doederlein thinks, the poet means 
éundikiav, ‘those of the same age as 
himself” He will be ashamed if his 
equals in age see him reject the petition 
of an aged suppliant. This is doubtful, 
though it avoids the tautology in 73 
icy yiipas. Cf. nAikinv éxéxaoro, xvi. 

422. Doederlein places a comma at 
Tpwol, and makes [ImAcis the subject 
of €@nxev. It matters little whether 
the subject is changed at €@yxev or at 
QTEKTAVE. 
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425. xatroioerat, Schol. Vict. karolce:, 
Hesych. xatater. ‘My keen grief for 
him will take me down into Hades,’ or 
will descend with me to the grave. 

427. kopecoducba. We should then 
have found consolation in venting our 
grief fully and freely over the corpse, 
i.e. a solemn rite (the cAavOubs) which 
will now be denied. A passage of great 
pathos. 

429—436. The lament of Hecuba, 
surrounded by her women. Why should 
she longer live, now that she has lost 
the joy and the pride of her heart, the 
boast of Trojan men and women alike ? 
Tn life he was looked up to as a god, but 
now, alack! he is gone. 

430. e&jpxe. Cf. xviii. 316; xxiv. 721. 
747.—a5.vov, ‘incessant;’ Schol. Vict. 
mukvovd Kal ouvexovs. Aristarchus (he 
says) read (or explained it, Spitzner), 
GOpdov. See xxiii. 17.—fetouat, Schol. 
Ven. tl @ri Bidow; See on xv.194; xvi. 
852. Perhaps for Béwuat, the delibera- 
tive subjunctive. 

433. evxwan. Schol. Ven. euol pev, 
nor, ddéa, Tots 5E woAtrats bpeAos. 

435. jyapKat. Spitzner, 7 yap KeK.T.A., 
‘Truly you would have been to them a 
great credit, if you had lived; but as it 
is, death and fate have overtaken you.’ 

The sense however is simpler, ‘for truly 
thou wert, when alive,’ &e. Cf. xvii. 
271, dppa Cwds edy Oepdray jv Aiakldao. 
—dedéxaTo, greeted, welcomed on his 
return. See on iv. 4. 
437—459. Andromache has not as yet 

heard a word about her husband. En- 
gaged at home at the loom, she did not 
even know that he had not entered the 
city with the rest. Expecting his re- 
turn, she bids her maids prepare for him 
a warm bath. Suddenly a ery of distress 
reaches her, and with anguish of heart 
and deep misgivings for Hector’s safety 
she rushes out with two of her maids, to 
see what has happened.—The apparent 
indifference of Andromache was criti- 
cized by the Alexandrines, who assigned 
various reasons for it. Yet there is 
nothing unnatural in the narrative, 
which has an exquisite art and pathos 
unsurpassed by any thing in Homer. 
Confident in her husband’s prowess, and 
trusting to the gods, she has kept out of 
the way, and with the retirement com- 

mon to eastern women has been employ- 
ing herself in domestic work. 

441. Compare with this verse iii. 126. 
The word @péva may perhaps be Alexan- 
drine. It is used by Theocritus, Nican- 
der, and Lycophron, and is hardly of the 
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archaic type. It appears to mean 
‘bright-coloured flowers,’ and would seem, 
from the Schol. on Theocr. ii. 59, to be 
a Cyprian or Aetolian word. The Schol. 
Ven. seems to think that dyed wool is 
meant. If the patterns were woven in 
the texture, it argues an advanced state 
of the art. The bright vegetable dyes 
and quaint devices of the Indian shawls 
seem to have some analogy to the work 
here described. 

447. kwkuTov K.T.A. See sup. 409.— 
amy mupyov, from the people on the 
rampart who were witnessing the drag- 
ging of Hector. 

448. édcealx6n, she reeled, or tottered ; 
with the notion of turning half round as 
in a swoon. Cf. xii. 74. So of a ship 
struck by lightning, Od. xii. 416,  ® 
eAcAlx6n aca, Aids TANYVEioa KEepavye. 
See Lexil. p. 288. 

450. Siw, ‘you two come with (or 
attend) me.’ See iii. 143. It was the 
custom for a lady of rank to walk 
between two attendants, as Penelope 
sometimes in the Odyssey, e. g. xviii. 
207.—The above is Bekker’s reading. 

460 

Vulg. d0w por EerecOor. 
arw) pya TéTuKTat. 

451. éxupjs. See iii. 172. Hecuba, 
her mother-in-law, is meant. 

452. ava ordua, ‘my heart seems to 
leap to my mouth,’—a phrase used per- 
haps to express feelings too great for 
utterance. Similarly Aesch. Ag. 1028, 
mpopbdcaca Kapdia yA@ooay by Tad 
egéxet. Doederlein compares x. 94, 
Kpadin dé wo tw ornbewy exOpdorer.— 
eyyvs, k.T.A., So Soph. Trach. 46, kéoriw 
7. Sewoy wha. 

454, ef yap «.7.A. Cf. xviii. 272, ef 
yap 5h mot am ovaros Bde yévoirto. The 
sense is, ‘may such sad tidings never 
reach my ears!’ 

456. amotuntas. See xxi. 3. The fear 
is, lest Hector should be intercepted in a 
too valorous effort to get ahead of his 
comrades (459). Nearly this couplet 
occurs Od. xi. 514, The Schol. Ven. 
well quotes, in reference to @pacvy, Vi. 
407, Saidrie, POice: ce TH ody pévos. 

460—476. Andromache reaches the 
rampart, and sees the body of her hus- 
band being dragged by the horses at full 

Bow dtw (or 
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speed; and she falls senseless and gasp- 
ing into the arms of her maids. Wath 
a sudden effort she tears from her head 
the matronly attire, the symbol of her 
wedded life. Round her crowd her 
female relations, trying to calm her. At 
length she recovers herself sufficiently to 
give vent to her grief in coherent words. 

460. wowad:, Schol. Vict. duola Barxn. 
Eur. Tro. 348, od yap op0a muppopets 
pawas Ood(ovo’. Propert. v. 4. 71, <illa 
ruit, qualis celerem prope Thermodonta 
Strymonis abscisso fertur aperta sinu.’ 

462. avip@v. In her anxiety she did 
not hesitate to appear among the men 
on the rampart. 

A465. axndéotrws, with no one to care 
for him, to tend or protect him. Schol. 
Ven. 2, ovdevds auvvew Suvapéevov. Cf. 
vi. 60, *IAlov efamoAolar’ axhdeoro Kah 
&pavro. Soaiw’ amorixunoovrat axndées, 
xxi. 123. The next verse occurs, as 
Spitzner remarks, in v. 659, xiii. 580. 

467. éxdmvocer, lit. ‘she gasped out 
her life,’ i.e. animation seemed to leave 
her. The verb kxartw (or perhaps 
kartoow, if this be the imperfect rather 
than the aorist), connected with kexa- 
ones in v. 698, is perhaps a later form. 
It does not occur elsewhere in Homer, 
but is quoted from Q. Smyrnaeus, vi. 
533. 

468. Spitzner reads déopara. x€e 

475 

Schol. Ven. ai’Apiordpxou Bare Séopara, 
ai d€ Kowal xée. The strong emotion 
described well suits Bade, for this verb 
conveys the idea of violent action, the 
other of listlessness natural to her swoon- 
ing state. Both are well illustrated 
by Aesch. Ag. 239. 1266.—SéopuaTa, a 
general term for the fastenings of the 
hair, and severally named in the next 
distich. “Aymvé is the golden fillet over 
the forehead, avadéoun a braid or band 
round the head, xpjdeuvoy is a cap with 
pendent lappets, and kexpdpador is said 
to be a kind of net. 

473. yadd@ Kai eivatépes, husbands’ 
sisters (glores) and wives of husbands’ 
brothers. Most Greek names of col- 
lateral relations seem referable to San- 
serit roots. Cf. vi. 378, 7é mn és yaddwy 
} civarépwy cimémAwy.—Grus, aA€es, in 
a crowd round her. The Schol. Ven. 
records a variant dais Hoar. 

474. It is doubtful if amoAéoba de- 
pends on elxoy, i. e. katetxov, ‘ kept her 
from destroying herself, all wild as she 
was with grief,’ or on aru(ouevny, ‘ rush- 
ing wildly to self-destruction.” The 
Schol. Vict. appears to recognize both. 
The latter is more in accordance with 
the caesura of the verse. 

475. tumvuto, aumvods eixe. Cf. xi. 
359, and v. 697. Aristarchus read 
éumvuto, i.e. Eumvous eyeveTo.—auBAn- 
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dnv, Hesych. avaBorAddny, amd mpoormtov. 
7) MeTa OAOAVYMOD avaBdAAwy. Similarly 
the Scholiasts, amb tév eveordétwv ap- 
tapevn SewSr, and avapéepovoa abpdsws Td 
mvetua. The latter perhaps is the best, 
i.e. ‘with rising sobs.’ So duBorddny 
in xxi. 364. Compare mapaBAhdnv ayo- 
pevwy, iv. 6, itoBANOnV juelBeTo, i. 292. 

477—515. The lament of Andro- 
mache. In common with her husband 
she was surely born under an evil star. 
His native land has been ravaged, Hee- 
tor has been slain, she is left a widow. 
Their infant son has lost his protector ; 
as an orphan he will meet with scant 
subsistence and many insults, though 
brought up in every comfort and luxury. 
And now Hector himself will lie exposed, 
a festering corpse. The garments that 
he has left in the palace she will burn, 
not indeed with him on the pyre, but to 
do him honour in the sight of the Trojan 
men and women. Compare with this 
the lament of Briseis in xix. 287 seqq. 

477. éyw Siornvos. Either me mise- 
ram! amere interjection, or ‘it is Z that 
am unhappy,’ viz. who have not died 
with you. So Schol. Ven., Aéyer éauthy 
dvaoTnvoy 51a T wh Cvvamobavery. 

A479. iwd TlAdk@. See i. 366; vi. 396. 
—TuTbdov, avtl Tov TuTeHv, ws Oepuds 
airun (Hym. in Mere. 110), Schol. Vict. 

481. &s uh x.7.A. ‘I would that he 
had never begotten me!’ Here, as occa- 
sionally in the Attic, tiktea@a is said of 
the imale.—évcpopos, viz. because his 
city had been captured by Achilles. 

VOL. II. 

484. attws, ‘thus young as you see;’ 
a mere infant. Schol. Ven. 2 wrongly 
explains it @cavtws euot. Others, still 
more incorrectly, construed attws dv 
TEKOMEY, 1. e. paTalws. 

486. ore cot ovTos, viz. as ynpoBoo- 
kés. See Soph. Aj. 570. Eur. Med. 
1033. The Schol. Ven. says that the 
critics rejected the next thirteen verses, 
so as to connect this with ’Aorudvaé, 
500. That the passage is not really very 
ancient is highly probable; and such 
remarkable words as mavap7Art, breuvh- 
puke, bmepan, may be thought to indi- 
cate an alien hand. There is more force 
in Spitzner’s defence, that a mother’s 
fears would naturally turn to her child’s 
fate if Troy were taken and Priam slain, 
than in Pope’s, adopted by Mr. Trol- 
lope, that ‘‘they must be genuine, because 
it is impossible any where to meet with 
a more exquisite passage.” 

487. iv mep—ve, ‘even if.’—damouph- 
cova, ‘will take away ;’ a future from 
amavpdw, or rather, from an aorist aov- 
petv, regarded .as a present, amoupéw. 
See Buttm. Lexil. p. 146, who prefers 
this, the reading of MS. Harl., to azrov- 
plocovow, the reading of Spitzner and 
Heyne, as if from amoupiCew = aopi(er, 
Jines agrorum imminuere. The Schol. 
Ven. 2 says kuplws Tay bpwy apaipnrovTat, 
and Buttmann thinks this wrong notion 
about odpos led to the reading aroupic- 
covowv. The latter however was read by 
Hesychius, if we may trust the codex. 
Neither future oceurs again in Homer. 

B b 
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490. mavapjAua. ‘The state of or- 
phanage takes the spirit entirely out of a 
boy.’ So Doederlein, who well compares 
&vdpa amndicéeotepoy in Herod. iii. 14, 
and yuvaikds aphAucos Epya in Callim. 
H. Cer. 140. The common explanation 
is that of the Schol. Ven. and Hesychius, 
‘deprived of all the companions of his 
own age. Compare éAc’Oepoy juap 
amovpas, vi. 455. 

491. tmeuyhjuvke appears to be com- 
pounded of 7d, év, jutw. The perfect 
qmuke, in the compound dbreu-juure, 
would first double the mw, and then 
euphonically change it to v, as in df{dum- 
vos, vévupvos, for dtiuumos, &e. The 
meaning is very obscure. Schol. Ven. 
KaTameuvKE, KaTEoTUYyVaKe, KaTw BAETEL. 
Ven. 2, mavta avtov Te Sewa eis avduvy- 
ow &yet Tov Svocgopety. This interpreta- 
tion connected the word with pyjun (as 
if uvnudw), while others thought eunuure 
was the reduplicated perfect of jutw. 
The best version seems that of Doeder- 
lein, who makes wavta the masculine, 
sub quemlibet submissus est ; as we say, 
‘he dares not hold up his head before 
any body.’ Spitzner has an excursus 
(xxxili. vol. i. sect. iv. p. xcix seqq.) on 
the word, and cites an ingenious conjec- 
ture of Toup’s, ara 8 tbreuunuvie, coram 
autem vultu est dejecto. His conclusion 
is in favour of juve: “yvix erit dubium 
quin poeta Astyanactem orbitate fractura 
et capite demisso oculisque proinde de- 
jectis, etsi horum mentio nulla est, ince- 

dentem nobis pingere voluerit.”—deda- 
xpuytot, ‘are suffused with tears. Cf. 
XV nd 

492. Sevduevos, Schol. Ven. evens. 
—ayvei, ‘will go back to,’ i.e. after 
being spurned by others. Doederlein 
thinks the sense is, ‘ goes up to the door 
of the houses where his father’s friends 
live.’ 

494. kotvAny, 6a cup,’ Od. xvii. 12.— 
tuTOdov, ‘for a moment,’ so as just to 
allow a sip.—éméoxev, see sup. on 83. 

495. édinve, Schol. Ven. éBpete. * His 
lips he just wets (i. e. from the obligation 
of the law of hospitality), but the ‘palate 
he does not wet.’ This remarkable verse 
is cited by Lucian, rep) trav em) pic 8G 
cuvovtayv, § 20. 
‘the palate,’ or arched part of the mouth. 
It does not elsewhere occur in poetry. 

496. aupiWadrys, patrimus ac matri- 
mus, one who has both parents living. 
This word occurs in Aesch. Cho. 394, «al 
mot dv aupiOadrrys Zevs em) xetpa Bddror; 
Doederlein here renders it valde opulen- 
tus.—daitvs, an Ionie form like dpxy- 
oTvs, TANOUs, &Ke.— TeTANYyws, transitive, 
as in y. 763, Od. x. 319.—éviccwy, see 
on xv. 198. 

501. uveddy, ‘marrow,’ which even in 
pre-historic times seems to have been 
considered a special delicacy, since in 
ancient human habitations of the “stone 
age” in Denmark and Switzerland, bones 
of mammals have been found split length- 
wise for the purpose of extracting it. 

, 
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504. @aréwy, ‘good cheer,’ ravtoSamray 
Tpopav Kal eSecuatwy, Schol. Ven. 2. 
See on ix. 207. 

505. md@nou, nearly in the sense of the 
Attic ma8or.. Seei. 184. 824; xxi. 127.— 
amd, to be construed with auaprady, as 
ev apauaptovon, vi. 411, compared by 
Doederlein. 

507. oios yap. The explanation of the 
surname had been given in vi. 403. We 
might here expect puto, the subject 
being matnp. But the direct address to 
Hector is resumed from 486. Yet Plato 
cites €puto méAw in Cratyl. p. 392. The 
meaning is, that the son derived his 
name from the father’s valour. 

509. aidAa, ‘writhing worms shall 
eat you, when the dogs have had their 
fill? See xxiv. 414. 

513. odd bpedos. This may be 

interpreted in two ways; either that she 
will burn them, because Hector has no 
further use for them, i.e. for the orpé- 
uwara of the bed; or, which seems better, 
that as Hector is not dressed in his prince- 
ly robes and so laid on the bier, she will 
burn them afterwards, not indeed to be 
of service to him in Hades, but to do 
honour to his memory by committing to 
destruction all that he most prided him- 
self upon. Compare the well-known 
story of Melissa in Herod. y. 92. This 
would in some respects represent the 
honours of a cenotaph. She cannot burn 
the body, so she will burn all that 
nearest pertained to it. 

514. mpbs Tpdéwy, in the sight of the 
Trojans ; virtually in the sense of mpd. 
See sup. 198. 

En 2 
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The whole of this long and most 
interesting book, which was anciently 
entitled G@Aa em) TatpéKaAe, is taken up 
with the obsequies of Patroclus. To 
understand it aright, we must keep in 
view the materialistic notions held by 
the Greeks, even to a late period, on the 
condition of the dead, their supposed 
satisfaction in receiving blood-offerings, 
and their capacity of taking part in and 
being amused at the athletic games per- 
formed over their graves. To propitiate 
a spirit that had power to hurt, and 
which would exercise that power unless 
duly honoured, was the basis of all these 
rites. The ‘ludifunebres’ of the Romans 
were similarly held on the occasion of a 
death, e.g. Livy xxxi. 50. Virgil, it is 
hardly necessary to remark, has at once 
copied and varied the description of the 
games, Aeneid, book vy. Asin Homer the 

shariot-race, so in Virgil the boat-race 
Una first, and is described at greater 
length than the others. 

1—23. Achilles, on returning to the 
fleet after wreaking his vengeance on 
the corpse of Hector (which he appears, 

from 24 inf. and xxiv. 502, to have 
brought with him), summons his Myr- 
midons, that without delay they may 
perform the first funeral rites over the 
body of Patroclus, viz. the rAav6ubs, and 
the solemn invocation of the departed 
spirit. 

2. émet. For the metre see xxii. 379. 
—EAAhotovtov, thy méxpt Suyelou Oa- 
Aacoav, Schol. Ven. 2. 

7. Avéweba. Compared with the long 
syllable in Adro & aywy, xxiv. 1 (where 
see the note), this v of the present tense 
is remarkable. Cf. inf. 27. Where the 
root is short, as shown in Avous, dvcus, 
Ovola, &e., we sometimes find the v 
common, as in 6m and vw (Aesch. 
Theb. 535).—im 6xeog:, Schol. Ven. 
Tous bmd Tots OxXHmagL mavuXas trmous. 
The phrase, as elsewhere explained, lite- 
rally means ‘let us not yet loosen from 
the chariot the horses yoked to the 
chariot.’ The very steeds were to take 
their part in the lamentation ; for Patro- 
clus, so often styled fmebs, was himself 

a skilful driver. 
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10. aitap ewe) k.7.A. The point is, 
that no food is to be taken till the 
lamentation has been duly performed.— 
TeTapTaémec Ga, see ix. 701.—évddbe, ‘ here 
on the spot,’ and in presence, as it were, 
of the deceased hero, who was supposed 
to take his part in the banquet. 

12. tipxe, eétpxe, inf. 17. Achilles set 
the example, and they followed, shedding 
tears as they drove their cars in proces- 
sion thrice round the body.—@etts x.7.A., 
not as present among them, but as 

inspiring them with a heartfelt and 
genuine grief, such as would be more 
acceptable to the dead than an unreal 
show of sorrow. Her influence in this 
case was the more poetically probable 
from their nearness to the sea, and their 
close companionship with Achilles. 

13. tpls wep) vexpdv. Compare xxiv. 
16. The origin of the custom probably 
was to ensure the observation, if not 
from one side, at least from another, of 
the departed spirit. 

15. devovro «.7.A. Virg. Aen. xi. 191, 
‘spargitur et tellus lacrimis, sparguntur 
et arma.’ 

16. rotov, so great and good was the 
hero whom they would see no more. So 
iv. 390, roln of éxippobos hey AOhryn. 

17, 18. See xviii. 317. Achilles laid 
his hands on the breast of Patroclus as a 
kind of pledge that he would perform all 
that he had promised. 

19. Kad ety «.7.A. Schol Ven. ofoy «i 
éoTt Tapauvila nal xapa ev Tots TeTE- 
AeuTnkdot, Ta’Tny Séxou Tap’ nuav. To 
wish the departed ‘good cheer’ even in 
the dismal abodes of Hades was a 
natural part of the eupheimistic address. 
—5n, ‘at once,’ without further delay. 
He immediately carries out his promise 
of doing insult to Hector’s corpse. Cf. 
xxii. 336. 354. 

21. dedp’ epicas. 
is plainly omitted. 

23. ayAad, remarkable for their beauty, 
perhaps. 

24—34. The body of Hector is igno- 
miniously flung on its face in the dust. 
The arms are stripped from it, the horses 
are unyoked from the car, anda grand 
banquet is given to the Myrmidons, the 
blood of the victims slain forming at the 
same time an offering to the hungry 
shade, aiuarovpta, Pind. Ol. i. 90. 

24, aeikéa Epya. We cannot tell, and 
need not inquire, what particular deed is 
meant. The mere act of flinging the 
body in the dust was perbaps a sufficient 
mark of ignominy. The position de- 
scribed, mpnvijs and not baruos, is against 
the obvious suggestion of any barbarous 
and brutal mutilation. Possibly the poet 
avoided the idea, on the same principle 

of humanity which made him reject the 
story preferred by Sophocles, of Hector 
being dragged alive at the car. 

Here the initial F 
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27. ivnxéas, the sound from whose 
feet reached high into the air. See v. 
772. There is some doubt about the 
genuineness of the compound, as 7x} 
took the initial F. There was a variant 
Avovto 5& woévuxas trmovs. An easy 
correction would be tWavxevas. 

29. tdpoy daivu, he proceeded to pre- 
pare for them a funeral banquet. 

30. Bées apyol, either ‘sleck’? or 
‘lazy’ oxen. The epithet is perhaps a 
mere common-place, without any special 
reference to the nature of the offering. 
— dpéxBeov, ‘moaned,’ Schol. Vict. av7? 
Tov éoTevoy avaipotmevor. The word 
seems an instance of onomatopoeia, 

formed to express the sound. A cognate 
word is pox@etv, which imitates the 
swoop and roar of the surge on the 
beach. Cf. Od. v. 402, pdx@cr yap péeya 
kvpa. Aesch. Ag. 191, madippdxOors ev 
AvAfSos témots. Theocr. xi. 43, Tay 
yAaukay 5 OdrAaccay @a mot) xépoov 
opexOnv. Ar. Nub. 1368, mas olecdé 
Mot Tv Kapdtay dpexOciv; (The heart is 
elsewhere compared to the sea-strand, 
as Vesp. 696, &s wou Tov Oiva Tapdocels.) 
The fragment of Aesch. Niobe (165 
Herm.) is unfortunately corrupt, “Idns Te 
puKnOmotor kat Bopvxnmaciw Epmover whAwy 
may 8 opexOer (al. épéx der, epéxOcor) 
medov. Mr. Trollope adopts a meaning 
which has much less authority, ‘were 
extended,’ as if the verb were allied to 
opéyw. Below, v. 317, we have a cog- 
nate form epéxOecOai, and Ouudy épéx Pwr, 
‘fretting in heart,’ Od. v. 83.—dud) 
o.dnpe, at the edge of the knife as their 
throats were cut. The mention of ton 
instead of a bronze knife was noticed by 
the critics as an indication of lateness. 

SP) 

32. Oardbovtes, as ix. 208, ovds oid- 
Aoio paxw Tebadrviay Grdoigh. See ibid. 
467, where nearly the same distich oc- 
curs.—evduevor, ‘being singed,’ a prac- 
tice still in use. To this perhaps 
Aristophanes alludes, Vesp. 36, éxovca 
poviy eumrempnuevns tds. The aspirate 
is defended by the compound apevei, 
Ar. Pac. 1144, Eecl. 18. Cf. Equit. 
1236, év tatow ebotpais KovdvAoLs 7pmoT- 
téounv. Aeschylus used the perfect, 
doubtless in a Satyric play (frag. 308 
Herm.), Aevids: Ti & odxi; Kal Kadre@s 
Apevmevos 6 xotpos. Mommsen remarks 
(Hist. Rome, i. p. 180), “a pig was the 
most acceptable offering to the gods, 
just because it was the usual roast for a 
feast.” 

34. kotvAnhputov. Perhaps the blood 
was poured, as a libation, from goblets. 
Cicero mentions a dream (de Div. i. 28, 
§ 46), ‘ Mercurium e patera, quam dextra 

manu teneret, sanguinem visum esse 
fundere. So Eur. Hec. 528, xoas Epper 
Oavévtt matpt. The Schol. Ven. says 
Aristarchus explained it oad, &éa7Te 
KoTUVAN apicacba, ‘copiously enough to 
be taken up in cups.’ 

385—53. Achilles is conducted, with 
some reluctance on his own part, into 
the tent of Agamemnon, where prepara- 
tions are made for his personal comfort 
and refreshment. But he refuses to 
accept them until he has burned the 
body of Patroclus. He takes however 
some food (48) reluctantly, and requests 
the king to send men early in the morning 
to bring in stores of wood for the pyre. 

35, tév ye. Perhaps the Homeric or 
demonstrative use of the article, ‘him, 
the king,’ &e. The possessive use, 
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‘their chief, the swift-footed son of 
Peleus,’ is probably a later idiom. We 
may note that avat seems here a term 
superior to BaciWevs.—orovdy, poys, 
via tandem. 

39. Aristarchus read kéAevoay, the 
others néAeuvoer, viz. Agamemnon alone. 
—ei memi@orev, in the hope that they 
might persuade him, viz. when he saw 
the preparations being actually made. 

43. ov wa Zqyv x.7-A. Buttmann re- 
marks (Lexil. p. 436) that épxos pro- 
perly means, not an oath abstractedly, 
but the object by which a person swears. 
On this passage he remarks, “ I see no 
reason why we should not suppose that 
in the poet’s mind Jupiter was put in 
apposition to dproy, exactly in the same 
sense as dpxoes is actually found in appo- 
sition to Zeus in Pindar, Pyth. iv, 297 
(166), kaptepds bpkos Gupte paptus éorw 
Zebds 6 yevebALos Guporeépois.” 

44. ov O€éuts, either the law of mourn- 
ing would not allow this, or an oath he 
had taken to that effect.—xeva1, yaoai, 
as Od.i. 291, ojjud te of xeVa Kad em 
KTEpen KTEpeltat. 

47. weretw, a lengthened form of 
MeTéw, meT@.—oTvyepy, Odious and dis- 
tasteful. The same as taépoy, sup. 29, 
silicernium (Doed.). For ed@adpcba 
there was a reading tepréucda, rightly 
rejected by the Schol. Ven. 

49. The vulgate dérpuvov plainly vio- 
lates the F in &vat. If the passage were 
certainly ancient, we might be content 
with Bekker’s érpuve.—ateueva:, the 
aorist ; as iil. 105, &ere 5¢ Mpiduoro Binv. 
Cf. oto€ueva inf. 564,—mapa te k.T.A., 
Schol. Ven. 2, mapacyetv ds apudcer rah 
KkaljKéy é€ott. Doederlein: “drca ex 
éxovra suspensum est. Intelliguntur 
omnia quae mox cum Patroclo com- 
buruntur.” If the following verse be 
genuine, which Heyne doubts, the per- 
sonal ornaments must be meant, which 
were thought to give pleasure to the 
spirit in Hades, 

53. am dd0adAuev. He seems to mean 
that while the body of Patroclus is in 
sight, the people will not return to their 
occupations. Schol. Vict. as em rimf 
Tod vexpov apylas exovans Td oTpdTevua. 

54—68. The Myrmidons after the 
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meal are dismissed to take repose. Some 
of them however accompany Achilles to 
a solitary place on the sea-strand. There 
he falls asleep, wearied with the chase 
after Hector. The ghost of Patroclus 
appears, and upbraids his friend for his 
remissness. 

55. epowAlaoavtes. Both the active 
and the middle are used in this sense ; 
see iv. 344, viii. 503. Bentley, to save 
the F, proposed épwrAlcoarto Féxarrot, 
omitting the next verse.—For the next 
three lines see i. 468, 469. 602—606. 

61. ev kabap@, ina clear spot. Cf. viil. 
491. 

64. eratcowr, 1.e. cevwv, Sidxwv. The 
Schol. Vict. wrongly takes “Exrop’ for 
the dative, and compares Klpxn éerjita, 
Od. x. 322, where the verb is intransi- 

tive. Sup. x. 348 and 369 we have 
éyxet and Sdovp) éeratcowy transitively 
used. 

65. SeAds, as in v. 574, implies the 
doleful state of the dead.—air¢@, ipsi, 
like the man himself in life.—vo/a, 
TowbtTa, sc. & avtds epdper. Spitzner 
compares Apoll. Rhod. iii. 454, airds & 
otus nv, olowst Te Papeow EoTo. 

68. brép Kkepadjs. So the Dream 
stands at the head of Agamemnon in 

ii. 20. 
69—91. The ghost upbraids Achilles 

with sleeping while the rites are yet 
unpaid which give the departed shades a 
passage across the infernal river. Never 
on this side of the grave will the friends 
meet again. To Achilles a death is 
destined under the walls of Troy. Let 
their bones lie together in death, even 
as they were brought up friends in the 
halls of Menoetius. 

69. etSes; So the ghost of Clytem- 
nestra in Aesch. Eum. 124, &¢ers; s7- 
vdooes; ovx avacTnoe Taxo0s; ibid. 141, 
eUders ; aviotw. Compare also Cynthia’s 
ghost, Propert. v. 7, 18, ‘ Perfide, nec 
cuiquam melior sperande puellae, In te 
jam vires somnus habere potest ?’ 

70. anders, the imperfect. The sense 
is, ‘you neglect me in death, though you 
never did so in life. For this verb see 
on xiv. 427. Aesch. Prom. 507, wh vuv 
—cavTov arnoet. 

71. mephow appears to be the horta- 
tive aorist subjunctive, ‘let me pass,’ ‘T 
would fain pass,’ &e. It would be easy 
to read dopa TaxioTa—rephow. But cf. 
vi. 840, GAN” &ye viv emdueivov, aphia 
Tevxea Svw. xxii. 418, Alocwyw avépa 
TovTor atdobadroy oBpydepyov. There 

ll 
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is no need to suppose an ellipse either of 
ka) or of tva. The notion is rather a 
curious one, and nearly identical, as 
might be expected, with the Roman 
theology, that certain rites, initiatory or 
funereal, were necessary for gaining ad- 
mission into a kind of Nirvana (see 
Miller, “ Chips,” &e. vol. i. p. 279 seqq.) 
or state of repose for departed souls. 
Before that, they wandered disconsolate 
on the nether shore of the Styx or 
Cocytus. See Virg. Aen. vi. 327—329.— 
ployeoOa, viz. avtats. Compare the com- 
plaint of Clytemnestra’s ghost, Eumen. 
95 seqq., eyo F bp tudy oF amntimac- 
pbevn BAdowow ey veKpotow—aicxpas 
GA@Gua.  Doederlein would construe 
bloyerOa ava 6, secum conversari in 
Orco; but this is a strained and less 
natural order. 

75. ddoptpouat, ‘I beseech you with 
tears.’ Perhaps a formula, expressive 
of the KAav@udss duly paid. ‘Give me 
your hand now,’ says the ghost, ‘as a 
farewell pledge of love ; for when once I 
have passed through the pyre, I shall 
not revisit earth,’ i.e. I shall be able to 
rest in peace. For AcAaxetv Tid Twos 
see vil. 80. 

77. Cwot ye, ‘at least in life,’ if pos- 
sibly in Hades. The Schol. Ven. records 
a variant ov yap TL K.T.A. 

79. aupéexave, ‘hath gaped to swallow 
me.’ A common figure in nearly all 
mythologies, from the notion of a hungry 
demon going about to devour. For the 
accusative compare Aesch. Cho. 536, ra) 
paotoy daupexack eudy Operripiov. 

80. kal 5€ ool adT@ k.T.A., you too 
have a xyp or destiny, not very different 

from mine, to die at Troy. The senti- 
ment is, ‘as we have been one in life, so 
we shall die by the same death, and at 
the same place.” The combination ka} 
d¢ is remarkable. 

81. ednyevewy is a hard word to ex- 
plain. There was a variant recorded by 
the Schol. Ven., as preferred by Aris- 
tophanes, einpevewy, as from &pevos. 
Some grammarians derived the vulgate 
from yj, as Schol. Ven. 2, ray kadovs 
aypous exdvTwy. See on xi. 427. Either 
the old word was eF-n-yevijs, or there is 
an interchange of long and short letters 
from juyevys, the initial « being merely 
euphonie. 

82. épjooua, I will charge you with, 
emiskhww, emutdéw. So Aesch. Prom. 4, 
&s go. maTip epetro. Such a command 
seems strangely addressed to a living 
man ; but the sense evidently is, ‘ to lay 
my bones in the spot where you intend 
that yours should lie’ Lucian (ep) 
Tlapacirou, § 47) quotes 83, 84, and 90. 
Compare for tle sentiment Eur. Alcest. 
365, €v Taiow avtais yap w emoKkhbw 
Kébpois ool Tovcbe Ocivat, mAeupa 7 ek- 
Teivat TEAaS TAEUpoOioL Tors Gots, and also 
Orest. 1053. Propert. v. 7, 93, «Nune 
te possideant aliae; mox sola tenebo ; 
Mecum eris, et mixtis ossibus ossa 
teram.’ It has been remarked, as an 
explanation of a plurality of urns some- 
times found in one barrow, even of 
British work, that “the dead may have 
been burnt and inurned, and then kept 
unburied until, at the decease, perhaps, 
of the head of the family, a barrow was 
raised over his remains ; when the other 
members who had died before him, and 
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whose burnt bodies were preserved, each 
in his urn, were placed in the tumulus 
with him” (“Flint Chips,” p.408). This 
extract illustrates inf. 246. 

84. ds, i.e. @s éuov etpddnuevy. On 
a remarkable variation in this passage, 
as cited by Aeschines, contra Jimarch. 
p- 298, see Spitzner’s note. The obvious 
inference, that the text has been altered 
by Alexandrine critics or compilers, does 
not occur to that editor, who contents 
himself with saying that the text of 
Aeschines is ‘lectio dubia admodum et 
incerta.” It is however very possible 
that the orator quoted incorrectly from 
memory. 

85. €& ’Omdevtos. Cf. Pind. Ol. ix. 
67, aplkovto Sé of (i.e. és Omdevra) 
tévor, vibv & ~Anropos eédxws Tluacey 
étotkwy Aiylvas Te Mevoltiov, Tov mats 
au ?Arpetdars Tev9paytos medioy modwy 
tora ctv ’AxiAdre? pdvos k.T.A. Menoe- 
tius therefore, the father of Patroclus, 
had been a settler at Opus among the 
Locri, and been brought to Phthiotis by 
his father to escape the consequences of 
a quarrel, in which the youth had been 
involved with a fatal result. A year’s 
retirement was the usual penalty of &kewy 
gévos. Here apparently (cf. 90) penal 
servitude is meant. The family group 
of Peleus, Menoetius, Achilles, and Patro- 
clus, is mentioned sup. xi. 769 seqq.; 
and they seem to have formed a pro- 
minent picture in the more ancient and 
genuine epics. Here is a story evidently 
borrowed from earlier poems, and de- 

spatched in this later narrative, like so 
many other details of the Troica, with a 
briefallusion. For the story see Apollodor. 
iii. 14, Odros (i.e. Hdrpokdos) év’Omobvtt 
dievexOels ev maidid wep) aortpayddwy 
mal(@y, maida KAvodvupoy Toy >Audidd- 
pavtos améxtewe. Kal puyav peta Tov 
matpos, mapa TnAet kataxe kal “AxiA- 
A€ws epwumevos ylvetat. 

91. du) copds. This verse seems of 
late composition. The Schol. Ven. says 
it was rejected by the critics, as incon- 
sistent with Od. xxiv. 74 seqq.; where 
the bones of Achilles and Patroclus are 
placed together in a golden urn, ypiceos 
aupipopevs. Bekker omits 92, and per- 
haps itis this one that the Schol. Vict. says 
Aristarchus regarded as borrowed from 
the Odyssey. It is difficult to conceive 
that cops can be a synonym of aupu- 
gopevs, or that the one receptacle of the 
bones would be enclosed in the other. 

93—107. Achilles assures the ghost 
that all his behests shall be duly per- 
formed. He wishes to embrace him, but 
the unsubstantial shade slips from his 
grasp. Achilles awakes, and avows his 
conviction that the souls of the deceased 
have an existence in Hades. 

94. ef, in accordance with its pro- 
bable etymology from €@os (vii. 115), may 
mean simply ‘my familiar friend.” As 
the epithet is commonly a term of 
respect from a junior to a senior, it may 
also refer to Patroclus being the older, 
as Plato, Symp. p. 180, A, says he was 
represented by Homer. 
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97. dupiBadrdvre, supply xetpas 
Bpaxtovas. 

99. apétaro, stretched forth his hands 
to reach him.—ov& éAaBe, so Cynthia’s 
ghost, Prop. v. 7, 96, ‘inter complexus 
excidit umbra meos.’ Cf. Virg. Aen. ii. 
792. Od. xi. 207.—retpryvia, with a 
shriek ; a tiny feeble sound, exilis vow, 
as of a half-animate being. See ii. 314. 
The sound is compared to the noise of 
bats in Od. xxiv. 6—9.—jvTe Kamvds 
reads like the comparison of a_philo- 
sophie age. Cf. Plat. Phaed. p. 70, A, 
wn emerday amarharyh TOU otuaros ovda- 

fod eTL ts GAAG—Gmadhar Tower TOU 

ohuaTos Kal exBalvovra domep mvevud 7) 
Kamvos SiagkedacGeioa otxnrat diarromevn 
Kal ovdev Ete ovdapno0 7. 

102. cuumaardynoe. Schol. Ven. 2, 
em tH mapaddim pavtacia tas xXeEipas 
ouvexpovoey. ‘This seems hardly satis- 
factory ;_ but the Greeks were demon- 
strative in their emotions, e.g. in slap- 
ping the thigh, rad & TemANYETO LNpo®, 
&e. Doederlein, who is too fond of 
arentheses, connects this verb with 

apetaro in 99, ‘manus per vacuum con- 
currentes crepitum edidere.” 

104. opéves, intelligence, ppdynots. 
The existence is one of half-animation 
and half-consciousness, not one of either 
total extinction or full possession of the 
faculties. It is “the lowest degree of 

or existence above annihilation” (Lexil. p. 
372). Hence wduray means that the 
vos does not fully and completely re- 
main, like the @péves €umedor in life. So 
thedead are called appadées in Od. xi.476. 
Aesch. Cho. 508, @avéyti 8, od ppovodyri, 
detAala xdpis em€uret’. Propert. v. 7, 1, 
‘sunt aliquid Manes; letum non omnia 
finit.’ Mr. Trollope (following, as usual, 
Heyne) seems quite to miss the point in 
saying “ it is clear from the whole tenour 
of the passage that opéves is here used 
to imply corporeal substance.’ From 
the Scholiasts it appears that this was 
the interpretation of Aristophanes.— 
This is one of the Homeric passages 
Plato disallows in his Utopia, Resp. iii. 
p. 386, D. 

107. @€cKeAov, Ge-loxedXov, *wonder- 
fully,’ treppuds ws. See Lexil. p. 357. 
Sup. iii. 130. : 

108—137. The mourning for the 
corpse is continued all the night. Next 
day Agamemnon sends parties of men to 
collect wood for the pyre. It is brought 
on mules, and laid ready to hand in a 
spot where Achilles proposes to raise a 
huge tumulus for himself and his friend. 
The body is conveyed thither in solemn 
procession of horsemen and cars. 

110. eAeedy is probably the neuter, 
to be construed with pupomevoior. 
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111. atéuev. See sup. 50.—ék kAroi@y, 
supply idvras.—eml, i.e. éemiotatay av- 
tots. (Ad hoc exortus est, Heyne.) 

115. ceipas, cords for binding the 
faggots. Plaut. Capt. 658, ‘Ite hine, 
ecferte lora. Lo. Num lignatum mit- 
timur P’ 

116. This verse is supposed to imitate 
the clattering of the feet on the ‘ups 
and downs’ of the mountain road. 
‘Many places upwards and downwards, 
or by (or off) the level path, and across 
country, did they visit.’ Schol. Ven. 2, 
TapayTa, MITE aVwpEpH MITE KaTwHeEpy, 
GAAG evOUToMa. Hesych. 74 mapa rd 
avrikpv, viov mAAyIAa, TA TapaTeTpaumeva. 
THs ev0elas 6500. Lord Derby: “ Now 
up, now down, now sideways, now aslope, 
They journey’d on.” Cf. Xen. Oecon. xi. 
17, immacduny immaclay ovTe tmAayiov 
ovTE KaTdvTous ovTE TAppov OUTE dXETOU 
amex Omevos. 

117. «kvnuods, the shoulders or knolls 
towards the base of the mountain. See 
ii. 821. 

120. SiamAhooovtes, wAnyats diacxl- 
€ovres, ‘cutting them into convenient 
lengths, they fastened them to the mules 
to haul, while the men carried logs or 
faggots, @itpol. The Schol. Ven. records 
a variant diamAlocoytes, which is ex- 
plained, as it would seem, by Schol. 
Ven. 2 tots mood SiaBavres, ‘striding 

across the trees.’ He retains however 
SiamAnjooovres in the lemma. This 
reading is adopted by Heyne. The word 
is used in Od. vi. 318 of the ambling 
pace of mules ; and the sense here might 
well be ‘as they trotted through the 
wood,’ the action being poetically trans- 
ferred from the mules to the men. 
Hesychius only recognizes diarAjo- 
oovtes, which he explains d1acxiCovres. 

121. dSarevyro, lit. ‘divided,’ i.e. went 
over step by step. Schol. Ven. d:éxomrov 
tats dmAats Td eSados, }) dSiewepiCovro 
Tots wool Thy yy" peploug yap Tin 
buody eoriv, dAAoTE UAAH TiWEmevwv TaY 
modav. Td dé ékfs eorl, Tad 5€ xOdva 
mogol datedyTo, Sia pwmhia muKva eA- 
Sduevar medio... ov yap Tov medlov Ta 
pomhia A€yel, GAN es Td Tedloy adtas 
emelyer0ai amd Tov fwrov. Hesych. da- 
TevyTo* emopevovto, where he cites part 
of this verse.—éAdduevat, in their eager- 
ness to get to the open plain through 
the scrub or brushwood. 

125. emoxepm, in arow; one advanced 
beyond the other.—dpdaccaro, contem- 
plated, intended to construct.—iptoy, a 
tumulus ; see on i. 268, where the deri- 
vation from Fp, an old synonym of vir, 
is suggested. The word is used by the 
Alexandrine poets, but not elsewhere in 
Homer. Its antiquity therefore is not 
quite free from suspicion. 
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127. The zapa, of course, means ‘near 
the spot,’ and is not, as Mr. Trollope says, 
“redundant.” 

131. @vvoy. Compare x. 254, as «i- 
mov dAdo w vt Sevotow edvtHY. They 
armed, and mounted the cars in couples, 
a driver and a fighting-man standing in 
each. This was to do especial honour to 
one who was a immevs. 

135. @pitt. This is a curious funeral 
custom, incidentally mentioned. The 
hair was shorn in token of grief, and 
the mwAdkauos mevOnthpios (Aesch. Cho. 
4) was presented to the dead as a thing 
highly prized by the living, especially 
by the kapnroudwytes ’AXatol.— KaTa- 
elvucav, the imperfect of evyum, root 
Fes. It may perhaps be doubted if this 
is a genuine form, and not rather pseudo- 
archaic. Aristarchus adopted it in pre- 
ference to a variant kataeiAvoy, as the 
Schol. Ven. says. Heyne and Spitzner 
read katraeivvoy, and so Hesychius, who 
explains it by karexdAurrov.—kKdpn exe, 
he held or supported the head, taking 
the place of principal mourner. The 

Schol. Vict. says this was the custom of 
the Lindians, in Rhodes. 

138—151. Arrived at the spot fixed 
upon for the pyre, the Myrmidons at 
once commence the piling of it. Mean- 
while Achilles retires to a little distance, 
and cuts off, as an offering to his friend, 
a lock which he had cherished as sacred 
to the river Spercheius. 

138. wéppade. See xvill.90.—kdt evar, 
SC. avTOD Toy véeKvy.—mevoeikéa, Schol. 
Ven. tTivés TO prevoetkés TOAY amédocar" 
éott O€ TH TH mever Coikds, oiov TO ape- 
Tov, €& ov THY ikavhy BovAcTaL onuavat. 
“Quantum ipse volebat,”” Heyne. 

142. Smepxei@. As rivers were kov- 
potpépor, it was a custom to offer them 
the @pemrjpios mAdKamos, to be cut off 
and laid as a tribute on the altar of the 
river-god at a specified age. So Orestes 
gives to the tomb of his father the 7Ad- 
Kaos “Ivax@ Opertnpios, Aesch. Cho. 5. 

143. idev, BAevas em réyTov, looking 
over the sea in the direction of his na- 
tive Thessaly. 

144. iphoaro, here simply yvtaro, 
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Kat vv K dduUpopevoiow Edu daos HedtoLo, 
ei py Ayiddeds al’ “Ayapéuvova etre Tapactas 155 
“°Arpelon, col yap Te pahiota ye hads “Ayaov 
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vov § amd TupKains oxédacov Kat detrvov avwxA 
émieoOar. TAde 8 apdurovynodpel’, olor padtoTa 

iméoxero, Or apdmevos brérXeTO (Doed.). 
—repéew some refer to Peleus, and sup- 
pose voorhaavta to be an accusative 
absolute. 

147. wapavrd6, either in the locative 
sense for avrov, or the old epic suffix is 
used for map’ adrots. Cf. xiii. 42. There 
were variants mapavtina and rap’ abrddu. 

150. voy 5¢«.7.A. ‘So now, as I shall 
not return to my own dear native land, 
may I give (i.e. per te liceat dare) this 
lock to the hero Patroclus to take for 
his own.’ Here édmdoam. is the true 
optative, by which the leave of the river- 
god is ina manner asked. Plato, Resp. 
iii. p. 391, B, pretends to disbelieve that 
Achilles could have said any thing so 
impious, as to defraud a god, and de- 
vote his offering to a dead body. The 
passage in Soph. Ajax 1170 has been 
thought, without any good reason, to 
have reference to this: O0dce 5€ mpoo- 
Tpdmatos ev xepoiv éxav Kduas ends Kal 
Thode Kal cavTov TpiTov. 

152—183. Achilles, after depositing in 
his friend’s hand the lock of his hair, 
requests Agamemnon to order the men 
to depart to a funeral banquet, the 
performance of the rest of the work 
being left to the chief mourners. The 
commander -in- chief accordingly dis- 
misses the men to the fleet, the captains 

only being left to assist Achilles. <A pile 

is raised a hundred feet square, and the 
body is placed on the top. In front of 
the pile many sheep and oxen are slain, 
with the fat of which the body is en- 
veloped, the carcases also being ranged 
around. Jars, too, of oil and fragrant 
ointment are tilted against the bier, at 
once to assist in the combustion and to 
counteract the noxious odours. Horses 
and dogs are added, the favourites of the 
deceased chief. Lastly, human sacrifices 
are made by the slaughter of twelve 
Trojan youths. Then a light is set to 
the pile, and Achilles addresses his last 
words of farewell to his friend. 

152. Construe néunv OjjKev év xepoly 

éT polo. 
154. ev dos x.7.A. Virg. Aen. xi. 

200, ‘semiustaque servant Busta, nec 
avelli possunt, nox humida donec Inver- 
tit coelum stellis fulgentibus aptum.’ 

157. kal dot. Not only to continue 
it another time (which is implied in the 
contrast with voy 5€ following), but even 
to take one’s fill of it. Or perhaps, 
‘there is such a thing as having even 
too much of grief. See xiii. 636, mav- 
Tw ev Képos €ott. The next two verses 
seem made up from xix. 171, 172.—rade, 
the present work of the pile, &e. Cf. xvi. 
28, Tobs mév 7 intpol ToAVPapuakor audt- 
TEVOVT Gils 

—— se hm ae 
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160. khdeos. This is a strange verse, 
and one involving some critical difficul- 
ties. Whether xjdeos be regarded as a 
nominative, with the Schol. Ven. and 
Hesychius, who explains it by cndevoimos, 
bmd Kndenovlay mintwy, or as a genitive 
of x750s, we shall find it hard to defend 
the form of the word in the one case, 
or the construction in the other, by 
examples. Some critics assign to the 
adjective the grave accent, as in pwreds, 

but Spitzner defends the common accent 
by xpvceos and xdAkeos. It is remark- 
able that the MS. of Hesych. has khauos. 
It seems that we must acquiesce in an 
adjective kndeos as a synonym of K7- 
devos. Mr. Trollope compares the double 
forms xptccos and xpvceos, XaAKeos 
and xdAxeios. Not less difficulty meets 
us in of 7 ayo), for which most copies 
give of tayot. Not only is this latter 
not an Homeric word, but the a is long, 

asin Aesch. Prom. 96. Ar. Equit. 159, 
@ TtTav ~AOnvav Taye TAY cEvdaLmdYwY. 
Aeschylus indeed has tayotxos avip, 
Eum. 286, but tvuppova tdyay or Tayav 
(a) in Ag. 110. If we read ayo}, the 
te becomes either an expletive, or a 
synonym of «af. Spitzner’s brief note 
is, “ Te relativo subjunctum et poetae et 
aliorum sermoni congruit.” Bothe pro- 
posed of 7 ayot, the sound of which is 
intolerable. ‘The sense would seem to 
be, &upe 6¢ mapauevdvtwy of Te (i.e. of 
mep) oyol ciot. It is difficult not to sus- 
pect the verse as the composition of an 
unskilled hand; but then it cannot be 
separated from the context. We might 
suggest mapd of 8 ayol, i.e. For, viz. 

MarpéxeAv,—in which case %uu: would 
mean ‘at our request,’ ‘as a favour to 

us.’ 
164. Exatoumedov, a rectangle of a 

plethrum. This was a vast pile, and 
perhaps the unusual size was intended 
as a special honour to a great chief. In 
xxiv. 784, nine days are spent in bring- 
ing up wood for Hector’s pile. But these 
examples are as nothing to the pile raised 
to the Scythian war-god, Herod. iv. 62, 
ppvydvev pdKeAov cuvvevéeatar boov 7 
ém) oradiovs Tpeis uAKos Kal evpos, tos 
d€ ZAacoov. Spitzner prefers the form 
éxat burrodov, of which the reading in the 
text appears to be only a euphonic varia- 
tion. 

167. &uperov appears to be the im- 
perfect, like €depoy and vyje. See xi. 
776, and for the wrapping in fat, i. 460. 
—dpara, for dapra, the skinned bodies. 
This seems to have been done either on 
the pantheistic principle of propitiating 
the element of fire, or to convey food to 
the spirit in Hades. The honey-jars 
seem a form of weAryuds and iAacuds of 
the dead. (See the editor’s paper on 
Homeric Tumuli, in the Transactions of 
the Camb. Phil. Soc., vol. xi. part ii. 
p. 272.) 

171. ¢rmovs. Patroclus, as a shade 
in Hades, would require the ghosts of 
the horses that he had trained and 
fondled on earth, and also of the dogs 
that had fed from his table. Clearly 
this is the point and object of the sacri- 
fice, which the Scholiasts entirely mis- 
understood. The idea seems one of vast 
antiquity, and even yet is common in re- 
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mote regions of the earth. Thus we read 
of the funeral of an Indian maiden, in 
the “Missouri Democrat,’ the almost 
identical account given above. ‘The 
heads and tails of her two white ponies, 
which had been killed immediately after 
her death, were nailed to the posts, and 
the idolized daughter was prepared, ac- 
cording to their faith, to ride through 
those fair hunting-grounds to which she 
had gone apparelled as she had been on 
earth.’ The custom prevails even in 
Patagonia, where “the horses of the 
dead are killed, that he may have where- 
withal to ride upon in the country of 
the Dead” (Stevens’ “ Flint Chips,” p. 
388). In the poem inscribed “Teuton,” 
a Scandinavian chief is thus addressed 
before his death in a burning ship: 
«Thou shalt not slumber *neath the 
grassy mound In dull ignoble rest ; Thy 
goodly war-horse and thy faithful hound 
Shall not be sent upon a bootless quest 
To serve their master in the grave.” 

173. tpame(jes. See xxii. 69.—tivakrt, 
viz. “AXIAAet. 

175. Tpédwv. This massacre was prin- 
cipally perhaps for revenge, and not for 
a sacrifice proper ; though both motives 
may have prevailed. See xviii. 3365 
xxi. 27. Herod. i. 86, 6 5€ cuvyjoas 

muphy meyadny aveBiBace en avThy Tov 

Kpotody Te ev médnot dedeuevov, Kal dls 
éxta Avday map avtdy maidas, ev vow 
zxwv elre dh axpoOlvia Tadta Katayieiy 

Oeav Stew Sy, cite Kal edxIy exTEACoU 

Oéd\wv. See also ibid.iv.71. Virg. Aen. 

vi. 655. Plato, Resp. iii. p.391. “Ju- 
ventus Mundi,” p. 364. The immola- 
tion of human victims at the funeral 
of a chief was a practice of very remote 
times, and it has been shown to have 
been a feature of the very earliest British 
burials. (See some very interesting ex- 
amples enumerated in “ Flint Chips,” 
p- 394.) 

176. kaka 5 «.7.A. Schol. Ven. 2 
says these words are added as if to 
express the poet’s indignation at the 
atrocious deed. Perhaps the meaning 
is, that vengeance and satisfaction were 
the principal motives. “ Ipso hoc, quod 
necavit, atrox consilium exsequutus est,” 

Heyne. 
177. oidhpeov expresses the idea of 

&dduatov.—veuoiro, that the fire might 
prey or feed on it. So passively in ii. 
780, ot X up Yoav ws ef te wup) xOav 
TATa VEMOLTO. 

180. reAéw, the future. <“ Achilles, 
pube Trojana rogo injecta, se munere 
amici Manibus promisso jam funeturum 
esse affirmat,” Spitzner. There was a 
variant (Schol. Ven.) tereAcopeva Somep 
bréstnyv. Usually a colon is placed after 
Sduorow. 

182. écOle1, not as a future, but de- 
scribing a fact then taking place. 

184—191. The threatened indignities 
to the corpse of Hector are frustrated 
by the special protection of Apollo and 
Aphrodite, who anoint it with an anti- 
septic, and shelter it from the heat of 
the sun. 
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186. xptev. Schol. Ven. 2, ioxupo- 
molnoe TH cHua Sia THS xploews, iva 
By EAKduwevoy br ~AXIAAEwS GoééoLTO. 
‘She anointed it with ambrosial (divine) 
oil of roses’ (i.e. unguent scented with 
roses). 
what Thetis did for Patroclus, xix. 38. 
Mr. Gladstone remarks (‘‘ Juventus Mun- 
di,” p. 452) that this is one of the pas- 
sages which show that Aphrodite was an 
“eminently Trojan” divinity. The act 
was done in reference to the dragging the 
corpse round the tomb of Patroclus, xxiv. 
15.— arodpigo:, amodpimror. Compare 
the shortened forms téuw, BAdBw, yAVow 
or yAdow. Doederlein thinks it is here 
the aorist of arodpitrw. 

190. éemetxe. See xxi. 244.—oxnrActe, 
oKéAAw, Schol. Ven. skAnpororheeie, En- 
pavn. Cf. amookAjvat, ‘to shrivel’ or 
shrink to nothing, Ar. Vesp. 160.—zpiv, 
*‘scil. quam Priamus adventaret redemp- 
turus,”’ Doederlein.—%veow, the dative 
after aud) mept, the sinews and limb- 
bones being as it were the centres round 
which the flesh contracts. 

192—211. The lighted pyre does not 
burn briskly : Achilles therefore utters 
a prayer with a vow to the winds, which 
is conveyed to them by Iris, to fan 
the flames that they may rapidly con- 
sume the corpse. The messenger-god- 
dess finds the Winds feasting in the 
house of Zephyrus. She communicates 

VOL. It. 

This is a repetition (nearly) of 

the request, but declines to stay on the 
plea of haste. 

195. Bopéy, pronounced with double §, 
or the y sound. Cf. 226. Heyne well 
observes, “ suspicari licet boream et ze- 
phyrum memorari, quia sunt venti stati 
in illa regione, qui sub certum noctis 
tempus exoriuntur.” Cf. ix. 5, Bopéens 
kal Zépupos, TH Te Opyxndev anrov. 

197. AcyeOolato, KarapAéyowvTo. 
Some (as Heyne) read vexpdyv, but the 
verb could hardly have a transitive 
sense.—gevaito, al. €ooevaito (compare 
eoouuevws, an exceptional augmented 
form, perhaps for cecuuevws). Schol. 
Ven. édpuyvy AdBo.. There appear, from 
this grammarian’s somewhat obscure 
comment, to have been variants #Any 7° 
eooevaivtTo and éowevowto. Cf. xi. 414, 
as 8 bre Kampiov aud) Kives—oevwrvTa, 
and iii. 25, etrep by abtdy cebwyTa Ta- 
xées Te KUVEs K.T.A.—@KEea F, perhaps 
&xa dé Fipis, if the passage is really an- 
cient.— werdyyedos, see xv. 144. Mr. 
Gladstone (“ Juventus,” p. 332) says that 
Homer bas “marked the separation of 
the Iris from the older deities after a 
most curious fashion. —The want of time 
is evidently an excuse devised by good 
manners: in truth, the higher deity of 
the Olympian order will not stoop to 
keep company with the mere agents of 
nature.” 

CC 
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200. Zeptporo. The construction of 
the genitive is not clear. Perhaps 6d- 
pov is to be supplied with dor. Cf. 
Virg. Georg. i. 371, ‘quum Eurique 
Zephyrique tonat domus.’ 

205. ovx €d0s. Cf. xi. 648.—Aididrewy, 
to the farthest east, perhaps; cf. Od. i. 
24. 

209. éA@ciy apara. Propert. v. 7. 
31, ‘Cur ventos non ipse rogis, ingrate, 
petisti? Cur nardo flammae non oluere 
meae?’?—aada, ‘but my message is, 
that,’ &e. 

212—225. The winds arise at the 
summons, and passing over the Thracian 
shores, fall briskly on the pyre. All 
night it burns, Achilles meanwhile pour- 
ing copious libations of wine on the earth 
as he invokes the spirit of his friend. 
His grief is compared to that of a father 

for the loss of a newly-married son. 
212. dpéovro, an irregular imperfect 

from the same root as dpyumt, épero, 
dpoeo, &e. It occurs also ii. 398. These 
are very fine verses, and the dactylic 
rhythm well expresses the speed of the 
buoyant winds careering over the waters. 
The omission of the F in péya & taxe 
should be. noticed. 

214. anwevau, the infinitive, expressing 
the purpose of the arrival. 

217. €Baddov, Schol. Ven. 7@ mvev- 
part. Like BadAew tie Aldas, &e. 

220. xauddis xée. The libations were, 
no doubt, propitiatory, and originally 
(like the sacrifices) designed as good 
cheer for the ghost. The kindly earth 
was supposed to convey them to the 
spirit, which however might be hovering 
round the spot. 
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223. vuudlov, veoyduov, and with or 
without children. The Schol. Ven. cites 
Od. vii. 65, vuudioy ev weydpw, wlay otny 
maida AurdvTa. 

225. €pmi(wy. Sehol. Ven. 2, Bapeta 
Tis Kal woyepa Klynois Sia Tov EpmiCew 
SnAodTa. TodTo Se mpds Td Tameivdy 
"AXIAAEwS Oia THY AUTyv. Ar. Vesp. 271, 
hy th mws akovoas Tovjmod meAous IP 
ndovis Eprvcn Yipace. See Od. i. 193. 

226—248. By the early morning the 
pyre has burnt out, and the flame has 
subsided. The winds depart, and the 
weary Achilles sinks into repose. The 
chiefs who had been present (sup. 160) 
return to Agamemnon, and Achilles re- 
quests him to supply wine for the com- 
plete extinction of the fire, that the 
bones of Patroclus may be carefully se- 
lected from the rest, and placed in a 
golden urn. A tumulus is then to be 
raised, but of a moderate size, that 

it may be enlarged when the ashes of 
Achilles shall some day be added to 
those of his friend. 

226. dws épéwy. See ii. 49. The 
morning-star (Lucifer, i.e. Venus), says 
the poet, precedes the dun morning 
(lutea aurora, ‘the morn in russet 
mantle clad,’ Shakspeare calls it in 
‘Hamlet’), as it spreads over the sea 
from the brightening east. Cf. Od. xiii. 
93, «ir aorhp brepeoxe padytatos, bs 
Te pddioTa epxeTar ayyéhAwy pdos hovs 

npryevetns.—euapaivero, ‘burned low,’ as 
ix. 212, a’rap émel kata mip ekan kab 
PAdE euapayOn. 

230. Opnixiov, viz. the Hellespont.— 
etépwoe, Achilles turned away from the 
pile, and lay down to rest, wearied out 
with his labours.—xAtv6n, on the ground, 
probably.—dpovcer, as the Schol. Ven. 2 
remarks, implies the speed with which 
slumber came over him. 

233. of dul, i.e. of "ATpetwvos ayol 
(sup. 160) aug’ aitoy jyepébovto. We 
have of dud) Tpliauoy, ‘Priam’s party,’ in 
lil. 146, aud) Neoropldny, ix. 81. The 
sense here is, ‘Agamemnon’s men now 
mustered round him,’ i.e. returning from 
the pile—éuados, the noise and heavy 
tread woke Achilles; perhaps after an 
hour or two of repose. 

237. kara here must belong to oBé- 
cate by tmesis. The libation of wine 
was probably rather in acknowledgment 
of the service done by the fire, than in- 

tended for the ghost; for even fire, ac- 
cording to pantheistic views, was divine. 
With the same meaning perhaps Pro- 
pertius has ‘fracto busta piare cado,’ v. 
7. 34. But omévdew atOowa olvoy én 
aifouevos tepoioiw seems somewhat dif- 
ferent, xi. 775.—éméoyxe, as far as the 
fire extended. The outside parts of the 
pyre remained more or less unconsumed ; 
the central part was burnt out, and 
must be cooled by pouring wine over it, 

ere 2 
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before the bones could be picked out.— 
Aéywuev, Achilles includes himself in 
this duty, but not in pouring the wine 
(Schol. Ven.). Compare with this Virg. 
Aen. vi. 226, ‘ postquam conlapsi cineres 
et flamma quievit, Reliquias vino et 
bibulam lavere favillam, Ossaque lecta 

cado texit Corynaeus aeno.’ 
243. dnug. The bones were wrapt in 

fat in the metallic urn to preserve them, 
says Schol. Ven. Neither this practice, 
nor the use of a vase of precious metal, 
instead of a jar of baked clay (so far as 
we know), has yet been verified from 
remains found in early tumuli. This 
throws some suspicion on the genuine- 
ness of the account.—The use of giddy 
for ‘an urn’ is remarkable. It gene- 
rally means a wide and flat libation- 
vessel. 

244, xevOwuar seems the true reading ; 
but the Scholiasts and Hesychius have 
the strange form KAcev@wmat, which they 
derive from KéAevdos, and interpret 
mopevouat. Bentley proposed Kexv0wua, 
a reduplicated aorist. 

245. moAAbv, péyav.—emeikéa Totov, 
lit. ‘of moderate size, so big’ Thus the 
Atties say ruvvovtool, as Ar. Ach. 367. 

*Axatol, supply some such sense as 
‘let them remember to make. We 
might expect ’Axaiovs, depending on 

tivwya.—This passage (see sup. on 82) 
seems to show that tumuli were some- 
times added to and used for subsequent 
burials; which indeed is as natural an 
impulse as our practice of re-opening 
family vaults.—devrepo1, Schol. Ven. 
totepo. Achilles here speaks as one 
conscious that he is destined to die in 
Troy, as his mother had told him would 
be his fate if he avenged Patroclus by 
slaying Hector. Hence his companions 
are spoken of as ‘left in the fleet after 
him,’ the return home not having yet 
taken place. 

249—261. The pyre is extinguished 
by pouring wine, and the bones of Patro- 
clus are carefully and reverently placed 
in an urn, which is covered with a cloth 
and deposited in the tent of Achilles. 
The outline of a tumulus is then made 
with large stones, and earth is brought to 
coyer over the site of the fire. Achilles 
then brings from the fleet prizes to be 
competed for in games which he proposes 
to hold near the place of interment. 

251. réppn, the white ashes fell in 
where the wine was poured. The Schol. 
Ven. gives a variant #A7. 

253. avadéyew implies careful selec- 
tion. See xxi. 321. A Roman slave 
was called Analecta, ‘the picker-up’ of 
fragments at dinner.—au7}, with carpet 
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or coverlet of finely woven stuff. So 
Vili. 441, kara Atra meTdooas.—éavg, iii. 
385, xvill. 352. 

255. topyécavto. It has been shown 
in the paper on Homeric Tumuli (Camb. 
Phil. Soc. Transact. xi. pt. ii. p. 272), 
that an oval rather than a circular out- 
line is meant. Compare Od. v. 249, 
doco Tis T eapos ynds TopydceTat avijp 

optidos evpeins. Probably from this 
shape, that of a walnut-shell or beetle, 
a kind of barge was called xav@apos, Ar. 
Pac. 143. This view is accepted by the 
learned author of ‘‘ Flint Chips,” p. 385. 
See, on the “long barrows,” ibid. p. 394. 
—mpoBdAovo, cf. i. 458; xii. 259. These 
stones are still seen at the base of tumuli 
in the Troad and elsewhere; and it has 
been thought that some of the struc- 
tures that are called ‘ Druidical circles’ 
may in fact be the remnants of tumuli 
from which the earth has been removed. 
Herod. i. 98, 07: avtd0. "AAvaTTew 
Tov Kpoloov matpds ofa, Tov 7 Kpnmls 
bey eott AlOwy peydrAwy, TO 5E BAO 
ohua xaua yis.—xvTiv yaiav, loose 
earth, brought perhaps in _ baskets, 
or in the folds of garments («déAm@ 
Buooivov merAduaros, Aesch. Theb. 
1039). It is remarkable, that even 
in American tumuli this practice pre- 
vailed of bringing earth—perhaps as 
a kind of tribute—for making the 
mound. See “Flint Chips,’ p. 382. 
Cf. Xen. Oeconom. xvi. 12, eixds yap 
€oTt udAdwora XEeioOa THY YY THYLKAVTA 
Kivoupevny. 

258. tCavev, he made the people sit 
down in a wide ring or company. The 
Scholiasts wrongly supply eis with 
ayova. 

260. kapnva, not the ‘heads,’ but so 
many ‘head of oxen,’ as we say; and 
%p0iua, KAvTa, of a choice breed. 

—286. The first prize, for a 
chariot-race, is a skilled slave-woman 
and a tripod; the second prize, a mare 
in foal; the third, a large new aldron ; 
the fourth, two talents of gold; the 
fifth, a vase or urn. The contest is 
then announced to all by Achilles, who 
himself declines to compete, since his 

steeds are of immortal breed; and 
besides, they are disheartened at the 
loss of their driver. 

262. mp@ra. As Patroclus bore the 
title of immeds, the first game in honour 
of him was fitly a chariot-race. To this 
we may perhaps attribute the very great 
length of the description, extending to 
650, while the other games are com- 
pressed into a very short compass.— 
modwkeowv, referring to the speed of the 
horses; whence some read {row 
(Schol. Vict.).—dutuova, to be construed 
with épya, as the pause in the verse 
shows, and also ix. 128, dé0w 8S entra 
yuvaikas auvuova epya idvias. Virg. 
Aen. v. 284, ‘Olli serva datur, operum 
haud ignara Minervae.’—éyeo@ai, said 
of a person, as pépec@a of a thing, 
taken off as a prize. Compare viii. 290, 
TpOT@ ToL meT ewe mpecBniov ev xeph 
Ohow, 7) Tpir0d’>, HE Siw trmovs adroiow 
bxXETHY, HE yuvaika. 

264. ardevra, with handles, ovata, 
xviii. 378. For the compound the Schol. 
Vict. compares Suvwkaevcoolrnxy, Xv. 
678. The pérpoy is spoken of as a 
definite measure ; perhaps it was only 
about a quart, as inf. 741 a silver bowl 
is described as holding six pérpa, though 
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four métpa, one gallon, may seem small 
for a AéBys, inf. 268. 

266. Bpépos. ‘This passage shows the 
jutovos was the offspring of the male ass. 
See Herod. iv. 30, who says the same. 
Perhaps the ovdpeds was of converse 
parentage. 

268. Aeukdy &7 aiitws, white (not 
blackened with the fire), just as it was 
made, «kauvdv, Schol. Ven. 2. “Still 

quite bright,” Mr. Trollope. Compare 
vhtios avtTws, xxii. 484. 

269. tddavta. ‘The Scholiasts re- 
mark that the talent must here be a 
comparatively insignificant sum, if two 
talents of gold made only the fourth 
prize. 

270. auptderoy, Schol. Ven. yévos ti 
A€Bynros, éexméetadoyr (i.e. a flat surface) 
ék mavTds mepous Suvduevoy Exe. Hesy- 
chius, among several explanations, gives 
éxatépwOev TidecOat 5uvvauevyn. Perhaps, 
like a dice-box or a bémas aupikdmeddoy, 
it would stand with either side upper- 
most ; as might be the case, if it opened 
round the middle.—amipwrov may either 
mean ‘not yet put on the fire,’ or ‘not 

270 
> , » 
Apyeotow eceTrev. 

275 

280 

made for the fire.’ 
273. BSedeyueva, ‘awaiting;’? used 

transitively, as in iv. 107. The ancients 
doubted if dederyueva or Sedexmeva (sic) 
was the true reading; and there was a 
variant immevor for immjas. 

274. éml &AdAw, ‘in honour of any 
other than Patroclus.—apérta, mpwreta, 
Schol. Vict. 

276. qwepiBadAeTov, bmrepBadrdovaw, 
Schol. Ven., who remarks that the dual 
indicates the cvvwpls, or two-horsed car. 
The ep! seems to have the same sense 
as in mepretvat, mepryeveoOa, &e., and 
BaddAew is used as inf. 462, rep) réepua 
Barotcas. 

277. Tlowetddwy, Schol. Vict. 6 trmos 
Oeds. The horses were given to Peleus 
on his marriage with Thetis. See xvi. 
380; xvii. 443. 

_ 280. Vulgo xr€os, but ypdperar oOévos 
Schol. Ven.—7iov, elsewhere évieos, 
here said in reference to the treatment 
of his steeds. Plato (Prot. p. 334, B) 
says that oil is toAcuidraroy to the hair 
of all creatures but man. 

283. mev0eieroy reads like an imitative 
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archaic form ; it is hardly defensible on 
sound analogy. Some copies give mev- 
OneTov. 

285. Ado, viz. xwpls euod.—oTéea~ 
Acobe, em) ay@va wopeverbe. The Schol. 
Ven. construes kata otpatby boris Té- 
mo:@e K.T.A., but it is easier to under- 

stand ‘Others of you start in the race 
any where in the army, if any Achaean 
has trust in his horses and well-framed 
cars.’ For oréAAeoOa, to undertake a 
journey in quest of some object, cf. Ar. 
Vesp. 487, boris judy emi tupayvid’ aS 
éoTaAns. 

287—305. The first who enters the 
lists is Eumelus, son of Admetus; then 
Diomede, with the horses he had taken 
from Aeneas (vy. 323); next to him 
Menelaus, with a horse of his own and 
one of Agamemnon’s mares ; lastly, 
Antilochus, son of Nestor, with steeds 
bred at Pylos. Before starting, some 
instructions are given him by his father, 
himself formerly an adept at driving, 

whence he is often called imméra Néorwp. 
287. &yepbev, ‘rose at the word of 

command.’ There was a variant &yeper, 
which is preferred by Spitzner.—raxées, 
for taxéws, as the Schol. Ven. points 
out.—For Eumelus and his steeds see ii. 
764.—The ev, though it violates the 
digamma in dvaé, is, as Spitzner remarks, 
almost necessary for the syntax. Bentley 

proposed mpéticta Favat «.7.A., and so 
Bekker. Heyne mpa@rtds ye. 

292. adrdy, Aeneas himself Apollo had 
rescued, or got safely away, from Dio- 
mede. See v. 323. 344. 

293. MevédAaos. Schol. Ven. 2, eis Tiwhy 
"AXIAAEwWS Of Bacircis aywviCovTat, uTo- 
mov d5€ Hv, ei noohn Ayaueuvwv: Td SE 
pndétepov aywvicacbat, amperés. Aga- 
memnon, in fact, was represented by his 
favourite mare; just as modern society 
recognizes a state-carriage in a funeral 
procession as a sufficient representative 
of its owner.—In ryyv and roy we have 
the Attic use of the article. 

296. thy n.7.A. ‘This mare had been 
given to Agamemnon by a son of An- 
chises, Echepolus, as a present, that he 
might not attend: him on his voyage to 
Troy, but stay at home and enjoy him- 
self? On the @#}, or commutation- 
money for declining to serve, see xiii. 
669. Schol. Ven. xypnomdrepoy yap 
evdutCe moAcudy Immov 2) aorparevTov 
&vipa AaBeiy. 

299. &pevos, here clearly a neuter 
word, though 6 &pevos is also found. 
Buttmann, who strangely derives it from 
&pOovos (Lexil. p. 178), thinks the mas- 
culine is a later and less genuine form. 
Compare 7 xépados in xxi. 319. Mr. 
Peile (Introd. Etymol. p. 300) says it is 
the Sanserit ap-nas and the Latin ops. 
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The usual derivation from évys or €vos, 
an old word for year, i.e. the annona, 
seems generally rejected as unsatis- 
factory.—Sicv@vi, mentioned only here 
and ii. 572. 

300. icxavdwoav, éemiOvpodoay. See 
xvii. 572. Od. viii. 288, icxavdwy 
pirdrntos evatepavov Kudepetns. 

304. wktimodes must be regarded as 
otiose or common-place, since the horses 
were BapdioTo1, i.e. slowest of the four 
competitors, inf. 310. 

305. The construction of eis ayaGa is 
ambiguous. Schol. Ven. éav cvvdrtwper, 
Zotar 6 Adyos, eis Ayala ppovéwy, oiov 
evvo@y: edyv S€ xwpl(wuer, pvbetT eis 
Gyaba, EAeyev em ayald, ws kal ev UAXots 
(ix. 102), drav Tid Oupds avayn elmely 

eis ayabdy, d kal BéAtiov. The Schol. 
Ven. 2 seems to take ppovéwy actively, 
cwppoviCwy, as if he had read pevdwr. 
We might have expected ppovéwy ppove- 
ovTt Kal avt@, ‘prudent as they both 
were.” Compare Hes. Opp. 202, viv & 
alvov Bacthetor Fepéw povéovor kar 
aurTots. 

306—348. The instructions of Nestor 
relate to the necessity of using skill and 
judgment as an equivalent for want of 
speed in the horses. By skill, he says, 
all successes are attained. To keep a 
tight rein, and turn sharply and closely 
round the terminal post, must be his 
principal aim. He points out the object, 

a stump projecting from the plain, round 
which he will have to drive. Let him 
go as close as he can without striking it 
with his wheel. That is the point at 
which a clever driver will get past his 
less skilful competitors. 

309. ed belongs to oic@a, not to €Alc- 
ge. Bentley read wept tépua Fedro- 
oéuev, and so Bekker; ef. 323; but 
Spitzner shows from xxii. 162, inf. 333 
and 358, that the plural is more usual 
in this sense. See also inf. 320. Anti- 
lochus, Nestor thinks, knows well the 
ordinary practice of driving round a pil- 
lar; but this is a special occasion, for his 
steeds are not so quick as the others, 
and that is why, he adds, ‘he fears mis- 
chief will come to him,’ i.e. defeat. Cf. 
xxi. 533. The te represents tou, as the 

Schol. Ven. 2 perceived. Some good 
copies give T@ & of x.T.A., where & 
would represent Kal. 

311. apdprepo., an adjective found 
only here, and formed from adap, i.e. 
taxvtepot. ‘The others have indeed 
nimbler steeds, but then the drivers 
themselves do not know how to make 
use of expedients so well as yourself,’ lit. 
‘but themselves do not know more in 
the way of contriving than you do.’ 
Schol. Vict. 6 wév avti rod why, 6 eat 
ov phy. Schol. Ven. 2, ov« eimey tt 
Kpeloowy TuyXavELS, GAN STL OVdE Hoowr. 

314. maptx mpopvyeiy seems borrowed 
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from the passing of a car by driving on 
one side and so getting ahead of it. 

315. htt. As it is in craft or cun- 
ning that the wood-cutter is superior, 
rather than in mere strength, so it is by 
cunning that one driver surpasses ano- 
ther, rather than by mere speed. 

317. épex@ouevnyv, Schol. Ven. épedo- 
perny, 6 eorww epeOiCounevny. He givesa 
variant éepyouevny. See on dpéxOecor, 
sup. 30. 

321. After this verse there seems an 
aposiopesis, as if he had meant to add, 
vikns orépetar. ‘But whosoever, put- 
ting his trust (not in skill, but) in his 
horses and chariot, thoughtlessly turns 
now this way, now that, over a wide 
space (or, a great part of the course), 
and his horses run wide along the course, 
and he does not rein them in,’ &e. It 
would be possible, but somewhat awk- 
ward, to place the apodosis at toi 5€ 
«.7.A. Bentley proposed &AAos pév 0 
trro.ot, Spitzner aA os wev x? trmoice 
«.T.A. Doederlein takes $s wey demon- 
stratively, for 6 uév, alter. The adda 
contrasts the skilful with the unskilful 
driver. The contrast with orpépe: éy- 
yidev inf. 323, and a comparison with 
mept TEpual’ EAtooeuev Sup. 309, suggests 
that éml moAAby éAlooeTat May mean 
‘drives wide in turning the pillar. Mr. 
Newman, “ But whoso, on his nimble 
steeds and chariot relying, Hither and 
thither, ill-advised, in lengthen’d courses 
windeth, His coursers wide extravagant 
are spent, nor aught prevails he.” 

322. ds S€ ke x.7.A. ‘But he who 
knows cunning arts in driving (even) 

inferior horses, ever keeps his eye on the 
end of the course, and takes the turn 
close to the pillar, nor does it escape 
him how at the first he should pull in 
the horses with the leathern reins; 
but he keeps on his course without a 
check, and watches the driver who is 
next in advance of him.’ There is some 
ambiguity as to tavton. Doederlein 
renders it, “non ignarus est, quomodo 
initio sibi accelerandus sit cursus equo- 
rum lori usu,” i.e. “quomodo tempe- 
randus ne justo prius fatiscant.” It is 
one thing to say ravtoa iudvtas, ano- 
ther tavyvca trmous iudow. Generally, 
tavvew iS a synonym of Trelvew or 
evtetverv. Cf. xvi. 8375 and 475. For 
émmws we might read dou, and perhaps 
tavvoe., ‘at what precise point he shall 
draw in; since the art was to begin 
turning neither too soon nor too late. 
To this the line in Persius refers, ili. 68, 
‘metae quam mollis flexus et unde.’— 
e€Aavvwy, as the Schol. Ven. observes, 
may also be construed with orpéper.— 
éxet, he has them well in hand (as we 
say), without a trip or a collision, and 
keeps his eye steadily on the driver 
immediately before him, viz. to see where 
he can best pass him. 

326. ojua, a mark by which you may 
know precisely where to commence the 
turn, viz. at the point opposite to the 
two white stones, inf. 329. These stones 
may have been part of the monument, 
like the ‘“ Bautastene” or memorial 
stones, and the “ ship-barrows” in Swe- 
den, which consist of two high stones 
placed at the extremities of the longer 
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diameter of the oval, and connected by 
a row of shorter stones. Any how, they 
here stood on each side of, but at a little 
distance from, the wooden post, at the 
place where the road narrowed. Schol. 
Ven. ono) Toy kaumTijpa clvarey TS werw 
Kal TeEvwTaTw Tis 6500 (TOUTO yap cuVO- 
xas elpnrev), Actoy BE elvar TO TANTIOV 
Tov KapTThpos, 0 Kal immddpouoy etre. 
Cf. inf. 427. The description is far from 
clear: it would be more so if we could 
omit 830. And indeed Spitzner remarks 
that the expression ev &. 6600 is a favou- 
rite one with the Alexandrine poets, al- 
beit he supposes them to have copied it 
from Homer. We should imagine the 
race was on the level plain (inf. 359), 
round a post and back again, not on 

a ‘road; though possibly 660s merely 
means orddiov. At the point then where 
the two limbs of the stadium begin to 
converge towards the pillar, there stand 
two stones, on each side (i. e. on the out- 
side) of which a smooth course would 
be found, while they would also serve as 
a mark where to commence the turn. 
Buttmann, Lexil. p. 94, renders aupls 
‘round ;’ but the Scholiasts better ex- 
plained it xwpls, or mépas, ‘beyond them.’ 
« Seorsum a recta via,’ Doederlein. 

331, 332. )—%, for e?re —etre. *‘ Whe- 
ther it was a monument of some man 
long ago dead, or had been made for a 
pillar (of a race-course) in the time of 
ancient people, now also (i. e. on the lat- 
ter supposition) Achilles has made it a 
goal for the racers.’ The Schol. Vict. 
records a strange reading of Aristi wrehus, 
who combined 332, 333 into one, Ne OKI- 
pos env, vov av aero Tépuar’ "Ax tAAeds: 
where oxkipos is a ‘stump, stipes, and 

probably a comparatively late word. 
334. pad eyxplupas, bringing your 

chariot-wheel as close as possible to it. 
Cf. Soph. El. 720, ketvos ® bm abriy 

in 

eoxarny ornkny EXWY expan” del ov- 
peyya, Bekdy T avels ceipatoy tmmov eipye 
Tov mpookeluwevov. 

335—340. These verses are cited by 
Plato, Ion, p. 537, A, and the first three 
by Xenophon, Sympos. iv. 6. The sense 
is clear, if with the Schol. Ven. we ex- 
plain roti of the horses, not of the two 
white stones. ‘Do you yourself lean in 
the well-compacted car slightly to the 
left of the steeds; then spur and encou- 
rage with your voice the right horse, 
and give him the reins with your hands, 
but let the left horse go close to the pil- 
lar, so that the nave of the well-made 
wheel may seem to touch the edge of it ; 
but mind not to strike against the stone, 
lest you should at once lame your horses 
and break down your car.’ A right ap- 
preciation of a Greek chariot-race will 
show that it was not so much a contest 
of speed as the excitement of the danger 
that was attractive. The cars were very 
small and light; and the overthrow of 
many of them, either round the pillar or 
elsewhere, was a chief part of the amuse- 
ment. By Af@ov he must mean the white 
stone which would meet him just after 
turning the wooden post which forms 
the ydooa. Spitzner says, “ne in alte- 
rum utrum lapidem impingat Antilochus, 
pater monet.” For éemavpety, ‘to come 
in contact with,’ with the notion of evil 
consequences resulting therefrom, see 
x1. 391; xiii. 649. Lexil. p.150. The 
‘leaning to the left,’ or to the near side, 
was, of course, to counteract the centri- 

fugal foree which might have thrown 
the driver from the car on the other 
side. Lord Derby seems to take this 
wrongly: “ And leaning o’er the wicker 
body, leave Close on the left the stones.” 
Mr. Newman, “In the well-joined car 
thyself must leftwise gently lean thee.” 

—— ee ee ee 

sae 

a ee ee 
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337. Kkévoa, as if from KévTw (like 
Kip», kUpow), is a form that occurs here 
only. Cf. roAvKeatos, HKEoTOS, iii. 3715 
vi. 94. 

338. ev vioon, ‘at the pillar.’ 
eyxpiupontw supply avr7. 

339. dodooera, 56k. See xiii. 458. 
Lexil. p. 215. Plato, ut sup., reads ws 
dy ph for &s &v ToL K.T.A. 

343. €ooera, as well as the preceding 
subjunctives, depends on wh. See on 
xxil. 123.— mepuaAaypévos, like dedey- 
mévos sup. 273, mepuymévos vi. 488, xxii. 
219, has a transitive sense. So also Hes. 
Opp. 706, <b & dm abarvdtey paxdpav 
mepuraymevos eiva. 

344. év vioon. ‘If you drive by the 
others at the goal (viz. by taking ad- 
vantage of the shortest turn, while they 
take a wider circuit), there is no one of 
them who will overtake you by a sudden 
spring, much less pass you.’ Schol. Ven. 
2, ovdels peta oe Spuoy KaTaddBo oe 
ei 5€ Kal KaTaAdBo1, GAA’ ov mapeAOoL. 

346. "Apelova. On the ‘Adrasti vo- 
calis Arion’ see Propert. iii. 26.37. It 
was said to have been gifted with a hu- 
man voice, and to have carried Adrastus 
safe out of the battle-field. See Apol- 
lodor. iii. 6, § 4 and § 8. The Schol. 
Ven. says, 7 foropla mapa Tots KuKAtkots. 

With 

He might have added, ‘from whence the 
mention of it in the present passage was 
evidently borrowed.’ See on xxii. 59. 

349—361. Nestor returns to his place 
as a spectator. Meriones comes forward 
us a fifth competitor, and lots are drawn 

for the first place at starting. The luck 
falls to Kumelus, Diomede being last. 
Achilles places Phoenix near the pillar 
to watch the result and to ensure fair 
play, viz. to see that none drove on the 
inside of the post (uh més tis evtds Tov 
KkaumThpos Kdéuyn, Schol. Ven. 2). 

350. éxdorov Tetpata (metpap). Schol. 
Ven. 2, Ta ard Tis eumreiplas amoBnodbmcva 
mpayuara, i.e. the ends or results that 

would follow from observing the special 
instructions. “ Viam ac rationem quid- 
que exsequendi,” Doederlein. 

352. kAnpous. ‘They drew lots for the 
order or position in which each should 
start. The stadium was an extempore 
one, and the race, as the Schol. Ven. 2 
remarks, was only once round the ter- 
minal post. Hence it was the more im- 
portant to get fairly away at the first. 
Compare Soph. El. 710, ordvres 8 60 
avtovs of rerayuevor BpaBijs KAhpous 
érndav Kal Katéaotnoay dSippous.—ey Be, 
i.e. ev ohlow, éy wérw avTay,—or per- 
haps, €xaoros ev Kuven é€BddAeTO KATpov. 
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358. weraorox), ‘in a rank or row,’ 
i.e. €&js, for the balloting for places 
would not have been needless, as the 
Seholiasts remark, since the outermost 
chariot would have to make a longer 
turn round the pillar.—ofunve, Achilles 
showed them the object they would have 
to drive round, distinguishing it from 
the two white stones, sup. 329. 

361. weuvéwto, Schol. Ven. 2, émmeé- 
Aoito. Both the form, which is of the 
later Attic, and the use of the word in 
this sense are remarkable. The meaning 
perhaps is, ‘that he might remember 
how each had conducted himself, and re- 
port the truth. Spitzner reads dpduous, 
after Aristarchus. The optative of the 
perfect would be pweuvnotunv, but no be- 
comes ew by the usual interchange of 
long and short vowels, and the: is sub- 

scriptum with the long letter. A form 
somewhat analogous is Savito for da- 
viotro in xxiv. 665, and we have meur7- 
pny for weuvnetuny in xxiv. 745, as in the 
Attic the double forms éi#owro and ém- 
Oetvro occur in MSS. The Schol. Ven. 
cites weuv@ro from Xenophon, Cyrop. i. 
6. 3, and peuviro from Ar. Plut. 991, 
The latter form Bekker here adopts. 

362 —372. The drivers start, with voice 
and lash urging the steeds, till the dust 
rises and hangs like a cloud over them. 
The cars jolt along on the wunlevel 
ground, but each keeps his footing, 
thinking only of victory. 

362. dua, all at the same moment.— 
ménAnyov, the reduplicated aorist, as the 
sense indicates, rather than the imper- 
fect of a reduplicated present.—inaow 
has the short i sup. 324. 

365. vdogi ve@y, away from the fleet, 
and towards the city. Schol. Ven. 2, 
Hpkavro wey amd Sryelov, ev0a hv “Axia- 
Aevs, Erpexov bE em) Td “Polreiov. vdagu 
ovv ve@y TOY Tpds TE aiyiar@ vewAnnet- 
oav. Kata 5€ ’Aplorapxoy 6 dpduos yé- 
yovev ev TG ard TOU TElxous SiaoTHhuaTe 
axpi THs Gaddoons. To the nearness to 
the sea vna@y 8 Expep’ HeOAa refers, sup. 
259. Compare also inf.374. ‘The mean- 
ing perhaps is, ‘keeping on the plain and 
not on the sea-strand”—taxéws, supply 
metéuevor. Cf. 372. 

366. Compare ii. 251, modav 8 bé- 
vepbe Kovin totat daeipouevn.—pdovTo, 
see i. 529. For dare védos x.7.A., Xvi. 
375. 

368. x0ovi miAvaro, ‘now approached 
the ground, now sprang aloft.’ This is 
an idiomatic way of saying that now 
they ran on the level, and so kept close 
to and in contact with the ground; at 
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another they rose up, or tilted their 
wheels, with the jolting. So in Soph. 
Trach. 986, Hercules in his agony éc- 
mato Tédovde Kal weTapo.os. Hur. Suppl. 
689, 2) tobs tvw Te Kal KaTwW PopovmMevouUS 
iudow.—€ortacay, ciothKeoay, kept their 
places in spite of the jolting. 

370. érataoce, their hearts went pit- 
pat, as we say, in their eagerness for 
victory. See xiii. 282. 

373—416. After passing the post, and 
entering on the return course, the com- 
petitors run close; but the steeds of 
Eumelus draw ahead, followed by those 
of Diomede. The latter, when on the 

point of passing, drops his whip, which 
however is restored to him by Athene. 
The goddess then causes the yoke of Eu- 
melus’ car to break, which results in the 
heavy fall of the driver. Diomede, some 
way ahead of the rest, turns out of the 

way to avoid the collision. Antilochus 
competes with Menelaus for the second 
place, telling his steeds he will kill them 
if they fail in passing him. 

373. mimatov Spduoy is not ‘the last 
heat’ (there being but one), but ‘the 

last part of the course,’ viz. after the 
KaumtThp.—-TéAcov, as Soph. El. 726, te- 
Aovvtes Extov EBdoudy 7 Hdn Spdpor. 
Antig. 1065, ) moAdobs Err Tpdxous 
GmidAntijpas Alou TedA@v.—ep ards, 
towards the sea; the upward course 
having been véoqt vedv, sup. 865. So 
Aristarchus ; others read a@’ adds, which 
the Schol. Ven. seems inclined to prefer 
(uhmore Adyov &xet). 

. 375. 740n Spduos, their speed was in- 

creased. Schol. Min. ovvrovos éyévero. 
—Expepov, sc. tw Tay tAAwy Epepoy 
dpua, the horses belonging to Admetus 
the son of Pheres. Cf. inf. 758, roto. & 
amd vioons TéeTATO Spduos, ka 8 Ereita 
expep "O1Aradns. <“* Effusis habenis fes- 
tinabant,”’ Doederlein, 

379. émiBnoduevos, elsewhere an aorist, 
as from Byoero, is here a future. So 
close did the horses gallop to the low 
chariot in front, that their fore-legs, as 
they raised them, seemed to be mounting 
it. This, in fact, is actually represented 

in a sculpture on the Parthenon. The 
horses’ fore-legs touch the stepping-board 
of the car next in front, and their heads 
also touch the back of the driver. 

380. avo. As Eumelus drove first, 
Diomede close after him, the horses of 
the latter almost breathed on the back 
of the former, eumveloyre petappéeva, 
xvii. 502. Compare Soph. EL. 718, éuot 
yap aupl vOra kal Tpoxav Baers HppiCor, 
eio€BadAov inmikal mvoal.—It would not 
be correct, in our opinion, to suppose 
that Sophocles here copied Homer. Both 
accounts describe the ordinary incidents 
of a race, such as occurred at the Olym- 
pic or Delphic games ; and it seems im- 
probable that the Homeric narrative 
should be so much older than the nume- 
rous vases and sculptures of the best 
period of Greek art, which represent 
horse-races precisely identical in all their 
details. —The cars, we may here remark, 

are always very short and light; the top 
does not reach much higher than the 
horse’s belly. 
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382. aupnpicroy, he would have made 
the contest at least doubtful.—kotec- 
caro, “Nam Eumeli equas, quas cursu 
superare tum nitebatur Diomedes, ipse 
Apollo aluerat; vid. ii. 766.” Doederlein. 

887. of 5é of «.7.A. Lit. ‘while the 
others, for himself, were thrown back in 
the course.’ For the dative ef. inf. 500. 
—Mr. Gladstone, “ Juventus,” p. 272, 
remarking that Athene and Apollo, the 
two principal divinities of Olympus, 
never came into actual collision with 
each other, adds, ‘‘ Apollo here, though 
saved as far as the Poet’s art can do 
it, comes off second best; but only 
as against Athene.” See also a good 
comment ibid. p. 390 on the issue of 
this contest, and the distribution of the 
prizes by Achilles; it is however too 
long for quotation here. ‘* Notwith- 
standing ” (he concludes) “the device 
effected in the race itself, a strong sense 
of right predominates in the whole scene 
of the distribution, and governs the final 
adjustment.” 

388. eAed@npamevos. Schol. Ven. 2, 7a- 
pardyws Kat adlkws BrAapas airév. In 
this sense the word is used in Hes. Theog. 
330; in Od. xix.595 it means ‘to be light 

or vain. The construction, it is hardly 
necessary to add, is ’AméAAwy ov trade 
AOnvalyv eAepnpduevos Tvdeldnv. 

392. of je is perhaps an evidence of 
lateness, though we might read Féaée. 

393. audls 6500 seems to mean ‘on 
each side of the road.’ Schol. Ven. 2, 
THS Tpokemevns dd00 xwpls edpapov, — 

€Ava6n, fell or hung loose on the ground, 
being no longer held up by the yoke, 
and the chariot having only two wheels. 
The Schol. Ven. compares Od. ix. 433, 
Aaciny bd yaorép edvobets: Doeder- 
lein, inf. xxiv. 510, mpomdpoi6e aodav 
aes eAvobets. Buttmann, Lexil. p- 
272, compares €Auua, the share-beam of 
a plough, and thinks the primary idea 
of é€Avw was the same as @dAw, 2Acw, 
‘to thrust or drive forward.’ Hesych. 
€AvoOn mapeAvOn, cuverAndn, emrecer, 
eveTrodia On. 

396. Opvdtxn, was bruised, mepie- 
OpavcOn, Schol. Ven., aoNeaiey ouve- 
OpavcOn, amedpvp0n, Hesychius. The 

word hardly occurs elsewhere, and is 
said to be formed from the sound, by 
onomatopoeia. —The next verse occurred 
xvil. 696. 

399. e&dAuevos, having already sprung 

a ee ee 
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far ahead of the rest, i.e. so as to afford 
time to drive a little aside without losing 
the race. Cf. xvii. 342, @s pao, Kat pa 
TOAV Tpoudxwv etdAmevos orn. 

400. av7@ seems in antithesis with 
trmoitv, ‘and to himself besides she 
gave glory.’ 

401. 7@ 8 tip’ em x.7.A. Menelaus is 
gaining on Diomede, and Antilochus 
hopes to outstrip him, and so at least to 
come in second. 

403. euBatvew, like émiBalvew sup. 
379, perhaps refers to the horses as it 
were treading on the car immediately in 
front. Some refer it to the military sense 
of éuBalvery, incedere. 

405, 406. The Alexandrine critics re- 
jected this distich, on the ground that 
Antilochus could not have known the 
aid given by Athene to Diomede. ‘The 
Schol. Ven. 2 replies that he infers it, 
oroxalerat, as dy ouverds. 

409. O7Aus eovcoa. This shows that 
the Greeks did not attribute that supe- 
riority to mares, which has been thought 
by some to account for the frequent use 
of the feminine, e.g. eis Micay woddy 
Boatow trmros, Kur. Iph. Taur. 2, tavOator 
méAo.s, Soph. El. 705. 

413. amoxndjnoayte, by carelessness, 
remissness ; differing from akndety, xiv. 
427, only as amrétimos from &rimos Ke. 
On the dual the Schol. Ven. remarks, 
ede, amoxndnodvTwy tua. 7) arorn- 
dhoavtTe Cyd Te Kal Suets. From a var. 
lect. amoxndjoavres, Mr. Trollope sup- 
poses apducla to be the old reading. 
The idea of Azdling horses because they 
lose a race, is an unworthy, if not an 
absurd one. We could well spare 410 
—416, especially as the mention of - 
otetvos 6500 in 419 comes all the better 
for not being anticipated here. 

417—441. Antilochus takes advan- 
tage of a sudden narrowing of the 
course, with a deep ditch on one side, 
and resolves to pass Menelaus, who was 
driving more slowly at the dangerous 
point. The latter calls out to him to 
rein in his steeds. But Antilochus pre- 
tends not to hear, and attempts to pass 
him at full speed. Menelaus therefore 
slackens his speed that he may pass 
before they reach the narrowest point, 
bitterly reproaching his competitor for 
his recklessness. Below, 585, he calls it 
ddAos, unfair driving. 
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418. emedpaperny, meTediwmxernyv. See 
x. 354. 

419. kofAns. The road was not only 
narrow, but it was depressed, so that no 
wider range could be taken.—fwxpdbs, a 
cleft or break in the earth, made by a 
mountain torrent which had been forced 
into a narrow space (eiAety, cf. xxii. 12). 
—édot0, sc. mepos tt. Sehol. Vict., 
-ArTiKas, avti Tov 6ddv.—Babvve, had 
deepened, by washing away the earth 
from, the whole place, and left a cavity 
into which the cars might fall. 

422. TH pa x.7.A., not at the spot 
where the pwxuds was, but where it first 
became visible to the sight. Here Mene- 
laus was driving his steeds (eZxe) so as 
to avoida collision, i.e. by leaving room 
for Antilochus to pass. Antilochus on his 
part had turned his horses on the other 
side of the road, and was giving him 
chase a little out of the middle of the 
course, dAtyoy mapakAivas. (See Aesch. 
Ag. 746.) The alarm of Menelaus was 
lest a collision should occur in the nar- 
rowest part, from the necessity of Anti- 
lochus avoiding the fwxuds. ‘The literal 
sense of aGuwatpoxia seems to be ‘a run- 
ning side-by-side. The Schol. Ven. 2 
compares Od. xv. 451, matéa—éua tpo- 
xéwvra, a child running by his mother’s 
side. Cf. inf. 505. 

aA mS) id 5) , 
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428. Kipoas, tpookipoas, mpooraicas. 
431. SicKov odpa, the range of a quoit’s 

throw, when hurled by a vigorous man 
by the force of the arm exerted from the 
shoulder; 5icxovpa inf. 523. Cf. x. 351; 
xxl. 405.—Heyne understands the pas- 
sage thus: ‘for the distance of a quoit’s 
throw they drove side by side, but at 
last Menelaus lets his horses fall back,’ 
seeing a collision inevitable at the nar- 
rowest point. Thus the éz) in éredpa- 
mérnyv will mean, ‘over so much ground 
did they run.—dapjKev, so xvi. 589, 
aiyavens pimy—iv pa Tv avip apéy meips- 
Mevos. 

433. jponoay (epweiv, i. 303). The 
steeds of Menelaus slackened pace, or 
retired back, viz. to allow the other to 
pass, rather than risk a collision in the 
narrowest place. See Lexil. p. 310. It 
seems clear from the context that Anti- 
lochus accordingly did pass him here. See 
inf.515. Hence Menelausreproaches him 
(438) and calls him reckless, 6Aods, but 
says that even so, i. e. though he has got 
first, he shall not carry off the prize 
without taking an oath that it was fairly 
won. See inf. 585. Hence éppe in 4.40 
means @elpov, ‘pass, if you must, and 
bad luck attend you!’ This also appears 
from 443, where Menelaus, now behind 
Antilochus, urges his horses to over- 
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taking him, confident that they will be the 
winners in the long run. See also 515. 
517. On this too the point of axvupévw 
depends, viz. ‘though discouraged at 

‘ being passed.’ 
442—447. Menelaus resolves to drive 

at full speed, as a last hope, trusting to 
the more enduring power of his younger 
steeds. 

444. pOqoovta Kaudyra, mpdrepov 
kapodyTa. Cf. xxi. 611.—rodrow, the 
steeds of Antilochus.—aréuBovra, oré- 
povtat, evdeeis cial, Schol. Ven. 2. An 
Odyssey word, of uncertain etymology. 

447. opiow, avrois, again the horses 
of Antilochus. 

448—472. The Argive host await the 
return of the drivers in anxious suspense. 
Idomeneus, from a higher point, can 

descry that other steeds are now running 
first than those which first passed the 
terminal post. He fears some mishap 
has befallen Humelus (as in fact it had, 
sup. 392); and he calls on the rest to 

VOL. II. 

see if he is right in believing Diomede’s 
horses are coming in first. 

448. eicopdwyTo, < were watching.’ See 
on xxii, 166. 

451. repiwmi, oxomd, xiv. 8. 
452. dvevdev edytos, makpay amdyros, 

Schol. Vict. Spitzner separates this clause 
by commas, with Heyne. The Toto is 
rather ambiguous, since Tod &vevdey, or 
TOU GMoKAHTHp, OY 6 SuoKAHTIHp, might be 
meant. The sense seems to be ‘and on 
hearing the voice of Diomede urging his 
steeds, while yet in the distance, he 
recognized it.’ The ear gave the first 
indication, then the eye, @pdocaro, or 

rather, as Plato would say, the eye acting 
with the mind, showed that not Mene- 
laus, but Diomede, was driving first. 
Idomeneus seems not to have been 
sharp-sighted, inf. 470. He was person- 
ally interested in the race; cf. 351. 528. 

454. &AAo técov. See xxii. 322.— 
nore unvn, cf. Hor. Carm. iv. 2. 56, 
‘ vitulus—fronte curvatos imitatus ignes 

pd 
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Tertium lunae referentis ortum.’— ¢oi- 
vit, spadia, ‘bay.’ 

458, 459. Both avya¢oua: and zapoi- 
tepor seem words of a later dialect. 
With the latter compare apdprepo, 341, 
mpdacober, 533. 

460. ivddAdreTat, patverar. See xvii. 
213.— €BrAaBev, see sup. 387. 392.— 
keioe, ‘up to that point.’ Zenodotus 
and Aristophanes read xe7@:. ‘The sense, 
as given by Spitzner, is ‘ Idomeneus 
Eumeli currum eo usque principem tenu- 
isse locum, jam vero alium aurigam et 
alios equos antevertisse significat.” 

462. tas, the mares of Eumelus.— 
Badovoas, Schol. Ven. kapmrotoas. Ra- 
ther, kaupaoas. ‘ Negat Idomeneus se 
eas, quas antea primas circa metam 
actas conspexerit, nune vel intenta ocu- 
lorum acie posse conspicere”’ (Spitz.). 
But Badrctv wept tr is a singular phrase. 
See sup. 276. The word seems used in- 
transitively, as in Ag. 1172 (where many 
corrections have been vainly proposed), 
eya de Oepudvous Tax’ ev TedW Badd. 

466. oxeOéew, katacxeiv, to rein in 
his steeds.—éAltas, did he miss the pil- 

lar in making the turn. Cf. iv. 106. 
468. efepwety occurs also in Theocr. 

xxv. 189, as eimav péoons e&npdnoe Ke- 
AevOov Svdevs. See Lexil. p. 310.— 
Mévos, ‘ spirit,’ ‘mettle.’ 

471. The Schol. Vict. says this verse 
was rejected by the critics; but avhp 
AitwAds seems continuous. 

473—487. Ajax testily denies the cor- 
rectness of Idomeneus’ view. He asserts 
that Eumelus’ steeds are still ahead, 
and that Eumelus himself is driving 
them. Idomeneus, offended by his blunt- 
ness, offers a wager that he is right. 

473. évévimev. See xv.546. Lexil. p. 
126.—mdpos AaBpevent. Schol. Ven. zpo- 
yAwooet’n, ‘why are you so forward in 
talk,’ or ‘speak before you know?’ By 
AaBpds the Greeks expressed noisy and 
forward talk, as AaBpol mayyAwooia, 
Pind. Ol. ii. 86.—a? S€ «.7.A., ‘yonder 
apart from the rest the high-stepping 
mares are running over a wide extent of 
plain,’ viz. at a great distance from the 
rest. Compare inf. 521, and for dier Oa, 
didkewv, vil. 197; xii. 304. 
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479. duelvoves, Schol. Ven. eis Td Aa- 
BpevecOa. The verse, he adds, was re- 
jected by the critics ; but a better inter- 
pretation of dGuelvoves, “alii meliores, 
quibus Idomeneus verecundiam debeat ” 
(Spitzner), may save it from condem- 
nation. 

481. e¥Anpa, a word dak eipnuévoy in 
Homer, is derived by Schol. Ven. 2 from 
eiAeiy, quasi efAnpa. Epicharmus is said 
to have used a Doric form avAnpa. It 
does not seem a very ancient form; 
possibly it may be connected with dora. 

483. vetkos &piore, as eldos &piore, iil. 
39.—deveat, ‘you are inferior to... We 
might have expected 671 Te vdos k.T.A.— 
mepidaucbov, ‘let us wager a tripod. 
See on émiddéucOa, xxii. 254. Ar. Ach. 
772, ai Ais, mepiOod wor wept OvpuTiday 
aa@yv. Od. xxiii. 78, eyav euedev mepi- 
découat avtjs. The form of the dual, 
mendaueBov, is said to be Alexandrine. 
See Mr. Trollope’s note, who refers to 
Elmsley on Acharn. 733. Hence he reads 
mepidouers, some good copies having 

mepidaueba. The genitive probably de- 
pends on the zep) in composition, lit. ‘to 
make a deposit with a view to securing a 
wager. Schol. Ven. 2, Aelae: 7 ep) eis 
70 tplrod0s.—ioropa, a witness or arbi- 
ter. Ar. Ach. 1115, BovaAe: mepiddc0ai, 
KamiTpevar Aaudxw; See xviii. 501. 

487. yvéns, that you may know to 
your cost, by having to pay. Schol. Ven. 
va 7d emitimov d150vs yres dadrepat 
cioly tro: mpdtepa. Spitzner objects 
to yv@ns, as an Attic form, and reads 
yvoins. But mepiddc0ar is an Attic use, 
as well as a good many other words that 
pass for archaic forms, e.g. émidodva, 
inf. 559. He says yvens (for yv@s) does 
not elsewhere occur. 

488 —498. Ajax is about to rejoin in 
anger, but Achilles stops the dispute. 
He bids them wait till the end, when all 
will know who wins and who loses. 

489. auelbacdat, ‘for the purpose of 
replying in anger with harsh words,’ 
For the infinitive compare sup. 214. 
491—493. There are variants ka) pdto 

Dy de 2, 
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bdOov (so Spitzner and Heyne) and avat 
for xakots. The adjective, placed where 
it is, means & kakd cont, 

494. veweraroyv, ‘you are yourselves 
angry with another, whoever (i.e. if any 
one) does the same.’ Cf. Od. vi. 286, 
kal & BAAN Vener, Hrs ToavTa ye Peo. 
—aGAN bets x.7.A., addressed to Ajax 

and Idomeneus, and their respective 
friends : ‘do you sit quietly in the assem- 
bly, and look out for the horses: they 
will soon come here of themselves, in 
their eagerness for victory.’ 

499—513. The horses of Diomede 
come in first, lashed by their driver to 
their fullest speed. ‘The sweat pours 
from them when the car is stayed. Sthe- 
nelus takes possession of the first prize, 
which is conveyed by his companions 
into his tent. 

500. udore k.7.A. Soxv. 352, @s eimay 
paotiyt KaTwpaddy HAacev trmovs.—oi 5é 
oi, see sup. 387. 

502. pabduryyes. See xi. 536.—xpucg 

«.7.A., Spitzner compares x. 438, apua 
dé of xpucg Te Kal apyvp@ ed HaoKnrat.— 
emétpexov, the car seemed to run upon 
the horses, and scarcely a track was left 
behind of the wheel-tire on the thin dust. 
An hyperbole, of course, like Camilla’s 
speed, Virg. Aen. vii. 809, ‘nec cursu 
teneras laesisset aristas.’ 

510. udrnoer, he did not delay, did not 
idle away the time. See v. 233; xvi. 474. 

514—538. Next after Diomede comes 
in Antilochus, with Menelaus elose be- 
hind, for he had gained upon him. The 
space between them is compared to the 
interval between a horse’s tail and the 
wheel of the car he is drawing. Meriones 
is a spear’s throw behind Menelaus. 
Last is Eumelus, whose car had broken 
down. Moved by the sight of the man 
trailing his own chariot, and believing 
his steeds to be really the best, Achilles 
proposes to give him the second prize. 

514. NnAnuos is noted by the Scholiasts 
asa rare use: ‘the descendant (grand- 
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son) of Neleus’ for ‘son of Nestor.’ On 
the same principle Achilles is Aiast5ns, 
li. 860.—xKépdeorv, ‘by cunning,’ viz. by 
choosing the place for passing him, where 
Menelaus had pulled in his horses to 
avoid a mishap, sup. 423 seqq. 

518. obv dxecp. See xxii. 22.— 
émigo@T pov, the wheel-tire. In the sculp- 
tures from the Parthenon the horses’ 
tails sometimes touch the front of the 
car, which projects very slightly beyond 
the wheel. Sometimes the tails lash the 
wheel, sometimes they are projected over 
and above it. 

521. @€ovros, sc. avtod. Cf. sup. 475. 
523. dicKouvpa, dickov otpa sup. 431. 

At first he had been a quoit’s throw be- 
hind, but he had gained on him, and if 
the course had been longer, he would 
have passed him. From 444 it seems 
that Menelaus had relied on gaining on 
his rival at the end of the race. 

528. avrap «.7.A. Meriones however 
was considerably farther behind, be- 
cause his horses were the slowest, and 
he himself was the gentlest of the 
drivers, i.e. he spared the whip and the 

goad. The Schol. Ven. notices #xiTos 
(jxa, sup. 336) as Grat cipnuévov. The 
Attic jxioTa, though aspirated, must be 
ultimately the same word, as also &«np, 

aka, perhaps jovxos. Two correlative 
forms seem to have coexisted, 7xvs and 
@kvs, whence 7Kka and ka, like taxa 
from taxvs. Buttmann (Lexil. p. 329) 
seems to be rash in rejecting #xoT0s, 
and reading #xoTos, ‘worst,’ as a super- 
lative of Haowyv. The latter word seems 
to have been 7Klwy, like udoowv, éAdo- 
cwy, &e., perhaps even 7xlwy, the aspi- 
rate coming from the x, as the @ in 
Odcowv from x in Taxus. 

532. mavtortatos, ‘last of all,’ or ‘long 
after the rest.’ They came in thus :— 
1 Diomede, 2 Antilochus, 3 Menelaus, 
4 Meriones, 5 Eumelus; having started, 
1 Eumelus, 2 Diomede, 3 Menelaus, 
4 Antilochus, 5 Meriones. 

533. €Acwy. He appears to have un- 
yoked his steeds after the accident (392), 
and driven them before him, dragging 
or trailing the light car himself. This 
seems the easiest explanation, and far 

the most natural one. By mpdéocodev he 
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means ‘from his position in front’ (a 
Sronte, Doederlein). He led the horses 
by the heads, instead of driving them 
from behind. The adverb indeed is &rat 
eipnuevoy, and is perhaps a pseudo-ar- 
chaic form for mpédcwOev, on the prin- 
ciple of commutation and compensation. 
Some have considered the verse spurious ; 
others suppose that Eumelus was in his 
car, and slowly driving it, as disabled. 
Spitzner : “ Eumelus equos qualicunque 
modo currui adjunctos et proinde lente 
procedentes ante se egit.” 

538. Sevrepa, as Sevtepera. This seems 
utterly opposed to all fairness and honour. 
The last in is to have the second prize, 
because the giver of the prizes compas- 
sionates his failure. The Schol. Vict. 
suggests favouritism as a motive: &AAws 
re Kal @ecoadds 6 Evundos. It is re- 
markable, that all approved this arbi- 
trary decree (539), except Antilochus, 
the rightful claimant. 

539—554. Antilochus enters a vigo- 
rous protest against the mare (sup. 265) 
being given to Eumelus. It was his own 
presumption, he says, that caused the 

disaster. If he is to have a present, let 
that be given him, but not the second 
prize, to which another is justly en- 
titled. 

542. dln, ‘on the question of right’ 
(Doederlein). Or, ‘with a just proposal.’ 

544, wéAdAeis, k.T.A., you are going to 
deprive me of the prize, on the idea that 
he lost the race by misfortune and not 
by his fault.—airds, as if he had added 
érece. But €8AaBn may refer to his 
hurt, v. 395. The Harleian MS. omits 
the 7, by which abrds would refer to 
Achilles. As for tr7w, they were fairly 
said BAaBjva, to have been kept back, 
by the breaking down of the car.—aanv 
dépedev x.7.A., ‘ Well, he ought to have 
prayed to the gods, and then he would 
not have come in driving last of all.’ 
Cf. inf. 769. 863. Schol. Ven. 2, 
evavtidon odv Tots Oeots, ef 8 apyf- 
pnvta exetvar adtds Sooes.—Td Kev, dia 
tovto. Bentley would read 7 &’. 
Spitzner compares xii. 9, 7d kat o¥ TL 
modvy xpdvoy eumedov her. 

551. érerra, meta Tadta, Schol. Ven., 
who thinks it is opposed to 7€ Kal abtinas 
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It seems to mean, ‘take then and give 
him of your stores;’ or (like the Latin 
i nunc &e.) a kind of exhortation may 
be conveyed.—aveAwy, sc. uepos Tt. See 
i. 301.—aivjowow, viz. for your libe- 
rality, if not for your justice.—rhy 5e, 
the mare which is rightfully mine. If 
any one would have it, he adds, he must 
fight with me for it. 

555—564. Achilles averts his anger 
by a gentle answer. He at once consents 
to give his friend Antilochus a separate 
prize, a breastplate worked with tin 
filigree, and of great price. 

559. émiSodva, to make a free or extra 
present (ezldocis). This is one of the 
words that has a characteristic sense in 
the Attic idiom. 

560—562. A passage nearly similar 
occurs Od. viii. 403—405.— Aoteporaior, 
see xxi. 170 seqq.—xedua, a seam of 
moulten tin (pewter or /atten). The 
work was probably Pheenician. See xi, 
19 seqq., and Mure, Hist. Gr. Lit. ii, 

pale 
566—585. Menelaus is jealous of the 

extra prize assigned to Antilochus, and 
addresses the assembly on the injustice 
done to himself by him, by passing him in 
the narrow (429). He calls on the people 
to decide between them; and on his own 
part he proposes that Antilochus should 
take a solemn oath that he did not 
intend to act unfairly. 

568. oxjmtpov, the staff or baton 
taken in the hand of a public speaker, 
iii. 218. Od. 11.37, oxAmrpoy dé of EuBare 
xeipt Kjpvt Tesojvwp. The address, as 
the Schol. remarks, is in fact only to 
Antilochus ; but it is in the form of a 
public challenge. 

570. memvuwéve. See sup. 440.— 
njoxvvas, you have thrown discredit on 
my skill as a driver, and you have 
checked the pace of my steeds by put- 
ting your own in front of them. See 
443 and 639.—xelpoves, viz. as being 
older, sup. 445. 
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574. és wécov, ‘as between us.? Not 
és wecov €AOdytes, but pécov Sikdoare, 
Mite TovT® mpoxapiCduevor unTe eyo, 
Schol. Ven. Compare Aristotle’s doc- 
trine that the dicaorThs is a pectduos, 
Eth. N. v. 4. 7.—épwyh, xdpiti. 

575. phnmote x.7.A. See xxii. 106. 
The taunt was this : ‘ Menelaus unfairly 
deprived Antilochus of his rights and 
went off with the prize-mare on false 
pretences (Wevderar), because he was a 
better man in skill and strength, though 
his horses were far inferior. Heyne, 
‘superior fuit in judicio, quod, etsi 
haberet equos deteriores, auctoritate 
tamen et potentia praevaleret.” This 
explains pnd én adpwyf, i. e. don’t 
let it be said that Menelaus caused the 
prize to be adjudged to him because he 
was more powerful, and that he told 
falsehoods about Antilochus’ trying un- 
fairly to pass him. ‘Calumnia, doli 
mali eum temere arguens, et per vim 
superans,” Heyne. 

580. (Oefa, viz. % Olkn, implied in 
dixdow, like exdicdoas wlay, Ar. Equit. 
50. Vesp. 595. 

581. This verse was rejected by the 
Alexandrines, on the ground that d:0- 

Tpepes was too complimentary a term to 
be applied by one who was angry. It is 
almost always an epithet of kings; here 
it seems a kind of metrical common-place. 
— Oé€uis, as is the custom in taking 
oaths, viz. to touch the object in dispute. 
See 667. 780. The threat that he would 

exact an oath was uttered by Menelaus 
sup. 441. 

583. padiviy, teretem, the taper whip. 
This was named as the easiest article to 
grasp in the formula of adjuration. The 
very same whip was to be held that he 
had used in the race, and he was to 
stand in front of the horses and car, as 
if before an altar, and as it were making 
them witnesses.— yarhoxor, “itisin direct 
connexion with games that all which 
relates to horses is placed under the 
sanction of Poseidon, whom tradition so 
long connected with the Olympian con- 
tests” (“ Juventus Mundi,” p. 138). The 
word seems better interpreted 6 yay yhv 
than with the Schol. Min. and Hesychius 
6 Tots oxhuacr yalwy, 3 ear yavpiov. 
Doederlein however prefers the latter 
view.—rTd éudy, a singular hiatus. See 
sup. 278. Bentley, who held that éeuds 
was sometimes pronounced peds, meus, 
here proposed Tovudy. 

586—595. Antilochus makes a gracious 
reply, pleading in his excuse the natural 
hastiness of youth. He resigns the 
prize to one whom he acknowledges his 
superior, and declares that he would 
rather give any other of his own posses- 
sions than offend Menelaus or incur the 
wrath of the gods. 

587. avoxeo, avdcxov, bear with me, 
don’t be offended. The Schol. Ven. gives 
a variant Yoxeo. Doederlein compares 
1. 586, TéTAah, aTEp euh, Kal avdoxeo, 
Kndouevn ep. 
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590. vdos, viz. véov avdpds. Schol. Ven. 
2, kpaimvdrepos, dé0TEpos Kata Klynow 
kal mpativ: 7 5€ BovAy acbevns. ‘Trans- 
late, ‘his intelligence is quicker, though 
his judgment may be small.’ Cf. iii. 
108, adel & dmrAotepwy avdpdyv ppéves 
hepeOovra: x. 226, GAAG Te of Bpdoowy 
Te vdos AewTy O€ TE UATLS. 

591. Schol. Ven. 2, giAotiuws thy wey 
viknv mpoomoeitat, Tov de &OAov etio- 
Tara éxov: 6 yap Aéywy AvTds ddow 
Katackeva cer OTL eury ovcay ANWn avTHy, 
ovK ek eco, GAAG Tap euod. He adds, 
that %AAo mei(ov implies that the mare 
was already his rightful property.— 
émaite, generally ‘to be a beggar,’ 
here means ‘ to ask in addition.’ There is 
a variant amaitjoeas. The Harleian 
MS., perhaps rightly, gives em airjoesas. 

594. For BovAoua 7, see i. 117; xi 
319. Lexil. p. 195.—e @upov receiv, ‘to 
fall from regard,’ as i. 562, add’ amd 
Ouuod maAAov éuol Eveut.—aArrTpds, eva- 
yhs, guilty in the sight of the gods, viz. 
by any act of unfairness; “ violando re- 
verentiam majori natu debitam,” Heyne; 
who compares xv. 204. “Si pejerem,” 
Doederlein. He thinks Antilochus vir- 
tually admits that he was guilty of 5dAos, 
since he declines to take an oath to the 
contrary. 

596—611. Antilochus brings out the 
mare with his own hand and gives her 
to Menelaus, who is delighted with his 

prize, and cordially forgives the offence, 
though he warns Antilochus to be care- 
ful in future. For his sake and for his 
father’s he now renounces the gift, and 
restores it to Antilochus. 

598. @s ef Te (woet te Heyne, Spitz- 
ner), wt si forte, &e. This beautiful 
simile is equally well expressed by Aes- 
chylus, Ag. 1361, BadAe w epemyyy Wakddr 
polas Spdcov, celaocany ovdey haocov i) 
diocd6T@ ydver omopntos KdAvKOS ev 
Aoxedpaor. —adrdnokovtos, akudCovTos, 
segete luxuriante, Spitzner, i.e. while 
the corn is yet green and growing. So 
of a man in the vigour of life, Aesch. 
Theb.12, BAaotnudy adAdaivovta cduaros 
modty.—gplacovow, as Virg. Georg. ili. 
198, ‘segetes altae—lenibus horrescunt 
flabris. Schol. Ven. 2, aytl Tov oplo- 
govTas €xovat Tovs otaxvas. Mr. Trol- 
lope compares Kur. Suppl. 30, plias 
bmép yijs Tiode Kdpmimos OTUXUS. 

602. The final « is made short before 
voy as in xvi. 556, Avavre, viv opaiv 
K.T.A., compared by Spitzner.—adtds, 
Exav, el~w TIS XoATs.—maphopos, uppwr 
Hesych., mapnprnucvos Tas ppevas, ovK 
Gpapws ovdé Kata yopay exwy adTas, 
Schol. Ven. The meaning appears to be 
‘loose, ‘undisciplined, the metaphor 

being from the trace-horse, see vii. 156; 
xvi. 474. Doederlein happily compares 
Archil. Frag. 88, ris cas mapheipe ppé- 
vas;—deolppwy, weak-minded, infatuate; 
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because he was ordinarily memvupevos, 
sup. 570. 586.—veoin, 7 vedtns, Hesych., 
novitas. A word Gaak cipnuevoy, in 
which veFo becomes by hyperthesis veoF. 
It may be a coined word of no early date. 
Antimachus is said to have read vénua, 
which implies some further change in 
the verse (véov viknoe vénua, Heyne). 

605. devtepov (al. torepoy and BéA- 
Tepov), ‘on a future occasion.’ Cf. Hes. 
“Epy. 34, ool S ovKérs SevtEpoy EoTta WS 
epdeiv.— GA€aoba:, in the imperative 
sense, ‘avoid playing false to your su- 
periors.’ 

608. elven’ eueto, viz. for the recovery 
of Helen. It makes the concession as a 
due for personal services done, rather 
than as a gratuitous act of generosity.— 
deApeds, Thrasymedes. 

612—623. Menelaus, on giving back 
the mare, himself accepts the third prize 
(sup. 267). Meriones takes the fourth 
(269); the fifth, which is without a 
claimant, is presented by Achilles to 
Nestor, as a funeral-gift to commemorate 
the occasion, and on the plea that he is 

too old to compete in the more athletic 
contests that are to follow. 

612. Nonuov. The Scholiasts shrewdly 
remark, that this man, who was the son 
of bpovios, Wiseman, Od. ii. 386, was a 
proper companion for one who was him- 
self memvupnevos (570). 

615. tmedelrero, viz. because Eumelus 
had been disqualified by not completing 
the race.—r}v, ta’rnv. 

618. 77, ‘take.’ See xiv. 219; xxiv. 
287. Lexil. p. 505. Perhaps for raye 
(pronounced tay): compare tetaydr. 
The word occurs several times in the 
Odyssey. Hesych. 77: AdBe, détat. 

621. avrws, ‘thus at once,’ viz, with- 
out your attempting any thing to gain 
it.—ov ydp—vye, for, of course, if you 
have not contended in horsemanship, 
you will not do so in the other games,— 
axovtiorby, a word of Ionic termination, 
as TANOVs, daptoTds, Opxnoris, ke. Heyne 
thinks it here means ‘ to enter the lists 
of javelin-throwers,’ and he compares 
mOAEMOV OY Kaxny dvvaL. 
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623. émelyer, ‘weighs you down.’ So 
xii. 452, oAlyov 5€ wiv axOos emetyet. 
There are variants émd(el, ixdve1, meron. 

624— 650. Nestor, in joyfully accept- 
ing the present, indulges his usual habit 
of telling rather long stories, and nar- 
rates how, when he was young, he gained 
many prizes at Buprasium, in Elis, at 
the funeral of one of the kings of the 
Epeians. He returns his thanks for the 
gift, and declares that he feels the 
honour that has been paid him. 

627. wédes «.7.A. The first symptoms 
of old age were looked for in the failure 
of these members, and of the knee. See 
Hes. *Epy. 114, del médas kal yxetpas 
duoto. Od. xi. 497, otverd piv Kata 
Yiipas xe Xeipas Te wWodas Te.—eratc- 
covTat, pewovta, move lightly. Hes. 
Theog. 150, t&v Exatby mev XeElpes ar 
déuwy aicocovto. Sup. vi. 509, aud) be 
xatrar Suors aiooovrat. There is a va- 
riant aratcoovra:. Spitzner thinks the 
em) conveys the notion of aiming blows 
in boxing. 

629. ‘The same verse occurred vii. 157; 
xi. 670.—’Apapuykréa, see ii. 622; iv. 
517. He is said to have been an ally of 
king Augeas, with the sons of Molus. 

631. Bourpaciy. Seeii.615; xi. 760. 
Gladstone, “ Studies,” i. p. 326.—aides, 

cf. Hes. “Epy. 654, 0a 8 eyav er 
&eOAa Salppovos "Aupidduaytos Xadklda 
T eloenepnoa, Ta Se mpomeppaducva 
TOAAG GOA’ EOecay Taides peyadhtopes. 
In what respects the Epeians, Pylians, 
and Aetolians differ, and in what rela- 
tion they stand to each other, is some- 
what uncertain. From Od. xiii. 275, 
“Haba Stay, 66: kpatréovow ’Emeuol, it 
seems that the latter were the invading 
and conquering race, though beaten by 
the Pylians under Nestor, sup. xi. 753. 
The stories were probably taken from 
the old ballad-lore of the Achaean chiefs, 
in connexion with legends of Hercules. 

635. avéorn, stood up to face me. Cf. 
Soph. Trach. 441, “Epwrt wév vuv boris 
ekavioratat, mUKTHS bTwS, es XElpas, OU 
Kkad@s ppovet, Aesch. Prom. 354, Tudadva 
Oovpov, maow os avéorn Oeois (avtéoTH 
MSS.). Mr. Trollope cites Od. xviii. 
334, un Tis ToL TAXI pov auctvwy UAAOS 
OVvaoTh. 

639. mwAnOe, viz. being two against 
one, both of them engaged in driving 
the same car.—mpéc0e Baddvtes, see 
sup. 572. Doederlein compares capa mpo- 
BdédAdAwy, Soph. El. 740. According to 
Schol. Ven., some critics interpreted 7A7- 
dex and Sidumor of a personal junction of 
the sons of Actor, Cteatus and Eurytus 
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(ii. 621), cuumepundtas aAAHAOS (like 
the ‘Siamese twins’), quoting the au- 
thority of Hesiod.—ayacodmevor(tyapuan, 
a&ydouat), ‘jealously eager about the vic- 
tory.’ See xvii. 71. Literally, as Heyne 
renders it, “invidentes, ne ego victor 
essem.” 

640. ovexa gives the reason why they 
were so eager, viz. ‘because the greatest 
prizes were left for the chariot-race,’ 
which therefore came last, and not, as 
here, first in the order of the games. 
—tTapavTdt, avtTod, avTd@ (xiii. 42). 
Compare én’ avrépw xix. 255, map’ aird- 
gw xii. 302. The Schol. Ven. explains 
it by map avdtots. 

641. Zumredov. Schol. Ven. 2, avr) tod 
éSpaiws ral acpadas. See xv.683. For 
the repetition, emavdAnWis, see xx. 372; 
xxii. 127. The one, he says, kept firm 
hold of the reins, while the other plied 
the whip. 

643. gov, ‘I was.’ For this form of 
the imperfect see xi. 762, @s Gov, ef mor’ 
Zov ye, pet avdpdow.—yvoy k.T.r., but 
now let younger men engage in exploits 
of this kind. 

646. kal, eftam; sc. ut filii Amaryncei 
patrem honoraverunt (Doederlein).—kre- 
pei¢e, Schol. Ven. 2, yépaipe ra ddtace 
Tov aby pidroy Tots &OAots. 

648. évnéos. Schol. Ven. as evneéos, 
as one kindly disposed to you (xpooqu- 
Aods, edwevovs). Doederlein thinks the 
nominative évn)s is to be understood. 
The epithet is commonly applied to Pa- 
troclus; see xvii. 204, “ Ut mei bene- 
voli semper recordaris, neque honorem 

inter Achivos mihi debitum recusas” 
(Spitzner). The construction od An@w 
oe Tyuns is remarkable, and so is the 
genitive by attraction (7s), which would 
properly be a cognate accusative. Some 
regarded ov5€ oe AffPw as a parenthesis ; 
but the sense virtually is od AavOdve: Tis 
ELNS TLLTS. 
651—663. Achilles, after listening 

patiently to the old man’s story, pro- 
ceeds to announce the prizes for a con- 
test of pugilism. The first is to be a six- 
year-old mule, unbroken ; while a double 
cup is offered as some solace and recom- 
pense for the person defeated. 

652. aivos, ‘the tale. See Od. xiv. 
508. 

653. ddeyewjs, ‘painful, rather than 
moduppdvTidos Kal moAATs Seomevns Tis 
emokepews (Schol. Ven. 2). 

655. éferéa .7T.A’ See sup. 266. 
Whether the being unbroken, i. e. to the 
yoke, is mentioned as adding to or de- 
tracting from the value, is not clear. 
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660. avacxouevw, scil. xeipas, as iil. 
362.—pdra, fortiter, Kparep@s.—menAr- 
yéuev, the aorist, ‘to deal blows.’— 
Kapmoviny, KapTépynow, see xxii. 257.— 
yews, Viz. Upiotov, moviuotatov byTa. 

662. veécOw, al. pepérOw. 
664—675. A sturdy and skilled pugi- 

list rises, and gives a challenge to any 
one who wishes for the second prize. He 
lays his hand on the mule, already 
claiming it for his own, and boastfully 
threatens destruction to his adversary. 

666. apacOa is the manum injicere 
of the Romans, viz. a form of taking 
possession. Mr. Trollope compares Virg. 
Aen. vy. 380, “Tum laeva taurum cornu 

tenet, atque ita fatur” (viz. Dares ).— 
otceta, reportaturus est.—atéeuev, the 
aorist, as the accent shows. 

670. 7 ovx GAs «.7.A. Mr. Newman: 
“In battle of the spear and sword I 
yield: doth that content you?” Schol. 
Ven. 7d duororyetv ep ois TLS HTT aT aL, 
mlotiv eumo.et mepl ay Tis emaryy€AAETQL. 

«« Epeios, the winner in this match, him- 

self declares that he does not possess 
the gifts necessary for distinction in 
battle ; an indication by the way, among 
many, of the immense value set by Ho- 
mer upon skill as compared with mere 
strength” (“Juventus Mundi,” p. 419). 
This Epeius was the maker of the wooden 
horse (Od. viii. 493). Hence, probably, 
he says that he was no warrior (670). 

671. The vulgate ev mavteao’ épyoior 
violates the digamma. 

673. avtiucpvs. Schol. Ven. 2, e& evay- 
tlov aywyi¢duevos. And so Heyne, “Co- 
ram, hic in conspectu omnium.” Rather, 

perhaps, plane, ‘ entirely.’—Kndeudves, 
of cndduevor avTov.—eolaovaw, popadnv 
dnAordtt, id. 

676 —699. Euryalus alone ventures 
to oppose the champion who has just 
spoken. He is attended by Diomede as 
his second, who hands him a cincture 
and the hand-thongs. They fight; and 
Euryalus is knocked down almost sense- 
less by Epeius, who accordingly carries 
off the prize. 
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678. For the form TadAatoviins, ‘a son 
of Talaus,’ used also by Pindar (Ol. vi. 
15), compare TnAniadns, Kperovtiains 
(xix. 240), *Iameriovidns (Hes. “Epy. 54). 
—és ragor, ‘to the funeral.’ It is better 
to take SeSoumdros absolutely, for zre- 
odvros or Oavdytos év ToAgUm, AS iN Xiili. 
426, } avtds dovmrjoa auiywy Aorydy 
*Axaots. The ds refers to Mecisteus, 
who had gone to Thebes to be present 
at the funeral, and to take part in the 
games. The Schol. Ven. expressly says 
that Crates, the grammarian, wrongly 
referred és to Euryalus. In favour of 
the latter however is évixa, and the in- 
ference from it : if Kuryalus proved the 
best man then, he was emboldened to 
try his luck now. As the son of a pugi- 
list however he might have followed 
his father’s profession.—The legend of 
Oedipus having died at Thebes, not 
at Athens, is remarkable. Hesiod also 
mentions Oedipus, and a fight about his 
flocks, “Epy. 163. Were there any real 
history in these legends, we might ob- 
serve, that as the father of Euryalus 
had come to Thebes after the death of 
Oedipus, the date of Oedipus’ reign is 
placed considerably before the ‘Trojan 
war. The passage has in all probability 
been adapted from the Cyclic Thebais. 

681. Tvdctins. He was a relation of 

Euryalus by the mother’s side, his 
mother Deipyla being a daughter of 
Adrastus, and Mecisteus being a brother 
to the latter. Hence pévya (udAa) Bov- 
Aeto vikny, he hoped to share in the 
credit of a victory. 

683. (Gua is here a mere cincture or 
cloth round the loins, and is distinet 
from the military lappet so called (iv. 
187). Thue. i. 6, 7d 5€ mdAa Kad ey 
TG OdvuTiak@ ay@vi Sialouata exovtes 
mep) Ta aidoia of abAnTal jywviCoyto, 
kal ov TOAAG €rn ered) méravta. So 
(wo aneveo inf. 710. 

686. avarxouevw. See sup.660. Here 
we may supply kepadas or mpdocwma. 
Construe Xepot ouverecor. Heyne ren- 
ders a avarxXouerver (cvv) Xepolv, “ arrecti, 
manibus et ipsis erectis.” 

688. xpduados, a creaking or crashing 
sound. A word formed to express the 
effect; root xpeu, xpou, as in ypepe- 
aiem Hesych. Xpdmados- Kpdros, popos. 
It appears to be drat eipnuévov.—erap- 
vuTOo, eméKelTo, incumbebat. 

691. airov, the adverb, perhaps: ‘for 
then and there his fine limbs gave way 
under him.’ Doederlein understands 
ipsius, ae opposed to maphiov. —mTar- 
ThvavTa, ‘wary as he was.’ Others ex- 
plain, ‘just as he had looked off. 

692—694. As a fish rises and darts 
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about the surface near the weedy shore, 
so did Euryalus leap up and then sink 
down on receiving the blow. The simile 
is not quite clear, nor the precise motion 
supposed to be made by the fish. The 
passage however is interesting, as illus- 
trating an apparent confusion between 
dvamdAAecOar and dyepddAAcc@at, on 
which see Preface, § 3. Here we must 
assume an epic aorist emdAuny (xv. 645), 
of which the infinitive and participle 
would be méA@a and maAuevos. Perhaps 
the sense is, that the fish first leaps 
above the surface, and then dives into 
the depth, and so the ‘dark wave hides 
it. Thus the double motion of Eury- 
alus is shown. Schol. Vict. avamnda yap 
éxdtepos kal mdAw katapéperat. Cf. xxi. 
126, OpdoKwy tis KaTd Kiya pméeAawav 
ppix’ bwatker ixOvs. 

698. adAAogppovéwy is one of the re- 
markable and characteristic words com- 
mon to our Homeric text and Herodotus. 
It oceurs also Od. x. 374.—kduioay, as 
he could not fetch it, they brought to 
him the eup, the prize reserved for the 
conquered. Cf. 511. 667. 849. 

700—724. The third contest is pro- 
posed, a wrestling-match. The victor 
is to win a tripod, valued at twelve 
oxen, while a slave-girl is reserved for 
the defeated competitor. Ajax, son of 

Telamon, and Ulysses rise for this bout. 
Their grip is compared to the cross-beams 
of a house-roof. After ineffectual strug- 
gles Ajax proposes the manoeuvre of the 
hoist (a&pinv). 

700. kata@nkev may be construed, al- 
beit in quaint English we might say, 
‘down the third prize did he set.’ Cf. 
798. 885.—Seixvdmevos, pointing out and 
severally specifying them. 

702. eumvpiBHTny, “ qui igni admoveri 
posset ; cujus esse posset usus, ut igni 
imponeretur, non ut soli ostentationi 

esset inter domus ornamenta” (Heyne). 
It is opposed to A€Bns &rupos, of a more 
ornamental kind, inf. 885. 

703. riov, they priced or appraised it 
among themselves at the value of twelve 
oxen. See xi. 555.—“The arms of Glau- 
cos and of Diomed, the tripod which is 
the first prize for wrestlers in the games, 
and the skilled woman who was the 
second, are all valued or priced in oxen ; 
and the ox is the commodity which re- 
presents in Homer what we now term 
the measure of value, as far as it can be 
said to be represented at all” (“ Juven- 
tus Mundi,” p. 446). 

707. meiphoecOov. The dual has re- 
ference to the pairs who may be willing 
to contend. 
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709. Note the introductory &y fol- 
lowed by the compound avicrato. 

711. ayras, ‘at the elbows,’ i.e. the 
lower extremities of the ulna. This pre- 
liminary was called AaBiyy AaBeiv. As 
for the genitive (unless, with Hesychius, 
we take @yxas as asynonym of ayKdAas), 
we must suppose that the active, in 
point of sense, represents AaBéoOnv.— 
émelBovres, ‘rafters,’ crossing and inter- 
lacing beams (émnmorBo) xii. 456), such 
as form the ‘principals’ of a sloping 
roof. Supply some verb like éoraou or 
GAAhAwY AauBdvovTat.—aArceivwr, avoid- 
ing the violent effects of winds by the 
use of cross-braces. We may here notice 
a clear allusion to a gabled roof on a 
Greek house; a fact of considerable 
interest.—réxtwy, cf. Eur. Hipp. 468, 
ove ay oréynv yap, 7 KaTnpepets Sduo, 
Kad@s axpiBoceay, i.e. the roof-timbers 
are left by the workman in the rough. 

714. rerplyet, creaked; the amd gives 
the notion of the part whence the 
sound proceeded. There is no mention 
of anointing, and if the skin was not 
slippery, but wet with perspiration, the 
hand would make some kind of noise, 
perhaps. But it may be an hyperbole, 
just as a man’s back-bone is said to 
creak with violent dancing, opdvdvaos 
axe (Ar. Vesp. 1489). Mr. Newman: 
«Their backs in hardy tussle crack’d; 

i 3. A SESk IN / \ ie ra ss , , 39 

Wp avaep n eyw oe TAO av Au TavTa pedAnoes. 

from head to foot sweat trickled, And 
many a wale, blood-purple, ran along 

their sides and shoulders.” For €AKew, 
a technical term, see Donaldson on Pind. 
Nem. iv. 93, who compares Hes. Scut. 
302, of & éudyovto mvE Te Kal EAKNOddY. 
(This however means, ‘ both in the box- 
ing-match and in the paneratium.’) 

715. vétios. Cf. Theocr. ii. 106, é« 
d& peTéTw idpas peu KoxvdecKkey oor 
votiaow e€poais. 

716. ouddiyyes, ‘weals,’ which ran in 
purple stripes along the parts pinched. 
This shows that Greek wrestling was a 
painful affair; perhaps the custom of 
anointing was introduced to remedy the 
evil.—qowikderoa takes the synizesis 
usual in this word. See x. 133. 

720. xe may either mean kareixe, 
‘restrained,’ i.e. prevented him, or ue- 
vey, ‘remained staunch.’ 

721. avia¢oy, began to cause pain cr 
annoyance. Schol. Ven. 2, andes yap 
éott Oeatais TO em) TOAD TOY TaAaLTTOV 
} wuxta@v isdpporov. It was not there- 
fore from sympathy, but from im- 

patience. The Schol. Ven. condemns 
euvxvnuides “Axatol, which is found as a 
variant. 

724. dvdepe, ‘hoist,’ ‘lift in your 
arms.” This was a feat of strength, in 
which Ajax principally excelled. The 
object was, to throw the adversary on 
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his back; and if he could not rise, he 
was said ketcOa: teadv. Hence perhaps 
arose the phrase &pdSqv amoAAvva, to 
destroy by a throw, i.e. utterly. 

725—739. Like a cunning antagonist, 
Ulysses, when raised in the arms of Ajax, 
contrives to strike inwards the back of 
the knee. Ajax falls backwards, with 
Ulysses upon him. In the next bout, 
Ulysses in lifting Ajax is tripped by the 
latter, and again both fall. Achilles 
forbids a third trial, and pronounces 
them equal in skill. 

726. kéAnma, the back of the knee, 
poples, tyvin (xiii. 212). To secure the 
first throw em) vétw, Ulysses falls hea- 
vily on his chest, trep0ev Bapts eumecav 
(Aesch. Ag. 1146). For to full on the 
shoulder only was not considered a true 
throw (Ar. Equit. 571). 

727. ad 8 €Bad Spitzer, from a var. 
lect. in Schol. Ven.—@yeivto, ‘looked on 
with interest.’ See vii. 444; xxii. 370.— 
OduBnoav, sc. Troy Bovydiov Kal avdpetov 
bmd TOV wmoyepoyTos Kal Haomovos viKd- 
pevoy dpayres (Schol. Ven. 2). 

731. ev 5€ x.7.A., ‘but he (Ajax) bent 
in his (Ulysses’) knee.” Such seems the 
sense. Ajax now throws Ulysses by 
nearly the same trick as his adversary 
had just tried upon him. Mr. Trollope, 
“the knees of Ulysses gave way under 
the weight of Ajax.” Heyne, in making 

VOU. Il. 

740 

Ulysses trip up Ajax (“Ulyssem, Aiacis 
tergo innixum, suo genu eius poplitem 
inflexisse”’), repeats the incidents of the 
former trial. The Scholiast says it was 
‘a side-throw,’ for which he gives the 
technical names. 

733. 7d tpitov. Three throws con- 
stituted a wrestling-match. Aesch. Eum, 
559, ev wey 168 HOn TOV Tpi@v Tadat- 
TLAT WY. 

735. Vulgo épelSec0ov, ne porro corpus 
intendite, Doederlein, who remarks that 
this verb is distinct from épi¢ew. Per- 
haps €piddeto Gov. See inf. 792 (where how- 
ever, conversely, Doederlein would read 
epeldnoacba, niti, as if from éeperdéw). 

736. The 5€ after a€@Ara, found in all 
the copies, may be omitted, or %eAa dé 
may be read with Bentley and Bekker, if 
the digamma is to be preserved in Fioa. 

740—753. Achilles now offers prizes 
for the foot-race. The first is a silver 
bowl of great size and price, of Phoe- 
nician workmanship, and formerly given 
as a ransom for Lycaon, son of Priam. 
The second prize is a fat ox; and for the 

last in the race, a half-talent of gold. 
He then invites the men to come forward 
and compete. 

740. taxvtys occurs also Od. xvii. 
315; but it does not seem an archaic 
word.—retuypévov, like momroto, sup. 
718, implies ¢d or émirtapéevws.—pérpa, 

He 
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see sup. 264, and on the whole passage 
Gladstone, “‘ Studies,” iii. p. 85. 

743. moAddv, after the regular Attic 
idiom, 7oAv vixay.—Sddves, the shorten- 
ing of the vis very remarkable. As the 
inhabitants of Sidon, they are here dis- 
tinguished from the Phoenicians gene- 
rally. See Od. xv. 425. It seems not 
improbable that this verse is a late ad- 
dition. 

745. orjoay might mean, ‘they 
weighed it in the harbour,’ viz. as a 
visible proof of its great value, i. e. sold 
it. But Schol. Ven. 2, avr) tov mpoo- 
adpuicay, @s To Stioav 8 ev AiyirTw 
motau@. (He quotes from memory Od. 
iv. 581, &b & cis Aly’mroio Sumereéos 
motapoto otiaa veas.) Doederlein adds 
Od. xix. 188, orjjoe S ev ’Auniod.— 
Améveoot, viz. in one of the harbours at 
Lemnos, where Thoas was king. Cf. xiv. 
230,.Ajjvov © cicapixave, wéAw Oeloto 
@daytos. In vii. 468, mention is made 
of this *Incovidyns Evnvos as the son of 
Hypsipyle, queen of Lemnos. The Ar- 
gonauts had touched there (Apollon. i. 
853). 

746. vios (genitive), ‘and as purchase- 
money for Lycaon, Priam’s son, Evenus 

had given it to Patroclus.’? In xxi. 41 
it is merely said that Kvenus gave a 
price (évov) for Lycaon, and apparently 
to Achilles. 

750. The «a is rather unusual in 
coupling mere epithets. The Schol. Ven. 
gives a variant, karamlova. 

751. AowoOtia, formed like gvyqua (i. 
124), fewhia, from Aor ds, means ‘ the 
prize for the last. The word is ana- 
logous to mpwreia, Seutepeta, &e. Some of 
the grammarians read Aoo 7, as if from 
a noun Aowdeds. Cf. inf.'785. So in 663 
a reward was given even 7@ virnOevTt. 

754—783. The former competitors, 
Ulysses and Antilochus, again came for- 
ward, with Ajax, but the son of Oileus 
(cf. 708). At the start Ajax is first, 
Ulysses close behind him. These two 
keep together, till Ulysses by a prayer 
gains the favour of Athene. Ajax she 
causes to fall, and Ulysses comes in first ; 
while the third, Antilochus, is ‘ no- 
where.” 

756. atre, in this also as in other ac- 
complishments. 

758. rérato, was extended. Cf. 375, 
trmoiot T40n Spduos, and Od. viii. 121. 
The course lay before them in a straight 
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reach or stretch, as it were. But Heyne 
renders it, “ concitatus, intentus cursus 

erat statim ab initio.” Doederlein also 
thinks the sense is, ‘their pace was in- 
creased after the last rounding of the 
pillar. On the other hand, Mr. Trollope 
says, “The verb rérato is used simply 
for jv, in reference to the length of the 
course.” The preceding verse has been 
interpolated here from 358.—ék@epe, sup. 
376. 

761. éort, supply &yxu. The kavoyv is 
said to have been “a rod used in weaving, 
probably the shuttle or quill, by which 
the threads of the woof (rnviov) were 
passed between those of the warp (uitos)” 
(Liddell and Scott). In Ar. Thesm. 821— 
825, there is a play between this word 
and the straight bar across the shield 
(xiii. 407). Most likely it is a stick or 
rod round which the thread is wound 

* which is to be inserted between the warp. 
This rod was held against the chest and 
shoulder, we may suppose, so as to leave 
the hands free. If this be the right view, 
xepol ravioon must refer to the upright 
position in which she has placed or 
balanced it. Mr. Newman thinks spin- 
ning and not weaving is meant; and he 
translates thus: “As when some dapper- 
girdled wife near to her bosom holdeth 
The spindle, whence she draweth out 
the rove, beyond the sliver;” but this 
is hardly more intelligible to ordinary 
readers than the Greek terms. By rapé« 

plroy the poet must mean ‘in and out’ 
of the warp, literally, ‘put in on one 
side of each thread, and pulled out on 
the other.’ It seems impossible to accept 
Heyne’s view of the sense, e&€Arovoa 
pitoy, mapex myviov, ‘extrahens filum 
extra licium radio cireumvolutum.” 

764. mdpos «.7.A., before the dry dust 
could fall in and obliterate the foot- 
print. Or, as some explain, ‘before the 
dust raised had time to settle down upon 
it. Schol. Vict. @@aver 7d Bijua Thy 
Kkatapepouevny emt To Yxvos Kdviy, hy 6 
MPOTpeX@V AVETTITEY. 

765. x€@ autméva, lit. ‘sent a current 
of breath down his (Ajax’s) head.’ A 
phrase to indicate closeness, as sup. 380. 
—dauruyy, a form of avtTuy, occurs also 
Od. iii. 289. 

767. «édevoy, ‘cheered him on’ (éud- 
kAeov). Ulysses seems from this to have 
been the popular man, perhaps from his 
versatility and readiness to assist. 

768. miuatoy Spduov, not ‘the last 
heat,’ but ‘the end of the course.’ Schol. 
Ven. 2, Tov mpds adTa Ta Téepuara. 

769. evxero. Ulysses, as a knowing 
man, mentally prayed to Athene for her 
aid, mindful of a failure through the 
omission of that duty. Sup. 546. 

771, 772. This distich occurred v. 
122. The latter verse was rejected by 
some critics, on the ground that the fall 
of Ajax was enough to secure victory, 
without lightening the limbs. 

E e 2 
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773. énaitacOa, an Attic form of 
aorist, ‘to pounce upon,’ ‘take possession 
of; or, ‘rush up to the place where the 
prize lay.’ 

774. bAtcGe. He slipped as he was 
running on the dung of the oxen that 
had been killed for the pyre (sup. 166). 
Cf. Aesch. Frag. 255, eppwdids yap id- 
Oev motdpevos bvOm ce TANEEL, vndvOsS 
xetAdpaow (where xaAjuacu, ‘the slot,’ 
has been ingeniously conjectured). This 
shows that the assertion of Thomas 
Magister (cited by Spitzner), that dv@os 
meant only the dung of oxen, is incor- 
rect. 

778. abte, autem, as frequently.—das 
HAbc, éSomep, even as he had come in 
first. See on Aesch. Cho. 663, &a7ep 
dedp ame(uyny médas.—ere, ‘took,’ as 
his prize. Theocr. i. 6, aka tijvos EAn 
kepady tpaydy, alya tv Addy.—Képas 
éxwv, a form of protesting, as sup. 
584. 

784. yéAacoav. Compare the &oBe- 
oros yéAws at an equally comic scene, i. 
599. Virg. Aen. v. 357, ‘ faciem osten- 

debat et udo Turpia membra fimo; risit 
pater optimus illi.’ 

784—797. The event passes off amidst 
good-natured banter, Antilochus joking 
on the superior pace of older men. 
Achilles, to whom he pays a compliment, 
raises his recompense from half to a 
whole talent of gold. 

785. Ao Ojov, the prize of the last 
in. Cf. 751. The word here seems 
an adjective.— expepe, epépeto, sc. Tod 
aywvos. 

787. &r1 ka) viv, as if the instances of 
visible interference on the part of the 
gods were more common in the olden 
time. 

790. obtos. Ulysses here belongs to 
a former generation.—apoyéporvta, ‘of a 
green old age.’ Others interpret ‘ pre- 
maturely old; and this seems the sense 
of em aus yhpai OjKev, Od. xv. 357; 
Hes. *Epy. 705. 

792. épiijcac@a, with the « long, is 
remarkable, and drag cipnuevov. Bekker 
has epi(joacGa (a variant in Schol. Vict.), 
and epi¢yroy is the dual indicative in xii. 
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423. Seesup.735. Hesych. epiiqcacba- 
GmAAnOAvat, pidoverkjoa. We must 
assume a form éepidezy (i), analogous to 
epidatve (i. 574) and epiduatvew, and 
suppose that the « is pronounced long 
by doubling the dental. Heyne accord- 
ingly edits €p:58j0a00a1.—The Attic form 
°AxiAAE?, for the epic “AxiA7i, is also 
remarkable, and perhaps a note of vew- 
tepiouds. The sense is, ‘’Tis hard for 
Achaeans, except indeed for Achilles, to 
contend with Ulysses in speed of foot.’ 

793. kbdnvev. He said this to com- 
pliment Achilles. So Hes. “Epy. 38, 
péeya Kvdalywy Bactdjas Swpopayous. 
Cf. xiii. 348. The aorist occurs also in 
Od. xv. 212. 

795. aivos, in the later rather than 
the epic sense, ‘your praise. Cf. Od. 
xx. 110, and Lexil. p. 59.—péAeos, vain, 
without return. See xxi. 473. Od. v. 

_ 416. Lexil. p. 59. 
798—809. Achilles proposes a fifth 

contest, a sovouaxta with lances, and 
offers as a prize the arms taken from 
Sarpedon (xvi. 663). These are to be 
held in common; but the man who 
draws first blood is to have a silver- 
studded sword. 

805. péjow. Cf. xvi. 314.—evdivwy, 
a very strange word, and ama eipnuevoy, 
apparently from éydov. The ancient 
critics rejected this line, the sense of 

which is absurd, since ‘touching the in- 
wards’ would be death, and which is 
partly made up from x. 298.  Aris- 
tophanes evaded the difficulty by writing 
émmétepés Kev mpdcbev emiypavas xpdba 
Kadbdv pOnn emeviduevos bid T EvTea Kal 
pédvoy avipov. Spitzner, in a very long 
note, defends the whole passage, which 
even recent critics have strongly sus- 
pected. He gives évdiva a sense proposed 
as an alternative by the grammarians, 
Ta evTds TaY STAWY MEAN, “ COrpUS ar- 
morum tegumento involutum.” (So also 
Hesych., who explains it as a synonym 
of evdtvwy; and Heyne, “ necesse est in- 
telligi corpus intra thoracem, cutem.’’) 
And he concludes : “ Achilles superiorem 
fore pronuntiat eum, qui ense per arma 
et sanguinem adacto internum adversarii 
corpus laeserit, i.e. sanguinem vere ex- 
cusserit.” Such a wound, he argues, 
would not be fatal, and Achilles did not 
intend that it should; for he invites 
both combatants to partake of a ban- 
quet (ver. 810, rejected however by the 
ancient critics). As for the arms of 
Sarpedon being a common possession, 
tuvvfia (see i. 124), he says we need 
not inquire too particularly how such 
an arrangement could be carried out. 
Heyne thinks 806 is “haud dubie de- 
lendus.” 

808. ’Acreporatov. See xxi. 183, where 
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his despoiled armour is only generally 
spoken of as tTevxea. 

811—825. Again Ajax, the son of Te- 
lamon, stands forth, and Diomede rises 
to meet him. They attack each other 
three times without result, when their 
friends interfere to stop the fight, and 
the prizes are divided. Ajax however 
presents Diomede with a sword and belt. 

812. This verse occurred iii. 340, and 
the next vi. 120; xx. 159. 

815. This also seems adapted from iii. 
342, and the next is of frequent occur- 
rence, e.g. ili. 15; xx. 176. 

817. oxeddv, cominus, in close fight. 
« Heroes priusquam enses incutiant, ex- 
periundi causa ter concurrunt et se 
petunt invicem; tune demum Ajax Ty- 
didae ferit clypeum, Diomedes autem 
euspidem Telamonii intendit cervici” 
(Spitzner). Doederlein thinks ém7itar, 
by the contrast, implies that they threw 
their lances first from a distance. The 
contest was with the lance, not the 
javelin,—the thrust, and not the throw. 
—apunenoay, Schol. Vict. apéexOnoar, 
av7) Tov, émaratav. 

819. The spear going right through 
the shield, and only being stopped by 

the cuirass, was, as Heyne observes, 
“‘satis serio pro certamine ludicro.” 
In the whole of this account we desi- 
derate the good sense and naturalness of 
a true poet. 

821. éw abxéu Kdpe, he kept aiming, 
or hitting, at the neck. Schol. Ven. 2, 
del em) TG avxev eTUyxave’ Sib Kal de- 
diacw. The more artistic method of 
Diomede made them fear a fatal result. 
They were expected only to strike at the 
shield or breastplate, perhaps, and with 
moderate force. 

824, 825. These lines were rejected 
by both Aristarchus and Aristophanes, 
as the Schol. Ven. informs us, on the 
ground that the prizes ought to have 
been strictly equal, whereas favour is 
here shown to Diomede. Spitzner adds 
that the latter verse is taken from vii. 
304.—The pdo-vyavoy here seems not the 
same as the Thracian sword promised in 
807, and which was only to be given in 
case of a defeat. 

826—835. Achilles offers a prize for a 
sixth contest, throwing the quoit (“ put- 
ting the stone,” perhaps gives a nearer 
analogy). A solid lump of iron is pro- 
duced, which shall be given as a reward 
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to him who can throw it the farthest. 
If he lives in the far country (he says in 
hyperbolical phrase), he will have metal 
enough to use for the next five years, 
i.e. such is its weight. 

826. oddAoy, a lump of iron just as it 
left the foundry, like our pig iron. 
Schol. Ven. cdAos wapa tb Aros civan, b 
é€oTt mepipephs: Kal avtoxdwvos, 6 Kal? 
éauToy Kexwveupevos Kal pndey exwv 
émeitoaxtov. Hesych. adtoxdyvevtoy, am 
auTis THS xwvelas TO TéAELOY ExOVTA, 
Kal uh mpoodedmevoy UAAOU TLVOS Eis TUM- 
mAnpwow. But Doederlein ingeniously 
explains it of a ‘naturally fused’ (dev 
xvdvov) mass of meteoric iron. The 
Schol. well adds, that the dicxos or 
quoit was quite distinct from the oddos, 
the former being flat, sometimes of 
stone, the latter globular. Compare 
dAos, SdAwv, sollus (in sollers, sollem- 
nis). ‘The old tradition, ‘et prior aeris 
erat quam ferri cognitus usus,’ has led 
some to regard this passage as of great 
antiquity, indicative of the first entry 

upon “the iron age.” But “the iron 
period” (says Mr. Stevens) “is want- 
ing in the definiteness of the two other 
(stone and bronze) periods. Iron is, 
indeed, the universal accompaniment 
of the higher civilization, but it also 
descends into the savage state.” It has 
not (we believe) been yet found in 
monuments or works of a very remote 
period. But under any circumstances 

840 

this passage is curious; and it seems we 
must understand it quite simply, of the 
gradual using up of the mass or lump 
for agricultural uses. Above, 261, and 
inf. 850, we have iron mentioned as a 
prize ; and the name of the metal occurs 
in not a few passages of both the Iliad 
and the Odyssey. 

827. Hétion was the father of Andro- 
mache, xx. 472. 

832. amdmpob, scil. aoréws cict,—if 
he lives in the éoxatial or back 
settlements. This sense seems deter- 
mined by és méAuw, 835. But Heyne 
gives the sense, “even if he has a large 
estate to cultivate.’ Doederlein would 
read gdAa moAdAol, and explain it, 
“etiamsi plurimos procul hine (domi, 
in Graecia) fertiles agros habeat.” 

834. oi, i.e. ad7@, ‘not from any want 
of iron will either shepherd or plough- 
man of his have to go to the city, but it 
(the odAos) will supply him.’—éreuBo- 
mevos, Seduevos. Cf. sup. 445. 

836. Four competitors, including the 
irrepressible son of Telamon, rise for the 
contest. He is beaten however, though 
only by one, who hurls the iron as far 
beyond all the rest, as a herdsman can 

throw his staff. (Polypoetes and Leon- 
teus are the heroes of xii. 129, 130.) 

839. éfelns, in a row, or abreast.— 
yéAacay, either because the iron fell far 
short, or because they were pleased at 
the throw. Schol. Ven. 2 and Vict. 
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843. This verse was rejected by the 
critics, as interpolated from Od. viii. 
192. 

845. kadatpora, a herdsman’s crook. 
This seems to have been used as a missile 
for driving cattle. Hence Theocritus, 
iv. 49, af@ Fv mor pourdy Td AaywBdror, 
&s Tu maraka, <I only wish my staff had 
a crook to it, for then I would strike 
you!’ (The straight stick, AaywBdaoyv, 
was used for killing hares, &c.) But 
it may well be doubted if kadavpoy, 
which only occurs here and in the 
Anthology, is a really ancient word. 

847. mayrds ayaevos seems to mean the 
crowd of spectators standing near the 
spot where they expected the weight to 
fall. But it went far beyond, and over 
their heads. Heyne thinks it means 
“spatium intra quod disci jactus sit.” 

848. €rapor. The prize was borne off 
in triumph by the victor’s friends, in a 
kind of k@pos. 

850—858. The seventh contest, for 
skill in archery. The prizes are ten 
double and as many single axe-heads. 
The object to be aimed at is a pigeon 
tied by a string to the top of a mast, 
which is set up on the sands. To kill 
the bird is to win the first prize, to 
sever the string, the second. 

850. idevta (tov), dark-coloured, like — 
ioclSea mévtov, &e. Some interpreted 
it, ‘suited for making arrows,’ tdy eis 
iovs evOerovvta, Schol. Ven.; but the 
quantity of the word is against this. 
Besides, the metal here meant is iron 
already wrought into eAékers, axes, 
having two cutting edges and a handle 
in the middle (dipennis). Schol. Ven. 
atlvas Siotdéuous: To de Tu@eAcKKov TH 
fuicv TOU TEAEKEWS, TO EK TOU EvdS udvOU 
fépous €xov axunv. Hence in Od. v. 
235 the méAexus is aupotépwhey axax- 
pévos. The xis doubled for the metre, 
as in meAéKanoey Od. v. 244. 

854. The &pa is a mere expletive, and 
does not read well. .Some read js yap, 
making js demonstrative ; but that use, 
perhaps, is confined to the nominative 
és. There were variants @s yap and 
djoev méda. The latter, Spitzner ob- 
serves, implied tis yap avayer. The 
genitive is not uncommon after verbs 
of shooting or aiming. So iv. 100, GA 
uy dlotevoov MeveaAdov kvdadtuoro. Soph. 
Antig. 1033, @ mpéoBu, mavtes, date 
TotéTa GkoTov, TokEVeT avdpds Tovde. 

857. pnptvOo.0 tx. ‘The Schol. Ven. 
observes that this is a weak point,— 
Achilles should not have anticipated what 
was really the result of an extraordinary 
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accident. And to sever the thread in- 
tentionally was a greater feat of skill 
than to hit the bird. 

859—883. Teucer and Meriones 
compete for this prize. Teucer, failing 
to offer a prayer to the archer-god (iv. 
101), hits only the string, and so liberates 
the bird. Meriones, with a hasty vow 
to Apollo, draws his bow and pierces it 
while flying, and it falls dead from the 
mast on which it had again alighted, the 
arrow descending at his very feet. 

861. This verse occurred iii. 316, 
863. éemikparéws, with a firm grasp of 

his bow, ioxup@s rad dSuvdwer moAAN, 
Schol. Ven. 2. So the kite holds in its 
grip the nightingale, tiv 8 6 ¥ émixpa- 
Téws Mpds voy Eemev, 1. e. EmiKpaTav or 
emikpatews €xwv avtiy, Hes. “Epy. 206. 
—jreiAnoe, nitato, Schol. Ven. The 
primary sense of both verbs is ‘to utter 
loud words.’ 

865. duapre. Lucian, Hermotim. § 28, 
bmep ovde TH “Ounpie@ totdtyn dwijptev, 
ds déov Thy weAciada Katatoketoa, 6 Se 
Thy wnpwOoy evérenev, 6 TedKpos, olwat.— 
meynpe, id ei invidit. See Lexil. p. 408. 

866. 77, ‘with which,’ &e. It might 
also mean ‘where ;’ and we might con- 

860 
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865 

870 

875 

strue map 1é5a TH Seder Opis. To this 
perhaps Schol. Ven. alludes, EKATEpwoe 
divavtat mpoodidocba.  Virg. Aen. vy. 
510, ‘nodos et vineula linea rupit, Queis 

innexa pedem malo pendebat ab alto.’ 
868. mapeldn, expeuato mapemevn, 

hung loose to the earth. A rather rare 
aorist. We have apeiém in Eur. Phoen. 
1377. 

870. éteipuce. “Cum uno utrique 
arcu esset utendum, Meriones propere 
eripit arcum manu Teucri; sagittam 
quidem dudum manu tenebat, wa Heyne. 
Schol. Ven. 2 » ETELYOMEVOS améoTrace THs 
XEipds TOD Tedpov To Tékov: Evl yap 
irywviCovro TOEw, ws €v) dick. 

871. és Yevvey. These words are am- 
biguous. The best sense seems that 
given by Schol. Ven. 2, tov diordy 
Katetxe TaAaL 6 Mnpidyns, €ws tOvvev 6 
TevdKpos kat erdéeve Aaxwv mpetos. The 
Schol. Ven. records some rather remark- 
able variants in the MSS. copies. Spitz- 
ner thinks the true reading, as suggested 
by Voss, is @s i@¥vo1, and he compares 
Od. v. 253, rpds 8 u&pa rnddArov roijoaro, 
dpp idvvot. So also Doederlein. 

872, 873. See iv. 101, 102. 
875. 7H, evravda, viz. not on the mast, 
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but aloft in the sky.—é.vevovcar, tower- 
ing above his head in eddying circles. 
Virg. Aen. ut sup., ‘alis plaudentem 
nigra figit sub nube columbam. Decidit 
exanimis, vitamque reliquit in astris 
/Mtheriis, fixamque refert delapsa sagit- 
tam.’ As the arrow fell at the archer’s 
feet, it is clear the bird must have been 
struck immediately over his head. If 
the wounded bird returned to the mast, 
it may have flown back to it for some 
space ; and if it dropped dead from the 

. mast, THAe am av’rov may mean, ‘far 
from Meriones,’ who therefore stood not 
under the mast, but at some distance 
from it. Otherwise, am adtov might 
mean aq’ iorov. 

879. Alacer, <drooped.’ See Lexil. p. 
405, where Buttmann inclines to the 
reading of Aristarchus, Ataooev, ‘she 
dropped her closely-feathered pinions.’ 
Hence perhaps Hesych. éAlacey: ért- 
vatev. 

881. Aaol x.7.A. See sup. 728. 
884—887, The eighth and last con- 

test, throwing the javelin. The prize 
for this offered by Achilles is a caldron 
ornamented with patterns of flowers. 
Only Meriones and Agamemnon compete. 
Achilles, perhaps in deference, or making 
amends for the past, awards the prize to 
the King without trial, requesting him, 

as some compensation, to present his 
bronze lance to Meriones. 

886. ijuoves (teva), skilled in shooting. 
An Tonic word, formed like vojmwr, 
ppcduov, peOjuwr, but occurring only 
here. The Schol. Ven. mentions a variant 
phwoves, which was also known to Hesy- 
chius : jmoves: akovtioral, pyropes, opxn- 
otat. More strange still is the noun jue, 
akdvtigua. Besides jjuaciw, Hesychius 
has jjuata: BAnmata, piupata, axdyTia, 
and juootvn: BARots, akovTiols. 

890. “The most refined of his 
(Achilles’) attentions is perhaps that 
shown to Agamemnon, after the recon- 
ciliation, on the occasion of the Games. 
It was difficult to exclude the chief King 
from the sport of Kings; inadmissible 
to let him be worsted ; impossible either 
to make him conquer those who were his 
superiors in strength, or to place him in 
competition with secondary persons. 
Achilles avoids all these difficulties by 
proposing a ninth, or supernumerary 
match, with the sling; and then at once 
presenting the prize to Agamemnon with 
the observation that, as his excellence is 
known to be paramount, there need be 
no actual trial.’ “ Juventus Mundi,” p. 
421. (There seems however to be 
some oversight respecting “the contest 
of the sling.”’) 
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893. Sdépu seems to mean the actual 
lance with which Agamemnon was pre- 
paring to make a throw. This is now to 
be given to Meriones in lieu of the prize. 

897. 5i5w, Schol. Ven. 2, dyAovdru 

em) TH amayaye eis THY BactAtKhy 
oKnvhv.—repikadres, as being avOeud- 
evra. Cf. Od. xxiv. 275, Saxe 5€ of 
KpnTijpa mavapyupoy avOeudevTa. 
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The subject of this book, entitled “Ex- 
topos AvTpa, formed part of the old tale 
of Troy; for Aeschylus treated of it in 
the @pvyes or “Extopos Avtpa (see Aesch. 
Frag. 253, Dind.), but that he did not 
borrow it from the Iliad is shown, not 
only by the title @piyes, whom he re- 
presented as accompanying Priam, but 
by the silence of Achilles, who remains 
muffled up (eykexaAuumevos ob pbey- 
erat); whereas, in the present book, 
he uses, like so many characters in our 
Homer, all the rhetoric of a rhetorical 
age. (See on 507 inf.) 

There can be no doubt that some pecu- 
liarities of style, and many passages al- 
lied to others in the Odyssey, occur in 
Book xxiv.; and doubts have been thrown 
on the authenticity of it, as on the con- 
cluding book of the Odyssey. Spitzner 
says we must be content with what we 
have got, and follow the general opinion 
of the ancients, who objected to parti- 
cular passages in it, rather than to the 
book itself, as an integral part of the 
Iliad. ~ 

1—21. The Greeks separate to cele- 
brate the funeral banquet. Achilles lies 
sleepless, anxiously calling to mind the 
many adventures he had seen with the 
friend he has lost. At last he wanders 
forth alone on the sea-strand, and vents 
his hate against Hector by dragging the 

body thrice round the tomb of Patroclus. 
He then lets it lie in the dust; but 
Apollo ever protected it from disfigure- 
ment by holding his aegis over and 
around it. 

1. Avro. There is a difficulty in the 
long v. The epic aorist, éAdyny, is short 
in xxi. 80, voy 5& Avuny 5s Téooa wopév. 
The accent in the old copies seems to be 
Avro, and so Schol. Ven., who doubts whe- 
ther it is the epic aorist, the contracted 
imperfect (e€Avero), or shortened from 
éAcAuto. There is some uncertainty in 
the quantity of the root. We have Avous 
and AéAvta (v) by the side of Bovdrv- 
Tévde and GAvktorédy in Hes. Theog. 
521, which (if a genuine word) can only 
be dAvromedy (v), i.e. Autos rédn. Com- 
paring liber and éAed@epos, we might 
speculate on a digammated root Ac, 
which would remove the metrical diffi- 
culty, by its strong or weak pronun- 
ciation.—ayay, the company assembled 
for the funeral games.—The aspirate or 
F in €xaoros is often dropped; otherwise 
é}v én) via (Heyne, Bekker), or &ravres 
(Bentley), would be plausible. 

3. Tapryjuevan, ‘to take their fill of it,’ 
has the same dependent construction as 
the preceding feva:r. Schol. Ven. répyiv 
AaBety: amd kowod 5€ Td wédovTo. 

6—9. These four verses were rejected 
by the critics, but the reasons they al- 
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lege (see Schol. Ven. and Spitzner) do 
not seem valid. The phrase aéporijta 
(avdporjra) Kal #Bnv occurs xvi. 857; 
xx. 362; and ver. 8 is repeated in Od. viii. 
183.—7elpwy, going througk, passing, 
mepav, mepatvwy. So Od. ii, 434, map- 
vuxin wey P fyye Kal n@ weipe KeAcvOov.— 
With 62é0a Doederlein would supply 
épya, as with mroAéuous ddwy, or ToAv- 
TEVOY. 

10. %AAote k.T.A. Juv. Sat. iii. 279, 
‘noctem patitur lugentis amicum Peli- 
dae; cubat in faciem, mox deinde su- 

pinus.’ 
12. Sweteoke GAvwy, ‘he would wan- 

der to and fro as one distraught.’ Schol. 
mepihpxeto adnuovay. As in Tepimareiv, 
the idea of circling is here limited to the 
turn back in a straight course, a notion 
familiar to the Greeks as conversant with 
the stadium. This verse and the two 
preceding lines are quoted by Plato 
(Resp. iii. p. 388), who reads mAwiCeone 
for diweverre.—ovde x.T.A., the first thing 
that roused him from his abstraction was 
the dawn of morning: or perhaps, ‘he 
continued restless till he saw the dawn 
appear.’ 

14—16. There seems some avaxdAov0or 
here. The optative (evgerev must imply 
repeated acts at indetinite times; other- 
wise we should require é(evée, postquam 
junxit. But the adda should rather in- 
troduce the single act: ‘he did not fail 

10 
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20 

to notice the early dawn, bué dragged 
the body thrice round the tomb, and then 
rested.’ Or did he yoke and unyoke his 
steeds several times in the same night ? 
Then the 5¢€in 16 is not only superfluous, 
but violates the digamma; yetit is found 
in the MSS. as well as in the scholia, 
where it is called mepioods. The first 
difficulty is removed by 416 inf., which 
represents the act as repeated at inter- 
vals. So moAAd puotacecker, inf. 755. 
This will also suit the imperfect mav- 
éoxeto, while the aorist dnodoxKero will 
express the tying of the body once for 
all to the car. Possibly we should read, 
with Heyne, tpls Feptoas. Spitzner 
places a colon at dmicAev, regarding the 
dé in that verse as marking the apodosis. 
A Greek vase found at Canosa, in the 
Naples Museum, No. 3254 (but not of 
the early style), describes this scene :— 
“The funeral pile, with the words Ma- 
TpokAov tapos, on it. Whilst a human 
sacrifice has been made, and other victims 
await their fate, Achilles pours out liba- 
tions. On one side the body of Hector 
is seen attached to the car that was to 
be drawn three times round the bier.” 
(Murray’s “ Handbook of South Italy,” 
p. 157.) 

19. deuefny. See xvii. 270, where Pa- 
troclus is called a favourite of the gods. 
—xpot, the same dative as in dudvew th 
TWh, 
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21. arodpvpa. See xxiii. 187.—mdyta, 
totum hominem. 

22—54. The gods deliberate whether 
they should not order Hermes, that 
prince of thieves, to steal away the body. 
The plan is opposed by Hera, Athene, 
and Poseidon, who now agree in their 
enmity against Troy, the two first in 
consequence of the adverse “ judgment 
of Paris.” Apollo reproves them for 
their refusal to do a just act, and for 
favouring the furious, implacable Achil- 
les. A man may lose a dear friend, and 
soon forget it; but Achilles cannot rest 
content without doing dishonour to the 
inanimate clay. 

23—30. These eight verses were re- 
jected by the Alexandrines, .chiefly on 
the ground that the “Judgment of Paris” 
was a legend unknown to Homer, and 
because he attributes the causes of the 
war in many other passages to the rape 
of Helen, Destiny, and other reasons. 

The first verse however seems essential 
to the narrative; and if we connect with 
it directly GAN bre 5% in 31, the objec- 
tive aAAa does not seem logical. More- 
over, as Spitzner says, we cannot well 
spare v. 24. On the whole therefore 
the passage seems to hang together, and 
on the theory of ‘late compilation,’ there 
is no great difficulty about it. It has 
been shown in the Preface that the judg- 
ment of Paris was an episode, and a very 
celebrated one, of the older epics on the 
Troica. 

27. €xov, ‘they kept on,’ remained 

»¥ va + ead 

ov vu 708 Uw 

in the same mind. Schol. Ven. 2, d:é- 
KewTo, ovtws Siabécews eixov. So xii. 
433, GAN Exov, bore TdAavTa yuv}h XeEp- 
VTLS GANONS. 

29. veikeooe, eu€uaro, had spoken, 
or given judgment, disparagingly of them. 
The Schol. Ven. finds a difficulty in this 
word: 7d velkecoe ovk ort Kpivat, GAN 
emimAnzar kal diapéperdat. It is clearly 
antithetical to #vnee in the next line.— 
BaxAoovvny, who inspired him with a 
wanton desire. He should rather have 
said, mépe kadAtoTny tAoxov. This was 
a very favourite subject with the vase- 
painters of old. In some cases (a com- 
-mon practice in ancient art), Helen is 
seen in the background, as if the artist 
designed to bring on the scene the object 
of the promise. The Schol. Ven. re- 
cords a variant in some copies (ai amd 
TéAcwv), Thy B Hvno, of Kexapicumeva 
dap dvdunve. 

31. é« toto. Schol. Ven. 2, é of “Ex- 
Twp arédavey. He refers to 107 and 413 
inf., adding to the nine days during 
which the gods had disputed, (1) the day 
of Hector’s death, (2) the cutting the 
wood for the pile, (3) the funeral games, 
It is singular that the same numbers, 
nine and twelve, occur again in the truce, 
inf. 664—667. 

33. oxérAxo1, cruel, Sucavacxeta mpdo- 
govtes: Kal SnAhwoves, b eats POaptixol. 
The gods were wrong-doers in returning 
evil for good, neglect for pious offerings, 
&e. 
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35. ca@oat, ‘to bring him safe back 
to his home.—idéerv, ut videant saltem 
mortuum, Doederlein. 

Al. yvaprrody, like orperra) in xv. 203, 
fleabile. So tAntdyv, ‘capable of endu- 
rance,’ inf. 49. 

43. Vor etéas the Schol. Ven. proposes 
to read eYé, the sentence, as it stands, 
having no apodosis. Eustathius, cited 
by Spitzner, compares viii. 306, # 7’ év) 
Kime KapTa@ BpiWouéevyn votinel re ciapi- 
vijot, for Bpidera. But, as we may there 
supply kdpy BaAdAct, so here fAcov aré- 
Aecey, or a similar sentiment, may be in- 
ferred. Spitzner calls it “dicendi negli- 
gentia quaedam.” —Bpotay, ‘food for 
men;’ perhaps Botér, ‘a feast on cattle,’ 
i.e. not on wild animals. ‘ 

45. This verse was justly rejected by 
the critics, as interpolated from Hes.Opp. 
316. 

46—50. méAAerk.T.A. ‘It may doubt- 
less be that a man hath lost some other 

even dearer than a friend,—a brother 
from the same womb, or even a son; yet, 

after paying the tribute of a tear, and 
some words of woe, he gives him up (re- 
signs or dismisses his grief about him) ; 
but this man, not content with robbing 
Hector of his dear life, must e’en tie him 
to his car, and drag him round the tomb 
of his favourite companion. Cf. xxi. 95, 
Bh Me KTeiW’, eel ovx duoydorpios “Ex- 
topdés eiut. Doederlein proposes &AAos 
for &AAov, comparing xxii. 106. 

53. MI, 1.e. okomwelTw wh. This verse 
also was rejected by the critics ; and the 
violation of the F in of shows that it 
cannot be really ancient. Cf. 72. 

54. kwphy, ‘insensate.’ “Nimia Achil- 
lis iracundia vel terrae, communi omnium 
parenti et mortuorum receptaculo, vim 
quasi et contumeliam parari poeta dicit,” 
Spitzner; who remarks that Aristotle 
cites the verse (Rhet. ii. 3). “ Expro- 
bratur Achilli quod vir fortissimus iner- 
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mia et adversus injurias torpida velut 
ignavus insultet” (Doederlein). 

55—63. Hera replies, that there may 
be something in what Apollo has said in 
reproach, if Achilles, the son of a god- 
dess, ought to be held in no higher 
honour than Hector. But some excep- 
tionable privileges should be allowed to 
one, the marriage of whose mother with 
Peleus the gods themselves approved by 
their presence. 

56. ka) TovTO Tedv ros, bene se habeat 
hoe etiam (inter alia) quod diwxisti.—ei 
5) Suqy «.7.A. ‘Your argument, that 
Hector deserves greater care from, be- 
cause he gave more sacrifices to, the gods, 
fails in this, that Achilles partakes of 
divine seed, and must therefore be pre- 
ferred to a mere mortal, however friendly 
they may be towards him.’ 

58. yuvatka does not agree with nator, 
but is the direct object of 6jaaT0. The 
Schol. Vict. happily compares xxi. 37, 0 
epwedy obi XaAKG Tduve veous bprykas. 

59. avy Opéa. Vase-paintings exist, 
of a goddess suckling a child, which may 
refer to this rare legend. The advocates 
of the ‘solar theory’ interpret it of the 
air or ether giving life and light to the 
sea. 

62. jvTidacbe, the imperfect of avti- 
@uat. See Lexil. p. 143. This too, the 
marriage of Thetis, was a celebrated 

theme of the older epics. See Preface, § 
1.— daivvo, edatvuco.—kak@v €rape, Schol. 
Vict.’ArAckdvdpov kal’Exropos. ‘Hatlodos 
(Opp. 716) “ wndé kax@y erapov.” 

64—76. Zeus bids Hera not to pout; 
for that, dear as Hector was to the gods, 
Achilles will hereafter have greater 
honour. He rejects the proposal before 
made (24), to get the body conveyed 
stealthily away from Achilles, because 
Thetis is watching by his side, and this 
would be for one divinity to thwart an- 
other. He orders Thetis to be summoned, 
to suggest to her a compromise. 

65. amookvduatvew, lit. ‘to sulk off? 
(root oxv8, oxvd, ov, as in cxvOpwrds), 
occurs only here, and does not seem an 

ancient word. See inf. 118.592. The 
amd has the same sense as in arounvicat. 
—nla, duh, ‘one and the same.’ Theoer. 
Xvil. 68, ev 5€ wid Tima Tplowos kaTabeto 
koA@vay.— GA Kal, ‘though indeed 
Hector too,’ &e.—o? év *IAlw, note the F 
omitted. Bekker gives o? IAlw eiolv. 

68. @s yap euol ye, ‘for so at least he 
was to me,’ viz. to whom especially the 
offerings were paid. Doederlein com- 
pares iv. 318, udaa wév kev eydr Oro 
kal ards &s Euev, ws bre .7.A.—hudp- 
tTave, missed, failed in, éAcirero.—ov Ti, 
‘in no respect,’ in nothing. 

69. éelons, equably distributed among 
the guests. The notion of rations (vé- 
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pew polpas), with many other human 
elements, entered into the idea of sacri- 
fices and feasts. 

71. edoouey for édowmerv, perhaps ; ‘let 
us drop, give up, the stealing of brave 
Hector’s body.’ Schol. Ven. viv av7l tov 
mapauev. This and the two next lines 
were rejected as spurious, on the ground 
that Thetis could not be said to be 
‘always present? with Achilles.—oi, 
again without the F. Bekker gives 7 
Té€ oi, against the MSS. See sup. 53.— 
mapueuBrwre, iv. 11.—7jwap, wel jucpar. 
Schol. Vict. €5e1, #uaTta. But see v. 490, 
aol 5¢ xpi) Tade WavTa merc VUKTAS TE 
kal 7wap. 

77—92. Iris, hearing her name men- 
tioned by Zeus, rises without further 
summons, and visits Thetis in her ocean- 
depths. Surrounded by sea-nymphs, she 
is bewailing the destined fate of her son. 
Surprised as she is at the unexpected 
summons, she nevertheless at once con- 
sents to go. 

78. Sduov, Samothrace. Cf. xiii. 33.— 
pelAav, pronounced “éAAan, perhaps. A 
very beautiful and descriptive verse. As 
in Od. v. 54, TG TkeAos woAcecow bxXh- 
gato kipaow ‘Epuys, the run of dactyls 
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expresses the rapid yet easy action. 
80. woAvBdaivyn, a leaden plummet.— 

euBeBavia, ‘mounted on the horn of a 

field-pastured ox.’ Schol. Ven. kate- 
oxevacoyv yap ovpiyya ek Képatos Boelou, 
jv mapeTibecay TH SpuiG brép Td &yKio- 
Tpov, brws un) of txOves amoTpeywou TV 
Atvov. The exact meaning, as might be 
expected, is not known. The expression, 
euBeBavar kare Képas, is very remarkable, 
and the sense obscure. Plato, Ion, p. 
538, ©, cites this and the two next, 
with the variant eupeuavia, also fravev 
and wijua for dpovcey and kijpa. By read- 
ing €umewavia, we might construe épxerau 
kata Képas, ‘along the horn.’ Spitzner 
supposes that a bit of horn was fastened 
to the hook and plummet, to disguise 
its appearance. Doederlein follows the 
Scholiast in supposing that a case or tube 
of horn protected the line from being 
bitten through. The mention of lead 
occurred xi. 237. 

83. ev oni (oréos), 2 submarine 
grotto. Compare Virg. Georg. iv. 363. 

86. This verse was rejected by the 
critics, who referred ds in 85 to udpov, and 
interpreted éweAAev ‘was destined to be.’ 
As it stands, of of course refers to Thetis. 

F f 
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aid@ Kal duidTyTa Teqv peTomiae huilaoowr. 

91. &xea unpita. See iii. 412.—eiu 
bev, i.e. why, ‘nevertheless.’ Doederlein 
supplies aéxovoa 5€ eu. 

93—119. Covered with a long black 
veil, Thetis emerges from the sea, pre- 
ceded by Iris, who conducts her into the 
presence of Zeus and the other gods. 
Hospitably received by Hera, she takes 
her place by Zeus, who informs her of the 
dispute among the gods about the body 
of Hector, and his own resolve to do 
honour to Achilles. But he orders her 
to tell her son that the gods are angry 
at his keeping unburied the body of Hee- 
tor, and to urge the surrender of it to 
Priam on payment of a ransom. 

96. ArdCero, retired, turned aside. See 
Lexil. p. 404. 

102. evppnve, cheered her by kind 
words of greeting. Cf. Aesch. Suppl. 
515, od kal A€ywv evppave kal Tpdoowy 
ppéva.—pete, porrexit ; when she had 
drunk, she handed back the cup. Mr. 
Newman, “but she reached out the 
hand, accepting.” This would rather be 
w@petato. Cf. 506. 

109. étptvovo.w. An ancient variant 
was oTpiveckoy, and in the next mpoidrTw 
and mpoidAAw.—7 de Kvd0s is, ‘credit for 
showing merey to a suppliant, even 
though an enemy.’ 

111. aid, ‘my respect for you and my 
regard. This alludes to the story in 
i. 396, of Thetis affording aid to Zeus 
in the rebellion of the immortals against 
him. On the singular influence that 
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Thetis exercises over Zeus, see “ Juventus 
Mundi,” p. 337 seqq., where the author 
traces it to a desire on the part of the poet 
to unite Pelasgic and Hellenic systems of 
worship. A more obvious explanation is 
supplied by nature-worship, in the rela- 
tions existing between the aspects of sea 
and sky.—petdémic0e, in posterum, i.e. in 
case need should occur again. (Doeder- 
lein is wrong in saying this sense would 
require guAdiwy. In fact, the future 
participle here would be a solecism.) 

113. cxi(ecOa. See sup. 65. 
116. ef kev mws. This depends on 

eAde in 112, and eiwé in 113. 
117. eofow. Schol. Ven. 2, od« Ecru, 

emméeuyw amd@s, GAN ~aTw, evTodAas 
avr Sods TEeupo. 

118. At’cacOa, ‘to effect the release 
of,’ as in 1. 13. 

120—140. Thetis departs at once to 
the fleet of Achilles, where she finds her 
son in deep grief, surrounded by his 
friends, who would fain induce him to 
partake of a banquet they are prepar- 
ing. She addresses him in consoling 
words, reminding him of his approach- 

130 

ing fate, and communicating the behests 
of Jove, with which he at once declares 
himself willing to comply. 

124. &piotoy, the morning meal, oc- 
curs only here and Od. xvi. 2. The 
short a, contrary to the Attic use, is re- 
markable. Bekker elides the o of the 
verb. 

125. i€pevro, ‘had been slaughtered.’ 
The common sacrificial word in Homer 
is fepeveuy, varied by opa (ey, as inf. 622. 

129. citov. See xix. 304. 
130. ayabby x.7.A. To this Aristotle 

alludes, Eth. N. iii. 11, init., ras yap 
emOuuet, Stay evders 7, kEnpas 7) vypas 
Tpopns.—kKat evvis, pnoly “Ounpos, 6 véos 
kal axud¢wy, The morality of the pas- 
sage has been criticized ; and the Schol. 
Ven. says that the three lines (180—132) 
were rejected as unsuited to the cha- 
racters both of goddess and hero. Still 
the ovre in 129 seems to require ot7 
ebyjs in 180. To meet the difficulty, 
ovdé tt olrov was read, which is found 

in some copies; Schol. Ven. od5¢ 7d TuXdv 
alrov peuynuevos. Theadvice may seem 
undignified; but there is no proof that 

Ff 2 
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it offended the moral sense of the heroic 
age. Cf. inf. 675; ix. 664.—Bén, vives, 
see xvi. 852. 

133. This verse is used by “Oveipos in 
il. 26.—€é, see xxi. 171.— nol, i.e. Zeus. 
Cf. 113. 

139. 778 etn, ‘so may it be;’ to be 
distinguished from 778 é€o7w, since it 
was only a wish and a will, and not a 
command that he expresses. Some of 
the grammarians took e% as a synonym 
of You (hue veniat qui ferat, &e., cf. xv. 
82), but the sense is 6 pépwy &rowa, 
ov7os kal vexpoy amayoto. he optative 
épor furnishes a remarkable case of 
modal attraction or assimilation.—zpdé- 
pov, ‘earnest,’ ‘serious.’ 

141—158. Zeus now despatches Iris to 
order Priam to proceed alone to the 

Grecian camp, with a ransom for the 
body of Hector. He is to be attended 
by a herald to convey the gifts in a car, 
and to bring back the corpse. Hermes 
shall be a guide to the tent of Achilles, 
who has feeling and discretion enough 
not to harm an aged suppliant. 

141. With yn@y ayipe: the Schol. Ven. 
compares yyy ev ayavi, xvi. 239. 

148. ofoy (al. oios). Schol. Vict. drép 
Tov Aabety. Gua 6 kal Ercov 7 pdvwous 
epyacerat. 

150. Spitzner reads # 6¢, i. e. the 
duaka, and the Schol. Ven. records 
a variant # Ke (1. 4% Ke).—verpdy, i. e 
dvta, by which we may avoid the diffi- 
culty in xKreiver vexpdv. Or, vexpdov 
(avipds) ov, &e. 
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154. ds &éer, a remarkable hiatus. 
We might have expected 6s of &é«:, like 
és o &er in 183. Perhaps it was em- 
phatic and demonstrative, in the sense 
of obros, rather than the relative. 

157. appwvk.t.A. He is not wanting 
in sense nor foresight, nor is he one that 
would willingly offend the gods, viz. by 
injuring a suppliant. Hesych. dAitjpwvr 
amaptwAds. Krom aaA:te (not, as Mr. 
Trollope teaches, ‘inexorable, from «a 
and Airouar). 

159—187. Iris finds the family of 
Priam giving way to the deepest grief ; 
the aged king lying on the ground strew- 
ing dust and dirt on his head, and the 
women bewailing the brave men that 
had perished. Priam starts at the voice 
of Iris, but is told to fear nothing, for 

that Zeus is his friend, and has ordered 
Achilles to release the body of his son. 

161. avAjs, the forecourt in front of 
the palace, where the sheep and cattle 
were kept, avaAjjs ev xdproior inf. 640. 
But for this latter passage, evdobev 
avAjs would more naturally mean, as in 
vi. 247, the hall or principal room, 
péyapov. It is not improbable that, as 
with most eastern and nomad tribes, 

the wéyapoy itself was so far open 
to the court that the animals couid 
enter it. Perhaps ava dua (166) is 
opposed to the avAy}, and means ev 

HUX@- 
163. é€ytumas does not occur else- 

where in Homer, but is used by Apol- 
lonius Rhodius more than once. The 
Scholiasts explain it ‘covered with a 
mantle, so as to show the outline of the 
body,’ tUmos. Hesychius, évrerutwpe- 
vos ev iuatia. Doederlein renders it i 
humum stercorosam prostratus. 

165. karaujoato. In rolling on the 
ground he had heaped and as it were 
scraped together with his hands the 
dung and litter within reach. Compare 
xvill. 238. Schol. Vict. adpéws éméoma- 
gato, ws To “Apap 8 edvhy emaunoato 
(Od. v. 482). The kara means either 
‘against’ or ‘over himself,’ as in kata- 
XeEvaTo. 

166. vvol, his sons’ wives. 
170. turd, exili voce, npeua. The 

Greeks measure sound by size, as in 
peydaAn pwvy &e. Schol. Ven. 2, rpds 7d 
My exmrjiae Toy yépovta.—rTov Be K.T.A., 
in his excited state Priam is alarmed 
even at the gentle voice. 
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172. dccouévn, boding. Schol. Ven. 2, 
mpoaryyéAAove'a. See i.105. More usually, 
it is to bode or foresee evil for oneself. 
The verb is from dooa, ‘an oracular 
voice,’ rather than from dcco1, ‘eyes,’ 
though it may be doubted if the sense 
does not vary between the two. See 
xiv. 17.—7é5e, supply S@ua. Schol. Ven. 
To Téd€ TomLK@s, avTt TOU evTaiba. 

174. See ii. 27, where this verse is 
given to ”“Overpos. 

188—199. Priam bids his sons yoke 
mules to a car, and himself goes to the 
treasury to select presents. He there 
calls in Hecuba, and asks her advice as 
to the proposed visit to the Grecian 
camp. 

190. melpiw6a, inf. 267, Od. xv. 131, 
like dreprepin Od. vi. 70, was some kind 
of box or basket placed on the wheel- 

frame, &uata, for the purpose of convey- 
ing goods, as the dippos was for sitting 
in. 

191. This verse occurs also vi. 288 
and Od. xv. 99.—yAfvea, articles of 
bijouterie, jewellery, embroidery, &c. 
Hence the room was «édpwov, perhaps 
from the antiseptic qualities of cedar- 
wood, and therefore xcndevta, fragrant. 
—rexdvdei, al. rexever, Kexdvdn, Kexavde. 
The last form was regarded as the im- 
perfect of a reduplicated present, and 
kexdv5n was a confusion resulting from 
this and the pluperfect of xavddve. 
Hesych. réxavde" xwpet (€xépet ?). 

194. dauovin, ‘ good wife.” Mr. New- 
man remarks on its “degenerate Attic 
use” here. The same observation per- 
haps applies to ow orpardy in 199. 
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197. ti rot x.7.A., i.e. Ti ool Soxet; The 
literal sense, ‘what does it seem to you 
to be?’ does not well suit what follows, 
where aitdy ye is opposed to To, ‘my 
own feelings are for going to the fleet.’ 
—aivés, opddpa, as in iii. 158. 

198. Spitzner reads avéyer, but Aris- 
tarchus preferred avwyev. 
200—216. Hecuba dissuades Priam 

from undertaking so rash a mission. 
She thinks Achilles will show him no 
mercy, and that it is destined for her 
son’s body to be thrown to the dogs. 
Her consolation is that he died for his 
country; yet she would fain exact a 
terrible vengeance on the cruel slayer. 

202. €xAeo, you were famed for pru- 
dence both at home and abroad. The 
Schol. Ven. says the verb is KAcetoOa 
and not KAéeoOa, and that éxAéeo is the 
full form. It is not easy to explain 
&kAeo except as shortened from éAeoo, 
which would imply a first person éxAduny, 
which appears a barbarism. Is this then 
one of the many pseudo-archaic forms 
which appear to beset our Homeric text ? 
Perhaps €mAco and evxAéa were thought 
to furnish an analogy. ‘The verb should 
be KAefw for xAéFw. Doederlein com- 

pares Od. xiii. 298, eya 5 ey mao Ocotor 
MATL TE KAgomat kal Kepdeoty. 

205. e&evdpite. Schol. Ven. tues e&h- 
vete, THS apxns ef€Bare. This word 
seems either a corrupt or a late barba- 
rism. Hesych. has e&nyvhoaper? e&eBddo- 
mwev. Such an active verb as ekavdooew 
has no analogy in its favour. 

206. aipnoe:. If he shall once get 
you in his power or behold you with his 
eyes; akind of torepov mpdrepor, as the 
Scholiasts observed. The Schol. Ven. 
makes o¥ o? éAenoe: the apodosis, and 
the intervening words parenthetic.— dde, 
as if actually present. Spitzner com- 
pares vi. 100, GAA’ 65 Aimy palvera, 
also applied to the absent Achilles.— 
&mirros, cui aegre credas vitam tuam. 

208. tvevdev, without recovering the 
body. Schol. Ven. as ovde eAmida 
Exovrés more Odor TOY vidy. —T@ BE K.T.A., 
‘but to him doubtless fate so ordained 
(wove by its thread) at his birth, on the 
day when I became a mother, that he 
should glut the swift-footed dogs far 
away from his own parents.’—@s 700, 
ovTw mov. ‘The same verse as 210 occurs 
xx. 128. 

212. mapa, in the house (or tent) of, 
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&e.—péoor Arop, because tlie heart is as 
it were the centre of life.—mpocdica, 
Schol. Ven. 2, adr@ mpocpica TE Hratt 
7) oTdma, ws em) capkopdyou Onpiov. 
For a similar cannibal sentiment see 
xxl. 84'7.—é€cOeuevar, so Aeschylus uses 
éo0er = eoOler, Ag. 1575. Cf. inf. 415. 

213. Whether & titd or &vtita was 
the true reading, was doubted by the 
grammarians, who took the compound to 
be syncopated from aytitita. Hesych. 
avrita avrTektita, ayTiTiuMpyta. Spitz- 
ner and Heyne read &ytita, comparing 
aritos in xiv. 484. But tirds may 
mean ‘ retributive,’ as titas pdvos, Aesch. 
Cho. 59. 

214. kaxiCduevov, ‘playing the cow- 
ard. This looks like an Attic use, as 
avdpayabiCerbat, padrOakiCer@a. Schol. 
Ven. 2, avterar 5¢ Td mabos em) Ta 
avatiws bBpiCouevw. Cf. inf. 500, roy 
ov Tmpanv KTEivas aGuvyduevoy Teph 
matpns. Doederlein, conscious of the 
vewTepiouos, vainly tries to explain 
Kaxi(duevoy = kakovrta, ultro bellum in- 
JSerentem. 

216. ddrAewpys, lit. ‘warding off’ 
Hesych. expuyjs. 

217—227. Priam sternly replies that 
he will not be stopped. He has seen 
the divine messenger with his own eyes, 
and go he must. Nay, he is content to 
die if once he has embraced the body. 

219. ev weydpoucr is added, because birds 
are generally 63:01, ‘seen on the way.’ 

221. Hesych. @vockdos: efdos udvTews Oi 
oT AGYXVwY TO MeAAOV SnAODYTOS: OL dETOY 
50 eumipwv lepOy TA onuavdueva voovvTa. 
Whether here it is an epithet to pdyries 
or a separate class of diviners, may be 
doubted. 

222. This verse occurred ii. 81. For 
the doubt implied in omens and _pre- 
dictions, see xii. 238. 

224. &ros, the command of Iris. 
226. BovAouct seems here a synonym 

of €@€Aw. Generally it has a notion of 
preference, or fancy for a thing. 

227. émhv, in Attic, would be émel, 
elny (i€va) being the optative by attrac- 
tion. The sense virtually is, BovAoua 
Oavety erhy matowuna: yoov. The éemhy 
therefore is retained as representing the 
original subjunctive. 

228—246. Priam takes from the 
treasury suits of costly garments, gold 
ingots, and vessels of great price, as a 
ransom for his son. The Trojans, who 
collect round the house, he dismisses 
peevishly, and with reproaches for al- 
lowing Hector to perish to their own 
great loss. 

228. dwpiau@r, chests, KiBeétia. The 
word oceurs in Od. xv. 104, and was 
variously referred by the grammarians 
to popeiv, pap, papn. It may be con- 

<m 
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nected with gdpios, ‘secret. The lids 
were kada, carved or decorated with 
paintings. Cf. xxii. 3. Similarly in 
xvi. 221, Achilles opens a box or casket 
xnAds, and takes from it a cup. 

230. amAotdas, used singly, as opposed 

to the dimAak Admn and 7udimAoidroy, 
doubled across. ‘The exact difference 
between dapos and memos in male attire 
is not clearly made out. See ii. 42, 45. 
Od. vi. 214. 

232. Epepev. Supply ef from the con- 
text.—orTyoas, he weighed in all ten 
talents. 

235. eteoiny, ‘an embassy,’ from %yme, 
whence some of the grammarians wrote 
étecinv. The word occurs Od. xxi. 20, Tav 
even’ ekeoinv woAAty b00y HAGEV ’Odvaceds. 
Compare a@yyeAlny eAOdvta, xi. 140. 
Schol. Vict. as gtAomwdtar of Opaxes 
moThpia XaplCovTat.—KTEepas, KT TULA, aS X. 
216, TH mev Krépas ovdev Buorov.—ovde 
k.7.A., ‘not even this did the old man spare, 

so eager was he,’ &c.—6 yépwy, see 1. 33. 
238. eviccwy, evintwy, ‘reproaching.’ 

See xv. 198.—éppere, ‘off! ye disturbers 
of my peace; you ought to be ashamed 
of yourselves.’—eAeyx€es (€AcyxiJ5, cf. 
iv. 242), like eAéyxea, objects of re- 
proach and blame.—ov vu «.7.A., ‘have 
you also no cause for mourning at home, 
that you have come to grieve me thus 
Schol. Ven. 2, BovAerar 5& A€yeiv brit Set 
éxacroy olkotwevovra mevOety TOV” Extopa. 
Rather, perhaps, the losses incurred in 
their own families are meant.—«ndjcov- 

tres, which the Scholiasts render ‘ to con- 
sole,’ ‘to sympathize,’ here means ‘to 
vex,’ as in xvil. 550; v. 404; inf. 542. 
Spitzner seems to follow the Scholiasts, 
and to refer the word to «ndéw, not to 
«nd, which has for the future kndéow. 
Hesych. explains both cjdwy and kndéwv 
by avia@v. Doederlein interprets it ‘to 
look after me,’ curam mei gesturi. What 
makes Priam angry, he says, is the feel- 
ing that the people regard Hector’s death 
as only their king’s loss, and not their 
own also (kal duty oto). 

241. 7 ovdcacbe, i. e. 7) meuperbe, % 
ovx GAts nyeiobe ; * Do ye think it no- 
thing (lit. ‘ insufficient’) that Zeus hath 
given grief to me, in causing the death 
of my bravest son?’ So Od. xvii. 378, 
H Ovooa, Tt Tot Bloroy Karédova. tvak- 

tos; Heyne and Spitzner retain 7 
ovveobe, i. e. dvnow ExeTE, which is the 
common reading, while Aristarchus pre- 
ferred dvécac06. Hesych. otverbe: bvn- 
oly TwaéxeTe. Spitzner gives the sense 
of ovveoGe, “an vos juvat, quod Jupiter 
mihi dolorem immisit?” But he re- 
marks that irony is not well suited to 
Priam’s present state of mind. The 
argument is, that if they are not satisfied, 
or do not think it enough, that Priam 
has suffered, they will find to their cost 
that they too have been the losers. 

242. yvdécec0e. Schol. Vict. uabhoecdé 
Ve phy magxovtes kak@s Bri Extwp areé- 
AeTo.—pnlrepot, cf. xviil. 258, tTéppa Se 
pntrepor moAcuicew joa “Axatol. 
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247—264. Priam vigorously uses his 
staff, and sends the people away. He 
then summons nine of his sons, with words 
of reproach for their indolence and 
effeminacy. All his bravest sons, he 
reminds them, are dead, while those 
who survive are only fit for the dance, 
or at most, for making raids on the pro- 
perty of their neighbours. 

247. oxnmavio, oKhmTpe, xii. 59.— 
dtere, Schol. Vict. avr) rod 5C &vdpas 
qe. Properly, perhaps, ‘managed’ or 
‘controlled,’ i. e. dmedtwke. Cf. ii. 199, 
Tov okATTpy eAdoacke. Inf. 326, epérwr 
pdotiyt. The act, if undignified, was 
the result of peevish irritation caused by 
grief, as the Scholiasts remark. 

248. dudkAa. See xviii. 156. 
253. katnpdves (so accented, as from 

katnpwv) is the reading of Aristarchus, 
who appears to have considered it a 
feminine form, like eixay, aAyndev: and 
the Schol. Ven. compares Makeddv. So 
also Hesych., and Lobeck ad Ajac. p.173. 

It seems more probable that ratnpwy is 
right, like vojuewy, and many Ionic ad- 
jectives with that termination. Compare 
orth S€ KaTnphoas, xxii. 293. Crates is 
said to have res : 
Thad rather have lost you all than my 
one son Hector. 

255. eel x.7.A., as if he had said os 
€me) TEKoy vias, TavTwY eoTEphOny. 

260. 7a 5é, as if pointing to them. 
‘These who are left are all of them a dis- 
grace,’ viz. to themselves and to me. Cf. 
li. 235. 

261. pevorat, ‘deceivers.’ Cf. xix. 107. 
—xopoitunln, properly, ‘beating time in 
the dance. The word does not occur 
elsewhere in Homer. The same anti- 
thesis between a dancer and a fighter 
occurs ili. 893; xvi 617. 

262. émdnusot. Schol. Ven. 2, ev To 
idlm Shuw mpds Td AdikeEty yevvaior. 

263. ovK &y 5) K.7T.A. Cf. Od. vi. 57, 
mamma pin, ovk av dh mor epomAlcceas 
amhuny ; 
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264. émidetre, ériOeinre, an Attic form, 
apparently.—6édo0t0, that we may get on 
with our journey. So xxiii. 501, ta 
mphoonaow ddot0 (Od. iii. 476). 

265—280. The sons bring out a new 
car, and yoke mules to it for the convey- 
ing of the presents. Another car, drawn 
by Priam’s own horses, is prepared for 
himself. 

267. mpwromayéa. Cf. v.722.—melpiOa, 
sup. 189. 

269. dudaddev. The ‘boss’ of the 
yoke was a raised part in the centre, 
where the yoke-bar was attached to the 
pole. Millingen (“Greek Vases,” p. 58) 
thus illustrates the description from 
ancient vase-paintings :—A bar of wood 
or metal rising perpendicularly from 
that part of the pole where it was crossed 
by the yoke retained the latter, which 
was tied or buckled round it. On the 
summit of this bar, called hestor, there 
sometimes was an aperture through 
which the reins of the horses passed ; 
being thus elevated and collected, they 
were managed with greater ease. In 
the present instance (Plate xxi.) the ex- 
tremity of the hestor is forked, for the 
same purpose.” These ‘ guiders’ (o%nKes) 
may be compared with the brass rings 
used for conveying the reins in four-horse 
teams. The word would seem to take 
the digammia (see xix. 43). Possibly the 
éaiaxes may have meant ‘ rudder-men,’ 
or ‘men of the paddles’ Schol. Vict. 
oihkeoot, Kptikots, B0 ay eveipduevar at 

jviat Tovs Ixmous oiakiCovew: n yap hvia 
tpémov Tia olak eat) Tod dpuatos. 

270. (uyddecpuorv, Lat. cohum, a strap 
or thong securing the yoke to the pole. 
Schol. Ven. 2, iudyra 7?) cxotvov, d decmet 
Tov (uvydv. Cf. v. 729, abtap em a&xp@ 
dijowe xXpUoetoy Kaddy Cvydy. 

271. 7d wey, the (vydy itself, which 
was laid upon and across the pole, and 
then fixed with a peg or pivot (€oTwp), 
to the top of which the xkplikos or ofaé 
was subsequently added. Hesych. éorwp:- 
pny. euBodros. youpos. oTvAos, ev & 6 
(vybs mpoodetra. If it contains the 
root of iévat, the aspirated is the more 
correct form. The Schol. Ven. correctly 
explains it as 7@ memnydTi magodAw Kata 
Tov puwod Kal Tov Cuyov, wep dv TH 
(uyddecua eideirar Kal 6 Kplkos eyKetra. 

273. tpls «.7.A. With three turns of 
the thong on each side they bound on 
(€m) the boss, and then tied it down 
close to the turns or coils, i.e. on one 
side of the boss, and bent or tucked the 

tongue (yAwx?s), or projecting end of the 
thong, into the angle formed by the 
yoke-bar meeting the pole. 

277. eévrectepyovs, working in har- 
ness, as opposed to vwtopédpovs. The 
Schol. Ven. 2 cites Pindar (Ol. xiii. 28) 
for this use of éytea. Compare also 
Aesch. Pers. 196, kad xepoty Evry dlppov 
diaomapdooet. Doederlein fancies it is 
compounded of © éytacis, evretamévws 
epyaomevous. 
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279. irmovs. The king himself used 
a war-car drawn by horses bred in his 
own stable. Cf. inf. 325. 

280. adrds €xwv, opposed to bapa AaBav. 
281—298. The carriages being ready, 

Hecuba brings wine in a golden goblet, 
that a libation may be made to Zevs 
Swrnp for a safe return, and that a visi- 
ble omen of success may be vouchsafed ; 
failing to obtain which, she advises Priam 
on no account to attempt the journey. 

281. ¢evyvicbnv, ‘were having the 
cars yoked.’ Schol. Ven. 2, Cevyvivar 
mpocéTacoov.—Cevyyuow 6 vmnpeTar, 
CevyvuTat d€ 6 mpootdcowyv. Spitzner 
prefers the sense, ‘yoked for themselves.’ 
Mr. Trollope strangely renders it “were 
united.” 

283. retindti, TeptAdte@, Schol. Ven. 2. 
See xi. 555. The couplet next following, 
and part of the next, occurs also in Od. 
xv. 148—150. 

287. 7H. See xxiii. 618. 
293. ev, enclitic, ‘his; not the rela- 

tive, o#. Zenodotus read of. The Har- 
leian and other MSS. give oi. 

296. edv, suwm. Some interpreted it 
ayabdoy (Schol. Vict.), doubtless from the 
common variant, fully discussed by Butt- 
mann, vids éjos and vids €ot0. From this 
verse éby for Taxdv was read by some in 
292 and 310. 

297. ove dv «7.4. Supply by con- 
trast, @AAG KwAvow oe (Schol. Ven. 2). 

300. eremevn, si jubes. 
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302—313. Priam, after a ceremonial 
ablution, makes a solemn prayer, with a 
libation, for a friendly interview with 
Achilles, and for the omen of an eagle as 
an assurance of success. 

304. xépyiBov, a word Gat cipnuévor, 
was interpreted by some of the gram- 
marians as a synonym of xépyiBa, by 
others as dyyetov, the vessel for holding 
the xépvup, as opayetov was the recep- 
tacle for the sayy, or spurting blood of 
the victim. The Schol. Ven. says the 
verse was rejected by some. 

305. éd¢taro, Aclwer 4) mapd. (Id.) 
306. péow eprei, at the altar of Zeds 

Epketos. 
308. Cf. iii. 276; vii. 202. 
314—338. A huge black eagle at once 

appears, and is joyfully accepted as an 
omen of success. ‘They drive forth from 
the palace, the mule-car preceding, 
driven by the herald Idaeus. The king 
is followed by sorrowing friends, who 
believe that he will not return alive. 
They shortly take leave of him, and 
Zeus despatches Hermes to attend Priam, 
and keep him from the observation of 

ot O€ iddvTES 320 

the hostile army. 
315. This verse occurred vill. 247. 
316. pdppvov, ‘dusky;? a word of 

doubtful etymology. By the accent, it 
should be a noun rather than an adjec- 
tive; and so perhaps it is used in Hes. 
Scut. 134, pdppvoro pdAeytao kaduT- 
TOMEVOL TWTEPVYETOW.—TepKVoY, AN epi- 
thet of the black eagle, as taomeprdcew 
is said of purpling grapes (Od. vii. 126). 
Cf. sup. xxi. 252, aierod ofuar exwv 
féAavos, Tov Onpyntipos. Its expanded 
wings are compared in size each to the 
door of a room in a spacious mansion. 

318. éevxAjis Heyne and Spitzner, 
which the Schol. Ven. says was the read- 
ing of Aristarchus. Spitzner compares 
Od. xviii. 294, mepdvar—kaniow evyvdur- 
Tols apapuiat: and for the use of apaputa 
without a dative, sup. vii. 339; xii. 454. 
Hesych. evxAnis apapviay evAerotos Kab 
arparns. 

319, 320. The words efcato—itoreos, 
in which the F is violated in Fdoreos, 
might be thought interpolated; but we 
have no right, in order to suit an assumed 
theory of great antiquity, to get rid of 
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what really may be evidence of later 
authorship. Heyne and Bekker may be 
right in reading da Fdoreos, a variant 
recorded by Schol. Ven., but it is less 
appropriate as to sense. 

322. The Schol. Ven. records a var. 
lect. 6 yépwy tcorov emeBhoaro Sippov. 

325. dalppev. Buttmann (Lexil. p. 
210) remarks that here only the word 
bears the sense which it has in the 
Odyssey (‘prudent’); and he regards 
this as an indication of the lateness of 
the book. For Idaeus the herald, see ii. 
248 ; vii. 276. 

326. epémwy, emipmatduevos, ‘managing,’ 
‘urging,’ both with lash and voice (ié- 
Aados). Spitzner compares €pe7e in xi. 
A496; xv. 742. 

329. méAros, from the acropolis (xxii. 
383), or mépyapos. 

332. For mpopavéyvte, Spitzner com- 
pares xvii. 487. ‘The Schol. Ven. gives 
a variant, caraBayre. 

335. érapicca, to act as €éraipos. 
Schol. Ven. piroyv yevécOat kal Eratpor. 
Hesych. €raipi(ew: ovvepyetv. <A late 
use, probably. In the middle (xiii. 456) 

it means ‘to adopt as a companion.’— 
@ Ke, as if welOeoOou or EmecOar were to 
be supplied. 

336. kal Tplayoy, ‘Priam too (as you 
have often done others).’ Doederlein 
compares xxiii. 646. 

337. The subjunctive in the sense of 
bore un twa tdeiv, and MnAciwvade for 
és or ws TInAciwva, are remarkable. The 
Greeks say not only eis ’"Ayauéuvovos, 
but eis "Ayauéeuvova. Cf. i. 423; xvi. 
574. 
339—357. Hermes obeys the com- 

mand of Zeus, and in the guise of a 
young chieftain is seen by the herald, 
who points him out to Priam, and pro- 
poses to fly, as from an enemy. 

339. The first seven verses occur in 
Od. v. 43 —49, and the first three (nearly) 
in Od. i. 96 seqq. They were probably 
common-places of the rhapsodists, bor- 
rowed or adapted from older epics, and 
applied almost indiscriminately to Her- 
mes when about to make a journey. 
They are fine verses, and so were likely 
to be popular. 
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347. aicvuyyntyp, or aicumyhrns (Od. 
Viii. 258), is perhaps a word of foreign 
dialect, meaning a prince or chief. In 
Eur. Med. 19 we have the verb ds aicupva 
xOovds. In the Odyssey it would rather 
seem to mean Bpafevs, ‘an umpire.’ The 
reading aiovuyntipe was that of Aris- 
tarchus. Some of the MSS. with He- 
sychius give aiountjpt, which was very 
variously explained (veavia, eppwmeve, 
eVdaiuovr, Sicaiw, voulw, Ke.), and by 
most referred to afo.os. Aristotle (Pol. 
iii. 10 init.) defines aicuuyynteta to be 
aipery tupavvis, like dictatura.—rotpy, 
‘a young noble.’ 

348. This verse is quoted by Plato at 
the beginning of the Protagoras. It 
occurs also Od. x. 279. 

349. mapeér, past and clear of the tumu- 
lus of Ilus, the eponym king of Ilium. 
See x. 415; xi. 166 and 372. 

352. €& ayxmuddoo. Schol. Vict. ex rod 
ovveyyus yeyoveTa. 

avTos 0 eprovyios eyyvlev ear, 360 

354. ppadéos, cuvetod. The word only 
occurs here, though we have appadéws 
and appadées, and the substantive ppad7j. 
It may be remarked that épya has not 
the F, unless, with Bekker, we adopt the 
Attie contraction vod. The sense is, ‘we 
have need of a prudent mind’ (épyoy 
eom}, or Set vdov, &c.). Doederlein would 
read appadéos, ‘we have done a foolish 
act in coming hither.’ 

356. éreita, viz. as the next resource, 
if we cannot escape. 

358—371. Priam shows excessive 
alarm, but Hermes approaches and en- 
courages him. He professes to wonder 
at a journey undertaken at so late an 
hour and with such risks, promising his 
aid in case of attack. 

360. Tapay, ut) Suvduevos pavijca TH 
exmAnéer (Schol. Ven. 2). The poet per- 
haps intended to describe the want of 
courage and presence of mind in a bar- 
baric or non-Hellenic king. 
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367. ovetara, valuables, precious gifts. 
—rtis by k.7.A., Schol. Ven. 2, tiva eéets 
vouv; Tl Biavonon; tl epydon: 

368. yépwr, yepaltepos 7) Bote K.T.A. 
The next verse occurs Od. xvi. 72; xxi. 
133, compared with sup. xix. 183; but 
in all these passages the infinitive has a 
more simple construction. 

370. ovdev, i.e. oddauds, as o¥ Te sup. 
68. A variant kakdy was not unnatu- 
rally introduced, followed by add or 
HOE KEV. 

372—388. Priam acknowledges his 
helplessness, but thanks the gods for 
having sent opportune aid. Hermes in- 

quires if all the citizens are removing 
their goods from Troy since the death of 
Hector ; a remark which induces Priam 
to ask who he may be. 

374. Ere (al. e¥ Tis), even yet, old and 
afflicted as I am, some god holds over 
me a protecting hand. 

376. ayntés. Supply e?. From this 
passage, says the Schol. Ven. 2, the Peri- 
patetics derived their triad of human 
blessings,—good looks, good sense, and 
good birth. 

385. émedevero, he was not at all want- 
ing in the fight against the Greeks. Cf. 
Xxili. 483, %AAa Te mavTa Seven "Apyelwv. 
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888. For és jor, there was a variant 
és wot. Doederlein, continuing the ques- 
tion to éviomes, understands it as 671 
oUTw KaAd K.T.A., because meipg in 390 
implies rather a tentative than a positive 
address.—Kara, evdijuws, xapievTws. 
Note the Attic use of the article in tdv 
oirov.—éviomes, éAcéas, also a remarkable 
word. The imperative eviomes (sic) is 
cited from Od. iii. 247. 

389—404. Hermes replies that ine 
knew and often witnessed the feats of 
Hector: he avows himself a follower of 
Achilles, and one of the Myrmidons, sent 
by his aged father to the war, after 
drawing lots with his brothers. He has 
left the fleet because a great battle im- 
pends from the Greeks, now impatient 
at the delay. 

390. efpeat, you want to know what I 
think of Hector’s valour. I reply, that 
I have often seen him brave in the fight. 

394. éoradres, standing idle. Cf. iv. 
90.—Oavudouev, pet? exmAnEews eOed- 
peda (Schol. Ven.). 

400. madAAduevos. Cf. xv. 191. The 
Schol. Vict. records a corrected reading 

VOL. II. 

405 

(uetaypapovor), Toto O& MPOTov UTNVATHS 
AdXov K.T.A., 1.e. dexaeTys (?) av exaAn- 
pwoa, Cf. sup. 348. 

401. viv & #AGov, he thus gives Priam 
confidence, as he pretends to have left 
the Grecian host. This furnishes an 
answer to Spitzner’s remark (on 384), 
that it is strange that Priam should show 
no suspicion when Hermes announces 
himself as a friend and companion of 
Achilles,—the very person he was going 
to visit. The Schol. Ven. 2 thinks 7A @or 
means, that he has come as a scout to 
observe the movement of the Trojans. 
The real motive is left quite indefinite. 

403. of5e, ‘our people,’ as exetvo: often 
means ‘the enemy.’ Or perhaps dex- 
T.Ka@s, ‘ yonder they sit idle, vexed at the 
long delay.’ There is a variant, how- 
ever, of ye. 

405—423. Priam inquires if the body 
of his son is yet at the fleet, or has been 
flung to the dogs. Hermes replies that 
it remains still unharmed and incorrupt, 
and is not lacerated, though daily dragged 
round the tomb of Patroclus. 

Gs§ 
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409. mpovOnnev. Usually mpoBddArcy, 
projicere; but the figure is borrowed 
from cooking and serving a banquet ; so 
bpvict Setmvov, Aesch. Suppl. 781.—wye- 
Actor) tTauwy is one of the many phrases 
in this book which correspond rather to 
the language of the Odyssey, e.g. ix. 291, 
Tovs d€ 51a wedcioT) Tauwy brAlooato 
ddépmov: xviii. 3839, Keio” eAPoy va o 
avOr dia pwedcior’ tTaunow. Pind. Ol. i. 
48, KaTa MEAN Tamov. 

412. ketvos cetta, ‘there he lies.’ 
lil. 391, ketvos 6 y ev Oadduw K.T.A. 

413. aivrws, ‘just as he was.’ 
417. axndéotws, vnac@s. So axndées, 

xxi. 128, dvev kndevoews.—dre, quotiens. 
Cf. sup. 14. 

418. ov8&, GAN ovK aixiCer, he does not 
disfigure the corpse. Cf. xviii. 24, xaptev 
3 joxuve Tpdawmov.—bnoio, * you would 
see with wonder yourself, if you came up 
to him, in what dewy freshness he lies, 
and‘with the blood wiped away around 
him’ But aiua is the accusative. 

420. 1601, €v til pepe pioos Exwv 

So 

(Schol. Ven. 2). The word uapds does 
not elsewhere occur in Homer, as Spitz- 
ner remarks. 

422. éjos and éjos are found, as usual, 
in the copies, the critics doubting be- 
tween ets, ‘brave,’ and the possessive 
pronoun. Cf. inf. 550; 1. 393. 

423. vékvos, a late use as an adjective. 
See xvii. 240. The use of oqe (metri- 
cally, at least) is also strange. The Schol. 
Vict. says the verse was rejected by the 
critics. 

424.—439. Priam piously attributes to 
the favour of the gods the supernatural 
preservation of the body. He offers 
Hermes a goblet for a safe convoy to the 
tent of Achilles; but he declines it as 
only a subordinate to his chief, proffering 
however gratuitously the asked-for aid. 

425. réxos. Cf.348.—b.500va, a strange 
form, whether a reduplicated aorist or 
a present for 6:50-évar, like gopijvat. 
Compare d:découey in Od. xiii. 358, 6/- 
56, ib. ili. 3880. There appears to have 
been a reading 5:8dva:, pronounced &- 
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ddévvat. Hesychius has a similar form, 
didetvar: Shou. The force of kat is not 
very clear: perhaps, ‘to offer righteous 
gifts (as well as to reverence them).’ 

4.26. «f more k.7.A., since he formerly 
existed, i.e. is now dead. See iii. 180. 

428. 7@, ‘wherefore’ Supply ai’rav, 
‘the gods remembered for him his gifts 
even in the condition of death,’ i.e. even 
his corpse. But there was a variant Tay, 
scil. @uci@y. The dative might be de- 
fended as the direct object; cf. Xen. 
Mem. i. 2. 31, dre (Kpitias) tay Tpid- 
kovTa vy vomodérns peta XapikA€ous 
eyeveTo, ameuvnudvevsev avTa, scil. Sw- 
kparet, Or xdpw might be supplied, as 
Hes. Theog. 503, of of ameuvqoavto xapw 
evepyecidwy, and Thue. i. 137, weowev 
& adre (Ep) xdpw arourvhocrba akiav. 

430. atv ye Ocotow, avTl Tov cuuBon- 
Bovvtwy Kal Ty Bev kal pa) avTUTpar- 
tTévtwy (Schol. Ven. 2). 

434, o€0, mapa cod.—mapet, extds 
"AXIAAEwS, 7) Xwpls, as mape~ GAa PUKos 
éxevay (ix. 7). Compare also sup. 349, 
cha mapeé “IAoto. Here the sense is, 
‘apart from,’ ‘without consulting Achil- 
les.’ Hermes, says the Schol., as a god, 
required some excuse for refusing a 

bribe. The Hermes of Aristophanes was 
not so nice: of, ws eAehuwy etw del 
Tav xpuctdwy, he says (Pac. 425). 

436. ovAever. Schol. Ven. 2, adndas 
ovaAav eddket, ef TL TAY ExElYw Hepomeva 
bpnpetto. . 

439. dvoccduevos, ‘through a feeling 
of contempt for your guide.’ 
440—467. Hermes himself mounts the 

car, and drives to the naval camp of the 
Greeks. He causes those on guard to 
fall asleep, opens the gates, and enters 
the court before the tent of Achilles, 
which is protected by a strong wooden 
door. He then discloses to Priam his 
real character, and instructs him how 
to act in the presence of Achilles. 

440. dvaltéas, ava Td Gpua kal rods 
irmous aitas (Schol. Ven. 2). 

443. The apodosis to ére is not clear. 
Probably there is some dvardéAovbov. 
We should say, ‘just as they came to 
the trench, the guards were preparing 
their supper.’ It was night (sup. 363), 
as the Schol. reminds us. For véoy, 
‘lately,’ he compares Od. iii. 318, Ketvos 
yup veov UdAobev ciAjAovIev. The plural 
5dép7a is found in Aesch. Frag. Palamed., 
192 Herm. 

Gg 2 
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447. TIplawov—depa, viz. on separate 
cars, sup. 275—279, compared with 350. 
442. 

448. GAN bre. The apodosis is at 457. 
The description of the tent is interesting, 
but it cannot be really ancient, for the F 
is twice violated in &vakt:, and we have 
te (457) for the epic ade. Various 
emendations have been proposed, with 
little or no probability. A well-known 
sketch or model of a cottage (engraved 
in p. 124 of Rich’s “Companion to the 
Dictionary,” and elsewhere, certainly of 
pre-historic antiquity), with its thatched 
roof and spacious doorway, bears some 
resemblance to the Homeric account. 
Spitzner has an excursus (xxxvi.) on the 
passage; but there does not appear to be 
any obscurity in the words, beyond the 
somewhat doubtful sense of dpodos, which 
is said to mean the panicle, or feathery 
head of reeds, used for roofing. Hence 
the epithet Aaxvjevra, ‘soft as fur,’ 
The accusative depends on duqoartes. 

452. avaAyyv, an outer court or enclosure 
of palisades. 

453. émiBAhs, sera, obex, pmoxAds. 
There was only a bar laid across it, and 
no other kind of lock or fastening. The 
word seems properly an adjective, like 
mpoBAjs, Xil. 259. 

454, éemipphoceckoy, ‘used to put up,’ 
lay close against the door, viz. on the in- 
side. It is not clear whether the door of 
the avAy or of the tent itself is described. 
But the feat of strength mentioned seems 
but a repetition of the InAs pedln, 
which Achilles alone could wield (xix. 
389). 

462. mad efcouat. Schol. Ven. 2, eis 
TouTiaw mopevoouat. Schol. Vict. ovx 
jkw eis olkrov (dpw?) “AxiAAe?. The 
phrase eiorévar db0aAmovs Tivos is A Very 
unusual one. 

463. veweoontdy. See xiv. 336. 
464. ayamaCeuev, dona lerba:, to greet 

mortals face to face. 
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466. itp k.7.A. Cf. xv. 660, Néeotwp 
—AlaceO irép ToKéwy youvodmevos &vSpa 
EKaoTov. 

468—506. Hermes departs to Olym- 
pus, and Priam alights, leaving the 
herald Idaeus (325) with the horses and 
mules. Achilles is within, attended by 
two esquires, who are just removing the 
evening meal. Priam falls before him 
to kiss the hand that had slain his own 
sons. Achilles regards the suppliant 
with mixed surprise and admiration. 
Priam addresses him in words of touch- 
ing pathos, bidding him think of his 
own father, who even now may be want- 
ing a son’s aid, and recounting the loss 
of fifty sons, the last of whom was Hee- 
tor, whose body he has now come to 
ransom. 

469. GAto, which some critics have 
thought unsuited to the aged Priam, 
may be meant to express the haste and 
anxiety of the descent. 

472. 7H, to the part, or place, where 
Achilles was accustomed to sit.—ey, i.e. 
évdov. 

473. kabelaro, xa0jvro (imperfect). 
474. “AAkmos, a shortened form of 

"AAKiMEdwY. 
475. motrvvov, were busy about him, 

viz. in removing the supper, the table 
only being left. See Lexil. p.481; sup. 

i. 600; xviii. 421. Being thus engaged 
at the moment, they had not noticed the 
entrance of Priam. The scene is ex- 
tremely well conceived. The sudden 
apparition of the king of Troy, alone and 
at night, and the simple manners and 
easy address of the great chieftain, are 
admirably described. See Mr. Glad- 
stone’s “ Studies,” vol. iii. p. 398; Mure, 
Hist. Lit. ii. p. 36. 

476. The Schol. Vict. says this verse 
was rejected, because the tables were not 
removed till the heroes rose (Od. xix. 61). 
This is trifling criticism; the loss of the 
verse detracts from the dramatic charac- 
ter of the narrative. 

480. @s 8 b7’ dy x.7.A. Schol. Ven. 2, 
@s ei puyds Tis oveds, alpyns amray- 
aTdpevos THS matpldos, amépxerar mpds 
Toy ayvicovra, kal OauBodvTa mayres Td 
aipvidioy THs apikews, otTws 6 Tplauos 
mavTas AaBwy eic€epxeTat kad TapakadynTat 
TH €orla, Kal mayres dp@vres exmAHo- 

covta. The words ruxw) &ry are diffi- 
cult to translate. “Smit with thick 
remorse,” says Mr. Newman, which is 
hardly an English phrase. The feeling 
of remorse and of impending calamity is 
meant, which crowds and besets the 
heart with conflicting thoughts. See 
Lexil. p. 10. 
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482. &pverod, because the iAacpol, rites 
and ceremonies of purification, would be 
more easily met with and more liberally 
granted by a rich man, So in Herod. 1. 
35, a man comes to the palace of Croesus 
from Phrygia, kata véuous tobs emxw- 
plous kadapatov deducvos Kupjoa.—Odu- 
Bos, the religious awe, probably, attach- 
ing to a suppliant, and one guilty of a 
great crime. 

485. According to Schol. Ven., the syn- 
tax is mpds Tov mdOoy ee:mev. He says 
kal is mepioods. It may mean, he not 
only kissed the hands (478), but also 
spoke. Cf. 425. 

488. dupis edvres seems a mere 
exegesis of mepwaera, though it was 
explained by some évavtio. and xwpls 
oixovvres, while some read édv7os, i.e. 
xwpls cod byTos. 

489. apy, the calamities of war. Of 
ix. 688; xii. 334; xiv. 485. The argu- 
ment is this: ‘Your father, Peleus, 
oppressed though he may be by in- 

500 cS 

lal la Y ene , “~ > nan 

TOV VUV ELVEX LKAV® VY)AS Axaar, 

vaders, still looks forward to your re- 
turn; whereas I, Priam, under the like 
circumstances, have no one to assist me.’ 
This is equivalent to saying, ©Think 
what Peleus would feel at losing you, 
and pity one who has experienced as 
great a loss,’ A compliment to the 
valour and filial affection of Achilles is 
added to the pathos of the appeal. 

491. Note the omission of the F in 
éametat. Bekker’s kat FeAmetat has no 
MSS. authority. The em) may belong to 
deobat, ‘he hopes he may live to see,’ &c. 

492. ard Tpotndey idyra, Spitzner, who 
says that the final y is never wanting in 
adverbs representing the genitives of 
nouns. 

499. eiputo. See xvi. 542; xxii. 507. , 
Lexil. p. 309. According to the Schol. 
Ven. 2, olos does not mean Avoids, super- 
stes, but olos mpds 7d od ew Thy TéAW ; 
and Spitzner approves this view.— 
avTous, viz. Tovs €v avTG, aoToUs. 
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503. aideto, aidéeo, the ee being con- 
tracted instead of the final eo. 

504. The wep seems to mean ‘even.’ 
505. érAnyv, I have had the resolution 

to do that which no man ever yet did, 
to touch the beard of one who has slain 
my son. Or, dpéyec@at ordua mpds xEipe, 
to kiss the hands, sup. 478. 

506. dpéyerOa. Schol. Vict. avr rot 
exrelvew mpos TO oTdua Tas XeEipas. It 
here seems a synonym of opéyew. Cf. 
sup. 102; inf. 743. Doederlein, com- 
paring xxiii. 99, thinks that xe@p’ is for 
xetpl, against the accent. 

507—551. Achilles is affected by the 
appeal, and both give way to fears.. At 
last he raises Priam, and expresses sur- 
prise that he should have undertaken 
such a journey. Grief, he says, is un- 
availing: all men have some troubles, 
for that is the lot of humanity. Even 
Peleus, honoured as he was by the gods, 
had only one son, destined to an untimely 

death. So also Priam had a wide and 
wealthy domain, but his city is be- 
leaguered. Yet the dead will not return 
to life by giving way to grief. (In the 
play of Aeschylus, called piyes 4) “Ek- 

Topos AUTpa (see Frag. 241, Dind.), the 
poet represented Achilles as muffled in 
his mantle, and saying nothing, except 
a few verses at first in a dialogue with 
Hermes. In our Homeric text, Hermes 
declines to come into the presence of 
Achilles, sup. 462. It becomes there- 
fore a very interesting question, whether 
Aeschylus had our account of this scene.) 

508. 7a, he gently repelled the aged 
man, viz. so as not to seem to spurn the 
suppliant, but to decline an act of ex- 
cessive humility. 

510. éeAvodels (xxiii. 393), lying full 
length on the ground (mapedels), Schol. 
Ven. 2, who adds 7 cuve:Andels, 4) Ku- 
AtcOels. Hesych. koudiobels, eAroOels. 
(The last word seems a various reading. 
Id. EXuobels: EAloas Eavtdy.) Buttmann 
(Lexil. p. 272) thinks that eAvw is dis- 
tinct from eiAvw, ‘to enwrap. The 
prostrate attitude, as sup. 165, was one 
of abject grief. 

513. tetdpmeto. Cf.ix. 705; xxiii. 10. 
518. tvoxeo, avéoxov. In the next 

verse we should rather expect mas 
érAns «.7.A. Three lines here recur from 
203 sup. 
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522. Zumns, duws, kalrep axvvmevor. 
523. kataketo9at, to lie by, to lie dor- 

mant for a time: amoBadrécba yap 7d 
md0os advvatov (Schol. Ven. 2). 

524. mpnéis, &vvois, which was a var. 
lect., according to Schol. Ven. 

527. The brief way in which the 7/601, 
jars or crocks containing good and evil 
for mortals, are mentioned, shows that 
this passage was only adapted from some 
myth or allegory elsewhere much more 
fully described. It is also alluded to in 
Hes. *Epy. 94, where Pandora opens the 
jar full of evils (wi@ov wéya maw ade- 
Aovoa). Schol. Ven. ties 5€ Tay vew- 
Tépwy eva pev Tov ayabav, SIo BE Tov 
kak@v edekavto.. But this word vew- 
tépwy implies the usual assumption of 
the great antiquity of the present 
Homeric text. Pindar (Pyth. iii. 81), 
év map ecbAdy miwata atydvo Salovtat 
Bporots &@dvato1, who seems to follow 
what was really the older account. The 
metaphor seems borrowed from the mix- 
ing of wine and water in different pro- 
portions, as is shown by auultas. Hence 
perhaps the mirrds Bios of Plato in the 
Philebus. In the Republic (ii. p. 379) 
he objects to this passage as unworthy 
of the providence of the gods, and gives 
us a curious variant for 528, knpav eu- 
mAetot, 0 pey eoOAay, a’Tap b SeiAay 
(where Spitzner has no right to say that 
“versum alterum de suo, ut videtur, 
immutavit”). 

528. édwy, probably a really archaic 
word, may be connected with evs; but it 

seems to imply a nominative in the 
feminine, éa, res (see Lexil. p. 248). 
Hesiod uses the word (Theog. 46 and 
elsewhere) of the gods, as Swrjpes édwy. 
Cf. Od. viii. 325. Doederlein would sup- 
ply décewr. 

530. kvpera: is a very strange use. 
Schol. Vict. vd kakov kvperat, ‘is over- 
taken by evil. In an active sense simi- 
lar to this Euripides has cewvoy téppova 
KUpwv ovpavod (Hipp. 746), i.e. possess- 
ing or obtaining the horizon of the 
heaven. If in the sense of evéxupce, 
evtvyxavel, it is difficult to see how the 
passive or middle could be used. The 
form is not found in Hesychius. The 
Schol. compares aity ém avxev ripe 
(xxiii. 821). 

531. t&v AvypGy, i.e. met(oy pépos, as 
the context implies. 

532. BovBpworts, bulimia, in the proper 
sense ; but here the Scholiasts interpret 
it ‘a great and consuming grief. He- 
sychius, among other explanations, gives 
Avry and péyas Amds. Doederlein sup- 
poses the word to mean a ‘gadfly,’ 
or ‘cattle-biter,’ and hence oferpos, or 
‘frenzy, a word used by Oppian and 
Callimachus, and liable to the suspicion 
of vewrepicuds. Plato however quotes 
the passage (Resp. p. 379), although, as 
above remarked, he does not seem to 
have had altogether the same text. See 
K. O. Miller, Hist. Gr. Lit. p. 45.— 
eAatver, wAGCet, causes him to wander 
over the earth. 
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534. @s kal x.7.A. The case of Peleus 

illustrates the mixed lot; for he had a 
goddess for a wife, but was not fortunate 
in his family. 

535. éml, ‘over,’ ‘among,’ as sup. 202. 
The Schol. Ven. strangely explains it 
mapa mdvtas avOphmrovs.—eKéKaoTo, in- 
structus erat; a different use from 7AL- 
«inv éxéxaoro, &e. Cf. inf. 546. 

539. yov) kpeidvtwy, a race of princes. 
540. mavaépiv is another strange 

form. It seems lengthened from ravd- 
wpos for metrical convenience, like tard- 
tos for toTatos. 

542. xnjdwv, causing woe to you and 
yours. 

544. dccov «.7.A. Schol. Ven. mepi- 
dépice Fe Thy Tpiduov apxnvy ex pev 
peonuBplas Aéo Bu, €r 5€ avaroAjjs &puyia, 
é« de Upktov ‘EAAnondévt». Similarly in 
the “ Persae” Aeschylus enumerates the 
states forming the Persian empire. The 
use of &yw is certainly perplexing, since, 
in the geographical sense, avw and kdérw 
usually mean ‘up the country’ and ‘down 
towards the coast.’ Probably vw means 
southward, as opposed to the Hellespont, 
northward, while a@dmepbe refers to 
Phrygia only, lying in a direction more 
eastward, more sun-wards than that. 

550 

And thus éevrds refers to the three boun- 
daries specified. By the neuter éccoy, as 
Spitzner observes, both the lands and the 
people are meant. Lesbos was said to 
have been colonized by a son of Lus, 
called Maxap. The details of the legend 
are given in the Scholia. 

546. rév appears to depend on Kexd- 
a0at, in the sense of bd:apépew, xpareiv. 
Possibly it is the false usage of a com- 
piler, who thought of 7Ackinv exéxacro. 
Or may 7@v rAovT@ x.7.A. refer to the 
tribute of these nations in men and 
money? Hesychius has rerdo@a kare- 
oKkevacOa, Kexooujoda. If he referred 
to this passage, he must haye read 74, 
which appears from Schol. Ven. to have 
been a var. lect. 

548. Another resemblance to the Odys- 
sey here occurs; cf. xi. 612, topival re 

axa Te pdvor T GvSpoxtacia Te. Hes. 
Theog. 228 and sup. vii. 237 are similar 
verses. The apodosis occurs awkwardly 
at this line. Should we not read det Te 
mep) &otv k.7.A., thus making &oxeo 
k.7.A. the apodosis ? 

549. aAlacrov, insatiably, immovyably, 
unalterably. 

550. ejos. See sup. 422. 
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551. mplv nal «.7.A. The sense vir- 
tually is, as the Schol. Ven. points out, 
© You will not bring him back from the 
dead, even if you die for him (and not 
merely bewail him).’ He compares i. 29, 
Thy & eye ob A’ow: mply wy Kal yijpas 
treo. By explaining mpédrepoy kakdy 
melon 7) avactijceis avtov, he seems to 
take 7é@nc8a as an epic future. So also 
Doederlein. Others put a comma at 
aVOTHOELS. 

552—570. Priam declines to sit down 
(sup. 522) till the body of hisson is given 
up to him. Offended at the rejection of 
his hospitality, or mistrust in his honour 
(or perhaps at the mere mention of Hec- 
tor), Achilles replies somewhat sternly, 
telling him that he had already made up 
his mind to restore the corpse, warned 
by Thetis to do so. He adds, that he 
now knows that Priam was conducted by 
some god, and bids him beware how he 
irritates him in his grief for Patroclus. 
See Mure, Hist. Lit. i. p. 291. 

557. Spitzner, who rejects only the 
next line, which the Schol. Ven. says was 
not found in his old copy, renders ézel 
ue K.T.A., by me primum dimisso, But 

the indicative could only mean, ‘now 
that you have let me go: the other 
sense would require éeaons or edcoas. 
Some of the grammarians aspirated the 
word, as if from édw, ‘to satisfy, —a 
vain conceit. The Schol. Ven. says 556, 
557 were rejected, as unsuited to the 
character of the speaker. 

560. épéOi¢e, ‘tease me by your 
prayers.’—voéw Avoat, as xxii. 235, voew 
Tiuhoas ba. 

561. a&yyedos, viz. sup. 133. 
563. ral d¢ oé, i.e. kal cé 8, or Kat 5} 

oe. : 
565. 7Bév, however young and con- 

fident in his prowess. Cf. Od. xxiii. 187, 
avdpav © of Kev Tis (wos Bpotds, ovdé 
Man HBov, peta weToXAlooeLer. 

566. gvAakos, a rare form, was ac- 
cented on the last, according to Aris- 
tarchus, like @poupds, papuards.—dxja, 
sup. 457. 

568. ev Gayeo, in the midst of my 
erief for Patroclus. There was a variant 
ev) ppect. 

569. uh ove edow, ‘lest I’ should not 
allow even you to remain unmolested, 
i.e. though a suppliant and an aged one, 
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but should sin against the commands of 
Zeus’ to restore the body (sup. 184— 
137). 

571—595. The two esquires (474) of 
Achilles unyoke the cattle from the cars 
and bring in the herald Idaeus, with 
the presents for the ransom, conside- 
rately leaving some of the embroidered 
robes for the purpose of covering the 
corpse. The women-servants are in- 
structed to prepare the body for removal 
out of Priam’s sight, lest his anger should 
be roused, and evil consequences should 
ensue. Achilles himself assists in placing 
the body on the car, but with an appeal 
to the spirit of Patroclus not to be 
incensed at the mercy shown to his 
murderer. 

571. This verse occurs 1. 33, and again 
inf. 689. 

572. The F is absent from of«o.. One 
MS. gives IWnAclins 5¢ xauace; but 

Spitzner compares Od. xxi. 388, ovyp & 
e& otxo1o PiAoltios GATO Avpale.—A€wy 
@s, viz. as nimbly and as fierce in look 
(Schol. Ven. 2). 

577. KaAhtopa, KAntHpa, here, the 
Schol. Ven. observes, an epithet, else- 
where, as xv. 419, a proper name. 

581. doin, viz. “AxiAAeds, that he 
might restore the body wrapped in gar- 
ments, so as to give the less pain to the 
father. The common reading is dép. 

584. For xéAoyv, there were variants 
yoov, «émov, Kdtov, and karepvtn, or 
KarepvKot. The anger of Priam would 
be roused at the sight of his son’s corpse 
soiled or disfigured by the dragging. 

587, 588. ‘There is a similar couplet 
in Od. xvii. 88, 89. 

589. Note the unusual syntax ém- 
Teva Twa A€xeos. Hither the dative 
or the accusative is the ordinary con- 
struction. 
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592. oxvduavéeueyv, lit. ‘be not cross 
with me’ (uy dpylgov). See sup. 65. 
Mure, Hist. Lit. i. p. 291. 

594. ov« aetkéa, not unseemly or un- 
fitting to the occasion. This is said with 
reference to the share to be bestowed on 
Patroclus, and as an assurance that the 
body was not given up without a due 
recompense, See xvii. 231. 

595. kal t@vde, these as well as other 
offerings, xxiii. 166 seqq.—av, ‘in due 
course,’ viz. after they have passed into 
my hands. It was the custom to bring 
offerings to tombs long after the funeral; 
cf. Aesch. Cho. 477. Mr. Trollope there- 
fore has little reason for saying that 
“the purport of these words (T@v® amo- 
ddocouat) is altogether obscure.” 

596—620. The body being placed on 
the car, Achilles returns to Priam to 
inform him of the fact, and to insist on 

his remaining till the morning, and 
taking some refreshment. Even Niobe, 
when she had lost all her children, did 
not refuse to take food. The story of 
Niobe, and of her being turned into a 
stone, is related in very beautiful verses. 

598. rolxov Tov érépov, KaTayTiKpd, 
facing Priam. See ix. 219. 

599. AeAuTat, is delivered over to you 
(amrod€SoTa1). 

601. &ywy. Schol. Ven. 2, odk ev tH 
TKNVIs GAAG KAO? 5ddv, tva uy mpds olkToY 
Kivnen. 

602. al yap re, Kal yap tor. Niobe 
is not elsewhere mentioned in Homer ; 

605 

but the story formed the theme and title 
of a popular play of Aeschylus, mentioned 
in Ar. Vesp. 580, and was also treated 
by Sophocles. There can be little doubt 
that the present passage is adapted from 
older and fuller epics, probably the The- 
baica. (Schol. Ven. 2, as OnBaiov 5é dvta 
Tov wvbov Kad ayvoovmevov Mpiduw éemet- 
epya¢erat.) Lucian, wep) év@ous, p. 
934, says that this verse and xix. 225 
were quoted by all (fabwdotvta: mpds 
ardvTwy) in exhortations not to give way 
to grief. Both in art and in poetry, this 
was one of the famous subjects of an- 
tiquity. To Apollo and Artemis, as is 

well known, all sudden deaths of young 
persons of each sex were popularly at- 
tributed. Here the legend referred to 
the @dvos and véuweots that attended 
presumption. Propert. iii. 11. 7, * Nec 
tantum Niobe bis sex ad busta superba 
Solicito lacrimas depluit e Sipylo.? Com- 
pare also the beautiful passages in Soph. 
Antig. 823—831. Klectr.151. Mr. Cox 
(“Aryan Mythology,” i. p. 101) says, 
“In the story of Niobe, we seem to see 
the sun in his scorching power, con- 
suming those who dare to face his daz- 
zling brightness.’? But there must have 
been some other origin of the myth 
which turned her into stone, and that 
origin doubtless was the fancied resem- 
blance of a rock to a human form, even 
though tales are not wanting of ‘ petri- 
faction’ in other legendary tales. 

603. 7H wep, ‘even though to her,’ &e. 
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608. 50d. Here the comparison is 
only that of number; other accounts 
made the boast turn on superior beauty. 

610. ev ¢dvw. Schol. Ven. 2, ev ra 
témrw ov epovevOncay. This reminds us 
of the Attic idiom év 7T@ Tup@, ev Tats 
Muppivas, &e. 

611. Aaovds 5€x.7-A. The legend turns 
either on the similarity of Aads and Adas, 
or on the rock supposed to represent 
Niobe, i.e. her subjects having met with 
the same fate as their queen. There is a 
charming pathos about the verses, to 
which the metre itself largely contri- 
butes. Four of the best (614—617) 
were rejected by the critics, on the pro- 
saic ground that ‘a stone could not have 
eaten bread.’ But the poet does not say 
more than that Niobe was eventually 
turned to stone; in fact, as Spitzner well 
observes, viv 5€ shows this. 

616. Achelous was rather a general 
name for a river. There may therefore 
have been one of that name in Lydia, 
though not known to us from other 
accounts. The Schol. Ven. says the 
proper name was ’AxéAns.—eppécarTo, 
moved nimbly in the dance, Cf. i. 529; 

xviii. 411. Od.xxiv.69. The Scholiasts 
compared Hes. Theog. 8, where the 
Muses ereppéoavto rocaty. By evvad it 
seems probable that 7@ea, ‘haunts,’ are 
meant. 

617. méoce:, ‘broods over,’ consoles 
and softens by tears, the cares sent her 
from the gods. Doederlein prefers to 
construe ek 0e6v mécoet, deorum volun- 

tate lenit et concoquit. Cf. 639; iv. 513. 
620. moAvddkputos, moAA@Y Sakptwv 

Rkwos. 
621—642. Achilles slaughters a sheep, 

and his attendants proceed to prepare it 
for the repast. The banquet over, the 
two chiefs sit for some time gazing at 
each other in silent admiration. At 
length Priam asks to retire for the night, 
as he has neither slept nor taken food 
since the death of his son. (Hyper- 
bolically said, according to Schol. Vict. 
on 637.) 

622. opdte, ‘cut the throat.’— &up- 
emoy, cf. vii. 8316, Toy Sépov aut & Erov, 
kat wiv Siéxevay Gravra. The next two 
lines are nearly identical with i. 465, 
466, and the distich following with ix. 
216, 217. 
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Schol. Ven. 2, 
So ix. 

630. Gacos, Aikos. 
boos ev meyébet, oios ev KaAAEL. 
485, kal c€ TocoUTOY €OnKa. 

632. dus aya), for evyertjs, does not 
seem familiar. Perhaps ayabdv, viz. dvra. 
The admiration of Achilles for Priam 
was mentioned sup. 483.—Aapdarldnv, 
descended from Dardanus through Tros 
and lus (xx. 215—237). 

635. Aétov, KAivov, Kolucov (Schol. 
Ven. 2). Cf. xiv. 252, fot eym pev erecta 
Ais véoy aiyidxo1o vndumos ampixvdels. 
For tapréueba, Aristarchus read av- 
oémeba, which would imply the ellipse of 
Aurns. 

640. kara kémpov. Cf. sup. 164. 
641. viv 5) «.7.A. He speaks of re- 

pose as the natural sequel to a repast.— 
Naveavins, cf. xxii. 325. 
643—658. Achilles gives orders for 

placing a bed without the entrance to 
the tent, apologizing for the place 
allotted on the plea of his being less 
likely to be observed by Grecian chiefs 
who might come for consultation, and 
might cause delay and difficulty in effect- 
ing the ransom, by reporting to Aga- 
memnon the arrival of Priam. 

644—647. This passage occurs in Od. 
iv. 297—300, and vii. 336—339. It may 
be observed (as an evidence of unskilful 
adaptation), that though af@ovea has an 
intelligible meaning as the sheltered 
front entrance to a palace, it seems 
hardly applicable to a chieftain’s tent, 
composed of boards and thatched with 
reeds, sup. 450. The same objection 
applies to éx jeydpo.o, and the last verse 
is used Od. xxii. 497, xxiii. 294, of an 
establishment of female slaves. 
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648. Sor, 
herald Idaeus. 

649. émixeprouéwy, reproaching him 
for his unsocial retirement from the 
banquet. He addresses him however as 
yéepov pide. He may mean, ‘ridiculing 
Priam’s fear’ (sup. 571). 

655. avdBAno.s, a word apparently of 
the later dialect, occurs ii. 380. For 
yevnrat Wolf needlessly adopts the Attic 
construction, yévorro. Doederlein also 
feels some difficulty about yévnta:. But 
Chee leita 

657. mocojuap seems formed on no 
sound analogy. The Schol. Ven. compares 
avTHMap, evv7jmap, Etjuap. He says that no 
word is compounded with the interroga- 
tive term standing first (odSémoTe rucua- 
TiKOV [Lepos Adyou mpoTdaceTm ev auy- 
@écex), though he excepts modards, as if 
from motoy and damedov. “ How many 
days,” Achilles asks, ‘do you propose to 
continue the funeral-rites of your god- 
like son? (Let me know,) that I may 
myself stay away from the fight, and 
keep back the people.’ Schol. Ven. 2, 
éwel Gmat meiobels Sldwor Toy veKpody, 

viz. for Priam and the 

665 

mpovocita Kal THs Kydelas. 
659—676. Priam thanks him for his 

forbearance, and asks eleven days’ truce 
for the burial. Achilles pledges his 
hand that so much time shall be allowed, 
and they part for the night, he into his 
tent, Priam and the herald éx7és (650). 

660. tapoyv, Schol. Ven. thy kndelar, 
‘to complete the funeral.’ 

662. olo@a yap ws, ered}, ‘since you 
know how we are hemmed in by your 
hosts, and that wood must be fetched 
from afar, and the Trojans are timid, 
and so will require time; not less than 
nine days will be wanted for the pre- 
paration of the pyre.’— ééApeéa, see xiii. 
624; xviii. 287. Lexil. p. 255.—7rnrdh, 
THAOv &mregtt.— ageuev, the aorist.— ara 
ée, Spitzner and others wada yap, with 
Avistarchus. It is evident that, in either 
case, the timidity of the Trojans is re- 
garded as a cause of delay; at the same 
time, this was an indirect compliment to 
the prowess of Achilles. 

665. Sawidto, Savborro, as peuvewro 
xxlil. 861, AeAtyTo Od. xviii. 238. 
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670. sxhow, Kadétw. The ancient 
commentators raised the objection, that 
this promise could only have been pro- 
perly given by Agamemnon. 

673. mpoddum, an ante-room beyond 
the az@ovoa, sup. 644. See vi. 243; ix. 
473, where it is described as having a 
fire in it, in front of the doors of the 
thalamus. It was therefore a kind of 
entrance-hall, between the outer ava 
and the inner thalamus, and was used 
for the entertainment of strangers, the 
family sleeping inside, éy wux¢. But 
here again, it seems strangely applied to 
a general’s tent. 

677—688. The gods and men are wrapt 
in slumber, but Hermes remains awake, 
thinking how he may best conduct Priam 
in safety through the guards. In the 

form of a vision he appears to Priam, 
and warns him that if Agamemnon 
should capture him alive, a much larger 
ransom would be needed. 

677—679. This passage is slightly 
altered from ii. 1, 2. 

681. iepods, a common-place applied 
to guards in x. 56. Schol. microds, 
owTNpas. 

683. ofov, i.e. Ste ToLodToy, obtws, 
eUders.— em) K.7.A., See sup. 557. 

686. ceto k.T.A., as (wd-ypta, the ransom 
of a royal prisoner taken alive, your sons 
would have to pay thrice as much as you 
have paid for the dead Hector, should 
the Greeks find out you are here. 

689—706. They leave the camp, 
Hermes himself driving the car un- 
observed through the Greek lines. At 
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the ford of the Xanthus Hermes once 
more (cf. 468) vanishes into the sky. 
Arrived at the city with early morning, 
they are seen by Cassandra, who utters 
a wild cry that is heard far and wide. 

692, 693. This distich occurred xiv. 
433, 434; xxi. 1, 2. 

695. Compare viii. 1 with xxiii. 227. 
701. aoruBowrns only occurs here as 

an epithet of a herald, like qrttTa, Kadn- 
Twp, sup. 577. 

702. ep jusdvwy, i. e. on the mule-car. 
703. yeyeve, ‘spoke loud enough to 

be heard over all the city... Her words, 
though mixed with kwxutds, are words 
of joy at the recovery of the body of her 
brother. Schol. Ven. 2, exapn 5¢ (So0vca 
Tov veKpoy ampocdoKhtws ayduevov. The 

~ context shows that oby xapa must be 
supplied with dWeoGe, which is the future. 
*You shall see, if you come,’ is plainly 
equivalent to ‘come and see.’ The Schol. 

VOL. Il. 

Vict. took it for the epic aorist, like 
&éere and ofoete, and Zenodotus read 
dvacbe, following the same tradition. 

705. ef wore, ‘if ever you rejoiced at 
his return when alive.’ Here also Schol. 
Ven. 2 perversely explains xaipere as the 
imperative, cuveuppalvecde kal cvyxal- 
pete. Still further, the Schol. Vict. 
appears to have read “Exrop’ idvti, and 
to have construed iévrt kal €xvoothoaytt. 

707—717. The people come forth in 
crowds to meet the body, Andromache 
and Hecuba giving way to the wildest 
grief. Priam is long detained by the 
crowd, but at length orders them to 

make way for his return to the citadel. 
708. adoxerov, av—tvoxeror, ‘intole- 

rable.’ The ava isrepeated, and in both 
the vy vanishes by well-known euphonic 
laws. (The so-called a privative seems, in 
fact, the preposition avd.) See on y. 892. 

711. tiAAco Oa, ‘to tear the hair,’ like 

oh 
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KelpecOar and kémrecOat tiva, is ‘to 
mourn for a person’ by outward acts or 
demonstrations of grief. The idiom, 
perhaps, is not one of the early epic.— 
er &uakay, ‘rushing up to the mule-car.’ 
The words might also mean ‘upon it.’ 
Mr. Newman, “ Rushing Unto the wheeled 
carriage.” Lord Derby, “ Eagerly they 
sprang On the smooth-rolling wain.” 

717. aoceode, ‘ye shall take your fill.’ 
See Lexil. p. 24. So xxiii. 157, ydo.o pév 
éort kal doar: xix. 308, morqTos &oacba 
glrov irop.—dduovde, ypdpera méAwde 
(Schol, Ven.). 

718—745. The body is laid out in 
state in the palace, and male and female 
mourners join in performing the @pijvos. 
Andromache takes the lead, and in a 
touching lament bewails her own loss 
and that of their child, foretells the fate 
of the city and the death of the boy by 
the hand of the enemy, and grieves that 
she was not by to receive Hector’s dying 
words.— Beautiful as this passage is, we 
can hardly regard it as any thing but a 
repetition, probably by a different hand, 

of the speech of Andromache on first 
hearing of Hector’s death, in xxii. 477 
seqq. 

721. e&dpxovs. See xxii. 430. 
722. of wév, avtol wév. Schol. Ven. 2, 

efipxov mev eketvor TOY Adywy, ws EoLKe, 
kal d1ed€xovTo avTovs at yuvaikes GyTt- 
gwvotoa. See Mure, Hist. Lit. i. p. 170. 
Doederlein thinks ao:dovs includes both 
sexes. 

723. hpxe, “antevertit solennes prae- 
ficarum questus Andromache suis lamen- 
tis.’ (id.) 

725. am aidvos, ‘from life, —a singular 
use; elsewhere it means ‘for ever,’ as 
Hes. Theog. 609, 7@dé 7 am’ aidvos 
Kkakoy eo—AG avtidepi(er. So also bv 
ai@vos in more than one passage of 
Aeschylus. For véos, Zenodotus read 
véoy, ‘lately.’ 

730. puonev, the imperfect of purxowat 
= pvowa),—a form found only in this 
place.—éyes, an allusion to the name 
Hector, ‘Holder, as the Schoi. Ven. 
remarks. 
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732. kal éyé. Andromache was car- 
ried off as a concubine to Neoptolemus, 
son of Achilles. On this event, which 
appears to have been taken from other 
“Cyclic” poems (the “IAlov épots, 
perhaps), turns the Andromache of Ku- 
ripides. 

733. €v0a kev k.7.A., ‘(to some house) 
where you may perform menial duties, 
doing hard service for (in place of) a re- 
lentless master.’ The use of mpd here is 
remarkable, expressing a vicarious ser- 
vice. Schol. Ven. 2, kakomalay tirep 
deamdrov. See xvii. 667. 

735. aad mvpyov, from the ramparts 
of Troy. This was also an event of the 
early Cyclic poems, whence Huripides 
borrowed it (Troad. 1135). So confident 
were the Alexandrines in the antiquity 
of our text, that the Schol. Ven. says, 
‘From this passage the post-Homeric 
poets introduce Astyanax as being thrown 
from the walls by the Greeks.’—0Ac6por, 
in apposition to the sentence. 

741. apntdy, as roAvapytos Od. vi. 280, 
sup. xvii. 37, where the same verse oc- 
curs. But in both places the Scholiasts 
incline to the sense of émdparov, ém- 
BAaBH. “ Accursed wail and sorrow” 

(Mr. Newman). 
744. amvxiwév. Schol. Ven. 2, 7d mpds 

Buorelay Avoitedés. The sense seems to 
be ‘terse,’ ‘short,’ ‘pointed.’ Tac. Agric. 
45, ‘sed mihi filiaeque ejus praeter acer- 
bitatem parentis erepti auget maestitiam, 
quod adsidere valetudini, fovere deficien- 
tem, satiari vultu complexuque non con- 
tigit. Excepissemus certe mandata voces- 
que, quas penitus animo figeremus.’ 
Aesch. Cho. 8, 0d yap mapav @uwka odv, 
maTep, wdpov. 

745. weuvyunv, the optative, as wen- 
véwTo, xxiii. 361. 
746—759. Hecuba, the queen-mother, 

adds some brief words, yet rather of 
thankfulness to the gods for having pre- 
served her son both in life and death, 
than of overwhelming affliction. Both 
this and the pjots of Andromache par- 
take (as Heyne remarked) rather of the 
dramatic than the epic tone. 

7A7. e&ipxe. Cf. xviii. 316. 
749. 7} why «.7.A. ‘Assuredly, in your 

lifetime, at least, you were beloved by 
the gods; and now, it seems, they have 

had regard for you even in the fate of 
death.’ Compare with this passage xvii. 
270—273; sup. 422. 

Hh 2 
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753. aurx0ardseooar, difficult of access 
by sea; surrounded by an inhospitable 
and stormy sea, or a sea infested by 
pirates; or aAlwevoy, without good har- 
bours. The exact meaning is uncertain: 
the word occurs only here and in Hymn. 
Apoll. 36. As Sophocles (Phil. 2) calls 
Lemnos Bpotois &oreimros ov oikovumevn, 
the idea of ‘inhospitable island’ may be 
all that is meant. Yet from Lemnos 
came supplies of wine (vii. 467). 

755. moAAd. See on 14 and 417. 
757. mpdapartos, ‘fresh,’ as vexpds mpda- 

gatos in Herod. ii. 89. Properly, it 
seems to have been applied to the flesh 
of victims slain for the occasion of a feast 
or sacrifice (rps Baug cpayels, Aesch. 
Kum. 295). The root is ga or ev (peva), 
as in apelparos. 

758. 7@ tkedos k.7.A., like one who 
has died suddenly, and in youth, and 
without wasting disease. Cf. 605. 
760—775. The lament of Helen, who 

describes in affectionate terms the kind- 
ness of her brother-in-law. For the 
whole time since she left her home, 

Hector never once uttered an unkind 

word to her, and even checked and re- 
proved those who taunted her. 

763. 4 why «.7.A. Though carried off 
by your own brother (and therefore liable 
to share the reproaches you heaped upon 
him), yet I never had one harsh word 
from you. The yap (765) seems to ex- 
plain the preceding clause: ‘ would that 
I had perished first, for never did I think 
to leave my home for so long a time.’ 
The period mentioned ’ presents much 
difficulty. If the war lasted ten years, 
another ten must have been spent in 
preparations for it. Of this nothing is 
known in the accounts that have come 
down to us. Perhaps here also some 
Cyclic tradition (e.g. from the Kumpia 
én) has been followed by a later com- 
piler. 

767. aodpndov, a word occurring ix. 
647, is interpreted kaxdy, padAov, uny- 
devds aéiov. 

768. evirro.. See iii. 488. Here we 
have four terms of affinity, all said to be 
common to Sanscrit, ‘ brothers-in-law,’ 
‘sisters-in-law,’ ‘wives of husbands’ 
brothers,’ ‘ mother-in-law.’ 
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769. daépwy, pronounced daFpwr. 
770. éxupds, socer, i.e. Priam. She 

excepts him, for, as in iii. 164, he was 
always kind to her. Hecuba was not 
celebrated for her good temper; whence 
she was said to have been metamorphosed 
into a bitch. 

771. mapaipdpevos, ‘talking him over.’ 
773. &pmuopor, te privatam, Doederlein. 
776—804. The whole people of Troy 

join in the lament for Hector. Priam 
commands them to bring wood for the 
pyre, and apprises them of the promised 
truce for twelve days. The work pro- 
ceeds for nine days: on the tenth the 
body is committed to the flames with the 
usual ceremonies; the bones are collected 
and placed in a kist-van, above which 
the tumulus is raised. he funeral ends 
with a banquet to all the Trojan chiefs 
in the palace of Priam.—On this passage 
also it may be remarked, that it seems 

a mere repetition of the funeral of Pa- 
troclus in the preceding book. 

776. ametpwy. Schol. Ven. 2, od pdvov 
ai yuvaties, GAAG Kal avTd 7d &repov 
mAjj00s. The phrase is rather a singular 
one. 

778. atere, the imperative. 
103; vili. 505. 

780. éwéreAde, ‘Achilles himself, when 
he gave me a safe convoy from the dark 
galleys, gave these orders (viz. va mi 
delonre, cf. sup. 663. 670), that (the 
Achaeans) should not harm us till the 
twelfth morn should have come. We 
should rather have expected bréaxeTo 
than éméreAAe, unless indeed the latter 
means émiteiAas breT KETO. 

784. tonerov. The pyre of Patroclus 
was éxatdumedoy (xxill. 164). 

786. é&épepov, not only out of the 
palace, but outside of the city walls. 

Cf. iii. 
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791. mp@rov wey x.7.A. Cf. xxiii. 250, 
251, and 2b. 165 with 787. 

795. xpuoeinv. See xxiii. 253. Od. 
xxiv. 74, where xpiceos audipopeds is 
mentioned as used for that purpose.— 
Adpvaka, Schol. copdv. Probably a gene- 
ral term for a casket (tTedxos), although, 
like kdmertoy inf., the exact sense is not 
clear. 

796. moppupéus k.7.A. Virg. Aen. vi. 
221, ‘purpureasque super vestes, vela- 
mina nota, injiciunt.’ 

797. kdmerov, possibly a kist, or grave, 
made of great stones, and covered over 
with slabs. Or it may mean simply a 
hollow cavity made to receive the urn. 
Cf. Soph. Aj. 1403, of wey KolAny kameTov 
xepol taxuvere. Canon Greenwell, a 
high authority in these matters, writes : 
«In many instances I have found the 
bones, collected together, and placed, 
Srequently in a small hole, on the 
spot, where, from the redness of the 
earth and other signs, it was clear the 
pyre had been. ‘The hole had _ been 
made previously to the burning.” The 
former kind of grave is described by 
modern antiquaries as a characteristic 
of the “stone age.” We should hardly 
expect, in a description at least com- 
paratively late, to find this feature so 
accurately described. It may, of course, 
be questioned, if kateatdépecay means 
the actual kist, and not rather the site 
of the tomb itself, which is sometimes 
surrounded with a circle of upright 
stones. Or, again (as Doederlein under- 
stands it), it may mean that a heap 
or barrow of boulder-stones was piled 
over the kdmeros. How ancient and 

ep LKVoea OalTa 

widely prevalent were these Aryan rites 
of sepulture is now well ascertained. 
Hence the analogy of barrows opened in 
our own times is of considerable interest 
and importance. The following extract 
from a recent newspaper (‘‘ Standard,” 
Dec. 8, 1870), describing the funeral of 
the Rajah of Kolapur at Florence, will 
show that scarcely any changes in the 
ceremony have taken place in the course 
of more than two thousand years :— 
«When the pile was consumed about half- 
way down, the curiosity of the crowd ap- 
peared to be sated, and most of us came 

away. But the Indians, who had still 
more to do, and the few guards sent down 
to keep order, remained on the spot until 
long after daybreak. At seven o’clock, 
the wood being all consumed, the remain- 
ing embers were extinguished with water 
from the river. The ground was ecare- 
fully swept, and dishes of rice placed 
upon it at regular intervals. Then the 
ashes of the dead prince, whose body is 
said to have been wrapped in a prepa- 
ration of asbestos, were collected and 
placed in a porcelain jar, while the ashes 
of the funeral pile, together with every 
thing which had been used in its con- 
struction, such as iron bars and the like, 
were taken to the river and dropped in 
at mid-stream. A few more prayers and 
genuflexions, and all was over.” 

799. cko7ol, piquets or scouts, lest 
they should be surprised by some 
treachery on the part of the Greeks. 

801. 7d ojua, the Attic use of the 
article. 

802. ev, in the sense of evxdouws, per- 
haps. Many copies have cuvvaryeipduevot, 
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the Harleian and others ctr avaqyet- 
papevot. 

804. tdpoy, some explain ‘funeral,’ 
others ‘funeral banquet.’ Perhaps the 
term includes both. The Schol. Vict. 
records that some read the last verse so 
as to include the arrival of the Amazons 
at Troy. This may have been the “Cy- 
clic” recension, in which the Iliad and 
Odyssey were included in the connected 
narrative of the whole tale of Troy. The 
advent of the Amazons is celebrated at 
some length by Quintus Smyrnaeus. The 
death of the Amazonian queen Penthe- 
silea by the hand of Achilles, and, indeed, 
the fight between the Greeks and the 
Amazons, or Hercules and Telamon and 
the Amazons, were among the most popu- 
lar subjects of Grecian art in the time of 
Pericles, and before it. The event itself, 
perhaps from the older epics, was touched 
upon in iii. 189. 

The abrupt ending of the Iliad, in its 

present form, is as remarkable as its 
abrupt beginning. It is simply an ep7- 
sode of the Trojan war. Mr. Cox, who 
has shown great learning in proving that 
Achilles, like Hercules, Meleager, Per- 
seus, and many others, was (at the origin 
of the story) simply the sun-god, observes 
(« Aryan Mythology,” i. p. 91) that both 
Meleager (ix. 550) and Achilles “are 
doomed, after their time of obstinate in- 
action, to an early and violent death, 
preceded by a brief outburst of their 
former splendour. That such was to be 
the lot of his great hero, the Homeric 
poet knew well; but, ignorant though 
he may have been of the source of the 
materials of which he made such splendid 
use, he chose, with a poetical instinct 
rarely surpassed, to close his tale when 
Achilles grants the prayer of Priam, and 
yields to him the body of his dead son, 
Hector.” 
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dur pny xxii. 765 
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aevos, Td xxill. 299 
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BeBXappevos, BeBAnpevos xvi. 660 

BeBpvxn xvii. 264 
Béowa xv. 194. xxii. 431 
BiBaobov xill. 809. xv. 676 
BdXaBo xix. 82 
Breto xill. 288 
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BXepeaivew xvii. 22 
BAnrpa xv. 678 
Boein (simile from) xvii. 389 

apvic ba xxii. 160 
Bon80os xiii. 477. xvii, 481 
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BovBpworis Xxlv. 532 
Bovyduos xiii. 824 
Bovdvurovee xvi. 779 
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Bpunmvos xiii. 521. 
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yapov Sawvvat xix. 299 
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Satkrapevos xxi. 301 
Sawvvvat radoy xxii. 29 

yapov xix. 299 
Sawdto xxiv. 665 
Dancer (a term of reproach) xvi. 617. 

xxiv. 261 
Darkness (supernatural sign) xvi.568 

xvil. 368 
déypevoe xvill. 524 
dedakpvoa xvi. 7 
Sedoxnpévos xv. 730 
dedoumdros = Oavévros xxiil. 679 
deieXos xxi. 232 
deckavoavto xv. 86 
deiAn xxi. 111 
deddiv (simile from) xxi. 22 
O€os, deFos xvil. 327 
Sera xvii. 663 
devraros xix. 51 
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duamAnooey, —rrlooe xxiii. 120 
Ovacrjvae xvi. 470 
Statpnéas xxi. 3 
Wodvat xxiv. 425 

tov, dies xxii. 251 
dicKkov ovpu xxiii. 431. 523 
Oodocerat xxiii. 339 
Opaypara xviii. 552 
Opara xxiii. 169 
Opus, amo Spuds xxii. 126 

EvXov avov xxii. 328 
SpuTopos (simile from) xvi. 633 
Spvpev, Spudety xxiii. 187 
SvonAeyns xx. 154 
dvomeupedos xvi. 748 
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éadev, €FFadev xvii. 647 
edAn xx. 168 
éavos xiv. 178. xviii. 352. xxi. 507 
€apén xili. 543. xiv. 419 
eyxeAves xxi. 203 
€davov xiv. 172 
ednoev, eOenoev xvill. LOO 
ecOve@tat Xill. 3882 
ecicato (that) xv. 415. 544 
enos, éjos xv. 138. xviii. 71. xix. 4 
eOeipe xxi. 347 
€Ovos, FéOvos, xvii. 680 
€Oovres xvi. 260 

€OpeEa xiii. 409 
elapern xv. 631 
‘elavos (a) xvi 9 
einv (eam) xv. 82 
elke, elkos Hv XVill. 520 
EideiOua xix. 103 
eiAevvro xx. 8 
cihupacew xx. 492 
eipat xviii. 531 
cipudperba xxi. 588 
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eipvooovra xvill. 276 
eicacba (ruyetv) Twos xili. 191 
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exOdpev Xvi. 99 
exkatéemaATo xix. 3851 
ekAeo Xxiv. 202 
ehaorpetw xvill. 543 
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évudduos xvii. 211. xxi. 132 
e€aiatos xv. 598 
efepwety xxiil. 468 
€£0xos xvii. 358 
€or = ein xiv. 333 
€ov = Hv xxiil. 643 
emrayXateto Oa xvill. 133 
emaktnpes xvii. 135 
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eppa moAnos xvi. 549 
€ppata xiv. 182 
Eppov xvi. 421 
epvypnos xvill. 580 
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ev xx. 464 
everOar xxill. 33 
evnyeveay xxill. 81 
eVAnpa xxill. 481 
evpa€ xv. 541 
evpos (simile from) xvi. 765 
Evpvabeds (birth of) xix. 128 
epOvev xvii. 446 
€xpara xiv. 410, xxi. 259 
€xpae xxi. 3869 
Ewpev xix, 402 
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(@pa xxill. 683 
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jie PoiBe xv. 365. xx. 152 
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nviBatos xv. 273 
nAtropnvos xix. 118 
ndOos, NAiOtos xv. 128 
nApov xxi. 79 
npiovor (simile from) xvii. 742 
jpureAekka Xxill. 851 
juvoe X1x. 405 
Huov, Hwa xxiii. 886. 891 
nmapov xiv. 360 
npike XVI. 295 
npiov xxiii. 126 
NavXLos XK 598 
noXvppevos Xvill. 180 
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Oddea, Ta xxii. 504 
Oapitery xviii. 386 
Oéevov xvi. 228 
Oeiv rept Wuyns xxi. 161 
Ocioy ayava Svcacba xvii. 376 
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OéoKeXov xxiii. 107 
Geris, Hndet gvvorkodoa xviii. 60 
Onentnp aieros xxi. 252. xxiv. 316 
Onoato xxiv. 58 
Onrevew xxi. 444 
Opnvus xv. 729 
@pova xxii. 441 
OpvArty On xxiii. 396 
Opvov xxi. 351 
O@vockéot xxiv. 221 
Ovpawpos xxii. 69 
Own) xill. 669 
Oapn€& dSimdoos xx. 415 
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t (long by ictus) xxii. 313 
ia, tor xx. 68 

iyvon xili. 212 
id€@ xapw xiv. 235 

iein, tor xix. 209 
iepevew xxiv. 125 

(umriova xxi. 169 
ikereveu €s Twa Xvi. O74 
idiov (i) xv. 66 
iAAdOes xill. 572 
tppevar xx. 365 

idecs oiOnpos xxiil. 850 
idpopos xiv. 479 
‘Inmnpordyot xill. 5 

immo Aiakidao xvil. 426 
"ExTopos xvi. 833 

introus ev ToTape@ KaGevar xxi. 132 
tpes (simile from) xvii. 547 
totwp xviii. 501. xxiii. 486 
ioxavay xvii. 572 

ixOds (semile from) xvi. 407 
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kaykavos xxi. 364 
kakxiferOa xxiv. 214 
kadapny xevar xix. 222 
kaXavpoy xxill. 845 
KadAtkoA@vn xx. 53. 151 
kdadukes xvill. 401 
kapeo@a Twa xvill. 341 
kappovin xxi. 257. xxili. 661 
kavoves aomidos xill. 407 
kavev xxill. 761 
kamreros xviii. 564. xxiv. 797 
kamvos (simile from) xviii. 207 
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kapkaipewy xx. 157 
kapxanéos xxi. 541 
kata kpnOev xvi. 548 
karadnpoBopnaat xvii. 301 
kataeivucay xxill. 135 
kataOvjpuos xvil. 201 
katapynoada xxiv. 165 
Katnpav xxiv. 253 
keAnti¢ew xv. 679 
Kévora xxiii. 337 
kepapevs (simile from) xviii. 601 
keoTos xiv. 214 
kecsbadny eveikat xvi. 39 
kexavOer xxiv. 192 
Kexapnoepev xv. 98 
knOeos, Kndetos xxiii. 160 
Kntos xx. 147 
kipkos (simile from) xxii. 139 
kAoTrorevery xix. 149 
Kdmpos = vouds xviil. 575 
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KoTuAnpurtoy aipa xxiil. 34 
Kouprtes xix. 193 
koup.din ddoyxos xix. 298 
Kpatavyvados xix. 361 
Kpt TpiBew xx. 496 
kpixe xvi. 470 
Kpixos xxiv. 272 
kpovye Skapavdpov xxil. 148 
KuBotntnpes XV1. 750. xviii, 605 
xuddveuy (tntrans.) xx. 42 
kuk\éce xvil. 392 
rvAXoTrodioy xvill. 371. xxi. 331 
Kupuvdss xiv. 291 
Kuvdpuia xxi. 394. 421 
kKUpew emi Tue xxiil. 821 
Koper Oar Kak@® xxiv. 530 
KU@V (simile from) xxii. 189 

TpameCeds xxil. 69 
Kodera xiv. 499 
K@oAny xxiii. 726 
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AdpvaE = copods xxiv. 795 
Aavkavin, Aevkavin xxii. 325. xxiv. 642 
héyeoOar xiii. 275 
AeAagpevos xvi. 776 
her (simile from) xvi. 487. 756. 823 

xvii. 61. xviii. 318. xx. 164 
hikuntyp xiii. 590 
Aivov bradew xvill. 570 
Aumetv, Aumpvae xvi. 506 
A6yot, Aoyoypapa xv. 393 
Aoi Oyjia xxili. 751. 785 
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Adx@ ’roPapnocerOa xviii. 513 
Avewv xxiii. 7, 27 
AvKou (simile of) xvi. 156 
Avpny (v v) xxi. 80 
dro xxiv. 1 
hutpa, "Exropos xxiv. 1. 
Aros xxi. 351 
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pagoy emurxeiv xxii. 83 
paotiew, —ecOa xvii. 622. xx. 171 
paray xvi. 474, xxiii. 510 
peyakytys xxi. 22 
peeoOae xxi. 363 
pedevott Tape xxiv. 409 
peuPrerar XIX. 343 
HELV ITO, pepvewro xxiii. 361. xxiv. 745 
peva, paw xv. 599 
peoaTroAcos xill. 361 
pecoorayns xxi. 172 
petaravo@An xix. 201 
peragrouxt xxill. 358 
petokAace xill. 281 
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xv. 41 
pnpwOos xxiii. 854, 
pirov xxill. 762 
podvBdawa xxiv. 80 
popdevra xiv. 183 
poppvos xxiv. 316 
pvedov edecke xxii. 501 
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N 

veBpos (simile from) xxii. 189 
velos TpimoXos xvill. 541 
vextap evoragew xix. 39. 347 el aplerectiaes 
veoin Xxiil. 604 
veovTatos Xvill. 536 
vyyareos xiv. 185 
ynkovoTety xx. 14 
ynpitos xxii. 349 
NiéBn xxiv. 602 
vopos eTmewv xx. 249 

\ aS ay 

vyds Xxil. 65 
voooa immodpopov xxiii. 332 
vuooew xvi. 704 
voxeNin xix. 411 

=. 

E\avOos immos xix. 405 
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ZavOos rorapos xx. 74 
€ewnia xvill. 408 
Eearot Aidoe xvili. 504 
Evdov atov Spvos xxiii. 328 
EvpBAnoea xx. 335 
€vynia xxili. 809 
Euvos evuddos xvill. 309 

O. 

dapi¢ery xxii. 127 
dapiotvs ToAepov xvii. 227 
oypol xviii. 546 
cinua (F) xix. 43 
olnkes Si:bpou xxiv. 269 
OdvynTedewy xv. 245 
orlCoves xviii. 519 
OooiTpoyxos xill. 137 
ouparos xiii. 192 
ovOos xxiii. 775 
ovocaa be, ovverGe xxiv. 241 
oracad Gai Tia xix. 238 
OmAeo Oar xix. 172. xxiii. 159 
opetrat xx. 140 
6péovro xxiii. 212 
opexGeiv xxiii. 30 
éppacOai tivos xxil. 595 
époos xxiv. 451 
dp@pet xvi. 633 
dpwpéxarat xvi. 834 
da odpevos xiv. 17. xxiv. 172 
oréocow xv. 491. 664 
OtpurTvs xix. 235 
ovAov KAd€ey xvil. 756 
ovpos apoupns xxi. 405 
ovTapevos xvil. 86 
oxeTnyos avnp (simile from) xxi. 257 
oweiew Twos, Xiv. 37 

Il. 

mamaAdets Xiil. 17 
madvvew addita xvill. 560 
mavapnrg xxil. 490 
mavawp.os xxiv. 540 
mapavra xxiil. 116 
mapappyra xill. 726 ; 
mapdarts (simile from) xxi. 573 
mapetOn xxii. 868 
mapnopos Xxiil. 603 
mapOenos tats xvi. 180 : 
Paris (judgment of) xxiv. 29 
mapoitrepos xxill. 459 
Patroclus (death of) xvi. 702 
meipap emadddooew xill. 359 

— €héoOa xviii. 501 

INDEX. 

meipwa xxiv. 190 
meeOpa xxi. 407 
méXexkos xili. 612 
médAa xvi. 642 
metroALoTo Xx. 217 
Tepacae tia Anpvov Ke. xxi. 40 

emt vnowy xxi. 454 
mépae xvi. 708 
mepioeéios xxi. 163 
mepd0oa bat tivds xxiii. 485 

_Tepkvos xxiv. 316 
repara, mepnoerat, xvii. 155. 164 
mepid<ecba xxi. 101 
mrepuypevoy eivai twa xxii. 219 
mda TIndudda pediqv xvi. 142. xix. 

389 
mnviov xxiii. 762 
miOou Sovot xxiv. 527 
Pindar (quotes Homer) xv. 207 
TWUTK®, eTivvaceV, xiv. 249 
migea Xx. 9 
macew, wedaerv, xxi. 269 
mAnkti¢er Oar xxi. 499 
mAvvot xxil. 153 
Town Xvill. 498 
motapos (simile from) xvii. 263 
TlovAvddapas memvupevos xvill. 249 
mpo avaktos xxiv. 734 
mpo pdBoro xvii. 667 
mpoadns xxi. 262 
mpddopmos xxiv. 673 
mpobedAvpvos xiii. 130 
mpokdura xx. 204 
mpoxpoaaas Xiv. 35 
mpotetvx Oar xvi. 60. xix. 65 
mpav (simile from) xvii. 747 
mTvov xill. 588 
top (simile from) xix. 376. xx. 490 

P. 

pabdpryyes xxiii. 502 
paornp, 7 Xvill. 477 
‘Péa, pea (monosyllables) xv. 187. xx. 

263 
pyyvvaba épida xx. 55 
podavos xvill. 576 
pveoOa (v) xx. 195 
pupos xxill. 393 
pvoapny (v), xv. 29 
pooOa xv. 14] 
puokev xxiv. 730 
pvotatew xxiv. 755 
poecOat xviil. 411. xxiii. 367 
pomnia xxi. 559. xxiii. 122 
paxpos yains xxiii. 420 

a 



INDEX. 

2. 

cadmey€é xvii. 219 
oadri¢ew xxi. 388 
Sarpedon and Memnon xvi. 419 
ode = école xvi. 363. xxi. 238 
cawoete = cooate xiil. 47 
SeAXol xvi. 234 
ceva, cevacbai 

325. xxill. 198 
Diddves (i) xxiii. 743 
ovpraoa xiv. 142 
okeAXew xxill. 191 
oxerrecOa xvi. 361. xvil. 652 
oknmavoy xill. 59, xxiv. 247 
oKipnT@, TKNTT® XVil. 437 
oxodtal Oéuiores xvi. 387 
EKvpos xix. 326 
opapayety xxi. 199 
opad.yyes xxiii. 716 
Solar theory of Iliad, xviii. 95. 395 
goXos xxill. 826 
mopos xxiii. 91 
onoyyot xvill. 414 
oreiver Oa xvi. 163 
oTevTo xxl. 455 
atnAn (on tumulus) xvi. 

434, 
otros xiv. 351 
ordpayxos xvil. 47 
otpopuBos xiv. 413 
Subjunctive following 

tense, xiv. 522. xv. 23 
ovupdepros xill. 237 
ovrnpoovvat xxii. 261 
ovvapeba xiii. 381 
ovpry& xviii. 526 

eyxeos xix. 387 
avs (simile from) xvi. 823. xvii. 281 
cvpopBos xxi. 282 
opedavos xxi. 542 
opevddrvn xill. 600 
apies (simile from) xvi. 259 
opnxovabar xvi. 52 
oxeoOa Tivos xvii. 503 
oa@xos ‘Eppns xx. 72 

twa xx. 148. 189. 

456. xvii. 

historical 

TT: 

tavpos (simile from) xvi. 487 
Teipea XVili. 485 
téAgos xii. 707. xviii. 544, 
Tepe xiii. 707 
Téepver Oa ayéXas xvill. 528 
TeTayov Xv. 23 
TeTpaivew Tevovras XXil. 396 
TETUXHKwS XVil. 748 

7H xxill. 618 
t™nOea xvi. 747 
TidXeo Gai tia (lugere) xxiv. 711 
Tins cvacoey Twi Xx. 180 
TiysnoacOai Tiva xxii. 235 
TLTOS, dvTiTos xxiv. 213 
Topv@cacOa onpa xxiii. 255 
Tpame(nes Kvves xxii. 69. xxiii. 173 
TpaTrelopev, TapTo@pev xiv. 314, 
tpadepy xiv. 308 
Tporeov xvill. 224 
Tros (birth of) xx. 230 
tpopdes xv. 621 
tpoxos (simile from) xviii. 600 

Mee 

UBBadXew xix. 80 
vids Wines) xvil. 575. xix. 216 
vratOa xxi. 255. 493 
bmaomidia mporodigew xiii. 158 
Omepn pve xxi. 491 
br€ép popor, aicay xx. 30. xxi. 517 
brepdea xvii. 327 
bmep@ny xxii. 495 
bYnxees inroe xxiii. 27 

2. 

haiverw = hava xviii. 295 
adapa Xvi. 106 
adnpidwvra xiii. 799 
ados xill. 132. 614 
éptpov xviii. 236 
py xiv. 499 
POiera xx. 173 
uadn xxiii. 243 
—-— dudideros xxiii. 270 
girpot xxi. 314, xxiii, 123 
preypa xxi. 337 
pdvew xxi. 361 
ovat Boos xv. 633 
opjes xviii. 566 
ppadis vos xxiv. 354 
petara xxi. 197 
peves xvi. 481 

(im, ghosts) xxiii. 104 
ppix’ traiooew xxi. 126 
pvgaxuvods xiii. 102 
vAakos, 6 xxiv. 566 
pioa ‘Adaiorov xviii. 372 
cpuraduy Xx. se. 
Paptanos xxiv. 228 

xe 

Xdpus “Hdpaicrov ddoyos xviii. 382 



ABO - INDEX. 

xeu) Xxil. 93 Wevorety xix. 107 
xeporepos xv. 513 Wnpes xvi. 583. xvil. 755 
xépados, TO xxi. 319 Wnpides xxi. 260 
yepna xiv. 382. xv. 513 Widdes aipatréeroa xvi. 459 
xépueBov xxiv. 304 Vuxooracia Aeschyli xxii. 210 
xnpapos xxi. 495 
xnparo xiv. 270 
xnTtus xix. 324 
XiT@v oTpenros xxi. 31 Q. ‘ mag 
dava xviii. 470 at: ; 

Fontes ee 18 @keavos trorapos xviil. 607. xx. 7. xxi. 
195 

Aka xi. 707 
@pa Kpéa €Opevat xxii. 347 
@pnotal xives xxii. 67 
@poyepov xxiil. 791 
@vato xvii. 25 
évos xxi. 41. xxii. 746 
avorapny xvii. 173 

| “Qpiey xviii. 488. xxii. 29 

xoporuTin xxiv. 261 
xopos ’Apradvns xvill. 592 
xpaopeiy xxi. 193 
xpaopnoer xx. 296 
xpaiounoey xvi. 837. xvill. 62 
xpopados xxiii. 688 

Vv. 

Wedora xxiv. 261 

THE END. 

GILBERT AND RIVINGTON, PRINTERS, ST. JOHN’S SQUARE, LONDON. 
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